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“If I were to tell you that someone has written a book that melds together ideas 
about information dissemination consumption, evolutionary psychology, and a 
normative critique of the American media, you might not believe it was possi-
ble. But you’d be wrong. Social Evolution, Political Psychology, and the Media in 
Democracy explains how humans think, what they believe, what they hear, and 
why it is often bad for American democracy. But he also offers us a way forward 
through a comparison with other countries. In today’s politically deteriorating 
environment, we need a book like this.”

—Brian Rathbun, Professor of International Relations at University  
of Southern California, and author of Reasoning of State: Realists,  
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“In this quirky, clever, and creative work, Peter Beattie leads us on a wild romp 
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philosophy to understand why democracy is failing and the human race is flirt-
ing with extinction—and what, if anything, can be done about it. No questions 
could be more important for us to ponder at this time.”
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Dedicated to young women and men
…very wise men, perhaps quite worthy to govern, have written in France, 
Spain and England on the administration of states. Their books have done 
much good: not that it corrected the ministers who were in office when the 
book appeared, for a minister does not and cannot correct himself. He has 

reached his full status. No more instruction, no more advice. He has not the 
time to listen to them, the tide of business carries him away. But these good 
books form the young men destined for office, they form the princes, and the 

second generation is educated.
—Voltaire, Philosophical Dictionary, “States,  

governments: which is the best?”
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1

“What kind of truth is this which is true on one side of a mountain and false 
on the other?”
—Michel de Montaigne, Essays

Planes struck the towers while I was in the shower. A roommate was 
downtown taking photographs and, in the rudest way, received informa-
tion about what would later be called “9/11”; he witnessed dozens of 
people choose the brief terror of jumping over the prospect of burning 
alive. I was blissfully ignorant for an hour. As I walked from Alphabet 
City to Washington Square, two miles from the World Trade Center, I 
missed the relevant information—“change blindness” prevented me 
from noticing the Twin Towers were missing from the skyline. Even as 
I witnessed streams of businesspeople walking north, truth eluded me. 
(Those whose proximity to the collapse had covered them in soot were 
further downtown.) It was the day of the mayoral primaries, and I inter-
preted the unusual migration as a trip to the polls. What a turnout, what 
a day for democracy!

Information about the attack only reached me from fellow students as 
I arrived at class and even then, much was false: Planes had hit the White 
House! Another attack was on the way! I tried to call my father, in the 
Financial District for a conference, but the cell phone network was over-
whelmed. Instead, I walked to an apartment near Union Square, where, 
uncoordinated, friends were converging. There, as most of them walked 
to a nearby hospital to donate blood (there were too many would-be 
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donors), I saw CNN’s coverage of what had happened two miles away. 
For billions, the news media would be their only source of information.

I remember the week after 9/11 as an unusual time. Strangers made 
eye contact and daily interactions were gentler. The stress of daily life 
was subdued, not augmented, by the mass murder. It was as if the toxic 
smoke from the ruins were soporific. Parks were filled with spontaneous 
memorials, chalk drawings, and posters with a theme so common I only 
found it remarkable later1: peace. I saw calls for resilience, understand-
ing, to avoid violent retribution, remembering and honoring the dead by 
putting an end to violence.

Not so on television. The news was jarring, like entering an alternate 
universe where mourning and the desire for peace were replaced by rage 
and the desire for retribution. And fear, pervasive fear. The fear spread by 
the news media took root across the country, creating a sharp distinction 
between how New York City and the United States reacted. (Fear even 
snuck into my apartment—a month later, I bought gas masks for room-
mates and myself, should a poison gas attack force us escape across the 
Williamsburg Bridge.) This was my introduction to the media’s power, my 
first intimation of the difference between mediated and unmediated reality.

There was a question on everyone’s mind: Why do they hate us? 
The easiest answer, one found with only a remote control, was freedom. 
“They” hate “us” for our freedom. As a college student, I had the time 
and resources to engage in more effortful searches. The answers I found 
in books, magazines, the alternative and international press, commu-
nity radio, and documentaries were less pat than freedom-hatred. These 
answers attacked my identity, how I saw myself as a member of a nation 
devoted to justice and democracy. They were answers—true or false—
that never reached more than a small minority of my compatriots.

But why did this information reach me and not everyone? How 
did so many others around me come to have ideas so different from 
mine? These questions made me look at ideas anew. What are ideas? 
Fundamentally: information. Ideas are bits of information generated in 
or communicated to human minds, which combine, change, and spread. 
One’s beliefs are simply ideas—often what one was taught as a child.  
The mind may be mysterious, but it is not magical: it cannot survey all 
ideas and choose the best. The mind can only embrace ideas it is exposed 
to by others, or create new ideas from pieces of other ideas. Gore Vidal 
once put it that Montaigne wrote “about what he had been reading 
which became himself.”2 Who we are—our identities and beliefs—is largely 
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information we absorbed from our environments. Hence the distribution 
of the world’s religions: Catholics are disproportionately those whose 
parents were Catholics, Hindus those who were raised Hindu and so on.

It is not only religious ideas that we hold for reasons of geographical 
accident. There are few French nationalists among those born and raised 
in Ethiopia, just as there are few monarchists born and raised in the 
USA. Our political ideas, like our religious ideas, are powerfully influ-
enced by mere geography.

Why do we believe what we believe about politics? Our parents are 
a primary influence, as are schools, churches, and friends. And, finally:  
the books and newspapers we read, the television we watch and internet 
sites we visit. Outside of these sources, what do we have? The news media 
provides the majority of us with nearly all the information we have about 
the world outside of our social circles. Whether that information is wor-
thy of trust depends on the nature of the media system we have access to; 
citizens of North Korea would be wise to distrust information coming 
from their media system, while citizens of the United States can be con-
fident that a far greater percentage of the information from theirs trust-
worthy. After all, the U.S. government does not actively censor the press  
and journalists are trained to be as objective as possible. Yet there are 
reasons for doubt. There need not be a conscious, coordinated policy à 
la North Korea for a media system to display a propagandistic character. 
Unconscious or unintentional mechanisms abound: political-economic 
pressures, ideological uniformity among the owners of media compa-
nies or journalists, and a reliance on government sources for information 
are candidates. Even “culture” is a candidate: norms, routines, com-
mon sense, conventional wisdom, and what “it just wouldn’t do to say” 
or write. Hence even in relatively free and open media systems, healthy 
skepticism is required.

Such unconscious mechanisms are capable of producing bias that  
eerily mimics conscious propaganda. Before and during the second US 
war on Iraq, the U.S. public largely believed the war justified because Iraq 
posed a serious threat to national security. Yet the majority of the world’s 
people outside of the United States believed the war unjustified. Simply, 
the U.S. media was more accepting of the U.S. government’s position than 
media systems globally. The result: the U.S. public believed falsehoods and 
most of the rest of the world did not.3 What was true on our side of the 
Pacific and Atlantic was false on the others—and, as recognized by even 
Republican candidates for president in 2016, our “truth” was false.
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Such dependence on the news media strikes us as unpleasant, even 
embarrassing. The more comfortable and reassuring thought is that 
we choose what to believe. And we do, but we are not free to accept 
or reject ideas we never see or hear. Herein lies the power of the news 
media.

A commonsense rebuttal to claims about a powerful media is that 
there is no evidence of any conspiratorial cabal using the media to mis-
lead the public; rather, the U.S. media (among others) is composed of 
fair-minded professional journalists able to write and speak freely; that 
they are often adversarial toward government and corporations and tend 
toward the liberal side of the U.S. political spectrum; that the United 
States is an open society without censorship, in which citizens can read, 
watch, say, or believe what they please. Therefore, those concerned about 
media power are likely to be adherents of ideological persuasions outside 
the mainstream, upset their ideology has failed to gain wider acceptance. 
Each of these points of rebuttal is correct. Only, they are correct in them-
selves but do not constitute a rebuttal. This book explains why.

It explains how an “invisible hand” creates a de facto propaganda sys-
tem within the American marketplace of ideas. A conspiracy is unnec-
essary to explain the constricted supply of information within our open 
society: psychological, commercial, and political pressures suffice. As 
Adam Smith might put it: “It is not from the malevolence of the politi-
cian, the journalist, the media owner, or the audience that a propaganda 
system is created, but from their regard to their own interests—and, 
from their psychology.”

This book will argue that the news media has a power rivaling any 
branch of government. It suggests that to be consistent with democracy, 
the power of media, like the power of government, must be submitted to 
democratic control—and not merely to the polyarchic plutocracy of the 
market. Otherwise, we must admit that ours is a sham democracy dis-
guising an oligarchy. Or, simply a democracy in disrepair.

Explanations for this sorry state can be grouped into two broad cate-
gories. The Right insists human nature is profoundly flawed: “out of the 
crooked timber of humanity no straight thing was ever made,” according 
to Immanuel Kant. Our ideal forms of government cannot help but fall 
short of their goals, because human nature is corrupt, selfish, and tainted 
with evil. Hence democracy, which Churchill called “the worst form of 
government, except for all those other forms,” is failing of necessity. Our 
fallen nature can do no better, though it could do worse.
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On the Left, it is argued that democracy fails only when impeded by 
external forces. Human nature is suited to self-government and would 
produce wonderful results if allowed time to flourish under true democ-
racy. The Left’s diagnosis for the present democratic deficit is the imped-
iment imposed by wealthy individuals and corporations. This, not any 
failings of human nature, is what is preventing democracy from achieving 
its potential.

Evolutionary and social psychology have shown that we are animals 
that evolved to cooperate with members of our groups and compete with 
other groups. Our brains are designed with biases and prejudices to facil-
itate this cooperation and competition—not to think with the rationality 
and objectivity of philosophers. We know that humanity is crooked tim-
ber: far from the liberal ideal of rationality, Homo sapiens has an evolved 
mind riddled with biases that skew perceptions and political thinking. 
But while our nature seems fallen by comparison with an imagined, 
Edenic ideal, it does not warrant the Right’s pessimism any more than 
the Left’s optimism. Our nature is Janus-faced: we have a competitive, 
selfish heritage from our distant simian forebears and a cooperative, 
group-focused heritage that emerged when our lineage diverged from 
that of chimpanzees. What separates our species from our closest relatives 
is an impressive ability to cooperate, but we still share much of their self-
ish and competitive instincts.

A diverse array of scientific studies provides an understanding of how 
the media4 exerts political power. Unlike in the realm of law, where suc-
cessful arguments are built on persuasive reasoning and the accumulated 
authority of judges and legislators, scientific study is constrained only by 
what we can observe. When a chemist says that two chemicals produce 
an effect if combined, we are not constrained to believe on the strength 
of the chemist’s authority; we are invited to see for ourselves. Hence the 
motto of England’s Royal Society: nullius in verba, “nothing in words” 
or “take no one’s word for it.” Not all science is as simple as chemis-
try, however; more complicated areas of study, like human societies, do 
not allow for pure experiments. There are always extraneous, uncon-
trolled factors in even the most careful social psychological experiment. 
And many social questions do not allow experimentation, in which case 
“science” refers to its older, broader definition: a systematic study that 
creates knowledge to explain or predict aspects of the world. Regardless, 
as much for chemistry as sociology, how we interpret science, and what 
our interpretations tell us about how we might better organize ourselves 
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socially, politically, or economically, is open to debate. I mean to build 
here only a prima facie case for the power of media in politics, using the 
findings of scientists from several fields. Though I have not yet encoun-
tered one, a counterargument could be made that reinterprets the same 
findings, and others, weaving them into an opposing narrative that more 
satisfyingly explains the whole. (I would welcome such a counterargu-
ment, especially if it provides reassurance that democracy, in a form sub-
stantially faithful to its ideal of citizens sharing equally in political power, 
presently exists in the United States.)

To make this argument, first a theory of information in society—
ideas, beliefs—is needed. The first chapter explores three such theories: 
social evolution, which ties social information to broader conceptions of 
information at the root of physical existence and the evolutionary pro-
cess; schema theory, which conceptualizes how the human brain absorbs, 
processes, and stores information; and social representations theory, 
which explains and explores how large chunks of socially shared infor-
mation disseminate through a population. These approaches cover three 
ascending levels, from the individual bit of information, to the informa-
tion within an individual brain, to the sets of information widely shared 
within a society. Combining them, the resulting approach views ideas 
as bits of information that evolve and spread, in an ecology of informa-
tion featuring selection pressures of various sorts: psychological, cultural, 
political-economic.

The first chapter explains why this perspective is reasonable, and what 
explanatory benefits it has for an understanding of politics. While it illu-
minates much about the realm of ideas, it cannot predict or even fully 
explain why some ideas spread widely and other ideas do not. This theo-
retical approach can only sketch the complex system that is the world of 
ideas or the ecology of information. But to understand the system over-
all, it is necessary to investigate the main forces in operation within the 
ecology of information.

The forces at play within the evolution of political ideas can be 
divided into categories of demand and supply. “Demand” encompasses 
everything about the human brain that makes some ideas likelier to be 
absorbed or accepted, retained and retransmitted. For example, mem-
ory would be a demand force or bias: ceteris paribus, a small amount of 
information is likelier to spread than a large amount. (Accordingly, the 
understanding of a “meme” as an entertaining picture-and-joke on the 
internet has spread further than the definition of the meme as the basic 
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unit of the evolutionary algorithm as applied to the realm of ideas.) 
“Supply” encompasses any influence making some ideas likelier to be dis-
seminated by the biggest supplier of information, the media (or smaller 
suppliers, from churches to schools). For example, libel laws are a supply 
force or bias: ceteris paribus, information that carries the risk of a libel 
lawsuit is less likely to be disseminated than information carrying no such 
risk.

To understand demand biases, we need to understand the human 
mind, how it evolved, and how its evolutionary history affects polit-
ical cognition. To understand our psychology, the second chapter 
begins with the emergence of hominids, through the point when our 
species branched from our hominid cousins, to our development of 
sedentary agriculture and large civilizations. This chapter describes 
the marks evolutionary history left on our psychology, including our 
capacity for morality and political cognition. One of the most strik-
ing anomalies of human evolution was the emergence of large-scale 
cooperation (eusociality), a phenomenon common in ants and wasps 
but few other species. To produce this anomaly, unique ecological 
conditions were required and several psychological capacities had to 
develop. Once in place, these capacities produced their own ecology 
of human minds in which information (ideas, technologies, languages, 
and religions) could evolve. These distinct but interlinked evolution-
ary systems—the biological and the informational or ideational—have 
produced everything that makes us human. This includes political ide-
ologies: gene-culture coevolution has produced predispositions—weak 
though they may be alone—that make some inclined toward left-wing 
ideas and others to right-wing ideas. That is, our genes help to pro-
duce a psychological Left and Right, or “elective affinities” toward cer-
tain ideas. Thereby, our evolutionary history lives on in the design of 
our minds, producing an “evolutionarily stable strategy” helping some 
ideas, practices, and institutions to persist (the psychological Right), 
while providing a laboratory of innovation for potential improvements 
(the psychological Left).

The third chapter examines more direct demand biases, exploring 
what the field of social psychology can tell us about our psychology on 
matters of social and political importance. Today’s globally dominant 
political philosophy is liberalism, born before evolutionary theory and 
psychology. Liberalism’s view of human capacities looks naïve today5: in 
contrast to the liberal assumption of human rationality, our psychology is 
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ridden with irrational biases that interfere with an ideally rational way of 
learning and thinking about politics. This chapter focuses on biases likely 
to affect how we construct our political worldviews using the informa-
tion about the outside world we receive from the media: from in-group 
bias to the system justification tendency. Even if our media systems were 
designed to offer an objective and bias-free supply of political informa-
tion from diverse perspectives, demand-side biases may nonetheless dis-
tort the way information from the news media is received, processed, and 
remembered. Hence a democracy-appropriate media system must pres-
ent information in a way that mutes or reduces our social-psychological 
biases.

Arriving at the question of media power, the fourth chapter surveys 
what we have discovered about how information moves from the news 
media into our minds. The conventional wisdom for decades in social 
science was that the media produces minimal effects on opinions. But if 
the theoretical approach laid out in the first chapter is correct, this can-
not be: information is physical and must be transported from where it 
originates in political events, legislation, and research before it can reach 
our minds. As such, the media’s effects simply cannot be minimal. The 
overwhelming weight of recent research demonstrates this: that the 
media has a pervasive sway on political opinions and understandings. 
From advertising and entertainment programming to the news, it shapes 
what we believe about the wider world. It can persuade, prime, frame, 
set the political agenda, and shape political opinions. It can facilitate or 
impede spirals of silence, ideological segregation and polarization, and 
the acquisition of political knowledge. While the media is far from a 
brainwashing “influencing machine” or a hypodermic needle capable of 
injecting ideas into our minds, it is nonetheless the greatest influence on 
public opinion, as it is the conduit through which the building blocks of 
public opinion are transported. Therefore, biases in the supply of infor-
mation are likely to translate into biases in our political knowledge, from 
which we construct our understanding of the political world and act in it.

Whereas the second and third chapters examine the “demand side” 
of political information, the fifth chapter examines the “supply side.” It 
investigates the political economy of media: the factors by which informa-
tion is included in, or excluded from, the supply offered us by the news 
media. Regardless of whether we are perfectly rational or systematically  
biased, what determines the supply of information can affect the under-
standings we end up with. Beginning with a short history of the media 
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and how it developed, this chapter concludes that while the media ideally 
should provide a free “marketplace of ideas” or an open public sphere, 
several political-economic forces frustrate that ideal. These include 
ownership concentration, an economic process of creative destruction 
currently light on creation, ideological bias, commercial and political 
pressures, and cultural and institutional influences. In combination, these 
supply-side biases produce a media system that not only fails to counter-
act our evolved psychological biases, but compounds them.

If the United States were the only country in the world, we could 
draw little from examining its media system: innate psychological limita-
tions might make ideal conceptions of a public sphere or marketplace of 
ideas impossible dreams of political theorists. The variety of media sys-
tems globally allows us to compare their outcomes, further testing the 
causal link between the media and political ideas. The sixth chapter exam-
ines the ways different countries have designed and regulated their media 
systems. It traces differences between levels of political knowledge across 
countries to differences in how their respective media systems have been 
structured, particularly regarding the degree of commercialization and 
level of investment in public service media. These comparisons suggest 
best practices to make media systems better live up to the ideal role they 
should play in a democracy: providing a free, fair, and open marketplace 
of ideas.

Finally, the conclusion analyzes how deficiencies in the US media have 
translated into deficiencies in political practice. As people have often said 
about communism, democracy is a wonderful theory, but in practice it is 
doomed to failure—without a well-functioning media system.

The question of the media is of the utmost political importance. The 
news media is our lifeline to participation in the political realm; it is the 
telescope through which learn about our place in the universe, or the 
microscope through which we learn of what we are made. A network 
of salons, coffee shops, and a community of the literate comprised the 
first public sphere, which provided the impetus and the foundation for 
the rise of liberal democracies. Today, the public sphere has enlarged and 
diversified along with the franchise, and the modern mass media is its 
primary constituent. Dire social problems can be solved in a dictator-
ship, so long as the dictator is benevolent, well informed, and has the 
power to enforce policies. In a democracy, however, a majority of vot-
ers must be knowledgeable or problems can go unaddressed or inten-
sify. Yet informed observers warn that “[t]he political ignorance of the 
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American voter is one of the best-documented features of contemporary 
politics…”6 The invisible hand in our distorted marketplace of ideas is 
malfunctioning.

As Homo sapiens, we face dire political problems that may, if unad-
dressed, prove fatal. There are enough nuclear weapons on the planet to 
destroy most forms of life, and their use remains just one serious prov-
ocation or accident away. The threat of non-nuclear warfare is not so 
profound, yet one is hard pressed to find a war anywhere that is not a 
fundamentally senseless loss of life and cause of unjustifiable suffering. 
The way we organize ourselves economically is such that tens of thou-
sands die every day due to lack of food, a mere distributional problem 
that nonetheless claims more lives in a day than terrorism does in a year. 
Meanwhile, even in those limited geographical areas favored by the 
global distribution system, where food grows on pace with asset prices, 
despair abounds with suffocating poverty amidst unprecedented wealth.

And then there is perhaps the greatest threat, climate change, jeop-
ardizing the lucky condition in which our species encountered the world 
by threatening to make our planet uninhabitable (for us). Even without 
significant expertise in climate science, one cannot help but be impressed 
by the accumulated evidence and overwhelming scientific consensus. 
One has every right to be skeptical about any scientific theory, no matter 
how well supported, but serious criticism can only be made using the 
scientific method, proposing an alternate theory with even better eviden-
tiary support. Even approaching climate science from a more skeptical 
perspective, the principle of precaution would urge us to take immedi-
ate steps to avoid even a potential harm of such magnitude. Yet, we do 
nothing—or what amounts to nothing. Increasingly, past predictions of 
climate scientists come to seem less alarmist, and more conservative—
too conservative, as we quicken the process by which the planet becomes 
inhospitable, and Homo sapiens flirts with extinction.

Information, particularly a lack of information, lies at the heart 
of these problems. These problems are not information “all the way 
down”—they are more than merely a lack of information, there are 
resource constraints and psychological biases too. Yet, their solutions 
could all be based fundamentally on information. Voters could make 
immediate action on climate change a prerequisite for holding political 
office. With fuller information on the global economy, along with pro-
posed reforms, voters could make devastating status quo policies taboo 
and put an end to the career of politicians without a serious reform 
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proposal. Whether they would is another question; perhaps they would 
find criticisms of the proposed solutions more persuasive, accepting the 
belief that such proposals would only make things worse. But without 
mere knowledge of the proposals, they cannot do either. Without aware-
ness of options, choice is impossible.

And for war, information is a prophylactic. For as long as Europeans 
have been known as Europeans, they have slaughtered each other (and 
non-Europeans) with regularity—only the justifications and weaponry 
change. Arguably, they have recently become civilized: witness over a half 
century of relative peace after the unsurpassed barbarity of World War 
II. And no explanation of why Europeans have not relapsed into mass, 
mutual slaughter could exclude ideas. Europeans are better educated 
than at any time in their history, and it is hard for an educated mind to 
be duped by rationalizations and justifications for risking one’s life while 
killing unknown others. Today’s Europeans disdain aggressive national-
ism more than ever and have adopted pacifism to a reassuring extent.7 
The information contained in enough Europeans’ minds has prevented 
the outbreak of that to which Europeans had formerly been as enthusias-
tically attached as they currently are to football: war.

Manuel González Prada wrote:

Only a perverse morality can make us regard as bandits six shirtless  
men who hang about the outskirts of a city and as heroes six thousand 
uniformed outlaws who invade the neighboring country’s territory to 
steal away lives and property. What is bad in the individual we judge to 
be good in the collectivity, reducing good and evil to a simple question  
of numbers. The enormity of a crime or vice transforms it into a praise-
worthy action or into virtue. We call the robbery of a million “business” 
and the garroting of entire nations “a glorious deed.” The scaffold for the 
assassin; apotheosis for the soldier…. When man leaves behind his atavis-
tic ferociousness, war will be remembered as a prehistoric barbarity, and 
famous and admired warriors of today will figure in the sinister gallery of 
the devil’s children, by the side of assassins, executioners, and butchers. 
Napoleon’s skull will be stacked next to that of a gorilla.8

Unhappily, there is still quite a lot of museum space between goril-
las and Napoleon. But this is not due to a perverse morality in which 
small crimes loom large while large crimes are transformed through 
moral algebra into glorious feats. That is, this flawed morality does not 
recognize its perversity: it views large crimes as the unfortunate but 
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only-available means to accomplish great feats. And as the evidence dis-
cussed in the second chapter reveals, such a museum placement would be 
unfair to the gorilla: war is a relatively recent invention, and it is uniquely 
human. (Or nearly so—we share it in common with ants.)9

While early empires like the Roman10 and Mongol11 had ideological 
justifications of some divine sanction granted to the emperor or Khaqan, 
more recent empires have felt the need to excuse great crimes as the only 
available way to achieve a greater good.12 Spain’s empire in the Americas 
was vicious, but its defenders argued that it benefited Indians, civilizing 
them and saving their souls from eternal torment. Britain’s blood-soaked 
empire was also a noble mission to bring the light of civilization to the 
barbarians; France eagerly adopted its own mission civilisatrice. Nazi 
Germany was merely trying to save Europe from contamination by infe-
rior genes and Imperial Japan saving Asia from Western imperialism to 
create a prosperous East, guided by Japan like a wise father. Likewise, 
the United States merely promotes democracy, freedom, and open com-
merce. Later empires never seemed to engage in anything other than 
just, even selfless wars. (As Wyndham Lewis quipped, “what war that 
was ever fought was an ‘unjust’ war, except of course that waged by the 
enemy?”)13

Why is it that the more recent, post-printing-press empires felt it nec-
essary to present fairly simple power grabs as noble and selfless missions? 
Why not revel in one’s superior power and the maxim that might make 
right? But no; such thoughts tend to be restricted to “the closed and 
hushed councils of power, or in the concealed psychological depths of 
individual men and women.”14

The definitive reason may never be known, buried in millions of years 
of evolutionary history interacting with thousands of years of intellectual 
history and social evolution. But what is important is that for whatever 
reason—the psychological adaptations that arose to produce large-scale 
cooperation, and/or institutional and intellectual evolution—naked 
theft, murder, and exploitation are frowned upon. As Martin Luther 
King Jr. said, “[i]t seems to be a fact of life that human beings cannot 
continue to do wrong without eventually reaching out for some thin 
rationalization to clothe an obvious wrong into beautiful garments of 
righteousness.”15 But since doing wrong can be individually beneficial 
(or adaptive), this forms a selection pressure for ideas to rationalize and 
justify predatory behavior; yet in the ecology of the human mind, such 
rationalizations are always vulnerable to the predation of contrary, critical 
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ideas. Who today accepts any of these empires’ justificatory pronounce-
ments? Who does not cringe when reading an imperialist’s rationaliza-
tions, like this gem from Winston Churchill:

I do not agree that the dog in the manger has the final right to the man-
ger, even though he may have lain there for a very long time. I do not 
admit that right. I do not admit, for instance, that a great wrong has been 
done to the Red Indians of America, or the black people of Australia. I do 
not admit that a wrong has been done to these people by the fact that a 
stronger race, a higher grade race, a more worldly-wise race, to put it that 
way, has come in and taken their place.16

All but one of these empires fell apart, for a variety of reasons. But 
one is surely that the ideas undergirding those empires failed to gain and 
retain the consent of sufficient people—among the rulers or the ruled. 
As Marie von Ebner-Eschenbach put it: “but little evil would be done in 
the world if evil never could be done in the name of good.”17 Perhaps 
our increasingly interconnected societies are inching toward such a state 
where evil-in-the-name-of-good becomes too difficult to sell.

Hence the promise of a well-functioning media and the marketplace 
of ideas supports and maintains: through open intellectual competition, 
harmful ideas stand little chance of surviving for long. Few could disa-
gree with John Stuart Mill that “[i]t is a piece of idle sentimentality that 
truth, merely as truth, has any inherent power denied to error,”18 but 
one can hope that there is an ever-present selection pressure in the ecol-
ogy of the human mind for ideas conducive to a better life for human-
kind. This is a hope, and fundamentally a guess—albeit, an educated 
one.19 A desire to avoid human suffering and promote human happiness 
is not the only selection pressure, guaranteeing with the passage of suf-
ficient time a beneficial outcome. Yet it is deep-seated, arising from the 
suite of adaptations that first created our species. If Antonio Gramsci 
could write about having pessimism of the intellect, but optimism of the 
will while dying in Mussolini’s prisons, those reading this can afford to 
be hopeful too.

However, there is ample reason for the intellect’s pessimism. The fol-
lowing chapters provide additional reasons, at least for any who comfort 
themselves with soothing ideas about how the media and democracy 
currently work. Yet even arch-pessimist Harold Bloom ends The Lucifer 
Principle, his iconoclastic romp through the cruelty and misery of human 
history, with a similar hope:
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We must invent a way in which memes and their superorganismic carri-
ers—nations and subcultures—can compete without carnage. We may 
find a clue to that path in science. A scientific system is one in which small 
groups of men and women cohere around an idea, then use the powers of 
persuasion and politics to establish that idea’s dominance in their field, and 
to drive rival hypotheses – along with those who propound them – to the 
periphery.20

This is the promise of a functioning, free-marketplace of ideas. Such a 
possibility looks distant, but as this book will demonstrate, the evidence 
inclining us toward hope outweighs that tending toward despair. That is, 
if we keep in sight the timescale appropriate to social evolution.

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin was a Catholic priest, scientist, and theolo-
gian who crossed evolutionary theory—down (or up) to the ideational, 
cultural level—with Catholic theology.21 He knew that whether we think 
of the future as pessimists or optimists, we intuitively consider only a 
time period corresponding to our lifetimes (or a year, or the next quar-
ter). As such, the pessimists seem to have the upper hand. But Chardin 
pointed out that the better way to decide whether to be optimistic or 
pessimistic is to adopt a timeframe appropriate to social evolution:

[H]alf a million years, perhaps even a million, were required for life to pass 
from the pre-hominids to modern man. Should we now start wringing 
our hands because, less than two centuries after glimpsing a higher state, 
modern man is still at loggerheads with himself? Once again we have got 
things out of focus. To have understood the immensity around us, behind 
us, and in front of us is already a first step. But if to this perception of 
depth another perception, that of slowness, be not added, we must realize 
that the transposition of values remains incomplete and that it can beget 
for our gaze nothing but an impossible world. Each dimension has its 
proper rhythm. Planetary movement involves planetary majesty. Would not 
humanity seem to us altogether static, if, behind its history, there were not 
the endless stretch of its pre-history? Similarly … we cannot expect to see 
the earth transform itself under our eyes in the space of a generation. Let 
us keep calm and take heart.22

While keeping calm and taking heart is as good advice as having opti-
mism of the will, the question is whether the “omega point” de Chardin 
described—a convergence with the Divine to which human evolution is 
purportedly directed—will come in the life, or death, of Homo sapiens. 
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Will our species take advantage of our exponentially increased ability to 
communicate and inform, or go extinct? In the absence of a benevolent 
dictator to guide us, our only chance is a free marketplace of ideas, a func-
tioning public sphere. Let us hope we have time enough to create one.
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“The most merciful thing in the world, I think, is the inability of the human 
mind to correlate all its contents. We live on a placid island of ignorance in 
the midst of black seas of infinity, and it was not meant that we should voyage 
far.”
—H.P. Lovecraft, The Call of Cthulhu

Information has been evolving on earth for billions of years. While the 
naïve view of information is of something ethereal, formless, weightless, 
immaterial, and the rest, in reality information never exists outside of 
some physical substrate. César Hidalgo explains:

…information is physical. It is as physical as Boltzmann’s atoms or the 
energy they carry in their motion. Information is not tangible; it is not a 
solid or a fluid. It does not have its own particle either, but it is as physical as 
movement and temperature, which also do not have particles of their own. 
Information is incorporeal, but it is always physically embodied. Information 
is not a thing; rather, it is the arrangement of physical things. It is physical 
order, like what distinguishes different shuffles of a deck of cards.1

Information can exist in patterns of ink on paper, sound waves, electrical 
pulses, radio waves, magnetic flux patterns, neuronal connections,  
molecules, or notches on a stick. One theory of quantum physics  
even proposes that the most fundamental physical unit making up our 
universe is information.2 At a physical level, information is the inverse of 
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entropy or uncertainty. Information theory defines it as the reduction of 
uncertainty; the “information” transmitted by a landline or wifi signal is 
a reduction in the listener or recipient’s uncertainty about some aspect 
of the world. The more information we have about a physical system, 
the less entropy there is, and the more uncertainty a message reduces, 
the greater its informational content.3 Information’s two meanings—as  
a reduction in uncertainty, a subjective state, and as a physical reality, 
the organization (non-entropy) of matter—combine into one when 
we discuss information in our daily lives. Information that reduces our 
uncertainty is physical, ordered matter; it can take many forms, from 
sound waves to neuronal connections, but information in both senses is 
physical.

However, information is distinct from meaning; information is what 
a book or fiber optic cable transmits, while meaning is the human  
interpretation.4 Throughout the physical world, “meaning emerges from 
interactions between system states. If there are no interactions, there is 
no meaning. For meaning to be present, particular states of one system 
must have particular effects on another system”5—as when information 
we receive changes our behavior (e.g., when we read an article about 
a politician’s history of corruption and vote for her opponent). Hence 
Henry Plotkin’s insight that “adaptations are biological knowledge, 
and knowledge as we commonly understand the word is a special case 
of biological knowledge.”6 Everything in the biological (plants, animals) 
and intellectual (technology, ideas) realms is made of information—or 
“knowledge” in Plotkin’s sense. The evolution of information in the 
biological realm accommodates slow changes in the environment (e.g., 
thicker fur in a steadily cooling climate), and the evolution of informa-
tion in the intellectual realm accommodates faster changes (e.g., various 
types of warm clothing).7

For the majority of earth’s history, the only form of information 
to have evolved was in the form of molecular organization, DNA and 
RNA. Over billions of years, this information has increased in amount 
and complexity through a simple process, the evolutionary algorithm: a 
mixture of variation, replication, and selection. Whenever these elements 
are found in a system, the inherited properties of the evolving entities 
will inevitably become ever more adapted to whichever criteria determine 
reproductive success.8 (This does not mean “better”—only more adapted 
to often shifting criteria.) The evolutionary algorithm has shaped DNA 
and the history of life. Its three components are instantiated in biology 
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by self-replicating molecules, which change and vary due to processes 
like random mutation, and are selected by their differential survival. 
At their core, DNA molecules are information, instructions for mak-
ing proteins—and in the aggregate, they code for the development of 
everything from bacteria to blue whales, our bodies and minds.9

In a universe marching inexorably toward greater entropy, the evolu-
tion of information occurs only under certain circumstances, but when it 
does, it produces the opposite of entropy: ever-greater physical order.10 
Therefore, “[w]e can think of our planet as a little whirlpool of informa-
tion in an otherwise vast and barren cosmos.”11 The requirements for 
information to evolve are energy flows in non-equilibrium systems like 
our planet, the storage of order in solids (which protect against entropy), 
and the ability of matter to process information or compute.12 The abil-
ity of matter to process information is different from the simple order we 
find throughout the universe: in solar systems, crystals, waves, weather 
patterns, and other processes produced by physical and chemical laws.13 
The way matter processes information is the evolutionary algorithm, or 
the “engine of complexity,” a mindless yet powerful means of producing 
greater order:

All evolutionary systems rely on stored information, and all modify, add to, 
or delete from this body of information by following a well-defined infor-
mation processing strategy. At the core of every evolutionary system is a 
probabilistic computation that has the remarkable property of extracting 
purposeful information from randomly occurring events. When this com-
putation is employed to assemble instructions for making something use-
ful, a positive feedback loop can be established in which any change in the 
instructions that causes an improvement in the structures or actions spec-
ified by the instructions serves as the basis for future improvements to the 
instructions and their outcomes.14

While the popular understanding of the evolutionary algorithm is usu-
ally traced to Darwin’s On the Origin of Species in 1859, evolutionary 
approaches to information began nearly a century earlier with attempts 
to search for the origin and “common descent” of languages.15 Six years 
before Darwin introduced biological evolution (or the evolution of bio-
logical information), German linguist August Schleicher published tree 
diagrams of languages to recreate a common ancestor of languages. 
Interestingly, one of the first people to recognize the importance of the 
evolutionary algorithm outside biology was the psychologist William 
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James, who noted a “remarkable parallel, which I think has never 
been noticed, obtains between the facts of social evolution on the one 
hand, and of zoological evolution as expounded by Mr. Darwin on the 
other.”16

Before the twentieth century, the concept of “gene” did not exist; 
Darwin referred to “gemmules” as a theoretical unit of inherited  
biological information. Today, in the realm of social evolution, there is 
no universally accepted theoretical unit of information. Early anthropol-
ogists broke down aspects of culture into various units and studied their 
spread and evolution: Edward Burnett Tylor called them “institutions” 
and “customs”; Franz Boas “elements” and “traits of culture,” and the 
empirical manifestations of such units “incidents”; the German diffusion-
ists referred to “trait complexes,” and conceived of traits as general ideas 
rather than specific empirical units; and A.L. Kroeber studied the diffu-
sion and origin of “culture traits.”17 Today’s research into social evolu-
tion (or cultural evolution) more commonly adopts the term “meme,” 
finding it to be “a timely lable for an established and respected approach 
to the study of cultural evolution and transmission.”18

The analysis of social evolution took a mistaken and harmful detour 
through the Social Darwinism of Herbert Spencer and particularly his 
followers. Instead of viewing social evolution as the joint product of 
biological evolution and the evolution of information in society, Social 
Darwinists viewed social evolution as merely the product of biological 
evolution writ large. Ironically, it was Social Darwinism’s blindness to 
the importance of social information—and its ignorance of how envi-
ronmental influences affect physiological and psychological develop-
ment—that doomed the project. But before Social Darwinism became 
extinct, it spread virulently in the United States in the 1880s and ’90s, 
receptive as that environment was to justifications for competition, indi-
vidualism, territorial expansion, and plutocracy.19 Its ties to eugenics and 
right-wing ideology in the early twentieth century made later attempts 
to apply evolutionary theorizing to the social realm anathema to many 
social scientists.20

Gabriel Tarde, possibly the first precursor of the modern view of 
social evolution, offered a cogent, contemporary criticism of Social 
Darwinists.21 He perceived an unjustifiable conflation of biological and 
social evolution in their use of the term heredity: “They use this word  
indifferently to express the transmission of vital characteristics through 
reproduction and the transmission of ideas and customs, of social 
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things, by ancestral tradition, by domestic education, and by custom- 
imitation.”22 In Tarde’s view, like those today who study gene-culture 
coevolution, the evolution of biology and culture are separate and com-
plementary. While the reactionary applications of Social Darwinism 
(eugenics, racism, militarism) have led many well-intentioned people to 
scorn evolutionary approaches to society, Tarde explained nearly a cen-
tury ago why this is mistaken:

But we may accord to the biological side of social facts the highest impor-
tance without going as far as to maintain that there is a water-tight bulk-
head between different races…. Taken in this false and unjustifiable sense, 
the idea of race leads the sociologist who has taken it for a guide to con-
ceive of the end of social progress as a disintegration of peoples who are 
walled about and shut off from one another and everlastingly at war with 
one another. This kind of naturalism is generally associated with a defence 
of militarism. On the other hand, if we take the ideas of invention, imita-
tion, and social logic as a guiding thread, we are led to the more reassuring 
perspective of a great future confluence – alas, that it is not immediate – of 
multiple divisions of mankind into a single peaceful human family.23

In other words, while Social Darwinism views social evolution as the 
product of vicious survival of the fittest between different human 
“races,” an accurate view of modern human evolution comprises two 
forms of evolution: one of biology and the other of ideas. And it is the 
evolution of ideas that promises not war and conflict, but confluence and 
cooperation.

Tarde’s revolutionary perspective proposed that ideas are the principal 
“actors” in social phenomena. Ideas spread by imitation and counter- 
imitation and combine in novel mixtures to produce inventions, them-
selves imitated or copied. Ideas can be adopted through “substitution,” 
a choice between alternatives (similar to a gene and its allele), or through 
“accumulation,” a logical union of ideas. An idea’s success is determined 
by the compatibility of that idea with the current environment of other 
ideas. Tarde even defined “reason” as a specific desire for coherence 
between accepted ideas.24 That is, what a society considers reasonable—a 
selection mechanism—is merely that which does not contradict com-
mon ideas. Another selection mechanism Tarde notes is prestige, with 
ideas originating from or held by prestigious persons, classes, localities, 
or times spreading further. Interestingly, in modern democratic societies 
public opinion is cloaked with the same prestige formerly reserved for 
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monarchs, such that the attraction of already-popular ideas is reinforced 
by the mere fact of their popularity—a phenomenon Tarde viewed with 
distrust. Moreover, Tarde’s view of social evolution is not strictly tele-
ological or deterministic, but probabilistic: just because ideas could be 
fruitfully combined, does not mean they will be. He illustrates with an 
example from ancient Babylon, which had books and bricks marked with 
the names of their makers using movable characters or stamps, yet with-
out the thought of combining the ideas to create a printing press thou-
sands of years ahead of its invention in China.25

Tarde adapted his evolutionary mechanism to explain political devel-
opment. The conservative or right-wing faction maintains and con-
serves commonly accepted ideas, while the liberal or left-wing faction  
introduces newly combined or foreign ideas.26 Both create a spiraling 
process in which the conservation of old, proven ideas gives way to the 
absorption and incorporation of new ideas, then the conservation of 
those ideas, and so on. Tarde wrote:

The innovating party plays, then, in all of this, only a transitory, although  
an indispensable, part. It serves as a mediator between the spirit of  
comparatively narrow conservatism which precedes it and the spirit of com-
paratively liberal conservatism which follows it. (Consequently, traditionalism 
should no longer be opposed to liberalism. From our point of view, the two 
are inseparable.) Without hereditary imitation, without conservative tradition, 
any invention or novelty that was introduced by a liberal party would per-
ish still-born, for the latter is related to the former like shadow to substance,  
or, rather, like a light to its lamp. The most radical revolutions seek to be 
traditionalised, so to speak, and, reciprocally, at the source of the most rigid 
traditions we find some revolutionary condition.27

Tarde’s contemporary, Emile Durkheim, contested his view of social 
evolution as the aggregate of individual imitation, broadly conceived as 
encompassing education, copying ideas and behaviors, reading books 
and newspapers, etc.28 For Durkheim, sociology could not be built up 
from the basis of inter-individual processes, because these were so little 
understood. Instead, Durkheim took a top-down approach, looking at 
collective influences operating on individuals: “Each social group really 
has a collective inclination for [an] act, quite its own, and the source 
of all individual inclinations, rather than their result.”29 Durkheim’s 
notion of collective representations, rather than being spread individual 
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to individual in an epidemiological process like imitation, involved 
already-commonly shared ideas in a community that help produce social 
cohesion. Tarde’s ideas about imitation were a precursor to social evolu-
tion theory, and Durkheim’s ideas were a precursor to Serge Moscovici’s 
social representations. Today, there is no need for conflict between Tarde 
and Durkheim’s progeny.

Tarde would be elated by the growth in cross-disciplinary work on 
evolutionary approaches to culture, and Durkheim might concede that 
the inter-individual processes that were so poorly understood are ready 
to provide the building blocks for a bottom-up view of society to com-
plement his approach. This new research includes studies on the emer-
gence of social learning, traditions, or proto-culture in nonhuman 
animals; the emergence of true cultural evolution among hominids 
during the Stone Age and its acceleration during the Upper Paleolithic 
period; the application of methodologies from evolutionary biology to 
social evolution and the parallels between biological and cultural evolu-
tion; and studies of “rational imitation” and “over-imitation” in children 
as the basis for the replication of cultural units of evolution.30 Major 
advances have been made in evolutionary perspectives in sociology, 
archaeology, economics, international politics, and the social sciences 
more generally.31

The stage is set to develop what Lev Vygotsky outlined nearly a cen-
tury ago:

It is not, of course, that biological evolution has come to a stop and that 
the species ‘man’ is a stable, unchangeable, constant quantity, but rather 
that the basic laws and the essential factors which direct the process of bio-
logical evolution have receded to the background and have either com-
pletely fallen away or have become a reduced or sub-dominant part of new 
and more complex laws governing human social development. … New 
laws, which regulate the course of human history and which cover the 
entire process of the material and mental development of human society, 
now take their place.32

1  memes or sociAl evolution theory

“And is it not a dream which none of you remember having dreamt that built 
your city and fashioned all there is in it?”
—Khalil Gibran, The Prophet, “Farewell”
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To understand the meme as a theoretical construct, we have to go 
back to the context in which it was introduced: in 1976 with Richard 
Dawkins’ The Selfish Gene, a popularization of the theory that evolution 
acts only on the genetic (as opposed to the organism or group) level. 
The book tells an amazing creation tale, rivaling religious creation myths. 
It starts billions of years ago, when all of the matter in the universe was 
condensed in a small space of unimaginable density and temperature. 
Then, nearly 14 billion years ago, this mass of condensed, supercharged 
matter exploded, expanding into space. As it rushed out at incredible 
speeds, it aggregated into planets and stars, attracted by gravity into 
solar systems. On our planet, atoms were being attracted in different 
combinations, forming molecules. By the laws of physical attraction and 
repulsion, with influxes of concentrated energy in the form of sunlight, 
volcanic eruptions, and lightning, some combinations of atoms happened  
to make copies of themselves from the atomic and molecular matter 
bouncing into each other on a planet devoid of life. All it took was for 
one molecule or chain of molecules to arise that had the property of 
attracting bits and pieces of atomic material, which would then form into 
a replica of the original molecule: this was the first replicator. From this 
inauspicious beginning came biological evolution: great sequoias, dino-
saurs, mushrooms, birds, whales, humans, and all the rest.

The evolutionary algorithm is the differential survival (selection) of 
imperfectly replicating (variation) entities displaying fidelity, fecundity, 
and longevity (retention)—and the algorithm is substrate-neutral, mean-
ing that there is no reason it cannot be applied to a variety of domains.33 
In the biological domain, the self-replicating ancestors of DNA dis-
played fidelity (they would usually make accurate copies), fecundity (they 
made several copies, given the right raw material or molecular “food”), 
and longevity (they tended to survive long enough to make copies). 
Sometimes they replicated imperfectly. For the majority of flawed repli-
cations, the flaw or mutation was such that the resulting molecule could 
not, according to the laws of physics and chemistry, make additional 
copies. Those molecules would “die off ” and drift into the lifeless sea. 
However, on some rare occasions, a copying error in a replicating mole-
cule would result in a molecular structure that was still able to replicate. 
This is the “differential survival” part of the algorithm: some self-repli-
cating molecules of different forms tended to make more copies. Some 
of these molecules may have been composed of more readily available 
atomic matter in their environment; others may have grown larger and 
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more stable, allowing them to stay together longer. Whatever the case, 
at some point these self-replicating molecules evolved to build structures 
around themselves out of the available atomic material. The cell was 
born. Now, instead of self-replicating molecules flowing through the 
earth’s oceans, accumulating atomic material out of which to make cop-
ies, there were self-replicating cells, carrying the descendants of the first 
self-replicating molecules: DNA. Single-celled organisms evolved into 
many-celled organisms, and multicellular organisms eventually evolved 
into animals and plants.

At the core of this creation, story is the evolutionary algorithm, a 
mindless process that guarantees results, given the right conditions.34 
However, rather than the evolutionary algorithm, the starring role 
in The Selfish Gene was given to the anti-hero pilot of massive biolog-
ical robots, the gene. Hence, when Dawkins introduced the “meme”  
later in the book, many readers considered it a mere analogue of the 
gene, and its worth to hinge on the coherence of the gene-meme anal-
ogy. But as Susan Blackmore later described the most basic principle 
of meme theory: “genes and memes are both replicators but otherwise 
they are different.”35 Henry Plotkin adds that “all of memetic replica-
tion looks different from genetic replication: not much longevity except  
for core conventional meaning and startling detail; very little fidelity 
apart from simple memes; and a fecundity that probably varies from per-
son to person as a result of differences in cognitive capacity yet to be 
understood.”36 Memetic evolution, while analogous to genetic evolu-
tion, is more complex.37 This is where most criticism of meme theory 
flounders: by itself, the analogy to genetic evolution is inessential. What 
is essential is that the evolutionary algorithm or “complexity machine”—
in the abstract—applies to information in the human mind as much as to 
information in DNA. They are separate instantiations of the same pro-
cess, similar in some ways and different in others.38 The evolutionary 
economist Stanley Metcalfe clarifies that this is not “intrinsically a matter 
of biological analogy; it is a matter of evolutionary logic. Evolutionary 
theory is a manner of reasoning in its own right, quite independent of 
the use made of it by biologists. They simply got there first….”39

A meme is the theoretical basic unit of informational/social evolu-
tion: it is information subject to the evolutionary algorithm and selected 
in a social environment. The meme is dizzyingly broad, encompass-
ing a peculiar noise and a software virus; a chair, to your idea of a chair 
and instructions for making one; a joke, story, or technology. For large 
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chunks of information like ideologies, legal arguments, and religions, 
“memeplex” can be used: a collection of self-reinforcing memes that 
tend to replicate together.40 As a phenomenon for empirical investiga-
tion, the breadth of the meme concept threatens to make it useless; as 
Serge Moscovici warned about Durkheim’s collective representations, 
“by attempting to include too much, one grasps little: grasp all, lose 
all.”41 However, for empirical investigations of memes, Pocklington and 
Best’s definition avoids the problem of overbreadth:

The appropriate units of selection will be the largest units of socially trans-
mitted information that reliably and repeatedly withstand transmission. … 
The two important characteristics of this definition are that a unit be large 
enough to exhibit properties that may covary with replication success and 
still be small enough to have robustly developing characteristics that reap-
pear from host to host.42

2  whAt meme/sociAl evolution theory is not

Critiques of meme theory have focused on the weakness of the gene-meme  
analogy.43 This is a problem to the extent meme theory relies on analogy.  
But it is important to recognize that it is not a defining characteristic of 
the memetic perspective or theorizing about social evolution in gen-
eral. What is important is that information in human society is subject  
to the evolutionary algorithm; even though there are significant differ-
ences between genes and memes, at the abstract level there are important 
ontological similarities.44 Pierre Teilhard de Chardin observed that “[f]or a 
mind that has awakened to the full meaning of evolution, mere inexplicable 
similitude is resolved in identity,”45 and Garry Runciman points out:

Information is not a metaphorical term needing to be cashed into some-
thing else. It is the reality. Although much of the language of science is 
metaphorical and none the worse for it, there is no other thing for which 
theorists of cultural selection are using the concept of information transfer 
to stand proxy. However difficult it is, when behavior is the phenotypic 
expression of information transmitted by imitation or learning, to say what 
exactly are the units or bundles of information passing from mind to mind 
that are competitively selected (or not), their mutation and recombination 
are no less a matter of literal fact than when computer scientists splice the 
codes for programs, cross them over, and see how the consequences work 
themselves out.46
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The evolutionary algorithm has been usefully applied to computer  
software, creating self-improving programs.47 Prions, antibodies, and 
computer viruses are other examples of evolving replicators.48 These illus-
trate the substrate-neutrality of the evolutionary algorithm: it works for 
genes, memes, immune systems, prions, computer software, and viruses.

Today, it is ironic that one of the most cogent original criticisms of 
the meme concept was that, unlike genes, memes are insufficiently dis-
crete and separable to be subject to the evolutionary algorithm. Yet 
developments in genetics over the intervening years have left the gene 
nearly as fuzzy.49 According to bioinformaticians Sonja Prohaska and 
Peter Stadler, “the classical molecular concept of a gene as a contigu-
ous stretch of DNA encoding a functional product is inconsistent with 
the complexity and diversity of genomic organization.”50 Another criti-
cism of the meme focused on a different discontinuity in the gene-meme 
analogy: the ability of memes to change before being passed on, mak-
ing them, in a sense, Lamarckian evolutionary entities. Today, evidence 
of an ability of organisms to change their DNA during their lifetime 
has inspired heated debate in genetics, with bacterial geneticist James 
Shapiro arguing that “[t]he capacity of living organisms to alter their 
own heredity is undeniable,” and that the use of the term “‘gene’ gives 
the false impression of specifying a definite entity when, in fact, it can 
mean any number of different genomic components.”51 So much for the 
gene-meme analogy being inapposite.

Developments in cognitive science and linguistics have strengthened one 
aspect of the gene-meme analogy: sexual recombination. Gilles Fauconnier 
and Mark Turner’s (explicitly evolutionary) theory of conceptual blending 
shows how the human brain routinely takes aspects of two or more con-
cepts and recombines them into something novel—as happens to the DNA 
of a mother and father during meiosis.52 This explains a key source of var-
iation in social evolution: ideas do not simply mutate to provide variants 
for selection, but also combine in admixtures. Examples abound: meta-
phors (“digging one’s own grave”), analogies (“social evolution is like bio-
logical evolution”), counterfactuals (“if I were you, I would…”), category 
extensions (“animal rights,” “computer virus”), and countless inventions 
originating from devices meant for different uses (the fork from the pitch-
fork).53 Conceptual blending, like sex, is an important contributor of var-
iation needed for the evolutionary algorithm to function.54 Interesting or 
useful blends spread, whether in popular culture (Minotaurs, Spiderman), 
science (disciplines “blending” by adopting methodologies or perspectives 
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from other disciplines, as in political psychology and global political econ-
omy), technology (smartphones blending telephones and computers), law 
(intellectual property), institutions (the brigade de cuisine blending French 
military organization with the operation of a kitchen), etc.

A more useful critique of meme theory focuses on transmission mech-
anisms and imitation. Here, as Dan Sperber indicates, a simple form of 
imitation is not how information is normally transmitted.55 Information 
transfer is mediated by attributing intentions, making inferences, lin-
guistic rules, evolved dispositions, and other processes that decode and 
reconstruct messages with varying success. And at the neuronal level, 
even cultural attributes cause different patterns of brain activity when 
making the simplest perceptual judgments.56 Therefore, is the copying 
fidelity of information too low to support the evolutionary algorithm? 
This has been addressed from a practical perspective by archaeologist 
Stephen Shennan: “even though there may be all sorts of things going 
on in the mind, the resemblance between the inputs and the outputs 
is often very striking, as the example of the continuity in many prehis-
toric pottery traditions clearly demonstrates.”57 There is variation: from 
direct and easy imitation or information transmission (as with pottery 
traditions, technological know-how, recipes, etc.) to information resist-
ant to direct transmission or imitation (as with feelings, culturally specific 
understandings, etc.). As the biophysicist John Mayfield explains:

The engine of complexity [evolutionary algorithm] works on a body of 
information that is evaluated in some way, requires a mechanism for copying 
and modifying this information, and operates in an environment that pro-
vides consistent selection favoring some, but not all, of the modifications. 
Society as a whole and most social institutions examined separately exhibit 
all these features. Controversies arise over the nature of the information and 
the mode of copying, but it is not all that mysterious.58

To avoid the problematic nature of imitation, Robert Aunger suggests 
the meme be redefined as “the state of a node in a neuronal network 
capable of generating a copy of itself in either the same or a different 
neuronal network,”59 or “a configuration in one node of a neuronal net-
work that is able to induce the replication of its state in other nodes.”60 
Viewing memes as nodes in a neuronal network helps reveal that even if 
there are copying errors or information loss during interpersonal com-
munication, the central tendency of the copies will still float around  
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the original meme. Therefore, on a population level, the original or  
normative meme will be dominant and copying fidelity is high enough 
for evolution to occur.61

A review of current neuroscientific research supports but complicates 
this view.62 There is evidence of concepts being encoded by individual 
neurons—the localist, “grandmother” or “Halle Berry” cell theory, with 
one cell coding one concept—but the evidence is inconclusive. Better 
supported is that individual concepts are encoded in representations 
distributed through a neural network. Concepts are grounded in per-
ception and action, and their storage is distributed across sensory and 
motor areas of the brain—meaning that our representation of concepts 
depends on idiosyncratic experiences. Even abstract concepts are stored 
in neural networks that include memory traces from our experiences: 
“Complementing sensory-motor representations, abstract concepts such 
as ‘to free’, but also ‘truth’ and ‘relationship’ are typically strongly asso-
ciated with emotions and may also include introspective information 
about internal states experienced in corresponding situations (e.g., in 
a situation, in which an individual felt freed in the past).”63 Thus, at a 
fundamental, neuronal level, information does get copied more or less 
accurately from individual to individual (close enough for jazz, or for 
evolution to occur at the population level). But that information may feel 
different from person to person, depending on the memories tied into 
its neuronal encoding. Hence the distinction between information and 
understanding or meaning: two people may have the same information, 
yet understand it differently.64

Regardless of inter-individual differences in storing information, 
developments in our understanding of “mirror neurons” have sup-
ported the memetic view.65 Although mutations are far more common in 
memetic than biological evolution, this does not make memes or social 
information an impossible candidate for the evolutionary algorithm.66

3  whAt sociAl evolution theory Provides

What is important about the meme concept is not that it represents a 
radically new scientific theory with testable predictions and surpris-
ing results. Memetics as a research paradigm, with its unique method-
ologies, has not yet achieved great,67 only modest,68 success. One can 
reasonably reject ontological claims of social evolution theory about the 
meme, remaining agnostic about the evolutionary process in the realm 
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of culture and society. Nonetheless, the memetic perspective is valuable  
as a perspective. (As one philosopher put it: “Ontologies are jealous, 
exclusive. Points of view are not.”)69 It replaces our implicit, unexam-
ined view of knowledge: it feels as though we have sought out the best, 
most accurate ideas and beliefs, as if we stood atop an intellectual Mount 
Olympus, with all ideas, beliefs, and ideologies within view, and picked 
among them according to our own (impeccable) taste and judgment.  
In contrast, the memetic perspective is explicit and humbling, remind-
ing us that beliefs and knowledge are contingent on information we have 
been taught, indoctrinated with, or learned independently—at the least, 
the information we have been exposed to—and that there is no guaran-
tee that it corresponds with the reality it purports to describe. This cuts 
through needless obfuscation and intellectual anachronisms to get at the 
key constituent of culture, politics, and social organization: information. 
This perspective teases us into looking at information as an agent that 
spreads through the human population, subject only to the constraints of 
the social and physical environment. And as an agent, one does not have 
to be Josef Goebbels to know that information is powerful.

Presently, “meme theory” may largely be a “mere superimposing of 
a new language on old insights.”70 Yet it has epistemological value, and 
it offers a hypothesis of the origin and development of human culture 
and the intellectual world. Philosophy has been somewhat silent on how 
we, a young species, came to have so many ideas in such a short time. 
Parmenides argued that change is impossible, so that in a sense all ideas 
must have always existed; Plato believed that at least some ideas were 
eternal.71 Descartes and Leibniz thought some ideas are innate, which is 
reminiscent of Plato’s view of knowledge as a recollection of ideas forever 
present in our souls.72 Western philosophy has been reliant since its incep-
tion on the concept of the “soul,” a spiritual or magical entity outside of 
the physical realm and responsible for conscious thought. Owen Flanagan 
explains that for most of Western history, “[m]inds and souls, not being 
physical, were not a proper object of scientific study”73—so they were left 
to the philosophers, who until recently were enjoined to reason in accord-
ance with religious dogma, including the concept of the spiritual soul that 
creates ideas out of thin air. If we posit this hypothetical entity, we can 
facilely explain the development of a staggering array of ideas since our 
hunter-gatherer days in Africa. However, if we do not posit a spiritual or 
magical soul, our only explanation is the human brain, and we are left 
with the options of either merely ascribing to it the abilities of the soul74 
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or deferring the question until (hopefully) neuroscience and psychology 
can answer it. Hence, to paraphrase Churchill, social evolution theory may 
be the worst explanation of how our species came to have such a wealth 
and diversity of ideas; except for all the others. Not only does social evolu-
tion theory explain the development of ideas in a manner consonant with 
available evidence and without resort to magic, but it is the only tentative 
explanation that answers, however provisionally, the question of why our 
intellectual realm is so densely and diversely populated.75

Social evolution theory offers a hypothesis for how our species devel-
oped such large brains with the capacity for culture and cultural evo-
lution.76 Models of evolutionary processes demonstrate that in an 
environment of memes with positive and negative fitness consequences, 
genes for increased imitative ability are progressively favored (even when 
such ability, if it requires larger brains, entails reduced fitness due to 
greater metabolic requirements and increased maternal mortality during 
childbirth). As imitative ability increases, a “mimetic transition” tipping 
point is reached, when brains have evolved an imitative capacity such 
that memes can spread like epidemics. This point may have been reached 
approximately 120,000 years ago, when evidence for cultural diversi-
fication accumulates first in Africa and then elsewhere as Homo sapiens 
spread throughout the planet.77

Also, as the critic Maria Kronfeldner suggests, the meme concept can 
serve and is serving a bridging function between disciplines, facilitating 
the cross-disciplinary study of social evolution.78 The simplicity and all- 
encompassing breadth of the meme provides a common vocabulary for 
varied disciplines to share information and perspectives. It also anchors 
social evolution in a metaphor with biological evolution, which—while 
unnecessary—may help to keep the former from straying from the confines 
of the evolutionary algorithm. Most importantly, social evolution theory 
and the meme concept require us to recognize the physicality of informa-
tion. One can choose to reject everything else about the social evolution 
perspective save the physical basis of information, and the resulting need to 
think in terms of information logistics and transportation.

4  schemAs

The concept of the “schema” overlaps considerably with the meme, yet 
in subtle but important ways, it is both narrower and more inclusive. 
The schema is
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a generic, abstracted knowledge structure, which also contains specific 
instances. … [It is] an active, constructive process, rather than a veridical 
copy; abstraction over instances, rather than a collection of raw data; struc-
ture based on experience, rather than determined wholly by genetic factors 
or by the current environment; and organization in the service of adaptive 
efficiency, rather than accuracy.79

Schemas, like memes, come in as many forms as there are types of infor-
mation relevant to human beings.80 As a psychological construct, the 
schema is not pure, disembodied information, but embodied informa-
tion. As such, many schemas are inseparable from emotion: we do not 
just think of “fear” abstractly, we think of “fear” and unavoidably feel it, 
however fleetingly. Schemas are conceptualized, unlike memes, as laden 
with affect.81 Like memes, schemas are largely conceptual, encoded in 
the brain but lacking a precise description of that encoding. Schema the-
ory is more concerned with the processes and dynamics of knowledge 
representations in the brain than their neurological basis. Neither is it 
concerned with a theoretical narrative explaining the development and 
modification of schemas. If social evolution is a theory in search of a 
unit of measurement, the schema is a unit of measurement in search of a 
theory.82

“Schema theory” may be weak on theory, but its empirical results are 
strong. The schema concept helps explain how we process information 
and guide its retrieval from memory.83 For instance, reading someone’s 
biography and then being told the person was a member of a social cat-
egory makes us remember more information from the biography con-
sistent with our schemas for that social category—in fact, it makes us 
more likely to “remember” schema-consistent information that was 
actually absent from the biography. In one experiment, experts and nov-
ices in baseball were asked to read a description of one half-inning and 
then tested for memory of it.84 Although baseball experts and those who 
knew little had similar memory ability, baseball experts incorporated 
the information about the half-inning into their baseball schemas. As a 
result, they remembered more important details and recalled events in 
the correct order. The baseball novices remembered peripheral details, 
such as the weather, and failed at recounting the half-inning.

The effects of schemas on memory fit into five categories: selection, 
abstraction, interpretation, integration, and reconstruction.85 Selection 
effects occur when information relevant to currently held schemas is 
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better remembered than irrelevant information. Abstraction effects occur 
when we remember the gist, rather than full content, and the gist we 
tend to remember comprises schema-consistent information. When we 
try to recall details of messages that do not fit our schemas, we tend to 
make them up by providing inferences from our schemas. Interpretation 
effects occur when distortions and additions to information are encoded 
in memory. Integration effects occur when different pieces of infor-
mation are combined into a unified schema, sometimes distorting and 
modifying it. Finally, reconstruction effects occur during the process of 
remembering rather than encoding, when we fabricate memories out of 
partial recollection and our general knowledge (schemas) of cause, effect, 
intention, attitudes, and theories.

In addition to affecting memory, schemas guide our attention to  
stimuli. For instance, when reading the Bible, those with extensive 
Calvinist schemas are likely to be drawn to the Parable of the Talents, 
whereas those with extensive schemas representing gross social inequali-
ties are likely to be drawn to the Sermon on the Mount. Schemas some-
times direct attention to schema-inconsistent information, unlike in the 
case of memory recall, where schemas direct attention to schema-con-
sistent information.86 Hence, the Calvinist reading the Sermon on the 
Mount may focus intently on it, to explain it away, and make it compat-
ible with their schema that wealth is a sign of divine approval. Although 
relatively little research has been done on how schemas are developed, it 
may occur in situations where incoming information is not consistent with 
existing schemas and it is important to us.87 When incoming information 
is difficult to categorize by schemas, and it is relatively unimportant, we 
shoehorn it into existing schemas, modifying or distorting in the process. 
However, when we encounter schema-inconsistent information that is 
important, we engage in more bottom-up, data-driven processing, attend-
ing to the details of the information rather than unconsciously categoriz-
ing it with reference to our schemas. These may be the situations in which 
we create new schemas.

The schema concept has been applied in fields other than psychol-
ogy. In anthropology, schema dynamics have been used to explain how 
information is distorted during transmission from speaker to hearer, 
according to the hearer’s schemas. In one experiment, American listen-
ers of Eskimo stories tended to systematically distort the stories to better 
fit their cultural schemas of story structure.88 This suggests an important 
wrinkle to the idea of memes spreading via imitation: transmitted  
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information will be warped by the gravitational pull of recipients’ schemas. 
In political science, schemas have been used to explain how citizens 
absorb political information from the media.89 Those with well-developed 
political schemas are likelier to remember schema-consistent informa-
tion (a Republican politician announcing support for a typical Republican 
policy), but also to misremember schema-inconsistent information  
(a Democratic politician taking stereotypically Republican, hawkish foreign 
policy positions).90

Schema research, by focusing on salient and relevant bits of informa-
tion of small to intermediate size and illustrating the dynamics affecting 
the use, processing, and storage of information, elaborates on the sparse 
picture painted by the meme concept. As Elizabeth Rice explains, sche-
mas “represent more than mere descriptive devices; ‘schema theory’ 
is a theory of the comprehension process. Considerable research has 
already been undertaken into the role of [schemas] in the assimilation 
of information, in information storage and memory, and in recall and 
reconstruction.”91 Hence, schema and meme theory may be fruitfully 
combined: The meme foregrounds the informational and evolutionary 
nature of knowledge, and the schema foregrounds how such information 
is processed by our not-computer-like brains, explaining an essential part 
of the ecology in which memes evolve.

5  sociAl rePresentAtions

“[W]hat is very much lacking in social psychology today is concern with the 
strife of ideas.”
—Serge Moscovici, “Ideas and Their Development”

Like schema and meme theory, social representations theory has been 
criticized as “mushy” and imprecise.92 A similar critique of “they merely 
describe, but do not explain” shadows these different yet (implicitly) 
related perspectives. This may be less a weakness and more a truism 
about the inherent difficulty of subjecting social information to scientific 
scrutiny.

Schema and social representations theories concern social information; 
that is, information generated by (and relevant to) social interactions.93 
Like schemas, social representations also conceptualize information in 
memory with an organizational structure, explore cognitive shortcuts 
or heuristics, and examine the affective, emotional dimension. These 
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similarities are expected, given the mélange of ideas and processes social 
representations takes as its focus. Social representations is an “open” 
theory that welcomes diverse methodologies and can be described as an 
all-encompassing concept, as it includes other psychological concepts like 
values and attitudes.94

The structure and function of schemas and social representations are 
also similar.95 Schemas are organized around an exemplar or prototype, 
and social representations center on a nucleus or core. Both have effects 
outside of conscious awareness: schemas shape or distort incoming infor-
mation and social representations affect judgment without thinking—
much as “common sense” is rarely examined.96

There are, however, fundamental differences, particularly in scope. 
While schema theory encompasses more of the realm of information 
than social representations (due to the latter’s restricted focus on socially 
generated, shared, and efficacious information), social representations 
theory encompasses more of the psychological realm. For social rep-
resentations, psychological phenomena explain how socially shared infor-
mation is formed and affects society. Information that comprises a social 
representation is also a schema, but some bits of information that com-
prise schemas may not be part of any social representation. Alternatively, 
the social psychology of in-group bias or system justification is outside 
schema theory’s scope, but can form part of an explanation of how social 
representations operate.

More fundamental is the dissimilarity between focusing on the indi-
vidual and social levels.97 As Augoustinos and Innes explain:

Unlike social schema research, social representations research does not 
limit itself to the study of simple cognitive structures but is predominantly 
concerned with complex cognitive structures such as belief systems and 
cultural value patterns. As such, it is a much more ambitious theory neces-
sitating multidisciplinary endeavours.98

There are two implications. First, social representations theory concerns 
only socially shared groups of interrelated ideas. Second, this socially 
shared nature necessitates a larger fundamental unit than the schema. 
For instance, small chunks of information comprising simple ideas like 
“bicycle” or “chess” may be of interest in schema theory, but social  
representations theory concerns larger chunks of information, like belief 
systems, cultural values, even ideologies.
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Social representations theory also helps fill in a gap left by schema 
research: how knowledge representations are formed.99 The individualis-
tic focus of schema theory might imply that as we pass from childhood to 
adulthood, we generate knowledge based on our experiences, but this is 
intuitively unsatisfying. Social representations theory (like social evolution) 
instead posits that the shared understandings and knowledge of our society 
are transmitted over the course of our development, rather than generated 
individually.

In 1961, Serge Moscovici introduced his theory of social representa-
tions in a study of psychoanalysis and how it was represented among 
segments of French society. His methodological pluralism (interviews, 
surveys, media content analysis) has characterized the field ever since.100 
This case study elaborated a theory not only of psychoanalysis or other 
scientific paradigms, but all social representations whatever their content: 
scientific, ideological, political, cultural, etc. Although Moscovici was ret-
icent to provide a straightforward definition of a social representation, 
he explains more clearly what they do: they simplify and standardize 
sciences, ideologies, value systems, etc. whose full informational con-
tent may only be barely known by the masses, thereby “[r]esolving  
problems, giving social interactions a form, and supplying a mould for 
behaviors….”101 That is, social representations are widely disseminated, 
abridged versions of anything from scientific disciplines to economic 
theories. In their full form, the latter are interrelated complexes of 
ideas comprising massive amounts of information, while their social  
representation variants (which are much more common among members 
of a society) significantly economize information. In some cases, these 
abridged versions are faithful to the gist of what they represent; some-
times, they are significantly distorted.

In a later article, Moscovici offered a broader definition focusing on 
function: “Social representation is defined as the elaborating of a social 
object by the community for the purpose of behaving and communi-
cating.”102 Wagner and Hayes provide a more comprehensive, two-part 
definition of a social representation as the

(a) structured, (b) cognitive, affective, evaluative and operative, (c) met-
aphorical or iconic ‘portrayal’, of (d) socially relevant phenomena. These 
can be ‘events’, ‘stimuli’ or ‘facts’ (e) of which individuals are potentially 
aware and which are (f) shared by other members of the social group. The 
commonality between people represents (g) a fundamental element of the 
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social identity of the individual. … Second, the term ‘social representation’ 
identifies the process of the origin, change and elaboration of the iconic 
portrayal of things in the discourse of social groups….103

Most importantly, the abridged, widely disseminated social representa-
tions of large bodies of information like scientific theories and political 
ideologies exercise at least as much social power as the theories or ideol-
ogies in their “pure” form. Moscovici emphasized:

the representation, and the attention it draws to psychical, physical or  
collective phenomena by functioning as a framework for the interpretation 
of those phenomena, becomes one of the constituent factors of reality and 
social relations. … [T]hose relations and that reality are not ‘concrete’ on 
the one hand and ‘represented’ on the other. Their interweaving is total, 
and the analytic distinction between the two is fragmentary and artificial.104

For example, of what value is the distinction between the social  
representation of Catholicism—Catholicism as understood by large social 
groups—and Catholicism “proper” as understood by a theologian? The 
theologian would see more than an artificial distinction, but a social 
psychologist interested in organized collections of ideas on a popula-
tion level would not. The “proper” view of Catholicism would entail a 
rejection of birth control, for instance, but the social representation for a 
majority of Catholics in the United States does not.

Moscovici also describes two processes involved in the genesis of 
social representations: objectification and anchoring. Objectification 
occurs when the abstract concepts of a science or ideology are made 
concrete, such as when the complexes and neuroses of psychoanalysis 
became commonly understood as diseases, just of a psychological sort. 
Anchoring occurs when such abstract concepts are inserted into a socie-
ty’s hierarchy of values, changing how things are done.

Apart from how these shared representations develop, Moscovici 
examined three patterns in how representations are spread via the media. 
These corresponded to the ideologies and goals of the media sources vis-
à-vis the social representation they were spreading. For the mainstream 
commercial press in France, psychoanalysis posed no threat; rather, it was 
of increasing interest in intellectual circles and could be used to attract 
potential customers. Their approach Moscovici termed “diffusion,” a 
conservative process characterized by neutrality, a lack of clear inten-
tions, and no sustained orientation. The Catholic Church and its press  
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organs, instead, viewed psychoanalysis as variously threatening and  
admissible. The way the Church disseminated a social representation of 
psychoanalysis was termed “propagation:” it sought to integrate psycho-
analysis into its frame of reference and to sway society into adopting its 
preferred representation. Lastly, the Communist Party of France and its 
press organs viewed psychoanalysis as an inassimilable threat. Not only 
did psychoanalysis deny the materialist basis of reality, but explained social 
ills not as the result of class exploitation, but individual maladaptation to 
a presumably healthy society; furthermore, its popularity in the imperial-
ist United States suggested it was a device to extend bourgeois hegemony. 
Therefore, the Communist press disseminated its own social representation 
of psychoanalysis Moscovici labeled “propaganda,” an action- and goal-ori-
ented elaboration of one group’s representation of an object of conflict.

In an explanation of the importance of a social representations 
approach to political psychology, Elcheroth and colleagues observe, 
“what shapes social behavior is shared social knowledge.”105 That is, 
information shapes social, including political, behavior, and makes social 
life what it is. The social representations perspective implies respect for 
the power of “mere” ideas in people’s heads. This recognizes that what 
gives ideas power is their shared, social nature and the individual knowl-
edge of the fact that they are shared. “The biblical writer was already 
aware of this when he asserted that the word became flesh; and Marxism 
confirms it when it states that ideas, once released amongst the masses, 
are, and behave like, material forces.”106

For example, in a study of social representations of economic issues, 
the unemployed tended not to identify their plight with other unem-
ployed people; rather, they distinguished between the unemployed 
as a group (jobless as a result of unwillingness to work, unreasonable 
demands) and their own situation (blaming outside factors).107 This 
illustrates the difficulty the jobless face organizing to protect their inter-
ests and improve their situation: their representation of the unemployed 
as a group is derisory and does not even include themselves. A study 
of social representations about capitalism in Western versus (formerly 
socialist) Eastern European nations found intriguing differences.108 
For instance, representations of “the market” in Britain and France had 
prominent positive (allowing freedom) and negative (imposing one’s will 
on others) connotations, while representations in the formerly socialist 
Czech Republic and Poland had more uniformly positive connotations. 
Overall, the study detailed interesting correlations between countries’ 
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historical experiences with a capitalist economy and their people’s social 
representations of it. A study of social representations in Israel described 
the development of a “siege mentality” deriving from representations of 
the Holocaust and anti-Semitism, which influenced the interpretation of 
Arab states’ hostility to Israel (“it is similar to the preconditions for the 
Holocaust”) and of the rest of the world’s support for the Palestinians 
(“it is similar to historical forms of anti-Semitism”).109 The acutely felt 
need for security produces a selective receptivity to information: existing 
knowledge remains frozen and information about Palestinians’ parallel 
needs for security is not absorbed. Hence, calls for the establishment of 
an independent Palestinian state are viewed as the first step in an encir-
clement and ultimate destruction of Israel. Across national and cultural 
contexts, social representations of history influence how people react to 
political developments.110

Another study applied a social representations approach to explain 
how Slobodan Milosevic’s government cultivated ethnic distrust lead-
ing to war.111 Shortly before war broke out in 1991, social representa-
tions of ethnicity in the former Yugoslavia had been characterized 
by positive views of “the other,” particularly in the most multieth-
nic regions. However, what mattered most were not individual atti-
tudes or the aggregate of individual attitudes, but social representations 
about interethnic hostility. At first, media campaigns to foster and stoke 
interethnic tensions were treated skeptically. But as politically organized 
violence created what propaganda had only claimed, people either relied 
on their individual representations of the ethnic “other” or based their 
actions on newly dominant social representations.112

Political battles today are largely won and lost in the public sphere, where 
information is power, public opinion the judge, and the winners are those 
whose version of reality is predominant. As Caroline Howarth explains:

[c]ertain groups have different degrees of access to the public sphere and 
have different means with which to present and/or contest particular claims 
to ‘the real’…. Those who ‘win’ the battle over meaning and so the social 
construction of reality … are those whose versions of reality are, or come to 
be, reified and legitimized as what is socially accepted as ‘reality’.113

While individualist, cognitivist research (including research on genetic 
correlates with political opinions) has its place, the social nature of poli-
tics requires a psychology emphasizing the social.114
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6  memes And schemAs in sociAl rePresentAtions

“When one looks at the variety of representations in existence, one is struck 
by two things: man’s obstinate rediscovery and reiteration of the same themes 
and his extraordinary prolificness in inventing ideas, urged on by a poetic 
instinct. A troubling phenomenon, for it sometimes looks as though neither 
society nor the individual were in full control of this invention. Perhaps an 
intrinsic power of the mind has been unleashed.”
—Serge Moscovici, “The Myth of the Lonely Paradigm: A Rejoinder”

Although all share similarities, memes are pure information, schemas 
are information plus individual psychology, and social representations 
include information and social psychology. Of the three, social rep-
resentations theory is the most concerned with the effects of ideas on 
people and society, while some social evolution theory is so taken with a 
vision of ideas as evolving abstract-entities-cum-agents that social struc-
ture and dynamics fade from view. As an evolutionary explanation of how 
humans evolved such a diverse and immense intellectual universe, the 
meme’s eye view is breathtaking, but makes it hard to discern what is 
going on in society.

What Moscovici wrote about the schema could be applied to the 
meme: “it refers to a simplified representation and is less rooted in the 
social world.”115 Social representations theory excludes ideas too rare, 
unincorporated into a meaningful whole, or marginal to have social sig-
nificance. Social representations are “holomorphic”—individual instances 
are functionally related as a part of the whole in a society—while indi-
vidual representations can be “idiomorphic,” idiosyncratic and largely 
unshared ideas held by individuals.116 Social representations are composed 
of memes, but not all memes comprise a social representation. The ideas 
Jesus had were memes, but after his death formed a social representation 
that dramatically spread and evolved.

Owing to their common core—information—memes and social 
representations exist in human minds and in recording media.117 
Moreover, social representations are dynamic, mobile, plastic, and inter-
dependent118—a description consonant with memes in their ecology. 
While describing the genesis of his concept of social representations in 
Psychoanalysis: Its Image and its Public, Moscovici introduced Kenneth 
Boulding’s The Image as “a fascinating little book,”119 and summarized 
Boulding’s “image” concept in similar terms to the meme, only without 
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the evolutionary theory. In illustrating the “image” concept, Boulding 
anticipated Richard Dawkins’ meme-gene analogy by a decade:

There is a close analogy here between the image and the gene. … [I]t is by 
no means fanciful to argue that the automobile and other human artifacts 
are produced as a result of a genetic process in which an image plays some-
what the same role as the gene does in the biological world.120

Although after introducing the “image” Moscovici distinguished it from 
social representations, its imprint is clear from a subsequent passage rem-
iniscent of memes: “It is as though they [experts’ articles, books, lec-
tures] were genes and atoms that circulate in our images, words and 
arguments.”121

Dan Sperber’s epidemiology of representations provides an ideal  
starting point for an incorporation of social evolution theory into social 
representations research. Sperber starts from the proposition that the 
same human mental capabilities that evolved to support culture must 
influence its content and organization.122 In addition, existing rep-
resentations influence the spread of other representations, and the availa-
ble information technology will also affect the spread of representations. 
For instance, in a non-literate society without writing technologies, 
representations that spread will be limited to those easily memorized. 
Moreover, a representation that sharply conflicts with a prevalent rep-
resentation is less likely to spread. And representations that fit well with 
evolved predispositions in the human mind are favored: representations 
of dangers in the environment and how to avoid them or representations 
that facilitate cooperation.

Second, he posits that the study of the spread of representations will 
focus on their transformation rather than replication or reproduction in 
the sense of precise copying. This owes to the fact that shared informa-
tion is generally reconstructed rather than reproduced in the recipient’s 
mind. Hence, an epidemiology of representations will more often have 
to explain why some representations become so widespread and stable 
as to become cultural, unlike epidemiology of disease, which only occa-
sionally has to explain why some diseases transform during transmission. 
For political and scientific ideas, the stability and fidelity with which  
they are transmitted are likely due to information technologies that pro-
mote stable replication. Third, just as epidemiology is not an independ-
ent science covering an autonomous reality, neither is an epidemiology 
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of representations: epidemiology studies the distributions of diseases, 
studied in turn by pathology. So must an epidemiology of representa-
tions have a similar relationship with the psychology of thought, for 
instance, schema theory (including an evolutionary psychology of innate 
schemas). They ought to have a relationship of mutual relevance and 
partial interpenetration. “[P]sychology is necessary but not sufficient for 
the characterisation and the explanation of cultural phenomena. Cultural 
phenomena are ecological patterns of psychological phenomena.”123

Like Runciman’s theory of cultural and social selection, Sperber’s 
epidemiology of representations acknowledges that in modern societies, 
institutions are powerful influencers of the spread of memes and social 
representations. This is particularly the case in the spread of political 
ideas. Of all ecological factors (like already-widespread memes and social 
representations), institutions play the most important role in explaining 
the distribution of political beliefs. Institutions do not only affect the 
spread of representations, but are constituted by representations: “an 
institution is the distribution of a set of representations which is governed by 
representations belonging to the set itself.”124

To illustrate, Sperber cites the political belief that all men are born 
equal.125 This is a reflective belief (or meme) and, unlike an intuitive 
belief or myth, was consciously originated by a few philosophers and 
deliberately spread through communication. It was likely understood 
in different ways, which helped it spread in different cultural ecologies. 
The most important factor was its visceral relevance to societies organ-
ized on the basis of birthrights, particularly to those of “low birth” or no 
title. There was, however, a serious risk in spreading this belief. And this 
risk originated in the institution of the aristocracy and monarchy, them-
selves composed of representations justifying their social role and giving 
them power—including the power to execute would-be revolutionaries, 
traitors, and regicides inspired by the belief that all men are equal and 
that society should be restructured to reflect such. The holders of the 
contrary, older belief in rank by birth eventually lost out, however, and 
their institutions fell apart along with the representations that supported 
them. (This, of course, also involved an immense amount of political 
action by adherents of both beliefs.)

Pléh illustrates the same point in the context of recent Chinese history 
in one pithy and evocative sentence: “The little Red Book of Chairman 
Mao was certainly cognitively easy to absorb, however, in the diffusion 
of its representations a more decisive role was played by a certain type 
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of human ecology.”126 And so too did the representations in the little 
Red Book spread to saturation in Chinese society, driving contrary rep-
resentations to near-extinction along with the institutions they upheld. 
The key to the success of such representations is the ecology of infor-
mation: political, economic, psychological, religious, technological,  
geographical, and other factors that affect the spread of ideas.

Where does this leave the schema? It is an individual-psychological 
bridge between the purely informational meme and the exclusively social 
representation. Schema research fleshes out the psychological dynamics 
of meme acquisition, modification, and interaction within the individual 
mind. It fills in important details about how human psychology affects 
the ecology of information in which memes spread and social representa-
tions take shape.

Synthesizing these theories of information allows us to begin mapping 
a society’s ecology of information: the variety of competing and comple-
mentary forces making some memes likelier than others to spread into 
human minds, determining what social representations can form. The 
ecology of information, like natural ecologies, is unlikely to be dominated 
by any one force or influence.127 Still less can scientific “laws” apply—
ecologies are complex systems impossible to accurately predict. Roy 
Bhaskar’s application of scientific realism to the social sciences is relevant: 
in complex, open systems like information ecologies, statements of laws 
are unlikely to obtain and are more accurately conceived as tendencies, 
which “may be possessed unexercised, exercised unrealized, and realized 
unperceived (or undetected) by men; they may also be transformed.”128

For instance, research has found that upbeat, high-arousal and sur-
prising, useful, or interesting news stories are likelier to spread (go viral) 
on social media.129 This is human psychology shaping the ecology of 
information. Take the regularity with which global economic elites have 
preferentially adopted economic ideologies supportive of their privilege. 
(The Frederick Engels of the world are exceptions proving the rule.) 
A specific ecology of information is at play: among other factors, self- 
interest makes policies beneficial to one’s class more attractive, especially 
when such policies are congenial to one’s ideology (itself built over a 
lifetime of ideational and experiential influences); additionally, homo-
philous social networks not only reinforce similar ideas but serve as a ref-
erence group from which to make judgments about economic policy for  
society.130 When one’s neighbors and friends are doing well, it can seem 
like everyone is.
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From a three-level meme, schema, and social representation view, 
Sperber’s illustration would look something like this. As a result of the 
interactions of ideas and representations in the heads of philosophers, 
the meme of human equality evolved. It spread through conversations 
and writing, facilitated by how it was viewed as beneficial to a majority in 
highly stratified societies ordered by birthright. It mutated as it spread, 
depending on the schemas of those to whom it spread. Here, it became 
a belief in the equality of light-skinned European males—especially  
in European minds with highly developed racial status schemas—there 
it became the belief in equality of all human beings—in minds without 
such schemas, and with experience-based schemas of being powerless 
in society, attached to sharp negative emotional affect. As it spread and 
accumulated a body of related ideas, arguments, and elaborations, it was 
shared sufficiently to be a social representation. It came to compete with 
other social representations extolling (and shaping behavior to create)  
the contemporary social structure. At this point, the social representation 
preferring a society of equality had dispersed disproportionately to  
different social groups—probably mostly among the bourgeoisie and 
some of the peasantry. Here, the competition between it and the social 
representations upholding the old society became a power struggle  
between the respective social groups adopting them. The battle of social 
representations was not only a struggle between bits of information for 
replication, but also between social groups motivated by conflicting 
representations. With the victory of the bourgeoisie, new institutions 
formed on the basis of their ideas, and their social representations spread 
to saturation within society.

Wagner and Hayes’ discussion of the intransitivity of explanations  
is relevant here.131 For example, while it is true that everything operates 
according to the laws of physics, it would make no sense to explain some-
thing like one’s choice of a friend by physical laws. The matter com-
prising human bodies and minds may be subject to the laws of physics, 
but at each progressively higher or more complex level of organization, 
from chemistry, biology, psychology, to sociology, the explanations of 
the previous level lose relevance. Each level is to some degree an emer-
gent phenomenon operating according to its own forces, regularities, and  
tendencies. Hence, it is theoretically possible to “explain” one’s choice of 
a friend by reference to physical laws, but it would take an unimaginable 
amount of data, and even then, the “explanation” would be in a form no 
human could comprehend, recognize, or find satisfactory.
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Here too, there is a certain intransitivity of explanations between 
the levels of memes, schemas, social representations, and political  
economy. An explanation of the end of feudalism based entirely on the 
battle between social representations is as unsatisfying as an explanation 
of the social representation of an equal society spreading throughout a 
proto-capitalist, feudal society based entirely on memes replicating in will-
ing minds. But—as importantly—a description of social representations 
is unsatisfying without an explanation of how ideas emerge, develop, and 
change.

Likewise, that theories of social evolution cannot explain everything of 
interest in society, or make accurate predictions of future developments, 
does not make them useless. The evolutionary economists Geoffrey 
Hodgson and Thorbjørn Knudsen point out:

Proposals for a generalized Darwinism are also unaffected by the claim 
that Darwinism or the principles of selection, inheritance, and variation 
are inadequate to explain social evolution. They are definitely inadequate. 
They are also insufficient to explain detailed outcomes in the biological 
sphere. In both cases, auxiliary principles are required. However, none 
of this undermines the validity of generalization at an abstract level. 
Insufficiency does not amount to invalidity. Furthermore, given the  
existence of complex population systems in both nature and society, a  
generalized Darwinism is the only overarching framework that we have for 
placing detailed specific mechanisms.132

7  PoliticAl ideAs

“Our knowledge can only be finite, while our ignorance must necessarily be 
infinite.”
—Karl Popper, Conjectures and Refutations

Imagine one’s political ideology as a constellation. The stars represent 
memes, facts of some political relevance; the imagined lines between 
the stars that make up the constellation represent the woven narrative 
that pieces together various facts into a political perspective or ideol-
ogy. On a very clear night in the desert, there is a maximum of visible 
stars—and every constellation is traceable in the sky. However, no one’s 
brain contains every single political meme in the world, or every fact of 
any relevance to politics. In the metaphorical night sky each one of us 
sees, clouds or light pollution prevent all stars from being seen—we all 
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see a different assortment corresponding to our individual knowledge 
base. Hence, it is practically impossible for any one person to truly know 
every political perspective or ideology as well as its most well-informed 
adherent; many of the facts that comprise their narratives are invisible to 
us. (This has significant downstream consequences; for instance, lack-
ing knowledge of the history of racism in the United States has been 
shown to make it harder to understand how structural racism operates 
today.)133 It is easy enough to search one’s own views to find the bits of 
knowledge that support them; it is far more difficult to search contrary 
views to find the bits of knowledge supporting them—since most likely, 
the searcher will be ignorant of, hence blind to them. Yet, learning new 
knowledge (like clouds dispersing, revealing formerly-hidden stars) can 
result in opinion change (drawing new constellations using the newly-re-
vealed stars).134 This is likely to happen only when, as Jeffrey Friedman 
argues, “a new consideration is so substantively different from old ones 
that it provides a plausible new interpretation of a great many deal of 
them – outweighing all of them combined, let alone any one of them – 
because it casts them all in a new and persuasive light that, in turn, makes 
incoming information that might falsify this interpretation suddenly 
seem implausible.”135 This is analogous to a cloud covering the stars of 
Ursa Major except for those comprising the Big Dipper; if those clouds 
recede, and the rest of the constellation becomes visible, the bear’s out-
line becomes clear and the pot-and-handle interpretation loses coherence.

Arguments between adherents of different political persuasions are 
like two people trying to see the same constellation in two skies with 
a vastly different assortment of stars. The constellations one person 
sees comprise stars that are simply invisible to the other. The figures 
that well-known constellations are supposed to form are already some-
what difficult to imagine, even in the one, identical night sky we all see.  
So too, even with a broadly shared set of memes, it can be difficult to 
agree on the political narrative to weave with them. This is all the more 
difficult here, where the metaphor is strained too far: seeing the exact 
same stars is not equivalent to having the exact same schemas. At a 
neuronal level, one person’s schema may be significantly different than 
another’s, even if the meme—as disembodied, abstract information—is 
the same. If my schema for inequality does not comprise any neuronal 
memory of a negative experience had as a result of inequality, and your 
schema for inequality is neuronally coded with viscerally painful mem-
ories of being dominated and powerless, then… we do not really have 
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the same schemas at all. Embodied information, in the form of individual 
schemas, can differ even when the abstract information is the same.

The way that we perceive our own knowledge may be largely similar 
to the way we perceive our field of vision. An explanation in the psychol-
ogy of perception posits that our experience of perceiving a rich visual 
world whenever we look out into our environment is entirely illusory.136 
According to the theory, our eyes do not scan a field of vision, sending 
details to be recorded by the brain as it builds a complete, movie-like 
representation of the outside world—a representation modified in real-
time as the eye reports movements and new additions or subtractions. 
Rather than sight being a passive process whereby a complete representa-
tion of the outside world is projected in our mind as the information 
from light streams through our eyes, we never actually form complete 
representations of the outside world at any given time. Instead, we are 
constantly building fleeting representations one at a time, “to order,” of 
individual objects or features in our field of vision. Once our fovea, the 
part of the retina with the highest relative acuity, shifts focus to another 
object or feature, the previous representation dissolves into a haze of 
undifferentiated features. Our vision seems as if it is continuously captur-
ing all or most of the richness of a scene, but this is only because our 
fovea, during the course of the many saccades our eyes make each sec-
ond, can quickly attend to enough individual details to create the illusion 
of a consistent and complete stream of vision. Although it seems that 
we perceive all objects in our line of sight concurrently, this is an illu-
sion. The outside world itself is the only representative model we have, 
and it is accessed only if and when it is needed by quick saccadic eye 
movements.

In a similar illusion operating in the way we perceive our knowledge, 
we feel as though we have a largely complete set of knowledge about 
the world. This is what has been called “naïve realism,” the widespread 
belief that one “sees things as they are,” without distortion or ignorance, 
an epistemological error which prevents the naïve realist from recogniz-
ing “that her own interpretation is an interpretation, as opposed to being 
the secular equivalent of a revelation.”137 Naïve realism is our default  
state; we are blind to the fact that “what seems to be a self-disclosing reality 
is actually a generalization from a partial vision of reality, the product of 
fallible, contestable interpretations of culturally mediated perceptions.”138 
(True realism would instead recognize that the realm of unknown 
unknowns dwarfs that of known knowns, known unknowns, and unknown 
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knowns or “tacit knowledge.”) We may know of gaps, but they do not 
bother us much or dissuade us from considering our knowledge to be 
nearly, fairly, or at least functionally complete.139 The gaps in our knowl-
edge we are aware of are usually considered to be in unimportant, trivial 
areas. (Like when driving, we feel like the sky is part of our rich, mov-
ie-screen field of vision—we just choose not to focus on it.) Even ideas, 
political views, and ideologies we disagree with, we feel that we understand.  
In fact, we may feel that we understand them better than their (benighted) 
adherents do themselves—our superior understanding is, after all, what 
keeps us from being adherents ourselves.140

However, from the theoretical perspective outlined here, this per-
ception is certainly an illusion. The memes we have, and the social rep-
resentations we share, are never more than a miniscule fraction of the 
total in existence. (This is similar to hypocognition: the state of lacking a 
cognitive representation of a concept.)141 Yet with the sort of unabashed 
pluck and overconfidence typical of human psychology, we tend to 
believe that the narratives we form to explain the world—from the world 
of our personal relationships to the world of politics—are the best pos-
sible explanations for the facts. The facts—not our facts, that restricted 
set of facts we know, or the memes that happened to reproduce in our 
brains.

These are the ideas that the philosopher Max Stirner appropriately 
termed “spooks”—abstract ideas about incomprehensibly large numbers 
of people and their complex relations. Kathleen Taylor calls them  
“ethereal ideas,” which

are so ambiguous that they are often interpreted very differently by  
different individuals (political theorists describe political ethereal ideas, 
such as liberty and equality, as ‘essentially contested’). This ambiguity 
makes them hard to challenge with rational debate; participants in such a 
debate may, in effect, be talking at cross-purposes.142

The conflict between spooks and the realities they purport to describe 
is illustrated in the following example: “He who is infatuated with man 
leaves persons out of account so far as that infatuation extends, and floats 
in an ideal, sacred interest. Man, you see, is not a person, but an ideal, a 
spook.”143 The brains we have evolved are capable of entertaining var-
ious memes, including spooks such as “man,” “democracy,” and “free 
markets.” But when our brains were evolving this capability, we lived 
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in small forager bands tied in a cooperative structure by mechanisms of 
“aggressive egalitarianism.” Spooks would have been rare: any idea that 
could evolve about “society” limited to describing a group small enough 
to sit around a bonfire. There would have been no ethnicities, “races,” 
nations, or political philosophies—the only prominent spooks would 
have been religious. But once sedentary, agricultural societies emerged, 
spooks—ideas without perceivable referents—appeared. We can never be 
certain that spooks accurately describe a reality; at best, we can ascertain 
whether they are in accord with empirical investigations into social phe-
nomena. And evidence, no matter how persuasive and copious, is inca-
pable of perfect correspondence with the reality it describes. Moreover, 
we never obtain the full body of evidence, only that available to us; the 
majority of possible evidence has been ruled inadmissible, in that only a 
fraction of the total of relevant memes ever makes an appearance in the 
court of our minds.

8  conclusion

If nothing else, the contribution of social evolution theory to an under-
standing of why people believe what they believe is this: information 
is physical, and as such, it must be fashioned within a human mind or 
transported there via some medium (speech, books, TV). Contrary to 
centuries of Western thought, knowledge and the minds that use it are 
not spiritual; information cannot float from where it originated, through 
the ether or the realm of the spirit, to arrive in our brains. If we are at a 
neighbor’s house, we can learn exactly what that neighbor is doing sim-
ply by looking: photons bouncing off our neighbor into our eyes give 
us reliable information. If we are in our own house across the street, 
some information might reach us in the form of sound waves (“loud  
music and conversation – must be a party”) or photons (if our neighbor 
is near a window with the lights on). If we live a few blocks away, the 
means by which information can reach us are far more limited. Perhaps 
we can use a cell phone to call our neighbor, so that the sound waves 
her vocal chords produce can be converted into electrical impulses, then 
into radio waves, back into impulses, and finally back into sound waves 
that transmit us information about what she is doing. The information 
content of this conversation is less than in the previous two examples, 
however: some uncertainty remains (“perhaps she is lying”). But if  
our neighbor has gone on vacation to an isolated cabin in the woods, 
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we have no means of getting information about what she is doing save 
by traveling to the cabin, where our eyes and ears can pick up light and 
sound. Short of that, we can generate all sorts of ideas about what she 
might be doing, with greater or lesser probability—but the information 
content of these suppositions is miniscule. Sure, we might know that our 
neighbor likes to fish and so guess that she is currently fishing, but she 
could be reading, hiking, cooking, or any number of other things.

In the realm of politics, even if we live near a capital and work in gov-
ernment, we only get direct information from events we witness. We  
rely on communication technologies for the rest: principally newspapers, 
magazines, television, and the internet, involving channels of informa-
tion distribution so complex as to make Walmart’s or the US military’s 
logistics seem simple. Just one news story about trends in income 
requires information from millions of people to be translated into a mag-
netic field on a hard disk or ink on paper, sent via photons in fiber optic 
cables or planes, trains, and automobiles carrying paper to a government 
server or office, processed by computers and tax agents into a summary 
readable by journalists, who analyze the same information spanning dec-
ades—and this, to report a few numbers. To provide meaning and con-
text, the journalist must speak to experts, each of whom has spent years 
reading the condensed knowledge of hundreds of other experts in books 
and articles, and make judgments about what information to include 
based on a lifetime collecting information about the economy (and the 
trustworthiness of various kinds of experts) through her personal expe-
riences and countless conversations. Foreign policy is an order of mag-
nitude more complex: a greater variety of aggregated information than 
mere tax returns is required.

Ultimately, we cannot avoid the conclusion that we are radically reli-
ant on the media. Such information is not dropped off by a stork or 
delivered by Santa Klaus on their ways back from the world’s capitals, 
financial centers, and war zones; it comes the only way it can, through 
the work of journalists collecting it from its sources and delivering it to 
us. “Facts have no wings.”144 The media is first and foremost a provider 
of information logistics, arranging for the transport of physical informa-
tion from its points of origin to millions of people. Our extreme reliance 
on the news media means it has tremendous power to shape our beliefs, 
at the least by determining what informational building blocks we have 
available to construct understandings. While other forms of power may 
be more obvious (armies, police, wealth), the power of information is 
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supreme—a truth which evaded Stalin when he famously asked, “How 
many divisions does the Pope have?” As Sandra Braman observes:

Informational power shapes human behaviors by manipulating the 
informational bases of instrumental, structural, and symbolic power. 
Informational power dominates power in other forms, changes how they 
are exercised, and alters the nature of their effects. Informational power 
can be described as ‘genetic,’ because it appears at the genesis – the infor-
mational origins – of the materials, social structures, and symbols that are 
the stuff of power in its other forms.145

This conclusion about the informational power of the media can be 
reached through conduits other than social evolution theory. Walter 
Lippmann, writing before the physical nature of information was under-
stood, made the same argument.146 More recently, Jeffrey Friedman has 
arrived at this conclusion through epistemology, noting that news con-
sumers are “helpless to discern whether the ideas they find plausible 
are in fact worthless—a matter about which they are radically ignorant. 
Thus, members of the public will be captive to the worldviews created by 
the journalism, and the other cultural inputs, that they happen to have 
encountered.”147

In natural ecology, there are stronger and weaker forces, but no laws 
or strict determinants. An abnormally cold year is a force operating 
against the growth of trees, but other forces—rainfall, soil conditions—
can counteract (or exacerbate) the effect. In information ecology, the 
same principle of complex systems applies: no laws or determinants, but 
a variety of forces operating differently and producing diverse effects. 
Among the forces affecting the ecology of political information in society 
are: our evolved psychology, particularly its social (political) aspects, and 
how our brains process incoming information; institutions, particularly 
those of education and culture; the political economy of media, which 
describes the forces operating on media outlets influencing their selec-
tion and presentation of information; and currently widespread ideas and 
social representations.

No one force or selection pressure operates as if it were a law, strictly 
determining how ideas evolve and spread. Rather than Marx’s concep-
tion of ideas expressing economic interests—which posits that the pre-
dominant, if not only, selection pressure on the ideas one adopts is one’s 
economic status—Weber’s conception of “elective affinities” better 
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describes how people adopt ideas and ideas adopt people.148 Just as 
chemical compounds exhibit varying affinities for water, being hydro-
phobic or hydrophilic, there exist elective affinities between people and 
ideas. Everything else being equal, a king is unlikely to be attracted to 
democracy or a nun to sexual libertinism; a sweatshop worker is likely 
to find socialism more attractive than a sweatshop owner, and a rich 
person is likely to find laissez faire more attractive than a poor person; 
few in North Koreans read The Road to Serfdom, and few in the United  
States Das Kapital; someone of limited mental ability is more likely to 
prefer a simple affirmation of the status quo to a complex critique of it; 
and, as Orwell noted, “The nationalist not only does not disapprove of 
atrocities committed by his own side, but he has a remarkable capacity 
for not even hearing about them.”149

These examples also illustrate at least two interacting ecologies of 
information: there is the ecology of information inside one’s mind,  
created by genes expressed in our developmental environment, life expe-
riences, and a bevy of ideational influences from school to the media; and 
the ecology of information within society, the aggregate of individuals’ 
information ecologies, plus institutional, political, economic, historical, 
and foreign influences. The fact that few North Koreans read The Road 
to Serfdom has more to do with their social ecology of information (cen-
sorship, poverty), whereas that few Americans read Das Kapital probably 
has more to do with their individual ecologies of information (ideational 
influences suggesting Marx was wrong and/or evil). The nationalist not 
disapproving of atrocities committed by fellow nationals is an effect of 
the individual ecology of information (rationalizing atrocities away as 
unfortunate but necessary), while not even hearing about them is an 
effect of the social ecology of information (the media giving less atten-
tion to such atrocities). But the two are interpenetrating, with individual 
ecologies of information nested inside a social ecology.

Most importantly, the application of evolutionary theory to society 
and the stuff of culture does not generate any predictions of how a pop-
ulation of ideas will evolve. As William Harms points out:

It is not from the mere presence of variation, selection, and heredity 
that evolution tends toward higher fitness or greater adapted complexity. 
Critically, the way in which variation is introduced into the population and 
the way that selection pressures change over time determines where things 
go. In a nutshell, the mere applicability of the concepts of evolutionary 
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theory is fully consistent with a system that chatters chaotically, darting 
one way and another, vaulting laterally via huge nonrandom variations 
with no systematic behavior over time whatsoever. It is knowledge of the 
causal particulars which govern patterns of heredity, variation, and selec-
tion that warrants expectations regarding the behavior of an evolutionary 
process.150

These causal particulars—sources of variation and selection pressures—
can be understood as the ecology of information and will be examined in 
the following chapters.

Human psychology is the first selection pressure operating on the  
evolution of ideas. Schema research has shown that we store information 
in organized, networked chunks subject to snowball effects: bits of infor-
mation form concepts, linked to similar concepts and memories of indi-
vidual experiences and feelings, and as a conceptual schema develops it 
becomes easier to add information. Contrariwise, information that does 
not fit or contradicts a schema is likelier to be rejected or assimilated in a 
biased fashion. Memes do not spread from brain to brain like computer 
files copied from computer to computer, without prejudice. They spread 
differentially, depending on the brain’s preexisting schemas, and they are 
rough copies, linked to idiosyncratic memories and emotions in different 
brains. Hence, the information content of a meme in two minds may be 
the same, but the subjective understanding or meaning they engender 
may be different. And these subjective understandings, undergirded by 
memories and emotion, make some ideologies or social representations 
more or less likely to be adopted.
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“Any change in men’s views as to what is good and right in human life 
make[s] its way but tardily at the best. Especially is this true of any change in 
the direction of what is called progress; that is to say, in the direction of diver-
gence from the archaic position – from the position which may be accounted 
the point of departure at any step in the social evolution of the community.”
—Thorstein Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class

Our brains are the product of a staggeringly long period of evolution: 
60–70 million years since the ancestral primates first emerged.1 As spe-
cies appeared and branched off to develop independently, primate 
brains grew. Larger brains, while metabolically costly, bring benefits to 
the animals most like us. Primate species that appeared more recently, 
like apes, have relatively larger brains than New World monkeys. Our 
closest relative, the chimpanzee (also a relative newcomer), shares with 
us not only a sizeable brain, but also many of its most salient features.  
Our own brains are not massively different than those of chimps—much 
of the relevant evolution occurred before we branched off from our pri-
mate cousins.

One helpful feature of primates’ increasingly large brains is that they 
allow for both individual and social learning. Across primate species, big-
ger brains are associated with greater use of tools, innovative behaviors, 
and social learning. Primate species with larger brains exhibit greater 
behavioral flexibility facilitated by longer periods of juvenile develop-
ment.2 Cognitive evolution proceeds from the inflexible specializations 
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of small brains (“if you see a larger animal, run!”), to the self-regulated, 
intentional actions of large brains, which draw on mental representa-
tions, inferences, and self-monitoring (“if you see a larger animal, decide 
whether you know anything about it; then choose what to do depend-
ing on the danger it poses, its value as food, and your own ability to 
kill it”).3 Bigger brains take over some of the functions genes perform: 
The flexible behavior large brains allow helps animals adjust immediately, 
instead of having to wait for genetic evolution to provide a hard-wired 
adaptation.4

Three million years ago, our big-brained ancestors had developed an 
upright stance and were living in African forests. Two and a half million 
years ago, a change in climate brought drought to our home in East Africa, 
drying rivers and forests and expanding grasslands. While the forest was not 
the safest place, our ancestors were even more imperiled in the grassland, 
where lions and other predators could spot us from afar and outrun us for 
a kill. There was a strong selection pressure for adaptations that would help 
us survive in the novel environment of the African savanna.5

The climatic changes that forced our ancestors from the forest to 
the savanna were only to become more severe and variable.6 The aver-
age global temperature was dropping, while fluctuations in temperature, 
rainfall, and atmospheric carbon dioxide became more drastic. During 
the past two and a half million years, life on earth was buffeted by rapid 
changes in climate. These were too fast for genetic evolution to pro-
duce appropriate adaptations—instead, behavioral flexibility was the best 
adaptation genes could provide. And as behavioral flexibility requires big 
brains, during the last 2.5 million years, brain size for mammals increased 
more than during the previous 20 million years. The primate lineage 
leading to humans witnessed the fastest rate of growth.

Concurrently, our ancestors were evolving a much smaller difference 
between the sizes of male and female bodies. Termed “sexual dimorphism,” 
this phenomenon gives us clues about the social organization of a species: 
with high sexual dimorphism, males are much larger than females and like-
lier engage in violent competition over mates and resources. Lower sexual 
dimorphism indicates a less hierarchical social structure, more monogamous 
pair bonding, and a lower rate of violent competition. The fossil record 
indicates that our ancestors may have evolved a nonhierarchical, egalitarian 
social structure 1.9 million years ago.7

Interdependence in food provision and protection from predators 
created a selection pressure for the skills and temperament facilitating 
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collaboration. Early humans likely had to choose their partners, which 
created a selection pressure against cheaters, laggards, and bullies. And 
that meant early humans had to develop a self-image, imagine what oth-
ers thought of them, and work at improving their reputations.8 Public 
relations had evolved.

By 350,000 years ago, the first signs of cumulative cultural evolution 
appear in the form of stone tool technology. Our ancestors produced a 
variety of stone blades using complex techniques, which varied by region 
as ideas spread and local improvements were made.9 Big brains, with 
their high metabolic costs, paid dividends.

Language is harder to pin down in the archaeological record—words 
do not leave fossils. However, there is good reason to believe it developed 
early in our evolutionary history.10 The radical environmental changes 
our ancestors faced 2.5 million years ago created a strong selection pres-
sure for something to help us adapt, and a higher level of cooperation was 
likely the solution “favored” by natural selection. Cooperation requires 
effective communication; and advances in communication probably 
began with pointing, directing attention to features of the environment. 
Pantomiming is a natural adjunct to pointing, but requires the communi-
cator to correctly imagine what others infer. This can only work between 
people who share understandings and goals—joint intentionality and a 
theory of mind. “What is she likely to think when I point to that watering 
hole?” “If I bare my teeth and make a scratching gesture, will she realize 
I’m warning her about lions drinking there?”

Ingenious experiments with our primate relatives have revealed 
that great apes have not evolved joint intentionality.11 While they have 
social-cognitive skills to understand the intentional actions of others, 
they cannot understand that different individuals have different perspec-
tives on the same thing. Unlike human children, they cannot engage 
in joint collaborative activity; they cannot imagine a “we” focused on 
achieving a joint goal. We alone can use inferences to share information 
with accuracy and coordinate our intentions and actions to achieve joint 
goals.

As point-and-pantomime language evolved, groups could conven-
tionalize signs. As in the game of Charades, where touching the ear is 
understood to mean “sounds like,” certain gestures became associ-
ated with meanings. These gestures would have been less vulnerable 
to misinterpretation and combined to convey ever more complex mes-
sages. As groups became bigger and competed, living in one became an 
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overarching collaborative activity in its own right—and the traditions, 
practices, and technologies of the group became a culture. Standardized 
gestures could be replaced by vocal sounds, and language became part of 
culture. Evidence suggests that human language reached its current state 
of development between 150,000 and 50,000 years ago.12

When our species, Homo sapiens, emerged in Africa no further than 
a couple hundred thousand years ago, our hominid relatives had spread 
throughout much of the world. Ours was one of several hominid spe-
cies enjoying success; the blind gambit evolution played with a highly 
intelligent, social, and cooperative simian had paid off. Around 100,000 
years ago, the newest hominid—us—migrated from Africa. However, 
our Neanderthal cousins in the Levant region of West Asia likely stopped 
us and subsequently we nearly went extinct. From 90–60,000 years ago 
we evolved more complex and coherent social groups and more exten-
sive trading networks, possibly developing the first religions.13 This new 
and improved Homo sapiens made a second migration, and in relatively 
short time eliminated (or partially assimilated through interbreeding) 
all other hominids and colonized nearly the entire planet. From around 
40–10,000 years ago, social evolution again picked up. Technology 
developed faster, long-distance alliances and trading networks formed, 
social diversification increased, group identities sharpened, and we began 
to symbolically record information.14

Starting around 12,500 years ago, the wildly oscillating global cli-
mate stabilized.15 As average temperatures rose, ice withdrew and the 
climate became more predictable. As carbon dioxide increased in the 
atmosphere, farming became a viable subsistence strategy.16 Prior to 
the dawn of agriculture, we had been “egalitarian anarchists”17 living in 
small groups without any sort of domineering leader—or, we changed 
our social structures seasonally18—but the advent of sedentary agricul-
ture changed that.19 Not all farming societies embraced hierarchy (social 
stratification) and inequality, and some that did went back to traditional 
egalitarianism.20 But agriculture relaxed the economic strictures and 
modified the social logic that led to our egalitarian (or seasonally varia-
ble) social structure.21 The food surplus sedentary agriculture produced 
allowed the evolution of tiered systems of social organization; hierarchy, 
even slavery, seemed to have been a functional necessity for agricultural 
societies.22 By around 9,000 years ago, “achievement-based” societies 
appear in the archaeological record. These allowed some members to 
gain and enjoy higher status than others on the basis of their skills in 
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warfare or religious ritual. From achievement-based societies developed 
societies based on hereditary rank: the Lucky Sperm Club was born. 
Finally, hereditary rank societies were sometimes violently merged by an 
ambitious ruler to form a kingdom, the first of which appeared around 
5,000 years ago.23

From this long perspective, human history and recorded history 
are discordant. For a large part of hominid history, including that of 
Homo sapiens, we lived in small, mobile, egalitarian bands. At the dawn 
of recorded history, however, we were split between traditional socie-
ties and newly hierarchical, sedentary mega-groups. The new groups—
the rank societies and kingdoms—could not stray far from our evolved 
nature for long, however. By 2,500 years ago (or 500 BCE, the “Axial 
Age”), civilizations from China and India to Greece developed similar 
systems of ethics that reinstated, at least normatively if not in practice, 
traditional forms of equality, altruism, and cooperation.24 Throughout 
recorded history—the fraction of human history beginning after seden-
tary agriculture—people struggled and fought against hierarchy.25 What, 
then, is our evolved nature—or more accurately, our evolved psychology?

1  evolutionAry Psychology—whAt we know About 
how our minds cAme to be

“All human activity that does not contribute, even indirectly, to testicular 
and ovarian arousal, to the meeting of sperm and egg, is contemptible…  
I see no other reason for our being here, spinning like slow tops in a gratuitous 
universe.”
—Mario Vargas Llosa, The Notebooks of Don Rigoberto

Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection made an indelible 
impact on scientists in several fields, including psychology.26 
Psychologists realized that if humans had been evolving for millions of 
years and had branched off the tree of life from a common chimpanzee 
ancestor, the key to understanding our minds could be found by study-
ing our evolutionary history.

An evolutionary approach to psychology seeks ultimate  
explanations—“why do we tend to think or act this way”—as opposed 
to proximate explanations, “what is the immediate cause of our think-
ing or acting this way.”27 For instance, a proximate explanation for why 
we feel sexual jealousy might be the fear of losing companionship. An  
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ultimate explanation, however, would be rooted in evolution: since natu-
ral selection promotes behaviors that tend to make organisms leave more 
offspring, jealousy must have evolved because it tends to help prevent the 
loss of mating opportunities leading to offspring.28 Few if any of us think 
in terms of evolutionary ultimate explanations, but the reason why jealousy 
exists in the first place is evolutionary. (Darwin himself was one of the first 
to realize that evolution shaped and molded human sexuality.)29

Sexuality may be low-hanging fruit for evolutionary explanations; 
natural selection is fundamentally about survival and reproduction, and 
sex is no small part of the latter. Yet evolutionary psychology has suc-
cessfully explained other, less obvious features of human cognition. Take 
anger. We feel anger for many reasons, but often when we want or expect 
something or treatment from another and we are not receiving it.30 
Evolutionary psychologists ran experiments to see what factors increased 
the occurrence of anger in conflicts. They hypothesized that anger would 
come more easily to those with greater bargaining power, to tip the 
scales. Since greater bargaining power can come in several forms, they 
chose two easily measurable characteristics: upper-body strength in men 
and attractiveness in women. They found that stronger men and more 
attractive women were more prone to anger, felt entitled to better treat-
ment, and tended to prevail more than weaker men and less attractive 
women.

Or take “change blindness,” how we often fail to notice changes in 
our visual scenes. For instance, if we look at two photographs, one doc-
tored to add or remove some physical feature, we often fail to notice. 
Evolutionary psychologists hypothesized that we would demonstrate 
less change blindness to animals since ancestrally animals were food and 
threats. Experiments confirmed this: we notice changes involving ani-
mals to a higher degree than other elements of a scene, including cars  
(a much greater present danger).31

Because the environment in which our species evolved—the  
“environment of evolutionary adaptation” or EEA—was vastly different 
than ours, our psychology is better adapted to the EEA than the con-
temporary environment. The EEA is not a particular point in time and 
space, like Central Africa 1 million years ago or South Asia 40,000 years  
ago, but a statistical aggregate of environments and selection pres-
sures that existed over millions of years of our ancestors’ evolution. 
These produced the majority of our psychological adaptations. They  
also produced exaptations, features that evolved under one selection 
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pressure and persisted to be co-opted for another purpose. An example 
of an exaptation would be birds’ feathers, originally evolved to provide 
warmth and co-opted to aid flight; another would be the pleasure we 
feel beholding an attractive person, originally evolved under selective 
pressure to reproduce with healthy mates, but co-opted to help adver-
tisers sell products. Spandrels are nonadaptive or even maladaptive 
by-products of an adaptation—most of human culture can be considered  
spandrels, by-products of selection pressure for larger brains capable of 
social learning, cooperation, and flexible behavior. While large brains are 
adaptive, many of their contents are nonadaptive (modern art) or even 
evolutionarily maladaptive (celibacy).32

Moral considerations play no role in the evolutionary logic that pro-
duced our minds, along with animals and plants. The only driving forces 
are reproduction and survival. Whether evolution will favor a new trait 
or psychological tendency depends only on the extent to which it tends 
to provide an organism more surviving offspring, who produce more 
surviving offspring of their own: “fitness.” It is not as though evolu-
tion actively “selects” reproduction-and-survival promoting behavior; 
rather, reproduction-and-survival promoting behavior tends to outlast 
and crowd out behaviors that do not lead to as much reproduction and 
survival.

Hence certain behaviors, like altruism and homosexual sex, pose 
explanatory challenges for evolutionary theory. Altruism seems like it 
could not possibly arise from evolution—after all, selfish individuals 
could take advantage to increase their reproduction-and-survival fit-
ness at the expense of altruists, driving them extinct. Homosexual sex 
has been documented in hundreds of species; but a mutation caus-
ing animals to engage in nonprocreative sex would be expected to be 
driven to extinction. Yet there are several theories as to how evolution 
may have produced homosexual behavior.33 For one, if homosexual 
pair bonding tends to produce more resources for heterosexual sib-
lings, genes for homosexuality could survive and spread. Although the 
homosexual couple would not pass on their genes, in this “kin selection” 
scenario they would be helping to pass on the 50% of genes they share 
with their siblings by providing them with resources, care, or protection. 
Homosexuality may also be an exaptation of high sexual responsiveness: 
genes that promote hypersexuality may spread due to their promotion 
of more procreative sex, even if they also promote nonprocreative sex. 
Another possibility is that same-sex intercourse acts as a social glue, 
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forming bonds and alliances that increase members’ fitness overall, as is 
seen in dolphins.

While altruism and homosexuality seem to pose a challenge to evo-
lutionary theory, all sorts of morally abhorrent behavior are eas-
ily explainable. For instance, infanticide is understandable as a way for 
males to maximize their reproductive success by eliminating rivals’  
offspring and making females available for being impregnated with 
the killer’s offspring. Violence of all sorts is a perfectly reasonable evo-
lutionary adaptation, as it can help males in particular defeat rivals for 
sex or food.34 Even war has been explained by the same evolutionary 
logic; human males may have an innate (if unconscious) psychological 
connection between sex and violence.35 Rape, a phenomenon present in 
some nonhuman species, is likely another unfortunate product of amoral  
evolutionary logic.36

Yet the same amoral logic that produced infanticide, war, and rape 
also produced morality. Altruism (defined as an action that produces a 
benefit for another person while incurring a cost for the actor) is a chal-
lenge for evolutionary reasoning to explain, yet intense, extensive coop-
eration is the key trait that differentiates our species from our closest 
relatives. To evolve, such behaviors would have to benefit an organism’s 
“inclusive fitness,” that is, the organism’s relatives. Through kin selec-
tion, a fitness-sacrificing individual would be increasing the fitness of rel-
atives who share many of the individual’s genes.

However, this is not the only way. Humans have an innate tendency 
to form groups, and altruism and cooperation can readily evolve so long 
as they emerge within a group context; that is, they benefit group mem-
bers.37 Then, given favorable conditions in terms of group size and com-
petition, even evolutionary anomalies like altruism and cooperation can 
be favored by natural selection. Human morality—which has a universal 
core across cultures, including variations on the Golden Rule—is a set of 
adaptations that allows for altruism and cooperation to flourish. While 
evolution produces the most immoral behaviors, it has also produced the 
innate sense by which we now judge these behaviors immoral.38

2  whAt evolutionAry Psychology is, And is not

This brief overview of evolutionary psychology should be complemented 
with a discussion of its limitations. For instance, cultural features can con-
found evolutionary psychology, especially when spread widely. Evolutionary 
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psychologists have found that men in dozens of cultures prefer women with 
a certain waist-to-hip ratio similar to that of attractive movie stars, presum-
ably because this signals fertility. However, it is also possible that this is due 
to the equally widespread reach of Hollywood movies. When researchers 
tested the preferences of men in an isolated South American jungle tribe, 
they found that they preferred the body shape common among women of 
their tribe, not of Hollywood stars.39 Likewise, evolutionary psychologists 
have found that women more than men across many societies prefer mates 
with money and status, which is hypothesized to arise from an evolution-
ary history in which high-status, resource-rich men are presumed to have 
been better caretakers of children. However, the majority of societies today 
exhibit stark wealth gaps between men and women; hence, this may be a 
rational decision to mitigate the effects of this gender wealth gap. Further 
experiments found that women enjoying prosperity do not exhibit any 
hard-wired preference for wealthy mates.40

Given the rapid climatic changes we experienced during the past few 
million years, our psychology would have evolved to be adaptable. Our 
decision-making tendencies substantiate this. Dozens of experimental 
studies in psychology and behavioral economics show that we are not the 
rational decision-makers imagined by liberal economists.41 Instead, we 
display flexible decision-making strategies attuned to our environment. 
Children raised in unfavorable environments, whether exposed to mal-
nutrition, head injuries, or poverty, tend to make riskier decisions; as do 
those low in “embodied capital” (qualities like intelligence, strength, or 
attractiveness that aid in competition for resources).42 The general rule 
is that those in situations of greater need take greater risks. (Including 
when the “need” is to impress potential mates.)43

Evolutionary psychology has attracted considerable criticism, much of 
which has been constructive, engaging with experimental and other data 
to suggest alternate hypotheses.44 Overall, however, evolutionary psy-
chology is not a philosophy, still less a moral code. It is little more than a 
hypothesis-generating mechanism attached to arguably the most produc-
tive scientific theory in history. It uses evolutionary logic to propose and 
test hypotheses about how our minds work. Effectively critiquing evo-
lutionary psychology is impossible without engaging with the empirical 
testing of evolutionary hypotheses. Evolutionary-psychological hypothe-
ses are just that—hypotheses—but when these have generated empirical 
support, the only way to argue against them is to offer a more thorough 
and satisfying interpretation.
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Although evolutionary psychology provokes negative reactions,  
oftentimes their targets are unjustified interpretations of the evidence. 
Just because something is a certain way, does not mean that it ought to 
be: that a capacity for violence is part of our evolved psychology does 
not mean that we ought to be violent. More generally, there is no reason 
to make the “goals” of mindless evolution—reproduction and survival— 
our goals. There is an important distinction between attaining the high-
est level of evolutionary fitness and maximizing human happiness and 
satisfaction.45 The two may often be at odds. And perhaps they should 
be; as Thomas Huxley argued, “the ethical progress of society depends 
not on imitating the cosmic process, still less in running away from it, 
but in combating it.”46

Additionally, evolutionary psychology is unlikely to easily explain 
many features of modern human life. Even leaving social evolution aside, 
recent improvements in our understanding of genetics and epigenetics 
have complicated the simple picture of genetic inheritance predomi-
nant only decades ago. Whereas we once thought genes rather directly 
coded for traits and features, we now know that most traits are polygenic 
(caused by a great variety of genes acting in combination) and most 
genes are pleiotropic (causing a variety of effects). Drawbacks to evolu-
tionary explanations—fitness-reducing yet relatively common phenom-
ena such as depression, autism, and schizophrenia—may be the product 
of genes that usually, individually or in combinations, produce adaptive 
effects. These large assortments of genes may only produce nonadaptive 
or maladaptive effects (spandrels) in some combinations and under the 
influence of certain environmental factors, leaving the majority of the 
population with these genes to exhibit fitness-enhancing adaptations.47 
This would be similar to the case of sickle-cell anemia, which is caused 
by an allele that when paired with other variants (as it commonly is) pro-
tects from malaria, but when paired with another copy of the same allele 
causes disease.

3  humAn cooPerAtion: how evolution mAnAged 
to creAte And sustAin it

Given the selfish, amoral logic that characterizes evolution, widespread 
human cooperation is an anomaly that deserves attention. Edward O. 
Wilson explains:
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Natural selection at the individual level, with strategies evolving that con-
tribute maximum number of mature offspring, has prevailed through-
out the history of life. It typically shapes the physiology and behavior of 
organisms to suit a solitary existence, or at most to membership in loosely 
organized groups. The origin of eusociality, in which organisms behave 
in the opposite manner, has been rare in the history of life because group 
selection must be exceptionally powerful to relax the grip of individual 
selection. Only then can it modify the conservative effect of individual 
selection and introduce highly cooperative behavior into the physiology 
and behavior of the group members.48

Wilson should know; he gained renown studying ants, a eusocial insect. 
Until recently the cooperativeness of ants was thought to be exclusively 
explainable by a higher degree of genetic relatedness between ants in a 
colony—as high as 75% under some circumstances, versus a genetic 
relatedness of 50% between parents and children in mammals, and even 
lower levels between parents and grandchildren, cousins, etc.49 This high 
relatedness and the theory of kin selection were thought to explain how 
evolution could produce cooperation in ants and bees, without selfish 
freeloaders emerging to sap its foundations. Hence Wilson’s pithy reac-
tion to Marxism: “Good ideology. Wrong species.”50 In other words, 
the level of cooperation Marxism prescribes is a great idea, but it would 
only work in a species like ants with their higher degree of relatedness. 
Humans, presumably, would be too selfish and competitive for socialism 
to work. However, science has progressed, and Wilson with it.51

Today we know that cooperation is written into our DNA.52 
Cooperation, rather than competition, is our default, as revealed by 
experiments in which people put under time constraints or primed 
to think intuitively act more cooperatively.53 But unlike competition, 
which we share with apes and other animals, cooperation is a relatively 
new addition to our nature. Over the past few million years of hominid 
history, we can see that it was a momentous addition: cooperation, and 
the intelligence it requires, drove us from a marginal ape in East Africa 
threatened with extinction to traveling to the moon and sending rockets 
to Mars. As has happened repeatedly during the overall course of evolu-
tion on earth over billions of years, a major new transition has occurred. 
The eight major transitions evolution has produced in the complexity 
of living things have commonly involved the emergence of new forms 
of cooperation and interdependence; and in most transitions, the new 
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form of cooperation was made possible by a new method of information 
transmission.54

Cooperation is the first of the two key ingredients. Chimpanzees  
live in highly competitive societies, though they are capable of minor 
examples of cooperative behavior like group hunting of small mon-
keys. Even so, this may be only the barest form of cooperation, with 
individuals primarily trying to catch the prey for themselves, but pre-
ferring that another chimp capture it to it escaping.55 Human infants, 
however, interact to achieve joint goals by fourteen to eighteen months.  
In one series of experiments, infants at this age were paired with an adult 
and given the use of a two-person apparatus to obtain a toy. When the 
adult stopped playing her role, the children reacted unhappily and tried to 
reengage their erstwhile partners. Human-raised chimps, however, ignored 
the quitting partner and tried to achieve the common goal alone.56

By the time human children reach three, they display commitment to 
achieving joint goals even in the face of temptations and distractions.57 
In another experiment, pairs of three-year-olds were given a joint task 
with a reward. For one of the children, the reward was given before the 
task was accomplished—yet the child persevered until the task was com-
plete and the other child received her reward. Chimpanzees in the same 
experiment do not persevere once rewarded—they quit, and leave their 
partner to fend for themselves. This is likely because while chimps can 
make competitive inferences—inferring food under a bucket a researcher 
is desperately reaching for—they cannot make cooperative inferences.

When cooperation was emerging as a hominid trait, it was likely 
helped (or even “supercharged”) by sexual selection. Just as sexual selec-
tion has produced the wasteful but beautiful peacock’s tail, it may also 
have helped produce our penchant for cooperation. How? Because we 
find morality sexy. Indeed, researchers have found that humans consider 
the following virtues sexually attractive: kindness, responsiveness to the 
needs of others, empathy, agreeableness, honesty, and heroism.58 This 
reads like a list of requirements for effective cooperation; and once we 
started finding these qualities sexy, sexual selection could have driven 
them to levels not strictly justified by the cold logic of natural selection. 
Genes for altruistic and cooperative behavior are easy to spot (if less so 
than genes for a peacock’s tail), making them easy targets for sexual 
selection.59

Being a good cooperative altruist may bring more sex, but that is not 
the end of its relationship to pleasure. Neuropsychological experiments 
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reveal that behaving altruistically activates the same reward centers of the 
brain activated when receiving a gift.60 And unlike receiving gifts, altru-
ism results in brain signals reaching regions where emotional-bonding 
hormones circulate, as if to start an emotional bond with the beneficiary 
of our good deed.

These may be the same bonds described by selective investment the-
ory, which proposes that altruism and cooperation were able to evolve 
outside of close family relationships through the formation of close social 
bonds. This meant we could evolve a capacity for significant long-term 
investment in the well-being of others because we could be assured that 
our partners in these bonds (between married couples, lifelong friends, 
business partners, soldiers) would do the same for us. From an evolu-
tionary perspective, the closeness of these bonds effectively makes the 
individual fitnesses of those involved into one, interdependent fitness.61 
There is always the threat that one of the partners will seek individual 
advantage—marriages end in divorce, friends become enemies, business 
partners cheat, and soldiers become traitors. Yet so long as the benefits 
exceed the risk of betrayal, this phenomenon could be selected for by 
evolution. Also, since evidence suggests that we act more altruistically to 
those with whom we share friends,62 social networks may help reduce the 
risk of betrayal by raising its cost.

The difference in cooperative ability between humans and other pri-
mates is even written into our faces: of the more than 200 species of pri-
mate, ours is the only one with highly visible eye direction.63 The whites 
of our eyes communicate which way we are looking, and children as 
young as twelve months follow the eye direction rather than the head 
direction of others; apes, instead, follow head direction only. Since we 
are always advertising the direction of our gaze, we must have experi-
enced predominantly cooperative situations during the period of homi-
nid evolution; otherwise, our visible eye direction would have been used 
competitively or exploitatively (“I see where he has spotted food, so I’ll 
get there first!”), and would likely have been eliminated by selection. It is 
not, as the studies of human children and adult apes might suggest, that 
humans simply evolved a higher degree of overall intelligence than our 
relatives. When two-and-a-half-year-olds were compared with chimpan-
zees and orangutans on tests of general intelligence, the human children 
only excelled in social tasks.64

One of the most interesting features of human reasoning is that it 
seems to have evolved to support argumentation. In light of the vast 
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research into human reasoning and its flaws, one of the best-supported 
hypotheses is that its primary function is to argue effectively; even the 
many serious defects in human reasoning are beneficial for making argu-
ments.65 This applies to moral reasoning too, in which we miss the actual 
reasons we came to a moral judgment (which are largely hidden from 
conscious view) and search for the best reasons someone else ought to 
agree with our judgment.66 This form of argumentation likely arose in 
a cooperative context, like group hunting, in which it benefits every-
one for each individual to make the strongest case for their opinion so 
that group decisions can be made on the strongest available evidence.67  
In experimental models of similar scenarios, the most common outcome 
of this kind of group argumentation is “truth wins”—that is, the group 
usually chooses the best option.68 This result may depend on the group 
having a diversity of opinions and an egalitarian structure.69

4  Aggressive egAlitAriAns

“Nature has left this tincture in the blood
That all men wou’d be tyrants if they cou’d”
—Daniel Defoe, The History of the Kentish Petition

Cooperation, language, and reasoning laid the tracks for humanity’s run-
away success. But evolution does not often make 180-degree turns: we 
could not have gone from a fully competitive, individualistic species to a 
fully cooperative, group-oriented one overnight. Instead, even as evolu-
tion promoted cooperation and altruism, older tendencies toward com-
petitiveness and exploitation remained. For cooperation and altruism 
to emerge and remain rooted, we had to find ways to ensure that our 
self-aggrandizing, selfish instincts were sidelined.

Enter the “aggressive egalitarians.” Sounding like a PR firm’s sug-
gested name for Stalin’s secret police, evolutionary anthropologist 
Christopher Boehm coined it to characterize hominid societies during 
our evolution; it is what allowed our ancestors to hunt cooperatively, 
especially for big game.70 Members of early human groups were equals, 
and if any member attempted to become a boss or chief, he would be 
ridiculed. If that did not work and the would-be boss continued to try 
wielding power, he would be ostracized. If he persisted, he would either 
be expelled—a potentially life-threatening punishment—or executed 
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outright, usually by a family member after group consultations. This is 
observed among all extant hunter-gatherer societies.

Ancestral chimpanzees, however, were just as hierarchical as today, 
with alphas bullying others to monopolize mates and food. Just as 
today, there would have been subordinate rebellions, when lower rank-
ing chimps gathered allies to overthrow an alpha—even in chimpanzee 
psychology there is a strong dislike of being dominated.71 As hominids 
branched off from the lineage we share with chimps, we retained the 
tendency for individuals to maximize power, but also a strong dislike of 
being dominated. At some point, however, our dislike of others dom-
inating us became stronger than the individual desire to wield power. 
(This also extended to sex equality.)72 This was the case by 250,000 years  
ago, when our ancestors first took on large-game hunting as a regular 
occupation. Large-game hunting requires considerable cooperation, 
making it vulnerable to free riders or exploitative bullies: if someone tries 
to shirk their responsibilities, or take the largest share and dole out left-
overs according to whim, cooperation collapses.73 If left unsuppressed  
by aggressive egalitarian social structures, such conflicts would have 
sapped the foundations of cooperative hunting, making it a functional 
impossibility and leaving rich sources of food untapped. Additionally, 
while there is a wealth of evidence from climate science, anthropology, 
evolutionary biology, and archaeology to support the egalitarian model 
of our ancestral social structure, there is little convincing evidence for the 
existence of human hierarchies until recently.74

Although the timing of the development of aggressive egalitarianism 
is uncertain, there are only three alternatives:

One is that archaic humans had not progressed very far beyond ancestral 
behaviors in the matter of keeping down alphas and that large-game hunt-
ing led to radical political change and also to some severe initial conflict in 
putting down the poorly inhibited alphas. Another would be that before 
that, with earlier humans their coalitions would have partially reduced 
alpha power – in order to improve personal autonomy and probably also to 
increase the breeding opportunities of lower-ranking males – and that this 
would have made the transition to relying upon large game much easier. 
The third would be that decisive egalitarianism was already in place [possi-
bly as early as 1.8 million years ago] when such hunting began and that in 
fact this might actually have been a prerequisite for large-game hunting to 
succeed.75
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We evolved an “egalitarian syndrome,” a universal part of human  
psychology defined as “the complex of cognitive perspectives, ethical 
principles, social norms, and individual and collective attitudes promot-
ing equality.”76 This did not require a lucky mutation, but would have 
emerged from selfish tendencies that did not entail genetic relatedness 
on the part of cooperators.77 Experiments in neuroscience have revealed 
that our concerns for equality are “implemented on a fundamental physi-
ological level similar to breathing, heartbeat, hunger, and pain,” and our 
ability to imagine the feelings of others drives the egalitarian syndrome.78 
Our brains even register signals of pleasure at punishing those who abuse 
trust.79

The “aggressive” part of our egalitarian social structure would not 
only have supported the cooperation required for big-game hunting, 
but left an impact on the gene pool: the most aggressive and domineer-
ing individuals—alphas in ancestral groups—would have been exiled or 
killed, eliminating their genes. Likewise, inveterate cheaters and thieves 
would have been selected against.80 This sort of punishment is essential 
for cooperative behaviors to emerge and stabilize in the first place, and 
in modern societies, the willingness to punish unequal behavior is cor-
related with altruism in that society.81 The underlying evolutionary solu-
tion to the problem of free riders or bullies came in the form of morality, 
the feelings or dispositions we share that promote altruism, act as a social 
glue, and prevent dangerously anti-social impulses from destroying the 
foundation of group cooperation.82 Although the moralities of differ-
ent cultures vary, they all condemn murder, abuse of authority, cheating, 
lying, theft, and disruptive behavior.83

Yet viewed from today’s perspective, aggressive egalitarianism is alien. 
Since hierarchy was reestablished ten to twelve thousand years ago,84 our 
species has seen a massive growth in inequality, such that seemingly every 
week a new statistic shows how a hundred, fifty, and maybe then just a 
handful of people own more wealth than the bottom half of the popula-
tion. Since we are largely ignorant of our species’ pre-written history, we 
view hierarchy as normal, even natural. But it is a recent anomaly for us.

5  the other evolution

Comparing the success of humans with other animals, one can forgive 
the hubris of the first person to propose that God made us in His image. 
We represent a quantum leap in evolution. “The human species is a 
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spectacular evolutionary anomaly, so we ought to expect that the evolu-
tionary system behind it is pretty anomalous as well.”85

As in other major transitions in evolutionary history, the transition 
we represent was facilitated by greater cooperation and a new means of 
transmitting information: language. Before us, the only form of infor-
mation to have evolved on earth was that encoded in DNA. Once we 
developed language, however, another form of information displayed the 
telltale signs of an evolutionary process: ideas.86

The history of technology demonstrates in clear fashion how ideas 
evolve. The wristwatch is a good example: incredibly complex devices, 
built step by step, over decades and centuries, with countless inventors 
adding one small improvement here, one clever innovation there. Even 
simple devices like forks or paper clips evolved in the same piecemeal 
fashion, with variations introduced during their development but only 
a few enduring.87 This is not analogous with, or similar to, biological 
evolution, it is simply a separate instantiation of the same evolutionary 
algorithm.88

Unlike biological evolution, social evolution features random and 
intentional forces. On the random side, there is cultural mutation, in 
which an idea is misremembered or understood in a different way while 
being learned (similar to what happens in a game of telephone), and cul-
tural drift, when certain ideas are lost at the death of the few people who 
know them (as when languages die or complex skills to produce older 
technologies are lost). Intentional or decision-making forces are those 
produced by acts of human choice, and come in several forms. Guided 
variation occurs when ideas are modified as they are received and passed 
on. The development of technology or science is an example; we do not 
simply pass on the same idea, we improve it. Another intentional force 
is biased transmission. There is content-based bias, whereby features of 
the idea make it likelier to spread or one version of it becomes more 
common because it is easier to remember. Frequency-based bias occurs 
when people copy ideas most common within their culture. Fashion  
trends, or the decision by millions of people globally to learn English 
as a second language, are examples. There is also model-based bias, in 
which the ideas held by successful or prestigious people are preferentially 
copied—the bias advertisers take advantage of when they pay celebrities 
to endorse products. Lastly, even old-fashioned natural selection can act 
as a force in social evolution whenever the content of ideas influences 
the survival and reproductive success of those holding the idea. For  
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example, some religious ideas can spread through natural selection if 
they influence believers to have more children than people subscribing 
to another religion—or none.89 This has been observed for conservative 
Christian denominations in the USA over the past century.90 Social psy-
chologists have studied these intentional forces of social evolution inde-
pendently of evolutionary theory.91

Social evolution is powerfully affected by ecological and economic con-
ditions. A study of rice-growing versus wheat-growing regions in China 
found that the choice of crop was a powerful predictor of whether the 
region was predominantly individualist or collectivist. Growing rice requires 
greater cooperation, and culture has evolved to adapt to this ecological and 
economic constraint.92 Biological constraints, particularly disease-causing 
pathogens, have also been found to influence social evolution. Areas prone 
to pathogens tend to be conservative, ethnocentric, and collectivist (and 
so less able to spread or be infected by diseases), while regions with fewer 
pathogens tend to be inhabited by individualist cultures.93

Social evolution does not operate in isolation and since the emergence 
of culture, biological evolution has not operated alone either. Instead, these 
processes have engaged in a dance.94 Biology influences culture so pro-
foundly that it is often invisible. No culture can survive which prohibits its 
members from eating, tells them they can fly from cliffs, or enjoins them 
to marry bears. Biology, in other words, keeps culture leashed—and cul-
ture influences biology. The cultural practice of raising cattle has produced 
genetic mutations that allow adults to digest cow’s milk (lactose intolerance 
was our species’ default) and the cultural development of language has mod-
ified the genes that build our larynx and auditory system. Social evolution 
can even obviate the need for biological evolution, as when humans settled 
cold regions and instead of evolving fur, constructed clothing from the fur 
of animals who had biologically adapted to the climate.95

Gene-culture coevolution has even affected the biology of other spe-
cies. Cultural products like pesticides have killed off some insects and 
helped propagate others, and antibiotics have killed some bacteria while 
cultivating deadlier bacteria.96 The dance between social and biological 
evolution creates chaotic, fractal-like complexities, making predictions 
impossible. For instance, a cholera outbreak is usually understood only as

the coming of cholera bacteria to lots of people. But cholera lives among 
the plankton along the coasts when it isn’t in people. The plankton blooms 
when the seas get warm and when runoff from sewage and from agricultural 
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fertilizers feed the algae. The products of world trade are carried in freight-
ers that use seawater as ballast that is discharged before coming to port, 
along with the beasts that live in that ballast water. The small crustaceans eat 
the algae, the fish eat the crustaceans, and the cholera bacterium meets the 
eaters of fish. Finally, if the public health system of a nation has already been 
gutted by structural adjustment of the economy, then the full explanation of 
the epidemic is, jointly, Vibrio cholerae and the World Bank.97

These social-biological complexities bedevil efforts to explain our social 
world and devise intelligent policies. For instance, knowing a pesticide 
kills a certain bug may lead us to believe that its use will control the pest 
(a complex, ecological claim), and will thereby increase food production 
to alleviate hunger (a political-economic claim).98 Yet even if we knew 
that a new pesticide kills pests, we cannot be sure that increased food 
production will have any effect on hunger worldwide—there are too 
many social variables. Wars could break out that make delivery of the 
extra food impossible; religious leaders may forbid followers from eat-
ing it; or the spread of a new ideology may alter systems for distributing 
extant food, ending hunger with no help from the pesticide.

With family-strength bonds extended to members of one’s tribe, the 
scope for cooperative gains increased. And since “tribe” is an arbitrary 
distinction, our hard-wired instincts have been repurposed—turned 
into exaptations—by social evolution over time.99 From family, to tribe, 
to kingdom, to nation (and possibly beyond, to humanity), our social 
instincts have been used to support ever-larger groups and make them 
cohere. It seems as though the great gains to be had from cooperation 
are an evolutionary force pushing us toward unity as a species.100 While 
there are differences across cultures,101 experimental studies have found 
that as globalization increases, so too do individuals draw broader group 
boundaries, “eschewing parochial motivations in favor of cosmopolitan 
ones.”102

However, since social evolution proceeds exponentially faster than 
biological evolution, our hard-wired instincts can hardly catch up.103 As 
two pioneers in the field of gene-culture coevolution put it:

Our social instincts do not prepare us to submit to command or tolerate ine-
quality. As a result, our social institutions should resemble a well-broken-in  
pair of badly fitting boots. We can walk quite a ways in the institutions 
of complex societies, but at least some segments of society hurt for the 
effort.104
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6  recent evolution—in evolution,  
And our understAnding of it

Evolutionary psychology broadly accepts that our psychology evolved 
during the period starting with the emergence of hominids, continuing 
through the emergence of Homo sapiens, and ending with the develop-
ment of sedentary agricultural civilizations.105 There is, however, evidence 
that our evolution may have sped up over the past 10–20,000 years.106 
The high population growth our species experienced would itself pre-
dict an acceleration, as the number of mutations overall would likewise 
increase. Moreover, high population growth makes it likelier that adaptive 
mutations would spread to saturation. Techniques for uncovering recently 
selected genes have found that the past 10–20,000 years have seen a sig-
nificant increase in genetic evolution.

Some of this recent selection has domesticated us. The most aggressive 
have been weeded out especially fast during our most recent period of 
evolution.107 Not only are aggressive individuals likelier to kill each other, 
but large civilizations reduce their numbers further by sending them to 
die in wars or executing them for crimes. Additionally, those who found 
it harder to conform to social norms and restrain aggressive impulses 
would be less likely to be chosen as mates, further reducing their num-
bers.108 (This may help explain the historical trend away from violence—
ancient sedentary societies experienced rates of violent deaths thirty 
times higher than those of the past century, even with its two world 
wars and countless smaller wars.)109 As a result, our features softened— 
jaws reduced, faces flattened—changes like those seen in many of our 
favorite breeds of dog as we bred them to be friendlier. Less flatteringly, 
our brains have shrunk since the beginning of agriculture 10,000 years 
ago.110

One recently selected gene that plays a role in speech111 may have 
contributed to the creative explosion of modern humans who spread 
from Africa.112 Even genes for lighter skin, apparent in populations 
living in northerly climates with less sun, appear to have originated 
recently, after agriculture. Lighter skin allows for vitamin D to be pro-
duced by ultraviolet radiation acting on the skin, a strangely plantlike 
way of provisioning this vitamin. Fresh meat contains plenty of vitamin 
D, however, so our ancestors in darker climates did not need to lose 
melanin until agriculture changed our diets by replacing calories (and 
vitamins) from meat with calories from plants (without vitamin D).  
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Also, populations with a longer history of agriculture, with a longer 
exposure to a high-carbohydrate diet, are less susceptible to diabetes 
today.113 Long-time farming populations have also been exposed to a 
greater variety of infectious diseases due to high population density, and 
therefore have recently evolved more effective immune-system defenses 
than hunter-gatherers.114

Studies have revealed that college students’ genes differ significantly 
in the areas associated with mathematical abilities, motivation, executive 
functions, and adjustment-related behaviors involving alcohol use and 
emotions compared to those who do not go to college.115 Here, culture 
may be acting as an agent of natural selection: if college graduates repro-
duce at a different average rate.

This brings up an important point: recent selective pressures can  
only exert an appreciable effect if those whose genes are better suited to 
the pressures had more children. It is not enough to identify a selection 
pressure, note that one group tended to have more children than other 
groups, and leap to the conclusion that the more successful group had 
genes that better equipped them to handle that selection pressure. For 
instance, one hypothesis is that recent evolution during the Industrial 
Revolution produced people more capable of excelling under capitalist 
forms of economic organization,116 so that those whose genes facilitated 
a better business sense became rich and had more surviving children and 
grandchildren. Hence eventually, the entire population became better 
suited to capitalism and this explains why today some countries are more 
competitive in the global economy.

Leaving aside the obvious flaw that such a theory is innocent of eco-
nomic, political, military, and cultural history, there is a fundamental 
defect in its evolutionary logic. The traits that tend toward greater suc-
cess in capitalism, and the genes that presumably contribute to such 
traits, may have had nothing to do with the ancestral accumulation of 
wealth. For instance, those who had accumulated appreciable wealth a 
millennium ago in England may have done so thanks to a greater capac-
ity for organized violence, rather than any greater-than-average mer-
cantile skill.117 As generations went by and property was inherited, the 
wealthy class would comprise those “selected” for ancestral predation 
(not mercantile skill) as well as those of lower classes whose political and 
mercantile skills (plus social network position, luck, and other histor-
ical factors) allowed them to accumulate fortunes. Exactly which traits 
were conducive to rising from poverty and accumulating a fortune is an 
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open question, but given the central role of the slave trade in generating 
the capital for Europe’s rise, a psychopathic disdain for other peo-
ple may have been just as much a “selected” trait as mercantile skill.118 
Furthermore, it is unlikely that the traits (and family histories) helping to 
make fortunes in the feudal era are the same leading to success in busi-
ness during the capitalist era.119 Forces of social evolution, particularly 
economic and political institutions, could account entirely for patterns of 
wealth within and between nations.120

The most recently selected (5–10,000 years ago) areas of the human 
genome are associated with the immune system, the cell cycle, DNA 
and protein metabolism, reproduction, and the brain.121 The recently 
selected genes affecting the brain are linked to better school-related 
skills, but worse performance in several social, emotional, and cognitive 
tasks. However, we do not know how these genes affect development 
and it is likely that the expression of such recently selected genes is heav-
ily influenced by environmental factors. Hence a genetic cause (at least 
as a sole or primary cause) for today’s national differences in wealth and 
power is implausible.

Although it is plausible to speculate that the rise of agricultural civ-
ilizations may have had something to do with group-level genetic dif-
ferences, the historical record of such civilizations rising around the 
same time in far-flung locations (today’s Egypt, India/Pakistan, China, 
Mexico, and Peru) tends to falsify such a hypothesis.122 In addition, 
the genetic variability of modern humans is low in comparison with our 
numbers—less than chimpanzees, for instance, even though there are far 
more humans than chimps.123 Genetic variability is also not restricted to 
that between human cultures; rather, “any small village typically contains 
about the same amount of genetic variation as another village located on 
any other continent. Each population is a microcosm that recapitulates 
the entire human macrocosm even if the precise genetic composi-
tions vary slightly.”124 Therefore, while differences between groups can 
explain superficial features (skin tone, lactose intolerance, facial struc-
ture), they are highly unlikely to fully explain observed differences in 
social structures, economics, politics, or other emergent characteristics.

This is particularly likely given what we are currently learning about 
epigenetics, which describes how variations in traits and behavior arise 
that are not strictly attributable to genetic variation.125 The most basic 
revelation is that how genes express themselves is highly dependent on 
environmental conditions: A gene “for” one trait in one environment 
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may produce different effects in another. More revolutionary, epigenetic 
changes during the lifetime of an organism can be passed on. Smoking 
tobacco during pregnancy not only affects the exposed offspring, but 
nicotine-linked disruptions of the pulmonary system are transmitted to 
subsequent generations.126 A study of the Dutch Hunger Winter dur-
ing World War II found that six decades later, those who had suffered 
from malnutrition displayed persistent epigenetic effects on a gene regu-
lating growth and development.127 The children of Holocaust survivors 
also display epigenetic effects of their parents’ trauma.128 These changes 
are often compounded by political and economic pressures in the cases 
of Native and African-Americans in the USA.129 (In a dark irony, social 
evolution begins to create small epigenetic, biological differences between 
“races” which did not exist when the “race” meme was created.)

Social traits and behaviors are also affected by epigenetic changes. The 
highly social cichlid fish has an elaborate dominance hierarchy, and when 
an alpha male is removed from a group, a formerly-subordinate male 
quickly adopts dominant behaviors—during this time, not only does the 
new alpha change his body’s coloration, but genes involved in his brain 
express differently.130 In humans, children born into low socioeconomic 
status experience epigenetic changes linked to a defensive, stress-reactant 
psychology, which may better prepare them for threatening conditions 
(while increasing their likelihood of physical and mental illnesses). These 
changes may even have a transgenerational impact, with affected chil-
dren’s epigenetic adaptations being passed on to their children as well.131

Therefore, theories of recent human evolution that rely on the older, 
simpler picture of genetic development and evolution are implausible or 
at least cannot be tested until significant progress is made in genetics and 
epigenetics. The 2,500-year-old view of Confucius is more likely accurate: 
“Men’s natures are alike; it is their habits that carry them far apart.”132

7  so whAt? how evolution mAtters  
to todAy’s societies

Biological evolution is the source of our species and its characteristics, 
from cooperativeness to aggression, from skin color to bone structure. 
But it is harder to imagine how the evolution of genes could have any 
effects on something as purely cultural as politics. Yet there is considera-
ble evidence that biological evolution has made significant contributions 
to our political nature.
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Perhaps the easiest way to test for the effects of genes on human 
behaviors and dispositions arises from a natural experiment provided by 
identical and fraternal twins. Identical (monozygotic) twins come from 
the same fertilized egg and share roughly all of their genes,133 while fra-
ternal (dizygotic) twins come from two separate fertilized eggs and share 
roughly half of their genes, as do all siblings. Hence, the first place to 
look for genetic effects on any trait is in the differences and similari-
ties between identical and fraternal twins. If a sample of identical twins 
correlate at a rate of 80% on a trait (e.g., if eight out of ten identical 
twins have the same favorite flavor of ice cream) and a paired sample of 
fraternal twins correlate at 40%, we can estimate that on the level of pop-
ulation (not at the individual level), ice cream preferences are 40% herit-
able. In other words, 40% of the population-level variation in ice cream 
preferences can be linked to genetic heritability. The remaining 60% of 
variation can be ascribed to shared environmental influences (like the 
ice cream flavors their parents brought home), unique environmen-
tal influences (like one’s unique friends and the influence of their flavor 
preferences), and measurement error (like when a survey question is 
interpreted differently from how the questioner intended). To disentan-
gle the effects of shared versus unique environments, measurements are 
taken of common variables in twins’ home environment.

Twin studies of political attitudes along a Left-Right dimension have 
consistently found heritable genetic factors to play a significant role. 
Opinions on political issues like socialism or federal housing were found 
to have an average heritability of 32%.134 Political ideology has been 
found to be 56% heritable, egalitarianism 50%, and right-wing author-
itarianism 48%.135 Forms of political participation have been found to 
be partly heritable, with estimates of 35% for attending protests, 41% for 
voting and contacting officials, 44% for financial contributions, and 52% 
for contacting government officials.136 Even social trust has been found 
to be heritable at rates between 30–40%.137

Similar results have also been found in cross-cultural studies, with 
heritability estimates of political ideology varying across countries, with 
an average level of around 40%.138 Broadening twin studies by includ-
ing extended family members in heritability estimates has produced 
similar results.139 Studies looking at the heritability of political attitudes 
over time have found that environmental influences play a stronger role 
during childhood, while genetic influences assert themselves more after 
children have left their parents’ home.140 A rare study investigating 
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heritability differences between right-wing and left-wing ideologies 
found that genetic influences on the development of left-wing ideology 
were more affected by the home environment, while right-wing ideology 
was more affected by one’s unique environment outside of the home.141

Overall, these studies seem to show that different sets of genes may 
create varying levels of susceptibility to particular political ideologies.142 
It is not as though these studies suggest a “socialism” gene that dis-
poses people to be favorable to socialism, or a “federal housing” gene 
that makes people support the idea of the government providing low-
cost housing for the poor. Rather, genes have broad effects on individual 
psychology and personality, which make us likelier to adopt one political 
position rather than another—for instance, genetic variations that affect 
one’s sensitivity to fear may affect our reactions to unknown outsiders, 
shaping our stance on immigration policy.143

After twin studies confirm some genetic heritability underlying politi-
cal attitudes, the next challenge is to locate genes that may produce these 
population-level effects.144 The first step has been to analyze portions 
of many people’s genomes, identifying genetic similarities that corre-
late with similarities in ideology. Many such regions have been identified 
in one study, but only one area with a reliably high correlation con-
tained any gene known to be associated with human social behavior.145 
Another way to proceed is by choosing a gene known to be associated 
with social behavior, and testing a sample of people with and without 
it. This has been done for a gene associated with brain function, and 
another study found that those with a variant of the gene displayed more 
altruistic behavior than those without.146 Such studies can also test for 
environmental influences on genes. For instance, a gene associated with 
novelty-seeking behavior was found to correlate with left-wing politi-
cal ideology, and this increased as a function of the number of friends 
an individual had as a child.147 Hence, this gene may predispose peo-
ple to seek new experiences, and if a holder of this gene has friends dur-
ing childhood who provide exposure to a variety of opinions, there is a 
greater likelihood they will develop a left-wing ideology.

However, the conclusions of these studies are not straightforward. 
A part of the problem is the complex way genes work. For instance, an 
animal as simple as a fruit fly, with only 100,000 neurons compared to 
our 100 billion, has at least 266 separate genes that code for proteins 
known to be involved in varying levels of aggression—yet the heritability 
of aggression in fruit flies is only about 10%.148 Causation in biological 
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systems runs in two directions, upward from the genome and epigenome 
and downward from the environment, organism, organs, tissues, and 
even cells, with feedback and feed-forward loops between levels.149 
Furthermore, since the genome is so large, finding correlations between 
genes and traits is highly likely due to chance, and extremely large sample 
sizes may be required.150 Hence capturing individual genes’ contribu-
tions to the heritability of political ideology remains a distant goal.

Twin studies require particularly conservative interpretation. For 
instance, one twin study found that empathy was about 30% heritable (an 
estimate roughly in line with prior research).151 Yet a meta-analysis of stud-
ies measuring levels of empathy in US college students from 1979 to 2009 
found that empathy had decreased by 34–48% in that time.152 Could genes 
explain 30% of this drop—did empathic people stop having as many chil-
dren during these three decades? Such an interpretation is highly unlikely.

The precise-seeming heritability estimates produced by twin studies 
warrant skepticism. First, heritability is confusing: it seems like a prop-
erty of the trait, when it is a description of the population in which the 
trait appears.153 “Political ideology is 40% heritable” does not mean 40% 
of one’s ideology is passed on or that there is a 40% chance a child will 
develop the ideology of its parent, but that within the studied population 
40% of the variance between parents and children was heritable. Also,  
a high degree of heritability within a group says nothing about varia-
tion between groups. Most of the variation in political attitudes among 
Trinidadians may be genetic, but that does not mean that their politi-
cal attitudes are (mostly) genetically transmitted. It means Trinidadians 
exhibit genetic variation that affects political attitudes more than envi-
ronmental and cultural differences in Trinidad. This tells us little about 
Jamaicans or any other group. In addition, heritability estimates can be 
strongly affected by environmental conditions.154

Apportioning variance in political ideology to either genetic or envi-
ronmental factors is problematic. The conceptual opposition between 
nature and nurture arose in Anglo-American culture in the 1800s and 
has influenced science since—but if “nature versus nurture” ever made 
sense, it does not in light of contemporary genetics.155 More specifically, 
twin studies can only offer trustworthy, precise estimates of genetic and 
environmental contributions to a trait when all causal factors have been 
demarcated and act independently.156 However, everything we know 
about biology tells us that it is complex, non-linear, and nonadditive—
making truly independent causal factors unlikely.157
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Twin studies also rely on an assumption that the environments expe-
rienced by identical twins are no different on average from the environ-
ments experienced by fraternal twins. This is how an estimate of heredity 
can be plucked out of data about similarities between identical and fra-
ternal twins: if the identical twins are more alike than fraternal twins, 
this extra similarity must be genetic, providing there is nothing about 
identical twins’ environments that is more similar than those of fraternal 
twins. (Greater similarities between identical versus fraternal twins must 
come from their more-similar genes if the environments are essentially 
the same.) Estimates of heritability rely on this assumption, and they are 
inflated to the extent that the environment shared by identical twins is 
more similar than the environment shared by fraternal twins. This would 
occur, for instance, if family members, teachers, and friends tended to 
treat identical twins more similarly than fraternal twins. Studies of twins 
have found precisely that.158 This may be the source of the “mystery of 
missing heritability” arising from high estimates of heritability from twin 
studies, but studies of the genome itself that have turned up relatively 
few genes associated with various traits, and which explain only a fraction 
of the estimated heritability. Twin studies may produce inflated estimates 
for heredity by confounding genetic effects with gene-culture, gene-envi-
ronment, and a host of potential epigenetic interactions.159

Twin studies are useful for determining whether there are genetic 
effects on a trait, but less for determining how much.160 They are val-
uable for demonstrating that some characteristics we would likely have 
assumed entirely environmentally determined—such as political views—
are influenced by genes. Likewise, critiques of genome-wide association 
and gene-behavior linkage studies are correct in urging caution. The 
tools available can only make slow progress in understanding how genes 
and environment interact to produce political dispositions.161 A great 
deal of future research is needed to tease apart the contributors to ideo-
logical development.162

8  whAt we know About our evolved PoliticAl 
Psychology

While we may be decades from approaching a complete understanding 
of how genes interact with our environment to produce political dispo-
sitions, we can sketch an outline. Genetic evolution has produced minds 
with varying propensities and traits that pull us in the direction of one or 
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another of the political ideologies we are exposed to. Even though we do 
not know exactly how individual genes function to produce this result, 
the result is clear. It is written into our brains.

Not many people would guess that the way our brains react to see-
ing disgusting pictures could predict political ideology. Yet that is what 
a study found using fMRI scans of participants’ brain activity, which reli-
ably predicted whether participants aligned with the Left or Right.163 
In another study, brain scans of people making judgments of risk were 
found to be better predictors of ideology (82.9% accurate) than know-
ing the political party a person’s mother and father identifies with (69.5% 
accurate).164 Even the size of certain brain structures can predict polit-
ical orientation: those with greater volume of gray matter in the ACC 
(which processes conflicts between parts of the brain) tend toward the 
Left, while those with greater volume of gray matter in the right amyg-
dala (which processes fear) and the left insula (which processes disgust) 
tend toward the Right.165

Sensitivity to disgust and fear is one of the fundamental neurologi-
cal differences between people who identify with the Right or Left. 
While leftists are better at detecting (and overriding) conflicts between 
their intentions and automatic responses, rightists are constitutionally 
more vigilant at detecting threats.166 In studies across several countries 
and using different research methods, rightists display greater atten-
tion to, and fixation on, negative, disturbing, and disgusting images.167 
Leftists exhibit stronger connections in the “human mirror-neuron sys-
tem,” which simulates the feelings of others and is linked to social and 
emotional cognition, including empathy.168 In general, leftists are more 
attuned to “appetitive,” or positive features of the environment, while 
rightists are more responsive to “aversive,” negative stimuli.169

Beyond brain scanners, neurological differences appear in so-called 
implicit association tasks, where automatic reactions too fast for con-
scious deliberation are measured. Rightists display greater automatic 
preferences for order over chaos and conformity over rebelliousness, 
while leftists show preferences for flexibility over stability and progress 
over tradition.170 Research has even found that people can judge poli-
ticians’ ideologies—with better-than-chance accuracy—by viewing their 
photographs.171

Even between five and seven, children of right-wing versus left-wing 
parents display neurological differences, with children of right-wing 
parents showing greater neurological sensitivity to angry, threatening 
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faces.172 By 18, children of parents with authoritarian parenting attitudes 
are likelier to be right wing, while those of parents using more sensitive 
caregiving styles were closer to the Left.173 By the first year of primary 
school, children already exhibit structured and consistent political orien-
tations.174 In one study, the personalities of preschool children were ana-
lyzed and then reexamined 20 years later.175 Children that would later 
grow into conservative adults were described as fearful, rigid, vulnerable, 
inhibited, easily offended, and relatively over-controlled; children that 
would later grow into liberal adults were described as resilient, self-reli-
ant, energetic, somewhat dominating, developing close relationships, and 
relatively under-controlled.

Neuroimaging research has revealed that thinking about politics taps into 
parts of our brain that evolved to facilitate social cognition, which involves 
coalitions, hierarchies, cooperation, and alliances.176 Only people who are 
unknowledgeable about politics use the same parts of their brains to think 
about politics as they would technical subjects, such as plumbing or sci-
ence.177 If political cognition is simply the newest form of social cognition, 
these neurological results make sense. We do not have genes “for” conserv-
atism or liberalism (in the U.S.); communism or capitalist democracy (in 
China); social democracy or neoliberalism (in Europe); we have genes that 
tend to produce psychological dispositions in social cognition that express 
themselves by making us likelier to adopt one or another ideology present 
in our information ecology. These dispositions are gut reactions: unthinking 
tendencies to respond a certain way to different ideas and situations. Most 
likely, they evolved alongside morality, the key psychological adaptation that 
allowed us to navigate life in highly cooperative societies. For the majority 
of evolutionary history they have been tuned to respond to pre-agricultural 
life, so that today we form opinions (Stirner’s “spooks”) on political issues 
involving millions, using psychological adaptations designed for smaller 
groups. So it is that political elites can manipulate judgments using individ-
ual stereotypes of inveterate criminals and dangerous foreigners.178

Just as some chemical compounds mix while others repel (like water 
and oil), we display “elective affinities” toward some ideas and aver-
sions to others.179 After a significant amount of political ideas have been 
learned, our brains display signs of pleasure or reward when we are 
exposed to other ideas that fit with our Left or Right disposition and 
background knowledge. This can produce a physiological feedback loop, 
causing our initial political disposition to snowball into an ever stronger, 
tightly organized, and knowledgeable ideological stance.180
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The basic psychological dispositions that lead toward the adoption of 
one or another political ideology may be the same that produce differ-
ences in personality.181 The strongest associations are between “openness 
to new experiences” and left-wing orientation, and between “conscien-
tiousness” and right-wing orientation.182 (More recent work has cast 
doubt on this link,183 which may be better explained by needs for cogni-
tion and cognitive closure influencing ideology.)184 Experiments in Italy 
and the Netherlands found that leftists tend to be more pro-social or oth-
er-oriented, while rightists tend to be more individualistic and compet-
itive.185 Studies of liberals and conservatives in the United States found 
that liberals were more novelty-seeking, open-minded, curious, and crea-
tive, and conservatives more organized, conventional, and orderly. These 
characteristics were consistently found using self-reported personality 
assessments, observed behavior in social interactions, and even personal 
possessions and the organization of living and working spaces.186 (For 
instance, conservatives’ bedrooms were neater, cleaner, and included more 
organizational items like calendars, while liberals’ bedrooms included 
more cultural memorabilia, and books and music of greater variety.)

In meta-analyses of dozens of studies, left-wing orientation corre-
lated moderately with cognitive ability, tolerance of ambiguity, and inte-
grative complexity.187 Independent of educational attainment, those 
on the Left tend to demonstrate greater intelligence. Individuals with 
lower intelligence are likelier to endorse right-wing ideologies and har-
bor prejudice against minorities, independent of education and socio-
economic status.188 Right-wingers report greater certainty and stability 
in their opinions, exhibit more consistency between implicit and explicit 
attitudes, score higher on intuitive thinking and self-deception, and tend 
to process information heuristically rather than systematically; in general, 
right-wingers are less epistemically rigorous.189 Related scientific results 
include relationships such as low-effort thinking promoting political 
conservatism, abstract thinking reducing conservative prejudices, and 
lower creativity and stronger illusory correlations among conservatives190 
(although these relationships may pertain only to social conservatives as 
opposed to economic conservatives).191 These results may be partially 
explained by right-wingers’ greater persistence in hewing to habit and 
lower levels of cognitive control and self-regulation.192 In experiments 
involving attribution-making (deciding whether someone’s actions were 
due to the person’s intrinsic nature, or situational and environmental fac-
tors), left-wingers can be made to reason like right-wingers by imposing 
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time constraints or distractions, suggesting that the cognitive style of the 
Right is simpler.193 These differences in cognitive ability appear early, 
with children having greater difficulty attending to tasks at 54 months 
being likelier to align with the Right by 18.194

While genetic and neuroscientific research suggests a hard-wired, 
heritable component to political orientation, there is evidence that our 
environments can reshape our brains’ structure.195 For instance, while 
left-wing and right-wing people display differences in the sizes and activ-
ity levels of certain brain structures, involvement with partisan politics 
may drive those differences irrespective of heredity. Changes in cogni-
tive functions of other types are also known to change brain structure, 
as when people studying a map of London for a taxi driver examination 
demonstrated growth in the brain region relating to memory forma-
tion.196 Therefore, while genetic influences shape our brains and make 
some ideologies more attractive, so too ideologies may shape our psy-
chological and physiological characteristics. People choose ideas and 
ideas choose people.197

Environmental influences also shape personality traits and shift political 
orientations. For instance, low socioeconomic status is a reliable predictor 
of obedience to authority, which correlates with right-wing political orien-
tation.198 Genes may influence media preferences, which affect the devel-
opment of ideology.199 Even writing an autobiography has been shown to 
temporarily increase conservatism, by focusing on how the status quo was 
arrived at by a series of free choices (and hence must be just).200 Studies 
of experienced academics and Supreme Court nominees suggest that 
working in an occupation that requires understanding multiple, conflict-
ing arguments and evidence increases the likelihood of a leftward shift in 
opinions.201 A study of voting records and economic performance in the 
USA over nearly a century found that a threatening economic environ-
ment influences voting toward the Right, while a positive economic envi-
ronment influences voting toward the Left.202

Though several parts of the world remain to be studied, our evolved 
psychology may include general dispositions that tend to lead us to sup-
port tradition and inequality (the psychological Right) or change and 
equality (the psychological Left). (An alternative conception depicts 
these dispositions as protection from threat or freedom from oppres-
sion—research in this area is ongoing.)203 Genes and environment 
produce the biology of our minds, including the basic components of 
political orientation. During development, our minds form cognitive, 
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emotional, and information-processing traits; these, along with early 
social environments, affect the development of our personality and val-
ues, which influence our selection of a political ideology from those to 
which we are exposed.204 In some cases, the prevalent ideological pack-
ages fit our genetic predispositions and in other cases they conflict,205 
producing a kaleidoscopic pattern of ideological components.206 Each 
of these factors exerts mutual influence on each other during one’s life-
time.207 One may have a genetic predisposition to right-wing ideas, but 
losing one’s job or experiencing financial problems may incline one to 
adopt left-wing economic views.208

Some ideas or pieces of information are more “sticky,” depending on 
the political orientation our genes and environments jointly produce. 
Other ideas are likelier to be adopted simply because they fit with the 
political discourse we are exposed to through the media.209 For instance, 
we may strongly believe abortion is evil and have no strong opinions on 
free trade agreements. But if the political discourse we hear packages 
opposition to abortion with support for free trade agreements, we may 
also adopt the latter. Hence, gene-culture coevolution produces a variety 
of conflicting forces: biological predispositions, environmental influences 
on development, and the political ideologies and their informational 
content prevalent in various cultures at different times.

The political environment offers limited choices with which to match 
our evolved dispositions for tradition/change or equality/inequal-
ity (or protection/freedom). For instance, in Western Europe, with its 
history of a capitalist socioeconomic structure, acceptance of inequal-
ity correlates strongly with right-wing political orientation. However, 
in Eastern Europe, with its recent history of socialism, there is no such 
correlation.210 This could be due to the fact that during the recent his-
tory of Eastern Europe, a desire for tradition over change would have 
meant preferring the relatively equal distribution of wealth characteris-
tic of socialism. In Scandinavian countries, with a recent history of egali-
tarian economic and social policies, those on the psychological Left who 
are predisposed toward social change (and higher in cognitive ability) 
tend to support more laissez faire policies and reduced income redistri-
bution—policies that in other countries with less egalitarian economic 
systems would tend to be supported by those on the psychological 
Right.211 Worldwide, right-wing social views are more commonly corre-
lated with left-wing economic views (supporting the protection/freedom 
depiction of the psychological Left/Right split).212
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If our species can be broadly separated into having Left and Right 
psychological orientations, this may be because this separation provides 
a so-called evolutionarily stable strategy.213 An evolutionarily stable strat-
egy is a particular distribution of types within a population that cannot 
be improved upon by a different distribution or by uniformity. Examples 
of evolutionarily stable strategies abound in nature, with one of the most 
familiar being the 50/50 sex ratio in humans. The basic logic is that in 
many circumstances, it is better to have a certain variety of types rather 
than just one. Hammers are better than screwdrivers and saws for nail-
ing, but if you are working on a complex project that requires more than 
one tool to accomplish, you are better off with a full toolkit than a dozen 
hammers.

Differences in Left-Right orientation may have provided evolution-
arily stable variation that enabled humans to navigate the challenges of 
social evolution.214 Just as evolutionarily stable variation in personality 
types allow us to adapt to a wide array of environments,215 evolution-
arily stable variation in political orientation may allow us to adapt our 
social structures to changing environments. The social change/tradition 
dimension concerns whether new ideas, practices, and social structures 
should be given a try (Left) or whether traditional ways should be fol-
lowed (Right). The dimension of acceptance versus rejection of inequal-
ity may reflect the millions-of-years-old conflict between the propensity 
for hierarchy (Right) we inherited from our primate ancestors, and the 
aggressive egalitarian tendencies (Left) that evolved in hominids. In 
other words, “the polarization that afflicts many modern democracies 
may be a vestige of the mixes of the behaviorally relevant, biological pre-
dispositions that worked well in [our ancestral] small-scale societies.”216 
Together, a population composed of some hewing to the Left and others 
hewing to the Right may provide careful steering of cultural evolution. 
The Right ensures that social evolution does not swerve too rapidly in 
unpredictable and potentially dangerous directions, while the Left pro-
vides the flexibility required to adapt to changing circumstances instead 
of driving straight ahead, unwaveringly, into a tree or off a cliff.

9  evolution, morAlity, And Politics

Morality differs between and within cultures. The vast array of stand-
ards of morality makes it difficult to summarize in a sentence, but from 
an evolutionary perspective, this definition suffices: “Morality is a set of 
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psychological adaptations that allow otherwise selfish individuals to reap 
the benefits of cooperation.”217

Recent studies of morality have arrived at five basic categories, or 
senses, that moral rules can be classified into: fairness, respect for author-
ity, loyalty, sanctity, and care.218 These are proposed as core components 
of a universal human psychology, but how they are expressed varies 
depending on ecological, institutional, economic, and ideational (e.g., 
religious) factors.219 Violating the moral rules that cultures live by is 
likely to cause moral indignation, anger, and punishment—hence moral-
ity can be seen as a psychological adaptation to enforce certain kinds of 
behavior required for group cooperation.

Fairness probably arose to solve the evolutionary challenge of sup-
porting cooperation against cheating and exploitation. A sense of fairness 
ensures that no one can make off with more than his or her own fair 
share, providing a key condition for large-scale cooperation to work. As 
with all moral senses, fairness is a broad feeling that can be used to sup-
port different moral rules and social arrangements. What is considered 
fair in Cuba or on a kibbutz is different from what is considered fair in 
Saudi Arabia or on Wall Street. The moral sense of fairness is more acute 
among those on the Left than those on the Right.220

Respect for authority is probably the oldest moral sense, as it ensures 
that hierarchies function smoothly. Although hominid evolution broke 
from the hierarchal social structures of our primate relatives, underly-
ing genetic mechanisms persist. For instance, in vervet monkeys and us, 
having more power and being more aggressive is associated with higher 
levels of whole blood serotonin.221 This is one of several biochemical 
mechanisms that produce the behaviors and feelings required for a social 
hierarchy. Those with power have to feel and act more domineeringly 
and those without have to feel (or at least act) submissively. Dominance 
hierarchies establish rules about who gets preferential access to resources 
or mates, saving animals the time, energy, and risks of constant fight-
ing.222 Respect for authority, then, ensures that those without power will 
be duly submissive. (If this can be considered a moral tenet, breaking 
it was the aggressive-egalitarian Homo sapiens’ original sin.) During our 
ancestral period, the feelings underlying deference to authority may have 
been exapted to help groups cohere—if egalitarian groups are considered 
an authority, then submission to an alpha could have been repurposed to 
support submission to the group. The capacity for self-denial would then 
have gone from supporting dominance hierarchies to supporting group 
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cohesion. The further one is to the political Right, the more authority 
matters.223

Loyalty as a moral sense likely evolved as the glue to hold social 
groups together. Our ease at creating groups would have gone nowhere 
without loyalty to make us stick with the group, and without stable 
groups our aggressive egalitarian social structure could never have arisen. 
Loyalty makes us care for our groups more than ourselves, and this is 
evident from studies of politics in which self-interest is a poorer predic-
tor of political opinions than group interest.224 Loyalty to the in-group 
may have helped reduce the risk of exposure to pathogens by minimizing 
contact with outsiders225 and could even be responsible for the forma-
tion of “pseudospecies” within humanity by erecting artificial barriers to 
interbreeding.226 Loyalty as a moral sense is more important the further 
one is to the Right.227

The dark side of loyalty is that it is often limited to a small in-group, 
leaving others not only outside its scope but out of moral consideration. 
For instance, those on the Right are more concerned by threats posed 
by criminals, pathogens, and foreigners, while ignoring threats posed by 
poverty or environmental destruction. This may be because the former 
threats affect the self and in-group, while the latter are large, systemic, 
and affect everyone.228 The loyalty moral sense is also linked to the fact 
that as ethnic heterogeneity increases in a society, support for redistri-
bution of income drops.229 After all, if one’s loyalty is to one’s ethnic 
group, why share with outsiders? Ethnocentrism has been found to affect 
opinions on an array of seemingly unrelated issues.230

Sanctity is perhaps the most interesting moral sense: it is under-
girded by the sense of disgust, and probably evolved to keep us from  
eating or interacting with poisonous or disease-causing elements in our 
environment. Today, this moral sense is an incredibly diverse exapta-
tion, forbidding pork in some religions and beef in others, deeming 
menstruating women unclean here and homosexuality abhorrent there. 
Sanctity or purity is the third moral sense more important on the Right 
than the Left,231 and it can have strange effects. For instance, in a sim-
ple experiment in which participants filled out surveys about their politi-
cal attitudes, those told to stand near a hand sanitizer dispenser reported 
greater conservatism.232 Violations of sanctity produce a strong feeling 
of disgust, as would be expected for an evolutionary adaption designed 
to protect us from poison or infections; only now, it has been exapted in 
highly diverse, often poorly suited or nonsensical ways.
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The moral sense of care may be another extremely old exaptation, 
based on the emotional response we feel toward vulnerable children or 
needy family members, and repurposed for nonrelatives. The human mir-
ror-neuron system may underlie this, allowing us to accurately imagine 
other people’s suffering.233 Interestingly, this may have evolved to 
track only simple actions and their consequences; it is less responsive to 
instances of passively caused harm and harm involving complex causal 
chains (as in the concept of “structural violence”).234 Care, along with 
fairness, is the second moral sense more acute among the Left.235

While all five moral senses are important to the Right (though care 
and fairness rank at the bottom), on the Left the importance of care 
and fairness tower over loyalty, authority, and sanctity. All five display an 
evolutionary legacy. The status of loyalty, authority, and sanctity as mor-
als is, however, contestable.236 (Interestingly, psychopaths evince a sig-
nificant moral deficit in care and fairness, but no deficit in authority or 
sanctity, and increased endorsement of loyalty.)237 To the extent respect 
for authority overlaps with authoritarianism, sanctity overlaps with irra-
tional prejudice, and loyalty to the in-group overlaps with ethnocentrism 
or racism, many would consider them vices rather than virtues. Care and 
fairness, however, have no such obvious doppelgangers. Yet respect for 
authority, sanctity, and loyalty have good and bad instantiations; and 
with their less acute sense for these evolutionary morals, leftists may lose 
the good with the bad.

10  the significAnce of our evolutionAry minds

Our species colonized the world with astounding rapidity, aided by the 
behavioral flexibility and technology produced by gene-culture coevolu-
tion. Yet despite such flexibility, evolution has left other marks on the 
design of our minds. They are foremost fashioned for reproduction and 
survival, and our current form of rationality is still skewed toward the 
achievement of these goals. They are furthermore designed for social 
intelligence: understanding others, forming coalitions, and designing 
and navigating social structures. In other words, politics—just on a much 
smaller scale than the politics of today.

Our political orientations are to some extent written into our nature 
in the language of DNA. We do not, however, share a uniform politi-
cal nature. The evolutionary conflicts of the past—our history of pro-
to-hominid hierarchical social structures alongside the more recent 
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aggressive egalitarianism of Homo sapiens, the forces keeping us moored 
alongside those nudging us to try something new—live on. We pass 
some part of these propensities to our children, which exert a pull even 
as they develop their own political orientations in their unique environ-
ments. What commonly results from these interactions is a population 
split between those more comfortable with hierarchy and tradition (or 
protection from threat) and those more comfortable with equality and 
change (or freedom from oppression).

Where human social evolution will go is impossible to know. 
Evolution is intrinsically unpredictable, although evolutionary pressures 
can be identified and plausible directions imagined.238 One of the key 
current pressures is the conflict between our young contemporary hier-
archal social structure and our evolved egalitarian impulses. How social 
evolution will navigate this conflict is uncertain; but to keep any evolu-
tionary system functioning, it is essential to balance change-generating 
and stability-maintaining mechanisms. The circulatory system of social 
evolution, the media, must provide the ingredients for stasis and change. 
Providing narratives that overwhelmingly support the status quo can 
only lead to social sclerosis, while providing narratives supportive only of 
continual and radical experimentation mimics the uncontrollable muta-
tions of cancer. The media at the least must ensure diversity—to allow, 
in the best conservative tradition, our evolved minds to continue as they 
have for hundreds of thousands of years.
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The struggle between the first conservatives and liberals of the  
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was definitively won by the liber-
als. Their victory was so thorough that even modern-day conservatives 
have adopted the liberal vision of the extent of human capacities and 
the ideal form of government. Today’s conservatives do not argue that  
an aristocracy or monarchy is required for a flourishing human society; 
instead, they agree with the early liberals that democracy (if a represent-
ative democracy) is the best and only legitimate form of government. 
While the first conservatives worried that the fading of institutions like 
the aristocracy and monarchy would destroy vital social bonds, resulting 
in bloody struggles and societal disintegration, modern conservatives 
have adapted to the idea that democratic, market-based societies are not 
only healthy, but the ideal form of large-scale human organization. In 
a way, modern conservatives resemble early liberals more than modern 
(U.S.) liberals. The ideas characterizing modern liberalism have evolved 
beyond that which early liberals would have been prepared to contem-
plate: the equality of human “races” and sexes, the illegitimacy of impe-
rialism, gay rights, etc. And while modern liberals in the United States 
support a government-provided social safety net, modern U.S. conserv-
atives hold truer to the classical liberal position of limited government.

But what is the liberal vision of human capacities that informs the 
political worldview held by modern-day conservatives and liberals 
alike? In the liberal vision of human capacities, we are rational beings 
who have the right and ability to choose our pursuits and participate 
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in self-government. (While early liberal writers acknowledged irrational 
features of our psychology, their observations were later jettisoned to 
provide surer foundations for liberal economics, which needed a strong 
form of human rationality to be coherent.)1 No doubt influenced by the 
view of the soul as the seat of reason, separate and distinct from animal 
nature, liberals from the beginning believed that we are capable of rea-
soning to the truth. As more and more people jettisoned the idea of the 
soul as a reasoning machine, the mind seamlessly succeeded the soul as 
the seat of reason.2 Whether due to a spiritual soul or a corporeal brain, 
the liberal vision retained a belief in human rationality. And as such, 
humanity should flourish where our capacity for self-directed reasoning 
was allowed free rein. No monarchy or aristocracy is needed to govern 
individuals who can decide what they want and how they can achieve 
it, and who can collectively create an effective government by voting in 
their own individual, well-informed interests.

It is this vision that informed John Stuart Mill in arguing for freedom 
of thought and expression. In Mill’s view, humans need no paternalis-
tic intervention from the state or church to regulate the contents of the 
mind. To the conservatives of his day, this was a recipe for disaster, as 
liberty of expression would allow harmful (possibly fatal) ideas to spread. 
But in Mill’s liberal view, it was “important to give the freest scope pos-
sible to uncustomary things, in order that it may in time appear which 
of these are fit to be converted into customs.”3 Freedom of expression 
would subject ideas to the discretion of the human mind. In the words 
of Oliver Wendell Holmes, “the ultimate good desired is better reached 
by free trade in ideas … the best test of truth is the power of the thought 
to get itself accepted in the competition of the market…”4 This helped 
introduce the modern “marketplace of ideas” metaphor and forms the 
backbone of the liberal defense of freedom of expression.5

Marketplaces “work” because they are the aggregate of individuals 
pursuing their self-interest, and this is hypothesized to provide the best 
collective outcome.6 A free market of ideas works to the extent to which 
information is shared, debated, and selected on the basis of its merit by 
intelligent, rational individuals. Take away any of these elements and 
you have a failed market, which does not select the best ideas but allows 
untruthful or outdated ideas to proliferate.7 One of the ways a market-
place of ideas can fail to achieve an ideal outcome is what concerned 
Justice Holmes in his dissent in the Abrams case: censorship. By blocking 
ideas perceived as harmful or wrong, a distortion is introduced. At issue 
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in Abrams were leaflets arguing against US military intervention in the 
Russian Revolution; even supposing the ideas contained in the leaflets 
to be wrong, censoring them might provide them a veneer of legitimacy 
that could propel them to spread at a greater rate than if they were open 
to withering criticism. While Holmes was in the minority when he wrote 
his dissenting opinion, by now his disdain for censorship and embrace 
of the marketplace of ideas is the majority opinion. Modern liberals and 
conservatives alike have embraced the marketplace of ideas and its prom-
ise to provide an ideal environment for the evolution of ideas.

But what of other possible market failures—for instance, a market-
place in which information is freely shared and debated on the basis of 
perceived merit, but selection is not performed by intelligent, rational 
individuals? What if the liberal vision of human capacities is wrong? As 
the liberal political philosopher John Rawls conceded, for liberalism to 
work, citizens must be “capable of revising and changing [their concep-
tion of the good] on reasonable and rational grounds…”8 Furthermore, 
“[r]ational autonomy … rests on persons’ intellectual and moral powers. 
It is shown in their exercising their capacity to form, to revise, and to 
pursue a conception of the good, and to deliberate in accordance with 
it.”9 If political liberalism relies on a rational moral psychology, then an 
important question is: to what extent are we rational?

To answer this question, we turn to what social psychologists have 
discovered about the human mind. Far from approximating a rational 
soul created by God to enable human reason or the subsequent ideal 
of a purely material mind with the same capabilities, the human mind is 
deeply and systematically flawed. It is as unlikely to have been designed 
by a Creator for the purpose of best facilitating pure reason as to 
have evolved to that end. The evidence suggests that the human mind 
evolved for the same reason as every other product of evolution: for self- 
propagation in an at once competitive and cooperative natural environ-
ment. The picture of the human mind emerging from social psychologi-
cal research contradicts the view taken for granted by liberal economists 
and political scientists.10 And because they have informed so much of 
what are now uncontroversial, widely shared beliefs about politics and 
social organization, the reality of the human mind is disturbing to many 
today. Yet these weaknesses or alarming flaws from a liberal perspective 
could be overcome and superseded—if, and most likely only if, we evolve 
our institutions beyond the form in which they were shaped by the lib-
eral view of human capacities.
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1  how Psychology exPlAins the brAin’s contribution 
to informAtion ecology

Psychology may be a late bloomer among the sciences. While major 
advances in mathematics occurred in antiquity and significant progress 
in physics is centuries old, the workings of the human mind remained 
mired in speculation until recently. As the great American philosopher 
George Santayana explained:

The idea of the physical world is the first flower or thick cream of practi-
cal thinking. Being skimmed off first and proving so nutritious, it leaves 
the liquid below somewhat thin and unsavoury. Especially does this result 
appear when science is still unpruned and mythical, so that what passes 
into the idea of material nature is much more than the truly causal network 
of forces, and includes many spiritual and moral functions.11

Many consider Sigmund Freud, whose life’s work ended less than a cen-
tury ago, as merely a glorified armchair theorist.12 While his theories 
have become widespread and popular, they were arrived at not by the 
scientific method of hypothesis creation and experimental testing, but by 
supposition and extrapolation from the patients he treated. Once sub-
jected to scientific scrutiny, his theories have not fared well.13

Part of the reason for the slow progress of psychology has been the 
difficulty of applying the scientific method to studying the human mind. 
Nonetheless, social psychologists have made considerable recent progress 
in uncovering how our minds work in dealing with a shared social real-
ity, creating artificial (often social) situations or thinking tasks, manip-
ulating aspects of them, and measuring behavioral or cognitive changes 
in response to the manipulation. While multiple social processes oper-
ate concurrently and interdependently, experiments in social psychology 
isolate processes to better understand them. What emerges is a better 
idea of what is going on behind the scenes in human minds. Predictions 
about overall social outcomes (like whether the United States will evolve 
into a more or less egalitarian society) are hard to come by, since they 
comprise innumerable individual and societal-level processes operating 
simultaneously, but explanations of the processes involved in social evo-
lution are possible to derive.

This strategy faces significant challenges, however. Due to the heter-
ogeneity of people’s cultures, beliefs, and memes, “generalizations from 
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one locale to another may express nothing more than the parochialism 
of those who make the generalizations.”14 Since most research in social 
psychology has used US college students, the “locale” from which gen-
eralizations are made is Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and 
Democratic—or WEIRD.15 Hence, it is problematic to assume that 
the results of social psychological experiments on WEIRD populations 
are features of universal human psychology, as the hypothesis that such 
results are caused by one social environment cannot be disconfirmed.16  
A review of the differences between WEIRD populations and others 
globally concluded: “The sample of contemporary Western undergrad-
uates that so overwhelms our database is not just an extraordinarily 
restricted sample of humanity; it is frequently a distinct outlier vis-à-vis 
other global samples. It may represent the worst population on which to 
base our understanding of Homo sapiens.”17 This has led many psycholo-
gists to reject an empiricist approach in favor of a more holistic, qualita-
tive methodology focused on ideational and cultural influences from the 
social environment.18

However, this problem only affects attempts to confidently general-
ize from the population studied to humanity as a whole. Tentative gen-
eralizations, keeping in mind the limitations of available evidence, are 
immune. For instance, take the (ironically named) “fundamental attri-
bution error”: once thought to describe humanity’s tendency to focus 
on intrinsic dispositions while ignoring situational influences, research 
on diverse populations has revealed it to be the product of cultural and 
ideational influences in Western societies.19 Hence, any phenomenon 
uncovered by experiments on one population may be provisionally con-
sidered to be part of universal psychology, but this remains an untested 
hypothesis until a variety of populations are tested. Many of the phenom-
ena discussed in this chapter have not yet been tested on a sufficiently 
diverse set of populations and, as such, their status as features of universal 
human psychology should be considered a hypothesis.

They can be considered features of human psychology in Western soci-
eties with a higher degree of confidence—as the product of universal 
psychology interacting with Western social environments. The results of 
social psychological research have been found to be about as consistent 
as the results of research in physics.20 And although a recent large-scale 
attempt to replicate a random sample of social psychological findings 
succeeded only slightly over one-third of the time,21 a later analysis 
found that context sensitivity was significantly correlated with replication 
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success—that is, the more context-sensitive the original results, the less 
likely they would be successfully replicated.22 This is another side of 
the generalization problem: not only are generalizations across cultures 
problematic, but generalizing beyond the unique contexts of social psy-
chological experiments can also be problematic. Likewise, the solution 
here is additional replication.23

Another critique centers on the domination of social psychology by 
liberals, which makes conservative students less likely to enter the field 
or have research papers accepted.24 As the authors’ choice of terminol-
ogy suggests (liberal/conservative), however, their argument applies 
only to the Anglosphere; a look at Eastern Europe suggests instead that 
social psychologists across cultures tend to set themselves in opposition 
to the ideology of the lower class in their society.25 Likewise, scien-
tists in a variety of sciences are more liberal—and drastically less reli-
gious—than the general population of the USA, a concomitant of the 
Enlightenment elevation of science over religion.26 Unmentioned by 
the authors of the critique, but possibly more important and insidious, 
would be a bias toward the methodological status quo27 and pressure 
to publish producing a bias toward positive results.28 (Similar biases in 
economics have produced disastrous results.)29 Nonetheless, such biases 
are rife in science—and institutional responses are needed to mute them. 
The philosopher of science, Miriam Solomon, argues that they should 
be called (the epistemically neutral) “decision vectors,” since the history 
of science shows such biases to be variably conducive and harmful to sci-
entific progress: “[t]hus the widespread practice of calling them ‘biasing 
factors,’ which suggests undesirable irrationality, is inappropriately judg-
mental.… [Their] influence may or may not be conducive to scientific 
success…”30

As Santayana implied, and Auguste Comte made explicit, psychology 
is intrinsically a more difficult subject to study scientifically than “sim-
pler,” or less complex fields like physics and chemistry.31 If chemistry is 
an emergent phenomenon of physics, and biology emerges from chem-
istry, psychology emerges from biology, etc., then the social sciences are 
unavoidably more complex than the physical sciences.32 At each succeed-
ing level, the laws and regularities of the previous level remain, but are 
joined by emergent forces and tendencies. As such, we should not expect 
to identify scientific laws or certainties, but contingent probabilities.33 
The only other alternative is a retreat into radical skepticism, with all of 
its attendant problems.34
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2  A biAs tour of the humAn mind

Let us start with a look at an aspect of the human mind that makes 
humanity what it is: morality. In the liberal and popular view, morality is 
the product of moral reasoning. We learn a code as children, and modify 
and expand it through experience. When we are presented with a moral 
question, we ponder it, consider the factors involved, and arrive at a con-
clusion. Or, so it seems.

The reality, as uncovered by a number of experimental studies, is that 
when presented with a moral dilemma, we have an automatic, uncon-
scious reaction: something feels morally right, or wrong. Then, after our 
minds have unconsciously arrived at a conclusion, reasoning kicks in. 
Not to determine whether our gut instinct was correct—rather, our con-
scious reasoning acts as a lawyer for our unconscious moral decision.35 
Instead of coolly subjecting a moral question to analysis, our brains 
quickly and unconsciously arrive at a moral decision and then our rea-
soning process is left with devising an explanation for why we arrived at 
it.36 We are not judges when it comes to moral questions; we are lawyers, 
who are presented with a client and then tasked with creating an excul-
patory argument.

This counterintuitive reality has been unveiled through experimen-
tal studies across countries. In one example, participants were hypno-
tized to feel disgust after seeing a certain neutral word, such as “take” 
or “often.”37 Then, they were presented with six short stories con-
cerning moral violations. When the story contained the chosen neutral 
words, the moral violations in the stories were judged more morally dis-
gusting. Revealingly, the seventh story did not contain any moral vio-
lation at all—it was about a thoughtful student council president who 
picked interesting topics for discussions. When the story contained the 
manipulated “disgust word,” a third of the participants condemned the 
thoughtful student council president. All hypnotized participants had felt 
a mild wave of disgust when they saw “take” or “often” in the story—
but most had overruled their initial gut reaction as their reasoning kicked 
into judge the student council president as good. For the rest, their rea-
soning process only created a tortured justification for their gut reaction, 
calling the student council president a “popularity-seeking snob” for try-
ing to please others or voicing suspicions about his intentions.

Such experimental results powerfully suggest that when faced with a 
moral dilemma, we make an instinctual, unconscious decision about the 
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morally correct response; then, we take a biased view of the evidence to 
make a case that our morally correct response would also lead to the best 
practical outcome as well.38 Reading persuasive essays about the morality 
of capital punishment—which did not contain arguments regarding the 
deterrent effect of the death penalty or other practical consequences—
was found to change participants’ factual assessments of whether capi-
tal punishment deterred future crime (for the pro-death penalty essay) 
or led to miscarriages of justice (for the anti-death penalty essay). Even 
the ideally objective theories adopted by economists are “suspiciously 
correlated with their moral values.”39 Although it seems—and we like to 
think—we make rational, conscious deliberations on moral (and politi-
cal) questions, the reality is the reverse. We unconsciously make moral 
determinations and then take a biased tour through the facts in order to 
contrive a justification for our moral determination.

Granted, it is unsettling and counterintuitive to see our reasoning as 
a mere lawyer hired to defend the conclusions arrived at by a part of our 
brains over which we do not have control. That is not how it feels to rea-
son over moral questions. Yet even more unsettling are experimental stud-
ies of people who have undergone split-brain surgery. Some people with 
severe epileptic seizures have undergone surgery to sever the neural fibers 
that connect the left and right hemispheres of the brain. Since the left eye 
communicates with the right cerebral hemisphere, and the right eye with 
the left hemisphere, scientists can study split-brain patients to see how the  
hemispheres interact.40 In a series of experiments, participants were pre-
sented with a written command seen only by the left eye, which is con-
nected with the right cerebral hemisphere. Since the participants had 
undergone the surgery that severed the connection between their right and 
left hemispheres, the left hemisphere (where most verbal processing occurs) 
had no exposure to the displayed command. Then, participants were 
asked why they performed the command. In answering, they used their 
verbal-dominant left hemispheres, which had no knowledge of the com-
mand, only the knowledge that the participant had performed an action. 
Shockingly, whatever the participants had been commanded, the left side of 
their brains invented a plausible reason. The natural reaction was not to say 
“I don’t know,” but instead to generate a made-up, ad hoc rationalization. 
For instance, when one participant had been instructed to walk via a mes-
sage to the right side of their brain, when asked why, their left side came up 
with the reason that they were fetching a soda.41 Most importantly, these 
participants had no idea that they were making anything up.
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Decades of split-brain research by Michael Gazzaniga led him to pro-
pose an “interpreter” mechanism in the verbal-dominant left hemisphere 
of our brain.42 This interpreter monitors other areas of our brains and 
generates narrative explanations for what occurs there. In his view, the 
interpreter mechanism is what we feel to be human: our sense of being 
the person we are, with free will and the ability to make decisions. 
However, as the split-brain experiments suggest, the interpreter in our 
brains may simply be telling a story. And it is the feeling of the story we 
mistake for the liberal ideal of a rational control center in our minds.

But not all psychological research challenges our intuitions at such a 
profound level. Lots of psychological research challenges our intuitions 
about how our minds work at a mundane level too. For instance, the 
liberal view in economics has traditionally assumed that humans are 
epistemological gods and native number crunchers, capable of absorb-
ing all relevant information from the environment and performing accu-
rate calculations of utility and expected future utility. There is even a 
supposition in neoclassical economics that increases in national debt set 
off a wave of people making complicated calculations about future tax 
increases required to pay the debt (after interest rates for government 
bonds increase due to future investors’ higher perceived risk of holding 
the debt due to its increased amount hence higher risk of default); then, 
these human supercomputers make cuts in current expenditures propor-
tional (after time-discounting) to the expected increase in their future 
tax burden—and the economy suffers. We hardly need psychological 
research to realize why this is absurd, but it does reveal some interesting, 
unexpected, and stable patterns of irrationality in our most basic calcula-
tions.43 These are heuristics, decision-making shortcuts, and we are per-
fectly unaware that we use them. Heuristics make calculations less taxing, 
but also less accurate. They are what we would expect to find in a mind 
produced by evolution, favoring economy over perfection.

For instance, our reasoning is biased by the “representativeness” and 
“availability” heuristics.44 The representativeness heuristic biases our 
judgments of probability, by making membership in a category seem 
more probable on the basis of features we associate with that category. 
The availability heuristic also biases our judgments of probability, by bas-
ing our judgments about the likelihood of an event on how easily we 
recall examples of it. Therefore, we tend to judge the likelihood of some-
thing on the basis of how often we have experienced it and how well 
we remember and categorize the experiences. Thus, we might know that 
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only 1% of a certain minority group has committed a crime. Yet, if we 
remember salient examples (from television or personal experiences) of 
a member of that minority group committing a crime, we will use those 
memories instead of the statistical fact to judge a newly encountered 
member of that group. So we may know that statistically only a fraction 
of one percent of Anglo-Saxons are financial criminals; but if we see a 
few salient examples of Anglo-Saxon financial crooks in the media, when 
we first encounter an unknown Anglo-Saxon, we may find ourselves feel-
ing for our wallets.

Research into biases in simple reasoning and calculations is vast. It has 
uncovered a surprising number of biases, from anchoring (being influ-
enced in one’s numerical estimates by simple exposure to a random num-
ber), to framing effects (the same proposition presented in different ways 
will be responded to differently on the basis of the presentation), and the 
endowment effect (we value something we own more highly than that 
same thing if we do not own it). This research has revealed that we are 
“risk averse” for potential gains and “risk seeking” for potential losses. In 
other words, when we are in danger of losing we are likelier to gamble 
and either greatly deepen the loss or eliminate it, but when we stand to 
gain, we are unlikely to take a gamble that would greatly increase our 
gain or eliminate it.45 Not only do these heuristics and biases violate the 
liberal view of human rationality, they prove that the models of human 
calculations used in liberal economics are describing something other 
than human actors.

Lest these seem like biases affecting only bean counting, loss aversion 
can affect even whether we support our country waging a war: when 
a war is sold as preventative and defensive, we are likelier to support it 
versus when it is sold as promoting gain.46 When Daniel Kahneman and 
Jonathan Renshon reviewed 40 years of psychological research on biases, 
they were startled to find that all favored proponents of war: “These 
psychological impulses … incline national leaders to exaggerate the evil 
intentions of adversaries, to misjudge how adversaries perceive them, to 
be overly sanguine when hostilities start, and overly reluctant to make 
necessary concessions in negotiations. In short, these biases have the 
effect of making war.”47

This and other research has uncovered two distinct systems of 
thought at play in the human mind.48 System 1 is fast and effort-
less thought, performed automatically and unconsciously, emotionally 
charged at times, and difficult to consciously control. System 2 is slower, 
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effortful, flexible, conscious, and intentionally directed.49 Heuristics and 
moral judgments are part of System 1, while the rationalizations or jus-
tifications for moral judgments are part of System 2. Many of the sim-
pler decision biases of System 1 may be caused by systematic errors in 
the way we store and retrieve information, errors which make judgments 
predictably irrational.50 System 2 is more complex and likely to be where 
Gazzaniga’s “interpreter” resides. Therefore, in a manner reminiscent 
of split-brain patients, we are only conscious of one half of our mind. 
While System 1 is whirring away, making judgments and decisions on its 
own without our conscious awareness (we are aware only of the results), 
System 2 makes up what it feels like to think: conscious, deliberative, and 
rational. The liberal view, like our own subjective experience, sees only 
System 2.

This phenomenon of unconscious (System 1) and conscious (System 2)  
thought processes operating in tandem is demonstrated in research on 
persuasion. When we think about being persuaded, we imagine that we 
hear an argument, consider its merits and demerits, and decide whether it 
convinces us. In the research, this is referred to as the “central route” to 
persuasion or attitude change and involves conscious, effortful System 2 
thought. Strangely, however, there is another route, the so-called periph-
eral route. This is a System 1 process and operates outside of conscious 
awareness, when our conscious attention is distracted. We think strong 
arguments tend to be convincing, while weak arguments rarely convince 
us—and this is what happens using System 2, central route processing. 
However, when we are distracted and using System 1, peripheral route 
processing, weak arguments can have a better chance of convincing us 
than strong arguments.51 Peripheral route processing uses simple cues to 
determine whether a message is trustworthy: the attractiveness, likeability, 
or expert status of the speaker, the simplicity of the message, or whether 
the message is in a low-effort medium like radio or television as opposed 
to writing. Thankfully, personal investment and having a personality that 
enjoys thinking make System 2, central route processing likelier; yet, that 
still leaves System 1 to process countless messages.52

The confidence we have in our thoughts also affects the likelihood we 
will be convinced by a message when we are using System 2.53 This is 
good, as it suggests we are unlikely to be convinced of an argument if 
we are not confident in our response to it. For instance, if we do not 
know much about a proposed trade agreement and the economic the-
ory underlying it, when exposed to a strong argument in favor of it, 
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we recognize our incompetence, are less confident about our reaction, 
and are less likely to be convinced. The problem is that we are terri-
ble judges of our competence. As Thomas Jefferson wrote, “The wise 
know too well their weakness to assume infallibility; and he who knows 
most, knows best how little he knows.”54 By implication, the foolish may 
assume infallibility; he, who knows least, does not know how little he 
knows. In experiments testing this phenomenon, the most incompetent 
people were also likeliest to overestimate their competence.55

The view of the human mind provided by social psychology is differ-
ent from the liberal view of human capacities, namely that the human 
mind naturally adopts the Golden Rule: do to others as you would want 
them to do to you. This is a succinct and complete statement of a moral 
code that all reasonable minds might assent to. Psychology suggests a 
different Golden Rule: whoever has the gold makes the rules. Our con-
ception of justice is dependent on what is advantageous for the social sys-
tem we are a part of.56 And this is not the kind of justice liberal, rational 
minds would arrive at through a process of pure reason; rather, it is influ-
enced by historical accidents such as the status quo one happens to be 
living in. Nor are the failings of the human mind a problem limited to 
the uneducated or unintelligent—most biases affect us all.57 Intellectual 
elites cannot save us, as they have demonstrated a variety of cognitive 
biases in real-world situations: for instance, economists blinding them-
selves to ideologically-uncongenial evidence about the causes of reces-
sions58 and international relations practitioners making disastrous foreign 
policy decisions.59

The process of learning about the political realm through the media 
should go something like this. We select media sources, expose ourselves 
to the information and arguments made in them, make judgments about 
each bit of information or argument (and the source itself), store them 
in memory, and call upon our memory when asked to discuss a political 
topic with someone or to participate in the political process by voting 
or campaigning. If we had minds that fit the liberal ideal, each of these 
steps would be unproblematic almost no matter what sort of media sys-
tem we had. However, we have human, not liberal, minds. And each step 
in this process of accumulating political knowledge from the media is 
fraught with dangers, difficulties, and problems arising from psycholog-
ical biases. Hence, for democracy—the liberal ideal of government—to 
function in the absence of liberal minds, media systems must be suited to  
human minds.
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3  confirmAtion biAs

“Faced with the choice between changing one’s mind and proving there is no 
need to do so, almost everyone gets busy on the proof.”
—John Kenneth Galbraith, Economics, Peace and Laughter

In 2009, Google unveiled a personalized search feature that remem-
bers one’s previous searches and which results were subsequently vis-
ited, making inferences about what one was searching for. These are 
used in future searches to tailor results. So, if you searched for “sox,” the 
results would be split between Web pages selling socks and those about 
the Chicago White Sox; if you clicked on a Web page about the baseball 
team, future “sox” results would be more limited to Web pages about 
the baseball team. This sparked worries that people may become more 
and more ideologically polarized: after all, once Google’s algorithm 
determined that you were conservative based on past searches, during 
future searches about any given political issue, your results would be 
more limited to conservative sources of information.

It probably would not have soothed anyone to learn that this poten-
tial bias in Google searches is already hard-wired into our minds. It is 
confirmation bias, and it makes us seek or interpret evidence to confirm 
what we already believe or expect.60 This pervasive bias has been fleshed 
out by modern psychological research, but philosophers have discussed it 
at least since Francis Bacon:

The human understanding when it has once adopted an opinion (either as 
being the received opinion or as being agreeable to itself) draws all things 
else to support and agree with it. And though there be a greater number 
and weight of instances to be found on the other side, yet these it either 
neglects and despises, or else by some distinction sets aside and rejects; in 
order that by this great and pernicious predetermination the authority of 
its former conclusions may remain inviolate.61

Among cognitive biases, the confirmation bias might be considered 
supreme—it compounds the effects of other biases, strengthening the 
erroneous conclusions they draw, and protecting them from disconfirm-
ing evidence.

The confirmation bias works in a number of ways.62 It restricts 
our attention to a favored hypothesis, even when there are compet-
ing hypotheses. For instance, if we hear of an attack against a ship by 
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an enemy country and believe it ruled by power-mad despots, we will 
likely restrict our attention to the hypothesis that the attack was due to 
that country’s dangerous leaders. Alternative hypotheses—the torpedo 
was fired by accident, the explosion caused by faulty equipment, or our 
ship fired first—are ignored. The confirmation bias also makes us prefer-
entially treat evidence supporting our beliefs and dismiss contradictory 
evidence. We may give great weight to evidence of the enemy country’s 
aggressive militaristic tendencies and dismiss equally relevant evidence 
that stormy conditions led to an accidental firing, a history of danger-
ous mechanical problems on our ship, or reports from nearby vessels 
that our ship fired first. The confirmation bias also leads us to look pri-
marily for evidence that supports our beliefs (even when we do not care 
deeply about those beliefs). The confirmation bias makes us overweight 
incidents that confirm our beliefs and gives less weight to incidents that 
disconfirm our hypothesis. This can cause an illusion of consistency:  
a country believed to be peaceful will be misjudged to be consistently 
peaceful, and one believed to be belligerent misjudged as consistently bel-
ligerent. Not only does the confirmation bias infect our searches for new 
information, but it also affects the process of searching our memory.63 
Worse, this biased search of our memory is perceived to be objective 
and thorough, creating an illusion of objectivity—we have no conscious 
awareness that our memory search is biased in the direction of confirm-
ing our beliefs. Therefore, even if we have examined plenty of evidence 
supporting alternate explanations of the explosion, when we are discuss-
ing the issue and relying on memory, our recollection is also biased.

Far from being a problem that affects only the poorly educated, the 
confirmation bias is present even in science, where bias is most pains-
takingly avoided. In experiments testing whether the confirmation 
bias affects scientists’ judgments of scientific studies, participants were 
given research articles to judge.64 Some were in accord with the sci-
entists’ prior beliefs and others were contrary. As predicted, the scien-
tists judged studies inconsistent with their beliefs more harshly than 
similarly designed studies consistent with their beliefs—and this was so 
even though the scientists were aware of the bias and tried to apply the 
normative value of impartiality. While the scientists’ criticisms of the 
studies that challenged their views were ostensibly based on methodolog-
ical grounds, the inconsistency with which they applied methodological 
standards made clear that it was the conclusions that made the scientists 
so critical. This cognitive bias may be more prevalent among those higher 
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in cognitive reflection and numeracy.65 However, there is evidence that 
forms of specialized training can reduce the effects of biased reasoning.66

Confirmation bias is linked to “belief persistence,” the phenomenon 
that once a belief or opinion has taken root, it can demonstrate tough 
resistance to change—even when we are exposed to compelling evidence 
that it is wrong. And belief persistence can be seen throughout society, 
from politics to economics to science: “[o]ne can see a confirmation 
bias both in the difficulty with which new ideas break through opposing 
established points of view and in the uncritical allegiance they are often 
given once they have become part of the established view themselves.”67 
Here is the root of the Planck Principle: when physicist Max Planck met 
resistance from older physicists against his (correct) theories, he pro-
posed that scientific advances occur not by established scientists being 
convinced of superior, new theories, but older scientists dying and being 
replaced by younger adherents of new theories.

Confirmation bias, the core of “motivated reasoning,” does not 
require conscious or subconscious motivation to warp information 
seeking and processing. (However, MRI scans of people engaging in 
reasoning about presidential candidates, compared to pop culture fig-
ures, reveal greater activity in brain regions associated with emotion 
and affect regulation.)68 It can be explained in terms of System 1 and 
2 processes and the selective quantity of thought we apply.69 Put sim-
ply, when we encounter information consistent with our beliefs, our 
System 1 approves, we get a good feeling about it, and we do not sub-
ject it to much System 2 scrutiny (for instance, considering alternate 
explanations). However, for belief-inconsistent, disconfirming evidence, 
our System 1 raises a red flag, and System 2 kicks into scrutinize the evi-
dence, running it through a fine-toothed comb. Therefore, the confir-
mation bias or motivated reasoning can persist without a conscious or 
subconscious desire to cherry-pick evidence or construct tortured justifi-
cations. It can persist in a simple process of subjecting belief-inconsistent  
evidence to a thorough, critical System 2 vetting, while evidence that 
confirms beliefs simply slips through.

This is consistent with a less “psychological,” more subjective or com-
monsense view of the phenomenon:

[A]n interpretation makes sense of part of the world’s blooming, buzz-
ing overabundance of information. But in so doing it tends to screen in 
a biased and self-confirming sample of information: information that 
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is consistent with the interpretation. Other information will tend to be 
screened out as irrelevant, incomprehensible, absurd, or suspect. Thus, the 
process of interpretation-based learning should, ceteris paribus, initiate a 
spiral of confirmation bias, i.e., a “spiral of conviction,” that progressively 
strengthens the conviction that one’s interpretation is correct.70

This is also consistent with network models of attitude change and for-
mation, which picture ideas as embedded in networks of schemas in the 
brain.71 These models explain phenomena like confirmation bias, cog-
nitive dissonance reduction, and system justification tendency without 
positing subconscious motivations, but rather as the structural effect 
of neural networks operating under a consistency constraint: the links 
between ideas cannot be contradictory.

Thankfully, the confirmation bias is not all-powerful.72 While we are 
motivated to argue against disconfirming evidence, as it builds up we 
become more anxious, leading to a tipping point.73 The problem lies in 
the low likelihood that we will encounter such “knowledge constraints” 
if we tend to accumulate only knowledge that fits preexisting beliefs.

4  cognitive dissonAnce reduction

“The lust for comfort; that stealthy thing that enters the house as a guest, and 
then becomes a host, and then a master.”
—Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, “On Houses”

Cognitive dissonance is a phenomenon uncovered over half a century 
ago.74 It describes the unpleasant feeling experienced when we encoun-
ter evidence that conflicts with our beliefs, such as knowledge or opin-
ions about the outside world, social environment, and one’s self or 
behavior. When we feel cognitive dissonance, we are drawn to reduce it. 
This can be done by rejecting the veracity of the new evidence, ignoring 
or reinterpreting it; or, the least likely option, changing prior beliefs to 
make them consistent with the new evidence.

Doubtless cognitive dissonance struck the passers-by in the biblical 
parable on the road to Jericho. The priest and the Levite must have felt 
that their disregard of the wounded traveler was inconsistent with their 
view of themselves as good, caring people. Perhaps they explained away 
their cognitive dissonance, reminding themselves that they were late for 
something important and that someone else would help. Or, they might 
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have imagined the wounded traveler a disguised robber, even feeling 
moral indignation at the Roman authorities for not solving the crime 
problem, forcing good people to face such uncomfortable dilemmas. 
Only the Good Samaritan reduced his cognitive dissonance by eliminat-
ing its source: helping the wounded traveler and bringing his actions in 
line with his view of himself.

We do not often select this option. In an experiment of students at 
Princeton Theological Seminary, a shabbily dressed confederate was posi-
tioned, slumped-over in apparent distress, along the path students had to 
take to deliver a talk.75 The experimenters found that the only variable 
that made a difference in whether or not the students stopped to help 
the man was the amount of time pressure they were under—even when 
the student’s talk was on the Good Samaritan story.

The interesting thing about cognitive dissonance and cognitive dis-
sonance reduction is that it does not always flow from belief to behav-
ior that is inconsistent with the belief. It can flow the opposite way 
too. In one study, participants were asked to read aloud a sheet of 
disparaging lawyer jokes.76 Half were told that reading the jokes was 
optional and half that it was a requirement. Afterward, those who were 
given a choice reported a lower opinion of lawyers than those required 
to read the jokes. Cognitive dissonance reduction was set in motion by 
choosing to read the jokes. Participants who had been given a choice 
avoided cognitive dissonance by lowering their opinion of the profes-
sion. For the participants who were required to read the jokes, being 
obligated was not inconsistent with holding generally positive views of 
lawyers.

Cognitive dissonance reduction is so widespread due to the strength 
of our desire for cognitive consistency.77 We want to believe our beliefs 
about the world and ourselves are consistent and that our behavior is in 
line with our beliefs. We do not want to be hypocrites. However, this 
does not mean cognitive dissonance reduction is the result of a con-
sciously chosen strategy; we are blissfully ignorant of it. Cognitive dis-
sonance reduction may be the accidental outcome of an unconscious 
epistemic process aimed at maintaining cognitive consistency. Overall, 
we want to believe that desired beliefs are true and undesired ones false; 
if we encounter inconsistent evidence, it creates cognitive dissonance 
over the apparent error in our belief system. The process of cognitive 
dissonance reduction kicks into smooth out the apparent error. We do 
not engage in this unconscious process when we receive a judgment in 
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accord with our beliefs, negative or positive. This process has also been 
used to explain prejudice, our tendency to judge people on their intrin-
sic qualities while ignoring situational influences, and the strength of our 
first impressions of people.78

Cognitive dissonance reduction manifests in myriad ways, often 
strange. In one experiment, participants were instructed to deliver elec-
tric shocks to “victims,” some of whom would be able to retaliate.79 
Participants were given the opportunity to insult and derogate the vic-
tims, and the amount of derogation was measured across retaliation and 
non-retaliation conditions. Researchers found that participants who did 
not expect their victims to retaliate derogated the victims more. In their 
minds, shocking a victim who could not retaliate created an inequity in 
their relationship. This caused uncomfortable cognitive dissonance and, 
to reduce it, they sought to justify their act by derogating the victim 
(as if they must have deserved it because they had some negative qual-
ity). Those who expected their victims to retaliate experienced no such 
cognitive dissonance, because they expected the inequity to be elimi-
nated (by the victim delivering electric shocks to them in retaliation). 
These participants derogated their victims less. (Hence, the joke about 
the English soldier beating an Irish man, who asks why the English hate 
the Irish so; the soldier replies “we’ll never forgive you for what we’ve 
done to you.”)

Ironically, only psychopaths may be immune from cognitive dis-
sonance reduction.80 In cases where behavior toward another person 
is inconsistent with the norms of empathy and honesty, psychopaths 
demonstrate no unpleasant cognitive dissonance. For the rest of us, how-
ever, cognitive dissonance reduction is pervasive.

The problem with cognitive dissonance reduction for the liberal  
ideal of the human mind is not that cognitive dissonance is uncomfort-
able and avoided. Avoiding inconsistency is a good design feature for a 
rational mind. The problem lies in how cognitive dissonance is reduced: 
oftentimes, it is irrational. There can be no rational defense of derogat-
ing innocent victims. So too with the hypothetical ways in which the 
priest and Levite reduced their cognitive dissonance: instead of invent-
ing specious rationalizations, they should have owned their hypocrisy 
or revised their self-images to include the fact that they are the type of 
person to pass by a wounded stranger. Or, ideally, made their behavior  
uphold their principles.
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5  meAning mAintenAnce—Accounting  
for A bevy of biAses

A recent theory suggests that all experiences that violate expected rela-
tionships between people or things cause physiological, aversive arousal, 
which sets in motion compensatory efforts to eliminate the aversive 
arousal; most unexpectedly, these efforts may have nothing to do with 
the root experience.81 “Expected relationships,” in this theory, are at the 
core of what meaning means for us. The meaning of “snow” involves an 
expected relationship with cold; the meaning of “kindness” involves one 
between people that are friendly and helpful; the meaning of “enemy” 
involves one with danger, harm, potential violence, and so on. When an 
expected relationship is violated—say, by noticing that our behavior vio-
lates an expected relationship between ourselves and the ideal of a good 
person—an unconscious feeling of anxious arousal sets in. Although 
we do not consciously experience it, there is a release of epinephrine 
(adrenaline) and often cortisol (another stress hormone), followed by 
increased skin conductance, constriction of blood vessels, and variability 
in cardiac activity. This anxious arousal is described as a “physiological 
threat response,” as if a violation of expected relationships is perceived 
as a physical threat. In one experiment on cognitive dissonance, some 
participants were given a placebo pill they were told would reduce anxi-
ety—and it was these participants who displayed no cognitive dissonance 
reduction.82 Cognitive dissonance reduction is only performed to reduce 
anxious arousal, which these participants believed a pill had resolved.

This anxious arousal may make sense for encountering information 
that profoundly challenges our worldviews. But just about any vio-
lation of expected relationships will do, even interacting with an Asian 
American with a southern US accent83; making facial expressions that 
conflict with the emotions being experienced84; or being a minority 
group member who expects others to be prejudiced, interacting with 
someone who is not prejudiced.85 The “meaning maintenance” phenom-
enon could arise from “crossed wires” in our brains, with anxiety aroused 
by one piece of information being subdued by processing unrelated, 
soothing information.86

We have five possible strategies—performed outside of conscious 
awareness—to reduce this anxiety.87 First, we can assimilate discord-
ant evidence by modifying it to fit with our beliefs. Second, we can 
accommodate our beliefs to it. These two are fairly straightforward.  
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Third, we can use abstraction to compensate for a violation of expected 
relationships by creating a new relationship from our environment. For 
instance, when subliminally presented with nonsense word pairs, par-
ticipants were better able to detect patterns in strings of letters88; when 
made to feel they lacked control, participants were likelier to see pat-
terns in events, including by creating conspiracy theories.89 Fourth, 
we can use assembly or meaning-making, creating a new framework to 
make sense of a violation. However, this does not need to be related 
to the meaning violation that gave rise to it, which might be why peri-
ods of cultural upheaval give rise to enhanced artistic output.90 (This 
is related to the underlying rationale for art therapy: using creativity 
to soothe unrelated sources of personal distress.) A fifth way, affirma-
tion, is absolutely irrational: we reduce anxious arousal by affirming 
familiar values and beliefs, even when these have nothing to do with the 
violation. For instance, being reminded of one’s mortality led munic-
ipal court judges to affirm their moral beliefs by setting a significantly 
higher bond on women facing prostitution charges,91 and hearing an 
absurd joke or being subliminally presented with nonsense word pairs 
made experimental participants express a desire to punish criminals 
more harshly.92

While this meaning maintenance framework helps explain why some 
people turn to religion during distress, or societies support conservative 
policies after a national trauma, it is in diametric opposition to the liberal 
ideal of a rational mind. The experiments that have been done in this 
area have largely concerned topics of minor interest to politics, but there 
is little reason to doubt that the same phenomenon is at work in our 
thinking about politics. As the late comedian Bill Hicks joked:

People say to me, ‘Hey, Bill, the [Gulf] war made us feel better about our-
selves.’ Really? What kind of people are these with such low self-esteem 
that they need a war to feel better about themselves? I saw them on the 
news, waving their flags. May I suggest, instead of a war to feel better 
about yourself, perhaps … sit-ups?93

The answer to Hicks’ “what kind of people” question may simply be: 
human people. If violations of expected relationships make us anxious, 
and we can soothe ourselves by punishing criminals more harshly, why 
might not even the organized mass murder of war function similarly?
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6  grouPishness And biAs

“What should one write to ruin an adversary? The best thing is to prove that 
he is not one of us – the stranger, alien, foreigner. To this end we create the cat-
egory of the true family. We here, you and I, the authorities, are a true family. 
We live in unity, among our own kind. We have the same roof over our heads, 
we sit at the same table, we know how to get along with each other, how to help 
each other out. Unfortunately, we are not alone.”
—Ryszard Kapuscinski, Shah of Shahs

“Groupishness” is a neologism created by psychologists studying group 
dynamics. It refers to the ease with which we create and sort ourselves 
into often arbitrary groups, and discriminate against other groups.94 
Any distinction—from eye color to shirt color—can be used to form 
such groups. The mere use of words like “us” and “them” primes our 
groupish instincts and subtly influences how we judge unknown others.95  
Even using a noun instead of an adjective to describe someone’s nation-
ality (e.g., “Pole” vs. “Polish”) makes a difference: in-group bias is 
more sensitive to nouns.96 For better or worse, we are a deeply groupish 
species.

“Intergroup bias” describes our systematic tendency to judge fellow 
members of our group (an in-group) more favorably than members of 
groups of which we are not members (out-groups). This unconscious 
bias can include discriminatory behaviors, prejudicial attitudes, and ste-
reotyping.97 We even apply different standards of justice: more allowing 
for “us,” more exacting for “them.”98 Negative out-group bias is gen-
erally weaker than positive in-group bias,99 but once out-groups act, 
intergroup bias can initiate a bevy of negative reactions. Out-groups vio-
lating our in-group norms can make us disgusted; out-groups believed 
to be benefiting unjustly from a resource can elicit resentment and pro-
voke actions to cut them off from that resource; and out-groups we view 
as threatening can make us feel afraid and prompt us even to violent 
action.100

The intergroup bias is so pervasive it extends to and biases even our 
language.101 When describing positive in-group behaviors and nega-
tive out-group behaviors, we are likelier to use expressive verbs (inter-
pretive action verbs) and highly abstract terms—linguistic devices that 
subtly suggest that good things done by our in-group and bad things 
done by an out-group are general and widespread. Alternatively, we are 
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prone to use concrete terms (descriptive action verbs) to describe pos-
itive out-group and negative in-group behaviors. Thereby, subtly sug-
gesting that bad things done by our in-group and good things by an 
out-group are exceptions and outliers, not generalizable to the group 
as a whole. These distinctions make a difference: reading articles with 
out-group linguistic bias subtly increases prejudice against the groups 
described.102

Intergroup bias can have positive effects too. It can enhance self-es-
teem, as the positive affect and pride can rub off on ourselves individu-
ally. Also, members of high-status groups may demonstrate magnanimity 
to lower-status out-groups when the gap separating them is wide—and 
they tend not to demonstrate bias on dimensions of their group that 
are irrelevant to their high status.103 Members of a rich and powerful 
national in-group are unlikely to be biased against national out-groups 
that are better than them only in cricket or musical creativity.

Still, the dark side of intergroup bias looms larger. Once groups enter 
into perceived competition—as when immigrants are perceived to take cit-
izens’ jobs or an undue share of social welfare benefits—group enhance-
ment turns to group defense and intergroup relations deteriorate.104 
Intergroup bias is attuned to situational variables. Believing in the superi-
ority of one’s national in-group is correlated with prejudice against ethnic 
minority out-groups.105 Minority groups with high power display particu-
larly strong discrimination against out-groups, while high-power and equal-
power groups demonstrate greater bias than groups with little power.106 
High-power groups are more prone to underestimate commonalities and 
polarize the difference between themselves and low-power groups.107 
Within countries, economic problems and a high percentage of immigrant 
out-group members exacerbate intergroup bias, in particular prejudice on 
the part of the dominant in-group.108 Intergroup bias can cause in-group 
favoritism when allocating benefits, and conditions such as inferior status 
and social instability can aggravate in-group bias.109 When reading newspa-
per stories of violent acts committed by in-group members, we are likelier 
to attribute them to situational factors (poverty or political oppression); but 
when we read about violent acts committed by members of out-groups, we 
are likelier to attribute them to dispositional factors (an intrinsically violent 
character or culture).110 This aspect of intergroup bias helps prop up an 
inequitable status quo: members of high-status in-groups will attribute the 
condition of low-status, low-power out-groups to their personal inadequa-
cies, ignoring social, environmental, and situational constraints.111
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Similarly disturbing, intergroup bias causes us to judge out-groups 
as more homogenous than in-groups—and this effect is found with 
real-world and experimental groups.112 Compounding this problem, 
encounters with out-groups affect our judgments of the group overall; 
worse, encounters with a single member of an out-group can influence 
our impression of the entire group.113 Furthermore, mere geographi-
cal distance makes a behavior appear due to a person’s intrinsic disposi-
tion, rather than as the result of situational and environmental factors.114 
Therefore, if we have a bad experience while traveling in a foreign 
country, or see a news story about a threatening behavior by a foreign 
national, our perception of that entire country—comprising several, 
maybe hundreds of millions of people—can be powerfully and negatively 
influenced.

Stereotypes are an influential by-product of intergroup bias. 
Interestingly, stereotypes have a way of perpetuating themselves not 
only by biased processing on the part of the stereotype holders, but also 
by the behavior of the stereotyped.115 Behavioral confirmation of ste-
reotypes occurs when a powerful group has stereotyped a low-power 
group. To “get along” with the powerful group, members of the low-
power group may unconsciously follow a strategy of not causing the 
powerful group any confusion, by displaying stereotypical behavior 
themselves. This behavioral confirmation effect has been noted in exper-
imental studies organized around “getting acquainted” and cooperative 
task scenarios. When stigmatized and nonstigmatized groups are com-
bined, nonstigmatized group members display dominant behaviors and 
stigmatized groups avoidant behaviors, which equally help to perpetu-
ate the stereotypes purportedly describing the groups. For instance, if 
a stigmatized group member perceives prejudice, the person is likely to 
react with an avoidant style of interaction; this avoidance is interpreted 
to confirm negative stereotypes held by nonstigmatized group mem-
bers (“this person is so hostile, just as I expected from a member of that 
group”). Mere anxiety caused by contact with out-group members can 
increase stereotyping, as anxiety inhibits our ability to concentrate on 
individuating information. Stereotypes thereby create their own justifi-
cation and support by eliciting the very behaviors hypothesized by the 
stereotype itself. Even when behavioral confirmation does not occur, we 
are more likely to remember stereotype-consistent than stereotype-in-
consistent behaviors.
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Demagogues openly appeal to in-group membership to denigrate or 
attack out-group members. But this is an overt, conscious phenomenon. 
In particular among the U.S. college student population that makes up 
the majority of samples, overt and openly expressed biased attitudes are 
rare. Yet in experimental studies, the prevalence of intergroup bias sug-
gests processes operating behind conscious awareness. While nationalist 
or racist demagogues openly and consciously express ideas that boost 
their in-group and derogate out-groups, the process by which they 
arrived at those ideas was powerfully influenced by unconscious inter-
group bias.

It is tempting, to protect a rosy picture of our minds, to suppose that 
the experimental evidence demonstrating the existence of intergroup bias 
and behavioral confirmation is of limited applicability. After all, these 
experimental situations are simple and the world is complex. Yet the sim-
plicity of the “minimal group paradigm” in intergroup bias research is its 
strength. If such tiny, irrelevant distinctions as t-shirt color are sufficient 
to activate intergroup bias, this proves their power.116

7  beliefs Persist, memories less so

Psychologists who study memory have noted seven major classes of 
memory problems: transience, how information becomes less accessi-
ble over time; absentmindedness, the inattentive processing of infor-
mation that weakens memories; blocking, or the tip-of-the-tongue 
phenomenon where information is temporarily inaccessible; misat-
tribution, where we mistakenly link an idea to the wrong source; 
suggestibility, false memories created by leading questions and an 
attempt to recall distant experiences; bias, the distortion caused by 
unconscious influences that affect current knowledge and belief; 
and persistence, items in memory we wish we could forget, but  
cannot.117

Of greatest political interest are suggestibility and bias. Suggestibility 
has been the root of many false confessions, as well as false testimony by 
witnesses who believe themselves to be telling the truth. Bias in the con-
text of memory can cause all sorts of political problems in a democracy. 
A population given to memory bias can be manipulated, as the people of 
the USA and Britain demonstrated with regard to the war against Iraq, 
its original rationale, and subsequent twists and turns in its justifications. 
Memory bias is painfully apparent in polls of the British and U.S. public, 
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asking how many people in Iraq died as a result of the war: only a tiny 
fraction responded with anything approaching the scientific estimates 
or even the record of violent deaths that made it into news reports.118 
Instead, people in the United States and Britain drastically underes-
timated the number of innocent people killed by a war for which they 
were at least distally responsible.

Political memories may be particularly susceptible to error. Not only 
do few of us have experiences with politicians and government officials,  
but also political issues are abstract and emotionally charged. In one 
study, liberals and conservatives were shown doctored photographs 
of Barack Obama shaking hands with Iranian President Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad and George W. Bush entertaining baseball star Roger 
Clemens at his home while New Orleans was underwater after Hurricane 
Katrina.119 Short captions putting the photographs in context were 
included. Conservatives had a higher rate of false memory for the fabri-
cated event putting Obama in a bad light, and liberals for the event neg-
atively depicting Bush.

If the problem with memories is that they are unreliable and can fade 
too easily, the problem with some beliefs is that they persist. Beliefs 
that have been discredited or invalidated by evidence tend to remain 
believed: the phenomenon of belief persistence.120 Belief persistence 
occurs first when we are exposed to evidence that suggests a causal 
explanation, but later our explanation becomes functionally independ-
ent of the evidence that supported it. So when that evidence is later 
discredited or invalidated, our causal explanation—our belief—remains. 
For instance, in one experiment participants were given two case stud-
ies suggesting either that risk-taking made one more or less successful 
as a firefighter.121 Some were then asked to write about why this rela-
tionship exists. Then, participants were told that the case study evidence 
was fake—no known relationship existed between risk-taking and suc-
cess as a firefighter. Nonetheless, the participants continued to believe 
in the relationship.

Key to belief persistence is the generation of a causal explanation that 
puts evidence into a narrative context. When we create a causal narra-
tive, we are integrating it into a neural network, which persists after that 
evidence is discredited.122 Only when we do not create explanations for 
later-discredited evidence is belief persistence unlikely.123

Part of the problem is that we initially accept as true any  
proposition.124 At first glance, this seems farfetched. The philosopher 
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René Descartes would certainly have disagreed: according to him, we  
are at first neutral with regard to propositions and as we process them 
we determine their truth. Baruch Spinoza, however, believed that we ini-
tially consider propositions true; afterward, we may either examine them 
and decide they are false, or not examine them (for instance, if we are 
busy or distracted) and continue to believe. This philosophical debate 
was well summarized by Gilbert and colleagues: “For many centuries, 
philosophers have wondered whether the having and holding of ideas 
are psychologically separable operations, and for just as many centuries, 
ordinary folk have considered this a perfectly stupid question. Clearly, 
one experiences belief as though one were capable of entertaining ideas 
before endorsing them.”125

Nonetheless, a solid body of experimental evidence supports the 
proposition that we accept information as true and only later may 
decide whether it is false. This ordering of our mental system may be 
evolutionarily adaptive: it is more economical to initially accept infor-
mation and critically examine it (if we have the chance) later. The prob-
lem is that we do not always have the mental resources to subject new 
information to rigorous examination. When we are otherwise occupied, 
our System 1 process stamps “this is true” on new information, and our 
System 2 process never gets the chance to make a second, more elabo-
rative determination. This is also how our visual system works.126 We 
believe whatever we see and only sometimes does our System 2 process 
tell us we are witnessing an illusion. The way we process information 
seems to have evolved from the same functional lineage as our percep-
tual system.

This explanation receives support in experiments where participants 
are asked to process information and are later told whether it was true. 
When participants were not distracted and could process without hin-
drance the initial information and the subsequent message explaining 
whether it was true or false, they could remember which statements were 
true or false. However, when participants were given a distracting task, 
they misremembered false statements as true—yet did not misremember 
true statements as false.

Even when we know ahead that information we will be encountering is 
false, we continue to initially classify it as true. This is shown by an exper-
iment where participants were sometimes told before and sometimes 
after being presented with information whether it was true or false—and 
no significant difference emerged.127 We are incapable of adopting a true 
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skeptic’s mindset and evaluating information as false as we encounter it. 
Hence, this mental process of classifying new information is outside of 
voluntary, conscious control. Even if our conscious, System 2 process is 
warning us that the information we are about to be exposed to is false, 
our unconscious System 1 process still stamps it with the only stamp it 
has: “true!” Our System 2 process can kick in and reclassify the informa-
tion, but the problem with this corrective process is that we are often too 
distracted.

Moreover, we treat beliefs similarly to how we treat possessions. For 
one, our beliefs may be subject to the endowment effect: we value more 
highly a thing we possess than that same thing if we do not possess it.128 
So too, we value our own beliefs more highly than ideas we do not 
believe. And we treat many of our beliefs as possessions, being as sen-
sitive to criticism of them as we are careful in adopting only those new 
beliefs that do not conflict with the ones we cherish. Robert Abelson 
explains:

If anyone is critical of [our beliefs], one feels attacked and responds defen-
sively, as though one’s appearance, taste, or judgment had been called into 
question. One occasionally adds new beliefs to one’s collection, if they 
do not glaringly clash with those one already has. It is something like the 
accumulation of furniture. One is reluctant to change any of one’s major 
beliefs. They are familiar and comfortable, and a big change would upset 
the whole collection.129

Hence, we are so difficult to persuade, even when our beliefs are prem-
ised on false information. If persuasion means giving up a belief, to be 
persuaded is to lose a cherished possession.

Our tenacity in holding on to beliefs is exacerbated with distal 
beliefs—Max Stirner’s “spooks”—ideas concerning abstract concepts, 
objects that are only remotely experienced, or anything that cannot be 
verified by our senses.130 Distal beliefs include almost all political beliefs: 
whether austerity policies are economically beneficial, a war is justified 
and necessary, social spending will lead to a healthier society or economic 
ruin, etc. Because these beliefs do not lend themselves to corrective fal-
sification, they are notoriously difficult to change. Further calcifying dis-
tal beliefs about politics, beliefs tend to increase in perceived value when 
they are threatened.
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8  if you cAn’t beAt ‘em, Join ‘em: system JustificAtion 
theory

“People are not so easily got out of their old forms, as some are apt to suggest. 
They are hardly to be prevailed with to amend the acknowledged faults in the 
frame they have been accustomed to. And if there be any original defects, or 
adventitious ones introduced by time, or corruption; it is not an easy thing to 
get them changed, even when all the world sees there is an opportunity for it.”
—John Locke, Second Treatise of Government

Marx theorized that the ruling class determines which ideas become 
prevalent, leading to “false consciousness” among the oppressed as 
they adopt the system justification offered by their oppressors; Gramsci 
updated and elaborated this idea with his conception of “cultural hegem-
ony,” detailing the institutional and cultural means through which the 
ruling class created false consciousness among the masses.

Within psychology, system justification theory proposes another, 
related explanation which has accumulated significant evidentiary sup-
port. It explains that we are psychologically motivated to a greater or 
lesser extent to excuse the moral and practical failings of the social, eco-
nomic, and political systems we live in and even to derogate and dis-
miss alternatives. This unconscious process drives us to exaggerate our 
systems’ benefits, downplay negative aspects, and view the status quo as 
more just and desirable than it is.

Several aspects of our system justification tendency are well estab-
lished by experiments: we are unconsciously motivated to defend and 
justify the status quo, including current social, economic, and political 
systems and institutions.131 The degree to which we are so motivated 
depends on individual (including neurological)132 differences and situ-
ations; this motivation is aroused when we feel dependent on or con-
trolled by the system, when the status quo seems inevitable, inequality is 
salient, and the system is challenged or threatened. System justification 
soothes existential threats and insecurities, and helps us achieve certainty 
in shared worldviews that coordinate social relationships. Moreover, 
system justification enhances individual and collective self-esteem  
for those with high status and conflicts with self-esteem for those with 
low status, leading them to display out-group favoritism. Because con-
fronting injustice and inequity is painful, system justification is pallia-
tive; while it leads us to resist social change in general, we are prone  
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to embrace change perceived as inevitable, likely, or as permitting the 
preservation of the system and its ideals.

In one experiment, members of a disadvantaged group were given 
legitimate, illegitimate, or no explanations for a power differential 
between themselves and another group. Legitimate and illegitimate 
(legitimacy was based on independent, pre-test ratings) explanations 
served to make the disadvantaged group feel better and positively stere-
otype the more powerful out-group.133 The system justification motive 
even led members of the disadvantaged group to misremember illegiti-
mate explanations as legitimate (which more than 30% did, as opposed 
to only 3% who misremembered legitimate explanations as illegitimate).

The status quo holds a special attraction, regardless of what we would 
like the status quo to be. In studies of an anticipated, future status quo, 
participants judged likely eventualities to be more desirable than unlikely 
eventualities.134 In particular, before the 2000 presidential election in the 
USA, Democrats and Republicans judged potential Bush and Gore pres-
idencies more desirable as their likelihood increased and less desirable as 
their likelihood decreased. In other words, despite wanting Bush or Gore 
to win, that Bush or Gore was likelier to win (and thereby form part of 
the future status quo) made either presidency more desirable. This effect 
did not make Bush supporters view a Gore victory as desirable (or vice 
versa), but it made a probable victory by the opposing candidate more 
desirable than it would have been. In the same way, immediately after 
President George W. Bush’s announcement of war plans against Iraq, 
Americans of all political leanings substantially increased their support for 
the war.135

Part of the reason this is counterintuitive is that the system justifi-
cation motive occurs outside conscious awareness. For instance, few 
African-Americans would consciously accept that their unequal sta-
tus on financial, professional, or educational measures is legitimate. 
But when intergroup bias is measured implicitly, low-status minority 
groups including African-Americans often do not display common 
in-group bias, instead showing preferences for high-status out-groups. 
Only in the System 2 realm, when African-American respondents were 
asked to explicitly and consciously describe their opinions, the results 
were the opposite: higher in-group favoritism. Due to the operation 
of the system justification tendency, European-Americans display 
higher implicit in-group favoritism and African-Americans higher 
implicit out-group favoritism.136 This same pattern was uncovered 
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in studies of young and old, gay and straight, and is accentuated by 
increasing political conservatism.

In another experiment, American participants were subliminally pre-
sented with the word “death,” which led to greater accessibility of 
death-related thoughts and, oddly, a stronger preference for pro-American  
over anti-American authors.137 This suggests that many uncomfortable 
thoughts can increase our support for the social, economic, and political 
system.

Interestingly, while it makes intuitive sense that low-power groups 
with few socioeconomic resources should follow self-interest in wanting 
to reform the system, the opposite is the case. Groups low on the socio-
economic ladder tend to score higher on measures of right-wing author-
itarianism, political conservatism, and the belief that the world is just.138 
In one experiment, after being reminded how difficult it would be to 
leave a given system, participants became more accepting of that system’s 
flaws and critical of dissident groups.139 In another series of experiments, 
powerlessness—reported or primed—led to a greater sense of legitimacy 
and justification for one’s superiors, the economic and social systems, 
and governmental authorities.140 False consciousness, indeed: to escape 
the psychological pain inflicted by being at the bottom of an unjust or 
unequal social system, we unconsciously rationalize, justify, and support 
the source of that psychological pain, even to the point of criticizing 
would-be reformers.

Perhaps of greatest concern for liberal democracy is evidence that as 
complex political issues become more urgent, we tend to avoid them 
more.141 That is, as an issue looms larger and more dangerous, we 
defend ourselves against the threat in the manner (falsely) imputed to 
ostriches, burying our heads in the sand. We feel greater dependence on 
government leading to increased trust in it, trust that can only be pro-
tected by intentionally avoiding the issue. A series of five experiments 
bears this theory out, as the experimenters explained:

[R]ather than ensuring those in charge are maximally qualified to be in 
charge, and rather than remaining especially attuned to any limitations 
of the system, the psychological processes that are instigated when issues 
are seen as both severe and complex may limit any criticism of the current 
system and its decision-making process. And, perhaps even more critically, 
they may also prevent the types of behaviors, such as information gather-
ing, that are necessary to efficacious social action…142
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While the system justification tendency varies by context, its existence 
means that information suggesting a need to change the status quo—
particularly if change is perceived to be difficult or “unrealistic”—is  
likelier to be ignored or denigrated in favor of specious arguments that deny 
the need for change. More disturbingly, we choose to remain ignorant of 
complex, urgent issues in proportion to their complexity and urgency.

9  but wAit, there’s more: Attitude inoculAtion 
And counterintuitive effects

“The most perfidious way of harming a cause consists of defending it deliber-
ately with faulty arguments.”
—Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science

We are familiar with how vaccines and inoculation work: a weak form of 
a pathogen or antigen is injected, which allows our immune system to 
evolve a stronger defense. Strangely, psychological research has uncov-
ered the same process operating in the realm of ideas. When confronted 
with a weak form of an argument, we are less likely to be persuaded later 
by a strong form of that argument.143 While inoculation is uniformly 
beneficial in the medical context, in the intellectual context its effects are 
mixed: we are just as likely to become inoculated against a bad argument 
as a good one.

When we are first exposed to a weak form of an argument, we incor-
porate it into existing beliefs. Since this argument is weak, it is unlikely 
to fit among our existing network of beliefs. Instead, we consider it false 
and incorporate it into our beliefs by relating how it could not possibly 
be true given x, y, and z. Later, when presented with a strong version of 
that argument, we already have our network of beliefs organized neg-
atively with respect to it. Whereas the strong argument before inocula-
tion may have prompted us to reorganize our network of beliefs so as to 
accept it, the strong argument after inoculation meets with strong resist-
ance from a network of beliefs prearranged to reject it. Even receiving 
a mere warning that we are about to hear an argument we will disagree 
with can significantly decrease our likelihood of being persuaded.144

Not only can weak arguments (or warnings) inoculate us from persua-
sion by a strong argument, but sometimes weak arguments can convince 
us in the contrary direction, strengthening our confidence in the  
antithesis.145 This phenomenon can occur whenever we are presented 
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with two sides: as jurors in a courtroom, as friends hearing a dispute 
from two perspectives, or as democratic citizens hearing arguments 
about a political issue in the media. We hear the argument of the first 
side, set down a reference point anchor related to that argument’s 
strength; then, when we hear the counterargument, it must exceed 
that reference point to convince us. Otherwise, the counterargument 
increases our confidence in the initial argument. This poses dangers in 
how arguments are presented in the media. While it might seem accept-
able to give plenty of airtime or column inches to official spokespeople, 
and less to independent analysts or pressure groups on the other side 
of an issue, this may not provide balance. It may serve to strengthen 
the argument made by the side given more opportunity to make their 
case and leave viewers and readers feeling more unfavorably toward the 
opposing side than even if they were given no opportunity to present 
their argument.

This danger is more acute in the realm of hot-button political issues, 
where we are already likely to assimilate arguments in a highly biased 
fashion.146 Exposure to arguments against our preferred side causes a 
negative affective reaction: we emotionally recoil (and sometimes find 
them “offensive”). This affective reaction then results in biased assim-
ilation, potentially leaving us even more convinced that our side of the 
argument is correct.

This counterintuitive prediction is borne out by experiments on news 
media exposure. In one, participants were exposed to two frames of an 
issue, one weak and one strong, at different times.147 The experiment-
ers expected that when exposed to a strong frame of an issue and later 
a weak frame of the same issue from a different perspective, participants 
would display little effect from the strong frame (as its effect might decay 
over time), and that the later weak frame would register insignificant 
effects; the net result being a reversion to the mean. Instead, they found 
that the strong frame shifted opinion in its direction and stayed there. 
The only effect of exposure to the weak frame was to increase accessi-
bility of the strong frame to which participants had been exposed three 
weeks prior. Only equally strong frames cancel each other; hence, if 
media balance is not achieved by equally strong presentations of com-
peting arguments, the only effect of presenting shorter or weaker forms 
of opposing arguments may be to strengthen opinions in the direction of 
the argument given a stronger presentation.
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10  morAl rAtionAlizAtion And conflict

“It is forbidden to kill; therefore all murderers are punished unless they kill in 
large numbers and to the sound of trumpets.”
—Voltaire, Questions sur l’Encyclopédie

Stanley Milgram’s experiments on obedience are widely known—and if 
history were not already clear, they demonstrate how easily ordinary peo-
ple can be made to commit evil acts. The psychological mechanisms that 
facilitate evil actions are of political interest beyond the actions them-
selves. In democracies, where the machinery of the state is at least nor-
matively under the control of the citizenry, these mechanisms have a dual 
import: we are also interested in them insofar as they may influence us in 
giving democratic assent to evil actions committed by our governments. 
Democratic governments cannot survive without public support.

Even Milgram’s classic experiments suggest ways in which demo-
cratic citizens can come to support evil state action.148 When asked 
by the experimenter to apply potentially lethal electric shocks to the 
“learner,” only a third of participants who were so remote from their 
“learner” victim that they could not hear or see him defied the experi-
menter. However, with each stage of further proximity, from those who 
could only hear the victim’s shouts, to those required to hold the vic-
tim’s hand on the shockplate, defiance increased. As Milgram observed, 
“it would appear that something akin to fields of force, diminishing in 
effectiveness with increasing psychological distance from their source, 
have a controlling effect on the subject’s performance” in committing 
violence.149 Being distant from our group’s victim facilitates our partic-
ipation in group violence: hear no evil, see no evil, allows us to commit 
evil. (Personality and ideological variables have also been found to influ-
ence compliance in a Milgram-like experiment.)150

The participants in Milgram’s experiments often felt distress, whether 
complying with the experimenter in delivering shocks or defying him. 
This point may be the one anomaly separating this laboratory experi-
ment from real-life: as two psychologists noted, Milgram’s “obedience 
paradigm generates conflict-induced stress rarely seen in individuals in 
ongoing organizations” whose ends are destructive.151 In real-world 
groups, evil actions are so fragmented by organizational structure that 
the moral content of actions is made irrelevant. Furthermore, in organ-
izational structures information is distributed such that it is impossible 
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for any given individual to know what others in the organization are 
doing. Compounding this, language is often policed to replace words 
that nakedly reveal ongoing evil with euphemisms. And while psycho-
logical distance is one way to reduce responsibility, it can be further 
reduced by other mechanisms, including a single-minded focus on fol-
lowing orders in lieu of any other motivation. When recruiting mem-
bers of the Einsatzgruppen, the Nazis’ mobile killing units, those who 
felt physical pleasure from murdering and torturing were weeded out 
in favor of those whose single-minded focus would be the mere fol-
lowing of orders. Subsequent research confirms the macabre wisdom 
of this recruitment policy: a focus on roles is an important facilitator 
of immoral behavior, as it distracts us from the realization that we are 
violating our moral code.152 We are “just following orders.” The same 
effect is produced by routinization, which distracts us from the mean-
ing of a task. Lastly, self-affirmation provides us an escape valve if we 
come face to face with the intrinsic evil of our actions and role within a 
group. We need only to affirm another part of ourselves to paper over 
evil actions we commit.

In societies at war or other extended violent conflict, researchers have 
noted eight societal beliefs that sustain an “ethos of intractable con-
flict:” that the nature of group goals is just, of supreme importance, and 
failing to achieve them may threaten its existence; that the opponent is 
evil, wrong, aggressive, or dangerous; that the in-group is skilled, virtu-
ous, moral, heroic, and has contributed positively to humanity; that the 
in-group has been victimized by an opponent; that security is under seri-
ous threat; a form of patriotism in which group members are asked to 
sacrifice for the group, and blind adherence to leaders is demanded; that 
unity is necessary for the accomplishment of the common cause; and that 
peace is the ultimate goal, but is imagined in utopian, general, and vague 
terms without concrete steps to achieve it.153 Though psychological 
biases may be sufficient to support an ethos of intractable conflict, they 
can be reinforced and aided through media coverage either designed to 
assist in achieving military goals or simply being deferential to the gov-
ernment and the military.154

Whenever war, military aid to foreign countries, or even economic 
policies that threaten to decimate other countries’ economies are 
involved, moral rationalization is a danger. Firstly, all three involve great 
distances, separating democratic citizens from the potential victims of 
government policies. Not only are military aid and predatory economic 
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policies distant in geographical terms, but also rarely attract media cov-
erage that might make them seem appreciably present. Even war itself, 
while potentially attracting more media coverage, rarely presents victims’ 
perspectives. Bombers taking off from aircraft carriers can make it into 
media coverage, but the bloody, contorted bodies of bombing victims 
almost never enter citizens’ living rooms. Moreover, the moral fragmen-
tation of military organizations makes it into media coverage through 
embedded journalism: individual soldiers are presented as human-interest  
stories and in terms of individual tasks and roles. The sanitizing effect 
of euphemistic language also comes through media coverage of war, 
turning dismembered bodies of innocents into “collateral damage,” an 
entirely affectless term. Topping off this dangerous mixture is the mor-
ally soothing effect of self-affirmation. Reminding media readers and 
viewers of the moral justification for a war and the moral virtue of their 
country overall provides self-affirmation. Lastly, fear of being demonized 
as “unpatriotic” or losing market share by being contrarian can push 
media outlets into reinforcing an ethos of intractable conflict, providing 
specious justifications for acts of violence while hiding or sanitizing them.

11  self-decePtion

“Nothing is so easy as to deceive one’s self; for what we wish, we readily 
believe.”
—Demosthenes, Third Olynthiac

If the biases discussed above carry a whiff of self-deception, there is a 
strong evolutionary reason: accumulated evidence from evolutionary 
biology, studies of our animal cousins, and experiments on our evolved 
psychology support the hypothesis that self-deception is adaptive.155 
Through deceiving ourselves we better deceive others, by avoiding the 
display of any cues of conscious deception that might give away our 
intent. Secondarily, by evolving the capacity to deceive ourselves we were 
able not only to avoid the cognitive costs of consciously mediated decep-
tion, but also reduce the retribution we would face if our deception were 
uncovered. The legal system and common person alike understand that 
intent matters; if we have not intended to deceive, we can expect people 
to be less retaliatory if they discover that they have been deceived.

Confidence is a major determinant of our influence: the more confi-
dent we seem, the likelier we are to be believed. As such, confidence is 
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evolutionarily adaptive and we can expect mechanisms to have evolved 
to increase displays of confidence. This is what has been found in an  
array of experiments: we exaggerate our virtues and minimize short-
comings, to the point of interpreting or remembering events in the light 
most favorable to ourselves.156 We do not consciously recognize this, but 
deceive ourselves. This enables us to increase our status in the eyes of our 
peers.157

Initially, self-deception seems contradictory: how can the same per-
son believe one thing and its opposite, and how can one deceive oneself 
without letting oneself in on the deception?158 However, once we dis-
card the notion of a unitary self, self-deception makes sense. In light of 
advances in psychology and neuroscience, it is clear that different parts of 
the mind operate outside of conscious awareness, at cross-purposes.159 
The self does not deceive the self; parts of the self deceive other parts.

Self-deception is rife in our memories.160 At its base is our dual-track 
memory: we are capable of storing information that we can consciously 
recollect and information for which we have no recollection. This may be 
because we tend to store and rehearse self-promoting (mis)information 
in consciously accessible memory, while information that would frustrate 
self-deception is relegated to inaccessible memory. Rehearsing misin-
formation makes memory more resilient and its origin more difficult to 
ascertain. Sharing a self-deceptive memory makes it stronger, and receiv-
ing social confirmation for a shared memory makes it stronger still. At 
the end of this winnowing and selection process, we retain false, self-en-
hancing memories in conscious memory and relegate accurate informa-
tion to unconscious memory.

Another form of self-deception we have touched on centers around 
explicit and implicit attitudes. High-power groups tend to have modest 
conscious, explicitly expressed opinions of themselves, but less modest 
unconscious, implicit opinions; to the contrary, low-power groups have 
higher explicit opinions of themselves, but unconsciously tend to have 
higher implicit opinions of high-power out-groups. So it is that peo-
ple who are asked whether they are prejudiced against a minority eth-
nic group say that they are not; yet when their implicit, unconscious 
responses to minority ethnic group members are measured, their hid-
den prejudice is revealed. This does not occur due to conscious lying. 
Rather, it is self-deception: we are unaware of our prejudice. This dis-
sociation between implicit and explicit attitudes facilitates self-deception  
by enabling us to express socially desirable attitudes, while acting on 
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hidden, socially undesirable attitudes such as ethnic prejudice. Through 
self-deception, we confer plausible deniability on ourselves.161

Just as attitudes and memory have separate conscious and unconscious 
components, so too do our goals and efforts in achieving them. We are 
capable of maintaining conscious and unconscious goals. Behavior aimed 
at achieving our goals can take place outside of conscious awareness.162 
For instance, we may have a conscious goal of continuing a romantic 
relationship because we love another person for who they are; yet we 
may have an unconscious goal to continue a romantic relationship for 
sexual or material benefits. When asked why we are in the relationship, 
we can honestly say, without mental effort, that we love the other per-
son for who they are. Remember the split-brain experiments by Michael 
Gazzaniga: the “interpreter” in our minds is adept at creating convincing 
yet false explanations to ourselves, without any awareness that these are 
essentially lies or half-truths.

Unconscious self-deception can work on several levels: by selectively 
searching for evidence that supports our conscious goals or desires or by 
selectively devoting attention to such information; through biased inter-
pretation of evidence or information; misremembering evidence that 
weighs against our unconsciously desired self-image; rationalizing the 
motives of a behavior to make it more socially acceptable; or convincing 
ourselves a lie is true. These powerful mechanisms may explain how the 
system justification tendency works. Since we unconsciously avoid the 
psychologically painful realization of the injustice and inequity we face, 
through these mechanisms of self-deception we convince ourselves that 
the system is fair and those groups who dominate or exploit our own 
deserve their status.

12  styles of thought

At least since the work of developmental psychologists like Jean Piaget 
and Lawrence Kohlberg, there has been great interest in the develop-
ment of moral and other reasoning. By analyzing the moral reasoning 
of young boys across several countries, Kohlberg and Gilligan proposed 
six discrete stages of development divided into three major levels: the 
preconventional, conventional, and postconventional or autonomous.163 
Like Piaget’s stages of cognitive development, these developed in 
sequence, though not everyone within a population achieved the highest 
level. Intelligence quotient (IQ) test scores do not correlate closely with 
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such development in reasoning sophistication, and perhaps surprisingly, a 
large percentage of adult Americans were found to have failed to develop 
to the highest stage of reasoning and displayed serious difficulty with 
abstract moral thought.

As cognitive and evolutionary psychology developed, Piaget’s and 
Kohlberg’s theories of development in reasoning were questioned. 
Evidence accumulated that our minds are compartmentalized to handle 
different sorts of thinking, and that development across these modules 
proceeds unevenly.164 More recent work, which builds on Piaget and 
Kohlberg, has proposed three discrete styles of reasoning that can char-
acterize individuals’ thought.165

The simplest is sequential, which is dominated by immediate cir-
cumstances and feelings; its focus is constantly shifting and depends on 
appearances while evading abstract concepts, categories, and complex 
causal relations. One could imagine the process of sequential reasoning 
as consisting of innumerable unconnected line segments, joining percep-
tions to separate evaluations, without being organized into any complex, 
overarching relationships. The most common form of reasoning is linear 
thinking, which is comfortable with abstracting actors and actions from 
the observed environment and judging them across situational contexts. 
Linear thinkers tend toward the all-or-nothing in evaluating individuals 
and groups: if a person is judged positively, then all of his or her attrib-
utes are also likely to be judged positively, and likewise for a group or 
category. When linear thinkers are confronted with new observations 
that conflict with their categorizations, they explain away or diminish the 
inconsistencies (as in cognitive dissonance reduction). Linear reasoning 
could be imagined as a series of connected line segments in two dimen-
sions, but without many interconnections. Linear thinkers might reason 
“Baptists are good people → Joe is a Baptist → therefore Joe must be 
a good person”—and if confronted with evidence that Joe often com-
mits morally wrong actions, explain away the evidence or decide that 
Joe must not be a true Baptist. Systematic reasoning, the most complex 
form, can be imagined as a complex network diagram in three dimen-
sions, with nodes connected to each other with several separate lines.  
A systematic thinker in the same example above would be unlikely to 
consider “Baptists are good people” in the first place—rather, systematic 
thinkers would conceive of Baptists as a heterogeneous group, a majority 
of which are good people, but including those who act in morally repre-
hensible ways. Systematic thinkers most closely approximate the liberal 
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ideal of human reasoning, yet they are unlikely to comprise more than a 
small fraction of an overall population.

While research has yet to determine whether, or to what extent, 
sequential, linear, and systematic thinkers are differentially vulnerable to 
the psychological biases discussed above, the question is ripe for spec-
ulation and experimental testing. The three types have been shown to 
exhibit significant differences in conceptualizing national identity and 
opinions on immigration.166 In particular, the worrying results of much 
media effects research—for instance, the power of framing to influence 
public opinion—may be a by-product of linear reasoning and could be 
limited to those who primarily think in a linear fashion.167 One study 
examining media effects in light of these styles of thinking found pre-
cisely that: linear thinkers are most vulnerable to persuasion by how 
information is presented in television news.168

13  conclusion

The rational ideal of the human mind promoted by liberal theorists is 
inaccurate. As Christopher Achen and Larry Bartels conclude:

All the conventional defenses of [liberal] democratic government are at 
odds with demonstrable, centrally important facts of political life. One has 
to believe six impossible things before breakfast to take real comfort in any 
of them. Some of the standard defenses romanticize human nature, some 
mathematize it, and others bowdlerize it, but they all have one thing in 
common: They do not portray human beings realistically, nor take honest 
account of our human limitations.169

If we are to reap the benefits of a properly functioning marketplace of 
ideas, our media systems must be geared to our psychology and not a 
liberal idealization.

Overall, however, it is hard to argue that the liberal ideal is not 
ideal. If not the actual practice, the liberal democratic ideal has spread 
throughout the world170; one force operating within the global infor-
mation ecology that facilitated it surely was the egalitarian syndrome we 
evolved along with eusociality. Just because this ideal is a natural fit for 
a part of our psychology, however, does not mean that it can be imple-
mented. Our evolved biases and heuristics, along with the innate com-
plexity of the human social system, pose a significant challenge to liberal 
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democracy and its ability to produce successful policies.171 Yet human 
history is a record of surmounting seemingly impossible challenges, start-
ing with the emergence of eusociality in a species so different from euso-
cial insects. The younger, optimistic Walter Lippmann had it right:

Man is no Aristotelian god contemplating all existence at one glance. He 
is the creature of an evolution who can just about span a sufficient por-
tion of reality to manage his survival, and snatch what on the scale of time 
are but a few moments of insight and happiness. Yet this same creature 
has invented ways of seeing what no naked eye could see, of hearing what 
no ear could hear, of weighing immense masses and infinitesimal ones, 
of counting and separating more items than he can individually remem-
ber. He is learning to see with his mind vast portions of the world that 
he could never see, touch, smell, hear, or remember. Gradually he makes 
for himself a trustworthy picture inside his head of the world beyond his 
reach.172

If we are to attempt to achieve the liberal ideal, we must design a func-
tioning marketplace of ideas.
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“Nothing appears more surprising to those, who consider human affairs with 
a philosophical eye, than the easiness with which the many are governed by the 
few; and the implicit submission, with which men resign their own sentiments 
and passions to those of their rulers. When we enquire by what means this won-
der is effected, we shall find, that, as FORCE is always on the side of the gov-
erned, the governors have nothing to support them but opinion. It is therefore, 
on opinion only that government is founded; and this maxim extends to the 
most despotic and most military governments, as well as to the most free and 
most popular.”
—David Hume, Of the First Principles of Government

In the United States, the media has been called the fourth branch of 
government. This implies not only coequal status with Congress, the 
Executive, and Judiciary, but calls attention to the contrast: the media is 
not part of the government, but exerts power at least coequal with the 
other branches.1 This is not supposed to be problematic. The media’s 
role is to provide an unbiased source of information about public affairs, 
sharing facts and partisan arguments. The media’s audience—the rational 
citizen—can make up its mind about political questions, weighing argu-
ments, and assessing information to arrive at voting decisions. In this 
ideal conception, the media provides a marketplace of ideas to enrich 
the public sphere: everyone is free to offer and select whatever ideas they 
want. It is not supposed to shape public opinion so much as to inform 
it and allow public opinion to shape itself. The ideal media system acts 
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like a stock exchange: not favoring any company over another, merely 
creating a market and enforcing rules to ensure its smooth functioning.

This ideal conception describes reality only insofar as its starting 
assumptions hold. Problems—fundamental, worrying problems—begin 
at the moment these assumptions unravel. They include: that the media 
provides an unbiased selection of political information; that it does not 
pick winners or favorites from among political perspectives; that its pres-
entation of information does not make any particular conclusion that 
could be drawn from it likelier; and that citizens using the media process 
information as close to the liberal ideal of rationality as possible. The last 
assumption has been discussed, and the first two will be covered later; we 
will focus on the third. To what extent does the media influence public 
opinion, making some conclusions likelier than others?

1  whAt the mediA does

“It ain’t what you don’t know that gets you into trouble. It’s what you know 
for sure that just ain’t so.”
—Attributed to Mark Twain and Josh Billings

Walter Lippmann began his 1922 classic Public Opinion with a story 
about an island in 1914 inhabited by a few English, French, and German 
citizens.2 The island was so remote, news of the outside world came 
only every 60 days, when a British mail steamer delivered newspapers. In 
September, the residents of this island were anticipating the arrival of the 
ship. They were eager to learn juicy details about the Prime Minister of 
France and his wife, accused of murdering a reporter who had threatened 
to release details of their sex life. Instead, when the ship delivered the 
mail, the island’s residents learned that for the previous six weeks—while 
the English, French, and German citizens of the island had been enjoy-
ing their lives as friends—their countries had begun a vicious and bloody 
war. For six weeks, in blissful ignorance, the island’s Germans had offi-
cially been enemies of the island’s English and French residents.

Lippmann’s story illustrates a fact of life that has not changed: in the 
main, we learn about the realm of politics from the media. Since infor-
mation is physical, it has to be delivered, whether by mail steamer, pony 
express, telegraph, radio, television, the internet, etc. While few of us have 
personal connections to political leaders, a great many have a picture-in-
our-heads about what is going on in the world far outside direct experience.  
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And while the media may have minor assistants who add flourishes— 
commentary and interpretation from acquaintances—it is without doubt 
the mass media that paints our picture of the political world. We may have 
friends or family who communicate about the situation in their home coun-
try or a foreign land they visited, but the majority of communication we 
receive about the far-flung world comes from the media. A Portuguese 
term for the media, meios de communicação, is illustrative: the mass media 
is merely another means of communication. What separates the media from 
other means of communication is its use of technologies (newsprint, radio, 
television, internet) and the institutions that comprise it.3

These pictures-in-our-heads Lippmann described are more pen-
cil sketches than paintings. Public opinion is notoriously unstable, and 
the pictures-in-our-heads of the political world are constantly having 
bits erased and redrawn by incoming communications from the media.4 
Not only that, but the scope of the political world is so broad that the 
sketches the media provides can only ever be tiny pieces of the totality. 
And in selecting what to sketch, the media has the power not only to 
educate and inform, but also persuade and propagandize.5

The distinction between information and propaganda (in its pejorative 
sense) may seem relative, but distinctions can be drawn. Communication 
that manipulates a target through prejudice and emotion to adopt the 
communicator’s perspective is propaganda; communication that seeks to 
provide information for critical thinking leading to conclusions that may 
differ from the communicator’s is education.6 The philosopher Jason 
Stanley defines propaganda as political rhetoric, the attempt to sway 
others through emotion; as such, it can be beneficial or harmful.7 More 
commonly, “propaganda” carries a negative connotation, as in what 
Stanley calls the classical sense—the “manipulation of the rational will to 
close off debate”—or propaganda as biased speech, which hides or omits 
options we should consider.8

The stunning success of propaganda—whether the campaign to drum 
up support for the United States’ entry into World War I, or World War 
II-era fascist propaganda in Germany, Italy, and Japan—spurred a lasting 
interest in studying how the media affects our minds. While propaganda in 
some form has existed since sedentary human civilization,9 it has come into 
its own only with technologies of mass communication and institutions 
to utilize them: the media. Jacques Ellul noted that mass-mediated news 
is congenitally weaker at providing education than at providing a ceaseless 
stream of events divorced from synthesizing, explanatory narratives, making
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the “current-events man” a ready target for propaganda. Indeed, such a 
man is highly sensitive to the influence of present-day currents; lacking 
landmarks, he follows all currents. He is unstable because he runs after 
what happened today; he related to the event, and therefore cannot resist 
any impulse coming from the event. Because he is immersed in current 
affairs, this man has a psychological weakness that puts him at the mercy of 
the propagandist.10

Ellul broadened his focus beyond the news media proper to include 
what he called “sociological propaganda”: advertising, movies, mag-
azines, education, and other social technologies and institutions that 
spread ideas.11 In sociological propaganda, the direction of an inten-
tional propagandist is unnecessary. Yet its effects are so similar to political 
propaganda as to make the rough equivalence apparent. Though subtler, 
sociological propaganda can shape attitudes and behavior, generate sup-
port and legitimacy for institutions, or cement gender roles. Examples of 
sociological propaganda are easy to recall: role models for proper male 
behavior on television, ideal body types for women in advertisements, 
public relations campaigns on behalf of corporations, and an educational 
system that explains the system of social organization as basically just.

An example of combined sociological and political propaganda is the 
campaign in 1936 by the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) 
to engineer public consent to a particular view of the capitalist economic 
system in the United States.12 NAM sought to soften negative views 
of capitalism inspired by the Great Depression and undermine positive 
views of government intervention in the economy inspired by the New 
Deal. Its campaign of sociological and political propaganda (comprising 
newspaper advertising, press releases, targeted publication, and speeches 
to civic organizations) was stunningly successful in turning US opinion 
against the Office of Price Administration (OPA). Before NAM’s tar-
geted campaign against the OPA and price controls in 1946, 85% of the 
country believed it vital. After the campaign, during that same year, only 
26% thought so.

The power of the mass media looms larger the longer a society’s expe-
rience with democratic, liberal, and parliamentary institutions. While 
more authoritarian societies use the media as a blunt cudgel, in countries 
with longer democratic traditions the media needs to be wielded more 
dexterously to guide public opinion in directions favored by the power-
ful. The United States, with its long history of democratic government, 
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has arguably the most sophisticated political and sociological propaganda 
in the world.13 If public opinion is shaped and guided by an elite, U.S. 
democracy is merely oligarchy with an extra step: oligarchs having to 
plug their preferred opinions into the masses. Or worse; as Robert Dahl 
observed, “[i]f one assumes that political preferences are simply plugged 
into the system by leaders (business or other) in order to extract what 
they want from the system, then the model of plebiscitary democracy is 
substantially equivalent to the model of totalitarian rule.”14

This threatening prospect has provoked many to deny the ability of 
the media to “plug in” ideas and preferences. Frank Biocca explained 
that “[s]ince much of the underpinnings of our social system lie 
anchored in Enlightenment notions of reason … it is no wonder that 
potential threats to this philosophy, and the claims to self-determination  
that it upholds, have been met with desperate resistance.”15 Brooke 
Gladstone and Josh Neufeld’s book of graphic non-fiction is exemplary 
of this defensive reaction.16 Gladstone argues that the view in which the 
media powerfully influences public opinion is just the latest in a history 
of paranoid beliefs about a magical “influencing machine” capable of 
brainwashing people. In her view, the media is no more than a reflec-
tion of ourselves: a market-driven institution seeking to attract consum-
ers by offering to reinforce their previously held, endogenously formed 
beliefs. Yet, even if we select media congenial to our beliefs, and the 
media attempts to attract us by offering viewpoints in accord with our 
own, does that mean that the media does not influence us? “[I]f in the 
shopping isles of media fare our active citizen chooses his or her banali-
ties in pink, blue or red boxes, should we pronounce them free, active, 
and ‘impervious to influence?’”17

Similar views were put forward in reaction to what was later described 
as the “magic bullet” or “hypodermic needle” theory of media effects: 
the idea that the media could, without difficulty, insert information 
and opinions into the public mind. This arose from the terrifying suc-
cess of WWII propaganda, but it ran into initial disconfirmation when 
propaganda films made for US soldiers did not work as expected.18 
Subsequently, efforts to use psychoanalytic insights as “magic bullets” for 
use in advertising and CIA programs also resulted in failure.19 Studies 
pioneered by Paul Lazarsfeld and others at Columbia University insti-
tuted the “minimal effects” paradigm in the 1940s and ’50s, which was 
believed to have replaced the “magic bullet” theory with the idea that 
the media does little more than reinforce views.
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Nonetheless, so-called “minimal effects” research did not support 
the hypothesis that the media has no effects. Rather, it focused on fac-
tors that mediate, channel, or limit media effects (which are implicitly 
assumed to be present). One example is the concept of opinion leaders: 
highly politically interested individuals who spread information within 
their social networks. While opinion leaders are sometimes assumed to 
lessen the power of the media—after all, instead of getting all of our 
political information from the media, many of us get such information 
from opinion-leading friends and family—they amplify it by spreading 
messages to those who do not receive them from the media.20 Having 
conversations about information presented by the news media not only 
helps spread the information, but has been found to be as effective in 
promoting news comprehension as media exposure.21 Hence, not only 
pure information or disembodied “facts” are spread through conversa-
tions about the news, but also the interpretation of those facts as origi-
nally presented.

The minimal effects paradigm introduced qualifications to any view 
of the media as an all-powerful influencing machine. Experiments in 
this tradition revealed that mere exposure could predict little by way of 
outcomes. Exposure is surely a sine qua non, but in addition, a series of 
variable conditions affect the outcome a given media message will have. 
These conditions include differences in message structure, medium, 
form, and content; plus differences between individuals receiving the 
message, the social context in which it is received, and individual selectiv-
ity in choosing and interpreting it.22

Another important observation is that media effects may seem mini-
mal, but only because media messages are heterogeneous, and can cancel 
each other out. Also, strong opinions are less susceptible to media influ-
ence.23 From this, we may be misled into thinking the media is capa-
ble of only minimal effects. As John Zaller argues, the minimal effects 
“consensus sees the media as relatively incapable of pushing citizens 
around, as if people are either too savvy, or too insulated from mass com-
munication, to let that happen. I see the media as extremely capable of 
pushing citizens around, and [their effects] are hard to see only because 
the media often push in opposite directions.”24 Confirming Zaller’s 
hypothesis, a study of viewers who primarily watched partisan channels 
(Fox and MSNBC)—rather than more balanced media sources that 
“push in opposite directions”—during the 2008 US presidential election 
found significant media effects on their attitudes toward the opposition 
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candidate.25 A study of exposure to partisan channels’ coverage of the 
2004 US Democratic and Republican Party conventions found similar 
effects.26 Even more noticeable effects on opinions and attitudes were 
found by focusing on opinion shows on partisan channels.27 Watching 
partisan opinion shows produces direct persuasion effects—even for lib-
erals watching conservative shows and conservatives watching liberal 
shows.28 Listening to partisan talk radio also produces persuasion effects; 
as an audience increases exposure to messages in partisan talk radio pro-
grams, their agreement with the positions advocated in the programs 
increases.29

Research on media effects rarely if ever seeks to predict whether any 
particular individual is likely to be influenced by a media source. The 
media effects uncovered are population-level, that is, changes in aver-
ages. This research is more akin to cancer epidemiology than chemistry. 
Instead of generating near-certainties, they generate population-level 
predictions.

Recent experimental research on the partisan media in the United 
States helps flesh out what effects this programming has and on whom.30 
In a series of experimental studies, watching partisan opinion shows pro-
duced direct effects on political attitudes—but only for those forced to 
watch them. For experimental participants given the choice between 
opinion shows and entertainment programming—an experimental con-
dition more closely mimicking reality—only those with high interest 
in politics chose to watch opinion shows, and they did not significantly 
change their views, but reinforced them. These experiments confirm the 
truism that “the direct effects of partisan news talk shows are limited to 
the people who actually tune into them.”31 That is, an audience of only 
a few million in a country of over 300 million. However, another series 
of experiments elaborates these results. While partisan television reaches 
only a small audience comprising that minority of the US population with 
a good deal of political knowledge and relatively extreme partisan beliefs, 
when this audience is exposed to partisan programming, it makes their 
beliefs more extreme, certain and partisan. On issues for which viewers 
already have firm opinions, partisan news reinforces such opinions—but 
for emerging issues, partisan media is polarizing.32 Furthermore, the par-
tisan media influences the mainstream media agenda, which reaches more 
people, and helps polarize political elites, frustrating compromise.33

The minimal effects tradition has little to say on these and related 
questions, as it focused primarily on whether the broadcast media had 
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short-term, persuasive effects during election campaigns.34 Furthermore, 
the minimal effects paradigm emerged from research in the 1940s and 
’50s, when the USA enjoyed a stronger civil society with higher overall 
social cohesion, was far less of a “mass-mediated” society, and broadcast 
television had not been challenged by a proliferation of cable and satellite 
channels.35

Related to how media messages counteract one another is the prob-
lem of “imaginability,” part of the availability heuristic. Imaginability is 
a tendency to base judgments and choices on what alternatives we can 
imagine.36 If we lack knowledge of, or the ability to imagine, an alter-
native, our choices will be biased in the direction of what we do know or 
imagine. Robert Entman argues that this means the media’s power is not 
only in presenting persuasive messages, but in omitting others: “[w]hile 
mass audiences can ignore any conclusion that bothers them and stick to 
their existing beliefs, it is harder for them to come up with an interpreta-
tion on their own, one for which the media do not make relevant infor-
mation readily available.”37 Furthermore, rationalizations for economic 
and political policies are more persuasive when they are not accompanied 
by any analyses that refute them.38 This power of omission is all too 
apparent in the age of television-dominated media systems:

Not just the mere organization of a new party is becoming increasingly 
difficult – so is expression of a new political idea or doctrine. Ideas no 
longer exist except through the media of information. When the latter are 
in the hands of the existing parties, no truly revolutionary or new doctrine 
has any chance of expressing itself, i.e., of existing. Yet innovation was one 
of the principal characteristics of democracy.39

2  other mediA effects

Advertising had a humble role in the nineteenth century, providing sim-
ple price and product information to consumers (in the way that neoclas-
sical economics still assumes obtains). But by the early twentieth century, 
advertising more resembled propaganda and its effectiveness became 
widely acknowledged; total advertising spending ballooned to 2% of 
GDP by 1920. From then, total annual advertising expenditure has aver-
aged 2.2% of GDP, with current annual spending hovering around $300 
billion,40 which is quite a price tag for a “minimal” effect.
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A recent meta-analysis of studies of advertising on children and ado-
lescents reveals that exposure to advertising results in more positive asso-
ciations with the advertised brands, increased brand comprehension, 
and selection of the advertised products.41 The effects were small, but 
this is what would be expected in a market saturated with advertising. 
(Also, 70% of consumers report skepticism about advertising, further 
reducing its effect.) A review of research on advertising to adults found 
mixed results, with similarly small effects.42 These results might lead to 
questions about the viability of the $300-billion-a-year advertising indus-
try, but such doubts are answered in the same way as doubts about the 
effects of media in the political realm: commercial messages, like politi-
cal messages, often cancel each other out. But try to sell a new product 
without advertising—or a new political idea without media exposure—
and media power is clear.

Media violence and its link with aggression is another area of inquiry 
demonstrating more-than-minimal effects. In one provocative study, 
homicide rates were found to rise significantly on the third and fourth 
days after the nationally televised broadcast of heavyweight champion-
ship boxing matches.43 Homicides increased along with publicity for 
the fight; chillingly, even the race of the fight’s loser correlated with the 
race of murder victims. A meta-analysis of studies on media violence 
and aggression found a small effect size that was nonetheless larger than 
that of the effects of condoms on HIV transmission, lead exposure on 
children’s intelligence, and calcium intake on bone mass.44 (A meta- 
meta-analysis found similar results.)45 As a predictor of aggression, expo-
sure to media violence was of a comparable magnitude to factors such as 
alcohol use, corporal punishment on children, and the median sex differ-
ence between males and females.

Watching television news about traumatic events can cause effects sim-
ilar to those from experiencing the traumatic events in person. Exposure 
to media coverage of the Iraq War and 9/11 attacks was found to predict 
symptoms of posttraumatic stress; in other words, the physical and psy-
chological effects associated with direct exposure to trauma can also be 
caused by exposure to media coverage of traumatic events.46 A study of 
exposure to media coverage of the Boston Marathon bombings found 
that watching six or more hours daily one week after the event was asso-
ciated with higher acute stress symptoms than having direct exposure to 
the bombings.47
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The media has also been found to have significant effects in promot-
ing positive, pro-social behavior. Meta-analyses have found significant 
effects of watching pro-social television content on children’s behavior 
and attitudes,48 and of media health campaigns on health-related behav-
ior.49 In post-genocide Rwanda, a radio drama promoting inter-ethnic 
reconciliation was found to change perceptions of social norms, includ-
ing more positive views of intergroup marriage, trust between ethnic 
groups, and open dissent on sensitive topics.50 In Senegal, a local media 
campaign against female genital cutting reduced the practice.51 One 
meta-analysis even found that media coverage of Magic Johnson’s 1991 
announcement of his HIV-positive status had positive effects: increasing 
knowledge of HIV/AIDS, improving attitudes toward the HIV-positive, 
encouraging safer behaviors, and getting people tested.52 Although many 
pro-social media campaigns have failed to achieve the effects they were 
(poorly) designed for, media campaigns to reduce crime, stop smoking, 
and convince drinkers to use a designated driver have been successful.53

While the media does not act as a “hypodermic needle” painlessly 
injecting ideas and behaviors into the public, the hypothesis that the 
media has “minimal” effects is unsupportable. As the editors of a col-
lection of meta-analyses of media effects concluded: “the argument 
that the impact of media on various social issues is miniscule is without 
foundation. The meta-analytic results indicate that the various forms 
of media demonstrate a consistent pattern of effect across a variety of 
domains…”54 While the belief that the media exerts minimal effects is 
comforting to our democratic ideals, the accumulated evidence no 
longer allows the theory any claim on viability.55

3  broAd effects: cultivAtion theory

“You’re beginning to believe the illusions we’re spinning here, you’re begin-
ning to believe that the tube is reality and your own lives are unreal! You 
do! Why, whatever the tube tells you: you dress like the tube, you eat like the 
tube, you raise your children like the tube, you even think like the tube! This is 
mass madness, you maniacs! … Television is not the truth! Television is a god-
damned amusement park!”
—“Howard Beale” in Network, by Paddy Chayefsky

Long before there were so many nails in the coffin of the “minimal 
effects” paradigm, many researchers found it unsatisfying. One of the 
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first alternatives was cultivation theory, which proposes that the media 
has powerful effects on society, but they are exerted over the long 
term.56 Cultivation theory proposes that the media affects political 
ideas not merely through journalism, but television programs, movies, 
books—in other words, stories. Even though cultivation theory proposes 
a long-term, indirect form of media influence—propaganda without 
propagandists, exerting a constant gravitational pull—it is nonetheless 
powerful.57 As the Scottish patriot Andrew Fletcher wrote, “If a man 
were permitted to make all the ballads, he need not care who should 
make the laws of a nation.”58

Reminiscent of Walter Lippmann’s anecdote about the Europeans 
living on a distant island, cultivation theory starts with a thought 
experiment:

Imagine a person living all alone on a tiny deserted isle … with no con-
tact with anyone or anything in the outside world besides what he or she 
sees on television. Everything this hypothetical hermit knows about ‘real-
ity’ is derived from the television world – a world that differs sharply from 
the ‘real’ world in terms of demography, violence, occupations and so on, 
and a world in which motivations, outcomes, and many normally invisible 
forces of life and society are made clear. How would our recluse see the 
world? To what extent do heavy viewers see the world that way?59

This thought experiment prefigures the results of cultivation research: 
heavy viewers of television have beliefs about the world that match the 
world portrayed on television. A meta-analysis of cultivation studies 
reveals a small but significant effect of television exposure on opinions 
ranging from the prevalence of crime to sex and racial stereotypes.60 The 
average “cultivation differential”—or the difference between how heavy 
and light television viewers perceive an aspect of the world—was nearly 
10%. That is significant, especially considering that the two groups do 
not live in hermetically sealed domes; light viewers interact daily with 
heavy viewers, sharing ideas and influence.

This result makes sense from the perspective of narrative research, 
which reveals that the human mind does not have a “toggle switch” to 
interpret fiction and non-fiction narratives differently.61 If, as some psy-
chologists believe, our minds have evolved to think in narrative form, 
the many fictional stories we see on television will likely (and uncon-
sciously) affect our worldviews.62 Experiments measuring reaction time 
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to questions about the prevalence of crime show that heavy viewers 
respond faster—indicating that memories of fictional crimes on TV were 
highly accessible in memory and were used to make judgments about the 
world.63 This was found for heavy viewers of soap operas: they were able 
to more quickly access instances of (dramatized) crime in memory, lead-
ing them to estimate an unrealistically high prevalence of crime.64

As a result, heavy viewers are likelier to believe people cannot be 
trusted and that everyone is primarily looking out for themselves.65 The 
likelier one is to confuse fact with fiction, the more one is prone to view 
the world as portrayed on television: mean and violent.66 An alternative 
hypothesis is that people who view the world as mean and violent choose 
to watch more television; however, this explanation has been tested and 
rejected through experiments.67

Heavy viewers exhibit many more interesting differences from light 
viewers. Exposure to television is positively correlated with the develop-
ment of materialistic values in children68 and adults69—particularly for 
adults with a high need for cognition, who pay close attention to what they 
view. (Materialism, incidentally, has been shown to lead to unhappiness 
in countries around the world.)70 Watching wealth-celebrating reality TV 
shows like The Apprentice has been linked to the development of materi-
alistic attitudes and opposition to welfare programs.71 Exposure to gender 
stereotyping on television increases sex-stereotypical behavior and atti-
tudes72; young girls who watch a lot of television tend to have more sexist 
attitudes when they are older.73 Albert Bandura expands this list, arguing 
that “many of the shared misconceptions about occupational pursuits, eth-
nic groups, minorities, the elderly, social and sex roles, and other aspects 
of life are at least partly cultivated through symbolic modeling of stereo-
types” on television.74 Such stereotypes can have direct political effects, like 
when television portrayals of successful ethnic minority characters lead to 
the conclusion that racism is no longer a problem and that poor members 
of ethnic minorities are responsible for their circumstances.75

Cultivation research has revealed a fascinating phenomenon about 
television’s effect on key political opinions and beliefs. Called “main-
streaming,” it refers to how heavy viewers of television tend to hold 
homogenized political views. Compared to light viewers, heavy view-
ers in higher and lower income brackets are likelier to consider them-
selves middle class and moderate in their politics.76 On issues such as 
communism, busing, interracial relations, rights for women and sexual 
minorities, among others, heavy viewing generates a mainstreaming 
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effect, pushing people closer to conservatism. Heavy television viewing 
even reduces regional differences in ideology in the USA, with heavy 
viewers’ outlooks converging on the conservative views of the South.77 
The mainstreaming effects of television are pervasive: “With political 
self-designation used as a control, one pattern emerged over and over: 
the attitudes of self-styled ‘moderates’ and ‘conservatives’ were barely 
distinguishable from each other, and from the ‘liberals’ who were heavy 
viewers. The only group ‘out’ of the mainstream was the light-viewing 
liberals.”78 The mainstreaming phenomenon draws outliers toward the 
mass media-defined cultural and political center and is more noticeable 
in groups further from the mainstream. This mainstream is mostly con-
servative, although mainstreaming can operate in a leftward direction for 
groups far to the right of center.79

The effects of cultivation can be uncovered in many ways, including 
outside of the cultivation research paradigm. In a series of experiments, 
participants were presented with a subliminal flash of the U.S. flag or a 
control image, prior to filling in word fragments with letters.80 In the 
first study, the word fragments could be filled into form words related 
or unrelated to power. Those subliminally presented with the U.S. flag 
created more power-related words, but only for those who followed U.S. 
political news (and regardless of political ideology). A second experi-
ment presented participants with the same subliminal stimulus, but asked 
them to rate the desirability of high-power and low-power roles. Those 
subliminally presented with the U.S. flag rated powerful roles as more 
desirable, but again, only if they followed U.S. political news. A third 
experiment found the same pattern for materialistic attitudes (sublimi-
nal exposure to the flag and U.S. political news exposure was linked to 
higher materialism), as did a fourth using word fragments that could be 
filled into create aggression-related words. In a fifth experiment, expo-
sure to U.S. political news and the subliminal flag prime made partici-
pants likelier to interpret ambiguous behavior as aggressive. Lastly, in a 
sixth experiment, subjects were asked to look at a computer screen and 
answer whether the number of dots appearing was odd or even. After 80 
trials, an error message was displayed, and the participants were informed 
that all data had been lost and they would have to start over. Although 
participants were consciously unaware of changes in mood, independent 
judges rated the reactions of those with high exposure to U.S. political 
news and exposure to the subliminal presentation of the flag as more 
hostile than the other participants.
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The conclusions of cultivation research dovetail nicely with the con-
clusions of Brazilian media researcher Venício de Lima, who warns of

the long-term power of the media to construct reality by means of its rep-
resentations of different aspects of human life. The majority of contem-
porary societies can be considered media-centered, which is to say, they 
are societies that depend on the media – more than the family, school, 
churches, unions, political parties, etc. – for constructing the public under-
standing that conditions the possibilities for everyday decisions by each of 
society’s members.81

De Lima draws on Antonio Gramsci’s concept of hegemony to elabo-
rate his “Setting of Political Representation” (Cenário de Representação 
da Política, CR-P). He defines the CR-P as “the specific space of polit-
ical representations in contemporary ‘representative democracies’, con-
stituted and constitutor, location and object of the articulation of total 
hegemony, constructed by long-term processes, in and by the media, 
overwhelmingly in and by television.”82 Television exerts this power by 
creating a virtual proximity to events and experiences that viscerally feels 
real, weakening the power of the written or spoken word through the 
power of the image (turning homo sapiens into homo ocular), blurring 
the distinction between fiction and reality, and exercising disproportion-
ate control over the construction of culture. Although audiences retain 
the power to freely interpret media messages, the power of the media to 
design messages for particular interpretations is far greater. Media rep-
resentations come to constitute reality.

Many of de Lima’s observations on the media in Brazil apply to all 
contemporary media-centered societies: (1) the media occupies a central 
position in society, permeating human activity, in particular the political 
sphere; (2) there is no such thing as a “national politics” without the 
media; (3) the media have taken over many of the social roles tradition-
ally played by political parties, from channeling public demands to con-
structing the public agenda; (4) the media has radically altered electoral 
campaigns; and (5) the media has transformed into an important politi-
cal actor. Nonetheless, de Lima notes, “it is a common error to believe 
in the eternal omnipotence of the media.”83 The power of the media 
is considerable and pervasive, but it is not an all-powerful “influencing 
machine.” As the example of Brazil’s Lula demonstrates, even politicians 
despised by the media can win elections; civic organizations and the new 
electronic media can create a counter-hegemonic bloc.84
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If the “representations” of the media are constitutors of reality (besides 
being constituted by it), the test of the power/effects of the media will 
have to be made on individuals’ cognitive maps, which is to say, the man-
ner by which people perceive and organize their immediate environment, 
their understanding of the world, and their orientation on certain topics; 
in other words, the test will have to be on the manner in which individuals 
construct their reality.85

4  informing the mind: the micro level

To draw our cognitive maps, we need ink; to construct reality, we need 
material; and to organize our political environment, we need something 
to organize. In politics, this something is the information provided by 
the media. A 1934 experiment demonstrated this simply: college stu-
dents were given two versions of the same college newspaper, one with a 
positive and the other with a negative editorial about a foreign politician 
few were likely to have any information about.86 When asked their opin-
ions about the foreign politician, 98% of those who had read the favora-
ble editorial thought positively about him, and 86% of those who read 
the unfavorable editorial thought negatively about him. This experiment 
illustrates a truism: if the media is our only source of information about 
something, the media will powerfully influence our opinions of that 
something.

Even as children, when we are developing political orientations, the 
news media is an influential source of political information; children 
exposed to more news media have more awareness of politics and polit-
ical issues.87 The direction of causality is clear: those with more political 
knowledge do not simply discuss politics more often and consume more 
news media; instead, those who discuss politics more often and consume 
more news media thereby gain more political knowledge.88 No matter 
our values, to translate them into political positions—support for a policy 
or candidate—we need contextual information from the media for the 
translation.89

Media dependency theory points out that the size and scope of 
media effects depend on our needs for information and how we use the 
media to satisfy them.90 For those who avoid politics, the news media 
is unlikely to exert any noticeable effects. For those interested in poli-
tics, or feel it is a democratic citizen’s duty to be informed about politics, 
media effects are significant.91 While we may attempt to evade the fact 
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of our deep reliance on the media, Kathleen Taylor reminds us that “[u]
ncritical reliance on media sources is a necessity. We simply do not have 
the resources to check every statement for ourselves, and so we either 
trust or, if trust is challenged, react with a blanket cynicism which is 
often no more than skin deep (in practice, disbelieving everything would 
simply incapacitate us).”92

To explain how information is organized on a micro level, media 
researchers have turned to the schema concept in psychology.93 The 
emotional response attached to a schema can affect future information 
searches: if we read news that provokes anxiety, for instance, we are 
likelier to search for additional information on it to quell the anxiety.94 
Information from the media is organized into schemas and individual 
schemas (like the amount of national debt) are themselves organized into 
larger structures (like a narrative explaining how government spending is 
believed to affect the economy); and these structures of organized infor-
mation affect how we comprehend new information.95 Political experts, 
with many highly organized schemas, can store information in larger 
chunks. As new information is absorbed, they are better able to incorpo-
rate it into existing schemas, helping them to better remember it.96 For 
instance, one experiment demonstrated that learning about political can-
didates’ scandals did not displace policy-related information; rather, the 
scandal information was assimilated into overall schemas about the can-
didate, strengthening overall memory about the candidate.97 This helps 
explain the knowledge-gap phenomena, whereby the knowledge-rich get 
richer and the knowledge-poor stay poor: well-developed schemas are 
better able to accommodate information, until they reach a saturation 
point where there is little to add.98

Influential media frames may produce their effects by activating widely 
shared and developed schemas.99 Doris Graber explains that “[s]ince 
schemas become guides to information selection, the dimensions that 
they exclude are apt to be ignored in subsequent information process-
ing. Hence, the odds favor schema maintenance over schema growth or 
creation of new schemas.”100 It is easier to modify incoming informa-
tion to make it fit previously held ideas and beliefs, rather than to mod-
ify our previously held ideas and beliefs to fit incoming information. 
Experimental results show that, for instance, stories about economic 
failures in poor countries were processed more readily than stories about 
economic successes.101 For a person with strong schemas connecting 
fraud with the poor rather than the rich, a news story about Medicaid 
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fraud by providers is easily misremembered as about Medicaid fraud by 
recipients.102

Schemas based on personal experience or from trusted sources are 
particularly difficult to change. Likewise, schemas highly interrelated 
with other schemas are resistant to change, as a change in one would 
require a change in related schemas. Also, the less education one has, 
and the closer a given schema is related to our self-esteem (e.g., a 
belief that our nation is intrinsically good), the harder it is to modify or 
replace.103 “Society, therefore, may depend for timely changes on peo-
ple who take idiosyncratic views of reality and who are willing to form 
and propound schemas that diverge widely from cultural norms”104— 
assuming that such nonconformists can get their views into the media.

Even basic evolutionary psychological features of our minds can 
affect schema change. Our aversive (“tiger – run!”) and appetitive (“ripe 
figs – mmm!”) systems can influence our reception of information.105 
When media messages do not arouse our aversive system (they do not  
warn us of dangers), we tend to pay more attention to positive informa-
tion than negative—we are led by our appetitive system to focus on good 
news. Nonetheless, when messages weakly arouse our aversive system, 
we tend to pay more attention to negative information. The problem 
is that when bad news strongly arouses our aversive system—when we 
are informed of a dangerous development—we kick into “flight” mode, 
which reduces our ability to process the bad news. Meanwhile, our 
appetitive system remains in operation, looking for silver linings. As our 
minds are impeded from accepting important information about serious 
problems, they are spurred into searching for an “out,” good news to 
allay our concerns. News about the threats posed by global warming, for 
instance, may be subject to this maladaptive psychological tendency.

Another factor influencing the likelihood of fundamental change at 
the level of schemas is personality. Personality variables including need 
for cognition, self-monitoring, and dogmatism also powerfully influence 
whether information is accepted or rejected.106 Those with a high need 
for cognition are likelier to entertain new information; high self-monitors  
are more susceptible to social pressure and to accepting popular versus 
unpopular ideas; and dogmatic personalities are unlikely to change their 
minds despite disconfirming evidence. Other differences exist at the gen-
der level: sociopolitical attitudes of men tend to be more “hierarchy- 
enhancing,” while those of women “hierarchy-attenuating.” Studies of 
mean differences between the sexes show that males tend to be more 
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militaristic, ethnocentric, xenophobic, anti-egalitarian, punitive, and in 
favor of the predatory exploitation of out-groups.107

5  the bigger Picture: how does  
the mediA chAnge minds?

Knowing that the media provides the only path to political informa-
tion for most people is one thing, but whether people take that path is 
another story. As Bandura put it, “[a]lthough structural interconnect-
edness provides potential diffusion paths, psycho-social factors largely 
determine the fate of what diffuses through those paths.”108 What are 
the psycho-social factors that determine the fate of the information flow-
ing from the media? One would be bedrock ideas, or basic beliefs, shared 
by nearly all members of a given society:

Such beliefs have the quality of political religion, learned early in child-
hood and never questioned. New information is processed so that it 
accords with these beliefs and contrary evidence is not generally permitted 
to undermine their strengths. Because these beliefs are so widely shared 
and constantly reinforced, they “may account for the mysterious processes 
in which large numbers of individuals seem to think and act in similar 
ways.”109

Similar to basic beliefs, strongly held opinions are notoriously difficult to 
change and can only be argued around rather than against.110 Such opin-
ions are usually susceptible to change when a persuasive message pre-
sents a position close to the original opinion; only when our opinions are 
moderate and not strongly held do persuasive but considerably divergent 
messages show any strong success.111

Many strongly held opinions may be transmitted from parents to  
children, a common and durable means of information transmission.112 
And while the opinions of others in our social network beyond our fam-
ilies exert influence on our opinions, when we perceive an issue to be 
moral, our resistance to persuasion is heightened.113 Importantly, media 
coverage can affect whether we think about an issue in moral terms.114

In the presence of basic beliefs and strongly held opinions, potentially 
conflicting information can only be accepted by one of a few maneu-
vers. We can deny the inconsistency; bolster one of the inconsistent ideas 
to make it consistent with our opinion; differentiate inconsistent ideas 
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by splitting one into consistent and inconsistent parts; or transcend the 
conflict by embedding the inconsistent ideas within a larger explanatory 
structure that accommodates and resolves the conflict.115 Development 
over the life cycle may also cause variation in openness to ideas, with the 
young, old, and migrants to a location with a different attitudinal envi-
ronment likelier to adopt new ideas.116

The most well-developed theory of persuasion describing the  
psycho-social factors determining acceptance of media messages is the 
elaboration likelihood model of persuasion (ELM). As mentioned pre-
viously, the ELM proposes that there are two routes to persuasion: the 
central and peripheral routes.117 Persuasion that occurs through the 
central route is incorporated into one’s schematic structures, stable over 
time, and resistant to change; persuasion through the peripheral route 
is less stable and more likely to be changed by future arguments. As the 
personal relevance of a message increases, so too does the likelihood of 
using central route processes to evaluate it. Greater personal relevance, 
hence careful, central-route processing, can be activated when speakers 
evoke values shared by an audience.118 When personally relevant mes-
sages are processed centrally, only strong arguments result in persuasion; 
but when messages of low personal relevance are processed peripherally, 
even weak arguments can result in persuasion. Need for cognition, a 
personality variable, and knowledge on the topic of the incoming mes-
sage are other factors that increase the likelihood that we will use the 
central route.119 Distraction is another key determinant: if we are dis-
tracted during a message, this reduces the amount of elaboration we can 
apply, making peripheral processing more likely. The graphics-heavy and 
soundbite-focused nature of much television news broadcasting suggests 
that peripheral route processing is applied to much of the information 
it transmits.120 Richard Perloff explains that when people are processing 
information peripherally,

they are susceptible to slick persuaders—and can be thus characterized 
by the saying attributed to P. T. Barnum: “There’s a sucker born every 
minute!” In other circumstances (when processing centrally), individuals 
are akin to Plato’s ideal students—seeking truth and dutifully considering 
logical arguments—or to Aristotelian thinkers, persuaded only by cogent 
arguments (logos). The model says people are neither suckers nor deep 
thinkers. Complex creatures that we are, we are both peripheral and cen-
tral, heuristic and systematic, processors.121
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The danger is that political messages from the media may be pro-
cessed peripherally, making us accept arguments that we never would 
have had we processed them via the central route—thereby making us, 
for a moment at least, one of Barnum’s suckers. The peripheral route 
is low-hanging fruit for persuaders, propagandists, advertisers, and other 
flim-flam men; it makes us vulnerable to craftily packaged messages prey-
ing on our distracted, busy minds. This is particularly worrisome for pol-
itics; and there is evidence, for instance, that candidate evaluations are 
often based on peripheral processing, using ideological cues that are 
largely symbolic rather than issue-oriented.122

Another factor increasing the likelihood of elaboration, hence cen-
tral-route processing, is a perceived intent to persuade on the part of a 
communicator. Since a norm of journalism is attempted objectivity, this 
is one factor lessening the likelihood of elaboration, making periph-
eral route processing more likely. Attractive news anchors and seem-
ingly expert guests on television news are other factors pushing toward 
peripheral route processing. Plus, decreasing levels of interest in politics 
means less motivation to learn, decreasing the likelihood of elaboration, 
and again making peripheral processing more likely—a proposition for 
which there is evidence.123 Finally, as news broadcasts face stiff compe-
tition from entertainment programming and the internet, media com-
panies have attempted to make the news more entertaining to increase 
viewership; and the evidence strongly suggests that more dramatic pres-
entations actually do a poorer job of informing the audience.124 The 
peripheral route has its perils.

6  models of mediA influence: Priming

A common refrain about the results of media effects research is that 
while the media may not be good at telling people what to think, it is 
successful at telling them what to think about. A review of priming, 
agenda setting, and framing research demonstrates how thin this distinc-
tion is.

Priming is the ability of the media to call attention to some matters 
while ignoring others, thereby influencing the standards by which politi-
cal matters and actors are judged.125 Priming in this context differs from 
priming in the sense used by cognitive and social psychologists; in the 
latter sense, priming is a reminder that temporarily increases the acces-
sibility of a concept in memory and dissipates quickly. In the media 
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context, priming is a phenomenon that lasts longer (up to several weeks) 
by increasing chronic accessibility of concepts—much like in cultivation 
theory. A meta-analysis of 48 priming experiments and surveys involving 
21,087 participants found a small but significant effect of media primes 
(with a larger effect for experimental than survey research).126

Media priming occurs when news stories focus on an issue and tie it 
to another issue or politician, leading viewers or readers to judge the 
politician or second issue on the basis of the primed issue. For instance, 
television news coverage of a president’s handling of foreign affairs will 
prime viewers to judge the president’s overall performance on the basis 
of foreign affairs. Priming is unlikely to determine the only issue or issues 
to be used in making such determinations, but it will introduce covered 
issues into the mix. Iyengar and Kinder’s experiments revealed two sides 
to priming effects: they lead television viewers to be more certain about 
a politician’s performance on an issue, and to attach greater importance 
to that performance in evaluating the politician overall.127 Unlike other 
media effects, priming effects are pervasive among political junkies and 
the apathetic alike.128 Its power lies not in directly manipulating beliefs, 
but manipulating the bases of political judgments, leading to changes in 
beliefs on the issues or politicians being judged.129 (However, when we 
lack strong beliefs or much knowledge about an issue, media messages 
have little to prime—and may exert direct influence on opinions.)130

Priming is the key component of what is called “attribute agenda set-
ting.” Like priming, attribute agenda setting influences how and what 
people think about topics by focusing on some attributes while ignoring 
others. By priming or focusing attention on negative or positive aspects 
of a policy or politician, the media can powerfully influence people to 
reject or support that policy or politician. This effect has been found in 
operation in countries as diverse as the USA, Spain, and South Korea.131 
Priming in the “attribute agenda setting” context can be especially per-
nicious, narrowing the range of solutions to political problems, making 
the solution seem to be only that which has been offered in the media.132

7  models of mediA influence: frAming

Media framing is the process by which facts are packaged into a narra-
tive. For instance, a news story may contain facts such as “house prices 
have fallen by 25%,” “subprime mortgages are defaulting at an unprec-
edented rate,” “subprime-mortgage backed securities have lost nearly all 
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of their value,” and “GDP has shrunk by one percent over the past year.” 
Framing is the process of tying these together into a comprehensible 
narrative: “A frenzy of housing speculation has gone into reverse, forc-
ing house prices to fall by 25% and subprime mortgages to default at an 
unprecedented rate; this has caused trillions of dollars of financial deriv-
atives tied to the housing market to crash, sending shockwaves through-
out the financial system and the broader economy, causing a recession.” 
As narratives, media frames include standard literary devices. The frame 
referenced above might include villains (irresponsible home buyers 
or greedy Wall Street banks), victims (Main Street, investors, the tax-
payer), heroes (the president, activists, the Fed), conflicts (should banks 
or homeowners be bailed out), challenges (how to prevent a destructive 
contagion from spreading throughout the global economy), and, at the 
right time, endings (economic recovery, stagnation).

The influence of a frame can inhere in the information it presents, 
how that information is framed, or both. Therefore, framing effects can 
occur by the presentation of new information, the way new informa-
tion is packaged into a narrative or, most commonly, a combination. For 
instance, a news story on a war can be framed positively or negatively, 
even if it transmits the same facts; however, including different pieces of 
information can add to the negative (number of innocent civilians killed) 
or positive (interviews with supporters of the war) slant. Framing effects 
have been found for “pure” frames and frames presenting different, sup-
porting sets of information.133

One experiment illustrates how the subtlest difference in information 
can produce framing effects in the absence of differences in narrative.134 
Participants read a New York Times article describing partial-birth abor-
tion. In one, only the word “fetus” appeared; in the other, the word 
“baby” was used exclusively. The results showed that those who read 
the story that used “fetus” were less supportive of a ban on partial-birth 
abortions than those who had read the same story using “baby.”

Framing is most powerful when the news story deals with unfamil-
iar issues or events, or creates linkages between familiar issues and exist-
ing beliefs, attitudes, and values.135 Framing can also work by inspiring 
emotional reactions, and frames that effectively use cognitive and affec-
tive appeals may prove most effective.136 Particularly influential frames 
tap into deep-seated cultural narratives, convincing viewers or read-
ers to interpret something according to a widely held belief, like “gov-
ernment is inefficient and bungling,” or “my country always seeks to 
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do good.”137 The power of framing relies on packaging information 
into a narrative familiar to the audience, drawing on their shared social 
norms.138 As such, frames are especially powerful when they are designed 
and sponsored by one’s favored political party, tapping into one’s politi-
cal beliefs and initiating the process of motivated reasoning.139

Additionally, preexisting knowledge moderates framing effects.140 
Unless we know nothing about a subject, our minds are not free to be 
shaped by media frames. Rather, frames interact with schemas; if we have 
well-developed, elaborate schemas, we are less likely to be influenced by 
a media frame that contradicts them. For instance, those with political 
beliefs emphasizing humanitarianism are likelier to be affected by media 
frames suggesting the need to help the unfortunate through welfare; 
while those with political beliefs emphasizing individualism are unlikely 
to be affected by the latter frame and likelier to be affected by frames 
emphasizing the need for a work requirement in welfare programs.141 
Media frames have also been shown to interact with political opinions in 
affecting the likelihood of taking expressive political action, such as dis-
cussing an issue with others or writing letters to newspapers.142

Climate change provides an illustration of framing effects in a 
real-world political context. In 1992, 92% of Democrats and 86% of 
Republicans supported stricter laws and regulations to protect the envi-
ronment.143 In the 1990s, right-leaning think tanks began a public 
opinion campaign to promote “environmental skepticism,”144 bolstered 
by corporate funding.145 This was remarkably successful—but conso-
nant with framing research, only for conservatives. In 1974, conserva-
tives expressed greater trust in science than liberals and moderates; but 
by 2010, conservatives—particularly educated conservatives—expressed 
considerably lower trust in science than liberals and moderates.146 The 
better the understanding of climate change conservatives report having, 
the less concerned they are about it.147 A study of shifts in public opinion 
on climate change from 2003 to 2010 found that the biggest influences 
were media coverage and elite cues (in the media), not extreme weather 
or scientific advances in understanding the issue.148 This massive, polariz-
ing shift occurred primarily through media influence.

Framing makes a direct impact on democratic functioning, not only 
through how issues are framed, but also how other issues are not framed. 
In other words, media framing has the potential to manipulate public 
opinion by commission (influencing interpretations) and omission. It is 
through omission that media framing sets the ideological boundaries for 
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public discourse.149 It is particularly dangerous when the media presents 
as equal a serious distortion of an issue alongside a careful consideration, 
creating an illusion of equality and cuing the audience to consider the 
egregious distortion as worthy of consideration.150

Framing can, however, be muted. Offering multiple, competing 
frames of an issue reduces framing effects and allows citizens to develop 
opinions more in line with their values.151 This can have effects on elec-
tions. For instance, during the 2002 Brazilian presidential election, 
legally mandated free television time afforded to the candidates pro-
vided new frames of the issues that conflicted with the dominant frames  
in the media—swaying the election in favor of a candidate disliked by 
the economic elite and disfavored by the media.152 Having conversations 
with people who have been exposed to conflicting frames also mutes 
framing effects—though conversations with people exposed to largely 
similar frames does not.153 Those who get their news primarily from 
the internet may be less susceptible to framing effects simply by being 
exposed to a greater number of frames.154

8  models of mediA influence: AgendA setting

When one thinks of what should or could be on a democracy’s politi-
cal agenda, the possibilities are vast: taxes, public safety, environmental 
protection, immigration, constitutional amendments, welfare, unemploy-
ment, the military, foreign affairs with one or several countries—the list 
is nearly endless. Yet at any time, politicians and the public are concerned 
with only a small subset. The media’s power to set the political agenda 
is a substantial reason: by focusing airtime and newspaper columns on 
some issues, the media not only sets its agenda, but to a disconcerting 
extent, ours.155

While there is no one-to-one correspondence between issues high-
lighted in the media and those considered important by the public, the 
correspondence is significant. (Even the way the media presents rela-
tionships among issues has been found to influence how citizens organ-
ize those issues).156 In a meta-analysis of 90 studies spanning several 
decades and countries, the overall average correlation was found to be 
over 50%.157 Over 400 studies have been conducted on agenda setting, 
including in North and South America, Europe, and Asia.158 While 
agenda-setting research in Africa has been sparse, a study found strong 
agenda-setting effects in Kenya’s 2007 presidential election.159 Countries 
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with more open governments and media systems tend to display stronger 
agenda-setting effects.

In Iyengar and Kinder’s experiments, participants were shown news 
broadcasts that had been professionally edited to manipulate content.160 
They found that after watching edited newscasts highlighting the perils 
of the arms race, the percentage who viewed it as one of the country’s 
three most important problems shot from 35% to 65%; for unemploy-
ment, from 50% to 85%. As would be expected from research on schemas 
and their rigidity, viewers with relatively less education, Independents, 
and the politically uninvolved were most influenced by agenda setting.161 
An analysis of trends in network news coverage and public opinion cor-
roborated these findings.

Other investigators have found the same trend: public opinion tracks 
news media coverage.162 In several countries, during different decades, 
examining a variety of issues and media sources, research has converged 
on the link between what the media covers and what the public considers 
important.163 Increased exposure to the news media also powerfully pre-
dicts the degree of consensus on issue agendas between groups: men and 
women who read newspapers infrequently share a 55% correspondence, 
rising to 80% for those who read newspapers occasionally, up to a 100% 
correspondence for daily readers.

But could these results be explained in the reverse causal direction? 
Could real-world developments cause public shifts in opinion on the 
political agenda, which is merely reflected by the media? This has been 
investigated for several topics, in the USA and Germany, and the answer 
is no.164 The public agenda strongly tracks the media agenda, discon-
nected from real-world trends. This occurred for the Vietnam War, cam-
pus protests, and urban riots; the German energy crisis of ’73–’74; drug 
use in the USA during the ’80s; crime in the ’90s; environmental pollu-
tion during 1970–1990; and even shark attacks. While trends in the real 
world spiked or dipped—increases or decreases in drug use, crime, pollu-
tion, etc.—the public agenda did not track them. Instead, it tracked the 
media agenda, which also did not closely follow real-world trends. “In 
effect, these were natural experiments in a real-world setting that yield 
especially compelling causal evidence of the agenda-setting influence of 
the news media on the public.”165

One important limitation to the media’s agenda-setting power is in 
the realm of so-called obtrusive issues, those with which we have every-
day experience.166 The economy and crime, for instance, obtrude into 
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our lives in many ways. Unobtrusive issues, like foreign affairs, are those 
with which we have little to no direct experience. In general, the media 
displays a greatly reduced agenda-setting power over obtrusive issues. In 
one study, not only did participants demonstrate agenda-setting effects 
only for unobtrusive issues, they were also likelier to say that the media 
was wrong about obtrusive issues, and express contrary opinions.167 
Interestingly, Graber found that over the course of a primary campaign, 
issues that had been unobtrusive were treated as obtrusive after repeat 
exposure, reducing the media’s agenda-setting power. One exception is 
any issue of great personal importance: for example, unemployment for 
the unemployed or discrimination for ethnic minorities. For these issues, 
appearing at the top of the media’s agenda validates the national impor-
tance of what someone may have thought to be merely personal—and 
agenda-setting effects are strong.168 The media’s agenda-setting power 
may also be linked to the ability of news items to provoke negative emo-
tional reactions: prominent news stories that worry us or communicate a 
pressing need for solutions are likelier to make the move from the news 
agenda to ours.169

The reduced power of the media to set the public agenda for obtru-
sive issues may come as a relief to those worried about media influ-
ence. (Also, the internet has blunted the mass media’s agenda-setting 
power.)170 Yet, it puts into stark relief the power the media has to set the 
foreign affairs agenda.171 Memories of the media’s role in securing public 
approval for the war on Iraq are fresh enough to add a visceral bite to 
such concerns.

Another welcome exception to the media’s agenda-setting power con-
cerns trust. For instance, a study of the 1994 Taipei mayoral election 
revealed no agenda-setting effects for television news.172 All three televi-
sion stations in Taipei were controlled by the government, making them 
untrustworthy to the public. However, an agenda-setting effect was 
found for the two dominant—and independent—newspapers in Taipei. 
Reassuringly, a media source’s lack of trustworthiness reduces not only 
its agenda-setting power, but its ability to influence by framing and prim-
ing.173 This relationship between trust and media effects is not ironclad, 
however. For instance, in Chile under Pinochet’s dictatorial regime, the 
government-controlled, right-wing press—hardly trustworthy—exerted 
influence on political opinions, even among leftists.174 When citizens 
have few alternative sources of information, even untrustworthy media 
outlets can exert significant influence.
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9  from whAt to think About, to What to think

“The power of the press in America is a primordial one. It sets the agenda of 
public discussion; and this sweeping political power is unrestrained by any law. 
It determines what people will talk and think about – an authority that in 
other nations is reserved for tyrants, priest, parties and mandarins.”
—Theodore H. White, The Making of the American President 1972

The priming, framing, and agenda-setting models of media influence 
suggest an uncomfortable truth. There is significant evidence that the 
media exerts substantial power over what the population thinks, not just 
what we think about. As Robert Entman pointed out:

Although the distinction between ‘‘what to think’’ and ‘‘what to think 
about’’ is not entirely clear, the former seems to mean what people decide, 
favor, or accept, whereas the latter refers to the considerations they ‘‘think 
about’’ in coming to such conclusions. The distinction misleads because, 
short of physical coercion, all influence over ‘‘what people think’’ derives 
from telling them ‘‘what to think about.’’ If the media really are stun-
ningly successful in telling people what to think about, they must also 
exert significant influence over what they think.175

John Zaller’s study of US public opinion provided considerable sup-
port for the view that public opinion surveys reveal only immediately 
accessible “considerations”—and these considerations are determined by 
the flow of information from the news media.176 While the minority of 
the country knowledgeable about politics is resistant to media influence, 
the inattentive majority is largely uncritical about ideas to which they are 
exposed and then internalize from the media. This effect is particularly 
strong in U.S. elections for the House of Representatives, where even 
the relatively politically knowledgeable often lack information. Television 
coverage typically favors incumbents (via political advertising and cover-
age of the incumbent’s actions in Congress) and as a result, exposure to 
television increases voters’ familiarity with incumbents but does little for 
challengers.177

A study of the impact of Fox News’ introduction into media mar-
kets in the USA between 1996 and 2000 estimated that mere exposure 
to this channel was effective in persuading 3–28% of non-Republican 
viewers to switch their votes.178 Another study used Fox’s varied chan-
nel positions (channels closer to 1 get more viewers) in cable markets  
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to estimate its influence: pushing over 6% of the vote rightward in the 
2008 presidential election, and accounting for two-thirds of the increase 
in political polarization in the USA.179 Media interpretations of presiden-
tial debates can affect public opinion concerning who won the debate 
more powerfully than the debate itself: for instance, a poll taken imme-
diately after a debate between Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter found that 
viewers judged Ford to be the winner by 44 to 31%—but after one day 
of media coverage interpreting the debate as a Carter victory, public 
opinion shifted 61% to 19% in Carter’s favor.180 In Britain, several prom-
inent conservative newspapers unexpectedly switched their endorsements 
for the Labour Party in 1997, allowing for a natural experiment to meas-
ure the effect this had on readers: a 10–25% shift in readers’ votes.181 
In Italy, heavy watchers of television have been found to be likelier to 
vote for Silvio Berlusconi, who owns a majority of the Italian media.182 
In Russia, the only government-independent TV channel shifted votes 
in the 1999 presidential election by considerable margins—in those 
areas of the country where it was available—toward the opposition par-
ties the channel supported.183 Another study revealed that news anchors, 
reporters, special commentators, and guest experts exerted a strik-
ing effect on public opinion on 80 political issues over 15 years; single 
commentaries were associated with more than four points of opinion 
change.184 Likewise, the tone of media coverage of politicians and candi-
dates is strongly correlated with public support over time and in several 
countries.185

How public opinion tracks news media coverage is particularly strik-
ing evidence for the power of the media. Using a coding system to iden-
tify individual pieces of information in Associated Press dispatches and 
the opinions they supported, David Fan was able to design a model that 
accurately predicted shifts in public opinion for six issues over time.186 
This is a massive media effect: “when all AP messages were considered 
for these [six issues] studied, the accumulated power of mass media mes-
sages was found to determine opinion so strongly that accurate opinion 
time trends could be calculated from mass media [memes] alone.”187

The news media’s coverage of the economy has been found to 
influence our views of where the economy is headed; potentially, cre-
ating self-fulfilling prophesies by boosting or depressing consumer sen-
timent.188 Media coverage of firms before their initial public offering 
(IPO) is linked to demand for their shares; a greater volume and more 
positive tenor of coverage correlates with greater demand and higher 
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share prices.189 Another analysis found that only five stories per month 
on inflation, and eleven per month on unemployment, were required 
to boost public concern about these issues by one percentage point.190 
More troubling is the financial media’s propensity to support laissez faire 
policies and oppose economic theories advocating a greater role for gov-
ernment in the economy, stifling an area of potentially vibrant public 
debate.191

Perhaps most worrisome is the media’s demonstrated power to  
persuade us to support wars.192 As an unobtrusive issue, the media’s 
influence (and the influence of political elites, on whom journalists rely)  
is unambiguous.193 For instance, one study found that those who 
watched more television news were more supportive of a military 
rather than a diplomatic solution to the Gulf Crisis in the early ’90s.194 
A similar pattern was found during the second war on Iraq, with false 
perceptions about Iraq linked to support for the war and exposure to 
television news (especially Fox News; the opposite was found for PBS/
NPR).195 Even earlier, in the ’70s and ’80s, public opinion on mili-
tary spending followed the news media’s lead—first supporting greater 
spending, then cuts.196 The war on Vietnam reveals some interesting 
dynamics among generally pro-war conservative “hawks” and anti-war 
liberal “doves”:

First of all, the least informed within each camp behave similarly. Owing 
to their habitual inattentiveness to politics, they are late to support the war 
and also late to respond to antiwar information. Moderately aware hawks 
and doves also behave fairly similarly: They fail to support the war in its 
initial stage because they have not been sufficiently propagandized; as the 
prowar message heats up, they become more supportive of the war, but 
then just as quickly begin to abandon the war when the antiwar message 
becomes loud enough to reach them. The most politically aware ideo-
logues, meanwhile, behave very differently. Highly aware doves begin 
turning against the war as early as 1966; highly aware hawks, by contrast, 
largely hold their ground, so that they are almost as likely to support the 
war in 1970 as they were at the start of the conflict. The explanation, of 
course, is that hawks were sustained by a steady flow of ideologically con-
genial prowar messages and were, at the same time, highly resistant to the 
ideologically inconsistent antiwar message.197

A different sort of media phenomenon is called the third-person 
effect: the belief that the media influences others more strongly than 
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us.198 While little more than an oddity alone, the third-person effect has 
downstream consequences. For instance, it can affect our views of other’s  
opinions—making them seem more like what we see in the media—
thereby creating “media-altered” social pressure to conform to beliefs 
and ideas propounded by the media or buy products viewed as widely 
desirable.199 This can compound other media effects, by adding the pres-
sure of social conformity.200

Political participation is another area in which the media has strong 
effects.201 Exposure to local media, in interaction with the level of 
community integration, is linked to greater political participation.202 
During electoral campaigns, exposure to partisan news favoring the 
opposing party tends to sway partisans to defect and vote for the oppos-
ing candidate.203 Exposure to like-minded partisan news significantly 
increases campaign activity over time and encourages an earlier deci-
sion time; while exposure to partisan news from the opposition has 
the opposite effects, depressing campaign activity and delaying voting 
decisions.204 This research suggests that in future elections, the role of 
moderate voters with low levels of political knowledge will decrease as 
the role of partisan, knowledgeable voters increases. This trend is in 
evidence.205

Moreover, the media exerts influence on voting turnout. A field 
experiment in which some participants were given a brief, free sub-
scription to one of two local newspapers found that those who 
received a subscription were likelier to vote than a control group.206 
A study of the nationwide expansion of The New York Times in the late 
’90s found that in markets with small, local papers losing subscribers 
to the Times, voting declined in local elections, but not in presiden-
tial elections.207 This national newspaper did not actively promote apa-
thy toward local elections; it simply did not disseminate information 
about them, leaving voters with little knowledge or reason to vote. 
Another study found that living farther from a state capital decreased 
knowledge of state politics, as the result of local papers providing 
less coverage.208 The closure of local newspapers has been linked to 
deterioration in the quality of local governance.209 Overall, two meta- 
analyses of studies on the relationship between news media exposure 
and voting found a strong relationship between newspaper reading and 
voting,210 but a more complex, less generalizable relationship for tele-
vision news.211
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10  the silent deAth rAttle of mediA-centered 
democrAcies

Spiral of silence theory explains how people first observe, then react 
to, what other people think about political and social topics.212 Since 
people are afraid of social rejection and isolation, we are continually 
scanning our social environment to understand which opinions are 
common. When we perceive that our opinions are in the minority, or 
losing public support, we become less likely to express them—making 
these views seem even less popular to those looking to us to gauge their 
social acceptability. Over time, this positive feedback loop—the spiral of 
silence—results in minority views becoming less prevalent, until only a 
small group of hardcore adherents remain. And since opinion leaders get 
their political information almost exclusively from the media, it is the 
predominant arbiter of the climate of social opinion.213

These predictions about group behavior dovetail with Doris Graber’s 
observations of her research participants who “obviously strove to adjust 
their expressed views, and possibly their actual views, to what they per-
ceived to be the shared norms… [silent members] indicated that they 
had abstained from participation because they perceived their own 
views to be substantially out of line with those already articulated by the 
group.”214 They also evinced interest in public opinion polls to assess the 
merits of political policies and institutions, equating “failure to win sub-
stantial public endorsement with weakness and lack of merit.”215

As a theory proposing a broad social phenomenon caused by inter-
linking processes, the spiral of silence has been difficult to prove through 
empirical research.216 Nevertheless, research has upheld the core tenet 
of the theory, showing a correlation between the perceived climate 
of opinion and one’s willingness to express a contrary opinion. One  
meta-analysis of 17 studies, corroborated by a later meta-analysis with 
12 additional studies, found a small but statistically significant correla-
tion.217 Cultures valuing interdependence over individuality—conformity 
over independence—are more prone to its effects.218 The appearance of 
internet-based media may tend to mute the spiral of silence, reducing the 
fear of social isolation (one can always find like-minded others on the 
internet), and providing an opportunity to bias perceptions of the cli-
mate of opinion in society.219 (Already, there is evidence that the internet 
has helped the minority of atheists and agnostics in the United States to 
grow.)220 Nor are opinions held by a majority predicted to be invincibly 
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dominant by spiral of silence theory: dedicated and enthusiastic groups 
in the minority of public opinion can, by expressing their views with a 
force and exposure out of proportion with their size, initiate a spiral of 
increasing acceptance.221 The successes of the civil rights and LGBT 
movements are positive examples of this counter-spiral.

11  ideologicAl self-segregAtion

Recent developments in the US media system have raised concern over 
the danger of ideological self-segregation: citizens choosing media 
sources that reinforce and never challenge their beliefs. As Jacques Ellul 
described the danger of ideological self-segregation:

[T]he more propaganda there is, the more partitioning there is. For propa-
ganda suppresses conversation; the man opposite is no longer an interloc-
utor but an enemy. And to the extent that he rejects that role, the other 
becomes an unknown whose words can no longer be understood. Thus, we 
see before our eyes how a world of closed minds establishes itself, a world 
in which everybody talks to himself, everybody constantly reviews his own 
certainty about himself and the wrongs done him by the Others.222

There is evidence that people naturally tend toward ideological 
self-segregation, seeking out information consonant with their beliefs.223 
This makes sense, as exposure to ideologically dissonant news has been 
linked to a spike in cortisol, a stress hormone.224 When we are exposed 
to news that conflicts with our ideology, we increase our skepticism and 
actively argue against it.225 This tendency is greater for those with higher 
levels of political knowledge.226

Furthermore, even if we do not actively seek ideologically congenial 
sources of information, we may be passively exposed to it and excluded 
from information that would challenge our beliefs. Studies of social net-
works have revealed that they tend toward homophily and homogene-
ity; that is, we naturally associate with those similar to ourselves. As we 
continue to get more news from social networking sites—the news that 
our (mostly like-minded) friends share—our risk of passive ideological 
self-segregation increases.227 One study of social networks found that 
the more ideologically segregated our social network, the lower the qual-
ity and complexity of our political thinking.228 An ideologically uniform 
social network creates a “social bubble” where we are rarely exposed to 
challenging information, causing our reasoning skills to atrophy.
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There is evidence of active selective exposure too. A meta-analysis of 
22 studies of selective exposure supported the conclusion that we tend 
to avoid cognitive dissonance by selecting ideologically congenial media, 
though the overall effect is small.229 An experiment presenting partici-
pants with the option of reading news stories from conservative or liberal 
sources found that conservatives overwhelmingly chose a conservative 
source and liberals a liberal source—even for “soft” news about crime 
or travel.230 A study of nationwide survey results found that 64% of con-
servatives select at least one conservative media source, compared to 
only 26% of liberals; while 76% of liberals select at least one liberal media 
source, compared to 43% of conservatives.231

However, most do not simply refuse to hear the other side. In the United 
States, most self-identified Republicans and Democrats have largely indis-
tinguishable news diets, watching mostly non-partisan local TV news while 
ignoring the partisan media altogether. Only a small subset of the most 
politically engaged choose information on the basis of their preferred ideol-
ogy.232 Even on the internet, there is little evidence of extreme, symmetric 
ideological segregation.233 While people tend to select ideologically congru-
ent sources to a greater degree online than with TV news, magazines, and 
local newspapers, there is less ideological segregation on the internet than 
with national newspapers, and far less than in families, neighborhoods, vol-
untary associations, workplaces, and even zip codes. As other research has 
found, frequent users of social media are particularly likely to be exposed 
to ideological diversity,234 and while ideologues tend to cluster together on 
the internet, they also debate with opponents.235 An experimental study 
revealed that when we think we may have to participate in a conversation or 
debate, we are likelier to expose ourselves to a balance of ideological views 
online.236 And among the nonideological majority, a balance of ideological 
views may lead to the formation of moderate opinions.237 So far, research 
has contradicted the most extreme fears that the internet would lead to run-
away group polarization and ideological segregation.238 Yet the danger of 
ideological self-segregation on the internet remains, facilitated by social net-
work homophily, social media algorithms, and potentially, personalized or 
manipulated search results which can exert powerful effects.239 The asym-
metric polarization currently in evidence on the internet in the U.S., with a 
right-wing bubble largely disconnected from a centrist core (and no signif-
icant left-wing presence), is less a product of the internet and more a con-
sequence of pre-existing trends in the media ecosystem. As the authors of 
a comprehensive study of the recent U.S. media ecosystem explain, “[t]he 
American online public sphere is a shambles because it was grafted onto a 
television and radio public sphere that was already deeply broken”.240
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12  mo’ mediA, mo’ Problems: And less knowledge

Alongside the danger of ideological segregation among the most polit-
ically involved, there is the problem posed by the rest: namely, apathy. 
Starting in the 1950s, television ownership in the United States went 
from a rarity to a fixture. By the middle of the decade, over 80% of 
households had a TV. Depending on one’s location, the channels avail-
able were limited to three major broadcast networks and a smatter-
ing of local offerings. And on each of the networks, at the same time 
every evening, a nightly news program would be broadcast. Most had 
little interest in politics, but if they wanted to watch television after a 
day of work, they would nonetheless be presented with a non-partisan,  
middle-of-the-road presentation of the day’s news from a major network.241

The effects of nightly news broadcasts on the public’s political knowl-
edge were extensive, particularly for the least educated. The steady increase 
in television channels and the geographical area they covered allowed for 
precise estimates of television’s contribution to political interest and knowl-
edge. The net difference between areas with no VHF station coverage and 
areas with at least three stations, for those in the 25th percentile of educa-
tional attainment, was a 12% increase in political knowledge.242 Exposure 
to television increased voter turnout, particularly for those with below- 
average education. Television news can be an equalizing force, reducing the 
gap in political knowledge between the low and highly educated.243

In the 1980s, cable television took off, offering additional channels 
with entertainment options. Concurrently, the number of people tuning 
into the nightly network newscasts plummeted from the 1980s through 
the 2000s. As a result, those with less education lost the gains in political 
interest and knowledge they had made in the past through “incidental” 
exposure to nightly newscasts, and voter turnout dropped in turn.

Today’s proliferation of entertainment and news options on television 
and the internet has caused greater stratification in political knowledge. A 
small minority are “news junkies” with easy access to far more informa-
tion than in the past. Meanwhile, a much larger share of the population is 
choosing to avoid the news.244 The end result is that “[s]trongly partisan 
minorities continue to roil national politics, but the largest segment of 
the public seems to have selected itself out of the game.”245 This stratifi-
cation of political knowledge is unhealthy for a democracy: “[i]ncreasing 
inequality in news exposure, political knowledge, and turnout exacerbates 
concerns about the quality of public opinion and voting decisions.”246
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Decades of surveys of the U.S. public have revealed an exceptional 
lack of knowledge about even the most basic political facts.247 From not 
understanding the differences between competing political philosophies 
to not knowing the essential functions of different governmental enti-
ties or names of powerful politicians, political ignorance is rampant in 
the USA.248 (Most tellingly, for over half a century only one in five have 
been able to define conservatism and liberalism.) Although opinion polls 
on a variety of political issues typically report only a small percentage of 
people who “don’t know,” on the rare occasions pollsters ascertain how 
much their respondents do know, they find it to be little.249 As James 
Stimson describes the reaction of early public opinion researchers to the 
astounding levels of political ignorance in the United States:

Thus it seemed obvious that citizens were completely inept, totally unpre-
pared to play their expected role in a democracy. It is hard to overstate the 
evidence of public ignorance, hard to express the analyst’s initial despair at 
finding out what isn’t known by people on the street. Everyone who has 
looked at survey data on public knowledge and preference has experienced 
it. The gap between what democracy seems to demand of voters and what 
voters supply is just immense.250

Given the real and opportunity costs of collecting information in a media 
system that does not provide it abundantly, such ignorance should not 
surprise. “[A] focus on information costs leads to the expectation that 
only some voters—those who must gather the information in the course 
of their daily lives or who have a particularly direct stake in the issue—
will develop a detailed understanding of any issues. Most voters will only 
learn enough to form a very generalized notion of the position of a par-
ticular candidate or party on some issues, and many voters will be igno-
rant about most issues.”251

As Scott Althaus put it, “[i]f ignorance is bliss, then the pursuit of 
happiness seems alive and well in American society.”252 Except, igno-
rance is not a pursuit, it is our default state, one that can only be left 
if information is provided “cheaply,” easily, accessibly. Tom Ferguson 
writes that

it is not necessary to assume or argue that the voting population is stupid 
or malevolent to explain why it often will not stir at even gross affronts to 
its own interests and values. Mere political awareness is costly; and, like 
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most of what are now recognized as ‘collective goods,’ absent individual 
possibilities of realization, it will not be supplied or often even demanded 
unless some sort of subsidy … is supplied by someone.253

One problem with an ignorant populace is that it is more susceptible 
to Gresham’s Law of political information: bad information drives out 
good.254 Like the corresponding principle in economics (“bad money 
drives out good”) from which its name derives, exposure to bad (false, 
misleading, irrelevant) information mutes the effects of accurate infor-
mation. In an experimental study, less knowledgeable participants made 
worse decisions when they received both trustworthy and untrustwor-
thy information.255 Instead of disregarding the untrustworthy informa-
tion, as the more knowledgeable did, the less knowledgeable participants 
took it into account and made poorer choices. As might be expected, 
the politically ignorant population of the United States is targeted with 
misinformation and dirty tricks, most effectively perhaps by manipulating 
the perceived political options on offer.256

An ignorant electorate is incapable of making voting decisions in 
accord with their values or even self-interest.257 And a knowledgeable 
elite in the midst of a majority of ignoramuses can lead to the frustration, 
if not betrayal, of democratic ideals. When political knowledge and par-
ticipation are concentrated among the relatively wealthy—as they are in 
the United States258—democracy veers closer to oligarchy.

In-depth, qualitative studies of the poor in the U.S. reveal that they 
live in “an impoverished information world…. in which mass media 
exposure does not yield new information to assist them and one in 
which interpersonal channels are closed.”259 Since the news media con-
tains little information of practical relevance, the poor tend to use media 
to escape from the pressures of daily life through entertainment. While 
more advantaged people use the news media to learn about politics, the 
poor tend to use informal channels, like family members.260 However, 
these informal channels are mainly used to gain information relevant to 
localized concerns, not the distant—and seemingly irrelevant—realm 
of politics.261 (The internet may reduce the knowledge gap, providing 
a greater diversity of news sources—some of which, unlike mainstream 
outlets, may provide perspectives the poor find relevant and useful.)262

These dynamics, and their counterpart—the tendency of the wealth-
ier to acquire and use information to enact their political preferences—
create a knowledge gap separating those of low and high socioeconomic 
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status.263 This matters because ignorance of specific, policy-relevant 
facts is what separates actual preferences from “revealed preferences,” 
that is, voting decisions.264 Ignorance makes it possible for people to 
vote against their interests and values—or not to vote, again to the det-
riment of their interests and values. Since the poorer and less knowl-
edgeable are worse at enacting their preferences, the richer and more 
knowledgeable exert disproportionate power by default. As Philip 
Converse observed, due to knowledge gaps, “upper social strata across 
history have much more predictably supported conservative or rightist 
parties and movements than lower strata have supported leftist parties 
and movements.”265 Ignorant lower strata (or an ignorant majority) lack 
the knowledge required to link their values and self-interest to a political 
party or program, biasing political power in favor of those few who do 
know how to link their values and self-interest to political action.

Not only is an ignorant population incapable of fully rational politi-
cal decisions, but the little the public does know is unlikely to be used 
effectively—and may even cause serious errors.266 “A little knowledge is 
a dangerous thing”—and in the political realm, the dangerous thing is 
a mass of largely ignorant citizens who use partisan shortcuts to make 
political decisions. While much has been made of voters’ use of heuris-
tics and shortcuts267—which are hoped to make up for ignorance—they 
are only as useful as the (limited) information with which they oper-
ate.268 They may work well for the politically knowledgeable (who do 
not need them), but for the ignorant (who need them), they are worse 
than useless.269

In addition to garden-variety political ignorance, there is the phenom-
enon of “pluralistic ignorance”: not knowing, or being wrong, about 
what the rest of the population thinks about political issues. Pluralistic 
ignorance tends to run in a conservative direction; that is, we tend to 
think the majority is more hawkish, conservative, and resistant to change 
than it is.270 This tendency can inhibit the growth of movements for 
social change, as the inaccurate belief that the majority does not want 
change can sap would-be reformers’ enthusiasm and make proposals for 
change “unrealistic.”

Whether caused by the structure of the media, educational, or eco-
nomic systems—or a combination—widespread political ignorance and 
the knowledge gap spells trouble for democracy. Ignorance makes people 
unlikely to vote or otherwise participate in politics, while making it more 
difficult to translate preferences into voting decisions. Ignorance also 
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makes people vulnerable to false and misleading information. The knowl-
edge gap only adds to the power of economic elites, putting restraints on 
the potential power of have-nots. Lastly, pluralistic ignorance and forms 
of cognitive conservatism damper social change, even—perhaps espe-
cially—when it is most needed.

At the core of the greatest problems we collectively face lies infor-
mation; or, more accurately, a lack of it. There is no shortage of pro-
posed solutions to the monumental problems humanity faces, yet they 
remain outside public debate because they are not widely known—as 
they are not extensively featured, discussed, and debated in the media. 
Simultaneously, technological developments have exponentially added to 
the power of the media—the means of communication—to disseminate 
information. Yet the commercial media, constrained by many of the 
political-economic factors that govern and limit politicians, staggeringly 
fails to disseminate the needed information.
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“Thus the environment with which our public opinions deal is refracted in many 
ways, by censorship and privacy at the source, by physical and social barriers at 
the other end, by scanty attention, by the poverty of language, by distraction, by 
unconscious constellations of feeling, by wear and tear, violence, monotony. These 
limitations upon our access to that environment combine with the obscurity and 
complexity of the facts themselves to thwart clearness and justice of perception, to 
substitute misleading fictions for workable ideas, and to deprive us of adequate 
checks upon those who consciously strive to mislead.”
—Walter Lippmann, Public Opinion

We have discussed biases that operate within the human mind, which 
influence how we process information and develop beliefs and opinions. 
We have seen that the media influences public opinion by selecting and 
presenting information. But what information does the media pres-
ent? A broad, pluralistic sample of the political ideas and ideologies in  
circulation, and the facts supporting and sustaining them? Or, are there 
pressures acting on the media that constrain it, making it likelier that 
only some ideas will be widespread, through selective presentation of 
arguments, facts, and frames?

According to the democratic ideal, political decisions are ultimately 
made by the people, although proximately through the people’s rep-
resentatives.1 These representatives, although they have the authority 
to exercise political power, are constrained by the will of the people:  
if they displease the people in their exercise of authority, they should  
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lose their authority and be replaced by a more obedient representative. 
The “will of the people,” however, is tricky. The people rarely speak with 
one voice; more commonly, there will be disagreements and conflict over 
what “the people” want. These disagreements, alongside consensus and 
agreements, comprise the public sphere: the imaginary realm where cit-
izens learn about, discuss, and debate public issues. The hope, central 
to democratic theory, is that through open debate in the public sphere, 
the best ideas will carry the day.2 This debate will (hopefully) produce an 
informed public opinion, which will influence democratic representatives 
to govern wisely, in accordance with the winning ideas produced by and 
within the public sphere.

The public sphere consists of all communication that deals with polit-
ical issues, and the biggest, most influential component of the pub-
lic sphere in modern societies is the media. The media, then, is the 
cornerstone of modern democracy: without the media (or a properly  
functioning media), there is no public sphere; and without a public 
sphere, there can be no self-government. Hence legal scholar Edwin 
Baker’s forceful conclusion that “a country is democratic only to the 
extent that the media, as well as elections, are structurally egalitarian and 
politically salient.”3

For the media to play its ideal role as the infrastructure of the pub-
lic sphere, it must at least provide unbiased information and space 
to all those who have an argument to set before the public.4 It must  
produce an ecology of information neutral to particular ideas, memes, or 
ideologies. Scholars of the political economy of the media research the 
extent to which the media achieves this goal.5 They have found several 
political-economic pressures powerfully influence the media, distorting 
the information ecology of the public sphere in complex but broadly  
predictable ways.

1  A brief history of the Press

“If newspapers are useful in overthrowing tyrants, it is only to establish a tyr-
anny of their own.”
—James Fenimore Cooper, The American Democrat

For the majority of human history, the only way for information to 
spread was speech. To learn what was happening among a distant tribe 
dozens of kilometers away, one would have to visit them or listen to 
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the report of an emissary. With the development of written language,  
this limitation was only barely surmounted: language barriers and wide-
spread illiteracy remained powerful impediments to information flows 
between groups, and scrolls still needed delivering. The first Christians, 
for instance, were limited to handwritten texts and speech. They were 
evangelists because they had to be; there was no other way for them to 
spread the information their faith comprised but by preaching to whom-
ever would listen.

After handwritten letters and books, the next major developments in 
communication occurred in China with the invention of printing in the 
seventh century,6 and later in Africa with the development of the “talk-
ing drum.” By encoding spoken messages into a drumbeat, which could 
be heard kilometers away and retransmitted by another drummer, mes-
sages could be communicated over a hundred kilometers in the space of 
an hour.7 Meanwhile, in Europe the only way to communicate significant 
amounts of information was letters; and only by the fourteenth century 
were mail routes organized between major trading cities, while it took 
until the end of the seventeenth century for the mail to be accessible to 
the general public.8

While the first printing press with movable metal type was invented 
in Korea in the early fifteenth century, soon thereafter Gutenberg 
introduced the technology to Europe.9 Its impact was inestimable.  
By reducing the human labor required to reproduce books, the print-
ing press allowed for more copies and kinds of books to be produced. 
Having more copies of books stabilized and preserved existing knowl-
edge (which had been subject to greater change over time in the age 
of oral and manuscript transmission), and having more kinds of books 
resulted in more widespread critiques of authority. The printing press 
was necessary for Martin Luther to spread his critique of the Catholic 
Church, and once his message had convinced many, the printing press 
allowed for the development of the first political propaganda, inspiring 
and fueling the massive bloodletting of Europe’s religious wars.

With the rise of newspapers in the sixteenth century, the threat to 
authority represented by the printing press only increased. Governments 
censored newspapers and used them to secure their power.10 
Punishments for printing objectionable material were harsh, includ-
ing breaking limbs and using an awl to bore through the tongue.11 
Nonetheless, seditious material continued to be printed and distributed. 
While governments could exercise control over printers within their 
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borders, Europe’s political diversity allowed for critical works to be pub-
lished elsewhere for importation into the target country. Thanks to the 
ineffectiveness of state censorship, the small coterie of educated people in 
Europe had access to ideas that challenged the legitimacy of their polit-
ical and religious leaders. This educated elite developed a political con-
sciousness that rejected the absolute sovereignty of kings and demanded 
to be ruled by general laws approved by public opinion.12

The printing press created the conditions necessary for the emer-
gence of a public sphere, where the seeds of the Enlightenment, and 
the American and French revolutions, were nurtured. Recognizing 
the power of the printing press and public opinion, Napoleon warned 
that “four hostile newspapers are more to be feared than 100,000 bay-
onets”13 and Edmund Burke noted that “there were Three Estates in 
Parliament; but, in the Reporters’ Gallery yonder, there sat a Fourth 
Estate more important far than they all.”14 From its beginnings, the 
media was a revolutionary force, as was recognized in a poem circulating 
through Germany at the time of the French revolution:

The magic word before whose power
Even the people’s masters cower.
Flapping their wigs officiously –
Prick up your ears; the word – it is publicity.15

That the media was considered such a powerful force is surprising con-
sidering how few people read the political press: only 5% of the British 
population at the end of the eighteenth century.16 A truly mass media 
was still in embryo. And this was exactly how the conservative elite in 
Europe wished it to be: it would not do to have the working masses edu-
cated, reading about politics, increasing their expectations, and making 
them discontent with their toil and drudgery.17 In the southern American 
colonies, the knowledge gap between rulers and ruled was the same or 
worse—Virginia and Maryland outlawed printers. A royal governor 
of Virginia wrote to London in 1671, “I thank God, there are no free-
schools, nor printing… for learning has brought disobedience, and her-
esy, and sects into the world, and printing has divulged them, and libels 
against the best government. God keep us from both!”18 God, however, 
did not keep Virginia from learning and printing for long.

In 1735, a printer named John Peter Zenger published articles attack-
ing a royal governor’s abuses of power. Although there was no contest 
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that by the letter of the law Zenger was guilty of seditious libel, his  
lawyer successfully used a jury nullification strategy, convincing the jurors 
to disregard the law and rule according to conscience and reason.19 
News of the verdict spread throughout the colonies, solidifying the idea 
that the proper role of the press was to protect popular liberty by scruti-
nizing government: it was to be the public’s watchdog.20 Royal officials 
soon gave up suppressing seditious libel, allowing the colonial press to 
criticize the royal administration.

Another key pre-revolutionary development was the British 
Parliament’s 1765 imposition of a heavy tax on newspapers, pamphlets, 
and other printed material. This radicalized the American press, leading 
many newspapers to join in a campaign against British rule.21 During the 
revolutionary war, the press was associated with the cause of freedom; 
and after winning independence, the American revolutionaries were 
quick to enshrine freedom of the press in the Constitution. This free-
dom was conceived less as journalistic independence from government 
interference and more as the freedom of individuals to access a printing 
press to disseminate their views22—and it was a legally-guaranteed free-
dom for which Europeans and others would have to wait over a century 
to enjoy.23

The American Revolution ushered in radical changes, foremost among 
them the free-school, the printing press, and the Post Office. While 
European nations taxed publications as a means of revenue and control, 
the revolutionary U.S. provided subsidies to newspapers in the form of 
artificially cheap postal rates, tax breaks, and government advertising.24 
A more indirect subsidy to the press was the network of locally financed 
and controlled schools, which provided a bigger market of the literate 
for newspapers. These forms of state intervention overcame the problems 
earlier political theorists believed would make a large republic impossi-
ble: by providing common schools and tying together a lightly pop-
ulated, widespread territory through the political press and post office, 
the United States created a coherent, unified public sphere that was the 
envy of the contemporary world. Not only was the (free) population the 
best educated in the world, but the U.S. had more newspapers per cap-
ita than any other country.25 European visitors to the U.S. in the early 
1800s were amazed by the number of newspapers in circulation, even 
in the boondocks. Alexis de Tocqueville, traveling in frontier Michigan 
in 1831, wrote about his visit to a crude cabin on a back road: “You 
think that you have finally reached the home of the American peasant. 
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Mistake.”26 The resident of the cabin turned out to be literate and even 
offered de Tocqueville advice on French economic policy.

The early American press was rabidly partisan, and the first political 
parties grew out of the organizational base provided by newspapers.27 
Federalist newspapers railed against the Democratic-Republicans (includ-
ing Thomas Jefferson), and Democratic-Republican newspapers pilloried 
the Federalists (including Alexander Hamilton).28 The rancor and vitriol 
characteristic of the partisan press was enough to sour George Washington 
and Thomas Jefferson on newspapers; Jefferson lamented in 1807 that 
“[n]othing can now be believed which is seen in a newspaper. Truth itself 
becomes suspicious by being put into that polluted vehicle.”29 As the party 
system developed, newspapers remained key parts of established polit-
ical parties and the sine qua non of upstart parties seeking a foothold in 
the political realm. Editors were more activists than journalists and often 
served as party committee members and convention organizers. As late as 
1850, some 80–90% of newspapers in the USA had a party affiliation.30

Meanwhile in Britain, the 1800s witnessed the growth of combative, 
radical newspapers advancing the cause of the working class.31 At first, 
the British government responded by levying heavy stamp taxes (as they 
had in the American colonies) on newspapers, such that only those mar-
keted to the wealthy could survive. However, the radical press developed 
an underground network, surviving thousands of prosecutions and prop-
erty seizures, until by 1836 the radical, unstamped press enjoyed a larger 
circulation than legal newspapers. In that year, the British authorities 
changed strategies; stamp taxes were reduced and coercive powers were 
increased to, in the words of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, “protect 
the capitalist” and “put down the unstamped papers.”32 These measures 
forced the radical press to increase their prices, but the papers’ audience 
found creative ways to continue reading—and the radical press contin-
ued to grow. What finally destroyed the radical press in England was not 
government coercion, but free-market forces: specifically, the advertising 
market. When the government lifted taxes on advertising, newspapers 
came to rely more on advertising for revenue. This favored newspapers 
catering to a wealthier clientele, for which advertisers would pay more 
to gain access. As printing technology advanced, more expensive print-
ing machines became necessary to survive in the market. The newer 
machines could produce more copies, which could be sold at an initial 
loss that was more than made up for through higher advertising reve-
nue. The radical press found itself at a severe competitive disadvantage: 
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advertisers did not prize its working-class readership, so it could never 
match the “respectable” press in advertising revenue and so could not 
afford to keep up with costly technological advances. Eventually, at 
the hands of market forces, it met the fate that decades of government 
repression had failed to seal.

This same development in the newspaper market occurred in the 
U.S.33 The traditional republican conception of the newspaper as 
a means of engaging citizens in the realm of politics faded and a new 
conception took hold: that of the newspaper as a means of attracting 
consumers whose attention could be sold to advertisers. Although ush-
ered in by market forces, Paul Manning points out that these changes 
were “not the consequence of the preferences of particular individuals; 
rather it is the structure of the advertising market which produces a ten-
dency to disadvantage the subordinate and to privilege the powerful.”34  
In more anodyne language, James Hamilton explains that “[t]he shift 
from a party press to independence is a story of brand location, market 
segmentation [more accurately: conglomeration], economies of scale, 
technological change, and advertising incentives.”35 These changes were 
not merely the result of aggregate “revealed” consumer preferences: 
newsreaders did not simply prefer the cheaper, wider circulation, adver-
tising-heavy papers.36

This development had contradictory effects on the independence of 
the press. As newspapers broke free of their strong links with political 
parties, they found themselves under another powerful influence: adver-
tisers. As Jürgen Habermas argues, “[t]he history of the big daily papers 
in the second half of the 19th century proves that the press itself became 
manipulable to the extent that it became commercialized … it became 
the gate through which privileged private interests invaded the public 
sphere.”37 However, the increased revenues made possible by advertising 
also allowed for the development of (expensive) investigative reporting, 
or muckraking.38

From the mid-nineteenth to mid-twentieth century, the process of 
“professionalization” gradually changed the intensely partisan press into 
the neutral, “objective” press of today. The percentage of articles contain-
ing verifiable data rather than opinions increased, along with the share 
of articles relying on official sources.39 Simultaneously, there developed 
centralized systems of supplying and distributing news: the Associated 
Press in the U.S., the Canadian Press in Canada, Agence France-Presse 
in France, and Reuters in Britain.40 Alongside the professionalization of 
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newspapers, centralized systems of news provision tended to produce a 
more uniform, homogenous style of reporting characterized by a focus 
not on the world itself, but on what is “new” about the world—very 
recent events, preferably dramatic—without providing much political 
analysis or historical context.41

Joseph Cannon, a former Speaker of the House in the early twentieth 
century, complained that the newly nonpartisan, professionalized, and 
commercialized press failed to present political arguments as effectively as 
the partisan press; further, “[t]he cut of a Congressman’s whiskers of his 
clothes is [considered] a better subject for a human interest story than what 
he says in debate.”42 The British sociologist Leonard Hobhouse criticized 
the turn-of-the-century press as “more and more the monopoly of a few 
rich men,” which instead of being “the organ of democracy” had become 
“the sounding board for whatever ideas commend themselves to the great 
material interests.”43 Journalists were critical of the professional turn too; 
Upton Sinclair decried the need of professional journalists to adapt their 
opinions to the “pocketbook of a new owner,”44 and John Swinton, editor 
of the New York Sun, confessed of his profession that:

There is no such thing as an independent press in America. I am paid for 
keeping my honest opinions out of the paper I am connected with. Any of 
you who would be so foolish as to write honest opinions would be out on 
the street looking for another job. … We are the tools and vassals of the 
rich men behind the scenes. We are the jumping jacks; they pull the strings 
and we dance. Our talents, our possibilities and our lives are all the prop-
erty of other men. We are intellectual prostitutes.45

2  A brief history of broAdcAst mediA

In the 1910s, when radio was emerging as a technology accessi-
ble to hobbyists in the USA, before radio programming in its current 
form existed, it was primarily a tool for communication and education.  
For those of us who experienced the internet in the early-to-mid 1990s, 
this description of pre-broadcast radio in 1920 by Lee de Forest (consid-
ered “the father of radio”)46 is strangely familiar:

It offers the widest limits, the keenest fascination, either for intense com-
petition with others, near and far, or for quiet study and pure enjoyment in 
the still night hours as you welcome friendly visitors from the whole wide 
world.47
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From the whole wide world to the World Wide Web. Just as many in the 
early days of the internet felt it would always be a tool for international 
communication and education, early radio enthusiasts felt that their 
medium would powerfully and exclusively serve the public good. In the 
early 1920s, airwaves were filled with nonprofit stations mainly affiliated 
with colleges and universities. Commercial stations were largely append-
ages to bricks-and-mortar businesses (newspapers, department stores, 
and power companies) so that, by 1929, few were earning profits of their 
own.48 The business model of radio advertising had not been developed. 
In the early ’20s, Herbert Hoover opined that it was “inconceivable that 
we should allow so great a possibility for service and for news and for 
entertainment and education to be drowned in advertising chatter,”49 
and the head of publicity for radio manufacturer Westinghouse advo-
cated for the prohibition of radio advertising, claiming it “would ruin 
the radio business, for nobody would stand for it.”50 Even Printer’s Ink, 
an advertising trade paper, considered radio an “objectionable advertis-
ing medium,” and stated that “the family circle is not a public place, and 
advertising has no business intruding there unless it is invited.”51

It was not long before commercial stations discovered not only that 
people would stand for radio advertising, but that through advertising, 
a radio license could become a veritable license to print money. AT&T, 
realizing it could leverage its monopoly over telephone lines to create the 
nation’s first broadcasting network, became the leader in radio advertis-
ing. When radio revenues came primarily from the sale of equipment, it 
made business sense to allow as many broadcasters as possible (univer-
sities, churches, and other nonprofit entities): the more programming 
variety available, the more reason to buy a radio, and the more revenue 
for radio manufacturers. However, just as the rise of advertising in news-
papers changed that industry’s business model, so did advertising change 
the logic of the radio business. AT&T could spend more money on each 
radio program to maximize quality, transmit them via telephone lines to 
stations over the country, and recoup its expenses by selling nationwide 
advertising. As soon as this approach demonstrated success, compet-
itors emerged. They were not only competing with AT&T for market 
share, but with the nation’s nonprofit, noncommercial stations for radio 
bandwidth.52

In the fight against nonprofit radio stations, the commercial broad-
casters united to lobby the Federal Radio Commission for control of 
the radio spectrum. By 1928, they won: the Commission set aside a 
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majority of radio frequencies for commercial channels and the market 
for radio advertising boomed, leaping from barely existing before 1928 
to $172 million annually by 1934.53 Radio advertising had gone from 
an insignificant pariah to the dominant force in radio programming in 
less than a decade,54 while nonprofit broadcasters, starved of the radio 
spectrum, declined. Between 1921 and 1936, 240 educational stations 
were established—but by the end of the period 80% had lost or sold their 
licenses.55 The director of the University of Arkansas station lamented: 
“The Commission may boast that it has never cut an educational station 
off the air. It merely cuts off our head, our arms, and our legs, and then 
allows us to die a natural death.”56

In Britain, commercial broadcasters were unable to secure a foot-
hold before the government decided in 1922 to entrust the future of the 
medium to a British Broadcasting Company (BBC) monopoly. John Reith, 
the first general manager of the BBC, decided to use the airwaves to uplift 
the population, abjuring cheap entertainment in favor of high culture and 
educational programming. He was skeptical of commercial broadcasting’s 
populist sensibilities, arguing that “[h]e who prides himself on giving what 
he thinks the public wants is often creating a fictitious demand for lower 
standards which he will then satisfy.”57 By 1934, The Times of London 
looked back and called it wise “to entrust broadcasting in this country to 
a single organization with an independent monopoly and with public ser-
vice as its primary motive.”58 The British model was followed in Europe 
and Japan, while the U.S. model was copied throughout Latin America; in 
Canada and the Caribbean, a hybrid model was chosen.59

The U.S. government, instead of imagining what the future of broad-
casting should be, merely accommodated the evolution of the radio 
business model and used its regulatory power to do the radio indus-
try’s bidding.60 Because the key decisions over radio policy were made 
in the late 1920s, when business interests were at the height of their 
power, advertisers decided the future of the medium for decades.61 
Furthermore, the two main U.S. political parties went into debt to the 
commercial broadcasters for ads run during the 1928 and 1932 elec-
tions, leaving them in a delicate position when it came to regulating the 
airwaves.62

While the U.S. public largely ignored the battle between commer-
cial and nonprofit broadcasters, the losing nonprofits were acutely aware 
of what was at stake. As a spokesman for an association of educational 
broadcasters warned in the early 1930s:
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[C]ommercialized broadcasting as it is now regulated in America may 
threaten the very life of civilization by subjecting the human mind to all 
sorts of new pressures and selfish exploitations. … There has never been 
in the entire history of the United States an example of mismanagement 
and lack of vision so colossal and far-reaching in its consequences as our 
turning of the radio channels almost exclusively into commercial hands. … 
I believe we are dealing here with one of the most crucial issues that was 
ever presented to civilization at any time in its entire history.63

This may strike some as unduly alarmist, but in light of what we now 
know about media effects, it is hardly unwarranted.

A decade later, the same “father of radio” Lee de Forest wrote in an 
open letter to the National Association of Broadcasters: “What have you 
gentlemen done with my child? He was conceived as a potent instrumen-
tality for culture, fine music, the uplifting of America’s mass intelligence. 
You have debased the child….”64 De Forest’s complaint was widely 
shared. Major print publications from Harpers, Time, Reader’s Digest, 
Fortune, and Business Week were strident in their criticism of the com-
mercialization of radio.65

In response to such criticism, the National Association of Broadcasters 
hired Paul Lazarsfeld to perform a study of public opinion on radio pub-
lished in 1946. The study revealed that a large majority of the popula-
tion either did not mind or actively favored radio advertising. While this 
pleased the study’s industry sponsors, Lazarsfeld acknowledged a signifi-
cant caveat:

It must be admitted, however, that a direct inquiry into people’s dissat-
isfactions may not yield the most valid results. It is widely recognized in 
many fields of social research that, psychologically speaking, supply creates 
demand. … Within certain limits, it is a recognized fact that people like 
what they get. … A survey like the present one cannot tell what people 
would like if they had the opportunity to listen to different radio fare.66

Much like the commercialization of newspapers, the commercialization 
of radio proceeded according to a market logic that was other than the 
aggregate of true consumer preferences.

By the 1950s, a powerful competitor to radio had emerged in 
the USA: television. The US television market reached saturation in 
the mid-50s, and by the mid-60s television had exploded globally.67  
In 1949, on the eve of television’s rise, a British journalist asked:
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Thousands of people, and then people in millions, are going to become 
subject, to some degree, to their household screen. What will it mean 
to them? Good or ill? With this new power there are likely to be no 
half-measures; it will choose its way, and then do what it cannot stop itself 
from doing.68

However, even then, the future of television was not so open-ended; in 
the United States, the already-powerful radio broadcast networks deter-
mined television’s future. They would apply the same business model, 
providing predominantly light, inoffensive entertainment to attract the 
largest (and most well-heeled) audience to sell to advertisers.

As a consequence, television evolved into a medium like radio, with crit-
ics raising the same concerns. In 1980, the United Nations’ Educational, 
Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) published a report warn-
ing that the media, and the economic pressures operating on it, could 
lead to greater inequalities, hierarchies, and increased social control. The 
report’s author wrote that given the centrality of the media to all social, 
economic, and political activity worldwide, “human history becomes more 
and more a race between communication and catastrophe. Full use of com-
munication in all its varied forms is vital to assure that humanity has more 
than a history … that our children are assured a future.”69

3  the fourth brAnch of government  
And the mArketPlAce of ideAs

While Edmund Burke had referred to the media centuries ago as the 
“Fourth Estate” for its role as a counterweight to authoritarian govern-
ment,70 the conception of the media as the fourth branch of govern-
ment is tied to the U.S. context.71 As in Burke’s formulation, calling the 
media the fourth branch of government draws attention to its consid-
erable power. Winning a political election is effectively impossible with-
out the support of the media, or at least its attention. (Ask Jerry White,  
Virgil Goode, Rocky Anderson, or James Harris; all four ran in the 
2012 U.S. presidential election and received negligible media coverage, 
remaining effectively unknown to the U.S. population.) Conceptualizing 
the media as the fourth branch of government also calls attention to the 
fact that it is the only branch without a counterweight; it is not subject 
to any constitutional system of checks and balances.72 Instead, it is sub-
ject only to private, economic power, of owners and advertisers.
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While the legislature is meant to write laws, the executive to apply 
them, and the judiciary to enforce and interpret them, the media is 
meant to maintain the public sphere where laws are first proposed and 
debated. In Habermas’ conception, “[p]ublic debate was supposed to 
transform voluntas [will] into a ratio [reason] that in the public compe-
tition of private arguments came into being as the consensus about what 
was practically necessary in the interest of all.”73

To nurture the public sphere, the media must provide a marketplace 
of ideas. Although this catchphrase has developed a liberal economic 
gloss from some commentators—suggesting the prescription that media 
companies be unregulated to provide a “free market” of media prod-
ucts—its original conception was limited to democratic, not economic, 
values.74 That is, the marketplace of ideas metaphor originally referred 
to a public sphere in which all ideas could be propounded, discussed, 
and debated—not a laissez faire media market in which media companies 
could do as they pleased with no governmental oversight. The metaphor 
is commonly traced to John Milton and John Stuart Mill, although nei-
ther explicitly used it.75 Both authors would likely have been hostile to 
the interpretation of the “marketplace of ideas” as an unregulated com-
mercial media market; instead, their point was that the best hope for a 
self-governing society is to allow speakers of all political and ideological 
persuasions into the public sphere.76

This conception of a marketplace of ideas may have accurately 
described a bygone era, in which anyone who wanted to start a compet-
itive newspaper or magazine could do so with little difficulty, but this is 
not the case today.77 For one, the economics of media prevent all but the 
wealthiest or best financed from participating effectively in the modern 
public sphere.78 Second, technological developments have changed the 
playing field. As former FCC commissioner Clifford Durr observed, the 
“soundest idea uttered on a street corner, or even in a public auditorium, 
can’t hold its own against the most frivolous or vicious idea whispered 
into the microphone of a national network.”79 Before the question of 
free speech comes the question of “who controls the master switch,”80 as 
former CBS News president Fred Friendly put it—and the marketplace 
of ideas is not supposed to come with a master switch. Legal scholar 
Stanley Ingber argues:

[T]he marketplace of ideas is as flawed as the economic market. Due 
to developed legal doctrine and the inevitable effects of socialization 
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processes, mass communication technology, and unequal allocations of 
resources, ideas that support an entrenched power structure or ideology 
are most likely to gain acceptance within our current market. Conversely, 
those ideas that threaten such structures or ideologies are largely ignored 
in the marketplace.81

By excluding social groups and political perspectives from the mass 
media, the current marketplace of ideas looks less like store-studded 5th 
Avenue in New York and more like Pyongyang. While those with con-
ventional and popular views are unlikely to notice distortions or barriers, 
dissidents and radicals shut out from the mass media are more percep-
tive.82 Although many countries guarantee freedom of speech, Ingber 
points out that assuring an unpopular speaker that “he will incur no 
criminal penalty for his expression is of little value if he has no effective 
means of disseminating his views. A right that cannot be meaningfully 
exercised is, after all, no right at all.”83 While state censorship may be 
largely gone, limits on effective speech “are still present and still dan-
gerous when the control is financial rather than political and administra-
tive, when the bank and the chain shop have taken over from the Star 
Chamber and the censor.”84 Herbert Marcuse offers the same indict-
ment: “[d]ifferent opinions and ‘philosophies’ can no longer compete 
peacefully for adherence and persuasion on rational grounds: the ‘mar-
ketplace of ideas’ is organized and delimited by those who determine the 
national and the individual interest.”85

4  the mediA oligoPoly

A marketplace with one seller, or one landlord who owns all of the 
storefronts, is enough of a problem when the goods are mere consumer 
items. The problem is compounded in a marketplace of ideas, where 
the marketplace constitutes the public sphere. As early as 1945, the 
co-founder of the American Civil Liberties Union and legal counsel for 
the Newspaper Guild, Morris Ernst, wrote:

The pipelines of thought to the minds of the nation are being contracted 
and squeezed. About thirty men realistically dominate the conduits of 
thought through the ether, the printing presses, and the silver screen. 
Without wide diversity of thought, freedom of speech and press become 
idle bits of a worn-out shibboleth. The cartelization of the mind of 
America is well on the way.86
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Fears of this sort, and the complementary fear on the part of some 
media owners that popular concern would attract federal regulation, 
led to the formation of the Commission on the Freedom of the Press in 
1944. The Commission was to spend two years investigating the state 
of the media in the United States, researching and hearing testimony 
from journalists, media critics, advertisers, and newspaper readers.87 The 
Commission’s report, issued in 1947, identified media concentration as 
one of three factors threatening press freedom.88 Robert Hutchins, who 
was the final author, explained that the press had become a large-scale 
enterprise intertwined with finance and industry, subject to bias ema-
nating from its economic structure. Increased concentration in the news 
media reduced competition and diversity of opinion, effectively silenc-
ing those who do not own a media company.89 The Commission pro-
posed that the press should become “common carriers” for the diversity 
of political opinion, subject to a new, independent agency to enforce an 
industry code of practice.90

This proposal was not implemented.91 Although the Commission had 
been inspired and paid for by Henry Luce of Time magazine, its final 
report was distasteful to media owners. The industry counterattacked 
with charges of—what else?—communism and within a year the Report 
faded from public discussion. Its impact was blunted, but not eliminated: 
it did help codify the social responsibility model of the press, which had 
an impact on the norms of journalistic professionalism.

What was neither blunted nor eliminated, however, was the trend 
toward media concentration. This may have been slowed somewhat by 
the FCC, antitrust actions, and mid-century Supreme Court cases, but 
toward the end of the twentieth century the ideological and regulatory 
climate was of the let-the-market-work-its-magic sort.92 Media mergers 
were thought to improve “efficiency,” and the “free market” to unprob-
lematically translate individual desires into optimal social outcomes.

The problem with such an economistic interpretation is that it 
confuses a process value for a commodity value.93 Media mergers  
may reduce costs while providing the same commodities to consum-
ers; greater consolidation may or may not reduce viewpoint diver-
sity, depending on a variety of factors94; but this is beside the point. 
What is valued in the marketplace of ideas is the process by which some 
ideas gain more adherents than others: the process by which adher-
ents have the ability to present their ideas for discussion and debate. 
Having this process intact provides a democratic safeguard. Even if a 
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highly concentrated media market did provide a great deal of viewpoint 
diversity despite the inherent danger that fewer owners could restrict 
the number of viewpoints, an unconcentrated media market is superior 
for being intrinsically less vulnerable to this danger. (This is similar to 
the considerations underlying the “appearance of impropriety” stand-
ard for judicial ethics; here, the potential for impropriety is the evil to 
be avoided.)95 Value considerations such as these are easy to lose in the 
weeds of empirical data.96 However, the relevant evidence points to the 
negative effects of concentrated ownership.97 For instance, an analysis 
of a large number of television stations, their owners, and the quality of 
their news programs found that as ownership size increased, news qual-
ity decreased.98

How concentrated, then, is the U.S. media? Surprisingly, answers vary. 
On one end is Ben Bagdikian, who finds that only five media conglom-
erates control most of the important media outlets99; on the other is 
Benjamin Compaine, contending that the media and information tech-
nology industries are unconcentrated compared to other sectors of the 
economy.100 The overall level of concentration is probably somewhere in 
between,101 but it depends on how one approaches the question.

According to one measure—the combined market share of a given 
media sector’s four biggest companies—the US music (98%), television 
(84%), film (78%), and cable (61%) markets are highly concentrated, while 
the newspaper (48%) market seems unconcentrated; this in a country 98% 
of whose cities have only one daily newspaper.102 The apparent discrepancy 
owes to the level of analysis: if concentration is measured nationwide, the 
newspaper industry is laudably unconcentrated; but if measured at the 
municipal level, the industry is terribly concentrated. Residents in the 
98% of US cities with only one daily newspaper care little that they have 
the option of choosing another daily paper if they move to another city. 
Another point of confusion inheres in how an industry is defined: stud-
ies finding low levels of media industry concentration combine different 
media-related businesses (telephone companies, newspapers, computer 
hardware manufacturers, television networks, film studios, etc.) into “the 
media industry” for analysis.103 Likewise, if instead of measuring concen-
tration among car manufacturers, for instance, one combined car compa-
nies with bicycle, skateboard, and motorcycle manufacturers and train and 
bus companies into a “wheeled transport” industry, one would similarly  
expect low levels of concentration in this synthetic industry—even if car 
manufacturing proper were concentrated.104
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A more sensible approach breaks down the media into its constitu-
ent industries and by locale. This was the approach taken by Eli Noam, 
whose impressive analysis found high levels of concentration in local 
radio, TV, cable, satellite, newspaper, magazine, and national broad-
cast television as well as internet portal markets.105 Globally, the top ten 
media firms account for 80% of all media revenue.106

Media concentration is a traditional concern of the Left, but it is also 
a problem for the Right: as Milton Friedman and his mentor Henry 
Simons argued, capitalism is superior to socialism because it separates 
political from economic power.107 But large, monopolistic firms viti-
ate this distinction, producing the same concentration of political and 
economic power conservatives fear. Nowhere is this concentration  
more concerning than in the mass media, with its unparalleled influence 
over political and cultural realms.108 As Pedrinho Guareschi writes, “if a 
purely economic monopoly is already a social ill, then how much worse 
is a monopoly of values, beliefs, and symbols; the media cannot, for this 
reason, remain in the hands of only a few.”109

The tendency toward monopoly is detrimental in other ways. Larger 
media firms can exert greater market power to manage demand, 
limit competition, and increase entry costs for would-be entrants.110 
Horizontally-integrated media conglomerates—corporations with hold-
ings in multiple industries including media—are likelier to chip away 
at the old firewalls between news and advertising and are tempted (at 
the least) to tailor their news coverage to further the interests of their 
other business holdings.111 Even the benefits of mergers (synergies, 
cost savings) in other industries are detrimental in the media context.  
A media merger that allows the newly formed company to reduce 
duplicative costs—primarily, journalists, and their salaries—reduces the 
positive externalities the redundant journalists would have produced, like 
reports exposing malfeasance in government or business.112

5  JournAlism’s economic crisis

Long before the internet threatened the business model of traditional 
journalism, the news media was cutting back on reporters, investiga-
tive resources, and foreign bureaus. In the 1970s and picking up steam 
in the ’80s and ’90s, television news in particular refocused from pro-
viding a public good and increasing the prestige of their parent com-
pany, to becoming as profitable as possible.113 This involved firing  
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journalists, increasing ad time, and reducing coverage of hard news. The 
cost-cutting process occurred while the news media was flush with cash, 
simply because media companies found it profitable in the short term.114 
The situation today, with sites like newspaperdeathwatch.com chroni-
cling the impending demise of print journalism, has been a long time 
coming. While the number of employed journalists per capita has crashed 
since 2007, it had been in a long decline for the past two decades.115

In its attempt to attract the widest audience, the commercial news 
media has long devoted enormous attention to soft news like sports, enter-
tainment, and lifestyle content. This strategy is failing in the internet age 
since soft news can be found for free on website devoted exclusively to 
these topics.116 Newspaper circulation per capita has fallen by 50% over the 
half century and since 1980 the viewership of the nightly network news 
has nearly halved.117 The number of journalists per capita in the United 
States has dropped by half since 1970, and the absolute number of staff-
ers working in television news has halved since 1980.118 From 2006 to 
2013, total revenue supporting journalism in the U.S. fell by a third.119 
The revenue declines for newspapers have been starker: from their peak 
in 2005, half of advertising revenue had evaporated by 2012, and 17,000 
newspaper jobs were lost.120 Free online classified advertising and targeted 
advertising offered by internet portals have been major contributors to the 
drop in newspaper ad revenue, forcing many papers to become online-only 
and others into bankruptcy.121 Overly optimistic mergers and acquisitions 
have piled debt on many newspapers, worsening their financial posi-
tion.122 Internet advertising, far from making up for lost print ad revenue, 
amounts to no more than 2% of all news ad revenue in the U.S.123

The crisis in journalism’s bottom line is translating into a crisis in the 
quality of journalism. With fewer journalists to manage an increasing 
workload cranked up by the 24-hour news cycle, professional routines 
have been adversely affected. Journalists tend to be more desk-bound, 
dependent on sources, formulaic, and reliant on public relations mate-
rial.124 By 2009, for every journalist in the USA, there were four pub-
lic relations specialists or managers.125 And their sway is significant: 
Estimates range from 25 to 80% of US news is influenced by public rela-
tions specialists.126 Compared to television news coverage in the 1970s, 
today’s news spends less time covering Congress and more time covering 
celebrities.127

Unsurprisingly, the shift from a news media with a public service mis-
sion to a more profit-driven media correlates with the decline in public 
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trust in the press. In 1973, 85% of those surveyed in the USA had either 
“a great deal” or “only some” confidence in the press; by 2008, 45% said 
they had “hardly any” confidence.128 (A 2004 poll found only 10% of 
Americans have a great deal of confidence in the national news media—
compared to 9% for lawyers.)129 A recent survey of journalists found that 
the vast majority believes that the greatest problem facing the press is 
reduced quality due to commercial pressures.130 Debra Clarke’s in-depth 
study of news consumers in Canada found that the primary reason for 
dissatisfaction is the media’s profit-driven nature, which pushes it toward 
a focus on soft news and away from investigative reporting and the pro-
vision of background and context for news stories.131 This is as ironic 
as it is unfortunate: media companies’ attempts to make the news more 
palatable and attractive have driven that audience to lose respect for it.132 
Sophia Kaitatzi-Whitlock explains that the “clash is between an antici-
pated, responsible ‘civic trustee’ role of the media, as political agency, 
versus the harshly economic role of the media as the ‘pimp’ of view-
ers.”133 As the news media becomes more a mere pimp selling its audi-
ence to advertisers, trust and use of the news media will likely continue 
to decline. Already, use of newspapers, news magazines, and television 
news in the U.S. is at a 50-year low.134

Given such a dire situation, many have understandably placed their 
hope in the internet that somehow, it will save and reinvigorate journal-
ism. The available evidence suggests such hope is ill-founded.135 Current 
studies of online journalism find it largely replicates the content and 
practices of print journalism (as well as its concentrated ownership struc-
ture).136 The majority of the most-viewed internet sites are associated 
with traditional news companies and are owned by the top twenty largest 
media conglomerates.137 Two of the most popular internet news sites, 
Google and Yahoo, merely reproduce material from the Associated Press 
and Reuters 85% of the time.138 Advertising revenue for journalism on 
the internet looks similarly unpromising, with the lions’ share of revenue 
going to ad networks and data handlers.139

6  AnAlyzing the PoliticAl economy  
of mediA—the neoclAssicAl wAy

The news media provides a product different from most goods and 
services: while it would be irrational for an individual to choose to 
forgo food or clothing, it may be economically rational to choose not  
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to “consume” information about politics.140 After all, what chance does 
one person have to influence a government, even if that person used  
the news media to become informed? However, if a significant portion 
of the population remains ignorant, the entire society pays an enormous 
cost: in economic terms, the “externality” of being governed by ignora-
muses or those who have tricked ignoramuses into voting for them. The 
news media can produce significant positive externalities too.141 If only a 
few people pay for journalism that exposes corruption or malfeasance—
yet word of this exposé spreads even to people who did not pay for it—
everyone benefits. Whether democratic citizens are lamentably ignorant or 
laudably well-informed, the costs of bad or good government are shared, 
regardless of how many people paid for information from the media. The 
market, therefore, does not do what it should: apportion costs to those 
who receive a benefit and benefits to those who incurred a cost.

Why this is so can be answered within neoclassical economics. The 
news media produces a product with a marginal cost of zero, informa-
tion, that is “nonrivalrous” (my consumption does not affect yours) and 
“nonexcludable” (it is difficult to exclude those who do not pay for news 
from receiving it—as media companies have learned through painful 
experience online).142 As such, what the news media produces are “pub-
lic goods,” like military defense or public safety, which are traditionally 
viewed within neoclassical economics as best provided not by the market, 
but by the government.143

Instead of the interplay between supply and demand producing the 
optimal output and price for political information, the market fails to sup-
ply those willing to pay the marginal cost of news (which is next to noth-
ing) but not the market price, and fails to reward producers of news for 
the social benefit they provide.144 Since the social benefit the news media 
provides is enormous, a market failure in this sphere can produce a failed 
democracy. For these reasons, journalism has always been subsidized, 
whether by advertising, below-cost postal rates, and intellectual prop-
erty law (by enforcing copyrights and trademarks, the government allows 
media companies monopoly-level profits on their brands and products).145

The preferred methodology of neoclassical economics is to create a 
mathematical model of the phenomenon—often complex and ingeniously 
devised—and draw conclusions on the basis of the model. (Here, the devil 
is less in the details of the models and more in drawing real-world con-
clusions from them146 or picking the right one.)147 Neoclassical econom-
ics can be useful in drawing out various economic forces and pressures 
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operating in different kinds of markets and suggesting ways to make them 
run more efficiently or produce more positive social outcomes.

One such analysis modeled the effects of political “capture” of the 
media: when governments are able to exert undue influence on what the 
news media disseminates.148 The study found that having a large number 
of independent media companies might make it more difficult for a gov-
ernment to control the news. It also found that government capture of the 
media is likely to lead to corruption and malfeasance, leaving voters unable 
to identify and remove corrupt or incompetent officials. Finally, the study’s 
authors looked at a large sample of real-world countries and their media 
systems, finding a correlation between corruption, a high concentration of 
newspaper ownership, and high state ownership of newspapers.

In a similar vein, other economists modeled the effects of independent 
media sources on elections.149 Their model suggested that having a max-
imum number of independent media outlets increases the likelihood that 
electoral competition will result in more balanced, less polarized, centrist 
policies. This result obtained even when the different media outlets were 
biased in favor of different political persuasions; however, this result was 
premised on the (psychologically dubious) assumption that voters inter-
pret biased media “strategically,” effectively de-biasing media reports as 
they are received.

Another study modeled the incentives of the media to provide news 
of relevance to different groups.150 The model suggested that economic 
pressures induce the mass media to provide less news of relevance to 
small groups and the poor, and more news to large groups and segments 
of the population more valuable to advertisers (the young and rich). This 
translates into political policies biased toward the young and wealthy, as 
other groups will be unlikely to hear about policy proposals benefitting 
them. As a result, politicians planning to benefit the poor or minority 
groups are likely to receive less support at the ballot box.

Some of the most important such studies investigate the effects of 
concentrated media ownership and wealth inequality on democracies. 
In one, a model of voting decisions, inequality, and media ownership 
suggested that societies with more unequal distributions of wealth and 
more concentrated media ownership run a greater risk of the news media 
being captured by wealthy interests.151 It suggested that concentrated 
wealth is likely to lead to concentrated media ownership, as those with 
disproportionate wealth will have interests that diverge sharply from the 
rest of the population, and are willing to pay a high price for control of 
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the media since they have more to gain by manipulating the electorate. 
This capture of the media by those at the top of a highly unequal society 
is likely to lead to serious efficiency losses, as a misled electorate chooses 
inefficient policies that disproportionately benefit a small elite.

Using a different model, another study came to the same conclusions: 
the greater the inequality in a country, the higher the likelihood that the 
rich will spend money influencing the media to support policies in their 
interests at the expense of the non-wealthy.152 Then, looking at real-
world examples and a large, diverse sample of countries, the study found 
that income inequality is associated with lower levels of media freedom, 
particularly in democracies. The extent of media freedom, in turn, has a 
positive effect on the level of public spending on education and health—
policies that benefit the entire society. In other words, societies that are 
more polarized between rich and poor are at greater risk of having their 
media captured by wealthy interests who will use it to convince the rest 
of the population to vote against their own interests.

Tom Ferguson goes further, arguing that “the public’s prospects in a 
free market for information peopled only by profit-maximizing producers 
and totally self-interested consumers are even bleaker than indicated by 
existing discussions of ‘imperfect markets’ for information. In strict, neo-
classical logic, for political information [useful to the non-wealthy], a 
market is unlikely to exist at all.”153 He provides a comparison between 
a media outlet providing accurate predictions of the stock market and 
one providing information about the political activities of businesses 
and their relationships with government officials. The former outlet will 
have an eager, willing audience of investors turning its information into 
profits. The latter may initially attract an audience, but one which will 
“face massive collective-action problems plus, commonly, direct repres-
sion and formidable transaction costs. While the social value of the 
information may be enormous, there is, from a purely self-interested  
individual economic standpoint, no reason to purchase the magazine 
at all. All one gets is a headache, accompanied perhaps by long-term 
demoralization.”154

7  mediA biAs

“You cannot hope to bribe or twist
(thank God!) the British journalist.
But, seeing what the man will do
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unbribed, there’s no occasion to.”
—Humbert Wolfe, “Epigram”

While neoclassical studies are useful to arrive at a fuller understanding of 
the political economy of media, they need to be supplemented by analy-
ses using a broader methodological toolkit. As one scientist put it, there 
are some truths that cannot be reached from the comfort of one’s arm-
chair.155 To begin, there are a great variety of studies investigating the 
controversial topic of media bias: is the U.S. media biased in favor of the 
Right or Left, or is the issue of bias more complicated than this binary 
choice? And if the media does provide a biased supply of information and 
political analysis, what is the cause?

The results of a five-country survey of journalists working in the U.S., 
the U.K., Sweden, Italy, and Germany found that journalists place them-
selves on average a bit to the left of center on their respective national 
political spectrums.156 Only in Italy did a significant minority place 
themselves significantly to the left of center; in all five countries, a sub-
stantial majority placed themselves at, or near, the midpoint of the polit-
ical scale. When asked to place the news organization for which they 
worked on a political scale, however, journalists in a majority of coun-
tries placed them slightly to the right of center; in Italy, the average was 
slightly to the left, and in the U.S., the average was almost exactly in the 
center. The U.S. was also an outlier in the correlation between journal-
ists’ political beliefs and those of the news organizations they worked for: 
in the U.S., there was no correlation, while in Britain, Germany, Italy, 
and Sweden, left-of-center journalists tend to work for left-of-center 
news organizations and right-of-center journalists for right-of-center 
outlets.

The same study involved an experiment. The journalist participants 
were given a hypothetical scenario and asked to choose how to frame 
it for a newspaper article. The choices they were given reflected left- 
wing or right-wing biases, or a neutral tone. The result was that in all 
of the countries studied, journalists’ political preferences “tend to shade 
the news rather than coloring it deeply.”157 (This dovetails with a sim-
ilar, earlier experiment of elite US journalists, which found that when 
they “confront new information, they usually mange to process it with-
out interjecting their own viewpoints.”)158 The U.S. and British news 
systems displayed the least partisan bias. In all five countries, journalists 
tended to be only slightly left of center and this exerted only a minimal 
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effect on their reporting. However, several surveys of journalists in the 
U.S. have found that the vast majority tend to vote for Democratic over 
Republican candidates.159

Many of those who watch or read the news perceive political bias:  
a quarter of one survey’s “very liberal” respondents, and nearly one 
half of “very conservative” respondents, perceived a great deal of polit-
ical bias in television news.160 Scores of books have been written to feed 
both perceptions, although those arguing a left-wing bias tend to focus 
on coverage of social issues, while those arguing a right-wing bias tend 
to focus on coverage of foreign policy issues.161 Playing referee, Michael 
Schudson judges that “[r]ight-critics cannot point to media structures as 
biased against their views; the left-critics win hands down on this point. 
But the right-critics argue that reporters and editors at leading national 
news institutions have a predominantly liberal outlook. … If corpo-
rate organization tilts unmistakably rightward, patterns of occupational 
recruitment veer just as sharply the other way.”162

However, this applies only to the “Washington and New York-based 
news elite,” and only to their views on social issues; on economics, they 
are centrist (from a U.S. perspective) or center-right (from a European 
perspective).163 A more recent survey revealed Washington-based jour-
nalists to be significantly more conservative on economic issues (includ-
ing health care) than the general population.164 A snapshot of this news 
elite from 1980 found that its members

grew up at a distance from the social and cultural traditions of small-town 
middle America. Instead, they came from big cities in the northeast and 
north central states. Their parents were mostly well off, highly educated 
members of the upper middle class, especially the educated professions. 
In short, they are a highly cosmopolitan group, with differentially eastern, 
urban, ethnic, upper-status, and secular roots.165

Those journalists with left-wing economic and political views are con-
spicuous by their rarity and have to work hard to hide their opinions 
from editors, fellow journalists, and readers.166

Left-wing and right-wing social scientists have measured political bias  
in the US media. Left-wing researchers Edward Herman and Noam 
Chomsky found a pronounced right-wing bias in foreign policy cov-
erage using four detailed case studies.167 In an examination using six 
case studies of media coverage of racial and sexual issues, right-wing 
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researcher Jim Kuypers found a clear bias reflecting “liberal, upper- 
middle class, white baby-boomer activist politics.”168 He concluded 
that the U.S. media creates an environment in which those to the right 
of center, along with those to the left of a narrow band of mainstream 
liberal politics, will feel ignored, ostracized, or demonized—a conclusion 
Herman and Chomsky would likely agree with.

Another social scientist, Tim Groseclose, used an original method to 
measure media bias: first, members of the U.S. Congress were given a 
numerical score corresponding to their voting record on proposed laws, 
receiving points for every bill approved by a leading liberal interest 
group. (A higher score indicated a position on the Left; a lower score 
a position on the Right.) Then, all the transcribed speeches of these 
Congress members over a period of time were analyzed to measure the 
number of references to right-wing and left-wing think tanks, and media 
outlets were measured for their references to the same think tanks over 
the same period. By comparing media outlets’ references to those of 
Congress members, media outlets were given a numerical score of polit-
ical bias corresponding to the measure tracking the ideological pattern 
of Congress members’ voting records. Using this measure, the majority 
of media outlets in the U.S. were found to have a left-of-center bias.169 
However, this measure only tracks right-wing or left-wing bias within the 
limited spectrum of political ideology in the U.S. Congress, which is sig-
nificantly narrower than the global spectrum of political ideology.170

What this means is unclear: citing left-leaning think tanks more fre-
quently than right-leaning think tanks suggests a leftward bias, but with-
out detailed investigations into instances of reporting, it is hard to tell 
exactly how such a bias is manifested or whether something other than 
political bias is at work. The example Groseclose uses for bias in media 
coverage of social issues (partial birth abortion)171 is apposite and telling, 
but his example of bias in media coverage of economic issues (George W. 
Bush’s tax cuts)172 is an awkward match for his thesis. Nonetheless, the 
accumulated evidence strongly suggests a left-of-center media bias for 
social issues.

Those who argue that the U.S. media is primarily biased toward the 
Right tend to reason that the left-of-center opinions of journalists carry 
less weight than the right-of-center opinions of the owners of media com-
panies. In this view, claiming that liberal journalists bias the content of 
the news is like claiming that the preferences of cooks at McDonald’s 
affect the menu.173 This was the dominant view during the 1930s and 
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’40s, and right-wing bias in the media was particularly pronounced 
during the Red Scare in the late ’40s.174 A 1936 survey of journalists 
found a majority subject to ideological control from editors or owners; 
but surveys in 1960 and 1980 found a drastic reduction in such con-
trol.175 More recent surveys have revealed that media owners have reas-
serted ideological control. In a survey of U.S. journalists in 2000, 41% of 
journalists said that they had avoided reporting stories—or had softened 
them—to benefit the owners of their media company.176 A 2018 survey 
of television reporters found pressure from owners and executives to be 
the strongest influence on news content and coverage.177

One rough indication of contemporary right-wing bias is the amount 
of media coverage devoted to issues most voters consider Republicans 
to handle better (crime and national security) versus those considered to 
be handled better by Democrats (civil rights, labor, and social welfare).  
In an analysis of over 15,000 nightly news stories, Republican-owned 
issues appeared at a rate of 5 to 1 compared to Democrat-owned 
issues.178 A right-wing bias appears particularly pronounced for foreign 
policy, where even left-leaning media outlets demonstrate bias in favor 
of military interventions.179 And as foreign policy is a distant realm 
about which most citizens have no direct experience, the media exerts 
a stronger influence than over other issues.180 The combination of 
right-wing bias and powerful media effects means that media coverage 
of foreign policy tends to push the population into supporting military 
intervention.181 (And by omission—by not covering a military or covert 
intervention abroad, as occurs when political elites are in agreement on 
the policy—the media leaves the public in the dark, giving intervention 
de facto support.)182

Bias in coverage of economic policy is subtler and more mixed 
according to one study, with newspapers displaying partisan bias in the 
direction of their editors’ (or owners’) ideology for some issues and bias 
in the direction of their readership’s ideology for others.183 However, 
here as in foreign policy, it is safe to agree with Ralph Miliband that 
the media provides far more “to confirm conservative-minded viewers 
in their attitudes than is the case for ‘radical’ ones; as far as the latter 
are concerned, television, in any serious meaning of the word ‘radical,’ 
is a permanent exercise in dissuasion.”184 Michael Shudson agrees, writ-
ing that the “American media do not have a wide-screen view of the 
range of possible political positions. Compared to the press in most 
liberal democracies, they foreshorten the representation of views on 
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the left….”185 The spectrum of political bias in the media is in a fairly 
narrow center-right range for economic and foreign policy issues and 
excludes advocacy or even discussion of views considered “radical” on 
either the Left (significant wealth redistribution, pacifism) or Right (pure 
laissez faire, isolationism).

Additionally, media bias has arguably shifted over time within the 
U.S. During the first half of the twentieth century, the influence of con-
servative media owners dominated over that of liberal and socialist jour-
nalists.186 In the second half, as ownership grew more concentrated in 
corporate form (but dispersed in terms of individual owners), the influ-
ence of socially-liberal journalists may have reached parity or even over-
whelmed owner bias, at least until the ’80s when the pendulum swung 
back to the Right.187

Ownership influence on the media does not overwhelm other influ-
ences on media content. Even one of the more ideological media own-
ers, the right-wing Rupert Murdoch, for instance, once hired left-wing 
Thomas Frank to write an op-ed column. Furthermore, just as facts do 
not have wings, ideas do not emerge magically from interests (as Frank’s 
What’s the Matter with Kansas famously bemoaned). Walter Lippmann 
opined, “[t]he ordinary doctrine of self-interest usually omits altogether 
the cognitive function. So insistent is it on the fact that human beings 
finally refer all things to themselves, that it does not stop to notice that 
men’s ideas of all things and of themselves are not instinctive. They are 
acquired.”188 In light of this, Jeffrey Friedman asks: “How, after all, would 
the putative corporate manipulators of cultural media figure out the direc-
tion in which they should skew the messages broadcast by their compa-
nies, if not by means of stereotypes about the world that come to them 
from the cultural media to which they themselves have been exposed—
such as the television they have watched or the newspapers they have read 
(or the education they have received)?”189 There is a reflexive, interpene-
trating relationship inherent in ownership bias. Media owners are not the 
first movers, an uncaused cause of ideological bias in the outlets they own; 
their ideology does not spring from their material interests; rather, it too 
is influenced by cultural media of various forms and among other factors.

This is where ecological thinking brings clarity: ownership bias is 
merely one force among many, and whatever ideological bias owners have 
is itself the product of an ecology of information in which it developed. 
(Furthermore, whether and how that ideological bias is exerted on a 
media outlet involves its own complexities: hiring ideologically congenial 
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editors and journalists is relatively simple, but issuing ideological direc-
tives that journalists follow obediently, without provoking attempts at 
subversion, or leaking out to the general public and hurting the out-
let’s credibility, is another matter.) Yet, despite the fact that our ideas 
are acquired rather than instinctive, and the process of acquisition is the 
chaotic, unpredictable result of countless interactions in the ecology of 
information, nonetheless we observe a strong correlation between having 
wealth and holding political and economic ideas serving (or purporting 
to serve) to protect and increase one’s wealth.190 Likewise, there is a cor-
relation between not having wealth and having ideas serving (or purport-
ing to serve) to redistribute wealth to the poor.191

8  exPlAnAtions for mediA biAs: mArket determinAtion

“Power corrupts, but lack of power corrupts absolutely.”
—Adlai E. Stevenson, misquoting Lord Acton

Beyond the partisan claims (and counterclaims) about media bias, a 
different explanation proposes that media bias is best explained by  
economic factors: bias is profitable. Profitability helps explain not only 
political bias, but the bias against good journalism in favor of enter-
tainment-focused news. This is not necessarily a story of greed—which 
implies free choice and will—but market pressures: the capitalist imper-
ative articulated by Marx’s “Accumulate, accumulate! That is Moses and 
the prophets!” Here, a lack of power corrupts; a lack of power in the 
face of market pressures that, if not accommodated, may lead to being 
weeded out of the market.

In James Hamilton’s analysis of television news in the United States, 
he finds systematic bias in content and political ideology matching the 
ideological disposition of audience segments most desired by advertisers: 
women and young people.192 Women are a desirable demographic because 
they make most purchasing decisions for households, and young people 
because they are viewed by advertisers as easier to influence to develop 
brand loyalties. Hence news programs that attract more women and 
young people command higher advertising rates. Although young peo-
ple make up only about one-fifth of regular viewers of network news, they 
constitute nearly half of so-called marginal viewers—people who report 
that they only sometimes watch the news. News programmers often take 
regular viewers for granted and make programming decisions to attract  
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marginal viewers; and since women and young people are more liberal 
than the US average, the news media displays a liberal bias on social issues 
to attract them.

Hamilton’s analysis found that newspapers’ coverage of crime did not 
correspond to crime trends but to audience demographics. Newspapers 
in cities with more elderly people focused less on violent crime, while 
newspapers in cities with more young males provided more salacious 
coverage of violence, regardless of changes in the occurrence of violent 
crime.193 This pattern of audience-driven news coverage applies to sev-
eral other issues, with the media giving more attention to issues favored 
by audiences.194 And since audiences generally disfavor public affairs 
information, the commercial media receives little economic benefit from 
providing it, producing a downward spiral of public ignorance.195 Only 
in local markets with a high demand for hard news does the media gen-
erously provide it; soft news (human interest stories, health tips) is more 
widely prevalent in markets with higher proportions of advertiser-desired 
young women.196 “The market” does not ensure that media companies 
focus on what the population as a whole is interested in; only those res-
idents who are desired by advertisers drive coverage. For instance, the 
incidence of poverty and food assistance in a city is negatively correlated 
with stories about food assistance programs or poverty.197 Newspaper 
readers are unlikely to be poor or using food stamps and those who are 
poor are unattractive targets for advertisers.

The oft-lamented tendency of the news media to focus on negative 
stories is also driven by commercial pressures. Since the 1940s, studies of 
newspapers have found that readers are drawn to negative headlines.198 
This is in line with dozens of findings in experimental social psychology 
that the human mind is more powerfully affected by, and observant of, 
negative than positive phenomena.199

That market forces and commercial concerns determine the con-
tent of the news media is a powerful, structural hypothesis about the 
marketplace. It requires no conscious conspiracy on the part of media 
owners. In the end, however, the market determination hypothesis has 
problems.200 Primary among them is the fact that even if media com-
panies are at the mercy of the market, if some companies are relatively 
better than others at implementing profitmaking strategies then they 
also have the option of “subsidizing” other goals, like promoting their 
owners’ ideology or business interests. Besides, the market determination 
hypothesis is a claim about the long term, but in the short term—years or 
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decades—media companies can engage in ideological pursuits for long 
enough (before they are weeded out through market competition) to 
distort the public sphere, with lasting effects.

9  censorshiP with AmericAn chArActeristics:  
the “ProPAgAndA model”

“During the Cold War, a group of Russian journalists toured the United 
States. On the final day of their visit, they were asked by their hosts for their 
impressions. ‘I have to tell you,’ said their spokesman, ‘that we were astonished 
to find, after reading all the newspapers and watching TV, that all the opin-
ions on all the vital issues were, by and large, the same. To get that result in 
our country, we imprison people, we tear out their fingernails. Here, you don’t 
have that. What’s the secret?’”
—John Pilger, talk at Columbia University, April 4, 2006

Another structural model of media bias similar to the market determi-
nation hypothesis includes commercial pressures but adds several other 
factors influencing the supply of information provided by the media. 
While the market determination model of media bias explains why the 
news media tends toward liberal views on social issues, sensationalism, 
soft news, and a lack of investigative reporting or the provision of signifi-
cant context for current events, the so-called propaganda model attempts 
to explain why the media covers international affairs the way it does.

Many Americans are still reeling from how the U.S. media cov-
ered the run-up to the invasion of Iraq, which was too deferential to 
the Bush administration’s justifications for war and selective provision 
of evidence. This kind of deficient coverage is hardly new. In 1920, 
two of the era’s leading journalists wrote a scathing review of the New 
York Times’ coverage of the Russian Revolution, condemning it for 
an overreliance on official sources, a lack of independent investigation 
and fact-checking, and ideological bias. “[T]he news about Russia is 
a case of seeing not what was, but what men wished to see.”201 The 
propaganda model is an attempt to explain why the media covers for-
eign policy in a manner scarcely distinguishable from outright propa-
ganda, without suggesting the existence of a conspiracy. (A conspiracy 
is highly unlikely to even be possible in a media system like that of the 
United States; the number of people required to execute a conspiracy 
would make its exposure a mathematical near-certainty in a just few 
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years.)202 Instead, like the market determination hypothesis, the prop-
aganda model is purely structural; it explains propaganda-like results as 
emerging from structural features of the media, not any conscious intent 
on the part of journalists or conspiratorial directives from government 
official or media owners.

The propaganda model, as elaborated by Edward Herman and Noam 
Chomsky in the late 1980s, proposes that five structural forces or influ-
ences act as filters on the supply of information provided by the media, 
making some information likelier and other information less likely to 
appear in the news.203 These are the size, ownership, and profit orienta-
tion of the mass media; the influence exerted by advertisers owing to the 
media’s financial dependence on advertising revenue; source bias, or reli-
ance on official sources for information; “flak,” or organized pressure on 
the media through boycott, criticism, lawsuits, and other means to influ-
ence coverage; and the ideology of journalists and media owners (originally 
described as anticommunism in the ’80s and today could be described as 
neoliberalism or adherence to the “war on terror” framework).204 A sixth 
filter has since been proposed: occasional government influence over news 
content, by selectively providing misinformation to individual journalists 
(infamously, Judith Miller of the New York Times).205

Cumulatively, these filters tend to result in journalism with striking 
similarities to that of the Soviet Union. Many Soviet journalists felt that 
they were independent of state censorship because they never experi-
enced it, but this resulted from their ideological affinity with the Soviet 
government.206 Ironically, many Soviets argued that journalists in the 
U.S. were more constrained, due to the pressure of business interests on 
the press.207 The Polish journalist Ryszard Kapuściński, who experienced 
his country’s news media under communism and capitalism, argued 
there has been little improvement, only different mechanisms by which 
the common citizen is misinformed.208

The filters proposed by the propaganda model influence the  
ecology of information provided by the media without manipulation 
of journalists. This is an important feature not only of the propaganda 
model but of other non-conspiratorial explanations for media bias. Over 
a century ago, Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels argued that the wealthy 
control not only factories, but the means of producing ideas; they “rule 
also as thinkers, as producers of ideas, and regulate the production and 
distribution of ideas of their age: thus their ideas are the ruling ideas of 
the epoch.”209 Or as Ralph Miliband wrote of journalists in 1969:
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[T]hey mostly “say what they like”; but this is mainly because their 
employers mostly like what they say, or at least find little in what they 
say which is objectionable. These “cultural workmen” are unlikely to be 
greatly troubled by the limitations and constriction imposed upon the 
mass media by the prevailing economic and political system, because their  
ideological and political makeup does not normally bring them up against 
these limitations. The leash they wear is sufficiently long to allow them as 
much freedom of movement as they themselves wish to have….210

More recently, a former producer at CBS explained that “everyone plays 
by the rules of the game if they want to stay in the game.”211 Pressures 
influencing journalists are built into the rules, as when overly criti-
cal journalists lose access to top sources in government.212 Structural 
explanations of media bias like the propaganda model seek to provide 
a picture of the ecology of information in the media; they describe the 
structural factors explaining why some perspectives, ideas, memes, or 
information are more likely to appear than others. These structural expla-
nations describe influences or filters operating on the media, not deter-
minants as would be found in totalitarian societies.213 The filters of the 
propaganda model are hardly omnipotent, and information often does 
evade or flow past them despite their being in effect,214 like a net catch-
ing large fish but allowing minnows through.

Because they do not rely on conspiring agents, structural explana-
tions such as the propaganda model can be criticized as “conspiratorial” 
only through misreading. Nevertheless, such sloppy criticism has been 
made.215 Other critiques are merely weak216 or argue that the propa-
ganda model restates what other media researchers have pointed out 
before.217 Besides inaccurate or underwhelming criticisms, the propa-
ganda model has been largely ignored—even by researchers proposing 
similar structural models of media bias.218

However, cogent criticisms of the propaganda model have been 
made, focusing on its questionable applicability outside of the U.S. and 
the extent to which it downplays counteracting forces.219 For instance, 
while there have been no empirical falsifications of the propaganda mod-
el’s hypotheses since its introduction, this is only to be expected in the 
narrow political culture and uncompetitive media market of the United 
States.220 Countries with a broader spectrum of political ideology and 
with a stronger public media are less likely to be accurately described by 
the propaganda model. As to whether the propaganda model downplays 
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counteracting forces like journalists’ autonomy, Herman and Chomsky 
wrote that “dissent and inconvenient information are kept within bounds 
and at the margins, so that while their presence shows that the system 
is not monolithic, they are not large enough to interfere unduly with 
the domination of the official agenda.”221 Whether their assessment is 
overly pessimistic is a matter for debate, and more importantly, empirical 
research.

So far, dozens of studies in Europe and North America (and one in 
Australia) have reinforced, refined, and extended the propaganda model 
of the media.222 Other empirical investigations, while not explicitly using 
the propaganda model framework, have arrived at comparable conclu-
sions.223 As Edward Herman concluded his retrospective of the propa-
ganda model a decade after its introduction: “[w]e are still waiting for 
our critics to provide a better model.”224

10  the ecology of informAtion in the mediA:  
key influences

The market determination hypothesis of media bias may be incomplete, 
and the propaganda model may be given to an overly deterministic read-
ing, but together they provide a solid foundation for understanding the 
ecology of information in the news media. The commercial pressure to 
sell audiences to advertisers at the highest possible rate, incorporated 
with the five (or six) filters of the propaganda model, powerfully explain 
what makes some information, facts, memes, or perspectives more likely 
to appear in the news.

Perhaps the most direct influence on journalists is the code of jour-
nalistic professionalism: the expectation that journalists should strive for 
objectivity and balance and avoid promoting their own political opinions 
or preferences. In practice, this form of professionalism leads to several 
negative outcomes. A strength of the partisan journalism of the nine-
teenth century was that it provided context for current events by framing 
them within a larger political ideology; modern professional journal-
ism, however, tends to avoid context to evade ideological influence.225 
Journalists focus on providing a balance of views from official sources, 
making the news seem like little more than a concentrated stream of facts 
and official statements, often about personalized conflicts between pol-
iticians. This fragments the social world into disconnected and decon-
textualized events, ignoring social divisions in the attempt to attract an 
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artificially unified, as-large-as-possible audience.226 To the extent that 
they internalize the code of professionalism, journalists put on uniquely 
pernicious ideological blinders, of the invisible, “nonideological” vari-
ety. “An aversion to abstractions and philosophical issues may leave 
only unquestioned assumptions that are experienced as instinct. Many 
journalists who fancy themselves tough-minded pragmatists are instead 
captives of conventional wisdom, carriers of intellectual currents whose 
validity is taken for granted.”227

The problems with contemporary journalistic professionalism are 
linked to the broader problem of source bias.228 Not only is reliance on 
official sources (government and business spokespeople) part of the code 
of journalistic professionalism, but it is also half of a symbiosis between 
journalists and politicians: both need each other for professional survival 
and success.229 This produces strong pressures on politicians to focus 
their efforts on issues the media will want to cover, and strong pressures 
on journalists to develop friendly relationships with politicians to gain 
access to fresh information. (This quid pro quo between journalists and 
their sources is also evident in business journalism, with company insiders 
trading private information in exchange for positive media coverage.)230

Source bias favors government officials in several ways.231 The number 
of journalists and other media resources devoted to covering the gov-
ernment vastly exceeds that of any other sector. The amount and type of 
coverage of government officials is also exceptional: they receive more 
airtime and get to communicate their messages via pre-planned speeches, 
interviews, and press conferences. The way the media covers the govern-
ment and its reliance on official sources leaves it open to manipulation 
by political operatives, who can create “newsworthy” events and manu-
facture conflicts—worst, they can cynically leverage journalistic norms of 
objectivity and balance to ensure that the media disseminates the most 
baseless of allegations and distortions.232 Critics of the government rarely 
get such desirable media access, let alone the same media attention.233

Source bias does not exclusively favor government; rather, it operates 
to give an advantage in media access to any powerful social group 
whether in government or business, while further marginalizing groups 
without political or financial power. Those groups with power are more 
newsworthy by virtue of their greater influence and capacity to influ-
ence decision-making in other organizations; they have higher credibility 
stemming from their greater authority; they possess more information of 
value to journalists; they can better control information flows emerging 
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from their organizations; they have more material and other resources; 
and they enjoy greater bargaining power with journalists.234 Powerfully 
illustrating this analysis, a study of U.S. network news in 2001 by 
German research firm Media Tenor found that political and business 
elites were the predominant sources used.235 75% were Republicans, 25% 
were Democrats, and a mere 1% were Independents or members of other 
political parties; women made up only 15% of sources, and Whites made 
up 92% of the total; business representatives were over 35 times more 
prevalent as sources than representatives of labor unions. And as media 
companies cut ever more jobs for journalists, those who remain are less 
able to engage in investigative journalism, and more dependent on pow-
erful sources in government and business.236

Perhaps nowhere else is source bias more dangerous than in coverage 
of international conflict. Here, the media’s reliance on official sources 
tends toward a faithful adherence to the government’s narrative. The 
U.S. media played this role during the majority of the Vietnam War, after 
the Truman and Eisenhower administrations had strengthened the gov-
ernment’s ability to control information.237 More recently, the media 
acted as a de facto propaganda arm of the government in the buildup to 
the invasion of Iraq, uncritically communicating hundreds of misleading 
or untruthful assertions by members of the Bush administration.238 In 
times of sudden war or violent conflict, the media’s dependence on official 
sources can be particularly damaging, as journalists are especially likely to 
retransmit the narrative provided by government officials without time to 
critically investigate.239

Source bias forms one of the propaganda model’s filters, and one of 
its manifestations has been studied under the name of “indexing.”240 
This occurs when journalists “index” the range of views expressed 
within government debate about an issue, instead of the range of views 
expressed among the population. Indexing tends to fill the public sphere 
with only the range of views expressed in public government debate, 
effectively silencing positions and perspectives that are not publicly  
propounded by officials. The indexing hypothesis was powerfully con-
firmed in a study of four years of New York Times’ coverage of funding 
for the Nicaraguan contras: the ratio of opposition to support in the 
paper’s editorial pages closely followed changes in the ratio of opposi-
tion to support in Congress.241 A later test of the indexing hypothesis 
in a different foreign policy scenario found that the President rather 
than Congress controlled the terms of debate in the Times, and a lack  
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of opposition in Congress forced the paper to index foreign elites to pro-
vide some weak balance.242 The same pattern of indexing foreign elites 
when Congressional opposition is lacking was found in the run-up to the 
invasion of Iraq.243

Since the end of the Cold War, evidence suggests that the nature of 
indexing (and of the propaganda model’s ideology filter) has changed. 
Instead of indexing only the range of debate in Congress, the media 
may be likelier to index a wider range of elite sources. A study compar-
ing media coverage of conflicts with communist versus non-commu-
nist countries found significantly greater reliance on the range of debate 
in Congress when communism was involved.244 Another study of media 
coverage of the early “war on terror” found that the media was again 
indexing foreign elites since opposition in Congress was lacking—
however, these foreign voices of opposition tended to be marginalized 
in coverage.245 While some argue that the commercial media is becom-
ing more independent of government influence,246 a study of newspaper 
coverage of the Abu Ghraib torture scandal found that the mainstream 
press closely followed the traditional pattern of indexing, providing 
attention only to the views of government elites even in the absence  
of meaningful debate; only the alternative press provided serious coverage 
of dissenting voices.247

Another key facet of the media’s ecology of information arises from 
social psychology. “Pack journalism,” a phenomenon wherein a large 
number of journalists cluster around a news site, copy and share infor-
mation, and fail to confirm data using independent sources, has been 
proposed as a form of groupthink.248 Social groups help reduce individ-
ual uncertainty by allowing for the creation of a consensus, which makes 
one’s (shared) beliefs and opinions seem reliable.249 In the context of 
journalism, social pressure produces a snowball effect: an emerging con-
sensus among journalists becomes harder and harder to challenge, not 
only because it is more psychologically satisfying to go with the group, 
but copying the consensus is easier and cheaper, and challenging it may 
negatively impact a journalist’s reputation.250 (The internet likely adds 
speed and strength to this snowball effect.) In a survey of journalists in 
five Western countries, a majority in each said that wire services, other 
journalists in their own newsrooms, and journalists at leading national 
media outlets were important sources of guidance in making their news 
decisions.251 (Editors too can be subject to similar social-psychological 
pressures.)252 As one respected journalist explains,
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[W]hen you hang around with other journalists, be it in Washington, 
D.C., or Shanghai, China, you all recirculate the same information. After 
a while that body of information becomes the common wisdom, which 
clouds your ability to process what you are seeing for yourself. Worse, 
when everyone is writing the same thing, a laziness sets in, and there’s a 
tendency to accept what has been written as fact.253

This phenomenon was in effect during 2002, when journalists uniformly 
reported that weapons inspectors had been thrown out of Iraq in 1998 by 
Saddam’s regime; whereas four years earlier, journalists had consistently 
reported instead that the inspectors had been withdrawn in anticipation 
of a US bombing offensive.254

Social pressures toward conformity among journalists are strength-
ened by their demographic similarities.255 Scattered studies of demo-
graphic characteristics of journalists in Africa, Europe, and North 
America reveal that journalists are disproportionately male and come 
from middle-class families. Journalism is a demanding profession with 
irregular and long working hours; what little leisure time journalists 
have is often spent with other journalists. This further restricts journal-
ists’ exposure to the experiences of members of other social groups and 
strengthens the in-group bond shared by journalists.

Journalists can also be influenced by social pressure emanating  
from the groups they are covering. For instance, financial journalists 
have widely adopted the pro-market ideology of the financial market par-
ticipants they cover,256 and the business media has largely adopted the 
perspectives of central bank elites.257 The existence of such influence on 
those whose job it is to critically monitor the economy has kept the pub-
lic uninformed about, and unprepared for, developing economic crises. 
Doubtless reporters embedded with military units are also influenced 
by social pressures to adopt the views of the soldiers they live and work 
with, and who protect them.258

The core of the economic determination hypothesis is that the pres-
sure for profits influences how the media covers issues; this is a “retail” 
influence. The propaganda model, however, points toward a wholesale 
influence emanating from media owners themselves, and the need to 
avoid displeasing companies that pay for advertisements. Both influences 
bring to the fore the fundamental conflict between the requirements of 
democracy and the demands of capitalism: the news media is forced to 
choose between coverage that attracts audiences and pleases advertisers 
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while contributing little to good citizenship, and coverage that serves  
the public good but draws a smaller audience and displeases advertis-
ers.259 As one newspaper editor noted in the 1940s, the framers of the 
constitution could not foresee that the press would become so reliant on 
advertising, hence more dependent on “commercial interests than upon 
the people.”260 As a result, the United States and other liberal democra-
cies have developed checks and balances to ensure that the government 
cannot unduly influence or control the media, but no measures to pro-
tect the media from private influence and control.261

Ownership of media outlets confers side benefits of power and influ-
ence not granted by owning companies in other industries, which is 
likely why private control of media firms is highly concentrated, and 
dispersed ownership is rarer in the news media than other businesses.  
In one study of 97 countries, only 4% of media enterprises were found 
to be widely held, a result the economist authors found “extreme” and 
indicative that “both the governments and the controlling private share-
holders get the same benefit from controlling media outlets: the ability 
to influence public opinion and the political process.”262

Dependence on ad revenue and the need to avoid displeasing 
advertisers also leaves a number of noticeable effects on media cov-
erage.263 News reports and editorials will tend to treat the products 
and business interests of advertisers with kid gloves, and media for-
mats will be designed to create a “buying mood” among viewers and 
readers. (That is, providing “content the advertiser believes will leave 
[the] audience emotionally and intellectually most vulnerable to com-
mercial messages.”)264 Moreover, partisanship (in nonpartisan outlets) 
and controversial topics will be avoided to maximize the audience 
by, for example, not offending advertisers’ potential customers and 
avoiding boycotts.265 Together, the result is a form of legal corrup-
tion: while a political representative or a judge would go to jail for 
taking money in exchange for influence, every day media companies 
receive advertising money from businesses looking to exert influence 
over the public sphere.266 And while Panglossian economists engage 
in rhetorical and mathematical gymnastics to argue that the advertis-
ing model produces the best of all possible worlds, where consumers,’ 
media companies,’ and advertisers’ interests meet in a happy equilib-
rium, their argument relies on patently unrealistic assumptions about 
information.267
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Businesses are also a primary source of “flak,” another of the propa-
ganda model’s filters, in the form of criticism, threatening lawsuits and 
boycotts, and other pressure tactics. For instance, the threat of a tobacco 
company lawsuit convinced CBS to kill a 60 Minutes story on corpo-
rate malfeasance in the industry.268 A former CEO of CNN stated in an 
interview that after the station presented reports of the killing of Afghan 
civilians during the US invasion, “big people in corporations were calling 
up and saying, ‘You’re being anti-American here.’”269 This influenced 
him to instruct CNN journalists to reduce its coverage of civilian casual-
ties. Additionally, the conglomerate structure of many media companies 
increases their vulnerability to flak from other companies. For example, 
book publishing subsidiaries of Reader’s Digest and Time canceled pub-
lication of books critical of the advertising industry and Dupont, respec-
tively, after their parent companies were threatened with advertising 
boycotts.270

The problem of business influence over the news media is possibly at 
its most dangerous in the realm of foreign policy. In an empirical analysis 
comparing the sources of influence on U.S. government officials’ foreign 
policy decisions, business leaders were found to exert the greatest con-
trol, while public opinion produced no statistically measurable effect.271  
Part of the reason for this finding may be that media effects on public 
opinion are greatest for issues like foreign policy; so it is plausible that 
business influence over media content may be exerted to ensure that 
public opinion on international affairs is never sufficiently informed 
and aroused to jeopardize business leaders’ control over foreign policy. 
This influence need not be direct; advertiser pressure to create a “buy-
ing mood” and avoid controversy may produce the same effect without 
intentional control.272

There is significant evidence that the U.S. government has been 
directly influencing news content. During the Cold War, the list of US 
media outlets that cooperated with the CIA reads like nothing less than 
a description of the core of the U.S. media system: CBS, ABC, NBC, 
Time, Newsweek, the New York Times, the Associated Press, United 
Press International, Reuters, Hearst Newspapers, Scripps-Howard, 
and others.273 The details of such cooperation have remained largely 
undisclosed; but as a leading intelligence analyst put it, “one fact was  
incontrovertible: the CIA-media relationship had evolved by the late 
1950s into a complicated matrix of people, activities and bonds of associ-
ation.”274 For instance, in the 1950s CBS founder William Paley allowed 
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the CIA to screen newsreels, eavesdrop on conversations between  
journalists, and permitted CIA agents to operate as CBS correspond-
ents.275 A 1976 Senate investigation into the CIA revealed the outlines 
of these extensive ties with the media (and academia, though the CIA 
refused to reveal details about these relationships during the investiga-
tion).276 One key disclosure was the CIA’s planting of anti-Allende 
propaganda in Chile, some of which later resurfaced as objective fact in 
the New York Times and the Washington Post.277 Another aspect of the 
relationship was the high level at which the CIA exercised influence; as 
one former CIA official testified, “[y]ou don’t need to manipulate Time 
magazine, for example, because there are Agency people at the manage-
ment level.”278 Similar means of influencing the media have been used 
by intelligence agencies in Germany and Israel.279

Although the CIA promised to scale back their media operations 
under pressure from the Senate investigation, they have continued 
in some (undisclosed) fashion. Today, there is a high likelihood that 
intelligence agencies continue to work closely with the media, particu-
larly since the U.S. military and political establishment has developed 
an approach toward information as a form of weaponry. The Pentagon 
considers information to be one domain, along with land, air, sea, and 
space, in which the US should exercise “full spectrum dominance.”280 
Part of the military’s strategy is the practice of selectively provid-
ing information to media outlets and embedding reporters in military 
units.281 Embedded journalists have been shown to produce reports 
more favorable to the military, focusing on specific events to the exclu-
sion of broad themes.282 The U.S. and British military have programs 
to intervene on internet forums and social media to influence online 
debate.283 The military has also taken to public relations as part of its 
“information operations” strategy, recently spending nearly $5 billion 
on PR in one year.284 This adds a more overt filter to the propaganda 
model: instead of passive filters straining out pieces of information, this 
suggests the active insertion of information favorable to the government 
into the media ecology.

11  conclusion

“Our wretched species is so made that those who walk on the well-trodden path 
always throw stones at those who are opening a new road. … Compose some 
odes in praise of My Lord Superbus Fadus, some madrigals for his mistress; 
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dedicate a book on geography to his doorkeeper, and you will be well received; 
enlighten mankind, and you will be exterminated.”
—Voltaire, Philosophical Dictionary, “Men of Letters”

The early United States was the envy of the enlightened world for its 
democratic government and media system. Over time, its news media has 
lost ground; as technology developed and political and economic ideol-
ogies evolved, the U.S. media has become too reliant on business and 
government. The marketplace of ideas it offers is one in which providers 
of ideas supporting the status quo enjoy a near monopoly, crowding out 
those offering critical perspectives.

Edwin Baker’s warning deserves heeding:

I share the sense of many keen observers in this country and around the 
world that American democracy is in trouble. America’s strikingly inegali-
tarian domestic policy is surely unjust; policy choices systematically favor-
ing private consumptive over public use of resources are incredibly unwise; 
and much of our foreign policy is not only immoral and illegal but entirely 
counterproductive from the perspective of any rational conception of 
domestic self-interest. Whether these policies reflect, as the democratic faith 
demands, views dominant within the public sphere is unclear. However, if 
that public sphere is itself uninformed or misinformed, if it is not robust in 
its debate of values and policies, any democratic faith is short-changed.285

The news media is the primary force shaping the ecology of infor-
mation in modern societies. As it stands in the United States, the ideas, 
memes, and perspectives favored are those that benefit or are attractive 
to groups with power in society. Demographic groups with more dis-
posable income tend to influence the supply of information because the 
media caters to their desires and prejudices to increase ad revenue. Large 
businesses pressure the media to offer a supply of information favora-
ble to their interests, making information about corporate malfeasance 
or unsustainable economic trends less available in the public sphere. The 
government controls the supply of publicly available information about 
its own workings by controlling the media’s access, unduly influencing 
the public’s judgment about its policies and their alternatives.

The cumulative result of these political-economic pressures on the 
ecology of information in society is to keep the public sphere tethered 
to the status quo. Anyone seeking to change that status quo—geniuses 
or crackpots, prophets or charlatans—are without an effective voice.  
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In this ecology of information, ideas pushing in the direction of social 
evolution rather than stasis find poor soil and an inhospitable climate. 
This is a worrying state for an evolutionary system.
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“The free press is the ubiquitous vigilant eye of a people’s soul, the embodiment 
of a people’s faith in itself, the eloquent link that connects the individual with 
the state and the world, the embodied culture that transforms material strug-
gles into intellectual struggles and idealises their crude material form. It is 
a people’s frank confession to itself, and the redeeming power of confession is 
well known. It is the spiritual mirror in which a people can see itself, and self- 
examination is the first condition of wisdom.”
—Karl Marx, “On Freedom of the Press”

In the century and a half since one of the world’s best-known journal-
ists wrote these words, the media has become ever more an indispensi-
ble “link that connects the individual with the state and the world.” The 
Prince of Machiavelli’s day has been replaced by the Electronic Prince, 
enjoying a hegemonic role in modern societies. As Pedro Gilberto 
Gomes observes, “it is increasingly the case that for something to be rec-
ognized as real, it must first be mediatized.”1

The central position of the media in modern politics makes it a polit-
ical issue of foremost importance. The media is the “locus of societal 
understanding,”2 it is the infrastructure of the public sphere. A malfunc-
tioning media guarantees a malfunctioning public sphere, makes democ-
racy impossible, and vitiates the promise of self-government. Venício de 
Lima writes:

CHAPTER 7

Comparing Media Systems:  
What a Difference Supply Makes
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Without the right to a public voice – the right to speak and be heard – 
the free citizen does not exist. Without a democratic public opinion, the 
principle of popular sovereignty cannot be established. … The failure to 
constitute a democratic public opinion is a central impasse today, because 
it structurally affects the formation of democratic legitimacy in all areas 
requiring decisive historical changes.3

This perspective hardly differs from that of Thomas Jefferson, who rec-
ognized that since a democracy is guided by the will of the people, that 
will must be enlightened—not manipulated, manufactured, or unduly 
influenced by one voice or chorus that drowns out all others.4

For democracies, the question is only how to provide the free and 
open public sphere democracy requires. Whether these ends are best 
achieved by the media’s absolute freedom from government, or from 
government regulation of the media, is beside the point. Yet we cannot 
rule out that innate cognitive limitations prevent any type of media sys-
tem from producing an informed citizenry. Our flawed psychology may 
make such a standard unrealistic. To address this possibility, we must 
examine the variety of media systems that exist today and their effects.

1  whAt democrAcy needs from its mediA

“I know no safe depositary of the ultimate powers of the society but the people 
themselves; and if we think them not enlightened enough to exercise their con-
trol with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not to take it from them, but 
to inform their discretion by education. This is the true corrective of abuses of 
constitutional power.”
—Thomas Jefferson writing to William C. Jarvis, 1820

Nearly a century ago, Walter Lippmann wrote:

The world about which each man is supposed to have opinions has become 
so complicated as to defy his powers of understanding. … What men who 
make the study of politics a vocation cannot do, the man who has an hour 
a day for newspapers and talk cannot possibly hope to do. He must seize 
catchwords and headlines or nothing.5

Today, the world has become more complicated, and in addition to 
newspapers, we have television and the internet to take up our free time 
and defy our powers of understanding. This being the case, what are we 
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to make of the “informed citizen” as a requirement of democracy? Just 
how much information would one need to be “informed”—and can we 
realistically expect a media system to provide it?

Some media scholars suggest that democracy can exist even with a 
largely uninformed citizenry and a media that does not provide ample 
politically relevant information or a broad range of debate. John Zaller 
has argued for a “burglar alarm” standard for the media: Instead of 
attempting to provide a steady stream of information about every polit-
ically relevant topic, journalists should preferentially cover issues that 
require urgent attention.6 Likewise, Doris Graber has argued for a 
“monitorial citizen” standard, in which citizens do not need to be fully 
informed, but only to survey the political scene with enough attention 
to detect major threats.7 In doing so, “monitorial citizens” paying atten-
tion to “burglar alarms,” but remaining largely ignorant about the polit-
ical realm, can still fulfill the duties of democratic citizenship by using 
heuristics, or rules of thumb, to make voting decisions.8 From this per-
spective, even a low-information media diet can sustain a healthy democ-
racy. Citizens merely need to pay attention when the media raises the 
alarm about serious threats; during normal times, citizens can simply 
pick up information here and there to decide their votes. (For instance, 
hearing that a candidate is “pro-business” is not much information, but 
even without reading the candidate’s political platform, with this mini-
mal information one might accurately surmise that the candidate wants 
to lower taxes, weaken unions, and reduce regulation.) Even if the media 
does not provide a wide range of informed opinions, this is not a seri-
ous problem: after all, only those within the political mainstream have 
a chance of enacting their ideas into law, hence, these are the ideas that 
citizens most need to know. Given that our brains have limited informa-
tion-processing capabilities, might this reduced standard suffice?

Critics have noted that this is a very U.S.-centered perspective (mak-
ing it seem like apologetics for the unusual and historically high levels of 
ignorance in the United States compared to Western Europe), and that 
information matters tremendously for political decision-making, such that 
even the cleverest of heuristics cannot serve as a substitute.9 Moreover, 
the “burglar alarm” or “monitorial citizen” standard is set up in oppo-
sition to a straw man: no one argues that citizens become the human 
equivalent of Google, responding to political queries with nearly all infor-
mation in existence. Furthermore, the U.S. media already operates in bur-
glar alarm mode, blaring away not only at serious threats in the political  
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environment, but also to attract attention to sensationalistic stories about 
disasters, lurid reports on crime, and whatever else maximizes advertising 
revenue. The media is not putting people to sleep with an overabundance 
of information, but acting like the boy who cried wolf and losing the trust 
of audiences. Instead of the “burglar alarm” or “monitorial citizen” stand-
ard, the media should try to approximate the “full news” ideal, covering all 
events and decisions that may affect quality of life.10

A great deal of research demonstrates that heuristics cannot play the 
same political role as knowledge. When asked to describe what major 
political parties stand for, only knowledge of hard news correlates 
strongly with being able to correctly identify party positions. Knowledge 
of soft news is negatively associated.11 This poses serious problems when 
voting: for instance, U.S. conservatives with low levels of political knowl-
edge believe that the Republican Party supports government regulation 
of the economy as much as the Democratic Party.12 This inaccuracy 
alone can frustrate their ability to cast an informed vote. A statistical 
analysis of political opinions and knowledge found that opinions are 
strongly dependent on information—to the extent that if all citizens 
were equally well informed about politics, one of every five policy issues 
would likely have a different collective preference.13

Naturally, one’s opinion on political issues involves many factors, 
including education, class, personal, and family history. Although levels 
of education are a primary factor in how much political information peo-
ple pick up from their media environment, TV news helps reduce knowl-
edge gaps between those with high and low levels of education.14 The 
policy-specific information the media provides is particularly important, 
as a series of experiments demonstrated: even (and especially) among 
those with high levels of general political knowledge, exposure to poli-
cy-specific information produces a significant influence on judgments.15 
Another experimental study found that the effects of education and 
political sophistication are greatly reduced, if not eliminated, by expo-
sure to specific, diagnostic policy information.16 Other factors like class 
and personal history can also be overwhelmed by a lack of information, 
as another study found: as a group, the highly informed held a variety 
of different opinions consonant with their backgrounds, while the unin-
formed showed little difference in opinion despite a variety of differences 
in background.17 In other words, without information about a policy, we 
are unable to turn our predispositions into dispositions or recognize our 
interests.
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An economic analysis of over 100 countries found that government 
performance and corruption were powerfully influenced by the pres-
ence of free and regular elections, and how well-informed the citizenry 
is. The study’s authors explained that “the presence of a well-informed  
electorate in a democratic setting explains between one-half and two-
thirds of the variance in the levels of governmental performance and 
corruption”—a greater effect than even a country’s relative economic 
development.18 A subsequent study found that this effect occurs over 
several election cycles: a well-informed citizenry learns which policies are 
in their favor and which politicians are corrupt, and votes accordingly, 
improving government in the long run.19

Political information is particularly essential regarding foreign pol-
icy, where one’s education is unlikely to provide relevant guidance.20 
An experiment on support for foreign military intervention came to this 
conclusion, with those exposed to specific information on the interven-
tion expressing less support than the uninformed.21 Furthermore, the 
experiment’s participants who had received relevant information demon-
strated more stable opinions about the intervention over time, while still 
adjusting their opinions as reports about the conflict trickled in.

We cannot expect any media system to produce omniscient citi-
zens. Nonetheless, we know that a country’s population can be better 
informed than the U.S. population. Therefore, Graber is correct that one 
should not view “the media through the rose-colored glasses of an ideal 
but quite impossible world,”22 and expect more than human cognitive 
limitations permit. But given the closer-to-ideal, contemporary European 
experience of a less commercialized, more regulated media system lead-
ing to a better-informed citizenry—no rose-colored glasses are needed. 
Perhaps we, as Graber observes, should not “ignore the fact that most 
U.S. media are commercial enterprises that must be concerned with 
attracting the kinds of clienteles and advertisers that allow them to make 
substantial profits.”23

2  commerciAlism And its discontents

“The proposal of any new law or regulation which comes from [businessmen], 
ought always to be listened to with great precaution, and ought never to be 
adopted till after having been long and carefully examined, not only with 
the most scrupulous, but with the most suspicious attention. It comes from an 
order of men, whose interest is never exactly the same with that of the public, 
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who have generally an interest to deceive and even to oppress the public, and 
who accordingly have, upon many occasions, both deceived and oppressed it.”
—Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Cause of the Wealth of 
Nations

If commercialism tends to push media systems farther from the dem-
ocratic ideal, this problem is hardly limited to the United States. 
Policymakers in the U.S. and U.K. have demonstrated a primary concern 
with the business interests of media companies, the result of successful 
lobbying and a textbook case of regulatory capture.24 In Europe gener-
ally, commercial interests have had more of a challenge, as European gov-
ernments’ initial media policies were to implement public service rather 
than commercial systems. However, over the past decades Europe’s 
media systems have been largely opened to commercial TV, and where 
once countries had only a few public service channels, today there are 
nearly 9000. Just as Markus Prior demonstrated within the U.S., Europe 
is starting to evince the same “mo’ media, mo’ problems” phenomena: 
fewer viewers catching newscasts inadvertently, tuning into one of the 
more prevalent entertainment options and thereby producing greater 
gaps in political knowledge.25 Simultaneously, commercialization and the 
reduction of subsidies in the European newspaper system are threatening 
papers that serve segments of society other than business or attract any-
thing besides the broadest audience with a bland, uncontroversial style.26 
Unfortunately, this trend is global.27

To some, this is unobjectionable or even praiseworthy.28 The news 
media is an institution comprising professionals who cannot work with-
out a salary; funding for the media must come from somewhere, and 
where better than the advertising market? Funding from the government 
could come with strings attached, jeopardizing the objectivity and neu-
trality of the news. The threat of government censorship would increase 
alongside financial reliance on government funding. Commercial fund-
ing, on the other hand, comes from hundreds and thousands of dis-
persed businesses, which would need seemingly improbable coordination 
to exert a similar censoring pressure.

Nevertheless, commercial funding brings its own dangers. When the 
First Amendment was written, printing presses were relatively cheap and 
the number of active, literate citizens was roughly the same as the num-
ber of citizens who could afford to engage in publication.29 Since there 
were no mass-circulation newspapers dominating the market, anyone’s 
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pamphlet or news-sheet could compete. (Even personal—not yet  
“private”—letters could be freely quoted in colonial-era newspapers.)30 
Today, however, costs of entering the contemporary newspaper market 
are out of reach for the overwhelming majority of active, literate citizens. 
Broadcast television and radio are by their technological nature con-
strained by the scarcity of the electromagnetic spectrum—so even if cost 
were no object, spectrum scarcity would limit entrants. While spectrum 
scarcity does not apply to satellite, cable, or internet television, the cost 
of entry in these markets is even greater than newspapers. Whether scar-
city is caused by technological or financial limitations, the results are the 
same.31 The U.S. Supreme Court has held (regarding technological scar-
city) that barriers to entering media markets can produce a situation of 
“unlimited private censorship,” as the few who do own media companies 
can transmit only views they agree with, effectively censoring others.32

Unlimited private censorship has emerged as a structural feature of the 
modern media. As Stanley Ingber explains:

No one today seriously would argue that picketing and leafleting are as 
effective communication devices as newspapers and broadcasting. Access 
to the mass media is crucial to anyone wishing to disseminate his views 
widely. Nevertheless, monopolistic practices, economies of scale, and an 
unequal distribution of resources have made it difficult for new ventures 
to enter the business of mass communications. Restriction of entry to the 
economically advantaged quells voices today that might have been heard 
in the time of the town meeting and the pamphleteer. The media conse-
quently carry great power to suggest and shape articulated thought. Media 
owners and managers, rather than the individuals wishing to speak, thus 
determine which persons, facts, and ideas shall reach the public.33

The advertising alternative to government funding, with its danger of 
government censorship, is not absolute independence, but an alternate 
form of dependence.34 Dependence on advertising increases the danger 
of private censorship, at the least muting or diluting critical reporting on 
business. Ironically, since large media companies depend on good rela-
tions with governments to receive favorable regulation, private control of 
the media can produce the same effects as government censorship. This 
interpenetration of private and government power prompted one legal 
scholar to argue:
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Analogies to the military-industrial complex can now be found in our 
media industry. Large media interests control profitability though their 
unique political and social influence, just as armament companies have 
been able to control profitability through their ties to the military. Indeed, 
the phenomenon might be called a media-political complex.… Due to 
powerful gatekeeping ability and dazzling agenda-setting power, media 
conglomerates have an enormous potential to shape political decision in 
their favor, often without public awareness.35

While some libertarians might be relieved to find the insignia of a pri-
vate security firm rather than a national flag on the uniform of the 
jack-booted thugs who break down their door, most of us feel differ-
ently. Likewise with media censorship: what does it matter if the censor 
is a government employee applying a propaganda strategy or a private 
employee carrying out a business plan? As the constitutional and com-
munications law professor Jerome Barron notes:

If freedom of expression cannot be secured because entry into the commu-
nication media is not free but is confined as a matter of discretion by a few 
private hands, the sense of the justice of existing institutions, which free-
dom of expression is designed to assure, vanishes from some section of our 
population as surely as if access to the media were restricted by the govern-
ment. …The constitutional admonition against abridgment of speech and 
press is at present not applied to the very interests which have real power 
to effect such abridgment.36

Although Americans take great pride in the First Amendment, it was 
written to provide a free press in a radically different media environment. 
Doris Graber notes that today, the “media are not structured to perform 
the functions that America’s founders expected of them.”37 Nonetheless, 
belief in a free press persists; it is useful and necessary for politicians, pro-
vides credibility and status for journalists, and is psychologically comfort-
ing for citizens.38 Jan Oberg’s suggestion rings true: “Perhaps we must 
begin to question the concept of a free media, if the main freedoms the 
most influential media choose to practice are the freedom to not inves-
tigate and not to question the war system of their own society, the free-
dom to be as biased as they please, and the freedom not to investigate 
what is not officially stated.”39

Variations of the problem of commercial pressures vitiating free-
dom of the press and freedom of expression exist in all countries with 
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commercialized media systems. The fundamental cause is explained by 
the Brazilian jurist Fábio Konder Comparato:

It never hurts to reiterate that the public is in opposition to the private 
[viz., that which is owned]. The public is what pertains to all. The pri-
vate is what pertains exclusively to one or some. The community or soci-
ety is the exact opposite of private property. In this sense, one could say 
that freedom of expression, as a fundamental right, cannot possibly be the 
object of anyone’s property ownership, because it is an essential attrib-
ute of the human person, a right common to all. Now, if the freedom of 
expression is currently exercised through the necessary mediation of the 
mass media [the means of communicating with the masses], then these 
cannot, logically speaking, be the object of corporate ownership in the pri-
vate interest.40

Without the ability to be one of the few voices talking, or at least 
influencing what they say, we are practically deprived of our right to 
speak to society. If anyone proposed that we allocate speech rights 
through a pricing system, whereby only those who command the high-
est price for their speech are awarded the right to speak, we would con-
sider this undemocratic. Yet this is the status quo in commercialized 
media systems—except worse, because its actual participants, advertisers, 
determine the pricing market for speech rather than the audience.41 As 
Clifford Christians and Kaarle Nordenstreng conclude:

Under such conditions we cannot speak of the will of the people; this is 
merely a reflection, an echo of the message originated by a small group 
of privileged individuals who exercise control over the channels of power, 
influence and communication. When this is the case, the so-called free 
market economy, which calls itself a society of free choice, is not entitled to 
look down on so-called totalitarian societies.42

In addition to the tension between commercialized mass media and 
freedom of expression, there are concrete, practical deficiencies in how 
the commercial media transmits important political information. The 
more commercialized media systems are particularly threatening for 
younger generations, who disproportionately ignore highly inform-
ative programming and opt for entertainment.43 And even highly 
informative, hard news programming has been observed to be turning 
softer and less informative under the pressure of commercialization.44  
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Coverage of government actions tends to focus on “human impact” 
anecdotes in lieu of serious analysis of policies’ content and conse-
quences, and more time is devoted to “news” about the entertainment 
industry.45 Visuals in TV news come to be used less to convey informa-
tion and more to promote and legitimize the newscast itself.46 While the 
use of vapid, largely information-free “image bites” is common to the 
media systems of the U.S. and Europe, their use on commercial vs. pub-
lic stations is more widespread.47

Even the internet, which many hope to be the deus ex machina gener-
ating a happy ending after these troubling developments, is not (yet) up 
to the task. Most netizens’ entry point to the internet is Google, whose 
algorithm favors news outlets with scale and established brand pres-
ence.48 Furthermore, journalism on the internet comes predominantly 
from existing newspaper and TV news companies,49 and links to their 
websites exhibit a “power law” distribution: “the rich get richer” as more 
people link to well-established news websites, drawing more traffic and 
leading to still further links driving still more traffic.50

Given the evidence, it is hard to dispute Natalie Fenton’s conclu-
sion that “[r]elying on fully commercial enterprises for the deliverance 
of news and current affairs journalism that purports to be for the pub-
lic good and in the public interest has failed.”51 Our historically under-
standable but dangerously myopic focus on the danger of government 
censorship has distracted us from equally threatening private censorship. 
As Edmund Burke warned, we would be wise to treat both forms of cen-
sorship the same, regardless of the words we use to describe them:

Wise men will apply their remedies to vices, not to names; to the causes of 
evil which are permanent, not to the occasional organs by which they act, 
and the transitory modes in which they appear. Otherwise you will be wise 
historically, a fool in practice. … You are terrifying yourselves with ghosts 
and apparitions, whilst your house is the haunt of robbers.52

3  commerciAlism does not guArAntee PlurAlism

Once it is recognized how “private censorship” can exist within a com-
mercialized media system, it is easier to see why the commercial media 
fails to provide the kind of pluralistic debate required for democracy. 
Media companies are often conceived of as vendors in a marketplace 
of ideas, a metaphor which implies the same diversity of perspectives as 
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there is a diversity of goods offered in a thriving market. But a market-
place does not necessarily entail diversity. Unfortunately, as media econ-
omist Wayne Fu points out, “[v]iews that market operation can promote 
social objectives are plagued by ignorance about the viability of the pre-
sumed causal link between market structure and these prescribed perfor-
mances.”53 While there are bazaars, street markets, and mega-malls that 
sell every imaginable item, there are also commissaries, company stores, 
and government-operated shops selling a frustratingly limited set of 
wares. Hence, the provision of diversity is a question not of whether a 
market exists, but what kind of market exists.

The degree of pluralism of a commercial media marketplace is not the 
direct result of the degree of concentration within the market. This point 
can be confused by indexes of media diversity which merely count the 
number of media outlets rather than the diversity of their contents and 
viewpoints.54 Even a perfect media monopolist would feel commercial 
pressure to differentiate its products to capture all niches in the market; 
and in a perfectly competitive market with countless media outlets, the 
competition to attract the most desirable audience segments could lead 
to little more than a profusion of derivative, copycat products.55 In fact, 
the intense competition in a highly populated media market might make 
it less likely that any outlet will take on costly investigative reporting, 
investigations, and analyses, or try out any risky innovations.56

Neither is pluralism coterminous with press freedom nor democratic 
governance. As one study of 9/11 coverage found, media presentations 
in less democratic countries were actually more pluralistic, offering wider, 
more diverse interpretations, than those in more democratic countries.57 
Of course, there are other reasons besides media pluralism to support 
press freedom, democratic governance, and an unconcentrated, open 
news media market. The point here is simply that these may help, or they 
may even be necessary, but they are not sufficient on their own.

There are good reasons to believe that an open and competitive mar-
ket will produce diversity in the overall content provided by media com-
panies, but there is less reason to believe that this diversity will extend 
to the political opinions and perspectives offered.58 The media market 
produces competitive pressure for widely-attractive contents with high 
fixed costs, favoring duplication and economies of scale in place of myr-
iad differentiated products. This makes a commercial media system less 
likely to exhibit external diversity, where each outlet may have an ideo-
logical bent but the market on the whole represents the full spectrum of 
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ideological diversity. Nor are market mechanisms likely to produce ide-
ological diversity internal to a given outlet. While many basketball fans 
may also appreciate football and tennis, there are far fewer socialists who 
also appreciate monarchy and fascism, or conservatives who also appre-
ciate anarchism and communism. A media company seeking to attract 
basketball fans can also provide coverage of football and tennis without 
losing its target audience—however, a media company seeking to attract 
socialists or conservatives may well lose its target audience if it also pro-
vides perspectives from vastly different political outlooks.

A lack of pluralism in the media can be produced not only by com-
mercial pressures, but as discussed earlier, by journalistic culture or 
professionalism as well. This has been called a “regime of objectiv-
ity,” and it is typified by a reliance on official sources whose views are 
only challenged if a separate official source can be found with contrary 
views.59 This produces unintended ideological consequences, usually in 
a conservative or status quo-maintaining direction. Nelson Rodrigues, a 
Brazilian journalist, called those following this sort of journalistic profes-
sionalism “objectivity idiots” for their inability to exercise independent 
judgment.60 As the columnist Molly Ivins argued:

There is no such thing as objectivity, and the truth, that slippery little bug-
ger, has the oddest habit of being way to hell off on one side or the other: 
it seldom nestles neatly half-way between any two opposing points of view. 
… [M]ost stories aren’t two-sided, they’re seventeen-sided at least. In the 
second place, it’s of no help to either the readers or the truth to quote 
one side saying, ‘Cat,’ and the other side saying, ‘Dog,’ while the truth is 
there’s an elephant crashing around out there in the bushes.61

The regime of objectivity is particularly dangerous when political 
elites are largely in agreement on a given issue; when this occurs, an 
“objectivity idiot” would refuse to seriously question the elite consensus 
for lack of opposing “official sources” to quote, and out of fear of being 
labeled “ideological” or “unprofessional.”62 Such fear may be justified; 
Walter Lippmann explained that “the reporter, if he is to earn his living, 
must nurse his personal contacts with the eye-witnesses and privileged 
informants. If he is openly hostile to those in authority, he will cease to 
be a reporter unless there is an opposition party in the inner circle who 
can feed him news. Failing that, he will know precious little of what is 
going on.”63 As understandable as this behavior may be, it amounts to a 
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serious form of intellectual corruption, whereby journalists refuse to pro-
vide a check on government and act as a mere extension of it, legitimiz-
ing their negligence by appeal to professional conventions.64

Whether caused by deficiencies in media markets, a flawed conception 
of what professional journalism should be, or some combination of the 
two, the conclusion remains that commercialized media systems are fail-
ing to provide the pluralism of opinions and perspectives that democracy 
requires. And as Venício de Lima notes, “[w]ithout a media functioning 
within a ‘polycentric structure’ that provides a public debate where all 
voices are heard, one cannot speak of freedom of the press as the guaran-
tor of democracy.”65 To find out what sort of media system is capable of 
providing the pluralism democracy requires, we will need to look more 
closely at the variety of media systems in the world today.

4  three-mediA system models

One of the best attempts to provide a framework for understanding the 
variety of media systems around the world is Daniel Hallin and Paolo 
Mancini’s three models of media and politics.66 Their models were 
designed to cover only North America (excluding Mexico) and Western 
Europe, but they provide a starting point for future extensions.

The main features of countries fitting the Mediterranean or Polarized 
Pluralist Model (Greece, Spain, Portugal, Italy, and France) are: an 
elite-oriented press with low circulation; the historically late develop-
ment of freedom of the press and commercial media; dominance of elec-
tronic media; “political parallelism,” whereby media outlets take partisan 
stances and identify with a political party; public broadcasting that tends 
to be directed by the government or parliament; professional journal-
ism being conceived less according to objectivity and more as a form of 
political activism; and a media system that has recently been transition-
ing rapidly to commercialism or experiencing “savage deregulation.” 
The countries typified by the North/Central European or Democratic 
Corporatist Model (Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Norway, Netherlands, 
Austria, Belgium, Germany, and Switzerland) are characterized by: a mix 
of partisan or interpretationist and neutral or information-oriented jour-
nalism; the historically early development of press freedom and newspa-
pers catering to political parties and other organized social groups, which 
persist alongside a purely commercial press; high newspaper circulation; 
a high degree of journalistic professionalism and formal organization;  
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public broadcasting which tends to be more autonomous from govern-
ment but with parties and social organizations involved in governance; 
and a trend toward commercialization balanced by the persistence of a 
strong public service media. The characteristics of media systems in the 
North Atlantic or Liberal Model (Ireland, Canada, USA, and the UK) 
are: a historically early development of press freedom and high-newspaper  
circulation; low levels of political parallelism and a high degree of com-
mercialism; a high degree of journalistic professionalism, though less 
organized than the Democratic Corporatist countries; and a weak regula-
tory role for government.

The Polarized Pluralist countries share historical similarities relevant 
to their contemporary media systems. With the exception of France, 
they had relatively low literacy rates until the twentieth century, which 
retarded the emergence of mass-circulation newspapers. Instead, radio 
was the first mass media to develop, and the electronic media continues 
to be the primary source of news. Today, political parties heavily influ-
ence public television, with countries such as France and Italy institut-
ing formal systems to give parties equal access. Journalists in Polarized 
Pluralist systems have attempted to win greater independence from 
media proprietors, with limited success; however, their levels of auton-
omy are still lower than in other systems. Newspapers, particularly eco-
nomically marginal, partisan papers, enjoy relatively high levels of state 
subsidies to ensure external diversity and a pluralistic public debate. The 
historically wide range of political ideologies in these countries, from 
royalism to communism, has been a boon to the partisan press and an 
impediment to the development of media independent from politics. 
The frequency of legal proceedings against media owners in Southern 
Europe and the ease with which governments can use selective enforce-
ment of tax laws and other regulations against media companies has 
further reduced the media’s independence from politics. Recently, the 
Polarized Pluralist countries (with the exception of France) have been hit 
with “savage deregulation,” provoking a “commercial deluge” more sud-
den and with fewer restraints than in Northern Europe.

The Democratic Corporatist countries (and Britain) pioneered press 
freedom, led by publications linked to political and religious struggles 
and incipient merchant capitalism. The historically early victory of lib-
eral capitalism over feudalism and Protestantism over Catholicism led to 
the development of a broad, literate middle class that formed the large 
market supporting high-circulation newspapers. The historical weakness 
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of the Right and the landed aristocracy in Northern Europe left these 
forces unable to resist pressure from the Left, merchants, and the inde-
pendent peasantry for liberal institutions like the free press. The devel-
opment of Protestantism, which required a mastery of critical debate 
about religious beliefs and supported a culture of reading, reasoning, and 
defending ideas, helped spread this culture to the political sphere. Today, 
a balance between pure market forces and democratic-socialist planning 
typifies the Democratic Corporatist model.67 Countries with Democratic 
Corporatist media systems (with the exception of Switzerland and 
Germany) use direct subsidies to support the press, and all of them use a 
variety of indirect subsidies to support different forms of media.68 These 
have helped to reduce the effects of the global trend toward commercial-
ism in Northern Europe.

Like the Democratic Corporatist countries, the media systems of the 
Liberal countries also benefitted from the early development of liberal 
capitalism and Protestantism, leading to an early expansion of literacy 
and a large newspaper market.69 Commercialized journalism first devel-
oped here, although from the beginning the commercial media was 
dependent on indirect state subsidies and was never completely inde-
pendent of political parties and business interests. Although an adver-
sarial attitude toward government was a founding aspect of journalistic 
culture in Liberal countries, ironically they also feature a strongly insti-
tutionalized relationship between government officials and journalists, 
along with the idea that the production of news be structured around 
the information and interpretations provided by government officials. 
“As a result of these relationships, news content is powerfully shaped by 
information, agendas, and interpretive frameworks originating within 
the institutions of the state.”70 This facet of the Liberal countries may 
be related to the status of Britain and the U.S. as world powers: that 
these states have more to lose from a vigorously independent news media 
could have created structural pressures to restrain it. As opposed to  
Democratic Corporatist and Polarized Pluralist systems, public television 
in the Liberal countries is separated from political parties and managed 
by neutral independent professionals. The historical dominance of liber-
alism in these countries meant that diverse ideological divisions did not 
have the opportunity to develop; socialism, for instance, arose in opposi-
tion to feudalism and capitalism, so it did not spread as widely in coun-
tries like the U.S. without experience with feudalism, or in the other 
Liberal countries where liberalism became dominant early. Although 
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the Liberal media system has become a model for countries worldwide, 
it is heavily criticized within Liberal countries, it is less trusted than the 
media systems of continental Europe, and its rates of newspaper circula-
tion are lower than those of the Democratic Corporatist system.

Other media scholars have attempted to extend Hallin and Mancini’s 
typology beyond North America and Western Europe. For instance, 
Boguslawa Dobek-Ostrowska has placed Poland’s media system between 
the Polarized Pluralist and Liberal models. Poland shares a low level of 
newspaper circulation and a variety of partisan papers in common with 
the Polarized Pluralist countries, but a wide variety of tabloid and free 
newspapers with the Liberal countries.71 Unusually, the leading private 
TV news channel offers more information and news than Poland’s own 
public television and the private networks of neighboring countries. 
Public TV and radio have visibly favored the ruling party since Poland’s 
transition from communism, while the commercial media has demon-
strated greater independence from government. However, while the 
Polish-owned commercial media does not tend to toe any party’s line, 
it reflects its owners’ ideologies; foreign-owned private media companies 
tend to be more neutral.

In the nearby Baltic countries, elements of all three media systems 
can be found.72 As in the Polarized Pluralist model, newspaper circula-
tion is low, journalistic professionalism developed late, and patterns of 
clientelism and instrumentalization of the media are apparent. Similar 
to the Democratic Corporatist model, the Baltic States feature institu-
tionalized systems of media self-regulation with political and ideolog-
ical independence. And as in the Liberal model, Baltic media is highly 
commercialized and profit-driven, with only a weak public service media 
sector. In Lithuania, for instance, it is common for businesses to bribe 
media outlets to suppress negative publicity or promote positive material. 
Professional autonomy for journalists is threatened by the fear of losing 
one’s job, which can occur in retaliation for publishing negative informa-
tion about major advertisers, for instance.

In Western Asia, pan-Arab satellite channels like Qatar’s Al-Jazeera 
have overshadowed national television systems. The primary players in 
pan-Arab satellite TV are Saudi Arabia and Lebanon, with Saudi moguls 
providing the financing and Lebanese journalists, producers, and man-
agers creating content.73 Saudi Arabia is the most important advertising 
market in the Arab world and its broadcast system is controlled by the 
government, while Lebanon has only a small advertising market and its 
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media system—along with the Saudi-financed pan-Arab satellite televi-
sion system—is closest to the Polarized Pluralist model. The ideological 
spectrum represented by pan-Arab satellite television follows the division 
between liberals and conservatives in Saudi Arabia. Thus, not only does 
Saudi Arabia’s rich advertising market skew media content toward Saudi 
preferences, but its financial control of satellite channels allows them 
to be instrumentalized for Saudi political purposes. Lebanese journal-
ists have traditionally enjoyed greater autonomy than their Saudi coun-
terparts, but Saudi funding exerts a controlling influence. However, to 
some extent these models, which were developed from studies of North 
American and Western European systems, cannot be easily applied to the 
systems of the rest of the world.74

5  testing the three models of mediA systems

Lisa Müller has made an impressive attempt to quantify key compo-
nents of the three-media models and measure 47 countries’ performance 
according to these components.75 First, she splits indicators between 
those measuring features of structure and those measuring content. The 
structural features include “access to information” (newspaper circula-
tion, radio, and TV sets per capita, and the number of computers and 
internet users as a percentage of the population), “quantitative diversity” 
(number of newspaper titles, newspaper imports as a percentage of GDP, 
TV stations, and percentage of households receiving foreign or interna-
tional channels), and “qualitative diversity” (the ideological balance of 
politically-aligned newspapers, share of politically-neutral newspapers’ 
circulation, and the strength of the public broadcaster). The content fea-
tures include “amount of critical political information” (share of news-
paper articles on politics and share of articles on the government and 
parliament mentioning malpractice), “balance of political information” 
(balance of coverage of the constitutional branches and public admin-
istration), and “platform for diverse interests” (equality in mentions of 
political parties, vote-proportional frequency in mentions of political par-
ties, share of articles mentioning more than one party, and average num-
ber of parties mentioned per article). These concepts are only partially 
encompassed by the measurements used to grasp them, but they provide 
a good first approximation.

Concerning structural features, Western and Central European media 
systems like those of Austria, Germany, and Switzerland perform best for 
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all three dimensions.76 The Scandinavian, Anglo-Saxon countries, and 
Japan perform particularly well on the “access to information” dimen-
sion, while small European countries such as Cyprus, Luxembourg, and 
Switzerland perform well in “quantitative diversity.” For “qualitative 
diversity,” a broader array of countries performs well, including France, 
Finland, India, and Israel. In terms of content, Müller faced significant 
data limitations, cutting her analysis to newspapers in ten countries. 
Within this limited sample, Liberal media systems do best in terms of 
“amount of critical political information,” while Democratic Corporatist 
countries do fairly well on the “balance of political information” dimen-
sion while shining in terms of providing a “platform for diverse inter-
ests.” Overall, Müller’s empirical analysis provides support for Hallin and 
Mancini’s typologies on the structural level, but differed significantly on 
the content level.

More interesting than how well the theory fits empirical data, how-
ever, are the effects of the structural and content-based features of dif-
ferent media systems.77 Access to information is correlated strongly with 
political participation and, to a lesser degree, so is quantitative diversity. 
Equality of political participation was not significantly affected by any 
of the three-structural measures, after accounting for political interest. 
(Though interest in politics may be a partial product of qualitative and 
quantitative diversity in the abstract, beyond their data-limited measure-
ments.) How well political views of representatives match those of the 
citizenry, and the inclusion of minority groups in government, are posi-
tively correlated with all structural media system measurements: access to 
information, quantitative diversity, and qualitative diversity. (Qualitative 
diversity exerts a positive effect on adequacy of representation over time, 
as citizens are exposed to a broad variety of perspectives and develop 
their own.) Corruption is negatively related, and the strength of political 
and public interest group organization is positively related, to access to 
information and quantitative diversity. Müller’s analysis reveals that struc-
tural features of media systems exert significant influence on democratic 
functioning. The closer media systems come to the democratic ideal 
of providing ample and diverse political information and opinions, the 
closer society comes to the democratic ideal of an active citizenry engag-
ing in responsible self-government.
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6  the beeb vs. mAdison Avenue: do Public service or 
commerciAl mediA outPerform in informing?

Over 250 studies and statistical analyses have revealed that public service 
media outperform commercial media in every respect (with the possible 
exception of war reporting).78 When well-trained journalists are given a 
salary and guidance from editors independent of political and commer-
cial pressures, and told to report the news to best inform their fellow 
citizens about the political realm—that is most commonly what hap-
pens. Study after study comparing commercial and public service media, 
most in the U.S. and Europe, comes to this conclusion. Public service 
media has also been found to support democratic outcomes in countries 
transitioning from military dictatorships in Latin America and authori-
tarian governments in Eastern Europe.79 Generously funded public ser-
vice media attracts a large share of the audience (between 30% and 50%  
in Europe)80 and its influence, alongside that of content and structural 
regulations, makes commercial news media do a better job too. Nor is 
this a new pattern; it was in evidence since the rise of television.81 The 
key factor that can prevent public service media from performing this 
beneficial role is political interference. Still, as an analysis of 36 democra-
cies demonstrated, de jure independence from government—that is, leg-
islation protecting managers and editors from political interference—is 
largely successful at providing true, de facto independence.82

Well-funded, independent public service media positively influence 
commercial players in the media system. In Britain, Rupert Murdoch has 
so far proven unable to “Fox-ify” his Sky News channel. The impedi-
ment? Partly it is Britain’s public service regulations for commercial sta-
tions, but it is also the influence of the BBC on British audiences, which 
has raised standards and fostered a demand for impartial, high-quality 
reporting.83 This trend holds for 13 European countries: while there 
is a tendency for commercial media to negatively influence their pub-
lic service counterparts, the greater trend is for public service media to 
positively influence their commercial counterparts.84 Strong public ser-
vice media do not push commercial media out of the hard news mar-
ket85; instead, they raise the bar. For instance, when Sweden introduced 
commercial television in 1991, the new commercial channel attracted 
young and less-knowledgeable viewers, and it increased their political 
knowledge—most likely thanks to the high journalistic standards set by 
Sweden’s public service media.86
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Public service media with a dominant position in a country’s media 
market can produce other benefits besides. They can help produce 
national political integration by providing a virtual public sphere in 
which a majority of citizens are exposed to the same information and 
debates, preventing partisan segmentation and polarization.87 As an anal-
ysis of 13 countries found, the effects of strong public service media in 
less fragmented media systems are positive: they increase aggregate lev-
els of political information and engagement, and reduce knowledge gaps 
between socioeconomic strata.88 These effects occur not only through 
exposure to strong public media outlets, but also the “two-step flow” 
of information, as everyday conversations become more permeated 
with news content. This point was reinforced by a separate study of 12 
European countries plus Israel, which found that countries with more 
competitive (fragmented) media systems provide lower levels of political 
information than countries with fewer channels.89

In Britain, public broadcasters feature more hard news on foreign 
affairs, politics, and social/economic issues than their commercial coun-
terparts, which focus to a greater degree on sport, crime, entertain-
ment, and human-interest stories.90 In France, Britain, and Germany, 
public service media give greater coverage to elections than commercial 
media.91 The public service media of several Northern European coun-
tries provide more election coverage than the more commercialized 
media systems of the U.S. and U.K., particularly during peak time when 
more people are watching television.92 Sound bites allotted to candidates 
are longer in these European countries than in the U.S., and within the 
European countries, public service media provided longer sound bites 
than commercial media. Sound bites for candidates in the U.S. commer-
cial media have shortened considerably over time and only a small pro-
portion of these contain substantive content.93

Another key facet of news presentations is how stories are framed. Are 
stories put into a wider context (thematic framing) or presented without 
contextual information as if they were one-off events (episodic framing)? 
The relationships here are striking: European public service media spent 
most of their time providing thematic rather than episodic coverage, 
while commercial media in Europe and the U.S. spend greater time on 
episodic coverage.94 These variations occur systematically according to 
the type of media (public service vs. commercial) across countries, rather 
than according to country.
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Scheduling is another important aspect of news presentations, since 
news programming during peak times will attract more inadvertent 
viewers. European public service media schedule more news program-
ming during peak times than the U.S. commercial media.95 (This helps 
explain why even the most popular TV news program in the U.S. attracts 
only 3% of the population.)96 Among European countries, those with 
the most public-service-oriented systems offer the widest “windows of 
opportunity” for citizens to learn about politics, with more peak time 
slots devoted to news than countries with more commercialized media 
systems.97 Furthermore, within these peak-time news programs, public 
service media feature a greater proportion of hard versus soft news than 
their commercial rivals.98

7  sPreAding knowledge: Public service vs.  
commerciAl mediA

While the evidence shows that viewers of public service media are bet-
ter informed about politics than commercial media viewers, this could be 
because smarter or better-educated people disproportionately prefer pub-
lic service media. Greater income equality is important too, since politi-
cal knowledge gaps between those with high and low levels of education 
are smaller in more equal countries.99 However, a study of 14 E.U. 
member states found that even after controlling for a battery of factors 
(gender, education, age, income, ideology, and political interest), in 10 
of 14 countries a preference for public service media was still strongly 
correlated with knowledge about politics.100 Using statistical techniques 
to mimic a real-world experiment, a study of six countries represent-
ing North America, Europe, and Asia concluded that exposure to pub-
lic service media increases political knowledge to a greater extent than 
commercial media, but only where funding and other mechanisms guar-
anteed public broadcasters independence.101 (Commercial media pro-
duce more knowledge only where government heavily influences public 
service media.)102

Political knowledge also correlates strongly with political interest; 
however, in public service media systems, this correlation is weaker than 
in commercial media systems. As Shanto Iyengar and colleagues explain, 
in commercial systems “political knowledge depends heavily upon polit-
ical interest; in public service systems, however, it is possible for the 
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less interested to overcome their motivational handicap because of the 
greater availability of news programming.”103 Greater availability and 
supply of hard news in public service media systems means those with-
out high levels of education or political interest are inadvertently exposed 
and thereby become informed about the political realm.104 This applies 
particularly to ethnic minorities: in the commercialized U.S. system, 
minorities are less exposed and knowledgeable about hard news, while 
in the more public service-oriented British system, there are no such 
gaps.105

Tests of international affairs knowledge have demonstrated that on 
average, Americans are strikingly more ignorant than the publics of all 
European G7 nations: for instance, 57% of U.S. citizens answered only 
one or none of a five-question knowledge proxy correctly, while 58% 
of Germans answered all or four of five questions correctly.106 A simi-
lar comparison found Americans to be significantly more ignorant about 
world affairs than the Swiss, who benefit from a public service media sys-
tem.107 (On some hard news questions, Swiss high school dropouts per-
formed better than American college graduates.) Television news in the 
U.S. not only provides less information about the world than European 
TV news, but two-thirds of it is focused on countries with heavy U.S. 
military or diplomatic involvement, rendering much of the rest of the 
world invisible.108 (Americans are similarly more ignorant of domestic 
politics than Europeans—this is again in line with the reduced provision 
of political information in the U.S. commercial media.)109 This same pat-
tern of more knowledge about the world following a greater supply of 
international news was found in a study of 11 countries across 5 conti-
nents, with more commercialized media systems performing worse than 
public service media systems.110

Overall, evidence shows that public service media do a better job than 
commercial media in providing foreign coverage.111 TV news in public 
service-dominated European countries offers an average of between 16 
and 10 minutes of foreign coverage per day, while the two leading com-
mercial broadcasters in the United States provide a combined daily total 
of four minutes.112 Within European countries, public service media 
tend to outperform commercial media in providing foreign news. For 
instance, in Germany, public service broadcasting covers slightly more 
foreign news than commercial media, but both provide better presenta-
tions than the U.S. commercial media.113 However, there is a pattern 
throughout national media systems to present international news from 
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an “ego-centric,” national perspective that concentrates only on domes-
tic and foreign elites.114

Although some have argued that the U.S. media provides such lim-
ited coverage because Americans are less educated and familiar with the 
rest of the world, Christian Kolmer and Holli Semetko ask: “But what 
came first – the lack of education or the lack of information in US tele-
vision news?”115 A large part of the explanation must be the differences 
between the United States’ commercialized media system and Europe’s 
public service media systems, with their heavily funded, market-leading 
public broadcasters. “Thus, in [the European] system, the citizen watch-
ing a popular channel needs to actively choose to avoid information 
about public affairs. In the [U.S.] system, the citizen watching a popular 
channel needs to actively seek out this information.”116 Levels of inter-
est in international news are high in the U.S., more so than many other 
countries with a greater supply of international news.117 However, there 
is a glaring mismatch between what news editors choose to cover and 
what the public wants.118 Regardless, as Cass Sunstein explains, without 
access to an alternate media system “the broadcasting status quo can-
not, without circularity, be justified on the basis of [current] preferences. 
Preferences that have adapted to an objectionable system cannot justify 
that system.”119 Moreover, it makes little sense to think of American or 
any other culture as stable and unchanging, with fixed preferences the 
media can only adapt to, but not influence.120

Revealingly, differences in coverage between commercial and pub-
lic service media have been found to affect opinions on immigration, 
currently a hot topic in the U.S. and Europe. Europeans who primar-
ily watch commercial TV news have stronger anti-immigration views, 
while those who watch public broadcasts are less opposed; this correla-
tion remains significant even after controlling for education, age, gender, 
and political interest.121 The likely explanation? On commercial chan-
nels, immigration coverage tends to be sensationalistic, with immigrants 
treated as a threat, while public television provides more information and 
a better-balanced picture.

In a study of five European countries and the U.S., viewers of public 
television news in four of the five European countries were better able to 
correctly place their countries’ parties on a political position scale than 
viewers of commercial TV news; surprisingly, U.S. viewers of commercial 
TV news were no better than non-viewers at placing their (two) political 
parties on a political position scale.122
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Exposure to public service media has been shown to correlate with 
political knowledge and trust in the political system, even after con-
trolling for education.123 Exposure to commercial media, however, has 
mixed results, and its effects disappear or diminish when education is 
included in the analysis. Interestingly, exposure to U.S. commercial 
TV news may decrease political knowledge, while increasing trust in the 
(poorly-understood) political system.124

Since greater knowledge is associated with political participation, it 
makes sense that more informative media produce higher rates of par-
ticipation. A comprehensive study of 74 democracies found that coun-
tries with public service media systems had higher levels of voting than 
countries with commercialized media systems. For every 1% increase in 
audience share for public broadcasting, there is a .15% increase in voter 
turnout—among advanced democracies, a .21% increase.125 Greater den-
sity of media options is also correlated with “correct” voting (choos-
ing candidates that match voters’ policy preferences) across dozens of 
countries.126 Political and ideological pluralism in the media system also 
produces more participation, particularly for newspapers but also for tel-
evision.127 Here, one democratic goal—a broad, pluralistic media sys-
tem—serves as an effective means to another, the participation of citizens 
in political decision-making.

In conclusion, public service media systems outperform commercial 
media systems across the board128—even online.129 Public service media 
systems are better at providing hard news, covering elections, and pro-
ducing a knowledgeable citizenry that votes. Public service media also 
tend to be more trusted and provide broader and more critical coverage 
of politics.130 The only area where public service media systems do not 
have a clear lead over commercial media systems is in coverage of foreign 
war and conflict—at least insofar as studies of Iraq war coverage have 
found.131 Still, while during wartime both types of media too “often 
function as nothing less than ‘critique filters,’ catching much of the 
material that might shake accustomed perspectives on world politics,”132 
the BBC opened its critical eye once the war started, at least—unlike its 
commercial competitors.133 The public service media systems of France 
and Germany also did comparatively well.134
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8  conclusion

“We have the impression that the American people do not realize what has 
happened to them. They are not aware that the communications revolution 
has occurred. They do not appreciate the tremendous power which the new 
instruments and the new organization of the press place in the hands of a few 
men. They have not yet understood how far the performance of the press falls 
short of the requirements of a free society in the world today.”
—Hutchins’ Commission Report (1947)

The U.S. media system is experiencing a foundation-shaking crisis.135 On  
its own, the internet is having mixed effects: it is hurting the revenue 
streams of newspapers, but providing a pluralistic source of news and 
debate for those with the skill and ability to use it. However, the major-
ity of news reporting online comes from the same media companies that 
are in crisis.136 (At least on news websites; on social media and blogs, a 
greater diversity is on offer.)137 Those who attempt to bypass old media 
online and access alternative media find themselves in an information 
ecology clogged with junk memes and misinformation.138 However, this 
is in comparison with legacy media outlets, which provide the opposite 
ecological deficiency: an ideological monoculture (or “bi-culture,” with 
primarily liberal perspectives on social issues and primarily conservative 
perspectives on economic and foreign policy issues). Hence, as Catie 
Snow Bailard points out,

the proper point of comparison is not the content of information online 
in a world where critics must compete with pro-government propaganda 
relative to some sort of ideal world of perfect information online that is 
completely free of distortion. Rather, the meaningful comparison is the 
sort of information that the Internet, with all its shortcomings, provides 
to citizens relative to the sort of information that was available for public 
consumption before the Internet existed.139

While television is still the top choice for news in the U.S.,140 there 
is a wide generation gap: nearly two-thirds of Millennials get their news 
from internet social media, while Baby Boomers get theirs (in roughly 
the same proportion) from local TV.141 This gap may be a cause of ide-
ological gaps between generations in the U.S., as demonstrated by the 
Bernie Sanders primary campaign.142 The internet’s influence on politi-
cal opinions can be split into “mirror-holding” and “window-opening” 
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effects. Mirror-holding refers to how the internet “provides a larger and 
more diverse array of political information than the traditional media 
system could provide,” offering a fuller picture of the political realm in 
one’s country; and window-opening refers to the international diversity 
on the internet, offering a more inclusive picture of global politics.143 
Not only do mirror-holding and window-opening shape different polit-
ical opinions, but they can also, as a recent meta-analysis found, lead to 
greater political engagement, particularly as internet penetration and use 
increase over time.144

Regardless of what internet media may change, there is a clear need 
for reform of the U.S. media system (and other countries’). This is the 
goal of several organizations within the United States (and around the 
world), such as Free Press and Media Alliance. Collectively, their goal 
is to democratize the media, whether reforming the governance struc-
tures of media outlets, creating alternative outlets, or improving regu-
lation.145 Besides “democratizing the media,” activists conceive of their 
task as guaranteeing a free press or freedom of expression, upholding a 
right to communication, improving the cultural environment, or fighting 
for media justice.

Resisting the media democratization movement are media corpora-
tions, their associations, and an assortment of political and intellectual 
allies like libertarians.146 What Walter Lippmann wrote in 1920 remains 
relevant: “Those who are now in control have too much at stake, and 
they control the source of reform itself. Change will come only by the 
drastic competition of those whose interests are not represented in the 
existing news-organization.”147 Luckily for the media democratiza-
tion movement, journalists are quickly joining the ranks of those whose 
interests are not represented in the existing media system.148 And 
from a strictly economic point of view, so are the owners of newspaper 
companies.

The need for media democratization is pressing. Walter Lippmann’s 
1920 prophesy—that in “a few generations it will seem ludicrous to 
historians that a people professing government by the will of the peo-
ple should have made no serious effort to guarantee the news without 
which governing opinion cannot exist”149—has been proven correct. 
The current situation is ludicrous; we have attempted to provide the 
public good of political information and pluralistic debate through mar-
ket means, but since no individual consumer has a sufficient incentive to 
pay for the benefits, collectively we do not pay and the market produces 
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insufficient information.150 Certainly, if the sorry state of the contempo-
rary U.S. media system had been caused by government orders to fire 
half the nation’s journalists, replace their reporting with PR releases, 
close foreign bureaus, give up investigative journalism, and ignore mas-
sive financial bubbles until they pop, then we would be up in arms.151 
When the same result occurs through market failure instead of govern-
ment fiat, however, it is harder to see the problem (or its solution) for 
what it is. We fear government control of media so much we are blind to 
what Raymond Williams observed: That “the control claimed as a matter 
of power by authoritarians, and as a matter of principle by paternalists, is 
often achieved as a matter of practice in the operation of the commercial 
system.”152

What we need from our media system—full political information 
and pluralism—is in economic terms an externality of media compa-
nies’ operations and goes beyond and sometimes against these compa-
nies’ rational, profit-maximizing considerations.153 As self-regulation has 
demonstrably failed, the only remaining option is government interven-
tion. Pascual Serrano writes:

We are faced with a new challenge: to find a way for citizens to reclaim our 
right to information through the State, from which we need to demand the 
enforcement of its duty to guarantee it. We, citizens, must give power to 
the State, and the State, for its part, must give us control. This is the true 
freedom of the press in a democracy.154

As Judge Learned Hand poignantly expressed it, democracy is based 
on the supposition that “right conclusions are more likely to be gathered 
out of a multitude of tongues, than through any kind of authoritative 
selection. To many this is, and always will be, folly; but we have staked 
upon it our all.”155 And there are many good reasons to consider this 
supposition, on which we truly have staked our all, to be folly. We have 
not evolved a psychology matching the liberal ideal, and the psychology 
evolution has produced is rife with bias. These biases incline us toward 
ideas that confer individual or group advantages, or reinforce ideas we 
have already accepted—not toward “right conclusions,” whatever they 
are. John Durham Peters argues that “the ultimate danger of the ‘mar-
ketplace of ideas’ is not political but ethical. The notion offers a bogus 
reassurance, too easy a theodicy for truth, too facile an understanding of 
evil. The kind of thinking it encourages gives us little fortification against 
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disappointment by hard structural facts or against the lotus lands of ego-
tism and hedonism.”156

Skeptics, who like John Stuart Mill consider it “a piece of idle sen-
timentality” to hope that true opinions would have any inherent 
advantage over false opinions in a free and diverse public sphere, take 
a perfectly tenable position.157 Opinions that are “true”—in the sense 
that if their preferred policies were implemented they would produce 
the positive outcomes predicted by the opinion—have no such inherent 
advantage on their own. Political opinions are so many estimates about 
how the world operates, and which interventions will improve its oper-
ation. As such, they are fundamentally constructed out of facts, whether 
accurate or inaccurate; that is to say, opinions are constructed out of the 
available information. This reveals the profundity of Walter Lippmann’s 
insight, “In going behind opinion to the information which it exploits, 
and in making the validity of the news our ideal, we shall be fighting 
the battle where it is really being fought.”158 The proposals of the media 
democratization movement do precisely this: allow and even encourage 
the widest possible variety of opinions, but ensure that the information 
which they exploit is sound.
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“The people in the sense in which Lincoln used the term, as referring to the 
electorate, is an organized body, but it is not of as high a type as a beast, for 
a beast, even though vaguely, has a consciousness of its unity, its selfhood. The 
people, the organized body of the citizenship has a unity, a selfhood, but it is 
no more conscious of it than are the coördinated cells of a cabbage leaf of their 
unity. The people is not a great beast. The people is a great vegetable.”
Edward J. Ward, The Social Center

In Robert Dahl’s conjecture, the key requirement for a plebiscitary 
democracy to be functionally equivalent to totalitarian rule was elites’ 
ability to “plug in,” hypodermic-needle fashion, desired opinions into 
the minds of the electorate. We can now review the evidence on whether 
this plugging-in ability exists, or in what form it might.

We started out asking how the invisible hand operates in the contem-
porary marketplace of ideas, dependent on the crooked timber of human 
psychology and the broken fourth branch of government, the media. 
The accumulated evidence recalls Shiping Tang’s statement that “any 
framework on social evolution that does not explicitly admit power as a 
critical selection force is incomplete.”1 Yorgos Lanthimos’ film Dogtooth, 
an allegory on fascism, patriarchy, and paternalism, provides an illustra-
tion. In the film, three grown-yet-infantile children are kept inside the 
boundaries of their hedge-fenced yard by their parents, who cow them 
into immobilizing fear with lies about the dangers of the outside world. 
These lies are not “white” or superficial, they are foundational: they  
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are memes that create the world outside which the children will never 
experience. (“Sea,” which the children will never see, is defined as a 
“leather armchair”; one of the daughters sees the word “pussy” on a vid-
eocassette case, and her mother tells her it means a “large lamp.”) They 
are told they can leave their home only when one of their canine teeth, a 
“dogtooth,” falls out, signifying the onset of maturity required to survive 
in the outside world. Toward the end of the film, the male child is com-
manded to rape one of his sisters, and he does; anticipating future rapes, 
she later smashes out one of her dogteeth with a dumbbell to attempt 
an escape. As Voltaire wrote: “You believe in incomprehensible, contra-
dictory and impossible things because we have commanded you to; now 
then, commit unjust acts because we likewise order you to do so.”2

To a circumscribed but still discomforting extent, the U.S. media sys-
tem echoes the parents of Dogtooth, with the citizenry as their adult but 
infantilized children, whose pictures-in-the-head of the outside world are 
distorted, limited, and artificial. Power operating in the realm of social 
evolution produces these artifices, limitations, and distortions. Not the 
intentional exercise of power as in Dogtooth, but the unintentional, mul-
tifarious varieties of power comprising the political economy of media in 
interaction with the ecology of human psychology. Through the news 
media, the U.S. public is told that their form of government, which 
their government’s military exploits are supposed to encourage globally, 
is “democracy” and that its military and covert operations are to ensure 
“security” and protect the “national interest.” Indeed, those who can 
make you believe absurdities can make you commit atrocities.

The beginning of an understanding of this process lies in recognizing 
the physical nature of information and how it evolves. Information, in 
genes or brains, inheres in the organization of physical matter. Sources 
of variation (mutation, recombination; ideation, idea-blending) intro-
duce new variants, which are computed by the surrounding environ-
ment: variants that survive longer and spread more widely are “selected,” 
incrementally ratcheting up the complexity or “fit” of the information 
to aspects of the environment. In the realm of social evolution, there are 
three interpenetrating levels: the biological, the cultural, and the social, 
each with their own selection pressures. At the biological and cultural 
levels, schema research shows that we process incoming information to 
complement our existing information, sometimes distorting it in the  
process, making for a bias toward the status quo and the conservation of 
beliefs. At the social level, social representations research illustrates how 
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socially-shared understandings—similar bundles of memes—emerge and 
spread, principally through the media but also through other institu-
tions, and how these understandings affect politics. To understand social 
evolution, we must understand the environment: the demand-side pres-
sures in the human brain and supply-side pressures from institutions.

The first place to look for demand-side pressures in the human brain is 
in its evolutionary history. Our species was partially created through climate 
change (and, ironically, we may destroy the species through anthropogenic 
climate change), which transformed our environment and created a new set 
of selection pressures. We adapted in an unusual way: by evolving a “theory 
of mind,” joint intentionality, and language, overcoming the ever-present 
lure of self-interested, selfish behavior through a powerful psychological 
aversion to domination—an “egalitarian syndrome”—undergirding and 
reinforcing social norms and practices to discourage or eliminate bullies 
and would-be alphas. We became the first non-insect eusocial species in the 
animal kingdom. In the process, an evolutionarily stable strategy or equi-
librium was reached, with some of the population having characteristics of 
the psychological Right (a desire for tradition and continuity, an accept-
ance of hierarchy) and some with characteristics of the psychological Left  
(a desire for change and novelty, for egalitarianism). Together, this “strat-
egy” would allow for the evolutionary algorithm to apply at the social 
level, with the Left introducing variations and the Right preserving past 
variations. Differences in the psychological Left and Right extend to moral-
ity, with leftists valuing care and fairness more than rightists, and right-
ists valuing respect for authority, sanctity, and loyalty more than leftists.  
In total, these products of our evolutionary history produce a separate set 
of demand-side biases for the psychological Left and Right.

Liberalism as a (predominant) political philosophy views human 
beings as innate reasoners capable of meeting a relatively high standard 
of rationality in thinking about politics. Yet the accumulated evidence 
of human irrationality in the political domain overwhelms this view, 
revealing:

• Automatic, unconscious moral decisions justified by ad hoc ration-
alizations, a vast area of cognition (System 1) to which we have no 
conscious access, and persuasion that occurs through unconscious, 
System 1 processing;

• A mental architecture favoring cognitive consistency and low anxi-
ety over accuracy and moral principle;
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• Groupishness aroused by the most arbitrary and meaningless 
group distinctions, biasing us in favor of our in-group and against 
out-groups;

• We demonstrate ideological biases in memory, gullibly accept 
incoming information, and fail to revise discredited beliefs;

• We exhibit a tendency to justify and desire the status quo, regard-
less of its flaws, and to ignore dire problems in proportion to their 
urgency and complexity;

• Weak arguments do not weakly persuade, but rather inoculate us 
against accepting a strong version of the same argument, making 
weak balance in the media more manipulative than no balance at all;

• The myriad ways in which evil actions can be rationalized, removed 
from their context, or ignored, particularly in the case of war;

• The “interpreter” mechanism in our minds that produces self- 
deception by bringing only flattering information and motives into 
conscious awareness, while leaving ulterior motives and unflattering 
information in the dark;

• Stark differences in cognitive development, with a small minority 
developing a systematic style of thought analogous to the liberal 
ideal, while a majority develop only a linear or sequential style inca-
pable of the complex reasoning democracy requires.

Media systems must therefore be calibrated to counteract or mute 
our demand-side, psychological biases; otherwise, even a fair and  
balanced media can produce irrational effects on public opinion, owing 
to our suboptimal psychology. A psychologically appropriate media sys-
tem would be pluralist and open, favoring a diversity of perspectives and 
speakers, and seeking to frustrate distortions like in-group bias and sys-
tem justification.

Psychological biases would be of little concern to a media system  
that produces minimal effects. This is not the case: the media produces 
large effects, which only seem minimal when opposing messages largely 
cancel each other out. Not only political messages, but also advertising 
and cultural programming affect opinions and influence socialization. 
The cognitive conservatism of our brains’ design makes snowballing 
effects likelier than deep revisions of previously held beliefs, giving an 
absorption-advantage to information consonant with dominant social 
representations. Whether through priming, framing, agenda-setting, or 
direct persuasion, decades of research have revealed the media to be a 
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powerful force in shaping public opinion. Hence, to a large extent elites 
do have the ability to plug in their preferences through the media to get 
what they want out of the system, though the metaphor of a plug sug-
gests a degree of ease that is somewhat lacking. The “socket” is a moving 
target, and not always yielding.

The plug—the media system itself—has been recognized as a powerful 
force throughout its history and treated as such by governments for most 
of it. Yet at a pivotal juncture—the development of radio and then tele-
vision—the United States government made the fateful decision to turn 
the broadcast media over to commercial enterprises, which used it for 
the narrow goal of fat profits. This is the first of several biases skewing 
media content: toward the perceived desires of women and young adults, 
including sensationalism, a liberal take on social issues, and more life-
style or sports coverage. Journalists themselves tend to be left-of-center 
on social issues, and centrist or right-of-center on economic issues, and 
there is evidence of renewed ownership pressure on journalists to avoid 
coverage damaging to their parent companies’ or advertisers’ interests. 
Additional filters influence what information appears in the mass media: 
the code of journalistic professionalism removing context from stories 
in a quixotic quest for objectivity, source bias and indexing privileging 
the powerful, pack journalism and social influences from those whom 
journalists cover, advertiser pressure and flak, and even direct influence 
from the government. The cumulative result is that the media system 
“plug” gives preference to perspectives and interests of the economic 
and political elite, echoing the status quo-supporting biases of human 
psychology. Biases of both demand and supply skew toward the status 
quo, slowing social evolution by reducing sources of novelty and vari-
ation. The inputs “plugged in” to the system do not produce perfectly 
predictable outputs, but the media system allows certain inputs to be 
blocked, thereby impeding certain outputs. The answer to Dahl’s conjec-
ture seems to be that if the plebiscitary democracy of the United States is 
not strictly the functional equivalent of totalitarian rule, it is a worryingly  
close approximation.

Looking around the world at other media systems, the struggle to 
avoid the pap of commercialism and the propaganda of government con-
trol is universal. The media systems closest to approximating the dem-
ocratic ideal are those of northern Europe, the Democratic Corporatist 
model. These retain a strong, well-funded public service media that does 
a far better job than commercial media of informing the electorate (and 
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even influences commercial media in a positive direction, along with 
content regulations). In the presence of legal mechanisms to weaken 
government influence over public media, government-funded public ser-
vice media is a force tending toward a more knowledgeable (and more 
equally knowledgeable) citizenry, one better able to identify its various 
interests and match them to political policies. The accumulated evidence 
makes unavoidable the conclusion that the U.S. media system (along 
with others) is an impediment to a system of government in which all 
people exercise equal political power.

Which political memes are prevalent among the U.S. electorate? That 
is, what information do voters get delivered to them by the predominant 
provider of information logistics, the media? An observer is likely to first 
notice that they are few in number. The electorate may not be stupid, 
but it is unarguably ignorant—and ignorant of the extent of its igno-
rance. For an observer aware of the breadth of the global political spec-
trum and the variety of ideologies around the world, the second most 
likely observation is that the Right and Left in the United States are sur-
prisingly similar. Disagreements on social and religious issues run deep, 
but some of the most central issues of politics—how to produce and dis-
tribute goods and services, and interact with the rest of the world—are 
only fleetingly debated, as would be expected of a population ignorant of 
the variety of perspectives. So what does it mean for the voters to decide 
on economic or foreign policy, for instance, or to choose representatives 
to carry out their will? To ask the question is to answer it.

Nonetheless, the evidence does not allow for a strict deterministic 
reading: inputs do not determine outputs. Input from the media deter-
mines what information will be widely held, but not how that informa-
tion will be processed and acted on. Conceptual blending can produce 
kaleidoscopic effects: a character or storyline from a movie or novel 
can blend with the anemic information provided by the media to cre-
ate radically divergent ideas about a politician or political policy.  
For instance, the characters in House of Cards or In the Loop can blend 
with mere horserace coverage of politics to create a deeply cynical attitude 
toward politicians, even if they are generally presented positively in the 
media (creating arguably more-accurate knowledge even in the absence 
of much relevant information). Yet despite the important distinction 
between determining and influencing, it does little to reduce the demo-
cratic deficit. Leaving the formation of an accurately informed citizenry 
up to their own creativity is a crapshoot, with as great a likelihood of  
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success as tossing paint against a canvas and hoping to create a painting to 
rival Jackson Pollock’s.

1  sociAl evolution: observAtions for ePistemology

“Nothing is so passionate as a vested interest disguised as an intellectual 
conviction.”
—Sean O’Casey, “The White Plague”

The meme’s eye view, or the perspective of social evolution, is cause 
for a great deal of epistemic skepticism. It points out the arbitrariness 
and contingency of our beliefs, as being the result of memes which hap-
pened to reproduce themselves in our brains. It forces the uncomfortable 
recognition that each of us would have entirely different beliefs had we 
merely inhabited a different environment (as Montaigne would say, on 
the other side of a mountain). It demands that we engage in founda-
tionally critical thinking; in light of our suboptimal rationality and the 
contingency of our beliefs, we must make constant good-faith attempts 
to debunk our own beliefs. That is, we must apply a falsificationist strat-
egy against our beliefs, actively seeking out evidence that may undermine 
them—in effect, consciously swimming against the stream of our evolved 
psychology, which seeks to confirm our own beliefs.

There is no avoiding that even the most well-read among us are rad-
ically ignorant and that the realm of unknown unknowns dwarfs that of 
what we know and even what we know we do not know. Since our brains 
evolved to exhibit cognitive conservatism, treating our beliefs like prized 
possessions we are loathe to give up or replace, we must realize that our 
feeling of confidence in our beliefs is a universal illusion and only rarely 
well-founded. And as Macaulay might have argued, whose opinion is to 
decide which beliefs are well-founded, and whose confidence in their 
beliefs is a deception? This epistemic quandary would be bad enough 
even if our brains were bias-free blank slates from birth; it is made worse 
in light of our evolved political predispositions, our Left or Right psy-
chology, our elective affinities for ideas promising equality and change or 
hierarchy and tradition.

Our ideas about any political issue are inherently contestable: a defini-
tive answer to any of them is vanishingly unlikely, if only because social 
evolution is rarely in stasis. A definitive, correct answer at one moment is 
likely to be incorrect at the next moment in direct proportion to the change  
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occurring in the interim. Adjudicating even the simplest political question 
is prey to radical ignorance, different sets of information held by opposing 
sides, the incommensurability of even the same (disembodied) informa-
tion stored in different brains with emotional memories tied to it, and our 
evolved political predispositions. Every political argument shares in com-
mon the fate of every legal argument: “but the other side can argue that…”  
As in law, so in politics: the argument that carries the day is not necessarily 
the best-supported, but the one favored by the relevant authority, whether 
a judge or jury, the majority of voters or the government. And as Jonathan 
Swift wrote, lawyers “take special Care to record all the Decisions formerly 
made against common Justice and the general Reason of Mankind. These, 
under the name of Precedents, they produce as Authorities to justify the 
most iniquitous Opinions; and the Judges never fail of decreeing accord-
ingly.”3 Likewise, the dead hand of political history produces its own sort of 
iniquitous precedents, the basic beliefs, and self-serving historical myths into 
which we are socialized. In the face of this, a retreat into radical relativism or 
epistemological skepticism, even cynicism, is understandable.

Yet an absolute epistemological skepticism is unwarranted. Just as  
the process of motivated reasoning is impeded by so-called knowledge 
constraints (we cannot completely ignore contrary evidence, and at crit-
ical mass it forces us to revise our beliefs), so too our political beliefs 
encounter reality constraints. We can no sooner believe that submission 
to the directives of an intergalactic empire is the best political-economic 
system than we can believe that the moon is made of Brie. Still, this is 
little comfort; the reality that can constrain our beliefs is too distant and 
immense to have any ideas about other than spooks. However, even with 
its distance and immensity, over time reality has asserted itself against our 
more fanciful political ideas, from the divine right of kings to the inferi-
ority of certain “races” as created by God or nature. History is a grave-
yard of our more egregious spooks.

The epistemology suggested by the evolution of ideas can offer lit-
tle guidance as to choosing accurate beliefs. But the banal, law stu-
dent observation that “a different argument could be made” warrants 
only a tired nod of assent; it does not warrant radical relativism or all- 
encompassing epistemological skepticism. The question is not whether an 
argument could be made—of course, one could be made, an infinite num-
ber of different arguments can always be made—but whether an argument 
is better supported than any contrary argument. Of course, there are no 
judges on intellectual Mount Olympus who can observe the totality of  
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relevant evidentiary support and unerringly rule in favor of the best- 
supported argument. We have only radically ignorant human judges. Yet 
in spite of our unavoidably, immutably radical ignorance, our brains were 
“designed” to argue: millions of years of evolution have produced a species 
of innate lawyers, capable not only of crafting arguments using the informa-
tion one has, but also of choosing the most accurate and beneficial under-
standings of reality—again, given the information one has. Since our radical 
ignorance precludes us from choosing only the wisest and best among us to 
decide political questions, we are left with government by public opinion. 
Our only hope of making public opinion into a fine governor is to inform 
it. And since we know that we cannot be certain in the veracity of our own 
political beliefs, to inform public opinion can only mean to expose it to a 
diversity of political beliefs.

Even so, this provides little guidance; it is merely saying that we are 
dexterous enough to pick them up after we “let the cards fall where they 
may”—only it is requiring that we use a full deck. But the evidence of 
demand-side, psychological biases provides something more. It can-
not suggest which ideas are more likely to be true, but it does suggest 
which ideas are less likely to be true. Absent some mystical principle by 
which our evolved psychological biases actually incline us toward Truth 
(a wildly contradictory Truth—truths which are true only on one side 
of a mountain, and false on the other), we can confidently use them to 
determine which of our ideas deserve greater skepticism than others. As 
in constitutional jurisprudence, where different laws are given varying 
levels of scrutiny according to the interest of the state and their risk of 
encroaching upon fundamental rights, we can use our knowledge of psy-
chological biases as a guide to determine our level of skepticism toward 
certain ideas. Exposing the pedigree of an idea may undercut some—
the pedigree of the “race” meme being the most obvious example—
but exposing the psychological bias supportive of an idea is more widely 
applicable. Once our skepticism has been heightened with regard to an 
idea, we should expend greater effort in attempting to refute it, or in 
finding and considering someone else’s refutation.

All psychological biases are irrational, compared to a liberal ideal, 
but some can be socially beneficial. We have biases toward equality and 
change or hierarchy and tradition, and while these are irrational to the 
extent that they derive from genetic endowments rather than analysis of 
evidence, they may be beneficial. In fact, these biases may be the cor-
nerstone of social evolution: Left psychology provides a source of novel 
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variation, and Right psychology provides longevity for the variants of the 
past. Nonetheless, we are likely to adopt and adhere to some ideas, to 
some extent, due to our psychological Left and Right biases. We would 
do well to submit ideas favored by our Left or Right psychology to 
greater scrutiny.

Other psychological biases are both irrational and harmful. In-group 
bias, while evolutionarily important in the abstract for its role in facili-
tating cooperation, is rationally indefensible in the majority of its man-
ifestations. Being born in Borneo, Taiwan, or on a space station are 
all irrelevant—just as irrelevant as the color of one’s eyes, skin, hair, 
or clothes—to a determination of individual or group worth. The  
fact that in-group bias makes us likely to treat such irrelevant, arbi-
trary distinctions as important in determining political questions must 
give us pause: it is a rational error despite its evolutionary pedigree. Is 
does not imply ought. Rather, it demands suspicion: we must apply 
strict scrutiny to ideas that make our in-group, whether national, par-
tisan, ideological, ethnic, or any other sort, seem praiseworthy. Ceteris  
paribus, we are more likely to adopt an idea if it paints our in-group in 
a pleasing light; hence, all ideas we are exposed to which make us feel 
good about our in-group deserve suspicion. And only suspicion: in-group 
bias is only one force among many influencing our adoption of ideas, 
and there are plenty of true ideas that also make our in-groups look 
good. The United States was an inspiration for democrats the world 
over, despite its historical failure to live up to the ideal; Britain outlawed 
the practice of widow-burning in India, despite causing untold misery 
there and throughout its empire; and the Japanese empire freed mil-
lions from European colonialism, despite yoking them under its own  
domination.

The system justification tendency is another irrational bias demanding 
the application of strict scrutiny. (System justification itself could be con-
ceived as the application of strict scrutiny to proposals for system change, 
thereby irrationally favoring the status quo.) Ideas with a Panglossian 
air, those that support whatever status quo one happens to be living in, 
deserve more suspicion then ideas critical of it. Ceteris paribus, ideas sup-
portive of one’s government or political and economic system have an 
(irrational) advantage over critical ideas; apologetics are stickier than cri-
tiques. Hence, we should apply extra scrutiny to defenses of the status 
quo (and only scrutiny: an irrational inclination does not imply the 
absence of any rational reasons).
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Studies of gene-culture coevolution have uncovered a “prestige bias” 
tending to push us into irrationally adopting ideas simply because they are 
held by those with wealth or high status. As with in-group bias, this has 
a clear evolutionary rationale: adopting ideas from highly-regarded fellow 
tribe members likely was an adaptive strategy for most of human history. 
Someone able to win the approbation of aggressive egalitarians likely had 
some useful ideas about food, predators, or social life. After the Lucky 
Sperm Club arose along with sedentary mass societies, however, high 
status from wealth went to a much broader class of people, whose ideas 
are just as likely to be beneficial as harmful, brilliant as moronic. (Think 
of the political ideas of Henry Ford or Kim Kardashian.) Ceteris paribus, 
the spooks of the rich are no better than the spooks of the poor or mid-
dle-class—yet we are more likely to adopt them under the influence of 
prestige bias (not to mention supply-side biases). Ideas favored by those 
with wealth or high status therefore deserve stricter scrutiny.

These sorts of irrational psychological biases are important for episte-
mology, the study of knowledge, and may also help explain its opposite: 
“agnotology,” or the study of ignorance.4 While awareness of psycho-
logical biases can help improve epistemic practices in politics, they (along 
with supply-side biases) explain much about agnotology. The cigarette 
industry sowing doubt about the link between tobacco and cancer is pri-
marily an example of a supply-side bias: tobacco companies funding and 
disseminating research meant to persuade people that cigarettes might 
not be harmful. It also involved demand-side bias: smokers were more 
likely to accept manufactured doubt about the danger of the drug they 
used (through cognitive dissonance reduction, confirmation bias, and the 
pull of addiction). Both forms of bias produced widespread ignorance of 
the very real link between cancer and cigarettes.

Another example is that of climate change.5 Military-funded research 
in the 1940s predicted dangerous global warming, but military secrecy 
kept these findings from being publicly disseminated (a supply-side 
bias).6 As other scientists and institutions began to openly publish similar 
findings, demand-side biases (cognitive consistency, system justification) 
entered the picture: believers in free-market ideology opposed the sci-
ence because it suggested government intervention into the economy to 
solve a dire problem caused by the free market itself. This then fed back 
into a supply-side bias, as free-market fundamentalists took a page from 
Big Tobacco’s playbook and began funding and disseminating research 
meant to cast doubt on climate change.
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Of course, ignorance is rife in the political realm, which Jeffrey 
Friedman describes as “a cacophony of confident voices that unwittingly 
express factual ignorance, theoretical ignorance, ignorance of logic, igno-
rance of their own possible ignorance, ignorance of their opponents’ pos-
sible ignorance; and, in consequence, dogmatism, demagoguery, and 
demonization.”7 But the ignorance of agnotology is of a yet another sort, 
suggesting partially-hidden or submerged knowledge on the demand 
side—a result of self-deception—and conscious attempts to spread igno-
rance (or doubt) on the supply side (facilitated by other psychological 
biases, like in-group bias).8 Charles Mills has explored agnotology in liberal 
political philosophy, demonstrating how classical liberals displayed a shock-
ing degree of ignorance about how their purportedly universal philosophy 
was in practice applied only to Whites.9 He has identified the key variable 
of political epistemology and agnotology as power:

[T]he conceptual array with which the cognizer approaches the world needs 
itself to be scrutinized for its adequacy to the world, for how well it maps the 
reality it claims to be describing. If the society is one structured by relations of 
domination and subordination (as of course most societies in recent human 
history have been), then in certain areas this conceptual apparatus is likely 
going to be shaped in various ways by the biases of the ruling groups.10

Indeed, economic and political power is the preponderant influence 
in the ecology of information. It brings with it its own demand biases, 
which readily enter supply as well. Perhaps Mark Twain should have writ-
ten instead that whenever you find yourself on the side of the powerful, it 
is time to pause and reflect.

2  Power

“There is something about power that distorts judgments more or less. The 
chances that a powerful person will make an error are much greater than 
those of a weak person. Power has recourse to its own resources. Weakness must 
draw on reason. All other things being equal, it is always true that those who 
govern have opinions which are less just, less sane, less impartial than those 
whom they govern.”
—Benjamin Constant, Principles of Politics Applicable to All Governments

In a free, commercial media system whose output mimics that of a 
government-controlled propaganda system, evil outcomes are not the 
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result of evil intentions. They are the result of an invisible hand: the 
aggregate forces, pressures, and tendencies in a certain type of human 
ecology, whether the business world, the foreign policy establishment, 
or the media system. Adam Smith’s “unseen hand” referred both to the 
force of self-interest and the force of morality, which Smith conceptu-
alized as the desire to conform to the judgments of others in the soci-
ety.11 Smith wrote during a time when corporations were banned in 
England (in reaction to the Enron of the day, the South Sea Company’s 
collapse); he recognized that the professional managers of corporations 
would not run their businesses in the way a baker or butcher (or part-
nership) would—they would lack the pressure of moral conformity.12 
Just as psychopaths do not intuitively feel our evolved sense of moral-
ity that produces conformity to social norms, psychopathic institutions 
lack structural features that might impose conformity to social morality. 
Institutions with such features would obviate any worry about psycho-
pathic individuals within them: their individual (immoral) intentions 
would matter less once constrained by countervailing institutional 
pressure. This pressure would ensure that to do well, one would have  
to do good—regardless of motives and intentions. Defending Marcus 
Aurelius against the charge of narcissism, “that all his life he was just, 
laborious, beneficent out of vanity, and that his virtues served only to 
dupe mankind,” Voltaire wrote: “Dear god, give us often such rascals!”13

But even in the face of morally appropriate institutional design, power 
remains a force capable of skewing the ecology of information and pro-
ducing immoral outcomes. Power often is the creation of institutions:  
it is what control of an institution grants an individual. As such, it is both 
a supply-side bias (the institution and its effects once wielded) and a 
demand-side bias, since it affects our psychology in profound ways. The 
science fiction writer Douglas Adams observed: “It is difficult to be sat 
on all day, every day, by some other creature, without forming an opin-
ion about them. … On the other hand, it is perfectly possible to sit all 
day, every day, on top of another creature and not have the slightest 
thought about them whatsoever.”14 This is supported by psychological 
research: power reduces our ability to understand how others see the 
world, adopt others’ perspectives, take into account others’ knowledge 
or lack thereof, and intuit others’ emotions.15

Like all psychological biases, that produced by power is invisible, sub-
conscious. Max Weber was correct “that in every such situation he who 
is more favored feels the never ceasing need to look upon his position 
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as in some way ‘legitimate,’ upon his advantage as ‘deserved,’ and the  
other’s disadvantage as being brought about by the latter’s ‘fault.’ That 
the purely accidental causes of the difference may be ever so obvious 
makes no difference.”16 Psychological bias is immune to the obvious.

If power is defined as the ability to exercise one’s will, then in market 
societies where most everything one desires may be purchased, wealth 
is a rather direct proxy for power. Unsurprisingly, the psychological 
effects of wealth mimic those of power: wealth reduces our ability to 
empathize with others,17 leading to a style of moral judgments18 sim-
ilar to that of psychopaths.19 It makes us feel more entitled and leads 
to greater narcissism.20 A study of lottery winners found that a sud-
den windfall of money made them less egalitarian and more support-
ive of right-wing political parties, in direct proportion to the amount of 
money won.21

Little wonder then, given the demand-side bias of wealth and power, 
that the wealthiest 1% in the USA has starkly different political beliefs 
than those of the 99%. They are more concerned about government 
deficits, more favorable to cutting taxes and social welfare programs 
(health care, the earned income tax credit, social security, minimum 
wage, government jobs programs, education), less favorable to increas-
ing government regulation of corporations and redistributing wealth or 
income, and less concerned with inequality.22 And in the U.S. political 
system, the wealthy mostly get what they want, while the government is 
non-responsive to the desires of the non-wealthy.23 Evidence shows that 
elected officials do not even bother learning what the electorate wants.24 
Why should they: wealth can buy elections to Congress,25 and votes in 
Congress.26 Insufficient money is ever so much a bar to holding public 
office in the United States as the “wrong” ideology is in Iran or China.27

Private power is not greater than public power so much as it consti-
tutes public power; government is a Leviathan to the people, a tool for 
the wealthy.28 The demand-side bias produced by power fashions the 
link between class interest and ideology, and the disproportionate influ-
ence the wealthy exert over the media, political, and education systems 
creates supply-side biases influencing elections. Of course, the elector-
ate has proximate power over the government through the vote. But the 
voters are the owners of the country in the same sense that shareholders 
are the owners of a corporation whose CEO presents them with annual 
reports giving them misleading or fraudulent information. Voters are 
the proximate owners; the ultimate owners are those who control the 
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supply of information voters can easily, cheaply access. And policy-relevant  
information is cheaper for businesses to obtain, since voters must pay in 
time and money for it, while businesses acquire it in the daily course of 
operations.29 Information drives a wide gap between proximate and ulti-
mate control, explaining why the government does not serve the “median 
voter” but only those investment blocs that can afford the exorbitant costs 
of campaigning; without money, reason, discussion, and persuasion avail 
one nothing.30 “The electorate is not too stupid or too tired to control 
the political system. It is merely too poor.”31 Delving into the byzan-
tine array of recent campaign finance records, Tom Ferguson concludes: 
“What both major investors and candidates have long known intuitively—
that a relatively small number of giant sources provide most of the funding 
for successful major party candidates—is true. The relatively thin stream of 
small contributions simply does not suffice to float (conventionally man-
aged) national campaigns, and all insiders know it.”32

The power of wealth exerts its pull in politics and the media, and 
also in the academy. Supply-side biases enter through grants from 
foundations and institutes named after their philanthropist found-
ers (and funders), resulting in the production of analyses that seem 
less like political science and more like apologetics for the status quo.33  
In international relations scholarship, power pulls more directly.34

Of course, poverty does not grant wisdom, and wealth does not  
guarantee a distorted ideology. Malevolent motives or character do not 
need to be imputed; again, the ecology of our minds (psychology) inter-
acting with the ecology of information (media, schools) produces its 
effects with or without human intentionality. Hence, not only are we 
more likely to adopt ideas of the powerful due to “prestige bias” oper-
ating within our psychology; we are also more likely to adopt the ideas 
of the powerful due to their influence over supply. Ceteris paribus, ideas 
favored and promoted by the powerful must be given stricter scrutiny.

3  economics

“¡La economía es de gente, no de curvas!”—“Economics is about people, not 
curves!”
—Graffiti on a Madrid campus

To create a distinction between good (“supporting” of the ideals it pur-
ports to embody) and bad (“undermining” of the ideals it purports to 
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embody) propaganda, the philosopher Jason Stanley took a step back 
to acknowledge that judgments about propaganda are unavoidably  
ideological: “If a neutral stance means a stance without ideological 
belief, then the neutral stance is a myth.”35 We all have ideological 
beliefs, spooks:

The fact that there is no neutral stance cannot lead us to political paralysis, 
or to skepticism about political and moral reality. It is an error to try to 
evade the facts of our epistemic limitations by adopting metaphysical anti-
realism. We must come to terms with the fact of our limited perspective 
while occupying that very perspective. There is simply no other way.36

So too this book must perforce occupy an ideological perspective. There 
is no objective perspective possible—only the objectivity of idiots (in the 
classical Greek sense of one who is removed from public affairs).

To some readers, this entire argument is a tempest in a teapot. “Sure,” 
they might say, “there are problems with our media systems, and they 
might not be ideal – but what tragedy have they caused?” It is for this 
reason that the majority of media critics occupy a position to the right or 
left of the ideological spectrum in the media system.

We have already seen how media reports on economic issues hew 
closely to economic orthodoxy, particularly to the views of financial 
market participants and central bankers. This would be less of a prob-
lem if economic orthodoxy were like dominant paradigms in the natural 
sciences. But as Robert Sidelsky explains, economics is different: “much 
more so than in physics, the research agenda and structure of power 
within the profession reflect the structure of power outside it. They  
have the character of ideologies.”37 Holders of economic power have no 
interest in shaping physics or chemistry, but the science of the source of 
their power is another matter.38 This reflection of the power outside eco-
nomics forces us to ask:

Who finances the institutions from which ideas spring? Who finances 
the dissemination of ideas in popular form – media, think tanks? What 
are the incentives facing the producers, disseminators, and popularisers 
of ideas even in a society in which discussion is ‘free’? In short, what is 
the agenda of business? It is reasonable to see business as the hard power 
behind the soft power of ideas, not because the business community speaks 
with one voice, or because there are not other centres of hard power  
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(e.g. government) but because it is the main source of the money without 
which the intellectual estate would wither and die.39

This hard selection pressure (among others) has shaped economics 
since its inception. Robert Babe observes: “At every stage of its evolu-
tion, mainstream economics has been aligned with, and has doctrinally 
served, a class interest.”40 Or, when the interests of businesses in a coun-
try were sufficiently uniform, national interest would subsume class inter-
est as the master of economics. For example, Sophus Reinert traces a 
forgotten British protectionist treatise through time and translations into 
several European languages from an explicitly evolutionary perspective.41 
First published in 1695, John Cary’s Essay on the State of England argued 
for the encouragement of high value-added domestic manufacturing 
by imposing tariffs on foreign goods and restrictions on exports of raw 
materials; while this could increase prices of manufactured goods, it was 
compensated by an increase in wages.42 Once implemented, this policy 
served England well, turning it into a manufacturing powerhouse. Yet 
England refused to preach what it practiced; instead, the British govern-
ment kicked away the ladder, promoting the idea that only free trade and 
open markets brought wealth.43

By the nineteenth century, “‘free trade’ simply meant England’s freedom 
to export manufactured goods in exchange for foreign raw materials, a 
practice oxymoronically known as ‘free trade imperialism.’”44 Yet British  
economists like Adam Smith and David Ricardo pointedly ignored the reality 
that Britain’s success was owed to protectionism, along with its imperial  
depredations. (As Michael Hudson archly observes, “gunboats do not appear 
in Ricardian trade theory,” and “[w]hen the Native Americans refused to  
submit to the plantations system and its personal servitude, armed appropria-
tion of their land drastically reduced their ‘factor proportions.’”)45 Economic 
ideas evolve to serve power, including by avoiding information that cannot 
be used for the purpose. When England needed to catch up, Cary’s protec-
tionism held sway; when England held a lead, protectionism continued in 
practice but was jettisoned in theory, and a new crop of economists preached 
to the world “do as we say, not as we do.” Luckily for several other European 
countries such as Germany, these new economic doctrines were ignored 
(until, following England’s example, they became sufficiently developed to 
afford free trade and preach it to less-developed others).

As time went by, even Smith and Ricardo lost favor. They and other 
classical economists adhered to the labor theory of value, which Karl 
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Marx later used as the foundation of his theory that capitalist profits 
comprised surplus value expropriated from laborers.46 Even worse, Marx 
tied the labor theory of value and classical economics to a prediction that 
economic evolution would inevitably proceed to socialism.

The use to which Marx put Ricardo’s labor theory of value rendered it 
anathema… After the 1870s, just as Europe initiated a new colonialist 
expansion that culminated in World War I, orthodox economists stopped 
theorizing about the stages of development and its foreign-policy aspects. 
So inextricably had Marx identified the evolution of capitalism with the 
emergence of socialist institutions that the minds of orthodox econo-
mists snapped shut. A kind of fatalism, epitomized by the factor endow-
ment view of comparative advantage, supplanted doctrines of active  
government development strategy. In advocating the avoidance of active 
government policy, economists dropped their concerns with technology 
and productivity. Henceforth their theories were marginal in a pejorative 
sense.47

The labor theory of value was replaced by the theory of “marginal util-
ity,” which was far more soothing to the wealthy. Instead of value deriv-
ing from labor, the theory posited that value derived from subjective 
preferences. As such, there could be no unjust expropriation of labor 
in the economy, since the marketplace merely expressed the aggregate 
desires of interchangeable individuals and compensated everyone in 
accordance with how well they met the desires of other market partici-
pants.48 Neoclassical economics was born and as if in reward for its ser-
vices, endures to this day.

Politics entered into the battle of paradigms in economics.49 At the 
turn of the century, economists whose work pointed out problems with 
capitalist economies were denounced as traitorous socialists, denied jobs, 
or forced to resign; some became neoclassicists. At the beginning of the 
twentieth century, the neoclassical school included a focus on the dis-
tribution of income and material welfare instead of “preferences.” But 
after a brief spell during which the Great Depression forced some reality 
on the Pollyannaish neoclassical vision of capitalism, and World War II 
demonstrated the effectiveness of massive government intervention into 
the economy, the field retrenched in an ideological fantasyland. With the 
beginning of the Cold War, government and private funding for eco-
nomics favored apologetics for capitalism, to be used in ideological war-
fare against the Soviets.
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[I]t was not an improvement of knowledge or tools that led to the shift 
from classical and institutional economics to today’s “antigovernment- 
neoclassical-rational choice” mainstream. It was the result of a redefinition 
of what economics should be concerned with – from a fair to an efficient 
allocation of resources – an effort that was generously funded by business-
men and the military in the name of cementing the power and legitimacy 
of their selves and their beliefs within society in a post-1929 Depression 
ideological Cold War world.50

Today, neoclassical economics has received withering (and unan-
swered) criticism from many quarters, from within and without the 
field,51 and a mix of heterodox approaches has recently challenged its 
dominance.52 Fundamentally, its worse-than-worthlessness is a conse-
quence of its limited methods.53 Mainstream economics has not yet found 
an equilibrium between Panglossian irrelevance and catastrophic failures.

Yet the failures this methodological kneecapping has produced may 
continue, since the selection pressure of needing to be ideologically con-
genial to the wealthy has proven stronger than the selection pressure 
for a science capable of providing policy guidance for an equitable and 
sustainable economy. After all, from the perspective of those benefitting 
from the financialization of the economy, the epistemic failure of main-
stream economics is not a bug—it is a feature.54 As two economic his-
torians put it, “[t]he price for maintaining such a view has always been 
to ignore or deny all significant social problems and all significant social 
conflicts”—an attractively low price for those unaffected by such prob-
lems and conflicts—while “[t]he reward for maintaining this view is,  
of course, that one can sit back and relax, forget all the unpleasantness 
of the world, and enjoy one’s dreams of the beatific vision and eternal  
felicity.”55 And, one should add, wealth.

Not only does mainstream economics have a track record of failure 
for the non-wealthy (and a record of success for the minority benefitting 
from financialization), but merely studying it has been shown to  
produce “debased” moral behavior and attitudes.56 Furthermore, the 
negative effects of earning a degree in economics are long lasting; one 
study found that U.S. Congress members with an economics degree were 
significantly likelier to engage in corrupt practices than their peers.57

Regardless, the most pernicious effect of mainstream economics 
may be in crowding out alternative ideas. Take the issue of government 
debt, which the U.S. media in recent years has presented as if it were the  
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equivalent of household borrowing.58 If a household borrows more 
than it can repay, bankruptcy awaits; this suggests that a similarly dire 
fate might await governments with too much debt (“look at Greece!”). 
Yet a government like that of the United States, which produces its own 
sovereign currency (unlike Greece), can never run out of the money it 
creates with a keyboard.59 It does not even need to borrow, since like 
private banks, but without even solvency or capital adequacy restrictions, 
the government creates money ex nihilo. As Michael Hudson observed 
about the Great Recession bailouts:

If there was a silver lining to all this, it has been to demonstrate that if 
the Treasury and Federal Reserve can create $13 trillion of public obliga-
tions – money – electronically on computer keyboards, there really is no Social 
Security problem at all, no Medicare shortfall, no inability of the American 
government to rebuild the nation’s infrastructure. … Even more remarkable 
is the attempt to convince the population that new money and debt crea-
tion to bail out Wall Street – and vest a new century of financial billionaires 
at public subsidy – cannot be mobilized just as readily to save labor and 
industry in the “real” economy.60

This attempt to convince the population of an absurdity is all the 
worse in light of two considerations: the suffering and even death attrib-
utable to the crisis61 and the existence of plausible solutions. The media 
never tires of propagating scare stories about “entitlements” driving 
the U.S. into bankruptcy62—whatever that would mean for a sovereign 
issuer of fiat currency.63 At least in the most accessed medium, television, 
there is no discussion of proposals for a universal basic income, a govern-
ment job guarantee, or doing again what was done during World War 
II: re-tooling factories en masse, this time to produce a fully renewable 
energy system. Ideas that deserve mere awareness, plus critical scrutiny, 
are absent from the U.S. media—much like ideas about Iraq’s actual 
military capabilities and Iraqis’ opinions on an invasion in 2002–2003.  
If mere facts have no wings, then entire economic theories and policy 
proposals do not either.

One proposal a democratic electorate might be interested in is called 
the Chicago Plan. To understand it would require an understanding that 
contrary to economics textbooks,64 private banks do not intermediate 
between savers and borrowers and banks are not constrained in their lend-
ing by the loanable funds savers have deposited.65 Instead, banks create 
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money ex nihilo, constrained only by solvency and capital requirements—
but most powerfully, their own assessments (prone to the bias of “ani-
mal spirits”) of profitability and solvency. And when banks create money 
via loans, they create deposits. As two IMF economists explained, “[t]he 
quantity of reserves is therefore a consequence, not a cause, of lending 
and money creation.”66 This is not how the monetary system is described 
in economics classes or the media. But the unavoidable conclusion is 
that “private banks are almost fully in control of the money creation pro-
cess”—that is, “privately created deposit money … plays the central role in 
the current U.S. monetary system, while government-issued money plays 
a quantitatively and conceptually negligible role.”67

The Chicago Plan would reverse this, putting private banks into the 
role of a saver-borrower intermediary they are already falsely believed to 
play, and government into the role of primary credit creator. First pro-
posed in the wake of the Great Depression, the Chicago Plan won wide 
support among economists, but was never implemented due to resistance 
from private banks.68 After detailing their analysis along with a simulation, 
the IMF economist-authors conclude that the benefits of the plan would 
exceed even those imagined when it was proposed nearly a century ago:

The Chicago Plan could significantly reduce business cycle volatility caused 
by rapid changes in banks’ attitudes towards credit risk, it would eliminate 
bank runs, and it would lead to an instantaneous and large reduction in 
the levels of both government and private debt. It would accomplish the 
latter by making government-issued money, which represents equity in 
the commonwealth rather than debt, the central liquid asset of the econ-
omy, while banks concentrate on their strength, the extension of credit 
to investment projects that require monitoring and risk management 
expertise.69

Regardless of whether this argument or that put forth by banks to 
retain their exorbitant privilege of money creation would be found con-
vincing, the point is that the electorate cannot deliberate on an argu-
ment it has never been exposed to. That is, in an economy drowning 
in debt, stagnant wages, and underemployment, rutted into secular 
stagnation and regular crises, the citizenry is denied the opportunity 
to even learn about a proposal intended to solve these problem and  
others (government credit creation could be directed toward renewable 
energy and climate change mitigation). The information ecology or the 
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marketplace of ideas is impoverished or distorted as a result. Again, the 
normatively indefensible selection pressure of power leaves its mark.

4  whAt this PersPective suggests  
About contemPorAry Politics

The election of the United States’ first reality TV star president recalls 
how, ever since television became the predominant source of political 
information, U.S. politics itself has been uncomfortably close to a reality 
TV show. It was the first reality TV show, to the extent that access to the 
airwaves has been limited to a narrow ideological spectrum, restricting the 
options citizens have to choose from. In this sense, the “show” of poli-
tics is produced by those who control this means of communication—as  
A.J. Liebling quipped, “freedom of the press is guaranteed to those who 
own one.” Real power is exerted behind the scenes, although viewers 
do get to vote on the occupant of The Real World: 1600 Pennsylvania 
Avenue.

It stands to reason from the perspective in this book that someone 
with a lot of TV exposure would have a good chance of being elected by 
a largely politically ignorant electorate (particularly when profit-seeking 
television networks discovered that he attracted a great many eyeballs to 
sell to advertisers). His widely disseminated persona as a successful busi-
nessman resonated in a society taught in schools and by the news media 
to believe that free-market capitalism is the best system of economic 
organization, if not one prescribed by God. And while many immersed 
in economic memes from reputable media outlets pointed out that by 
several objective measurements (like the most commonly used unem-
ployment rate, GDP, and the federal deficit), the economy had recovered 
from the Great Financial Crisis, other objective measurements (median 
real wages, wealth and income concentration, inter-generational mobil-
ity, labor force participation, and household debt) indicated a great deal 
of economic suffering and anxiety among broad swaths of the elector-
ate—fertile soil for a “change” candidate, even (or especially) one who 
breaks the rules of political decorum and strays outside of the ideological 
center—but an unfriendly environment for an establishment candidate.

Trump either devised or stumbled on an effective strategy: repeat 
memes from right-wing media outlets (not just Fox, but further right, 
fringe outlets), even if the memes are considered false and the outlets 
deemed disreputable by the ideological mainstream. As a Harvard study 
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of the online ecosystem concluded, a “sustained campaign of materi-
ally misleading political messaging … leverag[ing] basic psychological  
features of memory and belief formation … generated a pool of memes 
that could be recombined for mutual reinforcement … made into sto-
ries that created a folklore, reinforcing in-group identity and denigrat-
ing the out-group.”70 By repeating these memes and folklore, Trump 
seemed forthright and fearless to audiences of the same outlets, a rare 
truth-teller among a sea of lying politicians. So too with statements that 
crossed taboos against speech considered racist and sexist by the polit-
ical elite—not only would these resonate with voters harboring racist 
and sexist ideas (memes about ethnic out-groups being genetically or 
culturally inferior and promoting the relegation of women to subordi-
nate social roles), but also among those with ideas explaining their own 
economic woes as the fault of immigrants and “mooching” minorities 
(due to ignorance of accurate, more complex explanations, and facili-
tated by in-group bias). In-group bias under one of its many guises, par-
tisanship, did the rest, with Republicans overwhelmingly voting for the 
Republican; the hypothetical median voter was not a factor.

The ultimate source of these ideas is the right-wing media, which 
has grown prodigiously since the late 1980s.71 As this book’s perspec-
tive would predict, in contradistinction to the view that media outlets 
merely adapt to citizens’ (somehow) endogenously formed opinions, first 
came the rise in right-wing media and then came increased polarization 
in Congress and among the electorate.72 This second wave of right-wing 
media, less intellectual and more entertainment-oriented than the first 
wave in mid-century, did not simply send ideas into the ether—it trans-
ported physical bits of information into tens of millions of brains. The 
recipients of such information were free to disregard it or reinterpret it in 
myriad ways, but the stark increase in political polarization (particularly 
on the Right) suggests that many chose to accept ideas from the newly 
opened right-wing floodgate, and shaped their political worldviews out of 
it. The estimated combined weekly audience for conservative television, 
cable, and (overwhelmingly) radio programming, 115 million, is over 
50% larger than the combined weekly audience of nearly 75 million for 
centrist and liberal programming.73 (The ratings data this back-of-the-
envelope calculation used do not allow discounting for viewers/listeners 
of multiple shows; hence, the total weekly audience for all broadcast TV  
and radio political programming is undoubtedly smaller.) Hence, conserv-
ative and liberal views on social issues, but only conservative and centrist 
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views on economic and foreign policy issues, were easily, cheaply accessi-
ble. For left-wing views on economics and foreign policy, one would have 
to scour the blooming, buzzing overabundance of the internet. Yochai 
Benkler and colleagues explain that:

[T]he highly asymmetric architecture of the media ecosystem precedes 
[Trump], as do the asymmetric patterns of political polarization, and we 
think it more likely that his success was enabled by a political and media 
landscape ripe for takeover rather than that he himself upended the ecosys-
tem. Trump, as both candidate and president, was both contributing cause 
and outcome, operating on the playing field of an already radicalized, 
asymmetric media ecosystem. (Benkler et al., Network Propaganda, 19–20)

Yet Trump, as the logical (if large) extension of existing trends,74 was not 
the most interesting phenomenon in the 2016 election. More interest-
ing was how electoral propaganda and legacy media outlets were shown 
to have lost a great deal of their influence (at least influence from the 
analysis the media provides, if not influence from the airtime granted to 
eyeball-grabbing candidates). Had they kept the influence they enjoyed 
a decade or two ago, Clinton would have defeated Trump (had Jeb 
Bush, the winner of the early dollar vote, not already beaten him for the 
Republican nomination) on the strength of her support from most news-
papers and TV channels and her significant advantage in ad spending. 
As many to the Left and Right of the political center have long hoped, 
the dominance of legacy mass media outlets over public opinion was 
eclipsed—pleasing the Left, by more participatory forms of media (social 
media, blogs, etc.), and pleasing the Right, by more conservative, parti-
san, but still commercial media outlets (Fox, talk radio, the websites of 
the newly christened “alt-Right,” etc.—all of which could extend their 
reach through social media).

Much attention has focused on the role of social media and “fake news” 
in the 2016 election. Given the tiny margins by which Trump won, they 
belong on a long list of necessary causes: sexism, racism or “racial resent-
ment,” turnout by non-college-educated, older, and rural voters, insuf-
ficient turnout by ethnic minorities, working-class distress, battlefield 
casualties, James Comey, the DNC emails, automation, a last-minute surge 
in dark money, neoliberal economic policies, voter suppression and disen-
franchisement, the Clinton campaign’s strategy, and more (possibly even 
including inept Russian facebook posts). Yet as the authors of a Columbia 
Journalism School study observe, fake news
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is a distraction from the larger issue that the structure and the econom-
ics of social platforms incentivize the spread of low-quality content over 
high-quality material. Journalism with high civic value—journalism that 
investigates power, or reaches underserved and local communities—is dis-
criminated against by a system that favors scale and shareability.75

This is merely familiar commercial bias operating in a different 
media ecosystem, social media, where editors at legacy media out-
lets are replaced with new editors: those in one’s online social network. 
Meanwhile, the panic over “fake news” is currently pressuring tech com-
panies to tweak their algorithms to reshape the internet ecosystem in the 
image of the legacy media. Media researcher Jonathan Albright predicts 
that this “next era of the infowars is likely to result in the most pervasive 
filter yet: it’s likely to normalise the weeding out of viewpoints that are in 
conflict with established interests.”76 The more things change, the more 
they (may) stay the same.

The other contender for most interesting development was the over-
performance of the Bernie Sanders campaign. One need not go back as 
far as the days of the Red Scare to find disbelief that a self-described dem-
ocratic socialist could nearly win a major party’s nomination; early 2016 
would do. His eventual loss is easily explainable: most regular voters in 
Democratic Party primaries are among the (relatively) politically knowl-
edgeable, whose main lifeline to the realm of politics is the agenda-setting 
media, which favored the establishment frontrunner. The anomaly was his 
unexpected success. Like Trump, he was doubtless helped by an economy 
failing broad swaths of the population and a message closely calibrated to 
this reality, but he also seemed uniquely helped by the internet. Not only 
did he dominate on social media platforms, but he won a higher share 
of the vote in states with a higher proportion of netizens and in counties 
with greater broadband internet availability.77 Since the internet provides 
a significantly different ecology of information than television and news-
papers,78 it should produce different effects on the formation of political 
opinions.79 The vast breadth of the internet provides a greater variety of 
facts (and lies), arguments (sound and specious), perspectives (worthwhile 
and worthless), and interpretations (considered and kooky) than any tel-
evision station or newspaper could hope to offer. Those who turn to the 
internet for political information have a greater chance of being exposed 
to ideas one may never find in the legacy media, including ideas like dem-
ocratic socialism the U.S. legacy media has long considered verboten. The 
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2016 U.S. election (further) demonstrated that the internet has vastly 
changed the ecology of political information; if recent experience can jus-
tify any prediction of the future, it would be to expect the unexpected.

In Europe, the same prediction is sensible. While proponents of the 
European Union expected it to reduce the likelihood of the violent conflict 
that has soaked European history in blood, ironically some features of the 
E.U.’s design are recreating the conditions that led to Europe’s last orgy 
of bloodletting. In the 1930s, applied liberal economic ideology created 
severe economic pain for majorities of Europeans, leading many to support 
fascist governments that rejected economic liberalism and used the state to 
intervene heavily in the economy to employ the unemployed and produce 
public goods.80 Today’s eurozone was designed according to similar liberal 
economic principles—namely the belief that capitalist economies produce 
a felicitous equilibrium if left without government interference81—and has 
reproduced similar economic pain. In this fertile soil, nationalist, xenophobic 
ideas are spreading, threatening the breakup of the E.U. if not renewed vio-
lence between nations. If history is any guide, to avoid the rise of the nation-
alist Right will require abandoning liberal economics for a more active state 
role (necessary also to transition from the current cyanide pill of an econ-
omy82 to an indefinitely sustainable one). The problem then and now is that 
liberal economics is particularly attractive to those with wealth and dispro-
portionate power over systems of government, media, and education. Liberal 
economics, thought by many at the time to have been delivered a fatal blow 
by the Great Depression and subsequent government-spending-fueled 
recovery,83 has come back to dominance in the academy—helped by funding 
from those with enough wealth to find it palatable—and from there, to the 
minds of public officials and the highly educated.84 Here again, the internet 
and the way it has reshaped the ecology of information may prove helpful 
for alternative economic ideas that threaten the relative wealth of a few and 
promise a reduction in pain for many. Until they spread more widely, the 
(near) future for the nationalistic, xenophobic European Right is bright.

5  outline of An ideAl mediA system

According to the liberal view, an ideal media system might look the same 
as the status quo in the United States. All are free to start their own media 
outlet, with government restrictions on this liberty limited to media like 
television and radio facing scarcity from the laws of physics. Freedom of 
the press is guaranteed (to all who own one). Media corporations or indi-
vidual proprietors compete for audience share and audiences choose from 
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among their products, voting with their dollars and eyeballs. Government-
funded media exists, but the majority of its revenues come from private 
donors, and its audience share is small. From a liberal perspective, this is 
a system suited for rational, self-interested, utility-maximizing individuals: 
competition in the market should produce a plethora of options citizens 
are free to choose from, the best defense against manipulation, deception, 
and propaganda. In a functioning marketplace, manipulative, deceitful, 
and propagandistic products should be weeded out in favor of more hon-
est sources (how this happens without making the assumption of perfect 
information common in neoclassical economic models is unclear).85 The 
result is that no one can beat the market; that is, no politician, party, cor-
poration, interest group, etc. can evade critical scrutiny from a free market 
for media companies. There will always be some media outlet to recog-
nize the opportunity to make money by doing good: exposing corruption 
and criticizing bad policy will be valued and rewarded by the marketplace. 
Doing bad for political actors will be prohibitively expensive.

Yet to believe that this accurately describes the contemporary U.S. media 
requires mere assumption; a look at media systems in other countries or even 
a few hours of channel surfing reveals just how few options the U.S. mass 
media offers (for political perspectives). Reporting on foreign policy rarely 
strays from the perspectives of the U.S. foreign policy elite and reporting on 
economic issues rarely strays from mainstream Republican and Democratic 
Party positions—which is far narrower than what is available in several other 
countries (and online). The liberal view does not obtain; the free market for 
media companies has failed, and the felicitous equilibrium it should produce 
is nowhere in sight. Instead, we have a distorted market: non-consumers 
receive benefits they have not paid for and consumers pay for benefits they 
do not receive; a funding model for television in which viewers are not the 
customers, but advertisers, skewing incentives; and political-economic power 
exercising a clear selection pressure over which ideas make it into the mass 
media. Instead of fulfilling the role imagined in the liberal ideal, the news 
media tends toward a free-market version of a propaganda system, with a 
variety of political-economic pressures in place of government diktat.

Perhaps one benefit of Trump’s election was that it provided a clear 
illustration of the dangers inherent in the U.S. media system. Referring 
to the reality TV star’s candidacy in early 2016, the CEO of CBS infa-
mously said: “It may not be good for America, but it’s damn good 
for CBS.”86 (Half a century earlier, a former CBS news director made 
a similar point with the opposite valence: that “[t]elevision makes so 
much [money] at its worst that it can’t afford to do its best.”)87 A free 
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market is theorized to allocate resources in the most efficient manner 
to best meet consumers’ needs; yet this free market for media compa-
nies resulted in nearly $5 billion in free coverage lathered on Trump.88 
In addition to the studies of foreign policy and economic coverage dis-
cussed in Chapter 5, U.S. media coverage of the 2016 election contra-
dicts the liberal view and confirms the view argued here. Commercial 
pressures in a commercial media system resulted in an inordinate amount 
of free coverage to arguably the least qualified presidential candidate in 
U.S. history. What was bad for the country was good for media compa-
nies—and the latter won out.

The U.S. media system does not produce the beneficial outcomes pre-
dicted by the liberal view due partially to supply-side deficiencies, but 
other failures come from the demand side. Our minds are “designed” 
to accept and build on information we have absorbed as schemas; media 
stories that contradict widely held beliefs are likelier to be rejected, 
ignored, or distorted. If human beings more closely approximated the 
liberal ideal of rational thinkers, the present U.S. media system might 
work. However, contrary to this ideal, when the truth matches our 
accumulated knowledge, we desire it—but when it does not, we desire 
alternative facts. What then would an ideal media system look like, one 
calibrated to the minds we have, and which could provide the free mar-
ket of ideas required for democracy better than the free market for media 
companies currently does?

Before proceeding, it may be helpful to conceptualize two evils we 
seek to avoid: Nicholas Garnham’s “pap and propaganda”—the commer-
cial dreck of the present U.S. media system, and the overt, intentional 
propaganda present in several media systems around the world where the 
state has taken power without granting democratic control—or Phillip 
Pettit’s dominium and imperium, un-freedom caused by private or state 
domination. Domination is produced when one agent has the power of 
interference on an arbitrary basis over another: when an agent has “sway 
over the other, in the old phrase, and the sway is arbitrary.”89

The media as a collective agent has the power of interference on an 
arbitrary basis over the citizenry, simply by omitting perspectives and 
information citizens would otherwise choose to obtain. This form of pri-
vate domination is an evil to be avoided, and state domination, impe-
rium, is an even clearer evil. Pettit notes, “almost all the main figures [in 
the classical republican tradition] treat the question of which institutions 
do best by freedom as an open, empirical issue, not as a question capable 
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of a priori resolution.”90 In the realm of the media too, the appropriate-
ness of freedom (as governmental non-interference) is an open, empirical 
issue. We need not consider state domination an evil so great that we 
must open ourselves to private domination, or private domination an evil 
so great that we must open ourselves to government domination. We can 
plan to avoid both.

Perhaps we should follow the authors of the U.S. Constitution and 
tame this source of concentrated power through democratic control and 
checks and balances: turning the media into a de jure branch of govern-
ment, under democratic oversight.91 A government body, like the Federal 
Communications Commission, could be removed from the executive 
branch and established as an independent, fourth branch of government: 
the Democratic Media Commission (DMC). Its goal would be to ensure 
that the public enjoys a free market of ideas and information to inform 
its decisions, without any actor exercising domination through dispro-
portionate sway. It could be governed by a board of commissioners, like 
the FCC, except with a total of nine: five of its commissioners elected 
by working journalists and four through elections using rank-order  
voting open to all citizens.

The DMC’s remit would include analyzing news reports to check for 
bias and levying fines for misleading reports, persistent ideological bias, 
or lack of ideological diversity.92 Ensuring great breadth of ideological 
perspective would be of the utmost importance: if some perspectives 
were excluded from “popular information and the means of acquiring 
it,” then the goal of a free market of ideas, free of domination by any 
actor, would not be reached. This fourth branch of government would 
exercise power (granting the citizenry control) over media outlets reach-
ing above a certain number of people—especially outlets that serve as the 
sole or primary source of news for a significant portion of the popula-
tion. For smaller media outlets, with fewer resources to devote to pro-
viding a balance of diverse opinions, governmental interference would 
have to be different. Since the founding of the U.S., a strongly parti-
san, small-scale press has facilitated a lively political culture, and today 
it adds to the overall diversity of ideological perspectives. However, it  
threatens ideological self-segregation and the absorption of biased, inac-
curate information that is held unperturbed in an environment walled 
off from challenge. To avoid this outcome, such media outlets could be 
required to provide rebuttal space for journalists from opposing sides of 
the political spectrum. People could still choose to ignore the airtime 
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or column inches devoted to rebuttals, but to ignore would require an 
active decision, rather than the passive operation of our psychology.

This proposal would add a more stringent layer of regulation, albeit 
regulation over which the citizenry would have some representa-
tive-democratic control. The commercial structure of the media would 
remain. The pressures of advertiser, owner, and source bias previously 
discussed would still be in operation. Media companies would then be 
trapped between the financial pressures of a competitive marketplace and 
the financial pressures of a new regulatory scheme using fines to punish 
non-adherence. This is not what the news media needs, especially at a 
historical juncture when the current newspaper business model is facing 
extinction and no viable replacement is on the horizon. Forcing media 
companies to take expensive measures (hiring additional journalists to 
provide a breadth of ideological diversity) by threat of fines will not work 
when journalism is flirting with economic extinction.

However, the current economic weakness of the news media can 
inform our proposal. Firstly, since the inception of the republic news 
media been subsidized by the government, and early television news was 
considered an important public service to be provided by the networks, 
a loss leader that would increase a network’s prestige and build brand 
loyalty. It would not represent a reckless leap to revisit subsidizing the 
provision of political information. Secondly, the most widely blamed 
cause for the present crisis of journalism is the threat of the internet to its 
profit model. And what is the nature of this threat? For one, the internet 
has reduced the marginal cost of journalistic product to near zero. In 
other words, once a newspaper article has been written or a news pro-
gram recorded, producing additional units costs nearly nothing. The 
internet has turned journalism into an economic activity with all the 
characteristics of a public good: zero marginal cost, non-rivalry in con-
sumption, and non-excludability.

Since the internet has turned journalism as an economic activity into 
a public good, we have three options: ban the internet, allow market 
failure in journalism, or treat journalism as a public good. Despite the 
ridiculous or pernicious implications of the first two options, the third 
might still come as an unpleasant proposal for the owners of the news 
media, but with eminent domain law requiring adequate compensation 
to be paid for acquired property, only those bullish on the news media’s 
economic future would have cause for great distress. The DMC could be 
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authorized to use eminent domain to buy distressed media companies 
(primarily newspapers), leaving commercially viable and successful com-
panies alone.

Inspired by James Curran’s proposal, the DMC would oversee the 
entry of several major new players into the media system, in addition 
to the newly regulated commercial sector.93 First, failing newspapers 
bought by the DMC contain valuable assets: primarily, journalists and 
editors. These would be given funding, autonomy, and control, allow-
ing them to choose whether to continue as online-only newspapers or 
to branch out into other journalistic projects online or on television. 
Second, organized political groups, from parties to activist organiza-
tions, would receive government grants (following the Dutch model) 
from the DMC to operate their own media outlets. Third, ethnic and 
political minority groups would also receive grants from the DMC (fol-
lowing the Scandinavian model) to fund publications and television pro-
grams to air on government-funded or commercial channels. Fourth, the 
DMC would create an independent television and radio station funded 
generously by government, which would hire only experienced journal-
ists from around the world to govern television and radio station them-
selves, setting editorial policy without interference. (Additionally, all 
media outlets receiving government funding could be required to hire a 
certain percentage of foreign journalists to impede parochial, nationalist 
biases.) These four new entrants to the media system would need to have 
funding guarantees, indexed to inflation, so that neither the DMC nor 
Congress could use its purse strings to exert control.

Turning a large portion of journalism into a public utility would bring 
us back to the problem of a tyranny of the majority and government 
imperium. What we would need for a well-functioning journalistic public 
utility is a specifically republican institutional form. We would need safe-
guards to prevent a tyranny of the majority from exercising domination 
through a publicly owned media. The first mechanism would be having 
five commissioners elected by working journalists, with the other four 
being elected by the citizenry. Yet we would need a contestatory mech-
anism—in place of direct democratic control—for those whose interests 
are not being served by the media to remedy grievances.

A Media Ombudsman’s Office (press council) led by an elected offi-
cial could be instituted as a contestatory mechanism for those who feel 
the media and DMC are not tracking their interests.94 The remit of the 
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Ombudsman would not be determining what is “better” or desirable, 
but ensuring maximum diversity including views some will unavoida-
bly consider “worse” and undesirable. What is important is determining 
whether a perspective on an issue is in good faith or if someone is clam-
oring for space in the mediatized public sphere merely to propagandize 
in bad faith in furtherance of their interests. Like any system, one organ-
ized around providing maximum diversity can be gamed: one could 
define individual perspectives in such a way as to create an unmanageable 
number of them or to create an artificially low number. Drawing inspi-
ration from the Declaration of Independence’s “decent respect to the 
opinions of mankind,” this problem can be avoided: political perspec-
tives, philosophies, or worldviews commanding the allegiance of some 
significant fraction of the world’s population would make the list. Within 
each of these broad trends of thought, diversity would remain essential: 
no one strand or sect would be allowed to define the overall trend, but 
instead, each would be represented by proponents who may disagree on 
finer points. This design could evade attempts to game the system by, 
for instance, a group with the goal of enlisting the U.S. to overthrow a 
foreign government creating half a dozen “competing” perspectives all 
arguing for military intervention, but with spurious areas of disagree-
ment designed to generate an illusion of diversity and to crowd out or 
dilute anti-war perspectives. The Ombudsman’s Office would be tasked 
with determining whether an excluded perspective is in good faith and is 
sufficiently unique and valuable to warrant inclusion.

The DMC could be instituted via constitutional amendment laying 
out the principles it is tasked with maintaining; if the commissioners and 
the ombudsman fail to live up to their duty of maintaining a free market-
place of ideas, citizens could bring suit in the courts to compel changes 
in keeping with the letter and spirit of the constitutional amendment. 
Citizens would thereby retain their freedom to choose the news that fits 
their preferences and fight for the inclusion of their preferred perspec-
tive(s); they would only gain additional freedom in the form of greater 
options in ideological perspective to choose from and be exposed to.

Objections of all sorts might be made to this proposal, but two are 
most likely. First, the expense: the Newspaper Association of America last 
reported $37.6 billion in annual revenue, the three top 24-hour cable 
news channels $4 billion, local TV stations $9.3 billion from news pro-
grams (roughly half of their total revenue of $18.6 billion), and network 
news programs $1.1 billion (estimated from their reported $809 million 
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in the first three-quarters of 2015).95 We can use the S&P 500 average 
price-sales ratio of 2 (historically high) to calculate a rough estimate of 
fair market value from revenue data: $104 billion, from combined annual 
revenues of $52 billion. Hence, a democratization of the core of the 
US news media system would amount to a one-time expense of $104 
billion and an annual expense of $52 billion (or roughly one-twelfth of 
the declared military budget). Second, the issue of social planning: this 
proposal is social planning, but it is merely replacing one set of manag-
ers and directors—the electorate itself and professional journalists—for 
another: private investors, media company owners, CEOs, and their 
undemocratically appointed managers and editors. There is no Edenic 
ideal threatened with defilement at the hands of an unruly mob; there 
is a broken, plutocratic system facing a proposal for democratic reform 
and renewal. Bree Nordenson points out, “[t]o survive, journalism and 
journalists need to let go of their aversion to Uncle Sam.”96 And as 
Tom Ferguson describes his “Golden Rule” as it applies to the provision 
of information in democracies: “In politics, you get what you pay for.  
Or someone else does.”97 The alternative to government as sugar daddy 
is not free sugar; influence will instead come from private sources more 
difficult to bring under democratic control.

Another objection deserves attention: if the profusion of options 
ushered in via cable led to many people avoiding politics altogether in 
favor of entertainment—and even the devolution of news programming 
into “journo-tainment” could not stop the tide—then in the modern,  
internet-heavy media environment would a democratic media system 
focusing on hard news and analysis from a variety of ideological perspec-
tives simply turn off even greater numbers? This is possible, but by no 
means certain: there is evidence that many are turned off by the news 
media because it has devolved into journo-tainment.98 Regardless, nudg-
ing viewers into watching the news and increasing opportunities for inci-
dental exposure can stem the tide toward greater political apathy and 
ignorance. The commercial entertainment media can be enjoined to set 
aside a significant fraction of ad time for advertisements for news pro-
gramming on DMC-funded channels, and entire commercial breaks can 
be granted to DMC-funded news shows to present five-minute sum-
maries of the day’s news coverage. In this way, even the most politically 
apathetic television viewer would be goaded several times a day into 
tuning into news programming. This would reduce revenue for televi-
sion stations and advertisers, but the net result for society—just from a 
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reduction in advertising, not including the increase in levels of political 
knowledge—may be positive.99

These reforms have dealt with the supply side of the equation, but an 
ideal media system would also have to address the demand side. Among 
the features of our psychology least likely to be corrected, persuasion and 
processing through the peripheral route (System 1) stand out. Television 
is a limited tool, and ensuring our undivided attention during news pro-
grams is not one of its capabilities. Making news programs visually bland 
(Sovietizing rather than Foxifying) may stimulate central, effortful pro-
cessing, but may also stimulate channel switching. However, one neg-
ative aspect of peripheral processing can inspire a good reform: if our 
System 1 is likelier to accept statements from an attractive person, per-
haps television pundits should not be selected for their looks.

Given that the rational ideal is wrong about how we tackle moral 
questions (deliberate on reasons before making judgments), what can 
media outlets do to stimulate conscious, critical reflection on our gut- 
instinct moral responses? One possibility is that when making arguments 
for a political position that implicates morality, journalists should paint 
with all five colors of the moral palette. That is, to invoke care, fairness, 
loyalty, authority, and purity when presenting the case for any political 
argument, even if it associated with the Left. (This strategy has received 
experimental support in application to environmental issues.)100 Debate 
moderators and talk show hosts can remind the audience from the begin-
ning that the discussion is likely to engage their gut moral instincts and 
urge them to critically interrogate their reactions. At the end of the pro-
gram, viewers could be given examples of how moral gut reactions were 
found over the course of the debate to be inadequate and where they 
would need to be thought through.

Due to the phenomenon of attitude inoculation, media outlets can-
not provide balance to a story by giving the majority of the focus to 
one perspective (e.g., the President’s), and a small amount to critics. 
Instead of weak balance being better than nothing, it may be worse. 
Media outlets need to be aware of this psychological feature and ensure 
that good-faith, well-supported arguments are given equal focus; even, 
or especially, when one side of an argument enjoys greater prestige and 
newsworthiness.

A more serious psychological maladaptation (in the modern era) is 
groupishness, our in-group and out-group biases. It is the bloody thread 
connecting wars, religious violence, ethnic conflict, and criminal gangs, 
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yet it also provides the psychological basis for solidarity and cooperation. 
The media can shape its presentations to mute our groupishness and rea-
dapt it to a globalized, interconnected world of mass societies. First, we 
know groupishness manifests in language with the linguistic intergroup 
bias—and that this linguistic bias can spur in-group bias when thinking 
about what we are reading or listening to. Journalists must be educated 
about the linguistic intergroup bias and learn to avoid it. Editorial writ-
ers and pundits especially should avoid “us” and “them” language, and 
journalists should refer to in-groups in the third person. News articles 
and television scripts should use specific language when describing the 
actions of governments; the “United States” has never bombed anyone, 
but the United States Air Force has. When describing in-groups, jour-
nalists should take pains to include negative information (which may be 
easier to do when many of one’s co-workers are foreign nationals and 
likely members of different ethnic and religious groups). When describ-
ing out-groups, journalists should emphasize points of similarity with the 
audience’s in-group(s) and out-groups’ internal diversity: Muslims follow 
a variety of interpretations of their faith, as do Christians and Buddhists; 
Iraqis had many different perspectives on their government as well as the 
United States’; Russians run the gamut from authoritarian to liberal, and 
so on. Crime reports should avoid groupishness-piquing adjectives: what 
benefit is there in describing an accused murderer as a Black man, a rape 
victim as a White woman, or a drug trafficker as Hispanic (except in a 
local news report on a dangerous criminal at large)? Lastly, the media 
should emphasize the superordinate in-group humanity, making arbi-
trary national and ethnic boundaries subordinate and less salient.

Presenting negative information about audiences’ in-group(s) is likely 
to arouse cognitive dissonance, along with any information that chal-
lenges widely held beliefs—prompting motivated, meaning-maintaining, 
irrational reasoning to reduce it. To encourage more rational responses, 
the news media can affirm the audience’s self-image before presenting 
negative information about an in-group. For instance, before a report on 
evidence of torture in U.S. Army prisons, audiences could be reminded of 
U.S. government diplomatic support for political prisoners in some coun-
tries, or the U.S. government role in forging the Geneva Conventions; a 
report on the pedophilia scandal in the Catholic Church could follow a 
reminder of the good work that Catholic Charities performs around the 
world, and so on. To provide knowledge constraints on motivated rea-
soning about domestic and international politics, schools would be better 
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positioned than the news media. Parents who feel uncomfortable cogni-
tive dissonance from textbooks that describe domestic and foreign evils 
perpetrated by their government should have no power to reject text-
books on the basis of their negative affect. With a fuller and fairer picture 
of the negative aspects of their country’s history, citizens would be social-
ized with knowledge constraints that can impede motivating reasoning 
about current events, particularly those in which their government acts in 
ways that contradict widely held values (like self-determination in the case 
of coups and electoral interference, human rights in the case of U.S. gov-
ernment-supported dictatorships, etc.). Media audiences could even be 
encouraged by news anchors, pundits, and editorial writers to imagine the 
opposite of what they believe to avoid psychological biases the news may 
exacerbate. Here, journalists would need to popularize knowledge about 
psychological biases that affect our thinking about politics.

System justification tendency is another politically significant bias that 
the news media should mute or reduce. Criticisms of existing systems—
of political and economic organization, criminal justice, wealth distribu-
tion, racial disparities, international relations, etc.—need to be given a 
great deal of sustained coverage and analysis. Otherwise, ceteris paribus, 
they will be ignored by a human psychology that finds acknowledging 
them painful. Before such critiques, to minimize cognitive dissonance 
and prevent irrational avoidance strategies, media audiences can be 
reminded that injustice has been a constant of human history; today, 
some of the grosser injustices such as feudal despotism and plantation 
slavery have been overcome, but every generation has the opportunity 
to bring society closer to justice. Positive aspects of existing systems can 
be emphasized and proposed fixes for their negative aspects discussed 
(including whichever small actions individual viewers and readers can 
take), to emphasize that problems are surmountable.

In covering war and threats of war, the media must heighten its sen-
sitivity to psychological bias. It must avoid distortions arising from inter-
group bias.101 Media audiences must hear from a range of voices in 
“enemy” nations or groups: those supportive of their government and 
those opposed, along with a sampling of the variety of ideological per-
spectives in the population (e.g., Christian Iraqis opposed to Hussein, 
but fearful that a U.S. military invasion would be worse). Points of  
commonality between portions of the “enemy” out-group and the audi-
ence’s in-group(s) should be emphasized. Above all, war must never be 
sanitized; psychological discomfort at the sight of a mangled body is an 
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inestimably lesser evil than the violence that turned a human being into 
a mangled body. Before and during a war, audiences must be reminded 
that war inevitably means death, disfigurement, rape, torment, and 
destruction affecting innocents along with combatants, no matter how 
smart the bombs used. Lastly, audiences must be reminded of relevant 
history—the Gulf of Tonkin and Iraqi WMD—whenever a case for war is 
being made in response to an alleged act of aggression, existential threat, 
or atrocity.

Lastly, an ideal media system would work hand in glove with the 
education system to stimulate a more complex, systematic style of 
thought among viewers and readers, to create the citizens democracy  
requires. Currently, little is known about what factors facilitate the 
development of systematic thought; however, in the media context, we 
could do worse than to apply Goethe’s hypothesis that “when we treat 
man as he is, we make him worse than he is; when we treat him as if he 
already were what he potentially could be, we make him what he should 
be.” Instead of catering to the lowest common denominator, the media 
should present complex political issues in their complexity, but breaking 
them down into more easily comprehensible parts. Pundits and edito-
rial writers should provide models of systematic thought, while making 
their best efforts to present systematic arguments in an easily digesti-
ble manner. This may frustrate those who have developed only a linear 
or sequential style of thought, but over time, it may help spur addi-
tional development. Overall, the media is likely to be able to play only  
a supporting role in facilitating a systematic thinking style among the 
population; schools, parents and workplaces must do the heavy lifting. 
Nonetheless, if a supporting role can be played, it should.

6  finAl remArks

“It does not take the ghost of a Marie Antoinette to realize that when the few 
declare war on the many, the millinery business is headed for bad times.”
—Gore Vidal, “Clinton-Gore II”

Sandra Braman is correct in pointing out that information provides the 
backbone for all of power’s other forms: instrumental, structural, and 
symbolic. Part of information’s power lies in ignorance: what we are 
ignorant of cannot inform our decisions. The absence of information 
influences our decisions in different ways, but no less than the presence 
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of information. Hence the awesome power of the media: it can provide 
information for informed decisions, the backbone of democratic power, or 
it can withhold it. Facts, theories, proposals, and perspectives lack wings. 
Although our minds have an impressive ability to combine and create 
ideas, this cannot make up for a lack of specific information. Creativity 
cannot serve as a replacement to an informed understanding of politics.

Deaths totaling several 9/11s occur every day around the world due to 
a lack of food, billions endure the suffocation of poverty, the organized 
mass murder of war rages on, our economic system pushes our environ-
ment to uninhabitability, and every second we remain a computer glitch 
or human error away from nuclear apocalypse. These problems stand no 
chance of being solved if the means of mass communication are used to 
deliver information not about them, but circuses. (Bread sold separately.)

Our species has been astoundingly successful in spreading from a cor-
ner of Africa to conquering the planet. 252 million years ago, another 
species enjoyed similar success: Methanosarcina, a microbe that evolved 
a way to turn oceanic carbon into energy, converting it into methane.102 
So successful was this microbe that over the next few million years, its 
methane waste had exterminated 96% of species in the ocean and 70% 
of vertebrates on land. Homo sapiens is currently on pace to match this 
record; if our carbon emissions continue unabated and a climate tipping 
point is reached, we could even break it. Liberal democratic societies, as 
they have from their beginning, can “be fairly described as an organized 
assault on nature.”103 And in this war, we are “winning.” I can imagine 
intelligent, informed life elsewhere in the galaxy, constrained by some-
thing like Star Trek’s Prime Directive of non-interference, observing our 
planet from afar. Perhaps we are on a reality TV show, Quasi-Intelligent 
Species of the Galaxy, with alien bookies taking bets on our survival over 
decades. Being an Earthian, I would be ineligible to place a bet—but  
I wonder about the odds.

Since information is the foundation of power, without popu-
lar information and the means of attaining it cheaply and easily, we  
are guaranteed a tragic farce of a society. Like everyone, I am prey to 
informational biases of demand and supply; my beliefs are the result of 
gene-environment development interacting with the ecology of informa-
tion I have inhabited. Like everyone else, I am radically ignorant: what 
I know is only an infinitesimal fraction of what I do not know, and my 
unknown unknowns are just as numerous as anyone’s. Among the little 
I do know are spooks about grave threats to the species (itself a spook),  
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along with spook solutions to these problems. I believe my ideas are 
accurate descriptions of the world and what could be done to improve 
it—but so too does everyone. My truths are false on the other side of 
the mountain (in the U.S., I would not need to go further than my front 
door to cross the true-false border). As a Marine Corps’ sergeant instruc-
tor once yelled at me, “excuses are like assholes: we all got ‘em, and they 
all stink!” We all have memes, and since many of them contradict each 
other, they cannot all be true. Yet our radical ignorance prevents us from 
correctly separating the true from the false. No one of us can.

A Native American story has it that:

A young child was greatly frightened by her dream, in which two wolves 
fought viciously, growling and snapping their jaws. Hoping for solace, she 
described this dream to her grandfather, a wise and highly respected elder. 
The grandfather explained that her dream was indeed true: “There are 
two wolves within each of us, one of them benevolent and peace-loving, 
the other malevolent and violent. They fight constantly for our souls.” … 
At this, the child found herself more frightened than ever, and asked her 
grandfather which one wins. He replied, “The one you feed.”104

For a folktale, this is a fairly accurate depiction of the Janus-faced, com-
petitive and cooperative nature evolution has produced; and of our 
capacity for good and evil.

Since none of us can determine the truth, we cannot know what food 
to feed which wolf. I see no other option than to follow Judge Learned 
Hand and presuppose “that right conclusions are more likely to be  
gathered out of a multitude of tongues.” Is it “too easy a theodicy for 
truth” to expect that right conclusions will be gathered out of a multi-
tude of tongues? Almost certainly. But are they likelier to be gathered 
out of a multitude of tongues than a restricted set? The choice is not 
between a proven failure and guaranteed success, but a proven failure 
and an alternative with no guarantee. I would stake upon it my all.
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We build on the tradition of studying images in international relations by
developing a theory of perceived relationships and their associated im-
ages. The psychological theory is connected to a set of assumptions drawn
from international relations theory that suggest perceived strategic rela-
tionships can be conceived of as a function of perceived relative power,
perceived culture, and the perceived threat or perceived opportunity that
a subject believes another actor represents. We hypothesize that perceived
relationships evoke both cognitive and affective processes that lead to at
least four ideal typical images. We further hypothesize that enemy, ally,
colony, and degenerate images have identifiable and interrelated compo-
nents. We test to see if the component parts of these images are related to
each other, if the overall image affects the processing and interpretation
of new information, and if strategic foreign policy choices follow from the
cognitive and affective aspects of the image. The findings indicate that
three of the four images are unified schemata, used even by inexperienced
analysts. We find further that affect in combination with cognition does
predict policy choice in the case of the enemy image. We suggest that image
theory is a promising means by which foreign policy and international
relations may be fruitfully studied.

Many scholars have developed arguments for using cognitive concepts to help explain
foreign policy decision making and international relations (Holsti, 1967; Jervis, 1976;
Cottam, 1977; George, 1980; Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman, 1986; Kim and Bueno
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de Mesquita, 1995). Whether models of decision making emphasize rational infor-
mation processing and optimizing choices or concentrate on cognitive biases and
various types of reasoning, their empirical foundation is rooted in claims about a
subject’s perceptions, that is, the foreign policy decision maker’s construction of
reality. These perceptions, however, are difficult to identify. First, a decision maker’s
world view has many parts and one must ask: which ideas are the most important
to concentrate on? What concepts best capture strategic calculations? Second, if we
agree on what concepts within constructions of reality are most important, then we
need to know what operational indicators will help us to determine if these concepts
accurately identify the perceptions of any specific decision maker. Finally, there is
the question of how are the concepts we use to describe constructions of reality
related to the behavioral choices people make?

Previous studies have examined the relationship between cognition and foreign
policy choice. Although early advocates of the operational code approach did not
predict a direct causal nexus, subsequent scholars in this tradition have found
behavioral effects of philosophical and instrumental ideas about world affairs
(Holsti, 1970; McLellan, 1971; Walker, 1977; George, 1979; Starr, 1984). Jerel
Rosati (1987) has made a case for linking ideas about issues and actors to policy
choice in the Carter administration, while Jon Hurwitz and Mark Peffley (1987,
1990, 1992) have explored the relationship between core values, perceptions of the
Soviet Union, and policy choice. Several psychological studies have outlined the
relationships between cognitive complexity and policy choices (Tetlock, 1984;
Tetlock and Boettger, 1989). Scholars using a cognitive mapping strategy have
induced causal reasoning chains that link goals, objectives, policy alternatives, and
choices (Axelrod, 1976; Bonham and Shapiro, 1977). Meantime, a host of country
and elite specific studies have argued that world views and ideological beliefs shape
foreign policy decision making (Herrmann, 1985; Larson, 1985; Khong, 1992;
Blum, 1993; Wolhforth, 1993; Cottam, 1994).

Although the body of research linking cognition and foreign policy choice is now
fairly large,  important  problems and  shortcomings remain. First, much is as
descriptive as it is theoretical. Often the frameworks involve a host of cognitive items,
describing in idiographic detail the world views of specific elites. These schemes
may provide convenient post hoc descriptions of world views but provide rather
little in the way of explanation. While concepts from cognitive theory, such as scripts
and schema, have been used in cognitive analyses of foreign policy, the integration
of psychological-level theory and theory at the level of international relations is still
quite incomplete.

Second, some work that is theoretical remains excessively abstract, explaining
everything and nothing at the same time. Herbert Simon (1985, 1995) has criticized
rational choice frameworks in this regard. Simon might agree the choices people
make reflect estimates of likely payoffs and likely costs modified by some sense of
the risk perceived. This insight, however, explains very little. Political analysis
requires specific estimates for the subject’s goals, perceptions, and risk-taking
propensities. When these estimates, which should be based upon empirical facts,
are provided, they do the explanatory work. The quality of the science is then a
product of how well established the estimates are. Too often, Simon fears, these
empirical claims rest either on evidence that does not measure cognition in a valid
way, or on auxiliary assumptions—in which case the exercise is one of ideology more
than  science. Simon’s empirical challenge applies to prospect theory as well,
implying that prospect theorists need to establish empirically how decision makers
in the natural setting frame the circumstance as one of potential loss or gain, what
they take to be the initial status quo, and what risks they assume are involved in not
acting (Levy, 1992a, 1992b).
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Finally, most cognitive models that predict foreign policy choice have only
partially integrated emotion and affect. Typically, these factors have not received
the attention they deserve, especially given the persistent interest in perceptions
and war, ethnic conflict, and conflict resolution. Likewise, although learning and
change have received theoretical attention in the literature, most of these efforts
have sought to establish how new information is processed, how prior cognition
inhibits change, and how memory or analogies are evoked and lessons drawn (Beer
et al., 1987; Koopman, Snyder, and Jervis, 1989, 1990; Sylvan, Ostrom, and
Gannon, 1994). Emotion and affect have typically not been integrated into these
studies. (For a recent study of the linkage between emotion and learning in
American politics see Marcus and MacKuen, 1993). Moreover, political scientists
have, at times, relied rather heavily on research done in psychology related to
non–foreign policy issues to make a case by analogy for the effect of prior cognition
on learning and change in international relations (Jervis, 1976; Khong, 1992).
Given the methodological obstacles inherent in studying cognition and learning in
the natural foreign policy setting (Breslauer and Tetlock, 1991), there are good
reasons to rely on psychological research. It makes sense, however, to design
experiments with the explicit purpose of testing the internal validity of the cognitive
models being employed in foreign policy studies. That is what we intended to do in
the research reported in this paper.

We are not going to test all the cognitive theories being used in foreign policy
analysis; instead, we examine the strength of one particular theory that rests on the
concept of images. In Part 1, we develop this theory of images and explain where
it came from in terms of previous foreign policy efforts, international relations
theory, and cognitive psychology. Our notion of imagery aims to capture the
essential strategic judgments that lead to foreign policy choices and integrates
cognitive as well as affective components. We argue that these images provide the
substantive definitions of situations in international relations that give meaning to
more abstract concepts like benefits and costs and thus meet Simon’s empirical
challenge.

In Part 2, we test the internal validity of the theory experimentally. This
involves a series of three experiments designed and conducted by a team of
political scientists and cognitive psychologists. Experiment 1 tests the cognitive
theory which claims that cognitive items in a world view are related and cluster
together in identifiable schemata and that these schemata can be analyzed along
dimensions familiar to international relations theory. Experiment 2 explores the
effect imagery has on: (1) the processing of new information—including what pieces
of it are remembered accurately or with predictable distortion, (2) the inferences
about the intentions of other countries and the meaning observers attach to the
actions other countries take, and finally (3) the expectations about what other actors
will do, both in general and more specific terms. In experiment 3 we test if the
information, inferences, and expectations affected by cognitive imagery affect policy
choices in predictable ways and what role emotion and affect, particularly perceived
threat, play in this decision-making process.

In the final section of the paper, we speculate on the implications of our study
for cognitive approaches to foreign policy analysis.

Part 1. Image Theory in International Relations

In 1976 Ole Holsti reviewed cognitive perspectives on foreign policy formulation
identifying five different approaches to the role of the decision maker and more
than twenty ongoing research projects (pp. 40–1). Most of these projects built upon
research related to belief systems that had been conducted in the late 1950s and
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1960s (Snyder, Bruck, and Sapin, 1962; Kelman, 1965). The trend in the 1970s was
to disassemble the broad and ill-defined notions of beliefs and belief systems. Holsti
(1976), for instance, recounted more than thirty-three illustrative concepts that were
being used to deal with foreign policy cognition in more specific and detailed ways.
Behavioral research had cast doubt on the coherence of integrated belief systems
and increasingly quantitative methodologies required more sharply defined con-
cepts and measures (Converse, 1964). The notion of attitude was subdivided into
cognitive, affective, and behavioral components, while the ten questions associated
with the operational code were connected to an elaborate content analysis scheme
(Holsti, 1977; Oskamp, 1977; Walker, 1977). Cognitive mappers, like Robert
Axelrod (1976:77–95), used more than thirty specific cognitive items, five connect-
ing linkages, and four different British utility variables to describe London’s decision
for neoimperialism. Axelrod’s colleagues Matthew Bonham and Michael Shapiro
(1976) proposed four types of cognitive concepts (policy alternatives, policy objec-
tives, policy values, and descriptive cognition) and more than seventy specific
cognitive items within them to explain Syria’s intervention in Jordan in 1970.

While the proliferation of concepts reflected important intellectual cumulation,
it made testing the causal effect of cognitive models more complicated. It also came
at a time when neorealists were promoting the advantages of theoretical parsimony
(e.g., Waltz, 1979), thus widening the gap between cognitive theories of foreign
policy and prominent theories of international relations. In the 1980s, cumulation
in cognitive approaches produced a move toward fewer and larger concepts and the
explicit identification of the relationships both between these larger knowledge
clusters and among their component parts. As psychologists promoted the idea that
cognition was organized into clusters or schemata that integrated in systematic ways
a set of items, political scientists tried to return to earlier notions of belief systems
but this time with both definitional and methodological rigor.

Psychologists have used the word schema in different ways. One definition defines
a schema as a “cognitive structure that represents knowledge about a concept or
type of stimulus, including its attributes and the relations among these attributes”
(Fiske and Taylor, 1991:98). Schema theory, while often vague, implies not only
that a person’s knowledge about a given actor is organized, but that it influences
the selection, interpretation, and memory of information pertaining to the actor in
question (Northway, 1940; Alba and Hasher, 1983; Fiske and Taylor, 1991). We will
use the term to also include what Johnson-Laird (1983) calls a mental model, which
is a cluster of knowledge that permits individuals to process information under the
constraint of a limited working memory.

There are a number of reasons why political scientists might be anxious to
avoid a semantic debate about schema and explore the basic point that many
individual cognitive items are organized in larger knowledge clusters. At an
operational level, for instance, clusters of ideas make empirical research easier.
Rather than needing to empirically identify every aspect of a subject’s percep-
tions, once several pieces of it are identified the rest might be inferred. Just as
a psychologist might infer a good bit about a subject’s view of another race from
a few telltale signs that the subject operated with a classic stereotype, so might a
foreign policy analyst fill in a good bit of information about a leader’s world view
from telltale signs of schematic patterns. More importantly, however, the cluster
of knowledge can provide the theoretical basis for predicting policy choice. While
a single item might not correlate with choice, clusters of ideas and perceptions
may (Herrmann, 1986; Hurwitz and Peffley, 1987). Knowing that certain ideas
and parts of cognition are related also provides insight into how a subject
processes new information, draws inferences from it, and develops expectations
about the behavior of other actors. This richer notion of cognitive structure
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might also be attached to specified affective and emotional components (e.g., Fiske
and Pavelchak, 1986; Eagly and Chaiken, 1993) and thus not only facilitate decision
making by the subject but also make it easier for the scholarly observer to understand
the subject’s logic and choice.

The theoretical advantage of schema theory has been recognized by political
scientists (Sniderman, Brody, and Tetlock, 1991), although the practical value
of its application in political analysis remains contested. In the study of domestic
American politics, where attitude research has prevailed, skeptics complain that
scholars using the concept have not demonstrated the interrelationships among
the component parts and have looked at only two or three attitudes using a new
name for rather old practices (Kuklinski, Luskin, and Bolland, 1991). Skeptics
also want to see  more  direct concentration  on information processing and
cognitive process (e.g., memory) and explicit connection made between these
mental operations and affect. All of this, they argue, also needs to be defended
with solid experimental evidence, not simply argument by analogy to preexisting
psychological research.

In foreign policy studies the move toward schematic concepts has been pro-
nounced. The importance of metaphors, analogies, heuristics, and even story lines
or scripts in organizing cognition has been recognized and explored (George, 1980;
Jervis, 1986; Alker, 1987; Vertzberger, 1990; Khong, 1992). There have been
preliminary experiments testing whether case-based analogies or explanation-
based heuristics are more often used when people think about foreign events, and
several computer simulations have been developed to explore the implications of
competing models of cognition (Hudson, 1991; Mefford, 1991; Sylvan, Ostrom, and
Gannon, 1994). All of these efforts have sought to borrow ideas about mental models
and schemata from the cognitive sciences and to employ them in the foreign policy
setting. The theory we propose moves in this same direction and aims to connect
the trend toward knowledge clusters in cognitive psychology with basic concepts in
international relations theory.

More than three decades ago, Kenneth Boulding used the concept of image to
analyze international systems (Boulding, 1956, 1959). He defined an image as “the
total cognitive, affective, and evaluative structure of the behavior unit, or its internal
view of itself and its universe.” “The images which are important in international
systems,” Boulding argued, were “those which a nation has of itself and of those
other bodies in the system which constitute its international environment” (Bould-
ing, 1959:120–1). He felt that perceived hostility or friendliness and the perceived
strength or weakness of a unit were central features of a subject’s image of that unit
(Boulding, 1959:124–5). Subsequent  scholars disassembled Boulding’s general
notion into different types of images, with the enemy image and its component parts
receiving a great deal of attention during the Cold War (Broffenbrenner, 1961;
White, 1965, 1968; Holsti, 1967; Cottam, 1977; Stuart and Starr, 1982; Silverstein,
1989; Shimko, 1991). Some metaphors associated with the enemy image, like paper
tiger and falling dominoes, became subjects of research in their own right, as did
common attributes of the enemy schemata such as the inclination to see the
adversary’s decision-making process as highly unified and conspiratorial (Jervis,
1976; Jervis and Snyder, 1991).

The image concept captures the schema notion popular in cognitive psychology,
but to be useful in foreign policy analysis needs to be more sharply defined. Various
types of images need to be specified as do their component parts and the relation-
ship among these parts. Moreover, we need to spell out the logic of how images
influence policy choice and test the empirical strength of this logic. The first step
in this process is to articulate a theory of strategic decision making that identifies
the central judgments that guide basic foreign policy choices toward other actors.
We assume that there are three such judgments: (1) the perceived relative capability
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of the other actor, (2) the perceived threat and/or opportunity another actor
represents, and (3) the perceived culture of the other actor.

While the claim that these three judgments are central to strategic perceptions is
a basic assumption or axiom, these judgments are all tightly connected to large
bodies of theoretical work. The first two judgments are related to Boulding’s
components and follow closely well-known international relations theory. The
importance of perceived relative power is at the foundation of realist theory. It
constrains the options decision makers can seriously consider pursuing.

Perceptions of threat and opportunity, on the other hand, reflect the motivating
power of national  interests. Hans Morgenthau  argued that deciding whether
another actor was a status quo state or a revisionist state was the most fundamental
judgment analysts and policy makers faced (Morgenthau, 1973:64). Getting it
wrong, he lamented, had often meant war and even national destruction. Robert
Jervis (1976) has made a related point, contrasting spiral and deterrence models of
conflict in terms of the assumptions protagonists make about their adversary’s
motivations.

We assume that strategic choices follow not only from estimates of another actor’s
intentions as either status quo or imperialist, but also by a judgment relating this
estimate to the interests of the observer. For any particular observer the question
becomes, Do the other actor’s intentions threaten to reduce my country’s current
achievement of valued objectives or does the other actor present an opportunity for
me to advance and expand my country’s interests? If it does represent an opportu-
nity for gain, it can do so in two ways: the other actor can represent a direct
opportunity that the observer’s country can exploit in a zero sum sense, or the other
actor can represent an opportunity for allied cooperation that benefits both parties
in absolute terms. While studies of nineteenth-century imperialism demonstrate
the importance of perceived opportunities to exploit (Cottam, 1977), recent
studies that promote a conception of liberal institutionalism highlight the
significance of perception of the opportunity for mutual gain (Keohane, Nye,
and Hoffmann, 1993).

While perceived threat and opportunities may motivate policy, and perceptions
of relative power may determine the set of options available, we assume that policy
choice will also be affected by judgments regarding the relative cultural sophistica-
tion of other actors. We expect cultural assessments to affect estimates of relative
strength, as well as affect the norms of conduct that are accepted as constraints on
policy options. Perceptions of the cultural advancement or backwardness of other
actors has been a central concept in sociological and psychological studies of racial
and ethnic conflicts (Triandis, 1972, 1980; Horowitz, 1985). It has played an
important role in studies of imperialism and war, but until recently has not been
widely used as a central explanatory concept in international relations theory
(Cottam, 1977; Dower, 1986; Huntington, 1993; Juergensmeyer, 1993). We suspect
that judgments about the cultural sophistication of other actors affect estimates of
their power and the threat or opportunity they pose. If another actor is seen as
culturally backward, for instance, their relative power may be discounted by an
assumption that they cannot manage complicated technology and organization.
The perceived threat, on the other hand, might increase as observers conclude that
civilized norms of restraint and reciprocity will not apply in this relationship.

If for the sake of theoretical parsimony we assume that judgments about relative
power, culture, and threat or opportunity are at the core of strategic choices and
for the sake of presentational clarity we limit the possible values of these three
variables to three each, then we can imagine twenty-seven possible perceived
relationships. Table 1 summarizes these potential perceived relationships allowing
the perceived power and perceived culture of the other actor to be greater than,
lesser than, or equal to the observer’s perception of self. Other actors in Table 1 can
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be seen as representing a threat, an opportunity to exploit, or an opportunity for
mutual gain. It is important to note that we do not treat the judgments about threat
and opportunity as representing points on a continuous scale. A scale representing
the degree of perceived threat or the degree of perceived opportunity could be
introduced but we will not do so here. In Table 1 we assume perceptions of threat,
opportunity to exploit, or opportunities for mutual gain are at the ideal typical
extreme and in combination with assessments of relative power and culture produce
what Solomon Asch (1952:215–7) called integrated gestalts and we call images.1

Asch argued that components of an impression of another actor are not typically
independent of each other. Nor do they fit together in a simple additive fashion.
Rather, the pieces of an impression of another actor interact and produce whole
gestalts, or what psychologists today might call schemata. This psychological per-
spective leads to two analytical tasks: the first is to identify the conceptual architec-
ture or components of strategic perceptions, while the second is to deduce the
integrated images these components create when combined in various fashions.
Table 1 treats the key judgments as components of a gestalt and uses common
metaphors as labels for the stereotypical integrated images that are produced.

Image theory does not assume that integrated gestalts will form in all twenty-
seven possible conditions. In Table 1 we propose images for six of the twenty-seven
cells and contend that these six combinations capture an important part of the
universe of commonly perceived relationships in international relations. Our ex-
periments concentrate on four of these images, (1) enemy, (2) ally, (3) colony, and
(4) degenerate. We suspect these are likely to be relevant patterns in American world
views. Enemies and allies, of course, were central to the Cold War and while the
direct colonial experience worldwide has ended, the legacy of imperialism is not

1 The argument here is not that people see other actors only in terms of stereotypes. Rather the argument is that
like Max Weber’s types of authority, images can serve as templates against which to measure a subject’s actual perception
(Weber, 1964:110, 324–86).

TABLE 1. Perceived Relationships and Images in International Relations

Foreign Policy Challenge

THREAT
CULTURE

Superior Similar Inferior
Superior (1) (2) Imperialist (3) Barbarian

CAPABILITY Similar (4) (5) Enemy (6)
Inferior (7) (8) (9)

MUTUAL GAIN
CULTURE

Superior Similar Inferior
Superior (10) (11) (12)

CAPABILITY Similar (13) (14) Ally (15)
Inferior (16) (17) (18)

OPPORTUNITY TO EXPLOIT
CULTURE

Superior Similar Inferior
Superior (19) (20) (21)

CAPABILITY Similar (22) (23) Degenerate (24)
Inferior (25) (26) (27) Colony
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gone. The colony image and the dichotomy between “moderate responsible”
leaders and “agitators” which is one of its chief characteristics has played an
important role in the study of imperial behavior. (For more on this image and its
association to perceived opportunity and threat, see Cottam, 1977, and Herrmann,
1988.) The degenerate image was used by European fascists in the 1930s and 1940s.
Hitler, for instance, described France this way. Although many Americans feared
that Soviet communists saw the United States as decadent, degenerate imagery may
not be as familiar to Americans as the other three images.

We doubt that many Americans see other countries as vastly stronger than the
United States. Consequently, we have not explored the imperialist and barbarian
images in our experiments that employ only U.S. subjects. We imagine these
other images would be salient if our subject pool included Islamic fundamentalists
from Iran looking at the United States or Chinese nationalists looking at the British
in the late 1900s.

It is important to emphasize that the strategic judgments that give shape to
Table 1 are abstract constructions. We propose them as conceptual descriptors.
They should not be reified or treated as if they existed in the minds of decision
makers. At times, critics of cognitive approaches in political science argue that it is
impossible to “get into the minds” of policy makers. This complaint misses the intent
of most cognitive theory and misunderstands its epistemological premise. The
cognitive architecture outlined in Table 1 represents a theory of how strategic
images form. If it is useful and accurate, then in the ideal typical case we ought to
see the images or stereotypical schemata labeled in various cells of Table 1 appear
in the verbal behavior of subjects. No one can observe cognition any more than they
can observe traits, legitimacy, or power for that matter. What we can observe are the
consequences our theory says should be produced if the theory is useful. In more
straightforward terms, we need to deduce operational indicators for our cognitive
concepts, and we have done this in Table 2.

Given the insight Asch captured in his studies of gestalts and the large body of
research on schemata that has followed, it does not make sense to look for separate
operational indicators for each of our three key judgments. Instead, it is necessary
to operationalize the integrated images produced from ideal typical combinations
of the three key judgments. To systematize our description of these images we
outline them in three parts: (1) the motivation they attribute to the observed country,
(2) the capability attributed to the observed country, and (3) their picture of the
decision process in the observed country. Because the intent is to operationalize the
images and not each basic strategic judgment separately, the specific attributes
outlined in Table 2 are not organized around the same three judgments that
appear in Table 1, although the resemblance of two of them, perceived motiva-
tion and perceived strength, to threat and opportunity and capability, respec-
tively, is apparent.

Our task below is twofold. First, we explore whether the images described in Table
2 are schemata. Second, we explore whether the images are associated with the three
strategic judgments we suggest they are in Table 1. In this article we examine this
second question only in the context of the enemy image.

If our four images are schemata, then the descriptive attributes assigned to each
image in Table 2 should be related to one another. In other words, subjects should
see the pieces of each image as fitting together into a gestalt and not as interchange-
able across images. Operationally, this means that the block of information related
to a subject’s description of a target’s motivation presented in the enemy image
column of Table 2 should be related to the blocks of information about the target’s
capability and the target’s decisional process that also are in the enemy image
column. The blocks of descriptive information in the ally column should also be
related to one another as should the blocks in the respective degenerate and colony
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TABLE 2. Ideal Typical Images of Target Actors
(Components Defined for Description of Target’s Motivation, Capability, and Decisional Process)

Enemy Ally Degenerate Colony

Subject’s
description
of target’s
motivation

Motives are judged
to be evil and
unlimited. They
can include a
variety of imperial
interests in
economic,
ideological, and
communal
domination.

Ready to pursue
mutually beneficial
economic relations
and to cooperate in
peaceful joint efforts
to protect and
improve the global
environment.
Motivated by
altruism as much
as by self-interest.

Leaders are more
concerned in
preserving what they
have than with a
vision for the future
and have accepted
their fall from
greatness, only
wanting to make it
less painful.

Good forces
• Paternal leader
• Progressive modernizer
• Nationalist
• Leader driven by interest

of the people

Bad forces
• Radical fanatic demagogue
• Xenophobic racist extremist
• Evil dictator
• Puppet of great-power

enemy

Subject’s
description
of target’s
capability

If aggressor is met
with strong
opposition, it will
be exposed as a
paper tiger. This
domestic weakness
overrides the
empirical evidence
of substantial
capability.

Military is defensive
in orientation and
pursues
governmental
policies willingly; a
large, patriotic
public is willing to
make sacrifices to
protect the nation’s
freedom and the
government’s
institutions. The
popularity of the
government
enhances its
capability.

Country is less
strong than it might
be, its available
power instruments
are discounted due
to its unwillingness
to actively defend
itself or enter into
confrontations.

Good forces
• Well-meaning children who

need tutelage
• Can use equipment with

supervision, but lack
discipline and skill needed
to operate and maintain
infrastructure, technology,
and weapons

• Hopelessly disorganized and
ascriptive in organization

• Children in need of
leadership

Bad forces
• Untalented children who

have the advantage of
external support and advice

• Terrorists whose actions
reveal their moral weakness

• Immature agitators who are
arrogant and closed-minded
and who confuse slogans and
dogmas with intelligence

• Conspirators who are
cunning and clever at
deception and terror

• Agents whose real reasons
for success come from ties to
foreign masters

Subject’s
description
of target’s
decisional
process

Leaders are bound
by a common cause
and are able to plot
and execute
complex, sinister
plans.

The system is
well-managed and
organized but is
tremendously
complicated and
sometimes slow-
moving because
of the many services
it delivers to an
advanced and
complex economy
and society.

Decision making is
confused and
perhaps anarchic;
the country lacks
focused leadership,
organization, and
discipline.

Good forces
• Try hard but simply cannot

manage national affairs in
an efficient way

Bad forces
• Well organized into highly

disciplined units that follow
a very strict top-down
process of decision making
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columns. Moreover, if a subject is given information about one aspect of the target
country, for example, the country’s capability, then they ought to use the ideal image
to fill in the information they lack about motivation and decision process for that
particular image. This filling-in should produce descriptions of motivation and
capability that resemble the blocks of information in the image-consistent column.
Even though there may be no logical reason to expect an actor’s motivation or
decision process to vary with its capability, if the images are schemata then subjects
will draw stereotypical conclusions just the same. Our first experiment tests this
point directly.

Once established, schematic images should interpret incoming information in
directions consistent with the characteristics of the ideal stereotype. Moreover, images
should incline subjects to attach schema-consistent meaning to actions by the target
actor, reading aggressive intentions into ambiguous action by actors seen in enemy
terms and reading benign intentions into similar actions taken by countries pre-
viously described as allies. We explore the effects of imagery upon information
processing and inference generation about intentions in experiment 2.

In experiment 3 we turn to the question of whether the images relate to the
strategic judgments outlined in Table 1. Herrmann (1985, 1988) spells out the
deductive logic connecting conceptual judgments (Table 1) and the operational
imagery (Table 2) for the six images. In each case, the deduction rests on a
theoretical claim indicating that the cognitive attributes a subject associates with an
observed target will be in harmony or balance with the emotional affective sentiment
the subject feels toward the observed target. Perceived threat and perceived oppor-
tunity are treated as generating emotion and affect which in combination with
capability and culture judgments leads to cognitive pictures that make it easier
for the subject to deal with the threat or seize the opportunity. In the ideal typical
case, they generate a stereotype that justifies action, partially releases the subject
from moral constraints that would otherwise pertain, and provides reasons to
anticipate success.

For instance, when subjects perceive intense threat from an actor of comparable
strength, they are likely to feel that the threat must be dealt with, and at the same
time feel that doing so is dangerous given the adversary’s capability. They may also
feel moral inhibitions about using force to directly eliminate the threat. In the ideal
typical case this combination produces an enemy image that first describes the
adversary as so uniformly evil that destruction is appropriate and moral constraints
are relaxed. Moreover, the image describes the adversary as powerful but weak
internally, that is, a “paper tiger” which if confronted with resolution and strength
will quickly fold. The evilness of the enemy will be reinforced by a picture of the
adversary’s domestic decisional process that highlights a dictatorial, conspiratorial,
and monolithic nature. This picture of decision process reinforces the “paper tiger”
idea by describing the adversary’s government as ruling only by coercion and thus
unable to count on high levels of public support. It also paints the entire leadership
as uniformly evil. This eliminates any likelihood that noncoercive options would
produce positive change and thus also contributes to the conclusion that using force
to deal with the threat is morally appropriate.

If image theory is correct, then an increase in the threat a subject perceives from
another actor that is judged to be comparable in capability and culture should
associate with an increase in the resemblance between the subject’s observable
description of that actor and the stereotypical enemy image outlined in Table 2.
Because the imagery integrates expectations about how the target will respond, the
relative power available to the target and thus its range of options, and the affect or
emotional charge of  threat or opportunity felt  by  the  subject, it should  also
correspond to strategic policy choice. Image theory contends that the more intense
the affect becomes the more stereotypical the cognitive schemata will be, and, in
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turn, the more predictable the policy choice (Mackie and Hamilton, 1993).
Experiment 3 explores whether perceived threat, operationalized as negative
affect, is related to more stereotypical enemy imagery, and in turn to more
coercive policy choices.

The experiments described below were designed to evaluate the internal validity
of image theory, not its external validity. While popular in psychology, the testing
of hypotheses via experiment is not a common research method in political science.
Despite the methodological strengths of experimentation, generalizing from the
university laboratory to the world of elite foreign policy decision making is prob-
lematic. It is not, however, as implausible as it might seem. First, a good deal of
previous work in both psychology and political science has found that experts are
often more likely to be theory-driven problem-solvers than novices (Steinbruner,
1974; Voss, Greene, Post, and Penner, 1983; Koopman, Snyder, and Jervis, 1990).
If we find that even our novice subjects are familiar with the stereotypical images,
then it is reasonable to assume that experts would be even more familiar with them.

Second, experts are more likely to be affectively engaged. Their imagery may be
more complicated in the sense that it includes more pieces of information but just
as ideal typical as less politically sophisticated subjects in terms of the basic structure
of the image. In other words, experts might provide an enemy image richer in detail,
but quite similar in terms of the three dimensions we concentrate upon. Moreover,
if they are more deeply involved in decision making than novices, then it is likely
experts will be more affectively and emotionally engaged than our subjects and
experience even stronger pressures to bring emotion and cognition into balance
using stereotypical images.

Finally, the external validity and usefulness of any cognitive theory will be judged
by substantive foreign policy analysis. A number of scholars have already explored
image theory in that regard, but without direct evidence supporting the psychologi-
cal foundation of the model (Cottam, 1977; Herrmann, 1985; Cottam, 1986, 1994;
Shimko, 1991). It is a test of those foundations that we turn to next.

Part 2. Is Image Theory Valid? Three Experimental Tests

Experiment 1

The primary goal of experiment 1 was to determine whether enemy, ally, colony,
and degenerate images operate as schemata and whether they have the components
parts specified in Table 2. Specifically, the hypothesis was that if these images are
unified structures, then when exposed to only one piece of a given image, such as
information about a country’s decision process, subjects could infer what the
country’s attributes on the other two parts of the image were, that is, its motivation
and relative capability. Moreover, the proposition was that this process of inference
and filling in information about the country that was not provided would follow a
pattern consistent with the ideal typical images. In other words, if subjects were
given one piece of an ally image, they would infer that the other attributes of the
ideal ally image also applied.

Psychologists have devised a number of methods for identifying schema. Marcus
(1977) defined individuals as schematic or aschematic via answers to questions and
subsequent performance of tasks. Hamill, Lodge, and Blake (1985) followed this
procedure in previous political research. Another procedure has relied on the “false
recognition” paradigm in which individuals, after being provided with input infor-
mation, make schema-consistent errors in recognition performance, “recognizing”
schema-consistent information not in the text. Still other methods include the
demonstrating of schema-related recall of information by high- and low-knowledge
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individuals (Spilich, Vesonder, Chiesi, and Voss, 1979). Our approach was akin to
that of Bransford and Johnson (1972) and Anderson and his colleagues (e.g.,
Anderson and Pichert, 1978; Anderson, Spiro, and Anderson, 1978), who inferred
the existence of schematic differences via experimental manipulation. These
authors presented text or pictorial stimuli and identified the existence of schema
from measures involving inferences based upon the interpretation of information
related to the stimuli.

Our procedure consisted of having a subject read a one-paragraph scenario
describing one component of a particular image involving a fictitious country “A.”
Immediately after reading the paragraph the individual was given four four-choice
multiple-choice questions, each question about one of the other two image compo-
nents. A second set of four four-choice multiple-choice questions was then given
about the remaining dimension. Thus, if reading about the decision process in an
enemy image, the subject received four questions about country A’s capability and
four questions about country A’s motivation. Of the four alternatives of each
question, one item was correct, that is, was correct for the image being tested, while
each of the other three choices referred to one of the other images. Thus, the chance
performance level was 25 percent correct. For an example of a stimulus paragraph
we used and the twelve follow-up multiple-choice questions see Appendix A.

The above procedure was repeated twelve times, with each subject receiving
scenarios that defined each of the three attributes of each of the four images. In
each case, subjects were given multiple-choice questions, as described above. The
order of presentation of the twelve scenarios was counterbalanced via a twelve-
by-twelve Latin square. Thirty-six subjects, college students, participated in the
experiment.

Table 3 presents the proportion of correct responses for each image and attribute
condition. All mean proportions were above .25, thereby indicating performance
was above chance in all conditions. This conclusion is supported by t tests indicating
performance significantly above chance for each image condition, t values varying
from 15.09 to 24.82, with p < .0001 in all cases.

Analysis of variance indicated that image condition was significant,
F(3,105) = 14.96, p < .0001, with subsequent comparisons indicating that while
performance in the enemy and ally conditions did not vary significantly, both of

TABLE 3. Proportion of Correct Responses in Experiment 1 for Each Image
and Attribute Presentation Condition

Ally Degenerate Enemy Colony Mean

Given DECISION PROCESS, .67 .72 .63 .73 .69
Answer MOTIVATION

Given DECISION PROCESS, .71 .51 .69 .68 .70
Answer CAPABILITY

Given CAPABILITY, .67 .47 .67 .43 .56
Answer DECISION PROCESS

Given CAPABILITY, .83 .52 .85 .63 .71
Answer MOTIVATION

Given MOTIVATION, .72 .50 .74 .59 .64
Answer DECISION PROCESS

Given MOTIVATION, .83 .57 .72 .75 .72
Answer CAPABILITY

Mean .74 .55 .72 .64 .67
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these conditions yielded performance significantly better than obtained in the
colony condition, p < .0001, and all three conditions, enemy, ally, and colony,
yielded significantly better performance than found in the degenerate condition, p
< .0001 in all cases. These findings support the idea that for each of the four images,
the attributes defined in Table 2 as characteristic of that ideal typical image were
significantly interrelated.

The second phase of experiment 1 involved giving the subjects all twelve scenarios
with the four scenarios describing only capability in one pile, the four decision
process scenarios in a second pile, and the four scenarios describing only a target
country’s motivation in a third pile. Subjects were then asked to indicate which
scenarios went together, being instructed to select one description from each pile.
Twenty-eight of the thirty-six subjects correctly matched all three parts of all four
images. Most subjects who made mistakes confused the attributes of the degenerate
and colony images.

In the third phase of the study, on one page subjects were given all three scenarios
describing one particular image of another country, that is, the scenarios describing
the country’s motivation, capability, and decision process, and asked on the sub-
sequent page to rate their affect, that is, their like or dislike, of the country described
in the scenario, using a 5-point, + 2 (strongly like) to –2 (strongly dislike), scale, 0
being neither like nor dislike. The results of these ratings are shown in Table 4.
Subjects showed a strong dislike for the enemy country, a liking of the ally country,
a somewhat negative feeling about the colony country, and a little less negative
feeling about the degenerate country. Analysis indicated a significant difference of
image condition, F(3,105) = 129.55, p < .0001, with subsequent comparisons
indicating the rating for ally was significantly different from that for colony,
degenerate, and enemy, and the rating for enemy was significantly different from
the other three conditions, p < .0001. Ratings of the colony and degenerate
conditions did not differ significantly.

Another analysis indicated that the mean rating of each of the four image
conditions differed significantly from 0.0, t values ranging from 4.06 to 18.79, p <
.0001 (.003 in one case). The colony and degenerate ratings were thus significantly
negative, that is, the countries were significantly disliked, as opposed to a neutral
rating. These findings thus support the idea that affect and perhaps emotion are

TABLE 4. Proportion of Like and Dislike Ratings for Each of the Four Scenarios

(–2) (–1) 0 (+1) (+2)
Scenario Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly Mean
Type Dislike Dislike Like Like Rating

Ally
Experiment 1 0.00 0.00 .08 .16 .75 1.66
Experiment 1A 0.00 0.00 .03 .14 .83 1.80

Degenerate
Experiment 1 .19 .31 .41 .08 0 –0.61
Experiment 1A .08 .50 .33 .08 0 –0.60

Colony
Experiment 1 .19 .39 .36 .06 0 –0.72
Experiment 1A .36 .31 .27 .03 .03 –0.94

Enemy
Experiment 1 .89 .04* .06 .01* 0.00 –1.81
Experiment 1A .94 .06 0.00 0.00 0.00 –1.94

*The subject said he liked the people but disliked the government.
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part of the image schema or at least related to it, with ally being positively valued
and enemy being negatively valued.

In a follow-up study, termed experiment 1A, another group of thirty-six subjects
was given scenarios containing descriptions of two of the three components of a
particular image, subsequently being tested with the same multiple-choice test for
the third component of the image used in experiment 1. The purpose of this study
was to test the hypothesis that providing information regarding two components of
a given image, as for example being given capability and motivation and being asked
about decision process, would produce more image-consistent inferences regarding
the third component than when being given information regarding only one
component, as in experiment 1. Each subject received the twelve possible sets (four
images by three conditions) with each set followed by four multiple-choice questions
pertaining to the third component. Each of the four choices in the multiple-choice
test again referred to a different image of the four images. Order of presentation
was again counterbalanced via a twelve-by-twelve Latin square.

Table 5 presents the summary data for correct identifications. Comparing the
Table 5 data with those of Table 3, subjects made more correct responses when given
two components of the image than when given only one, the overall proportion
correct being an increase from .67 to .77, t(70) = 3.35, p < .001.

Analysis again indicated that performance in all conditions was significantly above
chance, with t values ranging from 16.06 to 30.84, p < .0001 in all cases. There also
was a significant effect of image condition, F(3,105) = 9.83, p < .0001, with the ally
and enemy image performance not differing significantly and the colony and
degenerate image performance not differing significantly. Ally performance was
significantly better than the colony and degenerate performance, p < .001 in each
case, although enemy image performance was not.

Also as in experiment 1, subjects in experiment 1A were given the capability,
motivation, and decision process scenarios in three piles, being asked to select one
scenario from each pile that would go with one from each other pile. Twenty-nine
of the thirty-six subjects correctly matched the scenario paragraphs. Of those who
did not, six confused two images, and one confused three. Only one error was
duplicated, that was confusing the motivation of the colony and the degenerate
images.

As in experiment 1, subjects were also given the three scenarios pertaining to
each  of the  respective  images and  asked  to rate the country on the 5-point
like–dislike scale. The results are presented in Table 4. The results were the same
as  those  found in  experiment  1, with enemy  and ally  ratings each  differing
respectively from those of the other three conditions, while the colony and degen-

TABLE 5. Proportion of Correct Responses in Experiment 1A for Image and Condition

Ally Degenerate Enemy Colony Mean

Given DECISION PROCESS .89 .83 .86 .72 .83
and CAPABILITY,

Answer MOTIVATION

Given DECISION PROCESS .89 .64 .86 .74 .78
and MOTIVATION,

Answer CAPABILITY

Given CAPABILITY .77 .62 .69 .67 .69
and MOTIVATION,

Answer DECISION PROCESS

Mean .85 .70 .80 .71 .77
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erate ratings did not differ significantly from each other, p < .001 in all cases of
significance. Also, as in experiment 1, all means were significantly different than
0.0, t values ranging from 5.02 to 50.22, p < .0001.

Taken as a whole, the data of experiments 1 and 1A provide substantial support
for the idea that the specific components said to characterize each ideal typical
image in Table 2 are in fact related to one another and that each image is a schema
organizing a cluster of knowledge in a systematic way. Support for this assertion is
found in the findings that correct responding was significantly above chance for all
four image conditions. Moreover, the data indicated that when subjects are given
information pertaining to two of the three dimensions rather than one of the three,
performance was enhanced. That significant differences were obtained among the
four image conditions is not surprising. This is because although the above-chance
performance supports subjects’ gestalt-like perception of each of the four images,
the subject’s exposure to and familiarity with each image need not be equivalent. It
would seem reasonable that the most common images would be the enemy and the
ally, with less familiarity for the colony, and much less for the degenerate. Further-
more, the like–dislike rating data support the notion that the images have affect
components that vary with the nature of the image.

One point of interpretation that may be raised is whether subjects had a “mental
model” of each of the four respective images prior to participating in the experiment
or whether the “mental model” was generated only as the task was performed. Even
if one argues that the responses were generated by “logical thinking” at the time of
the experiment, the question still remains regarding why the particular alternatives
were selected. It would seem that subjects would need to have had some prior
knowledge of what attributes “go together” in order to make the appropriate
judgments. This, of course, is precisely the role we hypothesize that ideal typical
images play. In a sense, then, the images were “primed” by the experimental
procedure.

Experiment 2

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate how the induction of an image
of a given country influences the memory and the interpretation of information
provided about that country (for a review of related psychological research see
Sherman, Judd, and Park, 1989). The experiment involved inducing an image
of a fictitious country, B, providing policy information about B, and then asking
the subjects to answer a set of questions involving the interpretation of that
information.

One scenario was constructed for each of the enemy, ally, colony, and degenerate
images. The first part of the scenario was approximately one and one-half pages in
length. Subjects were told that they were citizens of country A, one of five countries
shown on a map of a fictitious world. One set of subjects received a version of the
scenario that began with a detailed description of a country, B, that was designed
to induce one of the four images. The next part of the scenario contained informa-
tion about six conditions and actions of country B.

For each image there was an experimental and a control condition, thereby
establishing eight conditions. Control scenarios were identical to scenarios of the
experimental conditions, with the exception that they lacked the early paragraphs
that were used to induce the particular image. There were a total of ninety-six
subjects, with twelve serving in each condition. Texts used in the experimental and
control conditions are presented in Appendix B.

After the first phase of the experiment, in which subjects were presented with the
scenario and the related slides, the subjects were asked a series of questions that
examined their memory and interpretation of the information they had received.
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For example, the experimental and control groups, after receiving the scenario for
the enemy image, were asked the questions listed in Table 6.

The hypothesis being tested was that in the experimental conditions, the respec-
tive images would be induced, and that compared to the control condition, the
subjects’ interpretation of the presented information would be consistent with the
induced image. The focus on threat was expected to be evident in the interpretations
asked for in questions 1 through 6. Subjects in the image-induced conditions were
expected to interpret country B’s military actions as excursions and not defensive
moves to protect an ally, to interpret the revolution in country B as a partial product
of country B’s behavior, to view speeches on economic human rights as simply
diversions, and to regard those in jail in country B as political prisoners and not

TABLE 6. Questions Following Enemy Scenario in Experiment 2

1. In his speech, the leader of country B said country B sent its military to country X to protect an
ally. Do you think it’s more likely that country B was trying to protect an ally or more likely that
country B was putting a good face on its military excursion in country X? Circle your answer on
the scale below.

— A 10-point scale ranging from extremely likely military excursion (1) to extremely likely
protecting ally (10) followed this question.

2. Do you think it is likely or unlikely that the government of country B will close down the leading
opposition newspaper in the near future? Circle your response on the scale below.

— A 6-point scale from highly unlikely (1) to highly likely (6) followed the question.

3. What is the likelihood that country B (as opposed to any other country) was involved in the revolu-
tion of country E? Circle your answer on the scale below.

— A 6-point scale from highly likely (1) to highly unlikely (6) followed.
— In the scenario subjects were told about a revolution in country E, but there was no mention

of outside influence.

4. Country B’s leader made a speech on the economic aspects of human rights. Is it more likely that
country B is really concerned about economic problems, or more likely that country B focused on eco-
nomic rights to divert attention away from political rights? Circle your answer on the scale below.

— An 8-point scale followed, ranging from extremely likely divert attention (1) to extremely
likely concerned (8).

5. The League for Democracy rates on a 5-point scale. Where do you think the League for Democ-
racy would place country B on its scale measuring democracy? Circle your answer.

— A 5-point scale ranging from not democratic (1) to completely democratic (5) followed.

6. An international human rights organization has identified 100 people it believes are political pris-
oners in country B. Country B’s leaders say those 100 people are psychologically disturbed, not po-
litical prisoners. Do you think it’s more likely those 100 people are political prisoners, or
psychologically disturbed? Circle your answer on the scale below.

— An 8-point scale ranging from extremely likely political prisoners (1) to extremely likely
psychological (8) followed.

7. What do you think the overall goals and intentions of country B are with respect to country A?
— Open-ended answer.

8. Write one or two sentences saying what country A’s policy should be toward country B.
— Open-ended answer.

9. What are your feelings about country B?
— A 7-point scale followed ranging from strongly dislike to strongly like.
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mental patients. Image inducement was also expected to influence judgments about
country B’s tolerance for an opposition newspaper and country B’s democracy.

In Appendix B the questions we asked after presentation of the other three
scenarios are listed. We also, in Appendix B, outline the theoretically expected
effects and interpretation for each question.

The rating scores in items 1 through 6 were standardized by equating all items
on a 1–10 scale, and the data of the experimental and control group for each image
were compared. The results indicated that in three of the four image conditions,
the image-induced subjects answered the questions in the predicted direction to a
greater extent than did the control subjects, for that respective image. Specifically,
significant differences in performance were obtained between the experimental and
control conditions for the enemy image, F(1,22) = 5.30, p < .03, the ally image,
F(1,22) = 9.89, p < .005, and the colony image, F(1,22) = 7.56, p < .01. In the
enemy image, the mean experimental group score was 3.16 with the mean control
condition score of 4.29. (Low scores are related to the support of the image
hypothesis. Score is mean rating per subject per item.) The respective experimental
and control condition scores for the ally, colony, and degenerate images were 4.82
and 6.42, 3.35 and 4.27, and 4.84 and 5.40. Performance of experimental and
control conditions did not differ significantly for the degenerate image, F < 1.

Two points are noted regarding these findings. One is that the hypothesis that
interpretation of the information given about country B would be influenced by the
respective image-inducing procedure was supported for three of the four images.
The other point is that the results related to the degenerate image, in this experi-
ment as well as in experiment 1, suggest that our subjects were less familiar with the
degenerate image than the other images or that the induction of that image was
more difficult than the others. However, as noted, the degenerate image has quite
likely not been an important part of the socialization experience of young Ameri-
cans. It may, nevertheless, have been an important image in other communities,
especially those that have been led by fascist parties or religious fundamentalist
movements. Just as we feel the colony image is integral to the study of imperialism,
we suspect the degenerate image is important in the study of expansionist nation-
alistic or fascist foreign policy. Taken as a whole, however, the findings demonstrate
quite clearly that given the indication of particular images, presentation of limited
pieces of information, our subjects recognize integrated patterns and add a good
deal of theory-driven information to fill out their mental constructions, to produce
interpretations, and to make policy choices.

Experiment 3

The purpose of this experiment was to examine the relationship between images
and policy choice and to explore the role affect and emotion play in conjunction
with the cognitive processes. Given limited resources we could only do this in one
image condition and decided to explore the effects of threat and fear in the
enemy image condition. The basic question was whether increased perceived
threat and negative affect would relate to increased inclination to describe a target
in more stereotypical enemy terms and to choose more coercive policy options
vis-à-vis that target. We hypothesized that if subjects felt responsible for their country
and were in this position more aware of possible negative events in the country, they
would feel more intense threat and negative affect. This in turn would relate to
relatively greater enemy-based interpretation of the actions of that country and to
more coercive policy choices (Judd and Johnson, 1982). In previous experiments,
the induction of perspectives and affect in this way has produced quite substantial
effects on the interpretation of situations (e.g., Pichert and Anderson, 1977; Ander-
son and Pichert, 1978; Bower, 1978).
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Three conditions were created. In a Control condition, subjects were given
general information about country B that was designed to be neutral. We especially
attempted to neutralize information that all three groups received. In a second
condition, termed the Adversary condition, we added enemy image descriptions of
country B to the information provided in the Control condition. Our intent was to
induce an enemy image in this condition, as was done in experiment 2. In the third
condition, the More Intense Adversary condition, the subjects were given the same
information as in the Adversary condition, but in addition each subject was asked
to assume the role of president of country A and be responsible for its foreign policy.
Moreover, we gave subjects in the More Intense Adversary condition additional
information about country B designed to generate negative affect and fear. Our
purpose thus was to determine whether subjects in this condition would depict
a stronger enemy image and choose more coercive policies than did subjects in
the Adversary condition. There were sixty subjects, with twenty subjects ran-
domly assigned to each of the three conditions, the subjects participating on an
individual basis.

In each condition, an experimenter read the text of the scenario as the subject
followed reading a copy. The Control text began with instructions to look at the first
slide, the slide providing a diagram of five countries, A, B, C, D, and E of a
hypothetical world. The subject was told he or she was a citizen of country A, a
democracy, and that forty years ago A and B had been allied in a war against C.
Since that time A and B have generally been on good terms. At this point the Control
text stopped while in the Adversary condition, subjects were given additional
paragraphs indicating that country A and country B share a border and on country
A’s side are mineral deposits and valuable farmlands. Furthermore, it was indicated
that about 27 percent of country A’s gross national product comes from that area
and that about 18 percent of country A’s population is in that area, with all people
being citizens of A and sharing A’s cultural heritage, including language. It was also
stated that country B has a different religion than country A, has a dictator who has
been in power for fifteen years, and that B is a strong industrialized state with a
powerful military. People in the Adversary condition were also provided with
information that B has claimed  the  boundary  between  countries A and B is
illegitimate and that B should have control over the minerals and farmlands. It was
also pointed out that country B a few years ago took over country C via invasion.
The Adversary condition text stopped at this point.

In the More Intense Adversary condition, individuals received the information
in the Adversary condition and additional information designed to induce more
emotional involvement, fear, and negative affect. Each subject was told that he/she
was the president of country A, and as such was the person responsible for making
its foreign policy decisions, and that in recent months “you” have been criticized
for being indecisive, even by members of your own party. In addition, it was
indicated that “you,” as president, had just received an intelligence report that
country B is on the verge of invading your country. The plan, as related, is for B to
make a thrust into the designated territory that it has claimed, driving out your
forces. Your intelligence agents are highly placed in B’s government, and the
estimate is that there is a 70 percent chance the intercepted plans are authentic. It
is also pointed out that your country’s newspapers may learn of the possible invasion
plan at any minute. You consider options, and you think of a preemptive strike,
especially since B has a slight military advantage, or, you think about moving your
army into the area desired by B, although this could provoke country B, giving an
excuse for an attack. Or, you could simply maintain the status quo. In addition, you
want to think of other alternatives, and so you look up reports on country B.

From this point on, subjects in the three conditions received the same text,
receiving information about country B, including B’s steel production in the last two
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years, the rumor of country B possibly closing the main opposition newspaper, the
possible involvement of B in a revolution in a distant country, X, the contents of a
U.N. speech on human rights by B’s leader, B’s estimated military expenditures,
the holding of twenty-one political prisoners by B with eighteen to be released, a
League of Democracy report on the state of democracy in various countries,
including B (the results not stated), and the occurrence of a revolution in country
D that had some outside support.

After reading through the text that contained the above eight items about B,
subjects rated their like or dislike of country B on a 1–10 scale, and then were given
1–10 scales answering questions that required interpretation of the text information
in the same way as in experiment 2. In addition, subjects marked graphs of steel
production figures and military expenditures, being requested to reproduce the
levels of production and expenditures they had observed. Individuals were also
asked a question about country A’s policy choices, that is, what action should country
A take regarding country B. There were ten choices given, plus an “other” category.
The choices included maintaining present military conditions, giving the dis-
puted land to B, increasing trade with B, moving A’s army into the disputed area,
requesting U.N. sanctions against B, having the president of B assassinated,
increasing diplomatic relations, launching a preemptive strike, and breaking off
diplomatic relations.

Two sets of results are particularly germane to our hypotheses. The first pertains
to whether the three experimental conditions produced differences in the compos-
ite interpretation ratings. All rating questions were standardized on a 1 to 10 scale,
and the subsequent analysis indicated that the effect of condition did not reach
significance in a standard analysis of variance, F(2,57) = 1.83, p < .16, while in a
regression analysis, involving the two experimental conditions compared to the
control, a significant difference was obtained, F(1,58) = 4.75, p < .03. The mean
rating values for the More Intense Adversary, Adversary, and Control conditions
were, respectively, 3.5, 3.9, and 4.2, with a “1” rating most consistent with an enemy
interpretation and a “10” rating least consistent with it.

Other results, however, indicated rather strongly that affect, as measured by
like–dislike judgments, had an important relation to the meaning and interpreta-
tion measure. The correlation of the like–dislike ratings and the interpretation score
was r(58) = .44, p < .01, a quite significant relationship. A regression analysis
performed with the interpretation item rating score as the target variable and the
affect ratings and the experimental condition as predictor variables indicated that
with effects of the Control, Adversary, and More Intense Adversary variables
removed, affect  significantly influenced  performance, t(59) = 3.20, p < .002.
However, when affect was removed, the experimental manipulation did not have a
significant effect, t(59) = 0.85, p < .39.

These results suggest that while the three experimental conditions yielded results
consistent with the hypothesis, that is, with more enemy-type interpretations being
an increasing function of the Control, Adversary, and More Intense Adversary
conditions, the more important variable is the feelings or affect toward the target
country that is induced by the task. Evidently, some subjects in the Adversary and
even Control conditions developed negative affective feeling toward the target as
much as did subjects in the More Intense Adversary condition where we tried to
induce these feelings with our manipulations. The results point to the conclusion
that it was the emotional affect induced during the experiment that was critical,
rather than the experimental manipulation per se, but that the negative affect is
related to the interpretation of information about the target country, as indicated
by the significant positive correlation.

Experiment 3 also demonstrated a relationship between cognition, affect, and
policy choice. Each of the nine alternative policy choices and eight “other” responses
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was rated by two experimenters on a 1–10 scale with respect to aggressiveness, with
“1” being most and “10” least aggressive. The mean ratings for the Control,
Adversary, and More Intense Adversary conditions are, respectively, 6.3, 5.9, and
4.5 yielding a significant effect, F(2,57) = 3.39, p < .04, with aggressiveness of the
policy choice increasing from the Control to the More Intense Adversary condition.
A Tukey test indicated that only the Control and Intense Adversary groups differed
significantly. The policy choice scores also yielded significant correlations with the
interpretation rating score, r(58) = .60, p < .01, and with affect, r(58) = .40, p <
.01. Regression analyses indicated that, with the enemy variable removed, affect had
a significant relation to the policy choice score, t = 2.66, p < .01, while with affect
removed, enemy condition had a t value of 1.58, p < .11. Thus, with respect to what
action should be taken with respect to B, affect was a better predictor than was the
enemy variable manipulation per se, indicating that while the experimental ma-
nipulation was significant, it was the affect induced during the experiment that was
critical. When affect was engaged, it drove cognition toward more ideal typical
imagery and policy choices toward more aggressive and coercive options.

Part 3. Conclusions About Image Theory

Image theory suggests that ideas and cognition about other actors in world affairs
are organized into clusters. Moreover, it assumes that these clusters of knowledge
reflect three strategic judgments about the other actor. Judgments about another
actor’s relative capability and culture along with a judgment about the threat or
opportunity the other actor represents give rise to images which in the ideal typical
case operate like stereotypes. While our three experiments have not tested the
axiomatic assumptions that tie the three dimensions of judgment to international
relations theory, they have tested the subsequent theoretical claims that (1) define
the sub-components of each image, (2) spell out the relationship among the
components as expected in schema theory, and (3) establish the relationship
between these images, emotional and affective feelings, and policy choice. We have
found strong support for the claim that the enemy, ally, and colony images are
schemata and that they have the specific sub-parts that we define in Table 2. The
degenerate image may also operate as a schema in some communities but is not as
familiar to our American subjects as the other three.

We found from the results of experiments 1 and 1A that subjects did draw inferences
about another actor’s capability from a picture of its intentions or, vice versa, drew
conclusions about its intentions from a picture of the other actor’s capability. Subjects
were also inclined to use information about another actor’s capability or motiva-
tion to draw inferences about the actor’s decision-making process. Perceptions of
decision-making processes also led to conclusions about intentions, typically associ-
ating democratic decision making with more benign intentions. Subjects may
have been guided by empirically based theories while making some of these
inferences. For instance, they may have learned that democracies rarely fight one
another and from this concluded they have benign intentions. For the most part,
however, the conclusions they drew about the characteristics of the other actor that
were not presented in the experiment had no empirical bases and we suspect
reflected the predictable biases of operating ideal typical schemata. Our results
suggest that it is not only propaganda that paints other actors as good, bad, or
backward across a host of independent components. Cognitive processes and affect
also contribute to this effect (Heider, 1958).

There are several advantages of theoretically recognizing that a number of
cognitive patterns that have traditionally been treated as separate items, like the
idea the other actor is a paper tiger or has a monolithic decision-making process,
are part of an integrated cluster or system of knowledge. First, it makes empirical
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identification easier, suggesting multiple related indicators of the image patterns.
Second, it provides a parsimonious but richer conception of the logic from which
inferences and expectations derive. Finally, it provides a more clear picture of the
logic connecting the subject’s overall image and the subject’s strategic policy choice
vis-à-vis the other actor.

Some international relations theorists are inclined to treat cognition as an epiphe-
nomenon determined by structural factors (Krasner, 1993). Our second and third
experiments suggest that imagery and policy choice are associated with an affective or
emotional component that might be acting as an indicator of self-interest. We have
not delved into the question of whether affect precedes cognition, follows it
sequentially, or happens simultaneously in a dual processing mode (Zajonc,
1980; Fiske and Pavelchak, 1986; Brewer, 1988; Fiske and Neuberg, 1990). Our
tests found a strong association between affect and image, but from this we
cannot sustain a causal claim. Our results are consistent with arguments that
cognition is related to affect, which may include self-interest (Cottam, 1977;
Lebow, 1981; Snyder, 1992).

Interests or core values may shape our images of other actors (Hurwitz and
Peffley, 1987, 1990). Images of other actors, however, can at the same time shape
perceived interests in at least two ways. First, an image of an enemy can create
instrumental needs such as for allies and colonies. The enemy image thus
produces interest in other countries that would not follow from the intrinsic
qualities of the other country and may disappear as soon as the enemy image
erodes. Second, and perhaps more important, core values do not directly lead
to policy choice but must be put into a context. For instance, while many people
morally oppose the use of force, they also believe in a number of “just war”
scenarios (Walzer, 1977). Against an ally the use of force might be unthinkable
and a violation of core values. Against an enemy, colony, or degenerate, on the
other hand, this core value might produce different behavioral effects. The
critical difference would be the image of the other actor and the norms this image
defines as relevant.

The methodological difficulties inherent in trying to establish where images come
from are very formidable. The potential causes of cognition are many and disen-
tangling their independent effect, even in the laboratory, is nearly impossible
(Tetlock and Levi, 1982). In the natural setting, many arguments about what caused
images can be made in a post hoc fashion, looking backward and claiming that the
images that evolved are consistent with what appear in hindsight to be causes. Few
of these arguments, however, can be sustained with any convincing methodological
rigor (Dawes, 1993). The cognitive revolution swept American psychology and
displaced situationism precisely because predicting cognition from environmental
conditions was so difficult (Gardner, 1985). Images may be intervening variables
between more basic causes of action and policy choice, but there is no substantiated
theory that explains how to predict cognition from these more basic causes. As
Herbert Simon (1985, 1995) has argued, despite the penchant in political science
for setting cognitive variables by assumption, assertion, or ideological fiat, there is
still no scientific substitute for their empirical identification.

Our experiments treat image as a causal variable and have found that some
images are schemata and, once formed, affect the processing of new information,
the memory of this information, inference about the meaning of action, and policy
choice. While our third experiment examined only the effects of perceived threat
and fear, the more general theory of images we explored has the advantage of
identifying multiple ideal typical images. Obviously, if cognitive perspectives de-
velop only the enemy image, then they will need to assume that all relationships are
perceived in threat-based terms. This may be consistent with the assumptions of
neorealism, but fails to capture the variation in both motivation and behavior that
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characterizes foreign policies. If cognitive approaches aim to explain diverse strategic
choices, then developing a theory of multiple perceived relationships and various
schematic images is necessary. Testing the validity of the four ideal typical images
examined in our experiments contributes to this task, but clearly other images and
relationships should be explored. For image theory to contribute fully to interna-
tional relations theory this needs to be done on a multinational basis, identifying
perhaps one day the universe of ideal typical relationships and images and the
popularity of various ones in specific communities.

Appendix A
Questions Used in Experiments 1 and 1a

In experiment 1 subjects were given a stimulus paragraph describing one feature
of the target country, its motivation, capability, or decision process. These para-
graphs were based on the blocks of information in Table 2. For example, the
following paragraph was used to reflect the information in Table 2 related to the
decision process in the enemy image. Comparable stimuli paragraphs were created
for each of the other eleven blocks of information in Table 2.

Country A is ruled by a dictator, who is surrounded by a set of loyal
lieutenants who serve only at the leader’s pleasure. The govern-
ment is set up in a very strictly disciplined hierarchy that operates
in lock step with the orders issued from the top. The government
tolerates no dissension within its ranks and operates as a monolithic
front. A totalitarian system has been established.

After subjects read the stimulus paragraph they answered eight multiple-
choice questions, four related to each of the dimensions of the image not given.
Following the above paragraph of decision process, for instance, subjects an-
swered the four questions below related to the motivation and capability of the
target country. If either motivation or capability had been given in the stimuli
paragraph subjects would have answered the four questions below related to
decision process.

Questions related to motivation of target country

Which of the following best describes the primary goal of country A?
a. Primary goal is to preserve current lifestyle, which is excessively (even unjustly)

materialistic.
b. Primary goal is to expand power around the world and destroy other social

systems.
c. Primary goal is protection of its own shores, and improvement of its global

environment.
d. Primary goal is economic development and modernization, though small

group of radicals see power and personal gain.

Which of the following best describes country A’s attitude toward the rest of the
world?

a. Has concern about effects of modernization on own culture, although benefits
from foreign technology and aid.

b. Has desire for superiority.
c. Has realized and accepted decline of status in world.
d. Has actively worked to promote international cooperation.
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Which of the following best describes the major, predominant characteristic of
country A?

a. Country is prosperous and thriving.
b. Country is polarized, with major divisions between moderates and radicals,

each promoting its own brand of nationalism and its own vision of the future.
c. Country is decadent, hedonistic.
d. Country is aggressive, plans to attack others with force.

Which of the following best describes the actions of country A?
a. Actions unjustifiable to noncitizens, cause great harm/injury to other

countries.
b. Actions intended to improve society, though often perceived as destroying the

country’s culture and traditions.
c. Actions intended to benefit global community as well as own country.
d. Actions self-serving, though not directly harmful to others.

Questions related to capability of target country

Which of the following best describes the kind of public you would expect country
A to have?

a. People support government and government’s military program, contributing
to the government’s prestige in the international community.

b. People unskilled, backward, and naive and uniformed about politics.
c. People lost sense of national purpose, resist military spending, preferring

material gains.
d. People not enthusiastic about politics or their government though actual

attitudes difficult to measure because strong internal police suppress dissent.

Which of the following best describes the strength of the economy in country A?
a. Economy is in poor shape, with weak agricultural sector and lack of advanced

technology development.
b. Economy troubled, though orientation toward military sector makes country

extremely powerful internationally.
c. Economy is strong, vibrant.
d. Economy is well developed, though shrinking resources are leading to a loss

of competitiveness and diminishing investment in the military.

Which of the following best describes the will power of the leaders of country A?
a. Leaders are aggressive, inflexible, and believe in own and country’s supe-

riority.
b. Leaders are determined to protect their country, would never give in to

terrorism/blackmail.
c. Leaders are cowards lacking both sense of purpose and resolution (determi-

nation).
d. Leaders are well intentioned and driven by progressive goals, but hampered

by internal divisions and violence and rebellion of radical elite.

Which of the following best describes the orientation of the military of country A?
a. Military is well equipped, but focus is to avoid fighting even in self-defense.
b. Military is poorly equipped, largely concerned with internal matters.
c. Military is well equipped and extremely powerful, is aggressive although

avoids opponents of comparable ability; opponents are generally weak.
d. Military is well equipped and prepared; has defensive orientation.
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Questions related to decision process in target country

Which of the following best describes the kind of government country A has?
a. Democratic.
b. Previously democratic, but the process is now corrupt.
c. Totalitarian.
d. Moving toward democracy, but movement threatened by radicals.

Which of the following best describes the degree of unity within the leadership of
country A?

a. Moderate leadership divided, though share overarching goals, including a
desire to defeat the threat posed by radicals.

b. Leadership divided, can be bought, driven by self-interest rather than national
policy goals.

c. Leadership unified behind policy, faces no opposition.
d. Leadership works out agreed-upon policy through standard procedures and

stands by it.

Which of the following best describes how effective the government of country A is
at implementing policies?

a. Policies effectively, though not rapidly, implemented by complex, well-managed
bureaucracy.

b. Policies effectively implemented through rigidly hierarchical governmental
bureaucracy.

c. Policies difficult to implement because policies vacillate, governmental proc-
esses corrupt.

d. Policies poorly implemented because of governmental mismanagement and
reliance on traditional patterns.

Which of the following best describes the leaders of country A?
a. Leaders are cunning, conspiratorial, secretive.
b. Leaders are highly motivated and qualified.
c. Leaders lack direction, sense of national purpose.
d. Leaders have good intentions, but need direction, support.

Appendix B
Questions Following the Scenarios in Experiment 2

Questions following the ally scenario

1. In his speech, the leader of country B said country B sent its military to country
X to protect an ally. Do you think it’s more likely that country B was trying to
protect an ally or more likely that country B was putting a good face on its
military excursion in country X? Circle your answer on the scale below.
— A 10-point scale ranging from extremely likely military excursion (1) to

extremely likely protecting ally (10) followed this question.
— Ally image should incline subjects to attribute action to defensive motives

and affect interpretation in direction of protecting ally.

2. How likely is it that the government of country B will join the many countries
that are criticizing your country’s attack on the terrorist camp in country E?
Circle your answer on the scale below.
— A 6-point scale ranging from highly unlikely (1) to highly likely (6) followed.
— Ally image should affect expectations in direction of unlikely to criticize.
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3. One goal of country B is to improve education. What do you think the average
level of education is for citizens of country B now, before the improvements
begin? Circle your answer on the scale below?

— A 6-point scale followed, ranging from no formal education (1), to some
elementary school, to finished elementary school, to finished junior high,
to finished senior high, to college graduate (6).

— Ally image should lead to memory in direction of higher education levels.

4. Why do you think country B’s leader made his speech on the economic aspects
of human rights? Is it more likely that country B needs the aid that would come
from increased emphasis on economic problems or that country B is willing
to help solve the problems of poverty? Circle your answer on the scale below.

— An 8-point scale followed ranging from extremely likely needs aid (1) to
extremely likely will help solve problems (8).

— Ally image should affect interpretation in direction of helping to solve
problems.

5. The League for Democracy rates on a 5-point scale. Where do you think the
League for Democracy would place country B on its scale measuring democ-
racy? Circle your answer.

— A 5-point scale ranging from not democratic (1) to completely demo-
cratic (5) followed.

— Ally imageshould affectexpectation in direction ofdemocratic government.

6. Do you think it likely that the government of country B was responsible for
the assassination of the opposition politician, or was someone else responsible?
Circle your answer on the scale.

— An 8-point scale followed, ranging from extremely likely someone else
(1) to extremely likely country B (8).

— Ally image should affect interpretation in direction of likely someone
else was responsible.

7. What do you think the overall goals and intentions of country B are with respect
to country A?

— Open-ended answer.
— Ally image should lead to defensive and altruistic motivational attributions.

8. Write one or two sentences saying what country A’s policy should be toward
country B.

— Open-ended answer

9. What are your feelings about country B?
— A 7-point scale followed ranging from strongly dislike (1) to strongly like (7).

Questions following the colony scenario

1. One goal of country B is to improve education. What do you think the average
level of education is for citizens of country B now, before the improvements
begin? Circle your answer on the scale below.

— A 6-point scale followed, ranging from no formal education (1), to some
elementary school, to finished elementary school, to finished junior high,
to finished senior high, to college graduate (6).

— Colony image should affect memory in direction of lower education
levels.
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2. How important is foreign aid to country B’s economic plan? Circle your answer
on the scale below.
— A 6-point scale followed ranging from highly unimportant (1) to highly

important (6).
— Colony image should affect interpretation in direction of highly important.

3. The defense minister of country B claims that the military is on the verge of
winning its war against the rebels in country B, despite requests for increased
military aid from other countries. Do you think country B truly will be able to
defeat the rebels soon, or will the war drag on for many years? Circle your
answer on the scale below.
— An 8-point scale followed, ranging from extremely likely defeat soon (1) to

extremely likely war drags on (8).
— Colony image affects expectations in direction of likely to defeat rebels

soon.

4. Indicate below the level of hardship you expect country B to suffer. Circle your
answer.
— A 5-point scale followed, ranging from no hardship (1) to great hardship (5).
— Colony image affects expectations in direction of more hardships.

5. Based on the President’s report on the drug war would you say the war on
drugs has been ineffective and the drug lords have increased their earnings
in spite of a few arrests, or very effective, and the drug lords have lost
substantial amounts of money and men? Circle your answer on the scale below.
— An 8-point scale followed, ranging from extremely likely ineffective (1) to

extremely likely effective (8).
— Colony image affects interpretation in direction of ineffective policy imple-

mentation.

6. What do you think the overall goals and intentions of country B are with respect
to country A?
— Open-ended answer.
— Colony image produces inclination to see country B as motivated to become

like country A. Emphasis on developmental motivations and intentions to
change and become like A.

7. Write one or two sentences saying what country A’s policy should be toward
country B.
— Open-ended answer.

8. What are your feelings about country B?
— A 7-point scale followed ranging from strongly dislike (1) to strongly like (7).

Questions following the degenerate scenario

1. There are many reasons why country B might cut foreign aid. Do you think it
is more likely country B wants to respect the sovereignty (independence) of
foreign governments as the foreign secretary said, or more likely country B
wants to find a way to cut spending in light of a budget crunch? Circle your
answer on the scale below.
— A 10-point scale follows, ranging from extremely likely respects sovereignty

(1) to extremely likely cut spending (10).
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— Degenerate image affects interpretation in direction of wants to find a
way out of the budget crunch.

2. How likely do you think it is that country B paid country D a ransom for the
release of the hostages as opposed to securing their release in some other
manner? Circle your answer on the scale below.

— A 6-point scale followed, ranging from highly unlikely (1) to highly likely (6).
— Degenerate image affects interpretation in direction of likely to pay

ransom.

3. How likely is it that country B, as opposed to any other country, was involved
in the revolution in country E? Circle your answer on the scale below.

— A 6-point scale followed ranging from highly unlikely (1) to highly likely (6).
— Degenerate image affects interpretation in direction of unlikely to be

involved in country E’s revolution.

4. Are the citizens of country B remembering the good old days in their “feel
good” movies, or are the movies a reflection of the kind of life the citizens of
country B hope someday to achieve?

— An 8-point scale followed, ranging from extremely likely old days (1) to
extremely likely hope to achieve (8).

— Degenerate image affects interpretation in direction of remembering
good old days.

5. Compared to other countries, what is the level of drug use in country B today?
— A 5-point scale followed, ranging from below average (1) to much above

average (5).
— Degenerate image affects memory in direction of greater drug use.

6. Circle the answer below that best indicates the kind of economic conditions
economists believe country B will experience over the next five-year period.

— An 8-point scale followed, ranging from great decline (1) to great growth (8).
— Degenerate image affects expectation in direction of great decline.

7. What do you think the overall goals and intentions of country B are with respect
to country A?

— Open-ended answer.
— Degenerate image affects interpretation in direction of self-serving and

hedonist motives.

8. Write one or two sentences saying what country A’s policy should be toward
country B.

— Open-ended answer.

9. What are your feelings about country B?
— A 7-point scale followed ranging from strongly dislike (1) to strongly like (7).
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Political Psychology

What shapes political behavior more: the situations in which individuals find
themselves, or the internal psychological makeup—beliefs, values, and so
on—of those individuals? This is perhaps the leading division within the psy-
chological study of politics today. Political Psychology: Situations, Individuals, and
Cases provides a concise, readable, and conceptually organized introduction to
the topic of political psychology by examining this very question.

Using this situationism–dispositionism framework—which roughly paral-
lels the concerns of social and cognitive psychology—this book focuses on such
key explanatory mechanisms as behaviorism, obedience, personality, group-
think, cognition, affect, emotion, and neuroscience to explore topics ranging
from voting behavior and racism to terrorism and international relations.

Houghton’s clear and engaging examples directly challenge students to
place themselves in both real and hypothetical situations which involve intense
moral and political dilemmas. This highly readable text will provide students
with the conceptual foundation they need to make sense of the rapidly chang-
ing and increasingly important field of political psychology.

David Patrick Houghton is Associate Professor of Political Science at the
University of Central Florida.



Conclusion

So far, we have analyzed two explanations of political behavior which empha-
size the determining power of the social environment in shaping how we
act: Skinner’s behaviorism and Milgram’s obedience paradigm. We began this
book, the reader may recall, with a description of the Abu Ghraib scandal
which did a great deal of damage to the validity of America’s invasion of Iraq—
and the general image of the United States—in the eyes of the world. In the
next chapter, we examine another situationist perspective which may throw
some light on the events at Abu Ghraib. Was the highly unethical behavior in
which many of the prison guards engaged the product of mental abnormalities,
the product of “a few bad apples,” as George W. Bush and other members of his
administration insisted? Were their psychological dispositions to blame, in
other words? Or was their behavior encouraged by a set of situational induce-
ments which might well have been repeated had an entirely different set of
individuals played the same roles? This is the question to which we turn next.

Table 4.1 A summary of some of the arguments for and against Milgram’s
obedience paradigm

For

• Milgram convinced the vast majority of his subjects (65%) to go against their
own dispositions (the power of the situation).

• He used quite minimal inducements to produce the high level of obedience
observed (e.g. the “authority” was a man in a gray lab coat).

• His findings are supported by other related research in social psychology,
such as that of Solomon Asch.

• His findings match the less systematic but interesting observations of
others, such as Hannah Arendt.

• His finding that the level of obedience varies with proximity to the victim is
borne out by the lessons of modern warfare.

Against

• Milgram cannot explain the dispositionally driven behavior of the 35% who
rebelled.

• There seem to be cultural differences in the propensity to obey, presumably
related to differing dispositions between nations.

• Milgram himself offers a theory of obedience which is partly based on
dispositions inherited through an evolutionary process.

• Many of the causal factors associated with genocides are absent from his
experimental design.
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Creating a “Bad Barrel”

We saw in the previous chapter that behaviorism is far from the only perspective
that emphasizes the role of situational determinants in shaping political behavior.
We now turn to another situationist perspective which is in some ways even
more radical in its conclusions than Milgram’s perspective, however. The latter,
as we have noted, contains dispositionist elements, but the research we’ll
examine in this chapter is more purely situationist in its implications. Working
in 1971, Philip Zimbardo—then a young professor of psychology at Stanford
University in California—was interested in studying the effects of prison roles
on behavior. From a situationist perspective, it ought to be possible to place
individuals randomly in well understood roles, and then watch how the
expectations associated with these roles affect behavior. This is, in essence, what
Zimbardo did. And as we shall see, his findings have possible implications for
the explanation of prison scandals such as those that erupted at Guantanamo Bay
and Abu Ghraib in 2003 and 2004 respectively, an argument that Zimbardo
himself has made in numerous media interviews and which he also made as an
expert witness in the trial of Chip Frederick, one of those involved in the
abuses at Abu Ghraib.

Zimbardo has recently related the basic philosophical viewpoint behind his
famous experiment.1 We are accustomed to thinking of “good” and “evil” in
highly dichotomous terms. Some people are assumed to be naturally “evil” or
become that way, while others are basically “good.” This is such a popular way
of thinking about the philosophy of right and wrong that it hardly requires
much deliberation or thought to understand. Theologians of all religious
stripes tend to view the world this way, and Western legal systems are based on
this notion as we have seen already. Hollywood movies, moreover, typically
portray the victory of intrinsic good over intrinsic evil, providing satisfying
endings where virtue triumphs over bad.

But if we do think about this perspective more deeply, we can see that it
is basically a dispositionist approach. We can either choose good or evil, this
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argument assumes, and we are fully responsible for the choices we make. On
the other hand, Zimbardo suggests that it is rather unhelpful to think of the
world this way. Using M.C. Escher’s painting “Circle Limit IV”—a visually
ambiguous work reproduced below, which can be seen as portraying either
angels or devils depending on one’s perspective—Zimbardo suggests that
there is an exceptionally thin line between good and evil. “First, the world is
filled with both good and evil—was, is, will always be,” Zimbardo notes. This
is a relatively uncontroversial proposition, to which most theologians and
philosophers would probably subscribe. But his next points are more radical.
“Second, the barrier between good and evil is permeable and nebulous. And
third, it is possible for angels to become devils and, perhaps more difficult to
conceive, for devils to become angels,” Zimbardo argues.2

Figure 5.1 M.C. Escher’s “Circle Limit IV.”
© 2008 The M.C. Escher Company-Holland. All rights reserved. www.mcescher.com
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Like Milgram, Zimbardo is concerned with the ways in which normal,
everyday people come to commit acts which societal mores—and even their
own internalized values—suggest are “evil.” This implies a perspective in
which the line between good and evil is “permeable” or part of a continuum,
instead of being composed of two hermetically sealed categories. It also implies
the radical conclusion that we are all capable of committing acts of evil, or at
least the great majority of us are. Most of us like to see ourselves as “good”
people, in part because it is more comfortable to think this way than it is to
consider the alternatives. But given the right situational inducements and con-
ditions, Zimbardo suggests, most of us are capable of behaving in ways we
rarely dream of. To see how Zimbardo has come to this radical conclusion after
a lifetime of research in social psychology, we need to go back to the summer
of 1971 and the experiment which made him famous.

The Stanford Experiment

In 1971, Zimbardo wanted to examine the psychological effects of prison life:
what effects does it have on normal, healthy individuals when they become a
prisoner or a prison guard? To do this, he put an advertisement in the local
paper seeking to recruit subjects for an experiment. A simulated prison—
actually part of the basement of the Stanford Psychology Department—was
created. Like Milgram, Zimbardo wanted psychologically “normal” individuals
so that he could not later be attacked on the grounds that the dispositional
characteristics of his subjects had driven their behavior. He therefore screened
his pool of applications down to twenty-four. He focused on recruiting young
men, though he did not confine himself to Stanford students.

Personality tests were conducted to ensure that guards and prisoners gener-
ally would not differ in potentially significant ways. Having ensured that he had
a relatively normal bunch of people—he screened out any obvious sadists or
“oddballs”—he randomly divided his subjects into prisoners and guards. To
make things seem more real, he had the local Palo Alto police conduct public
but mock arrests of the prisoners. They were even “charged” with fake crimes.
On arrival at the “prison,” they were made to strip, deloused and forced to
wear specially designed smocks.

At first things went relatively well, and both “prisoners” and “guards”
appeared to recognize the false or constructed nature of what was happening.
However, within two days the behavior of both groups deteriorated as the
situation began to seem “real” to both. Some guards became sadistic, removing
various rights from the prisoners and developing innovative ways of punishing
them when they failed to obey orders (they had not been allowed to use
physical violence). One guard—whom the prisoners quickly nicknamed “John
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Wayne”—was especially adept at devising humiliating punishments, including
sexual games in which he “forced” prisoners to simulate acts of sodomy. Some
prisoners rebelled, others reacted passively, and some quickly had what
appeared to be emotional breakdowns. In short, things deteriorated very
rapidly, to the point where the experiment had to be stopped after only six
days. It had originally been designed to last two weeks, but Zimbardo decided
to halt the experiment after his graduate assistant Christina Maslach—a
woman he later married—insisted that it would be immoral to continue.
While Zimbardo initially resisted this advice, he quickly came to see that she
was right and closed the whole thing down before further damage was done.

In a classic situationist statement, Zimbardo later came to describe his
explanation for what he had observed in the Stanford experiment as the “bad
barrel” theory. Put ordinary, healthy young men in an extreme situation—“in a
bad place,” as he often puts it—and the situation can take over. In effect, both
“prisoners” and “guards” had quickly fallen into the social roles they were
expected to perform, and a structure of authority that condoned or permitted
abuses helped to create an environment that allowed conditions to rapidly
deteriorate. A vicious cycle was created in which the authorities (the barrel-
makers) fashioned a barrel or situation which turned the apples inside it bad.
Zimbardo’s basic approach is depicted in Figure 5.2 below.

The situation in which Zimbardo placed his subjects is sometimes referred
to as the “Lord of The Flies effect.” In the classic novel of that name by William
Golding, a group of English schoolboys are marooned on a tropical island
without an authority figure.3 Although the circumstances are not fully explained
by Golding, the story appears to take place after a nuclear war, and the boys
are left to organize themselves without adult supervision. This scenario
gives Golding the opportunity to place his characters in what Thomas Hobbes
and others referred to as a “state of nature,” a real or hypothesized condition
in which there is no recognized authority system to regulate behavior. And
like Hobbes, Golding’s vision of what would happen in such a situation is
famously stark and uncompromising. The behavior of the boys becomes
increasingly savage as they divest themselves of the trappings of modern
society, and a “war of all against all”—again, similar to that envisioned by
Hobbes—takes place.

The comparison between The Lord of The Flies and Stanford may not be apt,
perhaps, since there was an authority structure in the experiment (albeit of a
loose and permissive kind). Moreover, the point being made by Hobbes—that
life in a state of nature would be “nasty, brutish and short” in the absence of
some overarching authority to provide law and order—was that human beings
are in a sense inherently “evil,” or at least self-interested or “egoistic” to the
point that their own self-preservation would effectively be their only concern
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in a state of nature. Similarly, Golding adopted a very dark view of human
nature, which appeared in virtually all his published works. Both Hobbes and
Golding were essentially dispositionists, in other words, who adopted a rather
fixed view of human nature. Zimbardo’s point is situationist and exactly the
opposite: we are not inherently “bad” or “evil,” but we can be induced to
behave in immoral ways if we are forced to confront a certain type of situation.

This point became clear, for instance, in an interview that Zimbardo con-
ducted with Jon Stewart on The Daily Show in 2007, after the appearance of the
former’s book The Lucifer Effect. In the interview it became fairly clear that
Stewart had not read the book, or at least had not understood its central
message. Stewart suggested to Zimbardo that the message of the book is that
“people are much more evil than they would appear to be on the outside.”
Zimbardo replied forcefully that this is not at all what he’s saying:

The Stanford prison experiment that I detail at great length in The Lucifer
Effect really describes the gradual transformation of a group of good boys,
twenty-four college students who volunteered to be in the experiment.
We picked only the normal healthy ones, randomly assigned by coin to be
guard or prisoner. But we see how quickly the good boys—and that’s
important, they start off good—become brutal guards, and the normal kids
become pathological prisoners.4

More importantly perhaps, critics have noted that it is not clear exactly what
Zimbardo found, since he did not organize his experiment in the rigorous ways
that Milgram did. Some even doubt that it deserves the title of an “experiment”
for this reason. Partly because the exercise had to be ended prematurely, there

Figure 5.2 Zimbardo’s interpretation of the Stanford experiment.
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was not much variation in circumstances or subtlety to his research design.
What if the guards were not in uniform, for instance? What if the roles had
later been reversed, or the personnel completely changed? What if the location
of the experiment had been altered? What if the guard nicknamed “John
Wayne”—the most inventive in his use of sadistic control mechanisms—had
not been there? Was his leadership critical? And so on. Consequently, there
remains doubt today as to the exact psychological mechanisms involved in
Zimbardo’s scenario. Is the key finding that anyone placed in a certain role is
bound to behave this way, or is the key lesson that the absence of clear
authority per se leads people to behave this way?

There are also other concerns which might be highlighted. First of all, the
guards did not behave as a monolithic group; there were “good guards” and “bad
guards,” as Zimbardo admits, and only about one-third of the guards behaved
in sadistic ways. There was also variation in the behavior of the prisioners.
Some rebelled against authority, while others complied (one prisoner—
nicknamed “Sarge”—was especially passive). This suggests that it was their
dispositions, not the general situation, that had the greatest impact on their
behavior. Secondly, Zimbardo asked the guards to wear silver mirroring
glasses, a style consciously modeled on a sadistic but fictional guard portrayed
in the film Cool Hand Luke.5 The film, which starred Paul Newman, was
released in November 1967, and was well known at the time (by 1971, it
would of course have been shown on network television both in the United
States and overseas, and we know that at least some of the subjects had seen
the film). What, though, if the film had never been made? There is a possi-
bility that some of the guards and/or prisoners were simply acting out the
roles they had seen in the film, or assumed that Zimbardo wanted them to
behave in such a manner (the mirror glasses could be taken as a “hint” that this
was what was expected). Lastly, the subjects were in a sense self-selected
rather than random—they knew that they would be taking part in an experi-
ment on prison life—and perhaps some stayed in the experiment simply
because they needed the money (Zimbardo was of course paying them for
their time).

Zimbardo himself freely admits that he made errors in the design of the
experiment. Unlike Milgram’s exercise—where the principal investigator had
taken great pains to remove himself from the experiment itself, though not
its aftermath—Zimbardo played the part of prison superintendent. It is
unclear, therefore, whether his presence influenced the results. And of course,
Zimbardo came under heavy criticism on ethical grounds after the findings
were published. The ethical or moral dilemma is very close to the one that we
observed in the Milgram case. On one hand, there was obvious harm done to
the students, so that one could certainly say that the experiment was unethical
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in an absolute sense. Both prisoners and guards suffered, and Zimbardo allowed
it all to go on too long. On the other hand, we should also consider relative
ethics, weighing this against the self-knowledge gained (pain versus gain) as few
had any idea of what they were in for. As in the Milgram case, however, the
participants legally consented to what occurred, and were psychologically
debriefed afterwards. Some used the knowledge they gained from the experi-
ment to better themselves and others. Doug, who had the first breakdown, is
today a clinical psychologist in the prison system, and he credits the experi-
ment with changing his life, but the debate about social benefits versus harm to
subjects is obviously one you need to resolve for yourself (if, indeed, you feel
that you can resolve it).

In a documentary film called the Human Behavior Experiments, Zimbardo
relates that Milgram actually thanked him personally for, as he put it, “taking
some of the ethical heat off me.” The Stanford controversy, Milgram thought,
had finally distracted the world from the debate still raging around his own
work. Here, at last, was an experiment whose ethical pros and cons vied with
and perhaps exceeded those of Milgram’s electric shock experiments. Regard-
less of the ethics of what he did, however, Zimbardo’s actual findings—that
psychologically normal boys can be induced by role expectations and the situa-
tion to behave in sadistic ways—remain deeply intriguing. Moreover, they have
been given a new impetus by the 2004 events at the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq.

The Abu Ghraib Scandal: Changing Your
“Whole Mind Frame”

The story of Abu Ghraib became public in 2004, producing instantaneous
shock and incomprehension both in the United States and around the world.
Distributed via the Internet and widely broadcast on television, the pic-
tures showed U.S. servicemen and servicewomen torturing detainees—mostly
through appalling acts of sexual degradation and sensory deprivation—inside
what had been the most feared prison of Saddam Hussein’s Iraq. The disgust
that the photographs provoked soon led to the arrest of the individuals
involved, and numerous investigations were conducted into what had “gone
wrong” at the prison.

One problem with the pictures that were publicized—not all of them were
released, since some were considered too graphic—is that they depict actions
committed by a variety of different individuals and in different contexts. For
instance, while the majority of the photos featured U.S. soldiers gloating over
naked Iraqi prisoners, the most famous picture of the collection—the well
known “hooded man” photo seen in figure 5.3—depicts a form of torture
which was almost certainly not dreamt up by the bunch of raw recruits who
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took the sexual abuse photos. As Mark Danner has noted, this is a very distinct-
ive and specialized form of torture developed by Brazilian intelligence called
“the Vietnam,” and it is unclear who arranged the individual depicted in the
photograph in this position.

Rory Kennedy’s thought-provoking film Ghosts of Abu Ghraib begins with
scenes from Milgram’s documentary Obedience, overlain with a haunting sound-
track. Although the film never explicitly spells out the relevance of Milgram’s
paradigm, the obvious inference is that those who committed the abuses at the
prison were following the orders of their superiors. Certainly, this provides
one way of applying the insights of political psychology to those disturbing
events, and it may well be the best way. However, it has to be said that the
events at Abu Ghraib bear an even more striking similarity to the Stanford
experiments. “There are stunning parallels between the Stanford Prison
Experiment and what happened at Abu Ghraib,” Zimbardo argued not long
after the events at Abu Ghraib became public knowledge. “Some of the visual
scenes that we have seen include guards stripping prisoners naked, putting bags
over heads, putting them in chains, and having them engage in sexually degrad-
ing acts. And in both prisons the worst abuses came on the night shift.” Of
course, Zimbardo concedes that there are differences as well. “Our guards
committed very little physical abuse [. . .] I continually told them that they

Figure 5.3 One of the photos released in 2004 showing U.S. servicemen
torturing detainees at Abu Ghraib Prison.

© Associated Press.
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could not use physical abuse. But then they resorted entirely to psychological
controls and psychological domination.”

Various similarities between Stanford and Abu Ghraib are immediately
apparent:

• Bags placed on heads (dehumanization and deindividuation)
• Prisoners stripped naked (deindividuation)
• Sexual humiliation used by the guards (prisoners forced to simulate

sodomy)
• Guards not trained at all or not trained well
• Sheer boredom on the part of guards
• The worst abuses happened on the night shift
• Escalation in nature of acts
• Emergence of a “John Wayne” figure6

• Vague chain of command licensing inappropriate behavior.

There are also differences, as we might expect:

• CIA or other higher authorities weren’t telling students to “soften up”
prisoners in 1971

• No physical violence used in 1971
• “Trophy pictures” not taken in 1971
• No one had demonized the 1971 “prisoners” and 1971 students were not

a “real” enemy
• No racial differences in 1971
• No stress of war
• No need for information/intelligence.

Since no two situations are ever identical, of course, the salient question is
not “are there differences?” but “how meaningful are those differences that
exist?” For Zimbardo, the key to understanding Abu Ghraib is the same as the
process he used to understand his Stanford findings. In The Lucifer Effect, he
compares the two events at great length, arguing that a barrel-maker (in this
case a chain of command extending to the White House and the Pentagon) had
fashioned an environment or situation (barrel) that “turned good apples bad.”
Many of those who actually committed the abuses at Abu Ghraib had signed up
for the Army willingly after 9/11 out of a sense of burning patriotism, deter-
mined that the United States would never again be struck by a deadly terrorist
attack of this sort. And yet they found themselves in Abu Ghraib doing things
they can hardly have imagined in their wildest dreams. “That place turned me
into a monster,” former military police officer Javal Davis says. “I was very
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angry. You know, this Abu Ghraib, it would change your whole mind frame.
You know you can go from being a docile, jolly guy. . . . And you go to Abu
Ghraib for a while, you become a robot.”7

For Zimbardo, President George W. Bush, Vice President Dick Cheney and
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld created a system of authority that
implicitly or explicitly encouraged acts of torture, and in early 2002 the Bush
administration decided that the Geneva Conventions (signed by the United
States in 1949) did not apply in this situation. Feeding down the chain of
command, military intelligence and private contractors encouraged the
amateur guards at Abu Ghraib to “soften up” the prisoners for interrogation. It
was the barrel they made, then, that turned basically good people bad. On the
other hand, the Bush administration blamed the dispositions of the individuals
themselves. “A new Iraq will also need a humane, well-supervised prison
system. Under the dictator, prisons like Abu Ghraib were symbols of death and
torture,” Bush argued. “That same prison became a symbol of disgraceful
conduct by a few American troops who dishonored our country and disregarded
our values.”

We have repeatedly noted that situationism presents a challenge to the
Western legal system and its basic notion that individuals are responsible for
their own choices and actions. In The Lucifer Effect, Zimbardo relates the prob-
lems this created when he tried to help the defense of Sergeant Ivan “Chip”
Frederick, one of the soldiers who was photographed grinning beside a pyra-
mid of naked Iraqi prisoners. Although Zimbardo had mixed feelings about
becoming involved in defending Frederick, he agreed to testify in his trial via
videoconference. In Frederick’s defense, Zimbardo argued that Frederick was
a psychologically normal (if insecure and indecisive) individual who found
himself in a highly abnormal situation. While Zimbardo did not attempt to
excuse Frederick, he did seek to better understand his actions and perhaps to get
situational factors considered in the defendant’s sentencing. Someone like
Frederick, he argued, could actually have been a hero if he’d been in a “better
barrel,” but he was in many ways in the wrong place at the wrong time.
Predictably, this argument was rejected by the judge, who adopted a more
traditional dispositionist view: Frederick, he said, had chosen his actions of his
own free will, and no one had coerced him to act in unethical ways.

Again, it is for the reader to decide himself or herself who is right. To what
extent did the barrel rot the apples, or were the apples rotten from the start?
This issue, as we’ve seen repeatedly, lies at the very heart of the situationist–
dispositionist debate. Whatever you conclude, however, it is worth noting that
there are those for whom the situation does not take over, individuals whose
basic moral sense is more difficult to bypass. In the Stanford case, Christina
Maslach—despite powerful situational pressures to conform (Zimbardo was
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her dissertation supervisor)—tells him that “what you are doing to those boys
is wrong.” In the Abu Ghraib case, the “hero” role was played by Officer Joseph
Darby, a young guard who took the trophy photos depicting acts of prisoner
abuse to the military authorities. Initially meeting bureaucratic resistance and
incompetence, he insisted that the whistle must be blown on what happened at
Abu Ghraib. It is in large part thanks to Darby and one or two others—
individuals driven by their dispositions, not the power of the situation—that the
world found out about Abu Ghraib; it is also due to people like Joseph Darby
that the shameful practices being followed there were discontinued. The young
serviceman paid a high price for his act of heroism, however, and has been
targeted as a traitor by some.

To reiterate the dynamics of Zimbardo’s approach Table 5.1 summarizes the
arguments for and against his case.

Conclusion

The reader will recall that in Chapter 1 we discussed the case of Roger
Boisjoly, a technical adviser at a company working with NASA on the space

Table 5.1 A summary of the arguments for and against Zimbardo’s “bad barrel”
approach

For

• The parallels between the Stanford experiment and the Abu Ghraib
situation are quite striking.

• It is remarkable how real the Stanford situation appeared to both “guards”
and “prisoners” and how quickly the situation took over.

• Generally speaking, the subjects quickly fell into the social roles expected of
them.

• The subjects were psychologically “normal”—as were the guards at Abu
Ghraib—but their behaviors were not (this is what happens when we “put
good people in a bad place,” as Zimbardo would have it).

Against

• There are enough differences between Stanford and Abu Ghraib to make the
parallel at least open to question.

• The variation in prisoner and guard behavior in both cases suggests the
importance of dispositions, not situations.

• There were few or no control mechanisms used in the Stanford experiment,
so that we don’t know whether changing some of its features would have
altered the result.

• Perhaps both Stanford and Abu Ghraib reveal more about man’s basic
inhumanity or a disposition toward evil (the Hobbesian or “Lord of the
Flies” effect) than they do about the power of situations.

• Perhaps the subjects in Zimbardo’s experiment were simply playing out the
roles they thought the experimenter wanted to see played out.
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shuttle. In January 1986, NASA was under enormous pressure to launch the
shuttle Challenger into space. The weather in central Florida was unseasonably
cold that year, and this factor—combined with various mechanical difficulties—
had led to repeated launches being canceled or “scrubbed,” as officials put it
behind the scenes. In a conference call between Roger’s company Morton-
Thiokol and NASA officials—a meeting which included some of the brightest
minds in each organization—the decision was made to launch. Boisjoly (as well
as one or two others) had repeatedly warned that the O-rings—the seals which
connect the shuttle to its solid rocket booster—might not hold up in such low
temperatures; the rings might even shatter altogether, potentially causing a
catastrophic explosion. The vast majority of the decision-makers within both
organizations dismissed Roger’s concerns, however; given a final opportunity
to speak and to condemn the decision that the majority was making, Boisjoly
fell mysteriously silent, and tragically, the very disaster he had predicted
occurred shortly afterwards. On January 28, 1986, the space shuttle Challenger
exploded only seventy-three seconds after launch, killing all seven crew
members aboard.

Why do smart people often make such poor decisions in groups? And why
do equally intelligent individuals who know or feel that the decision being
made is the wrong one so often remain silent? Why do people often hold back
from saying what they are really thinking in groups? These are questions which
fascinated social psychologist Irving Janis, and we shall try to answer them in
the next chapter.
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Group Decision-Making

When we think about the decisions made by our government, we typically
imagine a single individual—usually a president or prime minister—sitting at a
desk and reviewing various options. We often also imagine decisions being
made in an idealized fashion, in the manner envisioned by the Homo economicus
approach. After suitable deliberation, the leader then selects the option that
seems most likely to meet whatever political and policy objective has been set.
And on some occasions, this scenario does at least resemble how decisions are
made at the highest levels. When Ronald Reagan was president, for instance,
he reportedly liked to be handed a single sheet of paper with a list of alterna-
tives on it. He would then tick the box next to his preferred option. Reagan
rarely delved down into the lower levels of his administration or read lengthy
memoranda. Though he had a far greater appetite for information than Reagan
did, President Richard Nixon would also reportedly make decisions largely in
isolation from others, hunkering down in the Oval Office away from most of
his Cabinet colleagues. His “loner” personality led him to select a system of
White House management that reinforced his solitude, a factor which many
believe contributed to his ultimate downfall.

There are other times, however, when even chief executives like Reagan
and Nixon find it useful to make decisions in groups. Indeed, group decision-
making seems to be more typical than its unilateral variation. There are a
number of reasons for this.1 First, working collectively gives the eventual
decision reached greater legitimacy than if a decision were reached in unilateral
fashion, after minimum consultation with others. Second, this provides leaders
with a measure of political cover; if others have “signed onto” a decision, it
becomes harder for them to go public with criticism after the fact if the policy
leads to significant failure. Third, group decision-making ensures (at least in
principle) that the leading decision-maker is exposed to a variety of differing
and possibly dissenting opinions, minimizing the possibility that a leader takes a
decision without considering all available facts. As Yaacov Vertzberger notes:
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Decisionmakers operating in a group are likely to be exposed to new
information and interpretations more rapidly than if they were operating
alone and to arguments they might not have been aware of as independent
decisionmakers; both exposure and arguments improve the quality of
group members’ problem solving and learning [. . .] argumentation in the
process of group decisionmaking clarifies ambiguities and inconsistencies
by disseminating information and alternative perspectives and can illumin-
ate weaknesses in the logical structure of accumulated knowledge and
beliefs.2

Fourth, some leaders may prefer to work in groups where they are not well
informed about the policy area concerned. LBJ, for instance, knew relatively
little about foreign policy issues coming into the presidency, and relied heavily
on what he called his “Harvards” (trusted policy advisers like Robert McNamara
and Dean Rusk). Group decision-making also has the added benefit of reducing
psychological strain on leaders who are uncomfortable with a given policy ques-
tion or area. Last, making decisions in groups may actually be mandated by the
legislature under some circumstances, as is the case with the National Security
Act of 1948 in the United States.3

However, it doesn’t necessarily follow that groups make better decisions than
individuals working alone. As Vertzberger notes, the potential benefits of
group decision-making can sometimes be outweighed by other processes,
“pathologies of the group [which] act to narrow the scope and complexity of
information processing operations and encourage parochialism and conform-
ity.”4 There is an old joke that “a camel is a racehorse designed by a commit-
tee.” The serious point behind this witticism is that in groups where power
is dispersed—that is, where power is widely shared among a number of its
members—compromises have to be made in order to reach a consensus pos-
ition. Suppose that racehorses did not exist and that we gave such a group the
task of designing one. One member might propose making it sleek and aero-
dynamic, with no humps. Another might disagree, saying that a single hump
would give the rider something to hang onto during the race. “Why not give it
three humps, so that several people can ride it?” another might say. Eventually,
they might only be able to agree on an animal with two humps, something that
resembles a camel, but which looks rather odd and dysfunctional. A classic
example in the legislative sphere is the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), which was ratified by the United States Senate in 1993. In order to
pass, the legislation transferring it into U.S. law had to be backed up with so
many exemptions—added on by various lobbying groups, such as orange-
growers in Florida, sugar-growers in Louisiana and environmental lobbyists—
that it only partially resembled the original treaty.
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In their book Essence of Decision, Graham Allison and Philip Zelikow develop
a famous model of decision-making—the governmental politics approach or
Model III—in which power is dispersed in precisely this way, and decision
outcomes are the product of bargaining and compromise. Each member holds
sufficient power to thwart the wishes of other members, so whatever decision
they come up with will by necessity have to involve a process of give-and-take.
If this is so, however, an interesting possibility arises: the eventual decision they
reach may reflect no one’s real preferences. Any decision arrived at may simply
reflect the “least common denominator,” that thing which they can all agree
upon. But that may not actually be something which anyone wanted, at least
not as their first choice.5

This is just one way in which groups can actually produce dysfunctional or
sub-optimal outcomes, decisions that might well be inferior to those taken by an
informed individual acting alone. For most of this chapter, however, we will
examine another well known theoretical approach which deals with group
decision-making: Irving Janis’s “groupthink” theory. As we shall discover, this
approach also departs from the rational actor or Homo economicus approach
in significant ways, and it does so by highlighting the fact that individual
decision-makers often behave differently—that is, differ in the extent to which
they openly express their views and preferences—when acting singly from the
way they do when they form part of a larger group. The premise here is that
our behavior changes in subtle ways in groups, so that people behave differently
in them from how they would when acting on their own. Again—in keeping
with the theme of this section of the book—the power of “the situation” is so
great in some circumstances that it effectively overrides the power of the
individual.

How might this occur? To start with, consider again Solomon Asch’s inter-
esting findings about group conformity. In Chapter 4 we saw that majority
influence can exert a powerful impact on the judgments of the minority; when
subjects were placed in a room on their own and asked to match the lengths of
lines, they generally did so accurately. But they made mistakes 75 percent of the
time when placed in a room full of associates of the experimenter who delib-
erately gave the wrong answers. What was interesting about this experiment,
of course, is that people were prepared to suspend their own judgments—even
judgments that they knew to be objectively correct—in order to fall in line
with the collective views of the group. This and other research on group
conformity was the starting point not just for Stanley Milgram’s work on
obedience to authority, but for Irving Janis’s fascinating work on group
decision-making in American foreign policy.
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Unusual for a political scientist, Lasswell took the time to train himself in the
psychological theories of the day. Since psychology at the time was heavily
influenced by Freudian psychoanalysis, it is natural that his work came to bear
the imprint of this body of theory. Simply put, Lasswell’s core argument was
that what he called the “political personality” results from the displacement of
private problems onto public life. A person denied love at home may seek the
love of the American people, for instance. Here the Freudian theme of defense
or compensation mechanisms comes out strongly, especially the mechanism of
displacement. Political ambition and the search for power often serve as
compensatory factors to overcome low self-esteem, he thought. As Lasswell
himself put it, his argument was that “political movements derive their vitality
from the displacement of private affect upon public objects.”8 As a Freudian,
Lasswell also viewed sex and aggression as the dominant motivators of human
beings and subscribed to the id/ego/superego distinction. The repression of
unconscious motives plays a major role in his work. His Psychopathology and
Politics and later Power and Personality—which pursued the idea that politicians
often displace private needs such as self-esteem onto the public world—
influenced a whole generation of younger scholars, and provided a key intel-
lectual linkage between Freud and the ideas of figures like Alexander George,
whose work we shall discuss next.9

The Dysfunctional Childhood of
Woodrow Wilson?

Alexander and Juliette George’s Woodrow Wilson and Colonel House is one of the
most famous and often-discussed examples of the psychobiographical genre,
and as protégées of Lasswell their theories about Woodrow Wilson bore the
strong imprint of their former teacher and his ideas.10 As in Lasswell’s work,
George and George start from the position that political power in their sub-
ject’s case was really a compensation for chronic low self-esteem. Like Lasswell
before them, they also rely on the notion of unconscious motives lurking below
the surface of things and the psychoanalytic emphasis on childhood develop-
ment. The central claim made in Woodrow Wilson and Colonel House is that
Woodrow Wilson harbored an unconscious anger towards his father for the
treatment he had received during his childhood years. The stern and unyielding
Dr. Joseph Wilson, a Presbyterian minister, supposedly pushed his son (who
had learning difficulties early on in his life) relentlessly, but would rarely
reward his son’s achievements with affection. He was allegedly never satisfied
with his son’s performance, and treated him with cold indifference. He would
often tease young Woodrow, George and George argue, leaving him with
a sense of inadequacy and making him feel “stupid, ugly, worthless and
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unlovable.”11 He was “perpetually dissatisfied with himself,” they note, striving
all his life to achieve great deeds in compensation.12

One of the leading characteristics of Wilson’s personality was his inflexi-
bility, they note, and this characteristic is also traced to his childhood upbring-
ing. The teasing of his father made Woodrow insecure, rigid, and unwilling
to compromise in later life, and this childhood propelled him into a life-
long series of conflicts with “father figures” such as Dean West at Princeton
University and later Senator Henry Cabot Lodge. Ironically, Wilson was only
too well aware of the importance of negotiation and bargaining within the
American political system, but his refusal to compromise over the League of
Nations Treaty led to his ultimate downfall. The treaty was in many ways
Wilson’s own brainchild, but George and George argue that the U.S. Senate
would have approved the League of Nations if only Wilson had been willing to
make a few compromises. This characteristic inflexibility inevitably led to the
rejection of the treaty as well as other self-created policy disasters stemming
from his basic inflexibility.

In their original book, they hedged this argument with a great deal of
tentative words like “perhaps” and “one may speculate that.” Perhaps an early
reviewer of the book (or one or both authors) insisted on this, for the reader
can readily appreciate how untestable a claim of this sort is. They also deny that
they are attempting to explain Wilson’s behavior solely through his personal-
ity.13 Since we cannot know what is present in our unconscious—otherwise,
the phrase “unconscious” would have no meaning—it is well nigh impossible
to test George and George’s claim. Perhaps surprisingly given the centrality of
Wilson’s childhood to their argument, they devote only a few pages of discus-
sion to this topic.

Much of their book is given over to showing how stubborn and inflexible
Woodrow could be (that is, to showing that the same patterns recurred
through his life) but it does not necessarily follow that the explanation for this
lies in the kind of psychological explanation being offered here. One either
accepts it on faith, having read their interpretation of his life, or one looks for
other explanations. Edwin Weinstein and his colleagues did the latter, arguing
that the root of Wilson’s inflexibility was physiological.14 It is well known in
medical circles that strokes can lead to mood-changing behavior, and we know
that Wilson suffered a series of strokes, the most serious of which occurred in
October 1919. This argument probably enjoys wider acceptance today than
George and George’s—tellingly, a recent PBS film biography of Woodrow
Wilson’s life makes no mention of the George and George thesis15—but it
provoked an intemperate debate between Weinstein, Anderson, and Link, and
the Georges at the time, a disagreement which is still interesting today because
it illustrates how difficult it is to make these kind of arguments “stick.”
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The Complexity of Lyndon Johnson

Lyndon Johnson presents us with an object case in the complexity of a leader’s
personality and the corresponding difficulties that arise when dealing with a
leader whose personality exhibits so many competing facets. LBJ has variously
been described as an active–negative, a narcissist, a presidential paranoid,
a manic–depressive, and as the victim of a harsh maternal upbringing. The
earliest and best psychological analysis of Johnson came from the presidential
historian and former confidant of LBJ, Doris Kearns Goodwin. In her Lyndon
Johnson and the American Dream,16 first published in 1976 just three years after
LBJ’s death, Goodwin applies a psychoanalytic approach to Johnson. Goodwin
suggests that his early upbringing—especially his relationship with his
mother—shaped his future interactions with his staff and others in the political
world. Johnson’s rather intellectual and ambitious mother felt robbed of a
promising career by Sam Johnson (Lyndon’s father), by all accounts a boorish
man who was often drunk. She compensated for this by using her son as a
substitute for her own ambitions, Goodwin argues, withdrawing her love when
Lyndon didn’t live up to her high expectations.

“How children dance,” Rainer Maria Rilke wrote, “to the unlived lives of
their parents” [. . .] The image of Rebekah Baines Johnson that emerges in
these stories is that of a drastically unhappy woman, cut off from all the
things that had once given her pleasure in life, stranded in a cabin on a
muddy stream with a man she considered vulgar and brutish, a frustrated
woman with a host of throttled ambitions, trying, through her first-born
son, to find a substitute for a dead father, an unsuccessful marriage, and
a failed career. She seemed under a compulsion to renew on her son’s
behalf all the plans and projects she had given up for herself. The son
would fulfill the wishful dreams she had never carried out, he would
become the important person she had failed to be.17

Johnson recalled that

my mother soon discovered that my daddy was not a man to discuss higher
things. To her mind his life was vulgar and ignorant. His idea of pleasure
was to sit up half the night with his friends, drinking beer, telling stories,
and playing dominoes. She felt very much alone. The first year of her
marriage was the worst year of her life. Then I came along and suddenly
everything was all right again. I could do all the things she never did.18

Rebekah fostered Johnson’s enormous ego; in LBJ’s words, she “made me
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feel big and important. It made me believe I could do anything in the whole
world.” And yet her love and affection ebbed and flowed, and could often be
withdrawn when (say) the young Lyndon brought home a bad grade report
from school. “When he failed to satisfy her desires,” Goodwin argues,

he experienced not simply criticism but a complete withdrawal of affec-
tion. “For days after I quit those lessons she walked around the house
pretending I was dead. And then to make it worse, I had to watch her
being especially warm and nice to my father and sisters.”

The same experience was repeated later when Johnson refused to go to
college and Rebekah closed him out for weeks, refusing to speak or even to
look at him.19

Goodwin argues that a striking link is apparent between the way his mother
alternately extended and withdrew love and the manner in which Johnson
himself treated his own staff and indeed “nearly all his adult relationships.” LBJ
was capable of incredible warmth and generosity towards his friends, col-
leagues, and subordinates, but they uniformly recall how swiftly this warmth
could turn to anger and hostility when they failed to live up to the high
standards he set for them. Johnson

demanded a measure of gratitude and loyalty so high that disappointment
was inevitable. And when the disappointment came, Johnson tended to
withdraw his affection and concern—the “Johnson freezeout”—hurting
others in much the same way as his mother had hurt him years before.

Another distinguished presidential historian, Robert Dallek, views Johnson
as a textbook case of political paranoia. While in no sense a fully fledged
psychobiography, Dallek’s Flawed Giant argues that “at times, Johnson came
frighteningly close to clinical paranoia.”20

Plaguing Johnson [. . .] was an irrational conviction that his domestic
opponents were subversives intent on undermining national institutions.
Johnson’s paranoia raises questions about his judgment and capacity to
make rational life and death decisions. I do not raise this matter casually. It
is a frighteningly difficult issue, which the country has never seriously
addressed.21

Dallek confirms Bill Moyers’ view, previously attributed to him by Richard
Goodwin, that Johnson suffered from spells of intense paranoia and quotes
Moyers’ belief that Lady Bird Johnson was more concerned about her husband’s
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paranoia than anyone else.22 He also offers evidence that Secretary of State
Dean Rusk was worried. Like his successor Nixon, Johnson saw conspiracies
everywhere, both from the left and the right. But the beliefs Johnson expressed
about his enemies, though sincerely held, were unfounded, no more than
“cranky nonsense” in Dallek’s words.23

The most forceful advocate of the Johnson paranoia position amongst those
who actually worked with him has been Richard Goodwin, Johnson’s former
speechwriter and Doris Kearns Goodwin’s husband. His memoir Remembering
America created a minor storm when it was first released in 1988, largely due to
what its author had to say about Johnson’s increasingly strange behavior at the
time of the key decisions about Vietnam.24 Goodwin recalled that:

During 1965, and especially in the period which enveloped the crucial
midsummer decision that transformed Vietnam into an American war, I
became convinced that the president’s always large eccentricities had
taken a huge leap into unreason. Not on every subject, and certainly not all
the time [. . .] There is no question in my mind that both the atmosphere
of the White House and the decisions taken until 1965 (the only period I
personally observed) were affected by the periodic disruptions of Lyndon
Johnson’s mind and spirit.25

Based on several years of observing Johnson at first hand, Goodwin con-
cludes that LBJ “experienced certain episodes of what I believe to have been
paranoid behavior” and that this observation “was shared by others who also
had close and frequent contact with the president.”26 In 1965 both Goodwin
and Press Secretary Bill Moyers began—independently and without each
other’s knowledge—consulting psychiatrists about the president and reading
psychology textbooks in an effort to make sense of the mental deterioration
they observed.

How are we to make sense of an individual as psychologically complex as
Johnson? In addition to clues from his childhood and his “Jekyll and Hyde”
personality as well as strong hints of paranoia, there is some evidence of
narcissism on Johnson’s part. On a visit to the Vatican in 1966, Johnson
famously presented the Pope with a bust of himself. Everyone in the family
was called “LBJ,” almost as if he considered himself of such importance
historically that he aimed for a kind of vicarious immortality. He has also
rather controversially been diagnosed at a distance as a manic–depressive by
the psychiatrist Dr. Jablow Hershman.27 Even figures who appear relatively
easy to understand, such as George W. Bush, may actually be the product of
psychological experiences we can only dimly comprehend, as Frank’s book
suggests.
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Comparative Psychobiography

No chapter on this topic would be complete without an examination of what is
undoubtedly the major work of comparative psychobiography: James David
Barber’s book The Presidential Character.28 As Paul Kowert notes, individual
works of psychobiography are “idiosyncratic, focus on unique sets of variables,
and thus offer little basis for comparative analysis.”29 Barber’s book was one of
the first to analyze American presidents in a comparative way, and the first to
come up with a generalizable framework that could be applied to all presidents,
no matter what their background, beliefs, or modus operandi. He was interested
above all in explaining why some presidents succeed while others fail, and in
predicting who is likely to succeed or fail before it actually happens. In fact,
you can easily guess that by looking at the subtitle of the book, which is
Predicting Performance in the White House. How does he do that? In essence, he
argues first of all that success or failure is largely a function of what kind of
personality the President possesses, and he goes on to describe two different
dimensions within the notion of presidential character: the active–passive
dimension and the positive–negative dimension.

Active versus passive refers to the amount of energy a president puts into the
job. Active presidents are movers and shakers, if you like; they are driven
individuals who have vast amounts of energy, and they throw themselves
enthusiastically into the job. Conversely, passive presidents are far less involved
in details, do not work so hard and prefer to steer an even course in policy-
making rather than stirring up policy conflicts or challenging the status quo.
The positive versus negative dimension, on the other hand, refers to the degree
of satisfaction that the president gets out of doing his job (his level of content-
ment, in other words). Although practically all presidents start off wanting to
do the job, some find that they don’t actually enjoy the position once they’re
there. Clearly, the responsibilities of the office—and consequently the strains
and burdens placed on the incumbent—are massive, and this can lead one to
actively dislike being president. Barber suggests that some individuals are nega-
tive in the sense that they feel bound by duty or responsibility to hold power,
even though they hate exercising power or dislike the demands that go with it.
Other presidents are positive about the job, in the sense that they greatly enjoy
holding the position and derive immense satisfaction from it.

Barber says that of all the things you can be, it’s best by far to be an active–
positive. Active–positives are balanced individuals who are contented with life,
respect themselves, are open to new ideas and willing to learn from experience.
These people are healthy, energetic, “can do” presidents who tend to perform
well in presidential office. Presidents FDR, Truman, Kennedy, Ford, Carter,
George H. W. Bush, and Clinton are all deemed to fall under this category. Harry
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Truman, for instance, was able to actively reshape the whole tone of American
foreign policy: he introduced NATO, the Marshall Plan, he intervened in
Korea, and—most importantly—it was under his presidency that America
adopted the long-established policy of containment, which was to remain the
key plank of U.S. foreign policy right up until halfway through the Bush
administration. Barber would argue that it was Truman’s “can do” personality,
his energy, and decisive nature that led directly to these actions. Jimmy
Carter is another example: although he accomplished far less, Carter was
intensively involved in the governmental process and enjoyed being president
more than anything else in his life. Indeed, his performance since he left office
shows that he liked it so much he’s still acting as if he’s the current president!

The least desirable thing to be, on the other hand, is an active–negative,
Barber thinks. These presidents are said to be dangerous because they have a
tendency towards compulsiveness and aggression, and they tend to be stubborn
and inflexible to the point of bringing disaster on themselves and the country.
They often retreat into themselves, hunkering down in the face of opposition.
Of recent presidents, Barber claims that Richard Nixon and Lyndon Johnson
were both active–negatives who both stubbornly pursued courses of action that
led to their respective downfalls (Johnson with Vietnam, Nixon with Water-
gate). Nixon decided to widen the war in Vietnam by invading Cambodia in
1970, thus falling into the trap of sticking to (and indeed, expanding) a line of
policy that had essentially failed, and like the paranoid LBJ he saw conspiracies
and enemies everywhere. Both ended their presidencies in extreme isolation.

Less undesirable, but not nearly as good as being active–positive, are the
passive–positives and passive–negatives. Passive–positives, Barber claims, seek
love and affection by being pleasant and cooperative instead of confrontational.
They are optimistic, friendly, and compliant; but while passive–positives enjoy
being president and derive satisfaction from the job to some extent, they don’t
try to achieve much and don’t feel that much is required of them. Ronald
Reagan is given as the only recent example of this; again, Barber makes this claim
because he thinks Reagan was a very agreeable and personable individual who
preferred not to engage in strenuous work. He would often articulate what he
wanted in general terms, but would leave it to his advisers to decide how to
implement these general principles and put them into practice. In other words
he was an inactive macro-manager in contrast to the micro-managing Jimmy
Carter, who got heavily involved in the day-to-day details of policy-making.

Lastly, there are the passive–negatives. These individuals would rather be
almost anything but president, but they feel a sense of duty to do the job
anyway. They are in politics, in essence, because they feel they ought to be.
This kind of leader derives very little satisfaction from the job and also makes
little effort to get things achieved. Barber argues that Dwight Eisenhower fits
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into this category; Eisenhower did not press for any dramatic changes during
his terms in office, and appeared to take the job with extreme reluctance.
Arguably, he was drafted into the Republican nomination in 1952, and seemed
not to want the job. Eisenhower, Barber says, “did not feel a duty to save the
world or become a great hero, but simply to contribute what he could the best
he was able.”

When we put the two dimensions—active versus passive and positive versus
negative—together, we obtain a two-by-two table like the one reproduced
below (see Table 7.1).

Barber’s theory has always been controversial with political scientists ever
since it was originally published back in 1972, and it has become one of the
most quoted and discussed books in American political science. At worst, it
reminds us that presidential performance is the result of a complex mix of
factors, rather than just personality, and at best, it may even provide us with
what it claims to provide us; that is, a reliable scheme for predicting success or
failure in office. Nevertheless, the critics have highlighted a number of prob-
lems with the theory that have led to a decline in its fashionability in recent
years. And of the criticisms that have been directed at Barber’s framework, at
least three seem especially worthy of note here:

1 It may oversimplify the world in a way that is ultimately misleading. One
could argue that there are literally dozens of categories into which presi-
dential personalities might fit, if not hundreds. Creating such a simple
framework arguably leads Barber to underestimate the differences
between presidents who seem similar on the face of things. Arguably,
employing such catch-all categories does not allow Barber to do what he is

Table 7.1 Barber’s characterization of modern presidents

Positive Negative

Active FDR
Harry Truman
John Kennedy
Gerald Ford
George H.W. Bush
Bill Clinton
Jimmy Carter

Woodrow Wilson
Herbert Hoover
Lyndon Johnson
Richard Nixon

Passive William Taft
Warren Harding
Ronald Reagan
George W. Bush?

Calvin Coolidge
Dwight Eisenhower

Source: James David Barber, The Presidential Character : Predicting Performance in the White
House, third edition (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1992)
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attempting to do, which is to distinguish between success or failure. Do
Truman and Carter really belong in the same box? Do FDR and Gerald
Ford?

2 It is difficult to fit particular presidents into particular “pigeonholes.”
There is always room for disagreement as to whether a president is active
or passive, and most of all as to whether he is negative or positive about
the job. Lyndon Johnson is classed here as an active–negative, meaning that
he worked hard but derived little satisfaction from the job. But Johnson
actually seemed to enjoy being president at the beginning of his tenure; it
was only when America got bogged down in Vietnam that he began to hate
being president, and even then he found it hard to do what he eventually
did do—which was to leave the presidency prematurely by voluntarily
deciding not to run again. Or take Bill Clinton as another example: did
Clinton really enjoy being president? Some evidence suggests that he did.
On the other hand, Bob Woodward in his book The Agenda recounted
various stories which revealed that Clinton was often frustrated by the job
and regularly flew into rages and tantrums when things didn’t go his way.
So in other words, assessing this kind of thing requires us to engage in a
certain amount of speculation, and—some would say—mind reading.
Examples like this, a critic might say, make Barber’s framework seem too
subjective and unscientific.

3 Probably the most telling criticism that has been raised against Barber’s
theory, though, is the argument that presidential performance in office is
more a function of events and circumstances than it is the result of personality
or character (the now familiar situationist critique). The surrounding cir-
cumstances—particularly the economic situation—often seem to have the
most impact in determining presidential success or failure, regardless of
who the incumbent happens to be. Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter, for
instance, were unlucky enough to take office at a time when the global
economy was stuck in recession, while Ronald Reagan after 1982 presided
over an upturn in the fortunes of the world economy. Some presidential
“success” seems to be the product of plain dumb luck, or the lack of it:
FDR took office at a time when Herbert Hoover’s Republicans had been
discredited by the Great Depression and was able to expand presidential
power in the wake of World War II.

Presidential power and the opportunities for greatness are usually
greatest during times of profound crisis, and FDR was lucky enough to
have two during his years in office: the Depression and World War II.
Lyndon Johnson, conversely, was unlucky to come into office at a time
when tough decisions about Vietnam had to be made. In previous years,
Eisenhower and Kennedy had both prevaricated on the question of
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whether American troops ought to be sent in to protect South Vietnam
from the Communist North. By 1965, a year-and-a-half after LBJ had
acceded to the presidency, that decision could be put off no longer. Johnson
decided to escalate U.S. involvement in the war, but one might argue that
any president would have done this when faced with this objective set of
circumstances. The reality was that South Vietnam would fall without
heavy American military assistance, and Johnson was unlucky in the sense
that he was the one who had to make that hard decision. And as we have
known for some years, it was a decision that ultimately destroyed his
presidency.

The Decline of Psychobiography?

In recent years, it has to be said that the quality of some of the psychobiogra-
phies that have emerged has not matched the style or sophistication of, say,
George and George’s analysis of Wilson or Betty Glad’s work on Jimmy
Carter. There has in particular been a tendency to politicize the analysis of
individual leaders. We have already cited Bush on The Couch, which even many
on the left regard as a somewhat dubious piece of work. We will finish this
chapter with a psychological analysis of Bill Clinton which most political psy-
chologists never took very seriously when it first appeared during the 1990s.
Examining this analysis will be valuable, however, because it will highlight—
hopefully in very clear fashion—some of the pitfalls to which this tradition has
sometimes succumbed.

The mid-1990s were a time of huge political travails for Bill Clinton.
Besieged by allegations that he had lied about numerous extramarital affairs
and rumors of financial wrongdoing in the Whitewater affair, Clinton’s presi-
dency was on the ropes before his political comeback at the 1996 presidential
election. Writing in 1995—a decade before Frank published his book on Bush
but written in a strikingly similar style—the clinical psychologist Paul Fick
observed President Bill Clinton’s political difficulties from afar. Like Frank,
Fick had not personally examined the president himself, but he also noticed
striking similarities between the president’s behavior and a personality dis-
order he was accustomed to treating in his own practice. Clinton’s behavior,
Fick argued, is characteristic of many individuals who have been raised by one
or more alcoholic parents:

Here was a president who developed his own chaos [. . .] and yet thrived
on the very chaos he had created. He openly distorted the truth, denied
that he distorted the truth, yet epitomized sincerity at all times [. . .] His
behaviors went beyond the typical political maneuvering; this behavior
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was at the core of his character. The realization struck me that instead
of becoming the next president of the United States, William Jefferson
Clinton could just as well have been any of the hundreds of adult children
of alcoholics (ACOA) I have treated in hospital or in my outpatient office.30

Fick diagnoses “adult children of alcoholics” syndrome at a distance. Those
who have been brought up in alcoholic families, he says, often lie, are indecisive
and become self-destructive in their adult life in a way that is strikingly
reminiscent of Bill Clinton’s behavior both before and during his presidency.
Clinton’s stepfather, Roger Clinton, was a violent alcoholic who would some-
times beat Bill’s mother. The future president’s response, as in many cases Fick
says he has treated, was to assume the “hero role;” typically, one child will step
up and effectively play the father or mother role (depending on which parent is
absent or unreliable). But this incurs psychic costs for the hero figure; he or she
harbors an underlying resentment. Moreover, children of alcoholics recreate
the chaotic world they grew up in and may even thrive in it.

Problems With Psychobiographic Approaches
in General

There are many objections to psychobiographical works like these, some of
which may well have occurred to you as you read this chapter. One difficulty
has to do with what social scientists call falsificationism. One of the most
prominent philosophers of science who has discussed this subject is the late
Karl Popper. In his book The Poverty of Historicism and other works, Popper
railed against theories which cannot be “falsified.” The argument goes like this.
A non-falsifiable theory is a theory which is so vague and general in nature that
it is consistent with absolutely any outcome that might conceivably occur. It is
often said that “a theory which explains everything explains nothing.” Some
students find this confusing; surely if you have a theory which can explain any
outcome, you have a pretty good theory! Unfortunately, though, this is often
not the case. Consider the example we are interested in here, Freudianism.
Popper argued that a major problem with Freud’s theories was that he
regarded them as accurate regardless of whatever evidence he came across.
Similarly, one objection to the aforementioned works on Clinton and Bush is
that their authors seem so determined to prove the accuracy of their theories
that virtually any empirical evidence “will do” to verify them. When Clinton
lied, this was regarded as prime evidence for Fick’s theory, but when he
appeared sincere, he was “hiding the truth from himself.” Similarly, Bush’s
tendency to lie is attributed to his upbringing, but don’t all politicians lie to
some degree?
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Second, there is the problem of confirmation bias. Just as individuals looking at
a potential candidate may see what they want to see in that person and dis-
regard his or her failings (or good points), so a researcher looking for evidence
in a case study of a particular leader is prone to discard evidence that does not
fit the psychological theory being proposed and retain evidence that does. In
other words, there is always the temptation to fit evidence to a theory, rather
than letting the evidence inform (and possibly invalidate) that theory. This
problem is certainly not unique to psychobiography—and nor is the falsifica-
tion problem—but it is a relevant concern.

Third, there is the problem of access. Few of us are qualified to put a president
“on the couch,” and no president is likely to submit to such a treatment by a
political psychologist, trained or otherwise. Leaders who are not in perfect
mental health are highly unlikely to admit to this shortcoming, and there is a
taboo in most countries among candidates for national office against openly
discussing their psychological problems. In 1972, Thomas Eagleton was forced
to withdraw as George McGovern’s running mate on the Democratic ticket
when it became known that he had consulted a psychiatrist in the past and
undergone electric shock treatments. In the absence of this kind of access,
then, we are forced to examine presidents and other leaders at a distance, a
practice to which all of the works discussed in this chapter—with the possible
exception of that of Doris Kearns Goodwin, who had remarkably close access
to Lyndon Johnson after he left office—were compelled to resort. But there
are obvious problems with this. The evidence we have regarding the thoughts
that were going through a leader’s head at some point in the past is bound to be
fragmentary, and may sometimes be unreliable or even non-existent. Perhaps
no one can truly “see inside the head” of another individual, and even declassi-
fied documents may not reveal a leader’s true thinking.

Last, there is the problem of reductionism.31 The first part of this book high-
lighted the degree to which individual behavior may derive from the character
of the situation the individual faces (that is, from the external rather than the
inner world). Most psychobiography, on the other hand, is basically disposi-
tionist; it takes the view that our values and beliefs directly determine behavior,
or that some aspect of what is going on inside our own minds drives that
behavior. But can we reduce our explanations to purely psychological variables?
Doesn’t the political context in which a leader is operating matter just as much
as their own psychological characteristics? As we have seen already, this is
potentially a major difficulty with approaches like that of James David Barber in
his book Presidential Character. Simple explanations offer a psychologically com-
forting way of making sense of the world around us, but a theory can also be
too simplistic. This may be a particular problem for all of the works discussed
here that highlight the importance of childhood development in explaining
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later behavior. There is a good deal of research that suggests that childhood
events are not nearly as important as we generally think in shaping later
behavior. “Early deprivation may increase the chances of becoming a troubled
adult, but it by no means guarantees it,” Sally Patel notes. “In fact, social
scientists find even significant maltreatment does not influence a child’s
development in a systematic or predictable way.”32

Conclusion

For all of these failings—some of them more important than others, perhaps—
there remains something intuitively appealing about this genre. As James
William Anderson notes,

even the harshest critics of psychological biography concede that the
application of psychology to biography makes sense. Since comprehensive
biographical studies inevitably include an analysis of the subject’s person-
ality, it is reasonable to carry out such analysis systematically and with
psychological sophistication.33

Perhaps the answer (as this quote suggests) lies in developing more rigorous
and generally accepted techniques for analyzing the mindsets of particular
leaders or in setting aside the psychoanalytic bias that has always characterized
this subfield of political psychology. Or perhaps we need to make a greater
effort to dispense with the more polemical aspects of some work in this area
(both Fick and Frank, from opposite ends of the political spectrum, clearly
dislike their subjects intensely and each obviously has a political axe to grind).
But it is surely impossible to explain the actions of leaders without some sort of
analysis of their psychological characteristics, and this means that psychobiog-
raphy or psychohistory is almost certainly with us to stay. You may also have
asked yourself whether there are alternative ways of studying the personalities
of leaders, and as it turns out, there are. The next chapter examines the ways
in which some political psychologists have attempted to study the role of
personality in politics more systematically.
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According to this approach, we sometimes attribute the causes of someone’s
behavior to the situation they are in, while at other times we attribute that
behavior to the person’s internal dispositions. Unfortunately, we frequently
make quite substantial errors and mistakes when we try to do this. As Fiske and
Taylor note, people are not always very careful when they make attributions.
“On an everyday basis, people often make attributions in a relatively thought-
less fashion. The cognitive system is limited in capacity, so people take
short cuts.”9

One particularly notable kind of error with potentially major political con-
sequences is called the fundamental attribution error. When we are explaining our
own actions, we very often use situational attributions, and in fact we often
overestimate the extent to which our actions are the result of the situation. On
the other hand, when asked to explain why someone else acted as they did, we
often make the opposite kind of mistake: we underestimate the extent to which
the situation mattered (and hence overestimate the importance of that’s per-
sons dispositions). How might this be of interest to students of politics? As the
political psychologist and expert on foreign policy decision-making Deborah
Welch Larson puts it in her classic study of the birth of Cold War containment:

Policymakers tend to infer that the actions of their own state were com-
pelled by circumstances, even while they attribute the behavior of other
states to the fundamental “character” of the nation or its leaders. Applied
to the problem of explaining the change in U.S. foreign policymakers’
orientation toward the Soviet Union, attribution theory would suggest that
Washington officials were too willing to impute ideological, expansionist
motives to Soviet actions that could just as plausibly reflect security calcu-
lations similar to those that prompted analogous policies pursued by the
United States.10

That some policy-makers fall into the trap of making such false attributions
does not mean that we are all condemned to do so. During the Cuban missile
crisis, for instance, attribution judgments became a matter of life and death.
“Why have the Soviets placed missiles in Cuba?” members of the ExComm
asked themselves almost immediately in those first, tense meetings. “What are
their intentions?” Air Force General Curtis LeMay appears to have attributed
dark dispositionist motives to the Soviet leadership, while others like Robert
McNamara, Ambassador Tommy Thompson, and President Kennedy seem to
have been more attuned to the possibility that Khrushchev’s actions might have
been compelled or encouraged by situationist forces. Both the Americans and
the Soviets recognized the possibility, moreover, that situationist forces might
take over the process and cause the outbreak of an inadvertent war. The
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exercise of empathy—placing ourselves in the shoes of our adversary—is a
useful antidote to the kind of attributional errors that naive scientists often
make in international relations, but there are dangers and biases attached to
this as well. As Yaacov Vertzberger notes, we may also have a special tendency
to invoke dispositionist attributions in others when we have a strongly negative
attitude towards them. “Dislike tends to evoke dispositional explanations for
undesirable actions by others, while empathy biases explanations of such
behavior toward situational attribution,” Vertzberger points out.11

Supporters of attribution theory argue that two short cuts or heuristic
devices are especially important in human decision-making and reasoning; the
representativeness heuristic and the availability heuristic. As Samuel Popkin notes,
“representativeness is a heuristic, a rule of thumb, for judging the likelihood
that a person will be of a particular kind by how similar he is to the stereotype
of that kind of person.”12 Popkin argues that this is how we make assessments of
candidates in presidential primaries, about whom most of us know little at
first. This heuristic is also used to estimate the likelihood of something occur-
ring by assessing whether it “fits” a particular category. Perceived similarity is
what matters here, but one major problem—what makes the science “naive”—
is that people usually ignore base information or statistical probabilities when
making these kind of assessments. When asked to estimate the likelihood that
Saddam Hussein is “another Hitler,” for instance, most people attempt to
match apparent similarities between the two (each was an expansionist, repres-
sive domestically, and so on). What most people fail to do is to look at the
statistical probability that “Hussein is a Hitler” (as a scientist presumably
would). Arguably, there have been very few genuinely Hitler-like leaders in
recent history, but this is not how most people estimate probability.

When people use the availability heuristic, on the other hand, they estimate
the likelihood of something based on how cognitively available it is to them.
Often something is available in our memories simply because it happened
recently or because it constituted a very vivid experience that we’re unlikely to
forget. World War II and Vietnam are especially vivid for makers of U.S.
foreign policy, and new situations tend to be compared disproportionately to
these two events. This too is clearly “unscientific” because it ignores statistical
likelihood. Viewing something as likely to happen simply because something
similar happened recently or you were especially influenced by some vividly
memorable event is obviously a poor way of estimating probability.

Schema Theory

As John Sullivan and his colleagues note, the actual term “schema” has gone
somewhat out of fashion within political psychology since the 1990s, especially
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in the study of mass behavior. This is in part due to the claims made by some
political psychologists that it added little to their understanding of existing
political concepts,13 but it is probably more a product of the fact that most
scholars have accepted the basic idea that we have such knowledge structures in
our heads and have now become more interested in how these affect political
behavior. “While schema theory itself may be out of vogue, the ideas that were
once packaged together under that appellation are still alive and well, only
refashioned in more innocuous terminology such as ‘cognitive representations’
or cognitive ‘categories’ or stereotypes,” Rahn, Sullivan, and Rudolph point
out.14 Cognitive psychologists also use the term “schema” less than they did,
usually preferring nowadays to talk of “associationist networks” or “the compu-
tational theory of the mind.” But this is really a matter of labels rather than
substance. The term “schema” is broadly familiar to most political psycholo-
gists, and we will use the label here because it neatly ties together a large
amount of work that has been done in a variety of areas across the elite–mass
divide. Indeed, this is probably the one theory (or rather body of theories) that
has brought together under a single tent those who study international rela-
tions from a cognitive perspective and those who focus on mass behaviors such
as voting.15

In common with the attribution theory, schema theory assumes that human
beings possess limited cognitive capacities, and is in many ways compatible
with the former. We are bombarded every day with information. Rather than
assuming that individuals search for cause and effect patterns or resemble naive
scientists, schema theory treats human beings as categorizers or labelers. To
cope with information overload, we engage in mental economics; we are
“cognitive misers.” Rather than treating each piece of new information sui
generis or on its own merits, we assimilate knowledge into pre-existing categor-
ies (usually known as schemas or scripts). This is cognitively efficient, and
relatively easy to do.16

The term “schema” is often used rather more loosely than it should be, and
it has been given a variety of definitions. As defined here, though, a schema is
essentially a kind of stereotype stored in memory that provides information on
the typical features of an object, event, or person. Schemas are generic collec-
tions of knowledge: general concepts, rules, lessons, and stereotypes stored
in memory. They go beyond any one example to provide information on what
is usually the case, and we use such schemas both to categorize newly
encountered information and to make inferences that go beyond the informa-
tion given. We can also think of a schema as a mental box containing typical or
“default values” associated with a thing we are familiar with. Suppose I were to
present you with the following very simple puzzle: I’m thinking of “a thing.”
This thing has fur. It has a tail. It has paws. You take it for walks.
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Once we are given the last piece of information, the thing I am talking about
becomes obvious. But why is it obvious? I still haven’t told you what the thing
is, but we all somehow know I am talking about a dog. When you think about
it, that’s a rather amazing feat of collective cognitive activity, and schema
theory would explain it this way. First of all, you absorbed each piece of
information (“the thing has fur,” and so on). Then you compared these attri-
butes to the default values stored in your memory that correspond to various
schemas. You then matched these to the generic category “dog” and made a
conclusion about what I was thinking of. In other words, you used the informa-
tion both to categorize and to go beyond the information actually given. Notice,
though, that the use of schemas is fraught with potential error, precisely
because it does involve making inferences that exceed the data you have been
given. Until I mentioned the last attribute—“you take it for walks”—I could
have been talking about a cat, but no one in their right mind takes the family cat
for a walk. Without that last piece of information, you could easily have
erroneously slotted the attributes not only into the schema for a cat, but the
schemas for any number of our furry friends.

As with false attributions, this does not mean that we are necessarily
“trapped” by schemas or bound to make errors when we use them, but that is
the drawback inherent in any cognitive short cut. Nor are we bound to ignore
the differences between a prototypical example and an actual one. Julian
Hochberg, for instance, argues that “any individual object is recognized first by
identifying its schema, and then by noting a small number of features that
identify the object more specifically and set it off from other examples of the
schema to which it belongs.”17 But the fact that schemas are devices of mental
economy does mean that they can mislead us on occasion, and in politics this
can have serious consequences.

How is all of this relevant to politics? It is relevant because elite decision-
makers (and voters too) must almost always make decisions with only
incomplete information about the situation at hand. Political actors can and do
make incorrect inferences by fitting individuals or events into the wrong
categories or schemas based on purely superficial similarities. Again, Deborah
Welch Larson provides us with a classic example. Thomas Pendergast was
Harry Truman’s old party boss and mentor in Missouri. In those days, the
party bosses essentially ran the political system, especially at the local level, and
to rise to prominence at the national level you first had to move through
various levels of patronage. Truman never forgot the impact Pendergast had
had on his career, and he became a powerful role model for the future presi-
dent. It was from Pendergast that Truman learned the importance of keeping
one’s word, and what he called the “code of the politician”: never again trust
someone who has failed to keep his word.18
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It just so happened that the Soviet leader Joseph Stalin resembled Pendergast
and reminded Truman very much of his old mentor. Because of this superficial
resemblance, moreover, Truman initially reacted warmly towards the Soviet
leader. In 1946 the two men met for the first time, and Truman was greatly
impressed by Stalin:

His meeting with Stalin reinforced Truman’s belief that the Russian dicta-
tor was like Boss Pendergast. Truman remarked admiringly to an aide:
“Stalin is as near like Tom Pendergast as any man I know.” Truman went
beyond Stalin’s superficial resemblance to Pendergast to infer that the
Russian shared personality characteristics with the Missouri boss. Truman
told his staff that “Stalin was one, who, if he said something one time,
would say the same thing the next time [. . . .] he could be depended
upon.” Truman inferred that Stalin, like Pendergast, could be trusted to
keep his word. “I got the impression Stalin would stand by his agreements
and also that he had a Politburo on his hands like the 80th Congress,”
Truman recalled.19

While this cognitive error had no effects over the longer term once Stalin
had proved that he could not be trusted to deliver on his promises, in the short
term it led Truman astray by causing him to trust the Soviet leader far more
than he should have, and Truman even continued to view Stalin somewhat
positively even after he realized that Stalin had betrayed him.20

Even more commonplace examples can be drawn from voting behavior. We
will deal with this topic in more detail in Chapter 12, but for now we will
merely note that Wendy Rahn’s argument that many people rely on party or
ideological identification as a kind of cognitive short cut captures a perspective
that has proven very popular among scholars of electoral choice. When people
have specific information about a candidate at an election, people are perfectly
capable of attending to that information and weighing its value in shaping their
vote, Rahn finds. However, when voters have both particular information and
party stereotypes at their disposal,

they prefer to rely on heuristic-based processing. They neglect policy
information in reaching evaluations; they use the label rather than policy
attributes in drawing inferences; and they are perceptually less responsive
to inconsistent information. Not even extreme party-issue inconsistency
prompted individuals entirely to forsake theory-driven processing.21

Also consider for a moment how we make decisions about candidates for
office we know little about. As we have seen before, party identification is a
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frequently used cognitive short cut, especially when voters know little or
nothing about a candidate other than his or her party. But this is far from being
the only economical mental device that voters employ. How, for instance, do
we make decisions during the presidential primary season, when all the candi-
dates come from our preferred party? Samuel Popkin has developed a theory of
candidate appeal in primaries that draws on schema-type notions.22 We often
know very little about the candidates who run for their parties’ presidential
nomination. Many are governors of states we know little about or senators we
may never have heard of. During the 2008 primary season, for instance, how
many people knew what Barack Obama’s voting record in the Senate was, or
what his specific policy proposals were? How many people actually knew who
Sam Brownback or Bill Richardson was? With the exception of “big guns” like
John McCain and Hillary Clinton, most of the candidates lacked any known
national profile.

How, then, do we choose between various unknowns? Popkin argues that we
base our decisions on only a few pieces of observable “data.” We then use these
to fill in missing information about the candidate (default values) and we reach
a conclusion of how representative a candidate is of some ideal (or non-ideal)
stereotype. This is another way of saying that we fit candidates, however
imperfectly and imprecisely, into schemas we already have stored in our heads.
Like the dog schema example earlier, we use a few knowns to fill in the
unknowns, in order to come to a more general conclusion or assessment. As
Popkin puts it,

voters will decide what kind of governor Jimmy Carter was and what kind
of president he will be not on the basis of knowledge about his perform-
ance as governor of Georgia but on their assessment of how likely it is that
Jimmy Carter, as a person, was a good governor.23

Popkin borrows not just from schema theory here but from attribution
theory, since he argues that fitting candidates into one stereotype or another
involves judgments about representativeness.

Scripts can be thought of as “event schemas,” a particular kind of schema
which provides typical default values for an event of some kind, such as climb-
ing the stairs, going to the cinema or a restaurant. How is it that human beings
can climb a staircase they have never seen before, even the rather exotic spiral
version? This may seem like a silly question to ask, but the reason it seems silly
is that we all have a script or schema stored in our heads that deals with
climbing stairs. It tells us how to approach the staircase, to place a single foot
first on the initial stair, follow that with the next foot on the higher step, and so
on. Equally, we have no problem watching a movie at a cinema we have never
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visited; we simply use our default values to guide our behavior. By the same
token, if I tell you that I actually went to see a movie in town last night, you can
easily use the same default values you keep in your head for typical visits to the
cinema to guess how my evening probably went. I probably bought a ticket
first, then gave my ticket to the attendant. Like most people, I probably bought
a Coke and some popcorn. I sat down in the movie theater showing the film I’d
selected and I watched it until the end. When it was over, I left and did
something else.

Again, however, scripts can mislead. Suppose I really did go to the cinema
last night. However, professorial salaries where I work in Florida are miserly,
and I decided to slip past the ticket attendant without paying when her atten-
tion was distracted. I’m on a diet, so I rejected the soda and popcorn they
try to sell you before you go in. I found the movie so boring that I fell asleep
in it. I was awoken by an angry lady behind me who objected to my snoring,
and I stumbled out into the daylight, regretting that I’d wasted my time on
another overly-hyped Hollywood movie (even though I hadn’t bothered to
pay). In this case, your default values have led you astray, and again the
reason partly relates to our cognitive miserliness. We make assumptions based
on the typical or prototypical behaviors which may be entirely misleading or
incorrect.

The use of historical scripts is very common in international politics. The
Munich script, for instance, tells us a story about what happens when a ruthless,
expansionist leader is appeased, suggesting that if you don’t confront a threat
early on, you will most assuredly have to face it later. World War I had had a
devastating effect on Europe, and British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain
(as well as other European leaders) not unnaturally wanted to avoid another
war of perhaps even greater devastation. In 1938 a peace conference was
convened in Munich at which Hitler agreed to restrain his aggressive ambitions
in return for part of what was then Czechoslovakia. Chamberlain famously
emerged from the conference waving the agreement that had been reached and
promising “peace in our time.” This policy of course was a terrible failure, and
the word “appeasement” became a dirty word in international relations, ruin-
ing the political careers of those who (like then Ambassador Joseph Kennedy in
the United States) had advocated it. Hitler violated the terms of the Munich
agreement the following year, invading one European state after another and
eventually leading the United States to intervene on behalf of the beleaguered
and financially ruined Allies. This same script was later evoked on numerous
occasions during the Cold War, and most famously by George H.W. Bush after
Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait in 1990; Bush argued that if Hussein’s aggres-
sion was not confronted early on—if Hussein were appeased, in effect—the
rest of the Middle East would soon fall to his expansionist designs.
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Analogical Reasoning

Another (very similar) way of thinking about historical events and scripts is
through what has become known as analogical reasoning. When we reason by
analogy, we compare a new situation to something similar we have faced in the
past (or rather, something that appears to be similar). We very often use
historical analogies when discussing international affairs and foreign policy;
indeed, according to former Secretary of State Alexander Haig, “international
politics attracts analogies the way honey attracts bears.”24 Since the 1970s, the
debate over American foreign policy has often seemed like a war between two
historical analogies: Munich/World War II and Vietnam. The first—derived
from the unpopularity and ultimate failure of the policy to appease Adolf
Hitler—stresses the need to confront an enemy both early and head on, using
massive military force; the second—informed by America’s inability to defeat
the Communist North Vietnam despite our overwhelming conventional
superiority—suggests the dangers of doing the first. Phrases like “bogged
down,” “body bags,” and “exit strategy” date from this period of American
foreign policy history, suggesting the profound dangers of using military force,
at least without very careful planning about precise objectives and the nature of
the enemy faced.

There is a now well established literature on the subject of analogical reason-
ing in the disciplines of cognitive and social psychology, and a number of
significant discoveries about human problem-solving are especially noteworthy.
Foremost among these is the fact that analogical reasoning is a cognitive mech-
anism that tends to be used under conditions of high uncertainty or ambiguity,
such as when an individual is confronted by novel or unusual circumstances or
a highly stressful situation. Eysenck and Keane note that much of the existing
psychological research on human problem-solving examines how people deal
with familiar, routine, and recurring situations, but “people can also solve
unfamiliar or novel problems. Sometimes we can produce creative solutions
when we have no directly applicable knowledge about the problem situation.”25

We can do this by finding something in our experience that seems, to us at
least, to resemble the task at hand.

A second central finding—which relates primarily to the processes through
which analogical reasoning occurs—is that analogizing involves what several
authors have referred to as a “mapping” process. As Eysenck and Keane put it,
“various theorists have characterized this analogical thinking as being the result
of processes that map the conceptual structure of one set of ideas (called the
base domain) into another set of ideas (called a target domain).”26 The innov-
ators in developing this mapping theory have been Dedre Gentner, Paul
Thagard, Mary Gick, and Keith Holyoak. According to Gick and Holyoak, for
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instance, “the essence of analogical thinking is the transfer of knowledge from
one situation to another by a process of mapping—finding a set of one-on-one
correspondences (often incomplete) between aspects of one body of informa-
tion and aspects of another.”27 In analogizing, “isomorphic” relationships are
discovered between one event, situation or object and another.

A third, closely related point to note is that analogical reasoning is a struc-
tural process. An analogy, Dedre Gentner finds, is not simply a statement that
something is like something else; rather, it is a comparison in which the subject
assumes that the perceived similarities are “structural” (or causally significant)
as opposed to merely “superficial.”28 In practice, of course, individuals do often
draw analogies between things or events that exhibit only a superficial surface
similarity. In the laboratory psychologists can usually set up experiments
where it is easy to tell the difference, but in the complex world of foreign
policy decision-making, things are rarely so cut-and-dried. The appeal of the
Korean analogy to Lyndon Johnson and Dean Rusk during the 1965 debate
about escalation in Vietnam was probably enhanced by the fact that Vietnam
and Korea are both in Asia.29 In policy-making, surface similarities are usually
easy to confuse with underlying structural ones. Plausible causal or higher-
order relations must be mapped between base (that is, the original situation
from the past to which the analogy refers) and the target (the new situation
being confronted in the present) in order for the analogy to be useful for
predictive purposes, but this is relatively easy to do in political decision-
making. Reliance on superficial similarity naturally leads to errors and biases,
however, not least because analogical reasoning usually involves drawing con-
clusions from a single case—a practice which any good methodology student
knows to be fraught with potential error.

The first political psychologist to reflect extensively upon the use of analo-
gies was Robert Jervis, who devotes a chapter of his Perception and Misperception
in International Politics to the use of history by decision-makers, and almost all
recent work in the field of analogizing has taken its inspiration from him.30

Jervis’s analysis stresses the origin of analogical reasoning in the past personal
experiences of decision-makers, showing how analogies can lead the policy-
maker to misperceive the character of situations and/or to arrive at policy
choices poorly suited to the task at hand. Later work by supporters of the
cognitive approach to decision-making has sought to apply Jervis’s observa-
tions to various case studies, drawn almost exclusively from the United States.

Yuen Foong Khong’s book Analogies at War is by far the most sustained and
in-depth analysis of analogizing in foreign policy to appear to date. Khong
examines the decisions by the Johnson administration to escalate U.S. involve-
ment in the Vietnam War in 1965, and finds that analogies played a promi-
nent part in the reasoning processes of both those who opposed the escalation
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and those who supported it. Under-Secretary of State George Ball, for
instance, argued that increased American involvement there would soon
lead to “another Dien Bien Phu,” a repeat of the disastrous French experi-
ence in Indochina in which the French increasingly proved unable to defeat
Communist and nationalist insurgents in a guerilla war and were eventually
forced to relinquish their former colony. For President Johnson and many of
his other advisers (such as Dean Rusk), however, Korea was the analogy of
choice. “To be sure, Johnson was informed by many lessons of many pasts,”
Khong argues,

but Korea preoccupied him [. . .] Whatever it was that attracted Johnson
to the Korean precedent, a major lesson he drew from it was that the
United States made a mistake in leaving Korea in June 1949; the with-
drawal emboldened the communists, forcing the United States to return
to Korea one year later to save the South. Johnson was not predisposed
toward repeating the same mistake in Vietnam.31

Others, like McGeorge Bundy and Henry Cabot Lodge, drew on the per-
ceived lessons of the Munich–World War II experience in predicting the
scenarios they believed would occur if the United States did not intervene.32

Khong argues that we can think of analogies as “diagnostic devices” that
assist policy-makers in performing six crucial functions: they “(1) help define
the nature of the situation confronting the policymaker, (2) help assess the
stakes, and (3) provide prescriptions. They help evaluate alternative options by
(4) predicting the chances of success, (5) evaluating their moral rightness, and
(6) warning about dangers associated with the options.”33 He develops what he
calls the “AE (analogical explanation) framework,” essentially a short-hand
term for the belief that analogies are genuine cognitive devices which perform
the tasks specified above. The primary research purpose of Khong’s book is to
argue against the view that analogies are used solely to “prop up one’s preju-
dices” or to justify decisions that have already been decided upon using some
other rationale, and he finds that the Johnson people tended to use historical
analogies which drew upon recent events such as the missile crisis, the Berlin
crises, Korea, Pearl Harbor, and Munich. Khong also shows rather convincingly
that in choosing a historical analogy which seemed to “make sense” of Vietnam,
Johnson’s advisers picked a historical example on the basis of its superficial or
surface similarities to the case in hand.34

In similar vein, it has been argued that many aspects of the Iran hostage
crisis of 1979–81—especially the decisions taken by both Iranian radicals and
officials in the Carter administration—can be explained using analogical rea-
soning.35 In November 1979 radical Iranian students clambered over the walls
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of the U.S. embassy in Tehran, initially taking sixty-six Americans captive.
When Iran’s de facto leader at the time, the Ayatollah Khomeini, refused
to return the hostages to America, this sparked a major crisis that dragged
on for 444 days and helped destroy the presidency of Jimmy Carter. In 1953,
the American and British intelligence services had helped to overthrow
Iran’s elected leader, Mohammed Mossadegh, and the hostage-takers’ main
motive seems to have been the suspicion that the CIA was about to depose the
Ayatollah in similar fashion. Initially, Carter tried to get the hostages out by
diplomatic means. Drawing on his experience of the Pueblo hostage crisis of
1968—in which a similar crisis precipitated by the North Koreans had eventu-
ally been resolved through negotiation—Secretary of State Cyrus Vance argued
that this strategy would work again if Carter was willing to show sufficient
patience. Others, notably National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski, were
unwilling to wait, however. Brzezinski in particular drew on an analogy with
the Entebbe raid, a highly successful military rescue operation launched by the
Israelis in 1976.36 In early 1980 the president ordered a mission to rescue the
hostages in Tehran. The operation was a miserable failure, but it was in part
the cognitive image of successfully pulling off “another Entebbe” that proved
irresistible to Carter and his colleagues. There were many differences between
the two situations which made the Tehran operation much more difficult in a
military sense, but analogies can seduce and mislead decision-makers into
ignoring or disregarding these.

It is important to reiterate, however, that decision-makers reason not just by
using case-based forms of reasoning like analogies, but by drawing on more
general, abstract, or rule-based reasoning as well (schema-type reasoning).
Despite the obvious prevalence of analogical reasoning in the making of foreign
policy decisions, it may not be as prevalent as other cognitive processes.
Marijke Breuning, for instance, points out that more attention should be paid
to forms of reasoning other than the analogical variety:

Abstract reasoning entails the application of general rules or principles.
Rather than comparing two or more cases, the problem solver examines
the problem to determine whether it has certain structural properties and,
hence, belongs to a certain class of problems. It has a more deductive
flavor than case-based reasoning. One form of abstract reasoning is
explanation-based reasoning, which relies on causal assertions and “if . . .,
then . . .” statements.37

Examining the U.S. Senate debate on foreign aid in 1950, Breuning finds
that abstract reasoning was more prevalent in the deliberations of the senators
than its analogical cousin. This concurs with the conclusion of Donald Sylvan
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and his colleagues that “reasoning in the area of foreign policy seems to be
slightly more explanation based.”38

Conclusion: A Variety of Complementary
Concepts

How are attributions, schemas, scripts, and analogies related to one another?
The basic answer to this depends on whom you ask. Cognitive science is still in
its infancy, and there is not yet a consensus on which concepts and labels are
best to use. Some cognitive scientists see analogical reasoning as so central to
the way humans think that they generally dispense with talk about other organ-
izing categories. Most political psychologists—including the present author—
are eclectic on this issue, however, and see these concepts as so closely related
that they refer to pretty much the same cognitive processes. It probably makes
little difference whether we say that “the president used a historical script,”
“the president used an event schema,” or “the president used an analogy,” for
instance, since what we are really interested in is the cognitive process by
which a decision was reached, and all of these are saying the same thing using a
different label.

The analogical reasoning approach is also probably intimately connected to
schemas in at least two ways. First of all, the use of schemas involves the same
“matching” mechanisms used in analogical reasoning; when you used the dog
schema, for instance, you matched the attributes given to you about fur, tails,
walks, and so on to the general category for a canine (this also involved the use
of the representativeness heuristic, because the example required you to assess
how representative the nameless “thing” was of various categories or concepts).
Secondly, analogical reasoning appears to play a key role in schema formation,
because it seems to aid the construction of general rules for solving a particular
category of problem. Analogical reasoning is seen by many psychologists and
cognitive scientists as closely related to schematic processing in this sense.
According to Gick and Holyoak, for instance, when an individual has solved a
problem successfully in the same way on two or more occasions, he or she
will eventually form a general “problem schema,” a set of abstract principles
for dealing with that problem type which derives from particular analogical
cases but which acquires an independent identity of its own.39 In this way
general rules may be formed which derive from—and yet go beyond—any
particular case, abstract beliefs for which analogies supply examples and pro-
vide concrete support. The statement that “aggression must be stopped early”
is a schematic rule divorced from any particular case, but the statement that
“Saddam Hussein is another Hitler” is an analogy or specific comparison
between two cases. Nevertheless, the two are obviously related. Our general
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aggression schema might be composed of various individual cases or analogies
involving Hitler, Mussolini, Hussein, and others.

Most political psychologists do not treat attribution theory and analogical
reasoning as opposing theories either. Many scholars in the field of foreign
policy analysis, for instance, mix and match concepts drawn from attribution
theory, schema theory and analogical reasoning, as do (more informally)
scholars of electoral choice. Khong, for instance, argues that the availability
heuristic explains George Ball’s use of the Dien Bien Phu analogy; Ball had
worked as a lawyer for the French during the last years of France’s colonial
control of Indochina, and so the Dien Bien Phu experience was personal to him
in a way that it wasn’t for most of President Johnson’s advisers. The represen-
tativeness heuristic, Khong argues, also affected LBJ’s reasoning since he was
impressed by the superficial similarities between Korea and Vietnam. Similarly,
the events of 1979 seemed to most Iranians representative of those of 1953, the
Pueblo analogy was cognitively available to Cyrus Vance because he had been
sent to South Korea as a presidential envoy during that crisis and Entebbe was
especially available to Brzezinski because he happened to be in Israel as the
operation was being planned, and had discussed the idea of a rescue mission
with Israeli officials at the time. In short, attribution theory, schema theory,
and analogical reasoning are far more complementary as approaches than they
are competitive.

One key difference between attribution and schema theory is worth noting
especially in the context of this book, however. Schema theory is essentially
dispositionist, in the sense that different people carry different “mental bag-
gage” with them. People use different analogies in response to the same object-
ive situation, for instance, depending in part on the varied experiences to
which they have been exposed. Individuals therefore vary in their attitudes.
Similarly, as we shall see when we look at how schema theory explains the use
of racial stereotypes, individuals vary in the extent to which they both develop
and activate different mental categories. Attribution theory, on the other hand,
is at least partly situationist in nature, in the sense that it allows for both
situationism and dispositionism: although I have included the discussion of
attribution theory under the dispositionist section for the sake of analytical
convenience, the fundamental attribution error allows for the fact that the
behavior of others may be situationally determined, while allowing that our own
behavior may sometimes be influenced most heavily by our dispositions. We
will return to this point in the final chapter of the book, however, and so will
defer further discussion of this issue until then.
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Affect and Emotion

It is clear that no account of the psychology of politics would be remotely
complete without an account of the role that emotion—or “affect” as it is
sometimes called—plays within it. Many phenomena in politics involve emo-
tion and feelings rather than just the “cold” kind of information-processing we
examined in the previous chapter; virtually all political concepts are charged
with emotion, either positive or negative, something that many psychologists
refer to as “hot cognitions.”1 Political stimuli often provoke strong emotions,
feelings such as liking, dislike, happiness, sadness, anger, guilt, gratitude, disgust,
revenge, joy, insecurity, fear, anxiety, and so on.

We do not look at politics neutrally, as some kind of super-advanced,
artificially intelligent computer might. Very few people can look at a photo-
graph of George W. Bush or Hillary Clinton, for instance, or a picture of an
airplane slamming into the World Trade Center on September 11, 2002,
without feeling something. Few Americans can look at a picture of Osama Bin
Laden and not feel anger, contempt, or some other negative emotion, just as
many radical Islamists in the Middle East look at the same picture and feel
pride, admiration, and other positive responses. And this phenomenon is not
confined to politics, of course. As the psychologist Robert Zajonc notes,

one cannot be introduced to a person without experiencing some immedi-
ate feeling of attraction or repulsion and without gauging such feelings on
the part of the other. We evaluate each other constantly, we evaluate each
other’s behavior, and we evaluate the motives and consequences of their
behavior.

Setting aside social situations, moreover, “there are probably very few per-
ceptions and cognitions in everyday life that do not have a significant affective
component, that aren’t hot, or in the very least tepid.”2

Advocates of most cognitive perspectives tend to treat people as pure
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processors of information. This is not true of the cognitive consistency
approach of Leon Festinger, in which the emotion of psychological discomfort
(dissonance) motivates people to adapt their beliefs, but it is true of most
applications of schema theory, for instance. As Khong notes, “the information-
processing theories of the 1970s and 1980s—including schema theory—
consciously shied away from ‘hot’ cognitions, in part because cognitive
psychology’s model of the mind was informed by the computer analogy.”3 For
some years after cognitive concepts like schemas became popular, it was true
to say that the topic of emotion in politics was somewhat neglected. As David
Redlawsk has pointed out, rational choice theorists—supporters of the Homo
economicus approach—have always given emotion short shrift, but advocates of
the cognitive theories examined in Chapter 9 have traditionally downplayed
this potent force as well:

Perhaps because accurately measuring emotional response to political
stimuli is very difficult, even political psychologists not necessarily work-
ing in the rational choice tradition turned first to the tools of cognitive
psychology to understand how people process political information. The
cognitive revolution of the past decades led to a great deal of focus (much
quite successful) on the cognitive underpinnings of political behavior. Yet a
long line of psychological research [. . .] posits that cognition is not
unbiased; that people have various cognitive and emotional motivations to
see the world in particularistic ways. Yet somehow this recognition that
emotions matter a lot did not find its way very far into political psychology.
Instead a distinctly cognitive information processing approach developed
that talked of “schemas” and “heuristics” and “rational” decision-making. But
it did not talk much about motivation and emotion.4

While this was certainly true until fairly recently, it is fortunately no longer
the case, especially in the field of mass political behavior. A flood of books
about emotion and voting behavior has come onto the market in recent years,
for instance, and the work of George Marcus and his colleagues has been
especially important in this regard.5

Politics is as much about “feeling” as it is about “thinking.”6 In order to
understand political emotions better, though, it helps to categorize the dif-
ferent kinds of political feelings possible, and what we colloquially term
“emotion” should really be distinguished in various ways.7 For one thing, feel-
ings that are object-specific (in other words, that derive from a reaction to
a specific thing or person) differ from those that are diffuse (that is, they are
not associated with a specific person or thing). We can label this kind of
emotional feeling “mood.” Former British Prime Minister Winston Churchill,
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for instance, suffered from depression for most of his life, a condition he often
referred to as his “black dog.” One of the distinguishing features of such moods
is that the sufferer is often unable to attribute the dark feelings that come with
them to any specific object or cause.8 Alternatively, we have all had the experi-
ence of waking up in a “sunny” mood, and this too is non-specific in nature.
“Emotional responses,” on the other hand, may be as transitory and fleeting as
this kind of good mood, but they are reactions provoked by a particular person
or event, and we can thus attribute some sort of “cause” to them. Ronald Reagan
once made a rather inappropriate joke—at a time when the Cold War was still
going on—about bombing the Soviet Union, for instance. Some reacted to this
with anger, others with annoyance, and still others with laughter.

Some emotions differ from both moods and emotional responses in the
sense that they are much more long-lasting than either of these. “Evaluations”
refer to longer-term attitudes towards (for instance) a particular politician
or party, attitudes which rarely change overnight. Both George W. Bush
and Hillary Clinton inspire particularly strong affective evaluations among
American voters, just as John Howard and Tony Blair did in Australia and Great
Britain respectively. It is possible, of course, that we evaluate political leaders
using solely “cold” cognitive processes such as schemas or the degree to which
the values of a politician fit our own, but this is unlikely because all politicians
appear to evoke emotional reactions in people (strong “like” or “dislike,” or
merely indifference).

Are Emotions “Irrational”?

For a long time, emotions have been treated as something visceral, something
which comes “from the gut” rather than the mind. This mode of thinking has
ancient roots. In the Western tradition of political thought, it is still very
common to contrast “reason” with “emotion”; on the one hand stands ordered,
rational reason (something to be aspired to and admired), on the other the pull
of irrational, emotional impulses (something to be avoided). This is implicit in
Freud’s distinction between the id and the superego, for instance. We are
very much accustomed to thinking of emotion as something detrimental to
informed, factually based decision-making.

This way of approaching the operations of the human mind is clearly present
in popular culture and dates back hundreds if not thousands of years, right back
to the ancient Greeks. Anyone who has ever watched an episode of Star Trek or
one of its many movie spin-offs, for instance, knows that the relationship
between Captain James Kirk and his assistant Mr. Spock turns on their different
ways of approaching the worlds around them. While as a human being Kirk is
often passionate and emotional, he is just as often berated by Spock for
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departing from the dictates of pure reason. When Kirk is led to an emotional
response, Spock frequently responds with the cold admonition “that is illogical,
Captain.” Half-human and half-Vulcan, however, Spock himself constantly
experiences an internal psychological struggle between his reasoning, logical
Vulcan half and his emotional human half.

This approach may be seriously misleading, however, and there is a very
different (and increasingly popular) view within political psychology that chal-
lenges the view that emotional processes are inherently irrational or non-
cognitive in nature.9 It is certainly true to say that hot cognitions often compete
with cold ones. Anyone who has tried to lose weight knows that going on a diet
is like warring with oneself, logic telling us that we should avoid purchasing
chocolate bars and ice cream, appetite (or perhaps plain greed) dictating the
opposite. As Steven Pinker points out, “mental life often feels like a parliament
within. Thoughts and feelings vie for control as if each were an agent with
strategies for taking over the whole person, you.”10 We are all familiar with the
damage that unbridled emotion—especially highly negative affect states such as
anger—can do. Nevertheless, emotions are not necessarily something which
should be regarded as detrimental, he argues. Combining a modern cognitive
approach with a Darwinian evolutionary approach, Pinker contends that we
have emotions because they have proven useful in propagating the species.
We feel love and solidarity with those closest to us, for instance, because
we are motivated to ensure the survival of our own genes (a rather unromantic
view, he concedes, but very few of us regard such love as “irrational”). Certain
cultures are often regarded as more “emotional” than others—take for instance
the common stereotype of the “hot-headed Latin” or the “unemotional
German”—but Pinker argues that cultures vary only in the ways that their
members display emotions, not in the extent that they feel them. We are all
preprogrammed by evolution to feel essentially the same range of emotions,
he contends. We do not all feel the same emotions in response to events—
differing reactions across the globe to being presented with a picture of Bin
Laden again provide a good example here—but we have all developed the same
capacity to feel a very similar range of different emotions.

Emotional responses are probably also essential as motivating forces. Emotions
help supply us with our goals and objectives in life. When somebody pursues a
goal doggedly and takes pleasure in attaining it, we often say that he or she has a
“passion” for it, a rather apt phrase. Using the example of Mr. Spock, Pinker
notes that although Kirk’s right-hand man was supposedly emotionless,

he must have been driven by some motives and goals. Something must
have kept Spock from spending his days calculating pi to a quadrillion
digits or memorizing the Manhattan telephone directory. Something must
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have impelled him to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new civiliza-
tions, and to boldly go where no man had been before. Presumably it was
intellectual curiosity, a drive to set and solve problems, and solidarity with
allies—emotions all. The emotions are mechanisms that set the brain’s
highest level goals. Once triggered by a propitious moment, an emotion
triggers the cascade of subgoals and sub-subgoals that we call thinking and
acting. Because the goals and means are woven into a multiply nested
control structure of subgoals within subgoals within subgoals, no sharp
line divides thinking from feeling, nor does thinking inevitably precede
feeling or vice versa [. . .]11

Steven Pinker gives the example of fear, which is “triggered by a signal of
impending harm like a predator, a cliff top, or a spoken threat. It lights up the
short-term goal of fleeing, subduing, or deflecting the danger, and gives the
goal high priority, which we experience as a sense of urgency.”12 Artificial
intelligence experts, he notes, also concede that creating a functioning robot
would require us to program in something resembling emotions “merely for
them to know at every moment what to do next.”13

A similar reason for not treating emotions as detrimental to cold reasoning
processes is that they seem actively to aid in the formation of “good” decision-
making, and may even be essential to it. In order to make sound, well
considered decisions, we first of all have to care about those decisions. This
conclusion receives strong support in the work of neuroscientist Antonio
Damasio and his colleagues. Damasio discovered that patients who have damage
to their prefrontal cortex—the area of the brain that controls emotional
responses—often make reckless decisions, even though they may otherwise
have extensive intellectual capabilities.14 He argues that this stems from the
absence of emotions (such as fear) that would prevent normal individuals from
acting in ways damaging to their social and professional lives. Put simply, they
make bad decisions because they no longer have the capacity to care one way or
another. As political scientist Jonathan Mercer relates,

people without emotion may know they should be ethical, and may know
they should be influenced by norms, and may know that they should not
make disastrous financial decisions, but this knowledge is abstract and
inert and does not weigh on their decisions. They do not care about
themselves and others, and they neither try to avoid making mistakes nor
are they capable of “learning” from their mistakes.15

Like Pinker and Damasio, Mercer sees emotion as essential to rationality, not
a competitor with it.16
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Whether emotions or cold cognitions “come first”—and thus whether a
good theory of political reasoning ought to start with the material presented in
this chapter or the previous one—is a debate almost as old as psychology itself.
Yaacov Vertzberger is eclectic on this question, arguing that emotions “may
cause cognition, or conversely cognition may cause emotions. They cause
cognition where a prior experience triggers instant affective reactions before
cold processes take place.”17 Robert Zajonc, on the other hand, was one of the
first in recent times to argue that emotion may precede cold cognition, and
many political psychologists now agree. Think for instance about what happens
when you quite suddenly see someone standing directly in front of you or
looking through a nearby window. If you weren’t aware at all that the person
was there—we commonly say that he or she has “crept up on you”—you
immediately feel surprise or alarm, to the point where some us will even cry
out or shout. We experience fear or astonishment almost immediately, before
the conscious mind has processed what is happening. But then, if the person is a
friend or someone we know well, we then process that information, and may
be embarrassed at our own reaction. This is a simple example of emotion
coming before conscious cognition or processing of information.

Again, however, our next step is as always to ask what relevance this has for
the study of politics. We can best do this by briefly discussing two popular
approaches that argue for the primacy of affect; both take the position that one
cannot possibly think without feeling, and that feeling often comes first.

Affective Intelligence Theory

Building on insights from neuroscience—a topic which will be covered in
more detail in the next chapter—George Marcus and his colleagues explicitly
reject the popular view that we must first “think” before we can “feel.”18 They
distinguish between two systems which they term the disposition and surveillance
systems. The first deals with information that is routine. It evaluates incoming
information according to the emotions that a particular stimulus elicits: in
particular, a stimulus may evoke enthusiasm or aversion. While the first mech-
anism deals with common or habitual ways of thinking, the second deals with
stimuli that are novel and unexpected. The dominant emotion dealt with in this
second system is anxiety. As Redlawsk puts it,

once aroused by something unexpected (read “dangerous”) the surveil-
lance system heightens awareness and prepares us to respond by elevating
“anxiety” levels. This process is not driven by cognitive processing of the
environment but by an emotional response to an unexpected stimulus.
The result is that in this aroused state learning is enhanced, since one
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needs to understand the nature of whatever threat has been encountered
and is thus motivated to find out more about the stimulus.19

We are alerted to attend much more closely to the stimulus and rely less
on habitual thought. In this way, the surveillance system promotes more
“reasoned” thought.

Motivated Reasoning Theory

Milton Lodge and Charles Taber have been pioneers in developing a slightly
different approach to understanding how emotion affects politics.20 Although
they agree with Marcus and his colleagues that affect should be regarded as
prior to cold cognition, they approach the topic a little differently. They
assume three things: (1) all political stimuli are affectively charged (the “hot
cognition” hypothesis); (2) people keep in their heads an online, constantly
updated “running tally” which includes their feelings about these stimuli; and
(3) how a person “feels” generally affects the reception of stimuli as well. “The
clear expectation is that most, if not all, citizens will be biased reasoners, finding
it nearly impossible to evaluate any new information in an evenhanded way,”
Lodge and Taber say.21

These two perspectives may not be entirely complementary, as Redlawsk
has suggested. In particular, they implicitly disagree about whether encounter-
ing a novel or unexpected situation is likely to lead to “better” decision-making.
Under the Marcus model, evolutionary mechanisms have led to an ability to act
instantaneously, before cold cognitive processes set in. This is expected to
improve, not detract from, decision-making. In Lodge and Taber’s approach,
on the other hand, affect biases the interpretation of new information. As
Redlawsk notes, Lodge and his colleagues “find people are more likely to stick
to their guns, to support their prior beliefs, and thus allow affect to interfere
with updating [of newly encountered information].”22 Thus the first approach
emphasizes the way that emotions help us learn, while the second stresses the
ways in which emotions bias and distort that process.

How are Hot and Cold Cognition Linked?

Emotions have an “automatic” quality to them, and may sometimes reflect
unconscious processes. As George Marcus puts it, “the idea that emotional
processes occur outside of conscious awareness, which was initially treated
with skepticism, is no longer much disputed.”23 More work needs to be done
on the ways that specific cognitive processes in politics interact with emotion,
however. Although “hot cognitions” are not the primary focus of Khong’s
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Analogies At War, he notes that analogical reasoning has an affective content as
well as a purely cognitive one:24

Thus, when [Secretary of State] Dean Rusk decided that the danger in
Vietnam was analogous to that in Korea, the analogy might not only
conjure up images of Chinese troops crossing the Yalu River, but also
evoke negative feelings about inscrutable Chinese hordes.

He also felt “remorse about his failure to anticipate China’s intervention in
the Korean War,” Khong points out.25 We do not simply “match” the character-
istics of a situation with a previous one in a detached way; frequently, we pick
an analogy that has some strong emotional significance to us, as Korea did for
both President Johnson and his secretary of state. Cognitive availability may
thus be a function of hot processes as well as cold ones, but this has so far been
a neglected area in political psychology.

Moreover, it is clear that emotions—especially fear—played a strong role in
Johnson’s Vietnam decision-making. One well known fear that he mentioned
often to his subordinates was the prospect that he might inadvertently set off
World War III by bringing China into the war. “In the dark at night, I would lay
awake picturing my boys flying around North Vietnam, asking myself an end-
less series of questions,” Johnson told Doris Kearns Goodwin. “What if one of
those targets you picked today triggers off Russia or China? What happens
then?”26 It is clear that this was based in part on the Korean analogy, but the
comparison set off strong emotions in Johnson that inevitably affected policy-
making. Blema Steinberg’s analysis of U.S. decision-making on Vietnam also
suggests that the emotions of shame and humiliation were very much behind
the reasoning of both LBJ and his successor Nixon:

Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon were two highly narcissistic indi-
viduals who suffered from painful feelings of shame and humiliation. It was
these feelings, in the overall context of their narcissistic character struc-
tures, that played an important role in shaping their presidential decisions
on Vietnam.27

While not everyone would agree with her psychoanalytic characterization of
the two men, it seems beyond doubt that these emotions (and others) had an
impact. Another of Johnson’s well documented fears was being “the first
American president to lose a war.”

One useful way of linking work on emotion with “cold” approaches such as
schema theory may be to regard emotion as a kind of “cognitive short cut,” as
Fiske and Pavelchak suggest.28 They argue that when someone appears to be a
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typical member of some category—for instance, a “typical Democrat” or a
“typical Republican”—we react affectively not to that person’s characteristics,
but use our emotional reactions to the group category instead. Unless the
person seems to be atypical in some noticeable way, we simply assign that
person to the general category and ignore his or her particular characteristics.
Cognitively this makes some sense, since as with other short cuts it puts
less strain on our limited information-processing capabilities. Specific kinds
of affect (happiness, sadness, anger, and so on) may also trigger particular
information-processing styles.

This approach would seem to assume that affect is secondary, rather than
primary, and this kind of approach has dominated the study of elite decision-
making (including foreign policy decision-making). There is no reason, though,
why the models developed by both the Marcus camp and the Lodge–Taber
camp cannot be applied to international relations, just as they have become
influential in approaching mass behavior. As Redlawsk notes:

Where “political behavior” is usually focused on the mass behavior of
citizens—often in terms of voting—the political psychology of emotion is
often developed at a more individual level of analysis and therefore is
broadly applicable to situations in which individuals must process informa-
tion about political conditions, whether we talk about citizens evaluating
candidates, or elites addressing beliefs about war and peace.29

The Negative Aspects of Emotion

While accepting that feeling is an integral part of human cognition, we should
not of course lose sight of the fact that negative emotions clearly can have a
damaging effect in politics and that emotion can lead to highly irrational out-
comes. We shall see many of these effects when we come to look at the
negative aspects of nationalism and ethnic conflict, for instance, both of which
are fuelled by powerful human emotions. Equally, some kinds of mood clearly
damage the quality of decision-making. As Vertzberger notes, “depression pro-
duces rigid, narrowly focused information processing,” especially extreme and
overgeneralized assessments of the situation.30 During his last days in office,
Lyndon Johnson was clearly in a deeply depressed state, and this may have
contributed to his closed-mindedness and unwillingness to listen to advice that
ran counter to his Vietnam policies. The same seems to have been true of
Richard Nixon during the scandal of Watergate.31

There is a greater tendency in the psychological study of international
relations and foreign policy to treat emotion as a negative force than there is in
the study of mass behaviors such as voting and public opinion, and there is
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some justification for this: it is hard to see the emotions that fuel ethnic hatred,
genocide, apartheid, terrorism, and war between states as positive forces in the
world. Nevertheless, the positive role of emotion in decision-making is begin-
ning to be appreciated within the international relations branch of political
psychology as well. Jonathan Mercer’s work on trust provides a leading
example of this kind of approach, as does Ralph White’s work on empathy.
The work of both of these scholars will be discussed in Chapter 16, and it is
also consistent with the hypothesis that emotions can have a predominantly
“good” effect on decision-making.

Can Emotions Be Measured?

As we noted earlier, the topic of emotion has often been equally ignored by
devotees of both Homo economicus and Homo psychologicus, by rational choice
theorists and advocates of cognitive psychological applications alike. The ten-
dency to set affect aside has in part been a result of the difficulty of measuring
emotional responses themselves, though. Supposing, for instance, you have just
given your spouse or significant other a sweater for his or her birthday. He or
she takes it out of its wrapping, holds it up and exclaims “just what I always
wanted!” How do you know whether he or she really likes it, however? Your
loved one may actually be delighted by the gift, of course. Alternatively, he or
she may be rather disappointed, thinking “this isn’t really my style” or “I
wanted a new car.” He or she may actively hate the sweater, but just claimed to
like it because when we love someone, we usually try at all costs not to hurt
their feelings.

Despite the simplicity of this example, there are a large number of different
emotions potentially floating about here: mutual love, dislike of the sweater,
liking the sweater, disapproval of one’s partner’s taste in clothes, the desire
not to hurt the other’s feelings, greed, disappointment, empathy, and so on.
Despite the fact that the two individuals communicating the emotions are
intimate friends accustomed to reading one another’s emotional responses,
neither can be absolutely sure which of several emotions the other is experi-
encing. If reading emotions in individual cases is this difficult, how can psycho-
logists possibly measure people’s emotions in an accurate way?

Conclusion

The most common approach to measuring emotional response has been to
simply ask people what they are feeling. Analysts of mass behaviors have long
made use of questionnaires and surveys in which individuals are asked to self-
report their feelings towards some political stimulus or other. We have also
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long had more scientific ways of measuring emotional response, such as exam-
ining a subject’s heart rate and perspiration levels using the same technology as
lie detectors (though these techniques are far less widely used in political
psychology). There are some problems with both of these techniques, of
course; people may not be willing or able to describe their emotions with
precision, and the use of older technologies to tap emotional responses
involves ethical as well as financial issues, as well as being rather imprecise and
unsuitable for some purposes. As we shall see in the next chapter, develop-
ments in neuroscience—most notably in brain imaging techniques such as MRI
and fMRI—have made it easier than before to measure directly the emotions
that individuals are experiencing, however. Moreover, political psychologists
have begun to work with neuroscientists at an interdisciplinary level to utilize
such techniques in their work. While this work is very new indeed and the
results of the few studies done so far are extremely preliminary, in the next
chapter we will examine and assess some of the latest research that has been
done in this area.
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Neuroscience

Imagine a scene in the future: a theater full of moviegoers watches a series of
images on a giant screen. But this is no ordinary film, with popcorn, Coke and
advertisements for coming attractions. Each of the individuals—all of voting
age, there are no children—wears a set of strange-looking goggles, wired up to
a machine in the console of the seat beside them. And what they are watching is
rather unusual too, the sort of thing only political hacks like to while away their
leisure time with. Some of the images are still photographs of well known and
not-so-well known politicians; smiles and suits fill the giant screen. Then the
still images morph into videos of segments and sound bites from political
speeches, including political advertisements for various candidates shown one
after the other.

Up in the projection room, a team of neuroscientists and cognitive scientists
watches some very different images. Before them are a bank of screens, each of
which depicts in color brain images from of a member of the audience. As a
prominent Democrat appears on the giant screen and begins talking, different
parts of the brain image light up across the screens. On one screen, showing
the brain image of an audience member who declared himself to be a Repub-
lican that day in a questionnaire, the insula lights up strongly. This indicates
clearly that the audience member dislikes the Democrat, since that is an area
of the brain firmly associated with negative feelings such as disgust. Now,
however, the film shifts to a well known Republican politician. The pattern of
lights across the screens changes. On the screen of our known Republican
voter, an area of the inferior frontal cortex lights up strongly. We can see that
the individual is feeling empathy or identification with the politician. These
kinds of effects are reversed on an adjoining screen, depicting the brain image
of a self-avowed Democrat.

While this scenario might seem like science fiction or at least far-fetched,
neuroscientists are already beginning to conduct experiments like these.
Though I have exaggerated the scale of the experiment here and streamlined
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the technology a bit for dramatic effect, the neuroscientists Jonas Kaplan,
Joshua Freedman, and Marco Iacoboni of UCLA conducted experiments like
these prior to the 2004 and 2008 presidential elections in the United States. At
the same time—that is, just before the 2004 presidential election—Drew
Westen and his colleagues at Emory University were independently conducting
a very similar kind of experiment.1 In both cases, the experiments used func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) techniques to discover how voters
respond to political images.

Kaplan, Freedman and Iacoboni hooked up a Democratic voter called John
Graham to an MRI machine and showed him images designed to evoke emo-
tional responses, such as a Bush campaign commercial which used images from
the events of September 11 and the (in)famous “daisy chain” commercial from
Lyndon Johnson’s 1964 presidential campaign. They subsequently followed this
up with an imaging study of other Democratic and Republican voters looking
at images of George W. Bush and John Kerry.2 More recently, in 2007 (as the
campaign for the 2008 election was in full swing) Iacoboni and his colleagues
tested twenty subjects—ten men and ten women—who were self-declared
swing voters, and showed them still and moving images of various candidates
through special goggles, as suggested in the scenario above.3 They also asked
subjects to rate candidates on a traditional “feeling thermometer,” from “very
favorable” to “very unfavorable.”

The results the neuroscientists obtained were interesting. For instance, in
the 2007 study when men were shown the word “Republican,” the amygdala
and the insula—both areas associated with anxiety and disgust—lit up quite
noticeably, as they did to a lesser extent when both men and women viewed
the word “Democrat.” The experiment also confirmed the expectation that
voters are divided in their emotions towards Hillary Clinton, but more
unexpectedly they found that the divide on Clinton is as much within each
party as it is between them. As Iacoboni and his colleagues note,

voters who rated Mrs. Clinton unfavorably on their questionnaire
appeared not entirely comfortable with their assessment. When viewing
images of her, these voters exhibited significant activity in the anterior
cingulate cortex, an emotional center of the brain that is aroused when
a person feels compelled to act in two different ways but must choose
one. It looked as if they were battling unacknowledged impulses to like
Mrs. Clinton.

John Edwards similarly provoked strong reactions. “When looking at pictures
of Mr. Edwards, subjects who had rated him low on the thermometer scale
showed activity in the insula, an area associated with disgust and other negative
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feelings,” while “swing voters who did not give him low ratings, when looking
at still photos of him, showed significant activation in areas of the brain contain-
ing mirror neurons—cells that are activated when people feel empathy. And
that suggests these voters feel some connection to him.”4

At the same time—that is, just before the 2004 presidential election—
Drew Westen and his colleagues at Emory University were independently
working on a broadly similar project.5 While the study by Kaplan and his
colleagues investigated how partisans reacted to images of both their own
party’s candidate and those of the opposing parties, Westen and his colleagues
looked at what goes on inside the brains of partisans who are presented with
information that puts their candidate and the opposing one in a poor light.
The experimenters first recruited fifteen strong Democrats and fifteen strong
Republicans. While hooked up to an fMRI machine, the subjects were pre-
sented with contradictory statements (in reality, fabricated by the experi-
menters) supposedly made by both their favored and disliked candidates. In
each case, the second supposed quote from a candidate clearly contradicted
the first.

The experimenters hypothesized that those parts of the brain that deal
with contradiction and negative affect would be activated, quickly removing
the inconsistency in the case of their preferred candidate, and this was in
fact what they found. Although they do not note the fact, this research is
remarkable to the extent that, for the first time, it provides independent
neurological evidence for the party identification model. Party ID, it will
be recalled, is an affective or emotional tie to a particular political party,
and its originators were much influenced by cognitive consistency theory.
Westen and his colleagues’ study similarly suggests that strong partisans
“screen out” unfavorable information about their own candidate, and for the
first time we can see something which at least looks like this process going on
in brain scans.

The previous chapter noted that one of the most promising avenues for the
measurement of emotion right now is coming from the field of neuroscience.
In this chapter, we shall see that advances in our understanding of how the
human brain works, spurred by significant advances in the technology used to
observe its functions, have created the opportunity to increase our understand-
ing of human perception and reasoning, especially our comprehension of the
ways in which these are affected by emotion. That said, the study of what might
be termed “political neuroscience” is very much in its infancy at the time of
writing, so much so that there exist very few book-length introductions to the
topic written for political scientists, and only a few articles on the relevance of
neuroscience to politics.6 There are of course plenty of textbooks aimed at
neuroscientists themselves and their students, but as students of politics we
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face an immediate problem: we are unfamiliar with the extensive terminology
used in the field. As John Ratey notes:

The language used to describe the brain is, if anything, more opaque than
any of the old psychoanalytic terminology, which was itself so obscure that
only trained professionals could wade through the literature. Most people
never even bother to learn such terminology, deeming that, like the lan-
guage of the computer scientists of the early 1970s, it is better left to the
nerds. If anyone should doubt it, a brief glance into a modern textbook on
neurophysiology is all that is needed to make one want to run and hide.7

Nevertheless, appreciating the potential of neuroscience requires us to
grapple with at least some of the terminology of the brain, since as we have
already seen, this is central to an understanding of how this growing branch of
cognitive science might throw light on a range of political behaviors.

Basics of the Human Brain

The human brain has evolved over millions of years. As Westen notes, “its
creation was an elegant patchwork of circuits one grafted onto the next, as the
edifice grew larger and more complex.”8 Moving down from the outer layers
of the brain to the spinal cord, the human brain is a kind of living “archeo-
logical” record of itself. First the brain stem developed—a highly primitive
version of the brains we have today—allowing us to feel and think, and regulat-
ing basic drives such as hunger. After this, the cerebrum developed. “Further
evolution led to structures higher up that are crucial to our experience of
emotion,” Westen notes. Among the most noteworthy of these structures is
the amygdala, which “is involved in many emotional processes, from identifying
and responding to emotional expressions in others, to attaching emotional
significance to events, to creating the intensity of emotional experience, to
generating and linking feelings of fear to experiences.”9

The human brain as it exists now is in some ways like a Swiss army knife,
where each of the components performs a specific task; in other respects,
however, it is more like a separation of powers, where different functions are
shared by different components rather than being wholly divided or parceled
out. Westen compares the brain to a “federal system.”10 Certain areas—
particularly those that developed first when the brain was in its primitive state—
act as specialized centers for particular functions. The amygdala is particularly
associated with fear and anger, for instance, while the insula is especially
associated with disgust. Other regions, however, play a role in a variety of
processes, which makes it difficult to generalize about them. As Westen notes:
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no single structure has one function, and the more neuroscientists study
the brain, the more we realize that every mental act of any consequence
occurs through the activation and coordination of circuits throughout
the brain, from the more primitive circuits of the brainstem to the more
recently evolved circuits of the frontal lobes.11

On top of the cerebellum lies the cerebral cortex, and the area from just
behind the eyes to the top of the head—known as the prefrontal cortex—is
especially important in reasoning processes. The top and sides of the cerebral
cortex are known as the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. This is an area which, as
Westen notes, “is always active when people are making conscious choices.”
This is a kind of “reasoning circuit,” playing a role when people are weighing up
the costs and benefits of particular actions.12 In the language we have been
using in this book, it involves primarily “cold” reasoning processes. Then there
is the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, which is involved with emotions and emo-
tional reasoning (what we have been calling “hot” cognition). This area also
seems to act as a link between hot and cold processes.

When early doctors began to open up the human skull, they had little idea
what role each part of the rather unattractive grey mass inside played in
thought. Gradually, however, we began to learn how the human brain functions
by observing what happens to an individual’s behavior when he or she has
undergone some sort of neurological damage.13 In the previous chapter, we
briefly described the work of Antonio Damasio, a neuroscientist whose work
has had a particular impact on how political psychologists are starting to look
at emotion. One of Damasio’s most celebrated arguments relates to the inter-
dependence of reason and emotion. This argument is based in large part on what
happens to individuals who have damage to the area in and around the ventro-
medial prefrontal cortex, the region of the brain which we noted deals with the
integration of reasoning and emotions. Damasio begins his book Descartes’
Error, for instance, by telling the famous story of Phineas Gage.14 Gage was a
railroad construction foreman who met with a potentially fatal accident in
1848, when an explosion at his work site drove an iron rod through the front of
his brain. Such was the force of the blast that the rod exited through the top of
his head. To the disbelief of his workmates and his doctor, Gage not only
survived the injury but appeared to have suffered minimal damage to his
mental functions, even sitting up and relating the incident calmly and rationally
to others right after it had occurred.

Phineas Gage appeared to make a full recovery, at least in a physical sense.
But those who knew him noticed pronounced changes in his personality. “Gage
was no longer Gage,” as Damasio puts it. This “new” Gage was given to
profanity, was impatient with others and would endlessly debate ideas and then
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drop them, none of which he had done before. He could no longer hold down a
steady job. He seemed to have lost all interest in social conventions and ethical
rules. He began making bad life choices, again a marked change from his pre-
vious behavior. Why did this happen? Using state-of-the-art imaging techniques
and Gage’s skull to reconstruct an image of his brain, Damasio argues that
Gage had suffered damage to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, an area “criti-
cal for normal decision-making.”15 Producing a range of similar cases, Damasio
shows convincingly that “emotional” parts of the brain are essential to make
sound, reasoned decisions, turning on its head the age-old assumption that
emotion and reason are separate attributes or routes that can be taken in
isolation from one another.

The Potential of fMRI (Functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging)

It would be nice if we could always precisely distinguish using imaging between
different positive emotions (e.g. pride, love, empathy) and negative ones (e.g.
disgust, hatred, fear), and to some extent—provided that such methodologies
are used with care—we already can. The 2004 election study conducted by
Kaplan and his colleagues attests to the fact that we are often able to do this. As
Marco Iacoboni puts it,

there is evidence for some nice relationships between brain areas and emo-
tions (amygdala and fear, insula and disgust), but there isn’t a deterministic
one-to-one mapping. Each activation should be interpreted in light of the
experimental conditions in which the activation is observed.16

The reason for this again is that the human brain is in some ways like a Swiss
army knife, but many of its functions are distributed across various regions.
Referring to the amygdala, for instance, Ralph Adolphs argues that

it is probable that a given structure participates in several processes,
depending on the time at which its activity is sampled and on the details of
the task and context. It is conceivable that the amygdala participates both
in the initial, rapid evaluation of the emotional significance of stimuli, and
in later assessment within a given context and goal.17

Even though interpreting the results of brain imaging sometimes provokes
disagreement among experts, it is fairly evident that brain imaging is superior
in many ways to questionnaires. There are two main reasons for this. First of
all, we cannot always trust what respondents in questionnaires tell us about the
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emotions they are experiencing (or other things they say about their political
beliefs). According to political psychologist Shanto Iyengar,

academic research in political science into the effects of campaign advertis-
ing is 90 percent bogus, relying as it does on self-reported exposure to a
multitude of disparate messages and images. Any efforts to isolate viewers’
actual responses to ads—be they neurological, verbal or behavioral—is a
step in the right direction.18

Second, respondents in a questionnaire may not be consciously aware of the
emotions they are really experiencing, or may not be able to articulate these in
a clear way. Iacoboni argues that “the nice thing about imaging is that it gives us
information that we cannot get from verbal reports,” not least because “there is
plenty of evidence of dissociation between metarepresentation of cognitive
states and the cognitive states themselves.”19

One rather well known limitation of brain imaging for social scientists is its
cost. “In our center,” Iacoboni notes, “machine time costs $600/hour, and this
rate is pretty standard.” Anyone who has had an MRI done in the United States
and looked at the portion picked up by his or her insurance carrier—or, God
forbid, had to pay the entire bill themselves—can attest to how expensive it is.
This means that its use in political psychology is inevitably dependent on the
researcher’s ability to obtain large grants. The scenario with which we began
this chapter is already technologically feasible, but the most prohibitive
obstruction would be its cost. On the other hand, many neuroscientists would
question whether a whole movie theater of subjects would be necessary to get
the kind of data social scientists are interested in. The latter almost always
prefer a large number of subjects for reasons of statistical reliability, but as
Iacoboni notes, imaging specialists tend to look at this question differently:

Even if one has unlimited financial resources, it is difficult (and probably
not even so useful) to do studies encompassing hundreds of subjects. First
of all, fMRI generates tons of data even from one session in one subject.
Studies with hundreds of subjects would produce serious data manage-
ment issues. Second of all, it is not even clear whether one gets better
information with more subjects. These days, typical sample sizes in
imaging are between 15 and 25 subjects (it used to be less than that).

From the studies Iacoboni has done, his own impression is that “with fMRI
one does not gain in signal-to-noise just by piling up subjects.”20 Not everyone
agrees that small numbers of subjects are sufficient when addressing topics like
voting behavior, however. As Dr. Jeffrey Bedwell—a clinical psychologist with
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experience in brain imaging at the University of Central Florida—notes, fMRI
studies traditionally have not concerned themselves much with socioeconomic
comparisons, for instance. However, political scientists know that it is essential
to have a representative sample in order to draw broad conclusions about a
wider population. It is not the case, Bedwell notes, that one brain is necessarily
identical to another; the brain’s precise development can potentially vary
across gender, socioeconomic status, and age, for instance. The same kind of
comparisons that are sought in traditional voting studies, he argues, are also
needed when fMRI is the method of choice.21

The Potential of EEG (Electroencephalography)

For medical purposes, EEGs are conventionally used to detect general levels of
brain activity. This technique is used, for instance, to detect interruptions in
brain activity among patients who suffer from seizures. Potentially, this kind of
device can be used to detect attentional mechanisms (whether, for instance,
people are paying attention to political ads and other audio or visual stimuli).
Unlike fMRI, however, it does not provide many details about the specific parts
of the brain that are being activated, and hence can tell us little about the
precise feelings people are experiencing. While it can tell us that a particular
candidate is provoking emotional responses of some sort, it cannot tell us what
kind of emotional response. As Iacoboni puts it, “the problem with EEG is that
it does not give us enough spatial information to know exactly where the signal
comes from, especially when it comes to emotions and reward, which are often
linked to subcortical structures.”22 On the other hand, if one needs timing in
the order of milliseconds, then EEG (electroencephalography) is preferable to
fMRI (the latter has sluggish temporal resolution in the order of seconds, not
milliseconds).23 EEG is also much cheaper than the latter, however, and this is
its primary advantage. As long as its limits are appreciated, it can be used to do
some interesting things, and future generations of political psychologists no
doubt will.

Limitations and the Potential For Abuse

At this point, most neuroscientists—including Iacoboni—are cautious about
what we can expect imaging to add to our knowledge of politics. As Director of
the Center for the Study of Brain, Mind and Behavior at Princeton University,
Jonathan Cohen notes:

brain imaging offers a fantastic opportunity to study how people respond
to political information. But the results of such studies are often complex,
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and it is important to resist the temptation to read into them what we may
wish to believe, before our conclusions have been adequately tested.24

Not everyone is shy about making bold claims for the new research, how-
ever. One commentator has argued, somewhat controversially, that candidates
for the presidency should be required to have brain scans before running for
the highest office. “Three of the last four presidents have shown clear brain
pathology,” Daniel Amen argues.

President Reagan’s Alzheimer’s disease was evident during his second
term in office. Nonelected people were covering up his forgetfulness and
directing the country’s business. Few people knew it, but we had a national
crisis. Brain studies have been shown to predict Alzheimer’s five to nine
years before people have their first symptoms.25

While this claim seems reasonable since it meshes at least somewhat with
the historical record, he further attributes Bill Clinton’s “bad judgment and
excitement-seeking behavior” to “problems in the prefrontal cortex”—a dubi-
ous leap in logic, not least because Amen has never administered an MRI or
other brain imaging test that would establish anything of the sort. What,
moreover, would account for Clinton’s generally highly cautious behavior in
terms of his domestic political agenda, if the problem was truly neurological?
Amen further stretches credibility by claiming that “our current president’s
struggles [that is, those of George W. Bush] with language and emotional
rigidity are symptoms of temporal lobe pathology.” Of course, such claims are
reminiscent of those made by psychobiographers attributing dubious and
overly simplistic causes to complex behaviors, and there is the risk that scien-
tifically grounded research will be abused or morph into unjustified claims
about what neuroscience can and cannot show.

One limitation of current studies of political decision-making using brain
imaging is that there is a certain indeterminacy about what exactly is going
on inside the brains of those exposed to political images. We know a certain
amount about the role played by various parts of the brain already, but that
knowledge is far from complete. While neuroscientists can observe parts of the
brain associated with emotional processing “lighting up,” in some cases it is
difficult to tell exactly why this is happening. For instance, in the study by
Kaplan and his colleagues discussed earlier, the authors admit that some of
their findings are consistent with a number of different hypotheses. For
instance, they find evidence of activity in both the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex and the anterior cingulate cortex when voters look at images of the
opposing candidate. It is not clear, though, whether this is happening because
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partisans are suppressing negative emotions in general because these are
unpleasant, or suppressing positive feelings which they might harbor towards
the opponent, or attempting to increase their negative feelings towards that
opponent.26

Political scientists should also resist the temptation to use brain imaging or
EEG for its own sake.27 Like other methods, each is best thought of as simply
one approach among many. There are times when the use of fMRI may be
appropriate—again, it seems useful where we have reason to believe that self-
reporting techniques are inadequate, for instance—but there are other occa-
sions when better (but less “trendy”) methodologies are available. There are
also behavioral methods for going beyond self-reports, such as measuring
reaction time to masked stimuli. Imaging may be able to provide us with
moving images of the brain, but if we are interested in illustrating the link
between thought and behavior—which is often the case in political psych-
ology—there may be better strategies available. Given the high cost of imaging
techniques in particular, we should always ask ourselves whether imaging will
tell us something critical that we cannot just as well get somewhere else.

Situationism Versus Dispositionism Again

Although at this very early stage neuroscience as it has so far been applied to
political behavior is as much a method as it is a coherent body of theory, the
neuroscientific approach is clearly dispositionist in the sense that it zeroes in on
the characteristics of individuals. It is yet another perspective that assumes that
it is the attributes of individuals—in this instance, their particular brain chem-
istries—that shape their behavior. As far as political scientists are concerned,
there is no value added from neuroscience unless what goes on in our heads
actually makes a difference to how we act politically. Clearly, though, neuro-
science is not yet in a position to resolve this debate one way or another. Think
again of Stanley Milgram’s path-breaking research into obedience, for instance,
described in Chapter 4. Supposing that fMRI techniques had been available in
Milgram’s time, and that he had tested his subjects while simultaneously
observing changes in their brain activity patterns. Such an experiment could be
expected to show increased activity in parts of the brain which deal with inner
conflicts (such as the anterior cingulate cortex) and other areas accompanying
the emotions elicited by obedience or disobedience. If this were so, however,
would it show that the mental activity was causing the obedience or disobedi-
ence towards the experimenter? Or would it simply highlight what happens to
the chemistry of the brain as we respond to an external situation in which we
are “compelled” to behave in a way contrary to our beliefs?

This is an intriguing question which we are not of course in a position to
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answer at this point. The answer would have to be “possibly, but not necessar-
ily.” In that instance, imaging might merely show us what changes take place in
the brain when someone feels compelled to act against their own best judg-
ment or values: an interesting thing in itself, but not something which really
adds much to our explanation of behavior. As Dustin Tingley notes, “observing
a pattern of brain activity ‘x’ alongside behavior ‘z’ does not necessarily give
us a better understanding of why ‘z’ happened, or why departures from ‘z’
happened, in the context of the political questions we are interested in.”28 This
is really the bottom line in answering the question “how useful is neuroscience
to us as students of politics?” In the case of Milgram’s experiments, if the
situation was doing the real causal work, having images of his subjects’ brain
activity would not have told him very much; on the other hand, it might well
have reinforced his speculative argument that we all have an in-built evolution-
ary bias (or disposition) to obey.

Nevertheless, the majority of commentators are united in their optimism
that—one day at least—advances in neuroscience will eventually benefit politi-
cal psychology, bringing about advances in our understanding of political
behavior. Brain imaging has the increasing potential to allow us to “see” ordin-
ary people thinking about politics, and techniques such as EEG (while more
limited in what they can tell us) are appropriate when we are simply interested
in whether a political message is having some sort of resonance with the voter.
So far neuroscientific advances have been employed almost exclusively to under-
stand voting behavior, sophistication, and tolerance, and have been used in parti-
cular to investigate how the brain responds to racial outgroups (a literature we
will discuss in Chapter 14). However, they have the potential to revolutionize
how political scientists look at all cognitive processes, and not just those that
have conventionally been regarded as dominated by hot cognitive processes.

Conclusion

We have now seen that there are different forms of both situationism and
dispositionism. In the final section of the book we shall attempt what is admit-
tedly a rather daunting task, and one which has not so far been attempted in
this form: bringing together a number of empirical areas which have been
studied by political psychologists—a highly diverse group operating with a
variety of theoretical mindsets and exhibiting a range of interests—under the
rubric of the general organizing device we have been using.

As we admitted at the beginning of the book, however, no conceptual
framework is perfect, and the reader may sometimes encounter areas of ambi-
guity where a theory does not appear to fit into one category or another, or
rather more commonly, where it seems to fit both simultaneously. This is to be
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expected, since relatively few theories emphasize psychological beliefs and
personalities of actors to the wholesale exclusion of contexts, environments,
and situations; equally, there are few theories that are purely situationist in
character, saying absolutely nothing about the psychological makeup of political
actors. In most areas of political psychology, as we shall see, research within a
particular field has emphasized one or the other, with fashions changing over
time.
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Bringing the Two Together

Part III





The Psychology of
Voting Behavior

Various branches of psychology—most notably social and cognitive variations—
have played a major role in the development of the study of voting behavior (or
electoral choice, as it sometimes referred to). As we shall see, the earliest work
(heavily influenced by social psychology) was notably situationist in character,
while later work (derived from economics, cognitive psychology, and work on
affect and emotion) has been rather more dispositionist. Much of the work on
the application of schemas and other knowledge structures to politics has been
done in the area of voting behavior. This is also a field in which the contrast
between models of voting behavior based on economic and psychological
assumptions is especially clear, and it is worth noting at the outset that the
study of electoral choice today is as much influenced by Homo economicus as it is
Homo psychologicus.1

From Situationism to Dispositionism

The earliest models of voting behavior, such as the index of political predisposition
(IPP) developed by Paul Lazarsfeld and Bernard Berelson, were almost com-
pletely situationist in character.2 This approach claimed that voting could be
predicted in advance with a high degree of accuracy simply by knowing the
socioeconomic status, religion, residential, and other basic social character-
istics of the voter. Voting was seen purely as a function of the social environ-
ment in which the voter existed. Moreover, the IPP approach viewed voters as
essentially “passive” receptors of the situations in which they found themselves.

There was not much psychology in this early perspective, but in the 1960s
voting behavior took a profoundly dispositionist turn, when a much revised
version of this basic argument added an explicitly psychological variable: the
party identification approach. This theory explicitly recognized that situation
wasn’t everything, and that voter choice is not just a matter of social or
economic location. In their classic work The American Voter, Angus Campbell
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and his colleagues at the University of Michigan argued that most voters
develop a long-term emotional attachment or disposition towards a particular
political party during their formative or teenage years.3 As we mature politic-
ally, we develop an affiliation to one party—often as a result of listening to our
parents or neighbors talk about politics, or from some other aspect of the social
environment—and that attachment tends to determine the way we vote for the
rest of our lifetimes (unless something very dramatic happens to make us
change our mind as is possible under the cognitive consistency theory). Voters
develop their own individualized dispositions towards politics, albeit disposi-
tions constrained by the makeup of the party system. The result is that the
American electorate resembles two enormous blocs, one composed of Repub-
lican Party identifiers, the other of Democratic Party identifiers. This model
was also imported to Britain by David Butler and his colleagues, who argued
that the U.K. electorate similarly resembled two giant blocs composed of
Conservative and Labour Party identifiers.4

One important thing to notice about party identifications is that they tend to
be highly stable and resistant to change. Your party may lose a few elections, it
may perform badly in government, or it may even adopt policy positions on
some issues which you disagree with, but you will still support the party,
because it’s your party. One consequence of this is that for many people, the
issues being discussed at the election do not matter nearly as much as party
does. A strong party identifier, for instance, will tend to “screen out” or ignore
altogether information about his or her party that is unfavorable, even where
he or she disagrees with their party’s representative on major policy issues. For
example, many Republican voters and party members reportedly wanted
to drop Dan Quayle as their party’s vice-presidential candidate in 1992.
Behind the scenes, some party influentials apparently wanted Quayle replaced
with someone more popular, such as Colin Powell. However, there was very
little possibility that strong Republican Party identifiers would vote against
their party in 1992 because of Quayle. This is because strong identifiers
tend to screen out political information they dislike and engage in “selective
perception,” in other words see what they want to.

One of The American Voter’s authors, Philip Converse, was a trained social
psychologist, and the influence of that field as it existed in the 1950s and 1960s
is readily apparent in the model. First of all, it emphasized social identification
with reference groups. It also stressed the drive to maintain cognitive consist-
ency.5 The influence of cognitive consistency theory in particular should be
pretty apparent to the reader, given what we already know about that approach
from Chapter 9. As we saw in that chapter, people do not like to act in ways
contrary to their own beliefs, or to hold incompatible beliefs, or to have their
beliefs confronted with information that is incompatible with those beliefs. All
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of these conditions, the theory suggests, create a state of psychological dis-
comfort. This is what Leon Festinger called “cognitive dissonance”6 and mani-
fests itself when a strong party identifier finds him-/herself at odds with his or
her party on a key issue, such as abortion or civil rights, or may even dislike the
presidential or vice-presidential candidate his or her party has nominated. The
theory assumes that in the face of such dissonance, the voter becomes strongly
motivated to bring things back into balance (what Festinger called “conson-
ance”). This could be done by rationalizing away the issue disagreement or
candidate choice as unimportant (“the Civil Rights Act won’t change things
around here,” “the Supreme Court will decide the abortion issue anyway,” and
so on) or perhaps by adding some extra belief which reduces the dissonance.
Finally, one could switch one’s party allegiance altogether and so bring one’s
voting behavior more into line with one’s choice of party, but the party
identification model suggests that this is extremely unlikely given that it usually
takes an earth-shattering event like war or depression to change a voter’s
allegiances.

Philip Converse became famous in particular for his argument that voters
lack what is usually termed “attitude constraint.”7 Mass surveys conducted
since the 1940s had found that ordinary voters in America were not that
sophisticated; they possessed low levels of information about politics and paid
only intermittent attention to what was going on in the political world. Con-
verse noted in particular that very few possessed a worked out “ideology,” as
one might expect a political sophisticate to have; instead he argued that most
people had attitudes “all over the place,” as one of the author’s teachers put it;
they were liberal on some issues and conservative on others, and they often did
not even fully understand what the terms “liberal” and “conservative” meant.

According to this model of voting behavior, for most people it does not
usually matter who the candidates are or what positions they take on the issues
of the day; people who identify with the Democratic Party will usually always
vote for the Democratic Party’s candidate, and Republican Party identifiers
will normally always vote for the Republican candidate. A number of indi-
viduals sought the Democratic Party’s presidential nomination in 2008, for
instance, including Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton and John Edwards. How-
ever, party identification theorists suggest that no matter which one of these
got the nomination, Democratic Party identifiers would vote for him or her.
Equally, no matter whether the Republican Party had chosen Mitt Romney,
Rudy Guiliani, Fred Thompson, Mike Huckabee, John McCain, or someone
else in 2008, Republican Party identifiers would vote for their party’s candi-
date. For the majority of citizens, the act of voting is thus “habitual” or
“instinctive.” The average citizen is not that well informed about politics and
does not spend his or her time dutifully scrutinizing the campaign proposals of
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the main political parties in deciding how to vote; rather the voter simply
“short-cuts” the complex decision process by selecting that party towards
which he or she has developed a long-term affinity since early adulthood.

There is another element of dispositionism in this theory as well. Since the
Democratic Party for many years had the most identifiers within the American
electorate, the Democrats would have won virtually every U.S. presidential
election since the 1930s if party were all that mattered. Advocates of this
approach, however, say that something like two-thirds of the electorate have
stable party loyalties and always vote for their party at every election. One-
third of the electorate, however, is composed of people who are only weakly
attached to a political party or who are out-and-out independents. This one-
third is made up of “switchers” or “swing voters,” individuals who lack any
stable party loyalty and hence are likely to change their minds as to which they
support from one election to another. For this one-third, dispositions matter
just as much as they do for the party identifiers, but these dispositions are far
less stable and more changeable. This one-third is composed of individuals who
make up their minds on the basis of the issues, and it is this segment of the
voting population that in practice decides the result of the election. Voting
behavior, according to the party identification model, is thus the result of the
interaction between long-term (notably party attachment) and short-term dis-
positional forces (voter reactions to the issues). It also “portrayed candidate
assessments as dominated by the more enduring forces of parties and issues,” as
Miller, Wattenberg, and Malanchuk note.8

The Rise of Issue Voting and Homo Economicus

To some extent the party identification model has gone out of fashion in recent
years, in part because it has become progressively clear in the years since
Campbell and his associates wrote that fewer voters nowadays actually have
a strong and stable party affiliation. At the 1992 presidential election, for
example, only about 29 percent strongly identified with either the Republicans
or the Democrats, while 38 percent did in 1964, a drop of 9 percent. Voters
also seem to have become more ideologically and politically sophisticated since
the 1960s. By the 1970s, these trends gave rise to an approach to explaining
electoral choice that challenged the prevailing party identification orthodoxy:
the issue voting model. This approach, moreover, was inspired in large part not
by the assumptions of Homo psychologicus, but by those of Homo economicus.

In their book The Changing American Voter, Nie, Verba, and Petrocik argued
that American voters are now a good deal more sophisticated than the party
identification model gave them credit for.9 The authors shared the same under-
lying approach or starting point as Campbell and his colleagues, in the sense
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that they concede that the party identification model accurately described the
behavior of voters up until the late 1960s. But they argue that trends in
electoral data necessitate a reassessment of the average voter’s capabilities and
behavior. The political environment surrounding the American voter changed
dramatically during the 1960s, they argue. The ideological emphasis of Repub-
lican presidential candidate Barry Goldwater and the emergence of a range
of “new issues” like civil rights, Vietnam and Watergate, the growth of the
mass media, and shifts in the nature of the electorate itself all produced
major change. With regard to this last factor, a new generation of voters has
entered the electorate which was and is disinclined to identify habitually with a
particular political party.

Issue voting theorists argue that party loyalties are significantly declining as
an influence on how people vote. They argue that in recent years we have
seen a process of dealignment going on, a process by which voters are gradually
losing their attachments to parties in general, and becoming independents
instead. Between 1960 and 1993, the number of voters calling themselves
“independents” rose from about 23 percent to 33 percent, and by some meas-
ures to almost 40 percent. As the influence of party has gone down, issue
voting supporters say, the importance of issues and candidate characteristics
has increased. While previously most people simply voted for their party’s
candidate because it was “their party,” nowadays they are a good deal more
selective and sophisticated. The proportion of voters who do this, moreover,
is much greater than the one-third described by Campbell and his colleagues,
issue voting theorists contend, and may well be 50 percent or even more.

There are essentially two ways of voting on issues: prospective and retrospective
issue voting. Voting prospectively is the more demanding of the two in terms of
the knowledge and information it requires of the voter. In order to vote in this
way, a voter must: (1) look at the policies of the two parties and at the
positions they take on the issues, (2) compare these two sets of policies, and
(3) select that party which has the policy positions that look most like their
own. So for example, if I am conservative on social issues, liberal on economic
issues and conservative on foreign policy, I will want to choose the party that
looks most like me on these things. In all likelihood no party platform will be a
perfect match for my own preferences, but prospective voting simply requires
that I select that party which comes closest to my own positions of the issues.

Retrospective issue voting is rather less demanding of the average citizen.
Voters, V.O. Key argued in The Responsible Electorate, are not fools; they are
rational in the sense that they reward incumbents for concrete achievements
and punish them for their failures.10 Voters are perfectly capable of looking
backward at the previous few years and asking themselves how well the incum-
bent administration has performed. Economic performance is particularly
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salient for voters; generally speaking, if things are going well economically the
government will be re-elected, and if things are going badly the administration
will be removed from office. This kind of issue voting is relatively straight-
forward and easy to do. It does not demand that the voter be highly informed
about politics and policy, or that he or she even know a single policy of either
party. All that is necessary is that the voter be aware of how well the presi-
dent’s party (for example) is performing. It may also be more “rational” to vote
retrospectively on the issues than prospectively, since the informational costs
are much lower. Weighing up party positions on the issues may also be actively
inadvisable, since we know that politicians may break their promises. Given this
fact, it makes little sense to pay much attention to what leaders say they will do
during the electoral campaign; it makes a lot more sense to look at what they
have actually done in the recent past.

How is it that both schools are able to claim that their model best explains
empirical reality? Surely data from recent presidential elections can tell us who
is right one way or another? Unfortunately this is far from being the case, for
statistical data do not speak for themselves. The two rival approaches interpret
the same data differently. The reason they are both simultaneously able to
make a case for their own model is because both claim the weak party identi-
fiers as their own. The party identification school argues that weak party
identifiers nevertheless maintain a party affiliation, and that they ought to be
classed as falling under the party identification category; issue voting sup-
porters, on the other hand, treat those who say they have only a weak identifi-
cation with party as independents prepared to vote on the basis of the issues
and candidates. The party identification school argues that the so-called
“decline” in party identification has been greatly exaggerated; between 1960 and
1988, the percentage of voters identifying with a party declined from 75 percent
to 63 percent, but this is not an especially marked drop. Some of the most
recent work in voting behavior, it is worth noting, has restated the party
identification position and attempted to refute the arguments of Nie, Verba,
and Petrocik.11

The Impact of Hot and Cold Cognition

More recently, scholars of electoral choice have drawn upon the assumptions
of cognitive psychology to create dispositionist approaches that do not rely on
economistic or rational choice assumptions and/or see party identification in a
more cognitive light. The party identification approach always assumed that
electoral campaigns—and the messages put out by the candidates themselves—
did not matter very much.12 Voters would screen out most of the “noise”
that results from campaigns, the approach suggested, since, as Simon and
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Garfunkel put it in their song “The Boxer,” “a man hears what he wants
to hear and disregards the rest.” This was consistent, as we have noted,
with the predictions of psychologists like Festinger. Recent work inspired by
other cognitive and affective theories, however, has called this claim into
doubt.13

In Chapter 9, we saw one application of this kind of approach to the study
of how voters select candidates in presidential primaries, Samuel Popkin’s
theory of candidate appeal. This approach draws on both schema and attribu-
tion theory notions to explain how we decide whom to vote for in primaries
and in other elections where we know relatively little about the candidates.
Popkin argues that we base our decisions on only a handful of “knowns,” and
then use these to fill in missing information about the candidate (default values).
In that way, we are able to reach a conclusion of how representative a candidate
is of some ideal (or non-ideal) stereotype.14

Politicians continually try to evoke positive schemas in the minds of voters,
even though they may do this only in an intuitive or folk psychological way. A
good example is what we might call the “Kennedy schema.” The ideal candi-
date for many voters is relatively young, politically moderate, highly intelli-
gent, rhetorically gifted and physically attractive, all attributes we nowadays
associate with John F. Kennedy. The former Massachusetts senator was also a
war hero, which is of course another attribute many voters find appealing. As a
result, candidates for national office sometimes try to associate themselves with
the Kennedy image and may even explicitly compare themselves to JFK. The
most famous example came in the 1988 vice-presidential debate, when the
Republican running mate Dan Quayle did just this, noting that he had as much
political experience as John Kennedy when Kennedy ran for office. This led
to one of the most famous put-downs in debating history, when Senator Lloyd
Bentsen, the Democratic vice-presidential candidate, hit back with the follow-
ing: “Senator, I served with Jack Kennedy. I knew Jack Kennedy. Jack Kennedy
was a friend of mine. Senator, you’re no Jack Kennedy.”

Candidates are usually more subtle than this about trying to appear
“Kennedyesque,” however. Running for president in 1992, for instance, Bill
Clinton’s campaign team deliberately used photographic images of Clinton
(as a young boy scout in the early 1960s) actually shaking hands with JFK. The
discovery of this photograph was a godsend to his campaign, since it implicitly
evoked the image and even suggested to some that Clinton was somehow
“fated” to reach the same position Kennedy had. Interestingly, the Bush cam-
paign in 2004 successfully deflated the challenge of John Forbes Kerry—a
candidate superficially similar to John Kennedy in many ways, even down to his
initials—by stressing at least two ways in which Kennedy and Kerry seemed
to differ. The Republicans successfully portrayed Kerry as far more liberal than
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Kennedy had been, and also called into question his war record in various ways
that the Kerry campaign seemed unwilling or unable to respond to.

Popkin is of course not the only scholar who has looked to cognitive psycho-
logy for clues to how ordinary people process political information; in fact,
there is now a vast literature within voting behavior which does this. Kathleen
McGraw summarizes that literature by distinguishing between (a) work that
examines the ways in which people structure and store political information and
(b) research that examines the cognitive processes that lead to a political judg-
ment, response, or decision.15 These two issues are of course closely related,
for once we understand how people store political information in their heads,
we are inevitably going to be interested in how that information is accessed and
in the process by which this affects some sort of political outcome, such as a
decision about whom to vote for.

In one of the earliest attempts in this first vein, Kinder and his colleagues as
long ago as 1980 examined the ways in which voters assess presidential candi-
dates by examining “presidential prototypes,” schema-type stereotypes of the
kind of attributes thought desirable in a person running for president. “An ideal
president prototype [. . .] consists of the features that citizens believe best
define an exemplary president,” they note, adding that different individuals
have different prototypes which emphasize different values as important.16 The
ideal president in particular is rated by Americans as honest, knowledgeable,
open-minded, courageous, smart, and inspiring, to name only the most often-
cited qualities. “Some standards for appraisal of presidential candidates may be
widely shared,” but “some may be idiosyncratic, tied to the distinctive and
conspicuous qualities of particular candidates.”17 Perhaps surprisingly, they find
that their ideal prototype is a poor predictor of support for a candidate, except
in the case of incumbent presidents, but that may be because voters seem not
to use a single prototype to judge all candidates.

Questioning the timing of the 1980 study—the data for which were col-
lected while an actual presidential campaign was going on—Arthur Miller and
his colleagues come to rather different conclusions, arguing that “a presidential
prototype, or schema, as we shall label it, can and will be evoked during the
actual campaign period when people receive the appropriate stimuli to trigger
these preexisting conditions.”18 Voters use a “few broad criteria, rather than
specific information” to judge candidates—going beyond the information
given, as described in Chapter 9—and the more politically sophisticated the
voter, the “richer” the array of schemas, which then allows the voter to make
more inferences than a less informed individual could.19 Moreover, according
to Miller and his colleagues voters do have a consistent schema “concerning
what a president should be like, and judge real candidates according to how
well they match the elements of these schemas.”20 Perhaps different attributes
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of this schema may be important at different elections, so that the “ideal
candidate” varies with the times. For instance, amid the turmoil of 1968 the
country was looking for a president who stressed stability and order, like
Richard Nixon; in 1976, in the wake of Vietnam and Watergate, the ideal was a
candidate with unimpeachable integrity, like Jimmy Carter; and by 1980 when
the United States seemed to be suffering terminal economic and political
decline, the country looked to a candidate like Ronald Reagan to restore
“American power.”

How Do We Decide Who to Vote For?

Work on the process side—how cognitive structures are used to evaluate candi-
dates—has also been extensive. Think for a moment about the general theories
of voting behavior we have described in this chapter, the IPP, party identifica-
tion, and issue voting perspectives. None of them actually tells you how we
decide who to vote for; each lists factors that “explain” the vote and claims
some ability to predict electoral choice, but none of them actually tells you
much (if anything at all) about the mental processes we go through during a
campaign, or how we decide inside the voting booth itself. It is tempting to
ascribe this absence of detail to the influence of behaviorism—which as we saw
in Chapter 3 rejects any “introspective” examination of what goes on inside
people’s heads—but by the time the party identification model was developed,
cognitive consistency theory had already largely supplanted Skinner’s behavior-
ism. The established approaches described earlier on in this chapter, though, do
treat the voter’s decision processes as a “black box.”21

Scholars of voting behavior have developed two main theories that deal with
the process of assessing candidates: these are termed the online and memory-
based perspectives. The online approach can best be explained by thinking of a
movie you watched a while ago (say, two months ago) that you especially
enjoyed. You can’t now recall many of the scenes that you liked, but you know
that you liked the movie. You rate it one of the best movies you’ve seen in the
last year, but if asked to remember why, you can only relate a few details. Or
imagine that you are watching a movie now. Perhaps you have had the experi-
ence of watching a movie that you liked initially, but then abandoned in the
middle, never to be watched again. In my case, that happened with Total Recall,
a film that I found philosophically interesting at the outset since it deals
indirectly with perception, memory, and the subjective nature of reality, but
half way through it degenerates into a standard action movie and became less
interesting to me.22 Today, though, my recall of the film’s details is anything
but “total.” I can remember bits of what I liked and disliked, but not much;
what sticks in my mind most is my overall assessment.
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According to one popular approach, this is similar to the process by which
we assess candidates.23 According to the online theory, we keep a “running
tally” or “judgment tally” which governs our impression of a particular candi-
date, just as we continuously update our assessment of how enjoyable a movie
is. We constantly change the tally as new information becomes available, but
we often forget the actual pieces of information that contributed to that
impression, and we may not be able to recall what impressed us or “turned us
off ” a candidate when asked later on in an opinion poll. As Druckman and
Miller put it:

In sharp contrast to prior work, this model suggests that voters may
have clear reasons for their votes and may be substantially affected by a
campaign, even if they are unable to recite reasons for their votes or
remember any campaign information. The reason is that voters keep a
running evaluation of candidates; when they receive new information,
they update their evaluations and then often forget the specific information
because it is no longer needed. Thus, voters are able to retrieve the overall
evaluation (which has been influenced by the campaigns), but not the
information on which the evaluation is based.24

This is highly consistent which the Homo psychologicus approach, since it
regards people as cognitive misers who simply retrieve the evaluations from
memory but discard the bits of information used to construct them. So too,
however, is a rival approach known as the memory-based perspective.25

This perspective differs markedly from the notion that campaign informa-
tion is discarded in favor of online processing. The memory-based approach
suggests that when political information is encountered, it is stored in long-
term memory, depending on how salient it appears and on the limits of what
we can store in our heads. As McGraw puts it,

when a judgment is needed, the individual searches long-term memory for
information and integrates the information that can be retrieved to com-
pute the judgment. In the end, the opinion is a reflection of the informa-
tion that can be retrieved from memory.26

On election day, we simply piece together what we can recall to create a
composite judgment.

To see how the two approaches differ, consider for a moment assessments
of Barack Obama as he ran for the presidency in 2008. As election day drew
near, the online approach suggests that voters would keep in their heads a
continually updated, running tally of how Obama had performed during the
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presidential campaign, a kind of mental scorecard which would also include
other pieces of information that they had used to form assessments of him over
the past year or two. For instance, a positive assessment of Obama that saw him
as a dynamic, charismatic candidate might be updated with more negative
information, such as the allegations made during the campaign that Obama’s
former preacher was supposedly “unAmerican.” But on election day the voter
might not necessarily even recall that piece of information even though it
might impact the scorecard, or the negative information might have been
supplanted in the tally by more positive, updated information in the voter’s
head. On the other hand, a memory-based assessment of Obama in 2008
would be more simple and straightforward; the voter would simply “add up”
the positive and negative information he or she has about the candidate to
form their assessment. Again, however, both approaches are highly cognitive in
nature, since they both start from the assumption that there are limits to the
amount of information that voters can and do store in their heads.

Conclusion: The Future of Election Research

In October 2006 a conference organized by the American National Election
Studies (ANES) at Duke University on the psychology of voting concluded, and
left voting behavior as probably best conceived of as the product of the inter-
action between both external (situational) factors and internal (dispositional)
forces.27 Recent work has focused on the cognitive and affective forces inside
people’s heads, but future research probably needs to do a better job of
integrating this research with situationist factors such as movements in the
national and international economy, the outbreak of major wars, the social
pressures exerted by individuals in the voter’s environment, and “one-off ”
events in the campaign itself that may radically alter our perceptions of the
candidates.
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The Psychology of
Nationalism, Ethnic
Conflict, and Genocide

The explosion in nationalism and ethnic conflict that we have observed since
the early 1990s has led to renewed interest in these topics as matters for
academic study, and a few book-length treatments of the psychological dimen-
sions of this topic are now available.1 Of course, nationalism and ethnic conflict
are not new phenomena, and the idea of nationalism dates at least as far back as
the French Revolution of 1789. Writing in 1966, Walker Connor noted that
national and ethnic unrest was then present in places as diverse and far-flung
as Canada, Guyana, India, Uganda, the Sudan, Burma, Yugoslavia, Cyprus,
Rwanda, the United Kingdom, and Iraq.2 It is fair to say, however, that the
severity of issues was obscured by the intensity of the Cold War; nationalistic
and ethnic struggles were commonly viewed almost solely through the lens of
the struggle between Communism and capitalism, the Vietnam War being only
the most obvious and prominent case in point.

Despite the prevalence of the idea of the “nation state,” most states today do
not contain only one nation or ethnic group, and there is often no neat
territorial coincidence between “nations” and “states,” the governmental bodies
that rule over nations. The United Kingdom, for instance, is a multinational
state, composed of England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland. Iraq, as
any reader of today’s newspaper headlines knows, has for many years been
composed of Kurds, Shiites, and Sunnis, and those who identify themselves as
Kurds are spread across Northern Iraq and parts of Turkey. The fact that
nations do not always equal states often gives rise to secessionist or irredentist
movements, which seek to unify a nation under a single state and body of
territory.

Recent years have seen particularly bloody ethnic conflicts in places like
Yugoslavia, Rwanda, and the Sudan, three of the places Connor had alluded to
back in the mid-1960s as hotspots of unrest. In April 1994 Rwandan President
Habyarimana was killed and Hutu extremists seized control of the government.
Over the next 100 days, about 8,000 Rwandans a day were butchered. This
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was the fastest rate of mass killings in the twentieth century. Some 800,000
people—roughly 10 per cent of the population—were murdered. Ninety
percent of the victims were Tutsis—men, women and children. As of late 2008, a
similar scenario was continuing to play out in the Darfur region of the Sudan.
The Janjaweed are an armed, extremist Arab militia that has committed
genocide in Darfur, and so far this group has killed at least 100,000 people
from rival, non-Arab Sudanese groups. The Janjaweed are in league with
government, and African Union troops have tried in vain to “keep the peace.”

Definitions of nationalism and ethnicity, like other social scientific concepts,
are always the subject of dispute; nevertheless, it is relatively easier to arrive at
a consensual definition for these notions than it is (say) for terrorism. It is
tempting to use Potter Stewart’s famous definition of pornography—namely,
“I know it when I see it”—but as social scientists we require at least a good
working definition of the thing we are trying to explain. Joshua Searle-White’s
definition is especially useful because it brings out the extent to which
nationalism is a psychological factor, something that exists primarily in our
heads:

Nationalism, in its broadest definition [. . .] is simply a sense of identifica-
tion with a group of people who share a common history, language,
territory, culture, or some combination of these. Nationalism may or may
not explicitly be a movement to create an independent state for a national
group, although, because self-determination is privileged in the world
today, the nation-state (an independent country that is populated primarily
by one national group) is a particular goal of many nationalist movements.3

This point was also brought out perfectly by Sir Ernest Barker:

The self-consciousness of nations is a product of the nineteenth century.
This is a matter of the first importance. Nations were already there; they
had indeed been there for centuries. But it is not the things which are
simply “there” that matter in human life. What really and finally matters is
the thing which is apprehended as an idea, and, as an idea, is vested with
emotion until it becomes a cause and a spring of action. In the world of
action apprehended ideas are alone electrical; and a nation must be an idea
as well as a fact before it can become a dynamic force.4

Similarly, most collections of studies on nationalism today emphasize the
degree to which nationalism is something socially constructed.5 Given that
nationalism is primarily a psychological thing—much as party identification in
Western democracies is—what theories exist which might explain the social
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cohesion which holds nations together and creates a sense of “nationhood?”
And what can political psychology tell us about the causes of conflict between
rival ethnic forces? In past chapters we have already suggested some paradigms
that might provide partial answers to some of these questions, most notably the
authoritarian personality theory and the work of Stanley Milgram. We will
begin by looking at five approaches that have been used to explain nationalism
in recent years: realistic group conflict theory; social identity theory; social dominance
theory; the psychodynamic perspective; and the biopolitical approach.6 The first two
approaches are unambiguously situationist, while the last three are primarily
dispositionist in nature. As we shall see in the next chapter, moreover, they
can also be used to explain other forms of identity and group conflict.

Five Approaches to Explaining Nationalism

Realistic Group Conflict Theory

This approach deals with “us versus them” thinking—or the distinction between
what social psychologists call “ingroups” and “outgroups”—and it suggests quite
simply that conflict develops where one group has a realistic, “rational” reason
to compete with or fight another. In the early 1950s, the social psychologist
Muzafer Sherif conducted an interesting field experiment at Robbers’ Cave,
Oklahoma. Sherif took twenty-two schoolboys—none of whom knew one
another before the experiment—to a summer camp, dividing them at random
into two groups as soon as they arrived. Each group was then segregated from
the other for about a week—the groups were assigned cabins some distance
away from one another, so minimizing the possibility of social interaction—by
which time each group had developed its own leaders, identity, and culture.
Sherif then threw the two groups into a series of competitive activities and
games. Hostility quickly emerged between the two groups, to the point where
they could not engage in noncompetitive activities without insulting and even
fighting one another.

The reader will readily appreciate how favorable to situationism this finding
was. Like Zimbardo later on, Sherif made sure that his subjects were normal,
well adjusted individuals with no psychological abnormalities, and then ran-
domly assigned them to two groups, thus pre-empting the argument that might
be later raised that the dispositions of his subjects were to blame for their
competitive behavior. Despite the fact that (unlike nations) the groups were
not divided along ethnic or other ties, their mere categorization into separate,
randomly assigned groupings was enough to create hostility when the two
groups were brought together. Moreover, the results Sherif obtained should
not be that surprising to anyone who has ever played soccer, baseball, American
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football, or other competitive team sports at an organized level, or indeed to
anyone who has been a spectator at games like these. Active hatred can some-
times develop between two teams—say the “Pittsburgh Steelers” and the
“Baltimore Ravens,” or “Manchester United” and “Arsenal”—despite the fact
that they are not divided along any evident racial, socioeconomic, religious, or
other category.7

Of course, we can always dismiss such observations as indicative of a basic
human disposition, such as the “competitive instinct,” and this may indeed be a
valid criticism. But such conflicts seem to occur in some circumstances and not
in others, casting doubt on the idea of competition as some sort of innate
quality. It is clear, moreover, how this kind of theory might explain the
long-standing conflict between the Palestinians and the Israelis, for example,
since they are competing over the same piece of territory, which each claims
as its own. What, though, if we could show that hostility, prejudice, and
discrimination can occur between groups even in the absence of any actual
competition between them? What if we could show that this kind of hostility
can occur even when the two groups have no contact or interaction whatsoever
with one another? This is precisely what advocates of the second theory we
discuss below have found.

Social Identity Theory

Another situationist approach that has become perhaps the most common way
of understanding the psychology of nationalism—offering insights into both
the social and political cohesion that holds nations together, and the processes
that bring groups into conflict—is social identity theory.8 Like the first
perspective, this one also revolves around the distinction between ingroups and
outgroups. Going beyond Sherif’s approach, though, British social psychologist
Henri Tajfel and his colleagues found—much against their initial expect-
ations—that hostility towards outgroups and favoritism towards one’s own can
occur in the absence of any interaction between them, and in the absence of
any “reasonable” or “rational” differences between the groups. Social identity
theory suggests, in other words, that conflict can occur where the ingroup has
absolutely nothing to gain from competing with the outgroup.9

Like Sherif, Tajfel used complete strangers as his subjects, and also randomly
assigned them into groups for similar reasons. In his experiments, Tajfel also
deliberately divided his subjects along quite absurd and theoretically meaning-
less lines, such as their musical preferences. As Waller relates,

in the most famous series of studies, participants were asked to express
their opinions about indistinguishable abstract paintings by artists they had
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never heard of and were then randomly assigned to a group that preferred
either the “Paul Klee style” or the “Wassily Kandinsky style.”10

Having divided his subjects using these arbitrary classifications, the two
groups were never allowed to come into contact with one another. To Tajfel’s
own surprise, however, members of each group still displayed a marked favorit-
ism towards their own ingroup and an equally pronounced hostility to the
outgroup. This minimal group paradigm, as it is called, had been used initially
simply as a baseline for further experimentation, and Tajfel himself apparently
expected no Robbers’ Cave-type group effects to occur in this condition;
instead, what Tajfel and his colleague John Turner found was that “trivial, ad
hoc intergroup categorization leads to in-group favoritism and discrimination
against the out-group.” Faced with the task of allocating financial resources
between the two groups, for instance, the ingroup chose to penalize the
outgroup rather than receive more money itself: “relatively less was given to
the out-group, even when giving more would not have affected the amounts
for the in-group.”11

While Tajfel’s model was initially purely cognitive, he felt that there had to
be some other motivation for the individual’s strong identification with the
ingroup. Tajfel found this motivational factor in the idea of self-esteem. Identi-
fication with a group—especially where the group has a high status or believes
itself to have this advantage—allows the individual member to enhance his or
her self-esteem. It is this basic motivational need that leads us to favor
members of our ingroup and to disparage or discriminate against members of
the outgroup.

In an interesting analysis, Joshua Searle-White utilizes this theory to try to
understand the phenomenon of nationalism from a social psychological angle.12

Searle-White teaches courses in the psychology of nationalism in which he
recreates Tajfel’s minimal group paradigm, successfully showing his students in
a very direct and first-hand way how competing identities can be constructed
out of very little (he actually divides his classes up into random categories with
meaningless labels). Searle-White acknowledges that individuals have many
identities, and that these differing identities can serve some purposes equally
well. Nevertheless, national identities serve several particularly useful purposes
in the modern era, he argues. Social identity theory suggests that feeling that
one’s nation is superior serves a basic human need for self-esteem. To this
Searle-White adds a number of points of his own: the idea that “our cause is
just” fulfills another basic human need in all of us, for instance. Sometimes this
is paired with a sense of victimhood that enhances the feeling that we are right
and seems to justify retribution and revenge. Finally, national identity helps us
to find meaning in our lives.13
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Social identity theory has been criticized as an overly simplistic explanation
of nationalism, however, and some have highlighted the problems it faces as
an account of political phenomena in general. Alan Finlayson, for instance,
contends that nationalist groups differ in kind from other groups observed
in the laboratory or even in naturalistic settings, not least because national
groupings arouse passions of a depth rarely found in other social arrangements.
He insists:

We cannot simply take the findings of social psychological research into
groups and transfer them to the study of nations [. . .] nations are not
just any group with which people identify, but a particular kind of
recently invented mass political force fundamentally related to the modern
state form.14

Beyond Finlayson’s “uniqueness” argument, Leonie Huddy highlights several
other (more general) problems involved in the application of social identity
theory to politics. Many of these have to do with the fact that as a primarily
situationist theory, social identity theory may underestimate the extent to
which identities are created by human beings, and can therefore be changed
by them (in other words, dispositionism is important as well).

Not all groups come into conflict with one another, Huddy notes, something
which a general theory like Tajfel’s is ill equipped to explain. Another problem
is that “individuals vary in the degree to which they identify with a group,”
Huddy notes.15 Moreover, while identities at one time used to be quite fixed—
one was born into a religion or economic status and “that was it”—identities
today are often a matter of choice. One can change one’s nation, for example,
and many individuals do. One can even change one’s gender, something
considered physically impossible only a few decades ago. “It is important
to understand what turns a weak or nonexistent identity into something
that can motivate ethnic hatred,” Huddy notes. “But this process would
be difficult to understand if all we examined were the very weak identities
that arise in the minimal intergroup situation, or the very powerful identities
that characterize ethnic or national conflicts.”16 In addition to group attach-
ments, as we shall note later, various psychological processes—such as
dehumanization of the “other”—seem absolutely critical to forging ethnic
hatred, for example, but social identity theory is largely silent on these
processes. There is some evidence, moreover, that personality differences
may affect the degree to which individuals take on a group identity (and
by extension, a national identity).
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Social Dominance Theory

The analysis of nationalism and other forms of group conflict has also been
carried out through the relatively “new” social dominance approach, which is
especially associated with Jim Sidanius and his colleagues.17 This theory is
heavily influenced by evolutionary psychology. Put most simply, the approach
“views society as inherently oppressive and group oppression to be the ‘normal,’
default condition of human relations.”18 Sidanius argues that

most forms of oppression including racism, ethnocentricism (including
the oppression of religious minorities such as Jews), sexism, nationalism,
and classism and as well as a number of other social attitudes, human
drives, and social institutions function, in part, to help establish and
maintain the integrity of this group-based, hierarchical structure.19

All societies are to some extent hierachically based, supporters of the theory
note, and within every society there is at least one dominant group and at least
one subordinate group. As Monroe, Hankin, and Van Vechten put it, “the social
dominance orientation is a fundamental desire to view one’s own group as
positive and occupying higher social statuses than other relevant groups.”20 An
orientation toward social domination serves as a legitimizing ideology for the
inequality, oppression, and discrimination that occur within all hierarchically
organized systems. Like Milgram, Sidanius sees such hierarchies as emerging
naturally because such societies have a competitive evolutionary advantage over
those that are not organized this way, and like Milgram he also focuses on the
dark side of this evolutionary “fact.” Discrimination, even in the most subtle
forms, is a basic fact of daily life within such systems. But unlike in social
identity theory, outgroup favoritism or deference also frequently occurs, espe-
cially among lower status groups who defer to higher-status ones (Sidanius
gives “Uncle Tomming” by blacks towards whites during the era of racial
segregation in the United States as the clearest example in recent times).21

Lower-status groups may also underachieve due to lower social expectations
placed upon them, a form of “self-handicapping.”22

Although this theory notes the importance of both situational and individual
level forces, it is often seen as rather more dispositionist than it really is.
Sidanius and his colleagues note that models such as social identity theory fail
to account for individual differences in the degree of discrimination and preju-
dice against “the other” among people who have the same structural relation-
ships to “the other.”23 Sidanius also frequently notes that the belief-based con-
cept of social dominance orientation (or SDO) is central to his theory. This refers
to the extent to which individuals actually desire to dominate others. And yet
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while he has shown that SDO is something which can vary across gender, for
instance, with males exhibiting higher levels than females,24 the theory more
often homes in on competitive social groups rather than individuals (and what
they do or do not think). He and his colleagues point out that social context,
socialization, and social roles play a leading role in their theory, all factors that
lead us in a situationist direction once we have gotten past the evolutionary
roots of the perspective.

As currently constituted, social dominance theory can be vague and confus-
ing, however, and seems at times to incorporate a mismash of dispositionist
and situationist factors that make the theory difficult to falsify. Nevertheless,
the finding that outgroup favoritism is not only possible but frequently occurs
within social hierarchies is at the very least a significant caveat to social identity
theory, for instance. The fact that human beings across a variety of cultures
tend to organize themselves within hierarchical structures is difficult to deny
as well.

The Psychoanalytic Approach

A more clearly dispositionist approach to nationalism is provided by our old
friend psychoanalytic theory, which (as in the study of terrorism) refuses to go
away within political psychology. Sigmund Freud talked about “the narcissism
of minor differences”—the tendency for conflicts to occur with people who
not only live close to us but are also remarkably like us.25 This has a certain
resonance when one looks at the Arab–Israeli conflict or the conflict between
Protestants and Catholics in Northern Ireland, since these are obvious
examples of neighbors who often seem somewhat indistinguishable to outsiders.
Freud also specifically argued that aggression was a basic and innate human
drive, as we have seen already, albeit one which society socializes us to repress.

Beyond this, Freud had little to say about the psychology of nationalism, and
as in other areas it has been left to his followers to expand upon his ideas.
Among those who have adapted these ideas to nationalism and ethnic conflict,
probably the best known have been Vamik Volkan and his colleagues. In The
Need To Have Enemies and Allies, Volkan starts from the classic Freudian idea of
“splitting.” In our early development, we tend to split the world into “good”
and “bad,” externalizing or projecting those aspects ourselves we dislike or
find unacceptable onto others. Thus, when we condemn our enemies, we
are really condemning not just them but the things which we dislike in ourselves.
We are projecting the unwanted aspects of ourselves outwards onto the
external world. Thus enemies serve a highly valuable but subconscious purpose.
The anger and rage we feel towards them rid us of the anger and rage we
unknowingly feel toward ourselves.26
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Volkan and his followers may well be correct that there is something going
on at the subconscious level in all international conflicts of which we are
not aware. On the other hand, arguments about the subconscious are notori-
ously difficult to verify and/or falsify. While neuroscience is steadily accumu-
lating evidence that shows that the subconscious does in fact exist, we still
do not have the capability to test complex theories like these (through
fMRI techniques we can see whether an individual is experiencing disgust,
but not whether this is really self-disgust, for instance). Additionally, as Searle-
White notes, there are problems involved in simply “jumping” from the
individual level to that of the group. Groups, as we have seen already, carry
their own dynamics, and are not simply aggregations of individuals.27 Indeed,
Dusan Kecmanovic—himself the author of a book on this topic—goes so
far as to claim that there is no psychological theory of nationalism, in part
because “nationalism is primarily a social phenomenon, and a psychological
approach is not considered the best way to explain a social occurrence.”28

This may be pushing the argument too far, but there are certainly well
known problems in moving from observations noted in clinical practice to
broader conclusions about social behavior. This is where social psychological
theories, designed to account for aggregate behaviors, arguably become more
useful.

“The” Biopolitical Approach

One popular biological explanation for nationalism and ethnic conflict—and
indeed, for all kinds of human conflict—is the simple idea that natural
selection has imbued human beings with an innately aggressive instinct.29 This
is rather plausible, since in the days before humans got their sustenance from
supermarkets, they had to kill to get food. Most of us are not aggressive all
the time, however, so even if this argument is accurate, it begs the question of
what situations bring out this instinct. Some commentators speak of the bio-
political approach to politics, a Darwinian perspective in which evolution has
caused us to think and act in ways that are predictable, at least within a range.
In fact, though, such a unified view of evolutionary theory is illusory. While
evolutionary psychologists, ethologists, and biologists may share the view that
we are genetically “hard-wired” in some way by evolutionary processes—
equally rejecting Skinner’s notion of the blank slate—they disagree on the
critical issue of just what the hard-wiring consists of.

Contrast, for example, Richard Dawkins’ well known bestseller The Selfish
Gene with Mary Clark’s In Search of Human Nature. Dawkins sees a world in
which human beings evolved the ability to act through self-interest:
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a predominant quality to be expected in a successful gene is ruthless
selfishness. This gene selfishness will usually give rise to selfishness in
individual behavior [. . .] there are special circumstances in which a gene
can achieve its own selfish goals best by fostering a limited form of
altruism at the level of individual animals. “Special” and “limited” are
important words in that last sentence. Much as we might wish to believe
otherwise, universal love and the welfare of the species as a whole are
concepts that simply do not make evolutionary sense.30

As Clark describes Dawkins’ theory, “ ‘selfish genes’ do not allow for love,
for empathy, for being virtuous. Those are evolutionary no-no’s; they just
aren’t efficient. They decrease one’s fitness to survive.”31 But it is difficult
indeed to explain the many altruistic actions we do observe in the real world—
the activities of rescuers such as Raoul Wallenberg and Per Anger, for
instance—if this is really how we are “wired” genetically. “I cannot see how we
could have evolved at all if we were constructed this way,” Clark argues.
“Indeed, I cannot see how any social mammals—the other primates, dolphins,
elephants—ever came into being following such rules of natural selection for
behavior.”32 In particular, such a view fails to explain not only altruistic and
empathetic behavior in social life, but why we experience feelings of love and
grief and why we come together in groups at all. Instead of being shaped by
“selfish genes,” we are genetically predisposed or hard-wired to help other
human beings, Clark argues. In order for a species to continue to propagate
itself, it would certainly help enormously if that species were predisposed to
aid other members.

J. Philippe Rushton, on the other hand, argues that we can explain both
altruism towards our own ethnic groups and hostility towards others using
“genetic similarity theory,” the theory that we tend to favor those who are
genetically similar to us.33 This kind of limited altruism evolved for evolutionary
purposes, since it tends to replicate our own genes. We tend to marry those
who are ethnically similar to ourselves, for instance, as well as similar in age,
education, attitudes, and even personality.34 Analyses like these are highly
reductionist, however; though he disavows a purely genetic analysis of politics,
Ruston seems to view political attitudes as subconscious rationalizations for
genetic interests, a suggestion which leaves out a great deal.35 This kind of
analysis does not really specify the mechanisms by which genetic impulses
become translated into political action, and also has difficulty explaining
hostility towards those who do not share our genetic makeup. Beyond stating
that “ethnic nationalism, xenophobia and genocide can become the ‘dark
side’ of altruism,” Rushton does not explain why genetics would lead to
outgroup hostility or the depth of such feelings.36
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An even more fundamental problem in attributing nationalism to evolution-
ary processes, however, is that we cannot be sure just what has been “hard-
wired” into us, since it is difficult to disentangle innate or biological factors
from learned social behaviors; and even if we could specify exactly the nature
of our genetic hard-wiring, we would then face the problem of explaining how
these evolutionary factors interact with social and political forces (since
biology alone surely cannot account for everything). Even more telling, a
real problem for any theory that suggests that intense nationalistic conflict
is in some sense “innate” is that it seems more likely that we are hard-wired
to come to one another’s aid, as Clark’s work suggests, though as we have
seen various social pressures can interfere with this process. The sources of
conflict, in other words, are more likely to be found someplace other than
simple human biology. This is a problem not just for out-and-out biopolitical
theories that suggest that discrimination and prejudice are in a sense “integral”
to human beings, but is also a problem for approaches like social dominance
theory which propose that the mere existence of hierarchy is sufficient to
produce oppression and exploitation.

The Psychology of Genocide

As Kristen Monroe and her colleagues suggest, social identity theory is
especially troubling because it “suggests that genocide and racism may in fact
be extreme manifestations of normal group identification and behavior.”37

Nevertheless, general situational theories like social identity cannot by them-
selves explain why national and ethnic identities sometimes “morph” into more
extreme behaviors, as James Waller suggests:

Social categorization, and its role in us–them thinking, does not lead us to
hate all out-groups. Social exclusion, let alone mass killing and genocide, is
not an inevitable consequence of social categorization. Social categoriza-
tion does remind us, however, that, once identified with a group, we find it
easy to exaggerate differences between our group and others, enhancing
in-group cooperation and effectiveness, and—frequently—intensifying
antagonism with other groups.38

What all of this indicates is that we cannot fully explain nationalism and
ethnic conflict using theories that outline the mere existence of “us versus
them” thinking alone. This is probably a necessary condition for conflict to take
place, but it is often not sufficient for this outcome to occur. Clearly, what is
needed in the analysis of nationalism and ethnic conflict is a better understanding
of how “us versus them” situational dynamics interact with dispositional factors
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such as personality and beliefs to produce extreme behaviors, and there is
currently very little research that does this.

The “sudden” nature of many genocidal events also exposes another weak-
ness of the theories we have examined in this chapter. The events in Yugoslavia
in the early 1990s provide a case in point. Serbs, Bosnians, and Croats—ethnic
groups which had lived together in seeming harmony for many years—sud-
denly not only went to war, but began attempting to destroy one another on a
massive scale. In the West, where the terms “Serb” and “Bosnian” were
assumed to be outdated labels of relevance only in a history test about World
War I, the genocide in Yugoslavia was initially met with stunned incredulity.
The events in Rwanda in 1994 also took many unawares, although mass
killings had been occurring there intermittently for a number of years at
regular intervals. But since none of the theories we have looked at in this
chapter really deals with change—all the theories are to varying degrees rather
static—they arguably provide only partial explanations for sudden acts of
genocidal activity.

What exactly is genocide? As Monroe notes, “genocide refers to the deliber-
ate and systematic destruction of people, not because of individual acts or
culpability but because of their birth in a national, ethnic, racial or religious
group.”39 We have already seen various explanations for the Nazi Holocaust in
this book, but what might explain genocide—the most extreme form of ethnic
conflict—in general? As Monroe points out,

two explanations are frequently offered. The first stresses group disparities
in political-economic situations and the desire of the dominant group to
use its power to obtain better living conditions, more land, and the
material wealth held by an ethnic minority.

This offers a kind of Homo economicus approach or realistic group conflict
account—“a glimmer of rationality,” as Monroe puts it—and hence makes
some sort of sense to us. The second kind of explanation does not, however. “In
contrast to such rational explanations, we find genocide explained through
ancient hatred festering in the body politic, hatreds that remain inherently
unresolvable through moderate forms of political negotiation because of their
primordial force and passion.” Unfortunately, both kinds of explanation are
deficient, Monroe notes, not least because both competition over scarce
resources and ancient hatreds exist in many places where events do not boil
over into genocide.40

Monroe suggests a more sophisticated, multilevel, layered explanation for
genocide. She argues that various factors must be present—many of them
situational, but others more dispositional—for genocides to occur. First of all,
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there must obviously be existing ethnic divisions or a “pluralistic” society. This
is a facilitating condition or a necessary condition, but it is not of course a
sufficient one. At a second level, then, these divisions are overlaid by specific
contextual or situational factors (economic distress, political instability, war, or
revolution are notable examples). These serve to divide the society against
itself, so that it may temporarily or permanently “dissolve” into conflictual
elements along the existing ethnic fault lines. This is a vital step in the process,
but it still does not necessarily lead to the slaughter of members of one group
by another. At the third level, the various groups must come to develop a
cognitive perception of their neighbors as “the other.” Scapegoating and stereo-
typing must occur, providing a victim on whose shoulders blame for the
uncomfortable external condition can be heaped. The scapegoat, moreover,
must eventually be dehumanized in a way that makes it possible for the domin-
ant group to feel morally justified in committing horrendous atrocities against
the subordinate one.

The first level or prerequisite is clear enough. Almost by definition, geno-
cides do not occur within genuinely heterogenous societies where ethnic
fault lines aren’t present to serve as dividers, although genocides may occur
between such groups. Moreover, “genocide is greatly facilitated when such
long-standing inequalities in political participation overlap accentuated eco-
nomic and social cleavages and when there is a history of conflict between
the groups.”41

The second level involves the appearance of destabilizing economic and
political conditions “that threaten the social order,” Monroe notes.42 In Balkan
Tragedy, Susan Woodward offers us an excellent account of the breakup of
Yugoslavia that focuses on this second type of explanation.43 As recently as the
late 1970s, Yugoslavia had been feted as the wave of the future, and its
economic system was widely regarded as an ideal marriage of the socialist- and
market-based systems by many liberal political economists.44 It also survived
the death of its “strongman” Marshal Tito, whom many observers regarded
as having played an essential role in Yugoslavia’s economic and political
development as a state. After the Cold War, however, Yugoslavia rapidly
disintegrated into its older constituent “parts” (it had been constructed by
the victorious Allies after World War I, much as Iraq was). How are we
to explain this sudden event?

Many international observers rapidly resorted to the “ancient hatreds”
argument. British Prime Minister John Major, for instance, told the House of
Commons that the genocide took place because of

the collapse of the Soviet Union and of the discipline that that exerted
over the ancient hatreds in the old Yugoslavia. Once that discipline had
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disappeared, those ancient hatreds reappeared and we began to see their
consequences when the fighting occurred.

However, this exaggerated the degree of control the Soviets had exerted
over the non-aligned Yugoslavia, ignored the fact that Serbs, Croats, Bosnians,
and others had coexisted in reasonable harmony within the same national space
for many years, and also downplayed the fact that the state had survived
the demise of a figure who had supposedly been holding its various ethnic
components together by force.45 Eschewing the kind of views then popular,
Susan Woodward provided a conspicuously economic explanation for what
happened. Economic distress—more specifically, dismantling the existing eco-
nomic arrangements and plunging too far and too fast into the icy waters of
the global market system, what Woodward calls “a shock-therapy program
of economic reform”—had created tensions which pulled this relatively new
state apart at the seams.46 Similarly, land shortages created in part by an influx
of Tutsis created economic instability in Rwanda, laying the groundwork
or potential for the horrors which followed.47

Of course, these broad situational conditions—while critical forces which
always seem to be present in such cases—are not by themselves enough to
lead to genocide. It is conceivable in the Yugoslavian case, for instance, that
the various parties might have separated peacefully—much as the former
Czechoslovakia did—or that the factions might have gone to war but avoided
the full-scale genocide that occurred. Logically then, there has to be a further
step or series of steps, Monroe notes. This is where insights from psychology
become most useful to us, and where cultural and individual perceptions
and dispositions become critical.

As Monroe notes, the first step within this psychological level is that some
kind of legitimizing ideology frequently emerges to justify the slaughter that is
to occur. Often this justification takes a dubious “scientific” form. “Ironically,
the doctrine of biological determinism serves as a justification for genocide and
genocide is frequently equated with a holy crusade to free the body politic of
diseased tissue,” Monroe notes. “Thus genocide becomes a scientific prevention
of contamination by agents of ‘racial pollution’ who are viewed as parasites and
bacteria causing sickness, deterioration, and death in the host peoples they
supposedly infect.”48 Demonization of the minority group, the perception that
it is a threat and a feeling of racial or religious superiority all follow from
commitment to such a radical ideology.49

The next step is that we undergo a shift in our perception of ourselves in relation
to others. Evidence drawn by Monroe from Christopher Browning’s work on
Nazi Battalion 101 suggests that social etiquette and the desire not to “lose
face” in front of one’s colleagues become more important than the lives of “the
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other” under these conditions.50 We may also come to see ourselves as “having
no choice” but to act the way we do. A third psychological change is that we
may come to see ourselves as acting through a kind of “twisted compassion.”
We may begin to think of ourselves as moral beings, putting “the other” out of
their misery; in particular, some members of Battalion 101 saw it as a moral act
to kill children, since once their parents had been executed their lives would
become unbearable anyway. Lastly—and this is perhaps the “master” shift
which precedes all the others—dehumanization and distancing occur. Distancing
does not necessarily refer to physical distance—the kind of distance which kept
Eichmann away from those he was in effect killing—but to the psychological
and emotional distance perpetrators create in their heads from their victims,
who come to be blamed for their own fate.51

Conclusion

Going back to the topic of neuroscience discussed earlier, it may be that there
are changes in the human brain that occur when—for instance—neighbors
kill people they have known for years, as frequently happens in genocides.52

As Dave Grossman notes in regard to killing on the battlefield,

when a man is frightened, he literally stops thinking with his forebrain (that
is, with the mind of a human being) and begins to think with the midbrain
(that is, with the portion of his brain that is essentially indistinguishable
from that of an animal).53

While fear is not the only psychological emotion we experience when
killing another member of our own species—in fact, the primary emotion in
normal human beings when confronted with the prospect of killing seems to be
a resistance to doing so, as Grossman notes—it would be interesting to learn
whether something similar happens in those who commit genocidal acts. It is
plausible to suppose that the more primitive parts of the brain are activated
when individuals engage in genocidal behaviors, but not much research exists
on this question.

Apart from the points Monroe makes, as we noted in Chapter 4 the
human propensity towards obedience—even where there is no “draconian”
authority standing over us ensuring that we comply—is at the very least a
powerful contributing factor to the occurrence of genocide; since genocides
require large numbers of people to kill similarly large numbers of victims,
genocide would probably not be possible were it not for some basic human
tendency to obey authority. Interestingly, moreover, Milgram was able to
elicit a high degree of obedience in his subjects even without dehumanizing
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the “victim;” indeed, as Waller notes, the jovial-looking, likeable actor who
pretended to receive shocks was remarkably “personalized,” something which
leads us to expect that obedience in natural political settings might be even
higher.54

Equally important is the nature of the authority itself. To Monroe’s otherwise
very comprehensive overview we should probably add the transformative potential
of leaders and other individual agents as critical variables. While both Adolf
Hitler and Slobodan Milosevic, for instance, capitalized upon social and political
conditions beyond their control, both also played an instrumental role in
shaping the course of events in Europe during two different genocides.
Although Hitler of course never faced justice for his actions, Milosevic did,
and no social scientist has seriously suggested that he was not at least partly
responsible for the genocide in Yugoslavia. Similarly, in Rwanda Hutu leaders
played an integral role in creating discriminatory practices which disadvan-
taged Tutsis at many levels, and in the Darfur region of Sudan the ongoing
genocide has been encouraged by the country’s leaders. On top of malevolent
leadership and the propensity of large numbers of people to go along with
what they are told (à la Milgram), what they think they are supposed to do
(Zimbardo), and things they know or suspect are wrong (Janis and Asch), it is
not surprising that genocide—when these factors are combined with broad
situational factors such as economic distress, “us versus them” thinking,
dehumanization and demonization of the other, ideological indoctrination
and the profound power of social etiquette and other forces—is such a
common and repetitive feature of human history.
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The Psychology of Racism and
Political Intolerance

As Federico and Luks note, “race continues to play an important role in
conditioning not only individuals’ life outcomes, but also their social and
political attitudes.”1 This is true in the United States, in Europe and in much of
the rest of the world. Not surprisingly, political psychologists have long been
interested in the roots of racial prejudice. What is it that makes apparently
reasonable, normal, psychologically healthy individuals discriminate—either
overtly or covertly—against someone else or an entire group, based on nothing
more than the fact that this person or group happens to possess a skin color
different from their own? This is one of the great puzzles of social and political
psychology—not to say social science as a whole—and it is unsurprising that
many have sought to address the causes of this widespread phenomenon.

As Susan Fiske notes, a great deal of the research that has been done
on racism, prejudice, and discrimination has come out of the United States.
“Centuries of dramatically heterogeneous immigration into one nation may
have brought ethnic issues to the surface sooner in the USA than elsewhere,”
Fiske suggests. She notes, though, that many of the theories that have been used
to account for racism are just as applicable to prejudice in European politics as
they are to the American case.2 In fact, most of the theories we shall look at in
this chapter can be applied to any region of the world where significant racial
and ethnic differences exist within a particular state.

A dizzying number of psychological theories have been proposed to try to
explain racism and the development of racial tensions, and we cannot possibly
do justice to all of them here. We can, however, certainly sketch their broad
details. We have met some of these theories already in previous chapters, and
so will pass over them more quickly here (while making it clear, of course, how
they can be applied to racism as opposed to other things). Since intergroup
conflict takes many forms, the general theories we examined in the previous
chapter can also be utilized to explain racial discrimination. Additionally, there
exist more specific theories that have been developed to explain racism and
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prejudice in an exclusively U.S. context. Fiske notes that all of these theories
can be divided into what she calls individual-level and contextual-level theor-
ies, and broadly speaking these can be thought of as alternative terms for our
dispositionist and situationist approaches.3 Like other political phenomena we
have discussed, racism may be the product of the beliefs or personalities of
particular individuals, or it may result from situational factors that encourage
or somehow otherwise fashion racist behavior.

What Explains Racism?

Authoritarian Personality Theory

Our discussion in Chapter 4 has probably left you with the impression that
the “authoritarian personality” died in the 1960s, felled like a great tree by the
powerful situationist axe of Stanley Milgram and others. But in recent years the
theory has made a comeback, principally through the work of Bob Altemeyer.4

Altemeyer retains the basis of the “old” authoritarian personality theory associ-
ated with Theodore Adorno and his colleagues, but has sought to make it less
vague. Originally the theory highlighted nine personality traits that were sup-
posed to characterize right-wing authoritarians, but Altemeyer jettisoned
some of these and boiled the theory down to three “attitudinal clusters:”
authoritarian submission (meaning a strong tendency to submit to authority),
authoritarian aggression (hostility towards outgroups) and conventionalism
(denoting conformity with social norms and an unwillingness to challenge “the
way things are”). Altemeyer labeled this revised approach right-wing authori-
tarianism (RWA) and has developed an RWA scale designed to measure the
degree to which a given individual conforms to this characterization.

For Altemeyer, racism is best thought of quite simply as an attribute of this
personality category. RWAs exhibit a high degree of prejudice towards out-
groups of all kinds, including African-Americans and homosexuals. Right-wing
authoritarians

have plenty of “kick” in them. They are hostile toward so many minorities,
they seem to be equal opportunity bigots. But they do not usually realize
they are relatively egocentric. Nor do they want to find out [. . .] They are
relatively ready to help the government persecute almost any group you
can think of—including themselves!5

In the movie Dirty Harry, for instance, fictional policeman Harry Callahan’s
colleagues describe him this way. Harry’s old partner, Frank De Georgio,
tells his new partner “that’s one thing about our Harry, he doesn’t play any
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favorites. Harry hates everybody.” An extensive series of racial epithets follow
in the movie, but if Dirty Harry really “hates everybody” he would be just
the kind of “equal opportunity racist” Altemeyer has in mind, although in the
follow-up film (Magnum Force) it becomes clear that he is not in fact racist
(he has an Asian girlfriend and a black partner in that film, for instance, script
moves which may have been designed to defuse criticism of the racial overtones
in the original film).

In Altemeyer’s RWA theory we see another example of the point made in
Chapter 1 about the distinction between situationism and dispositionism.
Surely people become racist because of the environments and situations they
find themselves in, not because they were that way at birth. In this sense, we
noted, most theories are “situationist” at root, because people have to get their
dispositions from somewhere (the exception being evolutionary theories,
which argue that we are born with at least some innate dispositions rather
than being “blank slates”). Altemeyer argues that RWAs probably learn their
authoritarian beliefs in childhood—as, he suggests, do non-RWAs—but the
differences lie in the fact that non-RWAs are more self-aware and come to
moderate their early beliefs with experience, while RWAs do not.6 Again
however, this is a dispositionist theory in the sense that while authoritarian
beliefs are learned, RWAs form dispositions which are in turn difficult to change
and may persist throughout their lives. While the more distant cause of their
behavior may have to do with situational factors, the immediate, or proximate
cause is dispositional.

While Altemeyer’s theory is now well known and has gained some
adherents, it has not been as widely accepted as other approaches. Apart
from some of the standard criticisms we have raised about simple personality
theories already, it also poses the question of why entire regions—presumably
populated by people with a variety of personality types—express especially
racist sentiments and/or practice discrimination. A classic example would be
the “Jim Crow” system of racial segregation which existed in the old South of
the United States.

Social Dominance Theory

As we saw in the previous chapter, Jim Sidanius is especially prominent in
arguing for the social dominance theory of intergroup relations.7 Unlike the
previous approach, this is a general theory of intergroup relations, and as
such it can be used to understand various kinds of conflict other than the
nationalistic variety. Individuals who exhibit a high social dominance orienta-
tion (SDO) view their group as “different”—that is, superior to others—and
actively want their group to dominate society. As we have seen already, though
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the theory is more complex than the preceding one, it is at its root personality-
based; more specifically, it distinguishes individuals by reference to their prefer-
ence for a high or low SDO. As mentioned before, according to the theory, low
status individuals can also buy into the “hierarchy-legitimating myths” of a
society to such a degree that they come to favor the high status outgroup.8

Sidanius provides “Uncle Tomming” by blacks towards whites during the era of
racial segregation in the United States as the clearest example in recent times, a
tradition of deference by blacks towards whites.9

Advocates of this approach have devoted considerable attention to racism in
particular. According to Felicia Pratto and her colleagues, SDO is strongly
related to anti-black racism, and a prejudice against minority groups in gene-
ral.10 They argue that “the ideology of anti-Black racism has been instantiated
in personal acts of discrimination, but also in institutional discrimination against
African-Americans by banks, public transit authorities, schools, churches,
marriage laws, and the penal system.”11 The theory says little about where the
“legitimating myths” come from or what their nature is beyond the claim that it
is perpetuated by the dominant ingroup or hierarchy, and its advocates claim
that it matters little where this ideology comes from or what specific form it
takes.12 The theory therefore has little to say about the individual psychological
mechanisms that promote racist thinking, although its non-specific nature
allows it to be applied to a range of intergroup conflict situations.

Schema Theory/Stereotyping

An especially popular approach in recent years within the dispositionist camp
has been to trace racism to the way in which the human mind categorizes
information. One common reaction students have to hearing about schema
theory is to ask whether it can be applied to racial stereotypes. And the answer
I always give as a teacher is “indeed it can, and indeed it has been.” From a
schema theory perspective, it is possible that racial stereotyping arises in part
from people’s basic need to simplify reality and put people and things into
categories. As Fiske and Taylor noted in their classic book Social Cognition in
1984, “the view of stereotypes simply as part of the normal cognitive process
applied to people has become widespread. It contrasts sharply with the trad-
itional view of stereotypes as an irrational isolated phenomenon.”13 Negative
schemas of minority groups or racial stereotypes seem to occur in part because
people draw illusory correlations between individuals and the wider group of
which they are seen to be a part. As Fiske and Taylor note,

majority-group members have relatively few contacts with minority-
group members, and negative behaviors are also relatively infrequent. It
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may be that members of the majority group make an illusory correlation
between two rare events and infer that minority-group members are more
likely to engage in negative behaviors.14

For instance, imagine that you are a white college student from a rural area
renting an apartment from a Pakistani landlord in Leeds, England. Pakistanis
form a significant racial minority in the United Kingdom, but tend to live
mostly in major cities in the North and Midlands, such as Birmingham,
Manchester, and Leeds. And let us imagine that a leak develops in your roof. To
your surprise, the landlord never responds to your phone calls and letters
asking him to fix it, and you develop a strong dislike of him as a result. You find
him an unpleasant person generally, and decide to move out as soon as pos-
sible. In such a situation, especially if you have no Pakistani friends and have
had little or no contact with other Pakistanis, you may be particularly likely to
draw a connection (or illusory correlation) between this one individual and
Pakistanis as a group. You may even find yourself using racial slurs against all
Pakistanis, though you would not ordinarily have thought of yourself as preju-
diced. Since this kind of cognitive approach sometimes also assumes that we
are all “naive scientists,” one might be tempted in this case to draw a dubious
conclusion from a single case.

It is not inevitable that racist feelings towards all Pakistanis would occur in
the example given, however; if we have known a large number of landlords and
had a similar experience with most of them, we might assign this individual to
our “landlord schema” instead of a “Pakistani schema.”15 In that case, the
incident might result in a feeling of prejudice against all landlords instead.
Schema theory suggests, then, that racism is not inevitable; it depends on the
schema invoked, and on the repertoire of schemas a particular individual
possesses. It is this element of variation that makes this theoretical position
fundamentally dispositionist.

Stereotyping and its role in prejudice has been studied since at least the early
1930s,16 and much of the earliest work argued in classic Freudian or psycho-
analytical fashion that racism was a form of projection in which psychologically
flawed individuals offloaded their feelings of inadequacy onto others. The true
leader in studying this phenomenon, however, was the famous social psycholo-
gist Gordon Allport, whose book The Nature of Prejudice (first published in
1954) has continued to influence the field long after his death.17 Allport treated
prejudice as “an antipathy based on faulty and inflexible generalization. It may
be felt or expressed. It may be directed toward a group or an individual of that
group.”18 When Allport wrote, racial stereotyping tended to be condemned as
a kind of personality defect, but he was the first to argue the somewhat
disturbing point that racism may arise from processes which reflect the
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“normal” workings of human cognition. “The human mind must think with the
aid of categories,” Allport insisted. “Once formed, categories are the basis for
normal prejudgment. We cannot possibly avoid this process. Orderly living
depends upon it.”19 On the one hand he was instrumental in developing the
cognitive approach to prejudice, but Allport also advocated the old-fashioned
view of prejudice as “fundamentally irrational hatred, born of ignorance and
the ego-defensive maneuvers of people with weak personality structures,” as
Dovidio and his colleagues point out.20 He also stressed the role of emotional
and motivational factors in prejudice, something that has enabled generations
of scholars to take different points of departure from his work.

Later researchers have built upon the cognitive dimension of Allport’s analy-
sis in particular, although they have of course sometimes deviated from his
arguments.21 Allport assumed, as have others, that the presence of stereotypes
inevitably leads to prejudiced attitudes.22 The example we gave above regarding
Pakistani landlords in Great Britain, for instance, suggests that just having a
stereotype in our heads—whether of Pakistanis, landlords, or both—inevitably
leads to prejudice. The work of Patricia Devine suggests that this is not the
case, however, since stereotyping does not necessarily lead to prejudice or dis-
criminatory views. Interestingly, she finds that prejudiced and unprejudiced
individuals possess racial stereotypes, but that nonprejudiced people mentally
suppress these stereotypes, while the prejudiced do not.23 This might explain,
or at least throw some light upon, the ambivalent ideas many people have
towards race.

Although this is admittedly an anecdotal application of Devine’s work, con-
sider for a moment the views of the man who probably did most within
American government to end discrimination towards African-Americans,
Lyndon Johnson. While LBJ grasped the necessity for the Civil Rights Act of
1964 as a moral issue, he also frequently referred to black people as “niggers”
in private (on one occasion, in front of Roger Wilkins, a black historian and
journalist then working as Assistant Attorney General). This suggests that
Johnson—coming from the “old South,” where racial discrimination had been
a way of life for him—may have come to suppress racial stereotypes in his head
much of the time, but that such thoughts were so instinctive that they often just
“popped out” in his private speech patterns. Russell Fazio and his colleagues
suggest that Devine’s model only applies to some individuals, on the other
hand.24 There are indeed individuals who possess negative stereotypes but
suppress them, they find, as well as individuals who appear to have no qualms
about negative feelings toward black people, but there are also individuals who
appear to possess no negative stereotypes of African-Americans at all. Fazio
and his colleagues label this group the “truly nonprejudiced.”25

Jon Hurwitz and Mark Peffley note that racial stereotypes have enormously
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important consequences, since they influence public attitudes towards crime
and the punitive nature of many anti-crime policies.26 Equally, however, they
note that people do not always rely on stereotypes, and they draw on the
cognitive literature to examine where and when white stereotypes of African-
Americans affect perceptions and policies. Noting that people do sometimes
rely upon stereotypes or schemas—a form of “ ‘top-down’ processing” which
is relatively easy to do since it requires minimal cognitive effort—they add that
on other occasions we process information in a “bottom-up” style; in other
words, people do sometimes engage in the effort of processing the information
at hand on its own merits.27

In the case of racial stereotypes, people rely upon these when the stereo-
types seem to “fit” the situation, and in particular where there is no attenuating
information which would lead someone to treat a case “bottom up,” or on its
own merits. As Hurwitz and Peffley put it,

when the attributes of the individual target easily fit the global category,
stereotypes are convenient and powerful heuristics. When individuating
information clearly contradicts the stereotype, however (such as when an
African-American criminal is described as making a serious effort to
reform himself ) the group image becomes less relevant.28

They find for instance that when whites are asked to estimate the probability
that a given black male committed a crime, they are more likely to see the
black person as “guilty” when given no further information about him (so that
cognitively most people “fit” him into the broader social stereotype) than they
are when told that the black person is a model member of society (so that
people apply the individuating information instead of the stereotype). As we
shall see, some interesting support indirectly confirming this argument has
come from some of the work which uses fMRI techniques to measure racial
attitudes and responses.

Affective Approaches

Treating prejudice in the cognitive tradition—that is, as a “normal” aspect of
how human beings reason—may seem odd to you, and in an example like this
the “naive science” of prejudiced individuals is plainly very naive indeed. A
more telling problem with the standard cognitive approach, however, is that by
itself it is incomplete, not least because racism obviously implies more than this
kind of cold categorization (a common criticism of many early cognitive
approaches which we discussed in Chapter 9). Racial prejudice also obviously
involves strongly emotional processes as well as mere categorization.29
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A large and growing body of work within social psychology has recently
examined the emotional bases of stereotyping and prejudice, as well as the
ways in which these factors might interact with cold cognitive ones.30 Although
much of her work previously focused on the cold cognitive aspects of social
behavior, political and social psychologist Susan Fiske (for instance) has more
recently come to focus on the “hot” or emotional side of this topic. In a meta-
analysis of fifty years of studies on racial prejudice and bias (co-authored with
her colleagues Cara Talaska and Shelly Chaiken), Fiske found that emotions are
better predictors of behavior than negative stereotypes and other beliefs;
indeed, emotional prejudices predict discriminatory behaviors with far more
accuracy than the latter, she and her colleagues discover:31

The central role of emotions and the diminished role of beliefs suggest
that people may recruit beliefs as a post-hoc justification for their own
emotion-driven behavior. A person has an aversion response (disgust),
avoids sitting next to a racial outgroup member on the subway, notices the
behavior, and justifies it. More seriously, an employer responds with
pride to an ingroup candidate and with ambivalence (pity, resentment)
or even contempt to an outgroup candidate, and the employment results
are clear.32

Fiske and her associates concede, however, that it is difficult to measure
emotions scientifically. The study of racism is one of those areas of political
psychology where we might expect the methods of neuroscience to bring
particular dividends, however, not least because (a) racism is increasingly being
characterized as a primarily emotional response, (b) fMRI techniques are
particularly suited to the measuring of emotions, and (c) some approaches—
for instance, the symbolic racism perspective we shall examine later in this
chapter—argue that racism has simply “gone underground” since the 1960s. If
we cannot expect people to tell us honestly what they think about racial ques-
tions face-to-face, in questionnaires or over the phone, perhaps neural imaging
can be used to reveal our conscious and unconscious emotions about the topic.
There is a sense that many of the standard approaches to racism “black box” the
individual, focusing on overt attitudes as measured by survey data rather than
looking at the mental processes through which decisions about race are made.

In fact, imaging has already produced some preliminary results of substantial
interest concerning the ways in which we view social outgroups. Lasana Harris
and Susan Fiske have shown that people respond with disgust when viewing
photographs of such groups, for instance, and their work is especially interest-
ing because it suggests that we can effectively “see” processes like dehumaniza-
tion at work in the human brain.33 In their study, subjects were shown a large
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number of photographs of different social groups (including Olympic athletes
and drug addicts), as well as images of objects (including the Space Shuttle and
an overflowing toilet) designed to elicit the emotions of pride, envy, pity, or
disgust.

A pretest was conducted in order to determine which emotion best
“matched” each photograph. Using imaging, the authors then compared activ-
ity in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) of the brain to determine whether
the students accurately chose the correct emotion illustrated by the picture.
The mPFC is activated only when we engage in social cognition, such as when
we think about ourselves or other human beings. When viewing a picture
representing people who were regarded as “disgusting”—in this case, drug
addicts and the homeless—though, no significant mPFC brain activity was
recorded; only the amygdala—one of the most “primitive” parts of the
brain, often associated (as we saw in Chapter 11) with fear or disgust—was
activated. This suggests that while individuals may recognize at a conscious
level that they are looking at pictures of human beings, unconsciously our
brains process images of extreme social outgroups as if we are looking at
unpleasant inanimate objects like an overflowing toilet. Harris and Fiske infer
that the absence of mPFC activity while viewing pictures of extreme outgroups
shows that “people dehumanize these groups, not perceiving them as human to
the same extent that they perceive in-groups or moderate out-groups as fully
human.”34

This work is broadly consistent with other neuroscientific work which has
been done specifically on emotional prejudice and race. The results of Allen
Hart and his colleagues “are consistent with the notion that the amygdala might
be sensitive to learned racial stereotypes or participate in their development.”35

In an especially interesting comparative study, Elizabeth Phelps and her
colleagues showed white subjects faces of both known and unknown black
individuals. When the white subjects viewed unknown black faces, strong
amygdala activity suggested “an unconscious negative anti-Black or pro-White
evaluation.”36 However, when the subjects were shown faces of familiar and
generally well regarded black faces—such as images of Martin Luther King,
Muhammad Ali, and Denzel Washington—little or no amygdala activity
occurred. This suggests strong independent support for Hurwitz and Peffley’s
conclusion that people use individuating information when confronted with
individuals who contradict the common social stereotype, but resort to that
stereotype when no compensating individuating information is provided.

Matthew Lieberman and his colleagues, moreover, find that negative stereo-
types of African-Americans are shared by blacks themselves. Using both white
and black subjects, they find that greater amygdala activity occurs in both races
when shown images of (unknown) black faces.37 While the possibility exists
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that both races are responding simply to the novelty of the faces—something
which can also cause the amygdala to become activated—Lieberman and his
colleagues argue that this is probably the result of learned social stereotypes.
“Although no single study can conclusively address this issue, the present study
suggests that the amygdala activity typically associated with race-related pro-
cessing may be a reflection of culturally learned negative associations regarding
African-American individuals.”38 This conclusion receives independent support
in the work of Sniderman and Piazza, who also find using survey data that many
blacks share the negative views of whites.39

As Ralph Adolphs notes, “the role of the amygdala in processing information
about race is still unclear,” and much work remains to be done in this area.40

Others regions of the brain are activated as well when making judgments about
race, as practically all the work done to this point illustrates, and all the caveats
about fMRI techniques as a measure of political phenomena already discussed
apply here. Ongoing work by political scientist Darren Schreiber in this area,
moreover, suggests just how complex this area of investigation is.41 Neverthe-
less, promising new avenues of research are being opened up as this book goes
to press.

Situationist Theories

As noted above, dispositionist theories—particularly personality theories—do
not seem especially suited to explaining why entire groups or regions would
express racist sentiments and/or practice discrimination, so situationist theor-
ies of racism have been just as popular in accounting for racial prejudices as
dispositionist ones, if not more so. Of these, two approaches (both of which we
have seen already) seem especially noteworthy; however, the literature has
highlighted notable problems with each.

As we saw in the previous chapter, realistic conflict theory has been used
to try to account for ethnic conflict, but it has also been employed in the effort
to explain racism within a single society. As we saw in the last chapter with our
discussion of the “Robbers’ Cave” experiment, this approach treats conflict
between groups (racial or otherwise) as revolving around the competition for
scarce resources. It also treats politics as a zero-sum game: this is a situation in
which by definition what one side wins, the other loses. As with children on a
see-saw, when one side goes up the other must come down (and vice versa).
This is a situationist theory in the sense that where one is located within the
group structure of society largely determines one’s outlook. Drawing on
Herbert Blumer’s early work on the importance of group position, Lawrence
Bobo has applied this to the analysis of racism. In his best known article
from this perspective, Bobo focuses on white opposition to busing in the
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United States.42 He argues that for realistic conflict theory to “work” as
a theory of racial conflict, busing and other affirmative action measures
need not represent an immediate or objective threat to the interests of whites;
all that is necessary is that whites and blacks perceive their interests as being
in conflict with one another. Taking the position that previous definitions of
interests have been too restrictive, Bobo argues that “racial attitudes reflect the
existing economic, social, and political relationships between black and white
Americans, in other words, the real features of group relations and conflict”
[my italics].43

There are some problems with this approach as applied to racism, however.
First of all, it is not so clear that race relations in many countries actually do
represent a zero-sum game in the sense of a real competition over scarce
resources. In a land of abundant economic resources such as the United States,
for example, the conflict appears far more symbolic than real, a criticism which
helped lead to the formation of the symbolic racism school in the United States
(discussed below). Moreover, reconceptualizing interests as something subject-
ive—as Bobo does—may tear the heart out of realistic conflict theory, since
racial conflicts may be patently “unrealistic.” Secondly, as noted in the previous
chapter, Henri Tajfel and his colleagues have shown that it is not necessary for
there to be real or meaningful conflicts over resources for ingroup bias or
favoritism to occur.

Social identity theory, also described in Chapter 13, can readily be applied to
the study of racism as well. While there are different approaches to this theory,
the reader will recall that in Henri Tajfel’s model individuals are strongly
motivated to identify with the ingroup because this bolsters self-esteem. For
this reason, we try to identify with high status groups, and it is this basic
motivational need that leads us to favor members of our ingroup and to
discriminate against members of the outgroup. This favoritism can occur
wholly in the absence of any “rational” justification which would make it more
understandable to others, since mere categorization itself—even into meaning-
less, artificially created categories—can produce ingroup favoritism and dis-
crimination against outgroups. This kind of theory would appear to explain
racial hostility well, since racial differences—though only skin-deep—are well
understood by all members of a society in which such cleavages exist and are
immediately identifiable. Moreover, since many individuals even in a multi-
ethnic state may have only minor contact with racial outgroups, this situation
seems to meet the conditions of the “minimal group paradigm.”44

James Gibson has seriously questioned the applicability of group identity as
an explanation for racial conflict and intolerance, however.45 He selects South
Africa during the apartheid era as an “easiest-case-to-prove” for Tajfel and
Turner’s theoretical claims. Gibson notes with plausibility that
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if Social Identity Theory is ever to be useful for understanding group
relations, it is in countries like South Africa, where group identities and
differences are quite salient, and have not only been socially constructed
and manipulated over long periods of time, but where they were also
rigidly codified within the laws of the apartheid state.46

Somewhat surprisingly, he finds that

most aspects of group identities are unrelated to interracial tolerance. For
instance, blacks and whites more strongly attached to their ingroup are no
less tolerant of people of the opposite race. Being able to identify a group
with which one negatively associates does not predict levels of interracial
tolerance.

Put more simply, just by knowing that an individual favors their own racial
group—in this case, white or black—does not make them correspondingly
likely to disfavor the other group. Using a variety of measures, Gibson concludes
that it would be “difficult indeed” to conclude from his data that social identity
theory explains levels of tolerance between blacks and whites.47 While Gibson
concedes that his results may be an artifact of the timing of his study—South
Africa is currently in a state of flux—it is likely that cross-cutting cleavages
(for instance, the rise of a black middle class) may be reducing the impact of
racial group identities in the country. Put differently, it is not people’s proxim-
ity to their ingroup that allows them to tolerate people of other races, but an
increase in the diversity of society that appears to encourage tolerance.

Are Americans Still Racist?

The theories we have discussed to this point have broad applicability, both
in the sense that most are general theories of intergroup conflict (not simply
theories of why racism occurs, per se) and in the geographical sense that they
may readily be applied to countries other than the United States. Some theories
are more uniquely “American,” however, in that they focus on explaining
racism within a U.S. context rather than attempting to explain its existence as a
wider phenomenon. Two such theories are the symbolic racism and principled
conservatism approaches.

Symbolic Racism or New Racism

This approach to understanding racism is particularly associated with David
Sears and his colleagues, and it focuses in particular on negative affect among
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whites towards blacks. Looking at the beliefs of ordinary Americans and the
ways in which these have changed over the years with regard to race, Sears
and others argue that racism as a set of beliefs has in a sense “gone under-
ground” in the United States. Because it is no longer socially acceptable to
express overtly racist views, racism has changed in subtle ways that are often
not recognized. As Sniderman and his colleagues summarize it, according to
this position:

Racial prejudice is now regarded as undesirable, so people favor disguised,
indirect ways to express it. They will not say that they are opposed to
blacks getting help from government because they are black; they will
instead say they are opposed because blacks are not making a genuine
effort to solve their own problems—the kind of effort everyone should
make.48

The racism which persists is not the racism of the “old” American South,
segregation, Jim Crow, and former Alabama Governor George Wallace, but it
is racism of a rather more covert sort. The new, symbolic racism combines
anti-black affect with traditional American values, especially individualism.49

Principled Conservatism

If Sears has been the chief standard bearer for the symbolic racism approach,
Paul Sniderman and his colleague Donald Kinder have been especially import-
ant advocates of a rival approach, sometimes termed the “principled objection”
or “politics-as-usual” model. Sniderman and his colleagues argue that oppos-
ition to affirmative action policies such as busing does not in and of itself
demonstrate “racism.”50 While they do not dispute the idea that racism is
still prevalent, opposition to affirmative action more likely represents oppos-
ition to the racial policies liberals have pursued since the days of Lyndon
Johnson. As Jeremy Wood notes, to prove their symbolic racism thesis Kinder
and Sears “must show that negative affect toward blacks has a role in motivating
many whites’ opposition to liberal racial policies.” Supporters of the symbolic
racism view believe that this is in fact the case; opponents like Sniderman
believe that by and large it is not. The whole debate thus hinges on questions
of motivation.51 As already noted, supporters of this view are also troubled
by the apparently non-falsifiable nature of the symbolic racism approach.
If people are reluctant to express their racist views openly, how can we know
whether, deep down, they are racist or not?
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Tolerance and Intolerance

Another (somewhat related but rather broader) way of looking at the issue of
how people treat outgroups is to examine levels of general political tolerance
within a society. As with other issues, the study of this topic within political
science has been especially well developed in the United States, though a
growing number of cross-national comparisons exist. The basic pattern that
researchers have uncovered repeatedly across time is that while most Americans
express support for political tolerance in the abstract, when confronted with
actual cases which involve individuals who are perceived as violating con-
ventional norms, many Americans are somewhat less tolerant.52 In order to
measure tolerance, it obviously will not do to examine our attitudes towards
groups that we like; the essence of tolerance resides in a willingness to live
alongside individuals and ideas of whom we disapprove. This kind of definition
derives from Voltaire’s famous statement, “I detest your views, but am pre-
pared to die for your right to express them.” While a tolerant individual need
not go this far—this might be described as a form of extreme tolerance—he or
she should be able to at least “put up” with political ideas and behaviors that
sharply differ from their own.

The classic study on this topic was conducted by the sociologist Samuel
Stouffer in 1954, the results from which were related in his book Communism,
Conformity and Civil Liberties.53 In the summer of 1954, Stouffer and his assistants
polled a representative sample of the American population to find out how
tolerant the average U.S. citizen was, and specifically how the average American
viewed nonconformist behavior (especially attitudes towards Communists).
The results he obtained would make him famous, since as John Sullivan, James
Piereson, and George Marcus note, his findings were “disturbing” to many:

Substantial majorities said that an admitted communist should not be
permitted to speak publicly, or to teach in high schools or colleges, or,
indeed, to work as a clerk in a store. Majorities also agreed that commun-
ists should have their citizenship revoked, that books written by commun-
ists should be taken out of public libraries, that the government should
have the authority to tap personal telephone conversations to acquire
evidence against communists, and that admitted communists should be
thrown in jail.54

Most respondents were intolerant of socialists and atheists as well, though
not to the same degree as in the case of Communists. Stouffer’s study was
conducted during the McCarthy era, a period in which the average American
was supposedly less tolerant than in previous or later eras. This would lead us
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to expect that people in the United States are more tolerant now. To what
extent is this actually the case, however?

The answer to this question is not as clear-cut as it might appear, since it
depends to a considerable extent on how one measures tolerance. In a study
which has become almost as well known as Stouffer’s original one, Sullivan,
Piereson, and Marcus set out in the early 1980s to examine what, if anything,
had changed in the intervening period, and their conclusion was essen-
tially “not much.”55 They argue that while people felt less threatened by Com-
munists by the early 1980s than they had in the early 1950s—so that more
people were prepared to grant basic civil liberties to them—most Americans
were not more tolerant, since the focus had simply shifted to other groups. In
other words, the context or primary targets of intolerance had changed, but
not the degree of intolerance. In order to measure intolerance, they argue, we
must logically focus on studying those who say they dislike a particular group,
and in order not to prejudge the issue, they allowed respondents to select their
own “least liked” groups rather than simply focusing on Communists. When we
do this, they find, levels of tolerance have not appreciably changed since the
Stouffer study.

Paul Sniderman and his colleagues come to a quite different conclusion, on
the other hand.56 They consider the Sullivan study “imaginative, but possibly
misleading.”57 The main reason they give is that that while it is obvious why
one would want to study the tolerance of individuals towards groups that they
dislike—it is easy to “tolerate” groups that we identify with—measuring tole-
rance and intolerance this way probably underestimates just how tolerant most
Americans have become. For instance, it is surely not the case that the only
people who can be regarded as “tolerant” towards African-Americans are those
who say that they dislike African Americans. We should also include those who
are merely indifferent to black people, and even those who say they like black
Americans, Sniderman and his colleagues stress.58 Again, determining the
degree of tolerance that exists within a society is dependent on how one
measures tolerance, though it has to be said that the paradigm proposed by
Sullivan and his colleagues remains the conventional wisdom in the study of
this topic.

In the wake of 9/11, what evidence exists that Muslims have become the
“new Communists”? While as one might expect there is evidence of some
intolerance towards Muslims since 9/11 (and indeed, before that date), it does
not at present compare with the hostility towards Communists which Stouffer
found in the 1950s. While we cannot directly compare the data since the
question wordings between the two periods differ markedly, we are not
observing the kind of generalized levels of hostility towards Muslims that were
captured with regard to Communists by Stouffer. Data indicate that negative
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views of Muslims have varied widely across different opinion polls since 9/11,
which seems to indicate the absence of clear or solid preferences on this issue.
Moreover, when Muslim Americans were polled in a May 2007 Pew Research
Center study, as many Muslims reported being the beneficiary of positive
support from non-Muslims as reported being the victim of discrimination or
intolerance because of their faith: 33 percent reported being either treated
with suspicion, called offensive names, singled out by police or physically
attacked or threatened, but 32 percent (almost the same figure) said that
someone had expressed support for them. Moreover, in the same survey self-
reported acts of intolerance towards African-Americans were notably higher
than those for Muslim Americans (46 percent reported being subject to at least
one of the measures of intolerance noted above).59

The difference may be at least partially attributable to differing elite
behavior in the 1950s and 2000s. James Gibson contends that much of the
intolerance of the McCarthyite era may have been driven by elites rather than
ordinary Americans.60 In the 1950s, it was very common for foreign policy
elites in the United States to portray communism as an undifferentiated
menace—“a commie is a commie”—while since 9/11 the Bush administration
has repeatedly differentiated moderate Muslims from extreme Islamists, or
those who are often misleadingly labeled as “fundamentalists.”61 If, as V.O. Key
thought, the voice of the people is “but an echo chamber,” then the relatively
high levels of intolerance observed towards Communists witnessed in the
1950s and relatively low levels towards Muslims seen now may both simply
reflect the kind of messages being conveyed by elites.

The reaction of ordinary Americans to 9/11 also shows, perhaps, how
difficult it is to sustain a purely situationist position on the issue of tolerance. It
is not the mere existence of an “objective” threat that feeds intolerance of
outgroups, but our perceptions of the nature of that threat; to go back to the
analogy used in Chapter 1, different individuals vary in the degree to which
they believe that “the building is on fire,” and hence differ in their willingness
to countenance taking civil liberties away from Muslim Americans and other
groups. Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that there is some evidence of intoler-
ance in the United States towards Muslims, or what some refer to as “Islamo-
phobia.” A Cornell University poll conducted in 2004 found, for example, that
27 percent of American respondents believed that Muslims should be required
to register their whereabouts with the federal government, 26 percent said that
mosques should be placed under close surveillance, 22 percent believed
that federal agencies should target individuals from Islamic or Middle Eastern
background and 29 percent agreed that Muslim civic associations should
be infiltrated by federal agents to keep watch on their activities. Moreover,
44 percent of those polled believed that at least one of these restrictions should
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be placed on the civil liberties of Muslim Americans.62 While these numbers
do not come close to the sizeable majority who would deny Communists the
right to speak in Stouffer’s study,63 these are still disturbing figures in a
developed democracy. Erik Nisbet and his colleagues find that political con-
servatives and those who express strong support for Christian religious values
are a good deal more likely to support restricting the civil liberties of Muslims
than are other groups.64

Conclusion

From Stouffer on, most of the literature on political tolerance has been disposi-
tionist. The studies by both Stouffer (rigidity, authoritarianism, optimism) and
Sullivan and his colleagues (psychological insecurity, dogmatism, lack of trust)
found that tolerance was associated with certain enduring personality charac-
teristics, for instance. George Marcus, John Sullivan, and their colleagues have
recently continued this tradition with an analysis of the factors that affect our
decision-making about tolerance judgments in their book With Malice Toward
Some.65 Their perspective focuses on the role of emotion in decision-making
and is similarly dispositionist in the sense that it stresses the ways in which
people may respond differently to the same informational environment around
them. “We use the term individual differences to denote the idea that people may
differ in how they make tolerance judgments and in how they process con-
temporary information,” Marcus and his associates note. “People differ in the
predispositions and standing decisions they hold, and these standing decisions
may then affect the extent to which they are tolerant or intolerant.”66 For
instance, people vary in their levels of political knowledge and expertise, how
and to what extent they process new information, and so on. Decisions about
tolerance, they argue, are ultimately the result of a mixture of factors: long-
standing predispositions learned early on in life, beliefs about democratic
values, and specific information about the case in hand.
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The Psychology of Terrorism

The psychological study of terrorism, it is fair to say, remains very much in its
infancy. As Rex Hudson notes:

In contrast with political scientists and sociologists, who are interested in
the political and social contexts of terrorist groups, the relatively few psy-
chologists who study terrorism are primarily interested in the micro-level
of the individual terrorist or terrorist group. The psychological approach
is concerned with the study of terrorists per se, their recruitment and
induction into terrorist groups, their personalities, beliefs, attitudes,
motivations, and careers as terrorists.1

As we shall see in this chapter, this topic also throws our distinction between
dispositionist and situationist theories into sharp relief. For many years,
researchers have looked in vain for what John Horgan terms “the terrorist
personality.”2 However, after many years of reliance on theories that emphasize
the “peculiarity” or “psychological abnormality” of terrorists, it is now rather
more fashionable to view terrorism the way a situationist like Stanley Milgram
would view genocide; that is, as predominantly a product of the environmental
circumstances surrounding the individual, rather than of the personal attributes
of the terrorist.

Most analysts today think there is no single terrorist personality. Moreover,
there is a growing consensus around the argument that political extremists
in general are in many ways “normal” (that is, not insane), although they are
obviously heavily driven by an ideology which “justifies” their actions. After
reviewing the older dispositionist literature and approaches such as frustration–
aggression and narcissism–aggression theory, we shall examine more cutting-
edge approaches such as the process model of John Horgan, which takes a
more situationist approach but also blends the dispositions of the individual
into the analysis. Reinforcing this with what we know about suicide terrorism,
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we shall conclude that terrorism is such a complex phenomenon that it cannot
be traced to either dispositionist or situationist factors alone, but that a satisfac-
tory explanation of the phenomenon must incorporate both.

What is Terrorism?

As a concept, “terrorism” is notoriously loaded with value judgments, so much
so that the phrase “one person’s terrorist is another’s freedom fighter” has
almost become a cliché. A useful starting point is the definition given by the
celebrated expert on terrorism, Brian Jenkins:

What sets terrorism apart from other violence is this: terrorism consists
of acts carried out in a dramatic way to attract publicity and create an
atmosphere of alarm that goes far beyond the actual victims. Indeed, the
identity of the victims is often secondary or irrelevant to the terrorists
who aim their violence at the people watching. This distinction between
actual victims and a target audience is the hallmark of terrorism and
separates it from other modes of armed conflict. Terrorism is theater.3

Terrorism differs from mass killing or genocide in that the latter focus on
killing an entire group, while terrorism focuses on killing only a few to influ-
ence a much wider audience. Hitler and the Nazis sought to exterminate the
Jews, just as the Hutus later sought to kill all Tutsis in Rwanda. Similarly, in
most murders the intended victim is usually the actual target. This is certainly
not true of terrorism, however, in which the true target is the wider population.
Terrorists are attempting to communicate a message to some broader group of
individuals, and in that sense those whom they kill are incidental to their cause.

When analysts have attempted to understand the actions of terrorists using
psychological models, they have traditionally drawn upon a variety of psycho-
analytic theories. Frustration–aggression theory, narcissistic rage theory, and
other psychoanalytically rooted explanations have frequently been offered to
explain why people become terrorists.4 The work of terrorism expert Jerrold
Post, for instance, has especially contributed to this literature.5 All of these
approaches, as we shall see in this chapter, are strongly dispositionist in
character.

Frustration–Aggression Theory

One dispositionist theory that has long been popular in explaining terrorism—
and political violence in general—is frustration–aggression theory. First
developed by John Dollard and his colleagues in their book Frustration and
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Aggression in the late 1930s, this approach is simple and straightforward.6 It
argues that aggression occurs when an individual’s goals are frustrated or
blocked. Dollard argues, moreover, that frustration always leads to aggression,
and aggression is always the result of frustration. Applied to terrorism, the
terrorist act is a form of “displacement,” an argument which wears its Freudian
or psychoanalytic roots on its sleeve. Imagine that you have just lost your job.
You are in a bad mood, and you come home and kick the family dog. The dog
has done nothing to deserve this unkind fate, but your aggression is displaced
onto the unfortunate animal. In similar fashion, the theory suggests, terrorism
is aggression displaced onto another object. The abnormal personalities of
terrorists stemming from their personal frustration with their own lives, it is
argued, lead them to engage in acts of extreme violence against others.

Frustration of one’s goals does seem to play an obvious role in terrorist
activity, especially where the political makeup of the state allows no other outlet
for “normal” political activity. Moreover, there is some support for this approach
in the literature. A famous study of terrorists in 1981 in what was then West
Germany, for instance, found that many of the subjects had experienced per-
sonal difficulties in their earlier life. About one-quarter, the study found, had
lost a parent in their childhood years. It is plausible to assume that losing a parent
creates resentment or a sense of inadequacy which needs some sort of outlet.
Since most children have two living parents, being a child with only one might be
one way in which frustration towards the outside world develops. Nevertheless,
there are difficulties involved when moving from the individual level, the level
at which frustration–aggression theory operates, to the social or group one.
This is because—as we saw in Chapter 6—groups are not simply aggregations
of individuals; frequently, the group dynamic exerts its own impact on
behavior, altering the decisions that an individual might make alone. This is also
a problem that besets the next two approaches we will examine here.

Narcissism–Aggression Theory

The term “narcissist” comes from the Greek legend of Narcissus, a beautiful
youth who is said to have fallen in love with his own reflected image. There is
probably a little bit of narcissism—or at least vanity—in all of us, since it plays a
role in maintaining self-esteem. Some scholars, however—most notably Rich-
ard Pearlstein in his The Mind of the Political Terrorist, John Crayton and Jerrold
Post—have suggested that narcissism in its extreme form provides a plausible
explanation for terrorist activity.7 The narcissist is deeply convinced of his or her
own importance and significance in the world. Unfortunately for such indi-
viduals, their exalted self-image is very often not shared by others. According to
this theory, this can produce narcissistic rage and aggression. As Hudson puts it:
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Basically, if primary narcissism in the form of the “grandiose self” is not
neutralized by reality testing, the grandiose self produces individuals who
are sociopathic, arrogant, and lacking in regard for others. Similarly, if the
psychological form of the “idealized parental ego” is not neutralized by
reality testing, it can produce a condition of helpless defeatism, and narcis-
sistic defeat can lead to reactions of rage and a wish to destroy the source
of narcissistic injury.8

Again, there is some evidence to support this claim. The 1981 West German
study sparked interest in this theory, since in addition to the findings already
noted, supporters of the narcissistic rage theory found evidence that many of the
terrorists had experienced major setbacks in their personal lives (for instance,
performing poorly at school). Analysts like Post conclude that terrorism results
from the rage and damage to self-esteem that such failure induces.

Psychoanalytic/Freudian Accounts

While the previous two theories are derived from psychoanalytic roots, other
(rather “purer”) forms of this approach have been offered in the literature as
explanations of terrorism. As we have already seen in previous chapters, Freud
argued that humans are motivated by a variety of motives of which they are
often unaware themselves (they are “unconscious”). These desires are often
repressed because they are socially unacceptable. One of these is the Oedipal
complex, a stage of psychosexual development which Freud identified in child-
hood where the child comes to see the father as an adversary and competitor
for the mother’s love. When this conflict is not successfully resolved, it can
lead to various problems in later life.

In his analysis of the terrorists Hans-Joachim Klein and Carlos the Jackal,
Konrad Kellen argues that conscious or unconscious hatred of the father led
each to rebel against authority or “father figures,” ultimately by violence. Less
consciously, their turn to terrorism was merely the externalization into public
life of this private struggle (an argument which recalls in some ways Lasswell’s
famous characterization of the “political personality” in general).9 Other fol-
lowers of Freud such as Eric Erikson have developed “negative identity” theory,
in which unresolved personal struggles and the failure to integrate one’s per-
sonality lead to profound psychological difficulties in later life. Jeanne Knutson
applies this approach in her analysis of a Croatian terrorist who, in Hudson’s
words,

was disappointed by the failure of his aspiration to attain a university educa-
tion, and as a result assumed a negative identity by becoming a terrorist.
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Negative identity involves a vindictive rejection of the role regarded as
desirable and proper by an individual’s family and community.10

This approach sounds like frustration–aggression theory, and there is a point
at which these various (very similar) theories blend into one another.

Problems With These Theories

As appealing as they may seem initially, there are various problems with all of
these theories as explanations of terrorist activity, and in recent years the value
of psychoanalytic and other personality-based approaches to understanding the
psychology of terrorism has increasingly been called into question.11 One issue
already noted relates to the questionable “leap” that must be made when
moving from the analysis of particular individuals to the level of the group.
Another issue relates to the fact that all of the above theories have pretty much
fallen out of favor within the broader study of psychology. If they are no longer
considered credible by many psychologists, why does their use persist within
the study of terrorism and social science generally? While we should not
automatically question their value of this ground alone—after all, the fate of
academic theories rises and falls over time—there are still other, more prac-
tical reasons why many who study the psychology of terrorism have become
discontented with these approaches.

The first has to do with the problem of psychological reductionism we have
encountered before in work such as that of James David Barber: the temptation
to reduce complex social and political phenomena to oversimplified psycho-
logical formulae. Advocates of all of these theories may themselves be academic
victims of what supporters of attribution theory (as we saw in Chapter 9) term
the fundamental attribution error. Readers will recall that this involves the ten-
dency to overestimate the extent to which the behavior of the “other”—in this
case, terrorists—is shaped by their dispositions rather than the circumstances
they face.

A second problem common to all these theories is that they strongly suggest
that terrorists are somehow mentally “abnormal.” These theories assume that
“abnormal acts” are necessarily carried out by “abnormal individuals.” Like an
increasing number of terrorist experts, however, Horgan and others strongly
reject a mental disorder approach; though we lack sufficient access to real
terrorists to make reliable diagnoses, what evidence we have suggests that most
terrorists are psychologically normal and certainly not insane. Horgan argues
that while psychoanalytic approaches uniformly stress the role of psychopathy
in shaping the personality of terrorists, “there is poor evidence for the principle
that psychopathy is an element of the psychology of terrorist organizations.”12
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Similarly, Andrew Silke suggests that writers who claim that terrorists are in
some way psychologically “abnormal” have usually had the least amount of
contact with actual terrorists, while those who argue the opposite tend to have
had considerable interaction with terrorists.13 This makes sense when we think
about it; since terrorist organizations rely on a high degree of organization,
secrecy, and self-discipline, they appear to weed out insane individuals who
might jeopardize these requirements.

Third—in related vein to the second problem—the evidence that a single
“terrorist personality” exists must be regarded as exceptionally weak. Horgan
regards the methodological approaches of those who claim to have uncovered
such a single personality as “pitiful.”14 What studies there have been on this issue
come to different conclusions (e.g. the West German study), and much research
has found that terrorists in fact display no special character traits that distinguish
them consistently from “ordinary” members of the population. The competing
diagnoses and results that emerged from that study in and of themselves seem to
undermine the claims made by the various theories. On the other hand, we do
have evidence that many terrorists frequently find it difficult to kill and that
their victims are incidental to the ends they are attempting to pursue.

A fourth problem—which is perhaps clearest in the case of narcissism–
aggression theory—is that they may be victims of what social scientists call the
“fallacy of composition.” This is the failure to study the broader population in
which a group is situated, and a tendency to obsess on the characteristics of the
group itself. Narcissism, for instance, is probably rather common within the
general population, but not all narcissists adopt the lifestyle of the terrorist, by
any means. Rex Hudson, for instance, notes that many of the traits attributed
to terrorists as causes of their activities are also present within the general
population.15 Narcissists seem especially unlikely to become suicide terrorists,
for one thing. Hudson also questions whether terrorism is really the result
of narcissistic rage stemming from personal failure, noting that the theory
“appears to be contradicted by the increasing number of terrorists who are
well-educated professionals, such as chemists, engineers, and physicists.”16 This
is also a major problem for other theories which argue that terrorism is the exter-
nalization of frustration in one’s personal life, such as frustration–aggression
theory. Clearly, something else must be at work in the process of becoming a
terrorist that goes beyond any simple personality trait.

Finally, the obsession with personality downplays what is arguably the most
powerful terrorist motivation: ideology. What all terrorists share is a commit-
ment to some political goal, be it religious, nationalistic, or economic in nature.
The beliefs of individual terrorists may be far more important than the so far
rather fruitless search for a single terrorist personality. A focus on beliefs, more-
over, is dispositionist in nature—this is a criticism from within the dispositionist
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camp, not outside it—and so perhaps what is wrong with the existing litera-
ture is not its focus on the individual per se, but a focus on the wrong attributes
of that individual. We will expand on this point in a moment.

Situational Factors

After an atrocity like the destruction of the World Trade Center in New York
City on September 11, 2001, the Madrid train bombing on March 11, 2004, or
the London Underground bombings on July 7, 2005, there is a natural and very
human tendency to believe that the perpetrators of such acts must be insane
or “unhinged” in some way; surely no one who is psychologically similar to the
rest of us—no one whom a psychiatrist could plausible diagnose as “sane”—
could bring themselves to be responsible for such an action. Such a view of
terrorism is reinforced by television images of finger-wagging fanatics such as
Osama Bin Laden whose cause seems incomprehensible to many Westerners,
and by images of individuals such as “Unabomber” Theodore Kaczynski, whose
unkempt appearance, lifestyle, and actions suggested that he was suffering from
mental abnormalities. Equally, we are often quite surprised by images of
terrorists who look like perfectly normal, average members of society. Timothy
McVeigh, for instance, played a key role in the Oklahoma City bombing of
1995—for which he was later executed—but media images showed McVeigh
to be a clean-cut, smiling “boy next door,” the very opposite of Kaczynski. It is
tempting to conclude, as noted above, that highly abnormal actions must be
committed by highly abnormal individuals. But there are various reasons to cast
doubt on this conclusion beyond those we have already discussed.

One reason is that the literature on other forms of political extremism that
we have discussed in earlier chapters—especially that on the psychology of
genocide—suggests that situational forces can compel us to behave in ways
contrary to our own professed values. “Ordinary” or “banal men” such as Adolf
Eichmann were responsible for appalling atrocities. If psychologically normal
individuals are quite capable of committing such actions, it should come as no
surprise that equally normal individuals might be capable of committing simi-
larly outrageous atrocities in the name of some ideological cause, given the
right social inducements. Those who committed the outrages at Abu Ghraib
were similarly normal in a psychological sense, as were the subjects in the
Stanford experiment. Philip Zimbardo’s analysis of the psychology of evil in
The Lucifer Effect, though not an analysis of terrorism itself, does suggest that
there is an exceptionally thin line between right and wrong, a line that most of
us are capable of crossing far more readily that we usually assume.

A second reason to push the analysis towards situationism is that we have
some evidence that many terrorists feel that they have no choice but to commit
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terrorist acts. They feel trapped, in other words, by the situation they face, and
compelled to resort to political violence to achieve their objectives. Taylor and
Quayle found in interviews with actual terrorists that what they all have in
common is that they see themselves as acting in self-defense against an
enemy,17 and that they commonly feel that violence is “an inevitable response”
to that external threat.18 Of course, such individuals may have fallen prey to the
opposite side of the fundamental attribution error: overestimating the extent
to which one’s own actions derive from the demands of the situation. Never-
theless, it is plausible to argue that in at least some circumstances, there are few
alternatives available. In repressive political systems in particular, terrorism
may in fact be the sole course of action available to those who seek change. The
ruthless suppression of human rights in Saudi Arabia, for instance, leaves no
practical outlet for dissent but political violence. As Fareed Zakaria asks, who is
there for young people to admire in Saudi Arabia today? A corrupt, bloated
monarchy that has squandered the nation’s oil wealth, or someone who has
given up everything—including a massive family fortune—for his vision? In a
profoundly repressive society, hero figures are in short supply, but for many
young radicals Bin Laden constitutes a far more appealing role model—and his
methods seem more attractive—than anything else on offer.19

Bjorgo provides a long list of situational factors which have been identified as
“root causes” of terrorism:20

• Lack of democracy, civil liberties and the rule of law
• Failed or weak states
• Rapid modernization
• Extremist ideologies of a secular or religious nature
• Historical antecedents of political violence, civil wars, revolutions,

dictatorships, or occupation
• Hegemony and inequality of power
• Illegitimate or corrupt governments
• Powerful external actors upholding illegitimate governments
• Repression by foreign occupation or by colonial powers
• The experience of discrimination on the basis of ethnic or religious origins
• Failure or unwillingness by the state to integrate dissident groups or

emerging social classes
• The experience of social injustice
• The presence of charismatic ideological leaders
• Triggering events.

Inevitably, some of these factors probably have more impact than others. Just
as dispositions cannot be the whole story about terrorist activity, moreover, so
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situational explanations can only explain so much. Taking economic factors as
an example, it is clear that situational factors alone are insufficient to explain
why people resort to terrorist activity. It has often been noted that Wahabbi
radicalism—an especially austere form of Islamism to which Bin Laden
subscribes—for instance, is strongest in the oil-rich state of Saudi Arabia. If
poverty is the leading cause of terrorism, why have the United States and other
Western states not been attacked by individuals from impoverished sub-
Saharan Africa? As Zakaria notes,

in fact the breeding grounds of terror have been places that have seen the
greatest influxes of wealth over the last thirty years. Of the nineteen
hijackers on the four planes used in the September 11 attacks, fifteen were
from Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest petroleum exporter. It is unlikely
that poverty was at the heart of their anger.21

While some terrorist groups harbor grievances that are economic in
nature, that is certainly not the case with al-Qaeda, whose concerns are
obviously more religious and political than they are economic. Moreover,
why do only some individuals who face harsh situations respond to these in
violent fashion, while others seem to accept them as an inevitable part of
their fate?

Also, while all terrorist organizations have grievances that they use to justify
and legitimize the use of political violence, it is true that terrorist groups
frequently change those grievances over time. As Horgan puts it:

We know that terrorism can be, and often is, based on imagined or “virtual
grievances”, and whatever perceived “real” grievances are identified as
having existed at one time or another, terrorist organizations can be
remarkably adept at changing the identity and nature of such grievances,
all the while presenting them in a positive light when frequently attached
to other publicized plights.22

The grievances listed by Osama Bin Laden provide a case in point. While
his videotaped statements originally and rather prominently claimed that the
presence of U.S. troops in Saudi Arabia was an insult to Islam, the withdrawal
of those troops did not lead to any appreciable change in al-Qaeda’s public
positions or strategies; this simply produced an emphasis on the organization’s
other grievances against the United States. The broader point is that terrorist
groups are not simply passive bodies that emerge in response to some situational
factor in the environment; they frequently change and adapt even as an original
grievance diminishes.
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Horgan’s Process Model

The earlier points about the weaknesses of existing dispositionist theories and
the problems of equally simplistic situationist arguments have prompted John
Horgan to begin to develop an approach that recognizes the contributions of
both camps, a framework he calls the process model. We need to understand both
the situations that provide the general preconditions for terrorism and the dis-
positions that make particular individuals susceptible to react to these situations
by joining terrorist groups, he argues.

For Horgan, the kind of situational forces listed above are merely precondi-
tions for the emergence of terrorist activity; in other words, they are necessary
but not sufficient for terrorism to occur. For this to happen, these general
factors have to interact with certain dispositions already present in the indi-
vidual. “It can be misleading to attempt to identify the presence of unifying
catalysts events as unambiguous ‘push’ factors,” he notes. “It might be more
useful to attempt to examine how and why specific people are individually
affected and experience those events in ways that act as a catalyst towards
increased involvement.”23

Horgan admits that finding what these individual-level factors are is a dif-
ficult task, and that we lack sufficient research on some aspects of the terrorist
recruitment process to give definitive answers to this question. Nevertheless,
he suggests that the process of becoming a terrorist is typically an incremental
one—involving a series of small steps—and that a number of factors are
probably critical to the process. These include: the individual’s susceptibility to
the positive rewards that membership of a terrorist group brings (membership
of Hamas, for instance, is socially prestigious, and suicide bombers in the West
Bank attain greater status after death); membership in a group of this kind
brings the comfort of community and ideological solidarity with like-minded
individuals; respect for “role models” such as Abdullah Azzam or Bin Laden
may lead Islamic radicals to take the step into terrorist activity; social pressure
from the community and even positive conscription may play a role; and
approval from a significant other, particularly a wife or husband, may have an
impact. Determining what makes particular individuals more susceptible than
others is difficult, Horgan notes, but an individual’s existing beliefs, socializa-
tion, life experiences, and sense of dissatisfaction with life and ability to
imagine alternatives all probably play a role. Clearly, however, we need far
more appreciation than we currently possess of the group dynamics and social
forces that lead particular individuals to take the individual-level decision to
join a terrorist organization, and more understanding of what makes some
individuals take this route rather than others. Our ability to answer these
questions, sadly, remains rather primitive.
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The “Mystery” of Suicide Terrorism

Suicide terrorism may be defined relatively simply, though broad and narrow
definitions already exist in the literature. “Suicide terrorism includes a diversity
of violent actions perpetrated by people who are aware that the odds they will
return alive are close to zero,” Ami Pedahzur notes in quite a broad defini-
tion.24 Assaf Moghadam more restrictively defines it “as an operational method
in which the very success of the attack is dependent upon the death of the
perpetrator,” noting that “such a definition excludes from the present discus-
sion all attacks in which the perpetrator had a high likelihood, yet no certainty,
of dying in the course of the attack.”25 Since the second meaning is the more
conventional one, we will adopt it here, though the basic issues will remain the
same in any case.

Although the tactic itself is very old indeed, the practice of suicide bombing
is more recent, and is generally agreed to have taken off in the early 1980s,
especially after the 1983 bombing of the U.S. embassy and its marine barracks
in Beirut. Like the systematic study of the broader topic of terrorism, the study
of suicide terrorism is really only beginning to get off the ground, but we have
seen a number of books come out in recent years that address this topic from at
least a partially psychological angle.26 In the last few years a slew of docu-
mentaries have appeared on this topic as well, with titles like The Cult of the
Suicide Bomber, Inside The Mind of a Suicide Bomber, and Suicide Killers, all attempt-
ing (albeit with varying degrees of success) to probe the central causes behind
the phenomenon.

Robert Pape disputes the notion that there is any inherent connection
between suicide terrorism and radical Islamism, a connection that many people
have instinctively drawn after 9/11. Though al-Quaeda is of course one of the
groups which has and continues to practice suicide terror tactics, Pape—who
has compiled a database of suicide terror attacks from 1980 to 2003, a total
of 315 attacks in all—notes that most suicide attacks (at least historically
speaking) have been secular in inspiration rather than religious:

The data show that there is little connection between suicide terrorism
and Islamic fundamentalism, or any one of the world’s religions. In fact,
the leading instigators of suicide attacks are the Tamil-Tigers in Sri Lanka,
a Marxist-Leninist group whose members are from Hindu families but
are adamantly opposed to religion [. . . .] Rather, what nearly all suicide
terrorist attacks have in common is a specific secular and strategic goal;
to compel modern democracies to withdraw military forces from terri-
tory that the terrorists consider to be their homeland. Religion is rarely
the root cause, although it is often used as a tool by terrorist organizations
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in recruiting and in other efforts in service of the broader strategic
objective.27

How, though, are we to explain such a widespread practice? The phenom-
enon of suicide terrorism poses a “mystery” for practically all the psychological
perspectives we have examined in this book. Killing oneself in order to further
a cause seems outside the bounds even of “bounded rationality,” but it poses
difficulties for two perspectives in particular. First of all, those biopolitical
perspectives that emphasize what Richard Dawkins famously referred to as “the
selfish gene”—an approach which will be discussed in more detail in the next
chapter—find it especially difficult to account for suicide terrorism. Rushton
subscribes to “genetic similarity theory”—the theory that altruism towards
others on a similar genetic makeup has evolved to help replicate the gene
pool—and argues that “people have evolved a ‘cognitive module’ for altruistic
self-sacrifice that benefits their gene pool. In an ultimate rather than proximate
sense, suicide bombing can be viewed as a strategy to increase inclusive fit-
ness.”28 Why would the evolutionary impulse to propagate one’s genes lead
to a decision to destroy one’s own genetic makeup, however? And since the
primary purpose of such techniques is to send a political message to the
adversary, how does the killing of others help spread one’s gene pool?

The renowned terrorism expert Martha Crenshaw has suggested that much
terrorist behavior can be interpreted as a rational, instrumental response to the
situation faced and is made explicable by cost–benefit analysis.29 Nevertheless,
suicide terrorism presents a profound challenge to Homo economicus or rational
choice, for why would a rational, utility-maximizing individual choose to des-
troy one’s own life? Mohammed Hafez, for instance, has noted the profound
limitations of rationalist explanations in accounting for this phenomenon.30

On the one hand, he notes, one can construct perfectly plausible, believable
reasons why bodies like al-Qaeda and the Tamil Tigers would utilize such
techniques—suicide attacks constitute relatively inexpensive “smart bombs,”
for instance—but all of these explanations work at the organizational level.
They provide “rational” reasons why an organization would want its members
to commit such acts. On the other hand, they do not explain why particular
individuals would want to do this. Indeed, classic rational actor models suggest
that individuals will choose to “free ride” if they can derive the same benefits
from not doing something as they would from acting. As we noted early in this
book, the Homo economicus approach stresses the position that individuals select
that option that maximizes benefits relative to costs. Organizational benefits
are not enough; the personal benefits to the suicide must be seen to outweigh
the costs of “martyrdom.”

One way out of this conundrum is to assume that the individual believes that
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his or her life will not actually “end,” but that there will be heavenly rewards for
the action that ultimately outweigh the costs. This of course only works for
those who hold such beliefs, and as we have noted already, most suicide
terrorists do not. On the other hand, this seems to work for radical Islamists,
but it calls into question the whole utility of the term “rationality.” We pre-
serve the shell of instrumental rationality, but in a way that renders anything
rational that an individual happens to believe. Thus Hitler’s slaughter of the
Jews would be regarded as “rational” in this instrumental sense because it
served his belief system; to his way of thinking, the benefits far outweighed the
costs. This merely raises the question of how a supposedly rational individual
could come to assess costs and benefits in such a bizarre way, something only
Homo psychologicus can tell us much about.

Another way out of the problem, Hafez notes, is to transfer the benefits onto
family members: financial benefits and social prestige for one’s family, plus one’s
own status as a martyr after one’s death, are defined as benefits, so that benefits
can outweigh costs through this alternative route instead. But for one thing this
ignores the significant costs imposed on the martyr’s family after the suicide
attack. Family members are frequently interrogated and even arrested after-
wards. As Hafez notes, however, for Islamic bombers the motivation for suicide
must be “pure;” suicides motivated by financial considerations or fame after
death are regarded as suicide, plain and simple, and punishable by eternal
damnation.

An even more telling critique, though, is the one we have adopted all along
in this book; there is simply no compelling evidence that suggests that people
make detailed cost–benefit calculations of this kind in any sphere of political
behavior, a fact which rational choice theorists of the “let’s-assume-as-if ”
variety readily concede. It seems far more likely, as Hafez notes, that cultural,
symbolic, and religious explanations account for this form of behavior or that
the practical desire to remove foreign military forces (emphasized by Pape) is
most critical. Assuming that people do make such cost–benefit calculations
merely poses the issue of how individuals come to hold the beliefs that drive
their reasoning. Moreover, realistic cognitive and affective theories, based on
the ways that we know human beings actually reason, seem far more likely to
yield useable insights.

If neither of these approaches seems useful in accounting for suicide terror-
ism, what does explain the phenomenon? As with terrorism in general, we
probably need to avoid simplistic dispositionist explanations which attribute all
suicidal terrorist behavior to psychopathy or other personality traits, especially
theories which have been found wanting within the larger literature on terror-
ism. In this regard Assaf Moghadam has devised what is probably the best—that
is, most inclusive and comprehensive—framework for understanding suicide
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terrorism to date.31 In order to satisfactorily explain suicide terrorism, we
require a “multi-causal approach,” Moghadam maintains, since any suicide attack
is the result of variables at three levels: the individual level, the organizational
level, and the environmental level.32

The first level corresponds to dispositional factors, the second to immediate
situational factors and the third to more distant sociocultural, economic, and
political situational forces. Beginning with the individual level, Moghadam
argues that most suicide bombers are likely to have a variety of motives for their
actions. While he notes that some commentators have stressed the psychopathy
of suicide bombers—in an approach similar to those with which we began this
chapter Vamik Volkan, for instance, contends that humiliation in early life leads
to the development of “abnormal” personalities33—Moghadam sides with the
more general consensus in the literature and notes in particular that many
suicide bombers are motivated by the emotion of revenge (often after having lost
a loved one or deriving from a sense of outrage at societal injustices). This is
especially the case with both Chechen and Palestinian suicide bombers. In
religious cases, the motive of reward in the afterlife can be important, but not
of course in the secular circumstances which Pape has noted are actually more
common. Often, a broader sense of duty is the motivating factor. As Hafez has
noted, suicide bombing may derive from “a duty to one’s own values, family,
friends, community, or religion. Failure to act, consequently, is perceived as
betrayal of one’s ideals, loved ones, country, God, or sense of manhood.”34

Such motives and perceptions, of course, have to come from somewhere,
and it seems rather obvious in the case of suicide bombing that they derive from
broader situational circumstances. As Moghadam notes, “terrorist acts are
rarely carried out by individuals acting on their own, but by individuals who are
members of organizations, groups, or cells attached to a larger network.”35 The
suicide bomber needs technical expertise, financial aid, social support, assist-
ance with planning, and so on. The immediate organizational level is also
important because as we have seen already, organizational and individual
motives can and do differ. Organizations and their leaders may feel that the
costs of suicide tactics are low, or may adopt such approaches because others
have failed, because they enhance the power and visibility of the organization, or
perhaps most of all because suicide attacks are highly reported events within
international media such as CNN, drawing global attention to a group’s cause.36

Finally, the environmental level provides the general conditions that give
rise to terrorism, including that of the suicide variety (see the list by Tore
Bjorgo above for a sense of the sheer range of such factors). As Moghadam
notes, the force of particular historical, economic, social, and political forces
will obviously vary according to the situation, but there is a tendency to
overestimate the impact of simple economic factors as already noted. A similar
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point can be made about the political context. We should recognize that just as
not all poor nations produce legions of terrorists, so “not all societies under
occupation have produced suicide bombers, or else we would need to add
Tibetans, Kosovars, Cambodians and other occupied and recently occupied
groups to the growing list of suicide bombers.”37 Cultural and religious forces
may also act to prevent suicide bombing, something which is underappreciated
by most commentators. Buddhist monks in South Vietnam famously protested
the oppressive regime of No Dinh Diem by burning themselves to death, a
symbolic protest that self-consciously avoided causing the deaths of others.
Nevertheless, it is clear that in many other cases, the religious and political
context does directly give rise to societal conflict and has eventually led to
suicide terrorism, as in the West Bank and Chechnya. Common to all regions
or nations in which suicide bombing is practiced, Moghadam notes, is a “cul-
ture of martyrdom,” a set of societal mores which either allows or encourages
the taking of one’s own life as in some way noble, fearless, or heroic. As with
the dispositional factors, however, it is clear that situational forces on their own
cannot account for suicide terrorism, and Moghadam’s great contribution is to
show that suicide terrorism results from the interaction of both.

Conclusion

There is now a general consensus that terrorists—even those who take their
own lives for their cause—are psychologically normal individuals rather than
psychopaths;38 moreover, the prominence of psychoanalytical approaches
within terrorist studies renders the latter something of an anachronism
within contemporary social science, both because these theories stress the idea
of terrorist “abnormality” and because they have been widely criticized else-
where on both conceptual and methodological grounds.39 As Silke notes, “after
30 years of research all that psychologists can safely say of terrorists is that
their outstanding characteristic is their normality.”40 Logically, however, the
next step is to apply models previously utilized to understand the behavior of
normal individuals in order to understand terrorist behavior. So far, this has not
really been attempted in the established literature. As Martha Crenshaw notes,
“cognitive psychology and the use of information-processing frameworks can
provide rich insights into political behavior, including terrorism.”41 There is
still plenty of room to apply the insights of Homo psychologicus, in other words,
to the study of the psychology of terrorism.
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The Psychology of
International Relations

It would be fair to say that the development of the study of international
relations (IR) has been hampered by a common neglect of psychological
factors. As James Goldgeier notes:

A major impediment to the development of adequate explanation and
prediction in the study of international relations and foreign policy is
the failure by many academics in the field to treat seriously the role
of psychological factors in individual decision making and intergroup
relations. Work in both of these areas has demonstrated the prevalence of
systematic biases due to cognitive limitations and emotional needs. Key
puzzles will remain unresolved without incorporating these insights into
our analytical frameworks.1

Studying the psychological aspects of IR is integral to the study of the
subject, not least because of the limits of situational explanations.2 It is not of
course the case that international relations as a field has ignored psychology
altogether. We have already seen (under different headings and chapters)
some of the work that has been done on the psychology of foreign policy
decision-making, including work on belief systems and analogical reasoning.
This chapter will examine in a rather more detailed way some of the classic
work that has been done in the field of international politics from a psycho-
logical angle, including the work of Robert Jervis and Richard Ned Lebow. We
shall also look at an illustrative selection of some of the most innovative work
being done on the psychology of IR by three increasingly prominent younger
authors—Jacques Hymans, Rose McDermott, and Jonathan Mercer—and
conclude with a look at Ralph White’s work on empathy, a useful corrective
to what in Chapter 9 we described as the fundamental attribution error.

Mercer and McDermott’s contributions in particular draw on attribution
theory. This approach—which will provide a useful hinge for this chapter, not
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least because it focuses on both situational and dispositional factors—suggests
that while academic observers of international relations have relied too much on
situationism to explain behavior, practitioners or policy-makers have relied on
it too little. In other words, while most IR theorists have generally ignored the
psychological dispositions of actors—usually because they consider such
explanations too “messy” and/or that they would rob their models of predictive
value—most policy-makers underrate the importance of situations and the
ways in which these can compel an adversary to undertake actions and
express positions that do not reflect their underlying dispositions, values, or
preferences.

The Situationism of International
Relations Theory

Many of the established approaches to international relations work at the
systemic level of analysis. While this is not the place to provide a comprehensive
account of all of the various theories themselves—doing this would take,
and has taken, a textbook in its own right3—it is certainly true to say that
neorealism, neoliberalism, world systems theory, dependency theory, and
Alexander Wendt’s version of constructivism all operate at this level. In
the terms that we have been using in this book, all the established theories
of IR represent especially strident versions of a situationist approach. This is
especially true for neorealism, which is particularly associated with its creator
Kenneth Waltz. We will use neorealism here as an illustration because in many
ways it represents an example of what might be termed “hyper-situationism,”
though many of the same points could be made of the other theories men-
tioned above. Describing what neorealism constitutes should also make it clear
what is meant by a “systemic level” approach to international politics.

Neorealists argue, to put it bluntly, that “situation is everything;” the indi-
vidual characteristics of the state—including the characteristics of its leaders,
its domestic political situation, whether it is a democracy or dictatorship, and
so on—matter very little in determining what happens in international politics.
Instead, they focus on the character of the international system.4 Quite simply,
the principal determinant of a state’s behavior in the international system is
where it is located within that system. For instance, neorealism contends that all
superpowers are essentially alike in the sense that they tend to behave in the
same way, as do all middle-range powers and all weak powers. This might not
seem like such a radical claim to make, but it has some radical implications
when you think about it. For one thing, the idea that “superpowers are
superpowers” implies that the Cold War would still have occurred if, say, the
two great powers after World War II had been the United States and France, or
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the United States and Canada. According to neorealists, the same intense
rivalry between the two powers would be expected had the ideological com-
petition between the USA and the Soviet Union never existed, because
international politics is ultimately not about ideas but the struggle for security.

For neorealists, what matters most if we want to explain what happens in
international politics is not the domestic makeup of states or the individual
psychological characteristics of those who lead them (“a state is a state,” as they
see it, and all states have similar objectives), but how many powers there are in the
system. They distinguish between bipolar and multipolar systems in particular,
that is, between systems in which only two powers predominate and more than
two (say three, four or five) exert influence. According to advocates of this
theory such as John Mearsheimer, a multipolar system is actively dangerous and
prone to produce conflict between states, while a bipolar system is compara-
tively stable and far less likely to lead to war. For this reason, Mearsheimer
predicted back in 1990 that we would “soon miss the Cold War,” since the
presence of only two great powers in the system during that era supposedly led
to international stability.5

You may find Waltz’s theory convincing or you may not. The larger point we
wish to make here, however, is that Waltz’s theory—and again, this applies to
any theory of international politics working at this vague situationist level—
requires some sort of account of how states know what roles they are supposed
to play in the international system. Stanley Milgram (for instance) generated a
theory which explained precisely why people obey situational pressures, but
Waltz offers no corresponding theory as to how and why states follow the
“signals” that the international system is sending, as many critics of Waltz’s
theory have noted. Systemic theories of international politics commonly
invoke some version of Homo economicus—the argument that a state perceives
the world rationally and accurately, and therefore realizes that it is, say, a
middle-range power that must not act as a superpower does. Waltz denies that
he makes any such assumption, merely asserting that states that fail to recognize
their “proper roles” in life decline or die out (interestingly, an argument which
itself invokes Darwinism and evolutionary psychology). “Notice that the theory
requires no assumptions of rationality or of constancy of will on the part of all
of the actors. The theory says simply that some do relatively well, others will
emulate them or fall by the wayside,” Waltz argues.6 Other systemic-level
theories more commonly rely on the claim that states are rational actors,
though (the neoliberalism of Robert Keohane, for instance, explicitly makes
this assumption). This rational choice approach accepts the possibility that a
state and its leaders may actively misperceive the nature of the situation they face,
and similarly Waltz’s evolutionary argument also implicitly allows for states to
misperceive the situation. Once this point is conceded, however, we are back
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to square one, since we are left wondering what psychological factors cause a
state and its leaders to do this.

Situationism in international relations takes a variety of other forms as well,
as Martin Hollis and Steve Smith suggest,7 for anything above the level of the
individual dispositions is situational. We can conceive of these different kinds of
approach as akin to a Russian doll, in which opening up one structure gives rise
to a smaller one. When we open up the international system, we find states.
When we open up the state, we find bureaucracies. Opening up bureaucracies,
we find groups, another situational level. It is only when we consider the
contents of groups that we confront individuals and dispositions, however.
Moving from the international system down the ladder of analysis to less
general forms of situation that shape behavior, other situationist theories
include those that focus on the societal environment, such as the democratic
peace thesis, and those that deal more immediately with the ways that organiza-
tional and bureaucratic constraints shape and limit foreign policy behavior.
Within the latter category, the work of Graham Allison has been especially
influential, particularly his now classic work with Philip Zelikow Essence of
Decision.8 And as we have already seen, group pressures constitute yet another
situational level.

Like Waltz, Allison explains the behavior of leaders situationally and dispense
with psychological considerations, but there most similarities end. In their
approach—commonly referred to in the literature as the bureaucratic politics
theory—the behavior of decision-makers is mostly (though not exclusively)
determined by parochial positions within the bureaucracy. The aphorism
“where you stand depends on where you sit,” variously attributed to Rufus
Miles and Don Price, captures this position especially well. According to
this, the views of those who occupy bureaucratic positions are significantly
colored by the organizational outlook and mission of the bodies they work for.
Secretaries of state tend to argue for negotiation and diplomacy, for instance,
because this is what the State Department “does;” defense secretaries tend to
argue for conventional military solutions; meanwhile, representatives of the
CIA tend to advocate covert operations.

Unfortunately, this aspect of Allison and Zelikow’s model has not fared well
in recent years, not least because it neglects the force of existing beliefs,
personalities, and other values.9 When Colin Powell was chairman of the Joint
Chiefs during the first Persian Gulf War, he was the last holdout against U.S.
military intervention, while Secretary of State Dean Rusk was very much for
escalating American military involvement in Vietnam; in both cases, their
philosophical positions were highly inconsistent with their bureaucratic roles.
As a variety of critics have noted, bureaucratic position or “situation” is a far
less accurate predictor of foreign policy views than are the existing dispositions
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of leaders. The approach clearly works sometimes—as when Colin Powell
quietly opposed the 2003 invasion of Iraq, arguing for continued diplomacy—
but when it does seem to “explain” behavior, it often seems to do so only by
coincidence or happenstance, not because the theory “works” as such. To the
extent that we can tell, Powell would have had strong reservations about the
war regardless of the bureaucratic position he occupied.

Misperceptions, Cold and Hot

As Brian Ripley notes, a number of classic works compete for the title
of “seminal work” in the psychological study of international politics and
foreign policy.10 The first attempt to apply the insights of psychology to
international relations was Snyder, Bruck, and Sapin’s Foreign Policy Decision-
Making, which first introduced the notion that individuals play an important
role in shaping foreign policy decisions.11 Another classic work that appeared
some years later was Joseph de Rivera’s The Psychological Dimension of Foreign
Policy, which applied some of the insights of social psychology to foreign
policy analysis.12 Important though these initial efforts were, however, the
scholar who has arguably done most to convince international relations scholars
to incorporate the insights of psychology into their work has been Robert
Jervis.

In his path-breaking book, Perception and Misperception in International Politics—
first published in the mid-1970s—Robert Jervis thrust psychology onto the
center stage of international relations. Drawing primarily on cognitive consist-
ency theory, Jervis placed the analytical emphasis on leaders and their charac-
teristics. Beginning with a compelling argument that strongly suggested that
situationist arguments were by themselves insufficient to explain the decisions
that leaders reach—and hence what “goes on” in international politics—Jervis
examined the ways in which political leaders commonly misinterpret the
signals that other leaders intend to send and other ways in which our existing
dispositions affect our decision-making.

As we have seen already, human beings have a tendency to interpret
evidence in a way that comports with existing beliefs, and to disregard
information which does not. As Jervis puts it:

This means not only that when a statesman has developed a certain image
of another country he will maintain that view in the face of large amounts
of discrepant information, but also that the general expectations and rules
entertained by the statesman about the links between other states’ situ-
ations and characteristics on the one hand and their foreign policy inten-
tions on the other influence the images of others that we will come to
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hold. Thus western statesmen will be quicker to see another state as
aggressive if a dictator has just come to power in it than if it is a stable
democracy.13

Jervis provides a large number of examples in which prior beliefs affected
the perceptions of the actors. Prior expectations, he notes, critically affect
what we “see.” For example, during World War II British aircraft bombed their
own battleship (the Sheffield) by mistake.14 The reason was that they were
expecting to be confronted by the German ship Bismarck, which was actually
what they were looking for. Ironically, the two ships did not even resemble one
another and the flight crews were quite familiar with the British ship, but the
expectation proved powerful enough to result in a disastrous misperception
(the same psychological phenomenon is undoubtedly behind the many
“friendly fire” incidents witnessed during the first Persian Gulf War and in the
current U.S. war in Iraq). Jervis also highlights the importance of analogical
reasoning and the ways in which leaders may “overlearn” the lessons of an event
such as the 1938 Munich conference, the seminal event in the appeasement of
Adolf Hitler prior to World War II. “The only thing as important for a nation as
its revolution is its last major war,” Jervis notes.15

Another important study published only a few years after Jervis’s seminal
work was Richard Ned Lebow’s Between Peace and War.16 While not discounting
the role played by cold cognitive processes, Lebow argues that an equal or
perhaps greater role in generating misperceptions is played by hot, motivated,
or emotional factors, such as wishful thinking, guilt, shame, and anxiety. He
examines twenty-six crises—situations which escalated into war and cases
where war seemed likely but was averted—spanning a period of seventy years.
He focuses in particular on Fashoda (1898), the July crisis (1914), Munich
(1938), Korea (1950), the Sino-Indian dispute (1962), and the Cuban missile
crisis from the same year. Balancing the theoretical drive of the political
scientist with the historian’s nuanced instinct for detail, Lebow highlights the
cognitive and motivational forces that inhibit policy learning, and he uses the
case studies to develop a typology of different crisis types. One way in which
war can occur, for instance, is through a “justification of hostility” type of crisis,
where a leader challenged domestically initiates war in order to mobilize
support at home. As Lebow puts it,

justification of hostility crises are unique in that leaders of the initiating
action make a decision for war before the crisis commences. The purpose of
the crisis is not to force an accommodation but to provide a casus belli for
war. Initiators of such crises invariably attempt to make their adversary
appear responsible for the war. By doing so they attempt to mobilize
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support for themselves, both at home and abroad and to undercut support
for their adversary.17

Some Recent Innovations

We have already seen some of the innovative work that has been done within
the psychological study of foreign policy decision-making in the areas of
cognition, personality, group behavior, and leadership in general, and the
reader is referred back to Chapters 6–10 in particular. Summarizing all of the
other notable work done in this area would be an impossibility, but instead of
attempting this I will examine three recent innovations—on the psychology of
nuclear proliferation, risk-taking, and deterrence respectively—which in the
author’s view have been especially significant, concluding with some rather
older insights about the psychology of international relations which have
recently received renewed attention.

The Psychology of Nuclear Proliferation

One of the leading concerns of policy-makers in the post-Cold War era has
been the concern that so-called “rogue states” and terrorist groups might
acquire and then use nuclear weapons. North Korea (which by most accounts
already possesses nuclear weapons) and Iran have been countries of particular
concern for Western policy-makers, especially in the United States. Until
recently, however, much of the literature on nuclear proliferation has been
largely normative—“we should prevent state A from developing a nuclear
capacity”—or technical in nature. What explains why some states decide to “go
nuclear” while others do not, though? Clearly, situationism alone cannot
explain this puzzle, since a large variety of states have access to nuclear
technology, but only relatively few choose to go nuclear. The answer, then,
must have something to do with the dispositions of states and their leaders. In a
highly innovative use of the psychological literature on international relations,
Jacques Hymans has produced an interesting theory that seeks to explain the
puzzle in these terms.18

To explain why some states go nuclear while others do not, Hymans
develops the useful idea of national identity conceptions (NICs). We have already
seen how social identity theory can be used to explain conflicts between
groups; the NIC, however, is not a shared or social conception of identity but
an idiosyncratic, individual-level factor that varies by leader. In other words,
different leaders within the same state can hold markedly different conceptions
about their own nation. More specifically, a leader’s NIC refers to “his or her
sense of what the nation naturally stands for and of how high it naturally stands
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in comparison to others.”19 Taking this further, Hymans distinguishes between
conceptions of solidarity and status. Within the first dimension—while all
leaders tend to see their own state in “us versus them” terms—some see this in
black-and-white or oppositional terms, while others adopt what Hymans calls a
more “transcendent” identity. This is another way of saying that some leaders
sense a kind of common humanity or destiny with others, while others do not.
Within the second dimension, meanwhile, some leaders see their own state as
superior to or the equal of, other states, while others view their states as
“below” or subordinate to others in status.20 Putting these two dimensions
together yields a two-by-two table (see Table 16.1 below).21

Hymans hypothesizes that nuclear proliferation will occur solely under
the leadership of “oppositional nationalists,” where a stark us-versus-them
conception is combined with the perception of state superiority. To test this
theory, he examines four cases, two of which (France and India) took the
decision to go nuclear and two of which (Australia and Argentina) decided
after much deliberation against doing this. Before 1972, Australia had set out
develop a nuclear weapons program under its then Prime Minister John
Gorton, characterized by Hymans as an “oppositional nationalist.” When
Gough Whitlam took over in 1972, however, he reversed his predecessor’s
nuclear strategy, a decision which Hymans traces to Whitlam’s lesser concern
about Chinese intentions in general, and more specifically to his psychological
beliefs as a “sportsmanlike subaltern.”22

No theoretical framework can explain everything, of course, and it is
possible that some cases that Hymans does not examine might not “fit” the
argument. Nevertheless, as Robert Jervis notes, this argument

gains much of its power from showing that it was not “France” that chose
nuclear weapons and “Australia” that did not, but rather that leaders in
these countries fell into different places in his four-fold table developed
from the two dimensions, and that the fact—often an accidental fact—of

Table 16.1 Solidarity and Status dimensions

Solidarity dimensions Us and them (nested) Us against them

Status dimensions
We are naturally their equals if
not their superiors

Sportsmanlike
nationalist

Oppositional
nationalist

We are naturally below them Sportsmanlike
subaltern

Oppositional
subaltern

Source: Jacques Hymans, The Psychology of Nuclear Proliferation: Identity, Emotions and
Foreign Policy (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), p.25
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who was in power at key points determined what the country would do.
This is not to deny that the country’s situation and shared intellectual and
cultural characteristics shape national policy, but only that there is almost
always room for individual choice.23

One of the most pressing issues in the latter years of the Bush administration
was a deep concern that Iran was developing a nuclear capability. Iranian
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has said that “we will not retreat even one
iota from our nuclear rights [. . .] today Iran is a nuclear country and nuclear
knowledge and nuclear science is in the brains of our scientists.”24 It is interest-
ing, therefore, to consider how Hymans’ theory might be applied to that case,
and Ted Reynolds has examined this question in an interesting paper.25 He
acknowledges that Hymans’ model becomes difficult to use “when considering
cases of proliferation where the decision-making process is diffused or data
regarding the psychological profile of the leader is unavailable or obscured as a
result of the closed nature of the state apparatus,” also noting that the approach
is difficult to apply to non-state actors such al-Qaeda and other terrorist
organizations. Reynolds notes that Kim Il Sung and Kim Jong Il of North Korea
both appear to be oppositional nationalists when one examines their public
statements, as does Ahmadinejad, though it is unclear in the first case whether
the statements are intended as mere propaganda and whether Ahmadinejad is
in control of nuclear policy in the second instance. Nevertheless, to the extent
that North Korean and Iranian leaders genuinely exhibit the characteristics of
oppositional nationalism as opposed to the other three categorizations, the
model predicts that their nuclear programs will grow and expand. The
approach of Hymans also adds something new and interesting to our under-
standing of nationalism—an understanding of the role of leaders and their
individualized conceptions of national identity, a topic that we examined in
Chapter 13 and mostly conceive of at a group or social level.

The Psychology of Risk-Taking

When do leaders take risks in international politics? Is it a matter of
personality—with some more prone to “role the dice” than others—or is it
primarily a matter of the nature of the situation the leader faces? Or is it
instead a matter of how one construes or perceives the situation one faces? Rose
McDermott has pioneered the application of prospect theory to international
relations, which provides one rather interesting answer. In essence, prospect
theory—developed in the late 1970s by Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky—
suggests that the manner in which a problem is framed has a decisive impact
on the attractiveness of various options that foreign policy decision-makers
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consider.26 Specifically, whether we regard ourselves as operating in a “domain
of gains” or a “domain of losses” determines the degree to which we will be
prepared to take a risk. If we perceive ourselves as being in a loss-making
situation, we are far more likely to take risks than we are if we think we are
making gains. Individuals will be risk averse (that is, will avoid risky options)
when dealing with gains, but they will be risk acceptant when dealing with losses.

Another way of putting this is to imagine yourself in a casino, let’s say The
Palms in Las Vegas. Let’s imagine also that you’ve had a good night at Blackjack
or Texas Hold ’Em, and your pockets are full of chips that you are looking
forward to converting into cash. The theory suggests that you are in a domain
of gains—you are winning, in other words—and so you are unlikely to take
reckless risks with the chips. For instance, you are unlikely to put the whole lot
down on a single roll of the roulette wheel, when you know quite well that
your chances of doubling or tripling your winnings are quite slim (though the
casino, of course, would love it if you did). Put in terms of Kahneman and
Tversky’s theory, you will be risk averse.

Now imagine the opposite scenario. You have had a lousy night at the tables,
and you are down to your last few chips. Aside from the free drinks the
waitress is serving you, you’re getting very little enjoyment out of the evening
and are deeply regretting walking through the door. You are, as the theory
would have it, in a domain of losses, and you recognize this all too clearly.
Under these conditions, you are also likely to put everything you have on a
high-risk option that promises high returns if you win but where it is cor-
respondingly less likely that you will win. You are risk acceptant, in the terms of
prospect theory, and now you are quite likely to risk everything you have on a
single turn of the wheel. After all, you have a chance to recoup from the casino
a fair bit of what you’ve lost.

As Robert Jervis puts it,

people are loss-averse in the sense that losses loom larger than the corres-
ponding gains. Losing ten dollars, for example, annoys us more than
gaining ten dollars gratifies us [. . .] more than the hope of gains, the
specter of losses activates, energizes and drives actors, producing great
(and often misguided) efforts that risk—and frequently lead to—greater
losses.27

In her book Risk-Taking in International Politics, Rose McDermott applies this
theory to a variety of cases in foreign policy decision-making, such as the
disastrous Iran hostage rescue mission of 1980, decisions about whether to
admit the Shah of Iran to the United States, the U-2 crisis, and the Suez crisis.28

In the hostage rescue mission case, for instance, McDermott argues that
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President Jimmy Carter perceived himself (not unreasonably) as being in a
domain of losses by March/April of 1980, and this made him more risk
acceptant than he would otherwise have been. Carter’s personal popularity
was in free fall, he had just lost two presidential primaries to Senator Edward
Kennedy and negotiations to get the hostages out by peaceful means seemed to
have run aground. “By the time of the rescue mission,” McDermott argues,

Carter was a leader ready to take a gamble to return things to the status
quo, with the hostages safely at home, national pride and international
honor restored, and his political fortunes turned upward [. . .] in terms of
prospect theory, he was a man operating in the domain of losses.29

Similarly, Barbara Farnham argues that prospect theory throws considerable
light on Franklin Roosevelt’s decision-making during the Munich crisis of
the late 1930s.30

Like any theory of political behavior, prospect theory has some drawbacks.31

Perhaps risk-taking is primarily a matter of personality rather than perception
of the situation, for instance.32 It may also be that the perception of loss does
not automatically lead to risk-taking in complex, real-world decision-making.
Like Hymans’ theory of nuclear proliferation, it is difficult to test in some cases
as well. Because what matters in the theory is not the “objective” situation, but
how the individual decision-maker construes that situation—this is what makes
the theory dispositionist—we cannot know for sure in at least some instances
whether gain or loss was what was perceived, but must infer this from the
available information. We must also infer from that information available in a
given case how risky a decision-maker perceived the various choices to have
been. But this is a problem that confronts any theory that seeks to reconstruct
the mindsets and dispositions of decision-makers. Moreover, McDermott
argues that we can ascertain all the information we need in this case, since it
seems fairly apparent that Carter saw himself operating in a domain of loss by
March 1980 and that he saw the rescue mission as the riskiest of the options
available.

The Psychology of Deterrence

As we have seen already, one place where the visions provided by Homo
economicus and Homo psychologicus clash most clearly is in the study of voting
behavior. But there is an area where the difference of perspective they provide
arguably matters even more, because it has to do with matters of life and
death: deterrence theory. As Ned Lebow and Janice Stein note, the rational
actor version of deterrence theory (on which a lot of international political
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theorizing is based) is flawed because it relies upon assumptions which—as we
have seen repeatedly in this book—human beings depart from in practice, for
both cold cognitive and emotional reasons. The films Doctor Strangelove and
Fail-Safe, both released not long after (and in large part inspired by) the Cuban
missile crisis of October 1962, imagine ways in which human error might have
led to a U.S. nuclear attack against the Soviet Union and then all-out nuclear
war. In books like We All Lost The Cold War, however, Lebow and Stein critique
the very assumptions on which rational deterrence theory rests, assumptions
which are supposed to prevent conventional or nuclear war between super-
powers through the simple operation of rational self-interest.33

Rational deterrence theory essentially assumes, as Lebow and Stein put it,
that all leaders are “risk-prone gain maximizers;” in other words, rational
self-interest dictates that all leaders will attempt to expand their territory at
the expense of others, but that (equally) they will be constrained from doing so
when the costs outweigh the benefits. As Christopher Achen and Duncan
Snidal put it,

if a country knows that it is likely to lose a long nasty war in the process, it
will probably not seek to press its claims against a rival. The trick is to
learn the likelihood that the rival country will fight—and if it fights, how
likely it is to win.34

It is thus vitally important that a state convinces its rivals that it will fight,
and that it is more than capable of defeating those rivals. Some believe in this
rational actor view so strongly that they advocate nuclear proliferation,
encouraging states like Germany and Japan to acquire nuclear weapons, for
instance.35 The logic of analysts like John Mearsheimer, who strongly advocates
this position, is that rational deterrence is so compelling that it would lead to
greater peace and stability in the world.

This theory is flawed, first of all, because not all leaders are “risk-prone gain
maximizers.” Lebow and Stein argue that some leaders are—they give Hitler
and Stalin as examples—but that this is relatively uncommon in international
politics.36 As we saw in the previous section, moreover, risk propensity can
vary with a leader’s perception of the situation. Calling into question how
“rational” the deliberations of policy-makers are, moreover, they highlight cases
in which leaders did act in a risk-prone, gain-maximizing way, but then entirely
failed to weigh up the costs and benefits in the way that Homo economicus
approaches suggest that they do. “Empirical analyses of deterrence failures have
identified cases in which leaders calculated in accordance with the expectations
of deterrence theories but acted contrary to their predictions,” they note.
“These leaders estimated the expected costs of war as very high, the probability
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of winning as low, and the probability that the defender would retaliate as
virtually certain. Yet, they chose to challenge deterrence.”37 They give the
Japanese attack on the United States in 1941 and Egyptian leader Anwar
Sadat’s attack on Israel in 1973 as examples. The strong implication of Lebow
and Stein’s approach is that deterrence theory not only fails to account for the
ways that real-world leaders behave, but that it is positively dangerous for our
own leaders to rely on such a theory.

In a fascinating contribution to the literature, Jonathan Mercer also uses
psychological theory to critique deterrence theory in an entirely novel way.38

In Chapter 9 we described attribution theory, and noted the prevalence of
what the social psychologist Lee Ross called “the fundamental attribution
error.” This refers to the human tendency, replicated in a large number of
psychological studies, to attribute the cause of someone else’s behavior to their
dispositions. When people see someone perform an act of kindness, we tend to
assume that the person performing the act did so because he or she is kind. But
this ignores the effects that situation can have on behavior. For instance, seeing
someone appear somber (or even crying) at a funeral should not lead us to
assume that he or she is a somber person, because the social situation demands
that we appear this way (even if we didn’t much care for the deceased). Social
etiquette suggests that it is appropriate to “look sad” in such situations, even if
what we’re actually thinking of is the food and drink that often follows.

Mercer uses these insights to generate a new (and rather counter-intuitive)
approach to reputation that runs directly counter to deterrence theory. The
latter, as we have seen, suggests that it is critical for a state to send out the
“right signals” if deterrence is to operate properly; if one’s rival doubts that one
is credibly prepared to fight, for instance, it may well attack, rational deterrence
theory suggests. It is certainly true, moreover, that at least some leaders do
worry about a reputation for resolve. Lyndon Johnson, for instance, worried
that if he backed down over Vietnam and let the South fall to Ho Chi Minh and
the Communists, this would irreparably damage the reputation and standing of
the United States among both our enemies and our allies. The former, he
reasoned, would be emboldened by our failure to act, while the latter (notably
the Europeans) would begin to fear that America’s commitments to them
weren’t worth the paper they were written on. If we didn’t stand up to the
Communists in Vietnam, we would not be able to deter the spread of global
Communism because no one would take us seriously anymore. We would be
dismissed as a “paper tiger.” Other U.S. presidents, from Truman to Ford,
seem to have shared this concern.

Jonathan Mercer argues that these kind of concerns—which frequently lead
to huge losses in blood and treasure—are often entirely misplaced, however,
and his reasoning is relatively simple. Using attribution theory’s insights, he
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argues that it is impossible—or at least very difficult—for enemy leaders to get
a reputation for “lacking resolve.”39 Because the fundamental attribution error
(in which we attribute a rival or enemy’s behavior to dispositional causes) is so
common, even behavior that is benign or non-aggressive tends to be ignored,
and even when it is not we simply maintain the negative image by attributing
the behavior to situational causes (as John Foster Dulles did when he dismissed
signs of a desire to move toward détente on the part of the Soviets). We tend to
attribute the behavior of our allies, on the other hand, to situational factors;
just as enemies find it hard to get a reputation for not having resolve, allies have
the opposite problem.40 Allies, according to the theory, have a hard time
getting a reputation for possessing resolve because when we view allies as
acting out of necessity—from the “demands of the situation,” as it were—we
find it difficult to give them credit for having a disposition toward being
resolute. For instance, many observers in the United States rightly or wrongly
attributed Saudi Arabia’s support for the first Persian Gulf War as stemming
from the situation; faced with Saddam Hussein’s invasion of Kuwait in 1990s,
the Saudis (and other Gulf states who supported the war) feared they might
become the Iraqi dictator’s next victim.

Empathy: The Antidote to Attribution Error
and Other Things

Mercer’s work suggests that policy-makers often underrate the role played by
the situation in determining behavior (ironically, just the opposite problem
to that generally exhibited by IR theorists). This is also—from a somewhat
different angle of approach—the conclusion of Ralph White’s classic work on
empathy. As White often explains, empathy is very different from sympathy, or
at least each represents an opposite point along a continuum. The latter implies
active approval, while the former simply entails putting oneself in the shoes of
another in order to better understand his or her motives. Empathy, White
notes, is “defined as a realistic understanding of the thoughts and feelings of
others,” while sympathy is “defined in accordance with its Greek derivation, as
feeling with others—being happy because they are or unhappy because they
are—which often implies doing what one can to help them. Empathy is
primarily cognitive, in the language of psychology; sympathy is affective.”41

Empathy is important because it is, in White’s phrase, “the great corrective
for all forms of war-promoting misperception.”42 It is also a potential corrective
to the fundamental attribution error, since it forces the decision-maker to
appreciate the situation that the adversary is confronting. White’s work helped
pioneer a rich tradition of work in the study of international relations on
empathy, perception, and misperception which continues today.43
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While obviously a laudable goal for policy-makers to pursue, however, it is
especially difficult to achieve under some circumstances. It is patently easier to
achieve in retrospect than it is at the time, for instance, and an example from
Errol Morris’s outstanding documentary film of Robert McNamara’s life, The
Fog of War—America’s escalation of the Vietnam War—illustrates another
significant problem: one has to know the adversary sufficiently well to put
oneself in their shoes. By McNamara’s own admission, this was not the case
with Vietnam. Lyndon Johnson and the principals in the Tuesday Lunch Group
had little familiarity with the history of Vietnamese–Chinese relations; if they
had, McNamara notes, they would have been far less likely to see the North
Vietnamese as a mere satellite of the Chinese. Greater familiarity with the
nationalist aspects of Ho Chi Minh’s thinking—as opposed to his Communist
beliefs, which were fairly well understood—might equally well have discour-
aged a tendency to see North Vietnam as a mere puppet of the Soviets. Sadly,
those who did have the capacity to empathize with Ho were largely marginal-
ized and regarded, in James Thomson’s phrase, as “troublemakers.”44 Equally,
most members of the Carter administration found it difficult to empathize
with the students who seized the U.S. embassy in Tehran in 1979, the act that
precipitated the Iran hostage crisis.

Simply stated, a major problem for Jimmy Carter and his advisers in 1979—
even more so than for Johnson’s entourage in 1965—was that very little was
known about the Ayatollah Khomeini and the movement he represented at the
time. Members of the Carter administration, including its own Middle Eastern
specialists, struggled to make sense of the Ayatollah’s actions. The threat posed
by radical Islamism—or what, for want of a better phrase, has become widely
but rather misleadingly known as “Islamic fundamentalism”—represented
unchartered territory at the time. Lacking any cognitive compass with which
to make sense of the Iranian radical, President Carter himself (quite under-
standably but non-empathetically) often dismissed the Ayatollah’s actions as
irrational and even insane during the early days of the hostage crisis. U.S.
decision-makers also did not fully appreciate the importance of history in the
Middle East, and in particular the impact that the memory of 1953—the year
in which the CIA helped depose the democratically elected leader Mohammed
Mossadegh—continued to have on Iranian thinking.

Conclusion

Nevertheless, empathy with one’s adversary is possible to achieve when
decision-makers consciously and deliberately make an effort to place them-
selves in the shoes of that adversary, and the policy-makers “know” the opponent
well enough for realistic empathy to be possible. The success of The Fog of War
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has brought the importance of empathy with one’s adversary as a means of
conflict resolution renewed attention in international relations and foreign
policy, a theme echoed in McNamara’s book Wilson’s Ghost, co-authored
with James Blight, and in the book by James Blight and janet Lang that
accompanies the film.45 The film features a notably successful case of empathiz-
ing: John Kennedy’s handling of the Cuban missile crisis. What got us out of
the Cuban missile crisis and pulled us back from the brink—apart from “sheer
dumb luck,” to use Dean Acheson’s memorable phrase—was JFK’s ability to
empathize with Khrushchev, McNamara argues. Spurred on by U.S. Ambas-
sador to the Soviet Union Llewellyn “Tommy” Thompson, Kennedy was able to
successfully place himself in the shoes of the adversary and thus avert nuclear
disaster. Thompson realized that Khrushchev almost certainly knew several
days into the crisis that he had made a serious miscalculation in placing missiles
in Cuba, and that he would be looking for some sort of face-saving way out of
the crisis; successful resolution of the situation would therefore require a
negotiated solution from which both sides could claim some sort of “victory.”
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Conclusion
A Personal View

As we indicated in Chapter 1, it really is up to the student to make up his or her
own mind about the relative merits of our two “meta-approaches,” situationism
and dispositionism. What follows, then—as the chapter’s subtitle indicates—is
merely a personal view of how one might reconcile the two, and students and
teachers who genuinely want to make up their own minds wholly independ-
ently of me are of course welcome to skip this final chapter. Since the material
that we have come to call “political psychology” has rarely been categorized
consistently by most of its practitioners in the way we have done in this
book, we are in some ways on our own in coming to conclusions on this issue.
We are not entirely alone, however, since various political scientists (especially
those in international relations) and psychologists (especially those influenced
by attribution theory and social psychology generally) have reflected upon this
issue in depth.

Situationism Versus Dispositionism Revisited

Some of you will already have made up your minds on the central issue of what
contributes most to the causes of human behavior, the situation or the indi-
vidual. Indeed, the author sincerely hopes that you have at least reached some
tentative answer to this question already, since the entire book is designed to
prompt you to do this. Some of you may even have become rather “partisan” on
this issue by now. Whatever you have concluded, however, you should take into
account some of the following as you finish this book.

First of all, in Part III it has to be said that we have not consistently seen
situationism or dispositionism emerge as the clear “winner” across the limited range of
empirical cases we have examined in this final section. The reader may have
noticed that there is no consistently pro-disposition or pro-situation bias across
the five empirical areas—terrorism, nationalism and ethnic conflict, race and
tolerance, voting behavior and international relations—we have examined.
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Though no attempt has been made to summarize everything written on each
topic, an effort has been made to summarize current preferences and biases
among scholars working within a particular subtopic as a whole.

What is perhaps most interesting is that scholars appear to be pulling in
fundamentally different directions across the cases. In the psychological
study of terrorism, analysts began by looking for a “terrorist personality,”
but have almost uniformly turned away from what has been recognized as a
fruitless search and are starting to favor approaches that stress the importance
of situation. In the study of nationalism and conflict, both types of theory have
predominated, but genocide in particular seems best explained by a mixture of
dispositional and situational factors. When we came to look at both racism and
intolerance and the study of voting behavior, on the other hand, we saw that the
dispositions of individuals have traditionally been given more emphasis than
situational forces. In international relations theory, on the other hand, situ-
ationism has been the dominant approach to explaining the actions of states,
and psychological dispositions—while studied extensively—are rarely treated
as a comprehensive approach in their own right. IR scholars have seemed not
to know what to do with psychology, since it questions many assumptions
made by popular models and “muddies” the search for parsimonious theories.

Second, and in related vein, the preceding point seems to suggest that the
importance of situationism/dispositionism varies with the situation.1 On the one hand,
there does appear to be a number of circumstances in which the environment
or context surrounding the individual has been shown, at least under labora-
tory or experimental conditions, to exert a powerful impact on behavior.
Many of these involve what Morton Hunt refers to in his popular history of the
study of psychology as “closed cases” (issues that are no longer much studied
because they involve findings which have been replicated so many times).2 In
the Milgram and Zimbardo experiments in particular, social pressures and
constraints which on their face look as if they should have only a weak influence
on behavior turned out to play a fundamental role. Consider also the work
of two social psychologists we have not so far discussed in this book, John
Darley and Bibb Latané. The reader will recall that in Chapter 1 we referred
to the murder of Kitty Genovese and what is known in social psychology as the
“bystander effect.”

Darley and Latané’s work was directly inspired by this incident, in which no
less than thirty-eight witnesses failed to come to the aid of a young woman
being murdered outside their windows. The behavior of the bystanders pro-
voked outrage at the time, and there were public calls for all thirty-eight to be
arrested (or worse). As Lauren Slater notes, like everyone else Bibb and Latané
“wondered why no one had helped. Was it apathy, or were there other psycho-
logical forces at work? Darley recalls hunkering down for a while to focus on
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this singular, quite current event.”3 Common sense suggests that out of thirty-
eight people, at least one should have had the “moral fiber” to at least pick up
the phone and call 911. Paradoxically, however, Darley and Latané found that
it was precisely because there were thirty-eight people listening to what had
happened that no one came to Genovese’s aid. The task of responding to her
plight was shared by a large number of people—a factor Darley and Latané
call the diffusion of responsibility—and everyone seems to have assumed that
someone else would do something.4 Setting out to test this hypothesis—which
they originally hammered out at an all-night party at which the topic of
Genovese was being discussed—Darley and Latané set up an experiment
which, like much other social psychological research of the time, involved a
large measure of deception.

Rather cleverly, they led students to believe that they were involved in
group discussions about personal problems, such as the difficulty of adapting to
university life.5 Because talking about such problems can be embarrassing,
these naive subjects were led to believe that they were talking to other students
sitting in separate cubicles via an intercom. In reality, these naive subjects
were listening to tape recordings of other students acting out roles in the
“discussion.” Sometimes the subjects were told that they were involved in one-
to-one discussions with only a single person, sometimes there were supposedly
three people involved, sometimes four, and so on, but in all cases they were
actually only listening to pre-recorded tapes. The first recording, moreover,
was always the same: it was the voice of a student that tells of the stress he is
undergoing at university and the fact that he suffers from epileptic fits. In
reality, this was of course a student acting out the part (interestingly the voice
was that of Richard Nisbett, then a graduate student at Columbia University
and in later life a leading situationist and attribution theorist).6

After a short while, the voice of the student on tape would begin to sound
frantic and incoherent, as Nisbett convincingly played out the part of some-
one having an epileptic seizure. Of the subjects involved in the one-to-one
condition—that is, where the naive subject thought that he or she was the only
person around who could help—an impressive 85 percent reported the seizure
immediately and sought help. However, when the subject was led to believe
that he was in a discussion with five other people, only 31 percent sought the
assistance of the experimenter. Quite simply, the presence of others had
socially inhibited the subjects in the latter condition from acting to assist the
person supposedly in distress.

A few years later, Darley and Batson conducted an even more fascinating
experiment by using divinity students to test the theory of the bystander effect,
again using a classic piece of deception.7 In this study, the students were given
the task of preparing a sermon on the parable of the “Good Samaritan,” in
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which a kindly stranger passing by helps feed and clothe an injured man he has
found in the street. There seems to have been a good deal of deliberate irony
involved here on the experimenters’ part, but they also rather neatly stacked
the deck against their own hypothesis by using individuals with a presumably
strong religious disposition as subjects. Could these individuals be placed in a
situation where they “forgot” these values and where the demands of the
situation effectively took over? What if the students were asked to prepare a
sermon on this parable and hence were primed to have it in their minds as they
confront an “injured man” in real life? This is exactly what Darley and Batson
did, but they added a complicating situational factor: time pressure.

“Don’t be late” is one of the simplest rules of social etiquette there is, but on
an intuitive level most people imagine that it is not as powerful in its effects as
moral beliefs or values are. But this expectation was confounded in the study.
Some students were given strict time limits to complete the sermon, while
others were told they had plenty of time to do the work. The experimenters
further arranged for all of the subjects to pass by an “injured” person (in reality,
of course, an actor playing the role). Against most people’s expectations but
not of course their own, they found that social pressure proved more import-
ant than dispositions when the student was in a hurry to complete the work,
but that dispositions were more important for those with time on their
hands. By and large, only the latter proved to be “Good Samaritans.” Sixty-
three percent of those in the “low hurry” condition offered help, as opposed to
only 10 percent of those in the “high hurry” condition.8

The ability of the situation to override moral values is especially clear in
experiments like these, and since we are almost never free of social pressures
of some sort—unless, like “Unabomber” Ted Kaczynski, we choose to live
like a hermit—one might expect that situations reign supreme under most or
all conditions. On the other hand, there are areas in which the “determining
force” of situations has probably been greatly overemphasized. In international
relations theory in particular, as we saw in the previous chapter, leaders have
too often been seen as responding “rationally” to supposedly unambiguous cues
provided by the informational environment, and political psychology has failed
to develop its own theory of international relations (or, at least, a theory which
is recognized and accepted by other scholars in the field as being a theory of
international relations). We have also seen a variety of circumstances where
people’s dispositions do play a more critical role than the situation they find
themselves in.

What is it that makes the difference? What kind of situations seem to bring
out the importance of an actor’s dispositions relative to the situation? We
cannot simply conclude that “it depends,” and then leave it at that, since the
reader is entitled to some sort of answer to the question of what it depends on.
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First of all, it is tempting to conclude that situationism accounts for mass
behavior and dispositionism for the behavior of elites. Perhaps ordinary people
are especially susceptible to situational pressures, while elites “know better.”
This would in my view be an erroneous conclusion to reach given the material
presented in this book, however. After all, scholars of voter choice have con-
sistently relied on dispositionist theories since at least the 1960s, as do many
theorists of racial prejudice and tolerance. As we saw when we examined
groupthink, moreover, elite decision-makers—and even “the best and the
brightest”—seem to be no less susceptible to social pressures than ordinary
people. There is unquestionably a divide within political psychology between
those who study mass behavior and those who study elites, but (inconveniently
for us) it is not a clean situationist/dispositionist divide.

Another answer might be that situationism accounts for behavior which is
aberrant or “evil,” while dispositions account for altruistic, desirable, or “good”
behaviors. In his book The Lucifer Effect—fast becoming recognized as the
major statement of the situationist view in political psychology—Philip
Zimbardo argues that we ignore the lesson of situationism at our peril. That
lesson, he says,

should have been taught repeatedly by the behavioral transformation
of Nazi concentration camp guards, and of those in destructive cults,
such as Jim Jones’s Peoples Temple, and more recently by the Japanese
Aum Shinrikyo cult. The genocide and atrocities committed in Bosnia,
Kosovo, Rwanda, Burundi, and recently in Sudan’s Darfur region also
provide strong evidence of people surrendering their humanity and com-
passion to social power and abstract ideologies of conquest and national
security. Any deed that any human being has ever committed, however
horrible, is possible for any of us—under the right or wrong situational
circumstances.9

Zimbardo’s book is about the psychology of evil, and situational factors have
certainly been strongly implicated in the literature on terrorism and ethnic
conflict, for instance. However, like most social psychologists Zimbardo would
also accept that situational forces can be responsible for socially desirable
behaviors as well; the application of these theories to aggressive and other
socially damaging behaviors is probably an artifact of the understandably
greater concern that researchers have to explain (and help avoid) these
behaviors. Equally, it is difficult to explain the leadership behavior of someone
like Adolf Hitler without analyzing his dispositions, so the simple notion that
“situationism explains the desirable and dispositionism the undesirable” cannot
plausibly be the answer either.
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Where does this leave us? One clue to this puzzle again comes from Darley
and Latané’s research. When we are making decisions alone rather than in a
group—that is, when situational pressures are largely absent—this seems to
elevate the importance of dispositions. Consider the 85 percent who respond
immediately to Richard Nesbitt’s “seizure,” for instance. Darley and Latané
also ran a famous “smoke-under-the door” experiment, in which subjects were
asked to sit in a room and fill out a questionnaire.10 The experimenters then
arranged for smoke to pour into the room through a vent. When the subject
was alone, he or she almost always reported the incident immediately. But
Darley and Latané also set up a group situation in which the naive subject was
placed in the room together with a number of actors, who had been instructed
beforehand to completely ignore the smoke. Amazingly, 90 percent of the
naive subjects disregarded it as well in the group situation, even to the point
where the smoke in the air got so thick that visibility became difficult and
people began to cough and choke. Similar conformity effects were observed
in Asch’s line experiments, and Darley and Latané’s finding is reinforced by
the group variations in Milgram’s obedience experiments as well.11

The implication of all of this is clear: the absence of group or social pressure
enhances the role of dispositions. Although we are of course susceptible to
media effects and the surrounding environment, the choice of whom to vote
for (in a genuine democracy, at least) is essentially a solitary exercise, our own
business conducted in the secrecy of the voting booth. Depending in part on
how they organize their staff and on how susceptible they are to the opinions of
others, a leader’s eventual decision also is theirs to make and no one else’s. The
phrases “it’s lonely at the top” and Harry Truman’s “the buck stops here”
capture this notion of the solitary decision-maker at the pinnacle of the
political structure.

While this is certainly one factor, there has to be more to it than this of
course. Ole Holsti has provided an exceptionally useful list of conditions under
which individual leaders “matter” in foreign policy decision-making, but we
can extend many of these factors to other situations as well, such as mass
decisions about voting and tolerance.12 This is in effect a list of the conditions
under which dispositions make a difference:

1 “Nonroutine situations that require more than merely the application of standard
operating procedures and decision rules; for example, decisions to initiate or termin-
ate major international undertakings, including wars, interventions, alliances, aid
programs, and the like.” Novel situations that are in many respects quite
unlike conditions we have faced before greatly enhance the capacity for
individual dispositions and judgments to make a difference, for the simple
reason that there are no established expectations—social, organizational,
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or the like—dictating the kind of response called for. In foreign policy, the
Cuban missile crisis provides an excellent example. In October 1962,
there were no established “rules” as to how one goes about dealing with a
nuclear crisis in which each side was slowly being drawn into a potentially
deadly confrontation. In creating the ExComm, President Kennedy broke
the mold of established bureaucratic decision-making, conscious that what
bureaucratic routines and standard operating procedures existed might
well pull the United States into war.13

2 “Decisions made at the pinnacle of the government hierarchy by leaders who are
relatively free from organizational and other constraints—or who may at least
define their roles in ways that enhance their latitude for choice.” The analog to
this, as we have mentioned already, is Darley and Latané’s “two-person”
condition and Asch’s sole decision-maker, estimating lines without the
social pressure of being in a group. In elite decision-making, this is the
“lonely at the top” situation referred to above. In mass judgments, we
are obviously not dealing with individuals who stand at the pinnacle of a
political structure, but we can broaden Holsti’s point here to include
any situation in which the individual is relatively free from the social and
environmental pressures that might “preordain” their decision-making
one way or another. In other words, the operative factor here is relative
freedom from what Holsti calls simply “constraints.”

3 “Long-range policy planning, a task that inherently involves considerable uncertainty
and in which conceptions of ‘what is,’ ‘what is important or likely or desirable,’ and
‘what is related to what are likely to be at the core of the political process.’ ” This is
obviously a factor that applies mostly to elite decision-makers, but in
mass decision-making it might be relevant too where the individual must
make long-range estimates of what is likely to occur in the future.

4 “When the situation itself is highly ambiguous and is thus open to a variety of
interpretations. Uncertainty may result from a scarcity of information; from infor-
mation of low quality or questionable authenticity; or from information that is
contradictory or is consistent with two or more significantly different interpretations,
coupled with the absence of reliable means of choosing between them.” Ambiguity,
contradictory, and high-uncertainty situations almost certainly promote
the use of dispositions in decision-making.14 Going back to Chapter 1 and
the famous “burning building scenario,” we asked (somewhat rhetorically)
whether we need to study the dispositions of those who run for the exits
as a building erupts into flame. This is a highly unambiguous situation: it
is clear to all what we must do in order to preserve our own lives. We also
noted, however, that relatively few situations in politics are analogous
to the burning building, in the sense that reasonable and perfectly intelli-
gent people can look at exactly the same situation and draw different
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conclusions from it.15 Such ambiguous situations evoke the dispositions of
the person confronting them, and we observe a relatively high degree of
variation in individual responses. Just as many foreign policy decisions
involve highly ambiguous situations, so too does the act of voting and
the cognitive and emotional judgments that precede it. During the 2008
primary season, for instance, we saw a high degree of variation among
Democrats, but even more notably amongst Republicans, in their judg-
ments of who would make the best “standard bearer” for their respective
parties. Judgments such as these are highly idiosyncratic and subjective,
relying as they do on estimations of the probability that party candidate A
will have a better chance than party candidate B of winning the eventual
presidential election, estimates of how likely it is that a given candidate
will represent one’s own beliefs if elected, and other intangibles.

5 “Circumstances of information overload in which decision-makers are forced to
use a variety of strategies (eg queuing, filtering, omission, reducing categories of
discrimination to cope with the problem).” As we have seen, decision-makers
of all kinds seem to rely on a whole range of cognitive short cuts such
as stereotyping, the use of schemas and analogies, and satisficing. Many of
these were discussed in Chapter 9, but one important short cut we have
not so far discussed is the so-called “drunkard’s search.” As Robert Jervis
has shown, many of the theories that suggest that decision-makers are
cognitive misers can be subsumed under the well known principle of the
“drunkard’s search.”16 This story is about a drunkard searching for his lost
house keys under a street light. A passerby offers to help and asks where
the drunkard lost the keys. The drunkard replies that the keys were lost
in a dark alley nearby. This puzzles the passerby, who not unnaturally then
asks the man why he is not searching where he dropped the keys. The
drunkard replies, “the light is better here.” The lesson is that decision-
makers may look for evidence in psychologically convenient places rather
than in the most likely places or where common sense would dictate, even
in the face of critics questioning what they are doing. This is also evident in
the study of social science, with its evident concentration on what appears
to be quantifiable, rather than what is unclear or uncertain.17

Though there is obviously still much we do not know about the U.S.
decision-making process regarding the invasion of Iraq in 2003, it may
well provide a classic illustration of this psychological phenomenon. The
CIA’s intelligence suggested that Saddam Hussein had little or nothing to
do with 9/11, and as is now well known it pointed rather more clearly
towards Afghanistan and Saudi Arabia. For various reasons, an attack on
Saudi Arabia was deemed out of the question; moreover, both Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and his deputy Paul Wolfowitz felt that Iraq
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offered “better targets” than Afghanistan.18 Bob Woodward discovered that
Wolfowitz “worried about 100,000 American troops bogged down in the
notoriously treacherous mountains six months from then. In contrast, Iraq
was a brittle oppressive regime that might break easily with an opposition
yearning to topple Saddam.”19 As Richard Clarke relates, at one of the first
meetings on the afternoon of September 12, 2001:

Rumsfeld was saying that we needed to bomb Iraq. And we all said
[. . .] no, no. Al-Qaeda is in Afghanistan. We need to bomb Afghani-
stan. And Rumsfeld said there aren’t any good targets in Afghanistan.
And there are lots of good targets in Iraq. I said, “Well, there are lots
of good targets in lots of places, but Iraq had nothing to do with it.”
Initially, I thought when he said, “There aren’t enough targets in—in
Afghanistan,” I thought he was joking. I think they wanted to believe
that there was a connection, but the CIA was sitting there, the FBI
was sitting there, I was sitting there saying we’ve looked at this issue
for years. For years we’ve looked and there’s just no connection.20

6 “Unanticipated events in which initial reactions are likely to reflect cognitive
‘sets.’ ” The Iran hostage crisis was in many ways unprecedented, and
largely unanticipated by most of the members of the Carter administra-
tion, as apparently was the Islamic revolution that preceded it. Historic-
ally, it was exceptionally rare for a host government to condone the seizure
of a U.S. embassy, and there were no established procedures in place for
dealing with such a situation.

7 “Circumstances in which complex cognitive tasks associated with decision-making
may be impaired or otherwise significantly affected by the various types of stresses
that impinge on top ranking-executives.” Research on the impact of stress
on decision-making indicates that a small amount of stress actually
improves the decision-making process while a large amount tends to
reduce the quality of that process, but it is again plausible to assume that
emotional and cognitive short cuts may be especially important under this
condition as well.

Streamlining these factors, one could say that novelty, ambiguity, and
uncertainty in general—paired with the relative absence of social or situational
pressures on decision-making—all seem to enhance the importance of disposi-
tionism. To those who prefer simple, clear-cut answers—“situationism explains
political behavior” or “dispositions always win out over situations”—the con-
clusion we have reached here may seem unsatisfactory, even wishy-washy.
However, in the author’s view the argument that both play a role is an inescap-
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able one; there is simply too much evidence (from social psychology in particu-
lar) that some situations elicit relatively standard, uniform behaviors, and too
much evidence (mainly from cognitive psychology) that our dispositions do
matter in other circumstances for us to offer a simplistic answer to the question
that has animated this book.
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